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Baffled-Column Flotation ofa Coal Plant Fine-Waste Stream 

T. C. Eisele and S. K. Kawatra 
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering 

Michigan Technological University 
Houghton, Michigan 

Abstract. It is comrnon in coal-cleaning operations to produce a fine waste stream which 

contains a considerable amount of coa!, but which is not economical to recover both because it is 

mixed with large amounts of difficult-to-remove clay slimes, and because the fine coa! is often 

heavily oxidized or contaminated. Conventional froth-flotation machines cannot produce an 

acceptable product from such material in a single stage of flotation, and even flotation columns 

often have difficulty cleaning this type of feed. 

A new type of flotation column was designed specifically to deal with these problems, and 

was installed and tested in a coal-cleaning plant in Ohio. The feed coa! contained 39.8% ash as 

fine clay, 2.83% total sulfur, was 80% passing 176 micrometers, and hada heating value of 8401 

BTU/lb. The coa! was the tailings thickener product for the plant. Plant personnel felt that the 

coa! was too heavily oxidized and contarninated for flotation to be effective, as previous attempts J 

at conventional flotation of this material in the plant had been abandoned. · However, using the 

new column it was possible to recover up to 85% of the calorific value in a product containing less 

than 11% ash, and up to 60% of the calorific value in a product of less that 8% ash. The bulk of 

the pyritic sulfur was rejected from the coa! as well. 

Introduction 

Flotation columns have been widely adopted in many mineral beneficiation applications in 

recent years, because they are more efficient separators than conventional flotation machines 

(Parekh et al., 199_0; Groppo et al., 1994 ). Columns are more effective beca use they establish a 

long concentration gradient between the froth product and the sinks product. This is in contras! to . 
conventional flotation machines, where the separ;¡tion mainly occurs at the pulplfroth interface. 
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Froth washing in the columns, which reduces entrainment of gangue into the froth, further 

improves the separation. 

As columns are increased in size from Jaboratory or pilot scale to full scale, their performance 

tends to be degraded by increasing axial mixing. In this paper, the use of horizontal baffies is 

described, which reduce axial mixing by a method that is expected to be suitable for retrofitting 

existing larger colurnns. 

Theoretical Discussion 

In flotation colurnns, vertical mixing along the axis of the colurnn (axial mixing) is general! y 

harmful, as it tends to reduce the product recovery and to make the separation Jess selective (Finch 

and Dobby, 1990). In the most common type of flotation colurnn, shown in Figure 1, there is no 

restriction to flow of air and water along the axis of the column. Rising air bubbles therefore are 

free to carry slurry up along the axis, which then retums to the bottom along the sides of the 

colurnn, producing strong axial mixing. Considerable effort has been made to minimize this · 

effect by means such as the use of microbubble generators, by multi-level air injection, and by 

· uniforrnly dispersing the bubbles across the en tire cross-section of the colurnn so that there are no 

areas where unusual numbers of bubbles are rising and producing a vertical curren t. While these 

measures have been reported to show a certain degree of success in colurnns that are kept in 

perfect working order at al! times, any malfunctions that either allow large air bubbles to form, or 

that make the distribution of air bubbles non-uniform, wil! cause axial mixing to occur again. 1t is 

therefore important that the column be designed not only to minimize axial mixing when 

everything is working well, but also to suppress any axial mixing that is produced by equipment 

imperfections or malfunctions. 

Work has been done in the past using vertical baffles to subdivide the colurnn and reduce the 

apparent diameter, with the goal of reducing axial mixing, but this has been found to introduce 

bubble-distribution problems (Finch and Dobby, 1990) and has been found to have only a smal1 

effect on performance in any case (Alford, 1992). 



In attempts to design columns that would inherently preven! axial mixing, two different 

approaches were taken, by Yang (1988) and Dell (1976). Yang (1988) used packing similar to 

that used in packed distillation columns. While Yang's column was effective for ultrafine 

particles finer than 20 micrometers, the packings were very prone to plugging by solids, and so 

maintenance costs would be high. Coa! ftotation is typically carried out with a top particle size of 

nearly 0.5 millimeter, which is far too coarse for the packed column to handle without plugging, 

Therefore, Yang's column is not suitable for existing coal-cleaning operations. In the Leeds 

column, designed by Dell (Degner and Sabey, 1988), a combination of fixed and movable rods in 

discrete racks was used to horizontally divide what was essentially a conventional ftotation 

machine into a series of stacked chambers. The goal was to mimic the performance of a 

multi-stage ftotation circuit with severa! stages of froth recleaning. In the Leeds column, the 

feed was introduced in the bottom chamber which resulted in a considerably cleaner froth, 
f,.';l('~ 

although no attempt was made to improve recovery. Because the rod-racks are fairly thick, the 

machine is only sectioned into a few chambers. The use of moving parts in the rod-racks is alsor 

likely to con tribute to excessive wear. Because of these problemS, neither of the above columns 
... 

have been adopted commercially by the coa! industry. 

The horizontal bafftes described in this paper provide many of the advantages of both the 

regular column and the packed column, while minimizing the drawbacks. The horizontal baffies 

consist of simple perforated plates, with openings large enough to keep them from being plugged 

by solid particles, but small enough to break up vertical mixing currents, as shown in Figure 1, so 

that slurry cannot be rapidly swept along the axis of the column. This provides a much closer 

approximation to plug ftow, and therefore improves the separation. The perforated-plate bafftes 

are much simpler and take up less volume than the rod-racks used in the Leeds column (Dell, 

1976), and are muc~more resistan! to plugging and wear than closely-spaced packing material. 

They are also more suitable for retrofitting existing columns, as they are simple to make and 

insta!!. 
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In previous work by the authors (Kawatra and Eisele, 1993; Eisele, 1992), it was found that 

the best results were obtained in the laboratory when the baffies had between 29 and 38% open 

area and were present both above and below the feed inlet. In the work described in this paper, a 

pilot-scale column of the sarne basic designas the laboratory column was tested in an operating 

coal-cleaning plant, to determine whether there were any obvious scale-up diffi.culties, such as 

plugging, with the baffies. 

Procedures 

Plant Characteristics 

Based on the results of previously-described laboratory studies (Kawatra and Eisele, 1993), a 

pilot-scale Deister Flotaire column (20.3 cm diameter) was modified and installed in the Empire 

Coa! processing plant, Gnadenhutten, Ohio. The ftowsheet of the Empire fine coa! cleaning 

circuit is given in Figure 2. 

Feed Characteristics 

This plant processes a mixture of bituminous coals from the Lower Kittanning ( #5) searn and 

the Middle Kittanning (#6) seam, with the main gangue mineral being fine clay. The feed used for 

the tests described in this paper was collected from the plant filter-press, which dewatered the 

solids from the plant tailings thickener. This material contained 39.8% ash, 2.83% total sulfur, 

2.04% pyritic sulfur, and 8401 BTU/lb. The size distribution was 80% passing 176 micrometers, 

and 10% passing 3.7 micrometers. The plant had originaliy included conventional froth ftotation 

in its ftowsheet, but the ftotation circuit had to be abandoned because it could not produce a 

suffi.ciently high-quality product from the coa! being processed. Plant personnel felt that the fine 

coa! was too heavily oxidized and contaminated by ftocculants and dewatering aids to be ftoatable 

by conventional ftotation. 
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Pilot-Scale Co!umn Design 

The co!umn was derived from a Deis ter Flotaire unit, 20.3 cm in diameter and 9.1 meters tal!. 

A schematic of the column is given in Figure 3. Air bubbles were injected at 4.5 meters and 9.1 

meters be!ow the froth overflow !ip. The co!umn contained 9 upper baffies, and 17 !ower baffies, 

as shown in Figure 3, each with 34% open area The bubble generators were manufactured by the 

Deis ter Concentrator Co, which injected an air-water mixture ata vol u me ratio of 7 .5/1. The two 

bubb!e generators used each had maximum flowrates of 28.3 standard !iters/min of air, and 3. 78 

Iiters/min of water (Eisele, 1992). 

The co1umn was operated with a froth depth of 61 cm. Measuring from the froth overflow !ip, 

the end of the feed in!et tube was ata depth of 122 cm. This long feed tube was needed so that 

there wou!d be enough room between the froth base and the feed in!et to insta!! baffies. The upper 

baffies extended from a depth of 71 cm to 117 cm, and the Jower baffies extended from 147 cm to 
,_ 

234 cm. The washwater spray ring was immersed 5 cm be!ow the froth surface, and the 

washwater flowrate was maintained at 7.57 liters/min. 

In initial tests, it was found that the c!ean-coal froth wou!d immediate!y co!lapse unless, 
u .. 

frother was added to the washwater. This was due to the upper baffies increasing the effecth·eness 

of the washwater, such that the frother rising from the feed s!urry or the bubb!e generator water 

was flushed back down before it cou!d reach the froth. 

The baffies also caused the froth to be much more stab!e, because they broke up !arge bubb!es 

into smal!er bubbles, and made them rise more slowly. This was beneficia!, as it prevented the 

bubbles from entering the froth !ayer at high speeds, and disrupting the froth. However, it also 

allowed parts of the top of the froth to dry s!ightly into a semi so !id mass that stuck to the feed 

tu be. Over time, this would form a cap and eventual! y plug the top of the column. This was 

prevented by installing additiona! spray nozzles above the froth,spraying a mist of water at 1 

liter/min to keep the top of the froth moist and fluid, so that it would not become sticky. This 

spray was in addition to the main washwater ring. 
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No operational problems were encountered with plugging of the baffies in any of the tests, 

even when large particles of approximately 1 millimeter in diameter were present in the feed. 

Feed Preparatjon and Reagents 

For the series of tests described in this paper, approximately 1 metric ton of filtered solids was 

collected from the plant fine-tailings filter-press, and thoroughly mixed. The collector used was a 

mixture of 80% #2 fue! oil and 20% Dow M210 froth conditioner (which is more effective for 

difficult-to-float coal than fue! oil alone). In addition, DF1012 (a very strong 

polypropylene-glycol-based frother manufactured by the Dow Chemical Co) was also used. This 

frother was selected because the presence of a dewatering aid in the column feed made it 

necessary to use a very strong frother in order to maintain a satisfactory froth. 

The column was run by preparing a large volume of feed slurry in a 55-gallon drum, and 

continuously pumping slurry into the column during each test, so that random variations in the 

plant feed would not disturb the column operation. For each test, 190 liters of a 10% solids slurry 

was prepared, and conditioned for 5 minutes with the desired reagents. The column was first 

filled with plant process water and operated until a stable froth !ayer had formed. The feed slurry 

pump was then started, with the feed slurry pumped into the cell at a steady flowrate of 7.6 

liters/min for 25 minutes. Froth and tailings samples were collected after 20 minutes, which 

provided sufficient time for the column to reach steady-state. The residence time of slurry in the 

column was calculated to be approximately 15 minutes. 

Two sets of tests were carried out with this feed. The first set was carried out at a constant 

reagent dosage while the baffle configuration and bubble-generator configuration was varied. The 

reagent dosage was selected to be Jess than optimum for these tests, so that the effect of the baffies 

on the recovery could be clearly seen. The second series of tests u sed a constan! baffle 

configuration while the reagent dosage was changed, so that the ultimate ability of the column to 

recover clean coal from this feed could be determined. 
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Series 1: Baffle Variation 

The first test series used a constant reagent dosage (80% #2 fue! oil/20% M210 at 1.1 kglmt; 

DF 1012 at 0.36 kglmt), and duplicate tests were run with each of the following conditions: 

1: No baffles, both bubble generators used; 

2. Upper baffles instal1ed, both bubble generators used; 

3. Lower baffles instal1ed, only upper bubble generator used; 

4. Both upper and lower baffles installed, only upper bubble generator used. 

When the Iower baffles were installed, only the upper bubble generator was used. This was 

done to determine whether there was any potential for reducing the necessary height of the 

column when baffles were installed. As a result, the comparison is essentially between an 

unbaffled column 9.1 meters tal!, anda column with 1ower baffles andan active height of only 4.6 

meters. When both bubble generators were used, the air fiow was evenly divided between·them. 
l~·:. . ¿tl-l 

The total air fiowrate with both generators operating was 35.5 standard Iiters/min, while the.air 

fiowrate with only the upper bubble generator running was 28.3 standard liters/min. 

Series 2: Reagent Variation 

....... J' 

The tests in the second series were all carried out with all ofthe baffles in place, and with only ·•'' 

the upper bubble generator used. Eleven single-stage tests were carried out in this series, with the 

collector and frother dosages varied as shown in Table 1, along with the BTU recoveries obtained 

with each reagent dosage. In two additional tests, the froth product from the column was 

refioated, to determine whether any significan! grade improvement would result from 2-stage 

fiotation. 

Results 

The effect of the baffles on the column operation is clearly seen in Figure 4. When the baffles 

are installed in the column, the BTU recovery is increased markedly, from only 15% without 

baffies, up to 54% with baffles, even though the reagent dosage is unchanged. The reagent 

dosages used in the baffle variation tests ( 1.1 kglmt collector, and 0.36 kglmt frother) were 1ower 
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than the values that were later determined to be needed for high BTU recovery (2.25 kg/mt 

collector, and 1.26 kg/mt frother), as can be seen in Table l. 

Tbe reagent-variation studies (Figure 5) showed that the column could produce good results 

in a single stage, even when processing a very high-ash and difficult-to-fioat coal. With the proper 

reagent dosage, a product of 10.5% ash could be produced at 85% BTU recovery from the 39.8% 

ash feed stream. This feed was not considered by plant personnel to be treatable by froth 

fiotation, and was being discarded, but the colurnn fiotation product was sufficiently clean to be 

salab le. Refiotation of the froth product in the colurnn did not produce a significan! improvement 

in the grade of the clean coal at a given recovery. 

Figure 6 shows that the colurnn is also quite effective for rejecting pyritic sulfur from the coal, 

where rejection was calculated as: 

%Rejection = (%Wt Pyrite in Tails x Tails Wt.) x 100 
(%Wt Pyrite.in Feed x Feed Wt.) 

The feed contained 2.04% pyritic sulfur, and over 50% of this was rejected while recovering 

85% of the calorific value. Pyrite rejections as high as 70% could be achieved at approximately 

60% BTU recovery 

Conclusions 

The baffled colurnn was tested on a pilot scale in an operating coal-processing plant, to 

recover clean coa! from a high-ash, difficult-to-float coal. No serious operating problerns were 

observed in the course of the tests, and the baffles did not plug or show any buildup of solids. The 

baffles were found to be effective in increasing the BTU recovery of this difficult-to float coal 

compared to operating with the same reagent dosages but without baffles. 
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The baffled co1umn recovered up to 85% of the calorific value from this fine waste without 

exceeding 10.5% ash, and simu1taneous1y rejected over 50% of the pyritic sulfur. Reflotation of 

the froth product showed no further improvement in the grade/recovery performance. 
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Table 1: Reagent dosages used in column flotation tests witb a complete set of baftles, and 
tbe corresponding results. 

Collector Frother %BTU % Pyrite %Ash 
Kg/mt Kg/mt Recovery Rejection Rejection 

0.55 0.18 18.19 94.6 98.1 

0.55 0.36 45.55 81.4 94.5 

0.55 1.26 70.55 65.8 88.2 

1.10 0.18 11.33 98.2 98.9 

1.10 0.36 55.90 80.3 93.9 

1.10 ~,, > 1.26 65.26. 70.6 91.0 

1.30 0.36 30.31 92.4 97.3 

2.25 0.54 24.65 94.9 98.0 

2.25 0.72 51.12 84.1 95.6 

2.25 1.26 83.57 53.3 85.3 

2.25 2.52 85.26 51.7 84.0 
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Laboratory baffied-column flotation of 
mixed Lower/Middle Kittanning seam 
bituminous coal 
S. K. Kawatra and T.C. Eisele 

Abstract- The separating efficiency of aflotation co/
umn is largely limited by the degree ofback mixing oftailings 
into the froth zone, and the recovery is limited by the degree 
of short-clrcuiting offeed to the tailings. Current columns 
are typical/y constructed very tal/ (30 to 40ft) to limit the 
effects ofback mixing and short-circuiting. These effects can 
al so be reduced in a much shorter co/umn, prm•ided that the 
flow in the column approaches plug-f/ow. 

In this work, horizontal baffles were shown to 1mprove the 
performance of a 6-ft laboratory-sca/e flotation column 
treating a poorly floatable coa/. Tests with variations in the 
baffle positions showed that baffles are needed both above 
and below rhe feed inlet ro achieve the greatest benefit. 
- ·r:er tests with a fluorescent dye in water showed that 

·s reduce the amount offeed water entrained in the froth 
'"' urlY given coa! recovery. 

Introduction 

Because they are more efficient separntors than conventional 
flotation machines, flotation colwnns are being increasingly used 
for many different applications. Colwnns are more effective 
because they establish a long concentration gradient between !he 
frotit product and the sinks product, so that several meters are 
availableoverwhich titeseparation can takeplace. Th.is is in contras! 
to conventional flotation machines in which tite separation mainly 
occurs at tite pulp/frotit interface. Frotit washing in tite columns, 
which reduces entrainment of gangue into tite frotit. further irn
proves the separation. 

Inflotationcolwnns. venicalmixingalongtiteaxisoftitecolumn 
(axial mixing) is generally harmful because n tends to reduce !he 
product recoveryand makestite separation less selective (Hnch and 
Dobby. 1990). As colwnns are increased in size from laborntory
or pilot-scale to full-scale. tite amount of axial mixing tends to 
increase. which not only harms tite performance oflarger-diameter 
colwnns. butalso makes scale-up calculati(Jns more difficult (Fmch 
and Dobby. 1990). 

Previous work was performed using vertical baffles to 
subdivide the column m arder to reduce the apparent diam
eter with the goal of reducing axial mixing. but this was found 
to introduce bubble-distribution problems (Finch and Dobby. 
1 

...... ...._) and, in any case. was found to have only a small effect 
fonnance (Aiford. 1992). Other work attempted to use 

L ..... __ ,,m packing similar to that used m chemical processing 
(Yang, 1988), but thfs has often introduced serious operating 
problems. In this paper, the use of horizontal baffles is 

MINERALS ANO METALLURGICAL PROCESSING 

Regular Packad 

Batfled 

Ftg 1 - Comparison ot flow panerns in regular, packed and 
honzontally baffled columns. 

described. These baffles reduce axial mixing by a method 
that is expected to be more suitable for larger columns. 

Theoretical discussion · 

In the most common type of flotation column (shown in 

S.K. Kawatra and T.C. Eisele, members SME, are protessor and 
graduate student, respectively, with the Metals and Materials Engi
neenng Department, Michigan Technological Un.versity, Houghton, 
MI SME Preprint 94-22, SME Annual Meeting, Feb. 14-17, 1994, 
Albuquerque, NM. Manuscnpt Feb .. 1994. Discuss10n of this peer
reviewed and approved paper rs ~nvited and must be submined, in 
duplicate, priorto Aug. 31, 1995. 
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Baffled wom by the slurry after only a shon time. 
which would resull in high maintenance 
costs. InDell'scolwnn.alsoknownas \tf 
Leeds colwnn (Dell. 1976: DegneL;;: 

Fig. 2- Effect of horizontal baffles on the maximum bub~le size. Bub~les entarge wi~h t1me 
in unbatfled columns. dueto both coalescence and decreasmg hydrostat1c pressure. Honzontal 
bafftes break up thé large bubbl.es, which keeps them trom disrupting the troth layer. 

Sabey. 1988). a combination of fixed'~· 
movablerods indiscreteracl<s were used to 
horizontally divide what was essentially a 
conventional flotalion machine into a se
ries of stacked chatnbers. The goal was to 
mimic the performance of a multistage 
tlotalion cin:uil with severa! stages of froth 
recleaning. and this was quite successful. 
Because the feed was introduced into the 
bonom chatnber. this machine produced a 
considerably cleaner froth. although no 
attemp! was made 10 improve recovery. 
Al so. because therod-racksarefairly thick. 
the machine is only sectioned into a few 
chatnbers. This colwnn is not presently 
being used industrian y. mainly because of 
corrosion and wear problems. 

The horizontally-baffied colwnn de
scribed in this paperhasmany oftheadvan
tages of both the regular colwnn and the 
packed colwnn. The horizontal baffies 

FIOwmeter 
Reservo ir consisl of simple perforared plates with 

openings large enough to keep them from 
being plugged by solid particles and small 

Overflow 

Welr 

enough to break up the vertical mixing 
currents, so thal slurry cannot be rapidly 
swepr along the axis of the col~,. Jp 
addition, the baffles act to produce a~'*' 
uniform distribution of bubbles and'f' · 

Frother Solutlon particles and acllo break up bubbles that 
becomeexcessively large.as shown in Fig. 
2. Thisprovidesforamuchcloserapproxi
mation of plug tlow and improves the 
separation. The perforared-plalf: baffies 
are much simpler and take up less volume 
thantherod-racksdevelopedbyDell(l976) 
and are much more resistanlto plugging 
and wear than closely spaced packing 
material. Also. because they are simple to 
make and install. they are more suitable for 
retrofitting extsting colunms. 

Talllngs 

Stand pipe 

Aowmetar In previous work by lhe authors 
(Kawatra and Eisele, 1993), it was 

Prassura Gauga found thal the besl results were ob
lained when lhe baftles had an open 
area of 29% lo 38% and when they 
were presenl both above and below lhe 

Asplrator 

Fig. 3- Schemat1c of laboratory-scale flotat1on column. 

Fig. l), there is no restrictio~ to flow along the axis of the 
column. Rising air bubbles are therefore free to carry slurry 
up along the axis, which then retums to the bottom along the 
sides of the column, producing strong axial m1xing. 

In anernpts toreduce this mixing. two differentapproaches were 
taken by Yang (1988) andDell (1976). Yang (1988) used packing 
similar to tha1 used in packed distillation columns. While this was 
effective for ultrafine particles (<20 ~Jm), the packing was very 
prone 10 plugging by solids. In addition, the packing was heavily 
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TapWatar 
feed inlet. In the work described in this 
paper. the effects of the number of 
baftles and lheir posilion within the 
column were sludied. In panicular, the 
ability of the baftles positioned below 

the feed inlet to prevent shon-cucuiting of material to the 
tailings was detennined. 

Experimental procedures 

Laboratory column design. A modified Deisler Flotaire 
column. 7.6-cm-diam. and 1.83-m-tall, was used. This col
umn is significantly shoner than a typicallaboralory colurnn 
of thi~ diameter. Columns of this diameter are more com-
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Fig. 4- Results of selected sotids-free tracer tests with the laboratory column. These results show that the upper batfles tend to tmprove the 
froth grade, and that the lower baffles increase the residencetime. Also, the presence of any batfles at atl prevents the type ot operatmg mstabiltty 
that was seen in the no-baffles test, where over half of the tracer was carned off in the troth product 

monly 4-to 5-m tal l. The shon column was used so that its 
height/diameterratio would be similar to that of a plant-scale 
column. A similar height/diameter ratio insured that there 
was a similar degree of axial mixing. The column used an 
aspirator-type bubble generator anda wash-water spray ring 
that supphed water ata rate of 1.0 L/min. An overflow weir 
was u sed to control the pulp level in the column, and frother 
was metered directly into the aspirator, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Frother was al so added to the wash-water reservoir, sothat all 
ofthe waterentering the column would ha ve the samefrother 
concentration. The froth depth was maintained at 0.5 m, and 
the feed was introduced at a depth of 1 m. To operate 
properly. the aspiratorrequired 7 L/min ofwater ata pressure 
of 138 KPa. 

The baffles were of two types: The first type consisted of 
l¡ree baffles that were bolted into place above the tailings 
,lJtlet at heights of 0.3. 0.9 and 1.2 m. and the second type 
consisted of a large number of adjustable baffles that were 
threaded onto suppon rods at 3.5-cm intervals. The column 
was made from 30-cm-long sections of tubing. The bolt-in 
baffles were inserted at the flanges between the tubing 
sections. All ofthe baffles had hadan open area of29%, and 
all could be removed when desired. The adjustable baffles 
were installed as two sets, i.e., eight baffles above the feed 
inlet (upper baffles) and eighteen baffles below the feed inlet 
(lower baffles). The reason for having more lower baffles 
than upper baffles was that the upper baffles tended to restrict 
the flow to the froth, which forced more material into the 
tailings. To compensate for this effect and to provide addi
tional improvements over an unbaffled column. it was con
sidered necessary to use more lower baffles than upper 
baffles. 

Solids-free tracer tests. A series of experiments was 
carried out to determme how the presence of baffles affected 
the water flows (without mterference from salid panicles) 
within the column. To track the water tlow, a pulse of 
fluorescein dye was added as a tracer. Dowfroth 1012, a 
strong polypropylene glycol (PPG)-based frother. was used 
at a concemration of 0.03 g/L. The frother was selected to 
ensure that there would be a stable froth overflow in the 
absence of so lid panicles. The concentration of tracer dye in 
th~ products was detennined using a spectrophotometer set to 
a wavelength of 492 nm to measure the absorbance. Tap 
water with a pH of 7 and a hardness of 150 ppm was used. 

For each experiment. the column was first run for 5 m in. 
so that the froth overflow is ata steady-state. The fluorescein 
pulse was then added. and the timer was started. All of the 
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froth and tailings produced by the column were then collected 
over the following time intervals: 0.5 to 2.5 m in. 2.5 to 4.5 
min, 4.5 to 6.5 min. 6.5 to 8.5 min and 8.5 to 10.5 mm. All 
1 O products collected were weighed. and the tracer concen
tration in each were detennmed, so that the fraction of the 
total tracer in each product could be calculated. 

The baffle arrangement was changed for each test. The 
arrangemems ranged from no baffles at all toa complete set 
of eight upper and 18 lower baffles. 

Laboratory coal flotation tests. The coal used in these 
experiments was a blend of bituminous coals collected from 
the Empire Coal processing plant, Gnadenhutten, OH. The 
plant processes coal from the Lower Kittannmg (#S}seam 
and the Middle Klltanning (#6) seam. The coal sample was 
prepared by stage-crushing to -850 ¡.un. The sample was then 
stored at -20° e lO prevent funher oxidation. Column feed 
was prepared by grinding 900-g lots of the stage·crushed coal 
in a 20.3-cm-diam. rod mili. The samples were ground for45 
min with 1500 mi of distilled water. The assay and size 
distribution ofthe rod-milled coal was as follows: 13.5% ash; 
3.41% total sulfur; 12,100 Btu/lb; 80% passmg 40 ¡.un and 
10% passing 4.5 ¡.un. 

After grinding, the slurry was filtered. and the wet filter 
cake was split into three 250-g flotation charges and one 150-
g head sample. The coal was found to be poorly floatable 
when #2 fuel oil was u sed as the only collector. Therefore, a 
mixture of 80% #2 fuel oil and 20% Dow M210 froth 
conditioner was used. The froth conditioner is an agent that 
improves the wetting of oxidized coals by neutral oils and, 
therefore, reduces the collector requirements for tlotation of 
these coals. The dosage of the coJiector mixture was 
3.4 kg/t. and the nominal frother dosage was 0.83 kg/t (0.03 
g/L). The frother used for these expenments was Dowfroth 
200, a moderate-strength PPG-based frother. The Dowfroth 
200 was selected for these experiments because the presence 
of floatable solids stabilized the froth enough for it to over· 
flow freely from the column. Also, a stronger frother, such 
as Dowfroth 1012, ·would have increased the tendency to 
entrain gangue in the clean-coal product. 

. For each test, a flotation charge was repulped with water 
to a volume of 1600 mi. After the addition of the desired 
reagents and the tracer dye. the pulp was conditioned by 
shaking vigorously for 1 min in a stoppered Erlenmeyer 
flask. The flow rates in the column were then adjusted to the 
desired leve!. the tailings val ve was closed. so that filling of 
the column would begin, and the umer was started. Thirty 
seconds afler closing the tailings valve. the feed was added to 
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Fig. 5-Grade-recovery performance ot the laboratory column with 
varying numbers of baffles. The column showed the best results 
when the full set ot baffles was installed. Theteedwas 13.5%ash and 
1 2,1 00 BTU/Ib. 
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F1g. 6- BTU recovery as a function of time lar the laboratory column 
w1th varying numbers of baHies. 

the column over a 15-sec interval. The froth overflow began 
at 1 m in. ímd froth samples were collected ovcr the followmg 
intervals: Oto 1.5 mm. 1.5 to 2m in. 2 to 3m in. 3 to 4 min. 4 
to 6 m in and 6 to 1Om in. In addition. taihng~ samples were 
collected over the mtervals of Oto 3 min and 3 to 10 mm. 
After 1Om in of operation. the column was shut down. The 
material remaining in the column (the "holdup" product) was 
collected separately. Small samples of the tailmgs were 
collected at intervals for the detennination of tracer concen
trations. The filtrates from the froth samples were also 
collected. so that the tracer concentration in the froth water 
could bemeasured. Befare detennining the tracerconcentra
tion. the water samples were filtered through a micropore 
syringe filter to remo ve suspended solids that could interfere 
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Fig. 7- Recovery of tracer dye 1nto the troth as a function of t1me 
dunng laboratory coa! flotation tests. lncreas•ng the number of 
baffles, and mstalhng baffles both above and below the leed mlet. 
greatly reduced the amount of tracer reachmg the troth, showing that 
entrainment is reduced. 
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F1g. 8 - Ouant•ty of tracer dye reach1ng the taihngs product as a 
funct•on of time m laboratory coal flotation tests. Greater numbers of 
lower batfles conststently cause the tracer to reach the taihngs more 
slowly. regardless of the number of upper batfles. Theretore, 
add1t10n of baffles below the teed mlet reduces short·c•rcuitlng to the 
ta•hngs. 

with the spectrophotometer reading. The weights. ash con
tents. total sulfur contents and calorific values of the sr1

' -1 

products were also determined. 

Experimental results and discussion 

Solids-free tracer results. The results of these experi
-me"S' are given in Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B. The test without 
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baffles showed a serious operating instability. Thefrolh leve( 
gradually surged over a period of several minutes, and a 
considerable amount of water and nearly half of the tracer 
were carried into the froth. When even a single baffle was 
present in the column, this did not occur. 

Figure 4A shows that the upper baffles are most effective 
·" reducing the amount of tracer carried into the froth and are 
therefore able to reduce entrainment of gangue into the clean 
product. Figure 4B shows that the lower baffles have a 
significan! effect on the time needed for the tracerto reach the 
sinks product. When all181ower baffles are present, the time 
needed for 50% of the tracer to reach the tailings is 4.5 m in. 
This compares to only 3 min when no Jower baffles are 
present. This increase in retention time will result in an 
improved recovery at any given grade. 

Laboratory coaJ Hotation results. Results of the coal flotation 
experiments are given in Fig. 5. All of these tests were conducted 
wuh at least one upper baffle and two lower baffles to prevent the 
operanng mstability that was seen in the solids-free tracer test with 
no baffles. These tests show that adding baffles to the colurnn 
marl<edly improved the grade-recovety perfonnance. The best 
results (i.e., a markedly higher grade with tittle loss of rerovety) 
were reproducibly obtained when a complete set of baffles (eight 
upperand 181ower)werepresent Thechange inrecovety tatedue 
to !he baffles is shown in Fig. 6. The complete setofbaffles reduced 
the ulnmate recovety by only a few percentage points, which was 
compensated for by an increase in froth grade. as seen in Fig. 5. 

The amount of tracer reporting to the froth was greatly 
reduced by the baffles, as shown by Fig. 7. This indicates that 
entramment is reduced by the baffles, which accounts for the 
improvement in the froth grade. The best results were 
achieved when the complete set of baffles was installed. 

Figure 8 shows that the addition of lower baffles increased the 
·idence time in the colwnn. which is the same effect as was seen 

. <he solids-free tracer tests. The effect of the upper baffles was to 
change the total amount of tracer that reached the tails. However. 
the upper baffles did not affect the residence time. 
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Conclusions 

The performance of a coal flotation column can be mark
edly improved by the use ofhorizontal baffles. These baffles 
reduce axial mixing in the column, which improves both the 
column retention time and the grade-recovery performance. 
Another importan! benefit of the baffles is that they prevent 
the formation of large bubbles that could otherwise disrupt 
the froth !ayer. 

Baffles below the feed inlet are mainly responsible for 
increasing the residence time in the column by preventing 
feed from short-circuiting directly to the tailings. 

Baffles above the feed inlet are more effecuve in reducing 
entrainment into the froth. They are therefore useful in 
improving the product grade. 
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Removal of Pyrite in Coal Flotation 

S. K. KAWATRA and T. C. EISELE 

Dept. of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Michigan Technological University, 
Hougton, M/49931 

In most operating coal-cleaning plants, a significan! amount of pyrite is recovered in the froth during 
flotation of high-sulfur coa!. Reducing the pyrite recovery first requires that thc primary rccovcry 
mechanism should be identified, as different measures are required for reducing cntrainmcnt. lockcd
particle flotation, or true hydrophobic ftotation. In this paper. evidence is presented which suggests 
that hydrophobic flotat10n is not an importan! mechanism for recovery of liberated pyrite when the 
collector is a neutral oil, and that the bulk of the floated pyrite occurs either as a· result of simple 
cntrainment or by mechanical locking with floatable coa! particles. Column tlotation results are also 
presented which show that stgnificant sulfur reductions can be achicved by reducing lcvels of entrain
ment. 

Key words: coa! flotation, pyrite, entrainment, hydrophobicity, liberated pyritc 

INTRODUCTION 

In many coal flotation operations, a significan! amount of apparently liberated 
pyrite is seen to report to the froth, thus raising the sulfur content of the clean 
product and reducing its economic value. Prevention of this unwanted recovery of 
pyrite is therefore desirable. It has frequently been indicated in laboratory studiesi.2 

that depressants can reduce hydrophobic pyrite in coa! flotation. Yet, these de
pressants are not found to be commonly used on an industrial scale, which raises 
the question of whether hydrophobic flotation of pyrite is really a significan! source 
of contamination when compared to entrainment effects. Therefore, before the 
best means for preventing liberated coa! pyrite recovery can be selected, it is 
necessary to determine which recovery mechanisms are actually dominan!. Sepa
ration of particle entrainment and bubble attachment effects in a real experiment 
is very difficult, especially when locked particles are being floated as well. Since 
coa! pyrite does not have the same properties as pure min.eral pyrite,3 and it is not 
practica! to produce coa! pyrite which is completely free of locked coal particles, 
experiments to demonstrate conclusively whether pyrite from a given coal either 
does or does not float by hydrophobic bubble attachment are impractical, and the 
best which can be done is to estimate the relative probable quantity of liberated 
pyrite which can be accounted for by the two mechanisms. 

For this paper, a conventional flotation machine was used to compare the float
ability of two diffcrcnt mineral pyrites and two coal pyrites, using only nonpolar 

2 
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oil as collector. Experiments were also carried out to attempt to mcasure the 
floatability of liberated pyrite in coa! using both a conventional cell anda laboratory
scale flotation column, and using reagents which are commonly selected in current 
industrial practice. 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

It has long been known that mineral pyrite has sorne hydrophobic tendency, as do 
severa! other sulfide minerals. However, this tendency is normally very slight, and 
significan! flotation of pyrite requires addition of a collector such as a xanthate. 
The natural floatability of pyrite is also strongly pH dependen!, with the highest 
floatability in acidic solutions. Depression of mineral pyrite is quite e as y, with a 
variety of highly effective depressants being available, and in most selective sulfide 
mineral flotation circuits the bulk of the floated pyrite occurs as a result of en
trainment and locking to hydrophobic particles4

• 

While the responses of mineral pyrite in flotation are fairly wcll known, the 
behavior of coa! pyrite is poorly understood3. Due to its formation and long resi
dence in the presence of a variety of organic compounds, it is often rcported that 
coa! pyrite exhibits surface chemistry radically different from that of mineral pyrite. 
In addition, the extreme heterogeneity of coa! deposits apparently results in the 
properties of the associated pyrite also varying over a wide range. As a result, 
experiments with coa! pyrite from a specific source may not be particular! y relevan! 
to pyrites from other sources. 

Many investigators have attempted to use various chemicals as depressants 
for coa! pyrite in order to reduce the sulfur content of the product, with sorne suc
cessL'- However, in most reported experiments it has not been clear whether the 
decrease in pyrite flotation was due to reduced pyrite hydrophobicity or im
proved froth drainage, as the quantity of entrained water in the froth is often 
not mcasurcd. Also, since pyrite depressants reduce the floatability of coa! slightly, 
it is reasonable to expect that fewer locked particles will float in the presence 
of these reagents, and the quantity of pyrite floating can be reduced by this 
means as well. 

Determination of the quantity of entrained material is difficult, particularly when 
a small number of experiments is conducted, as the water recovery in the froth 
must be determined and correlated with the recovery of the entrained species. 
Sin ce entrainment is, in theory. directly related to water recovery5, the entrainment 
constant can be determined by linear regression when the data set available is 
sufficiently large. The floated material which is not accounted for by the regression 
line is then assumed to be floating either by hydrophobic bubble attachment or 
as part of locked particles. The slope of the regression line varies with particle 
sizc. becoming less steep as the particle size increases. Since a range of par
ticles is present in flotation experiments, this tends to introduce a small amount 
of scatter and curvature to the data. However, the linear trcnd will still be evi
dent. 3 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES ANO RESULTS 

In order to determine whether the pyrite in a particular Pittsburgh Seam coal was 
floating by locking/entrainment or by true flotation, three sets of experiments were 
carried out. These experiments provided data on the extent to which coal pyrite 
flotation occurs during normal flotation of coal, and its correlation to the quantity 
of water entrained in the froth; the quantity of pyrite reporting to ,he froth in a 
flotation column designed to reduce entrainment, as shown in. Figure 1; and the 
conditions under which pure mineral pyrite flotation could be expected with only 
#2 fu el oil as a collector. 

Conv~ntional Flotation: Pittsburgh Seam Coal 

The first objective was to determine the relative proportions of sulfur reporting to 
a coa! froth by entrainment and true flotation. To accomplish this, it was necessary 
to measure the recovery of coa!, ash, water, and the various forms of sulfur as a 
function of time. Variations in collector dosage were intended to vary thc coa! 
flotation rate, and determine whether pyrite flotation was or was not sensitive to 
collector dosage. 

These experiments used 250 gram charges of a Pittsburgh seam coa! which had 
been stored at - 20°C prior to use, to retard oxidation. For experiments. this coa! 
was ground in a.steel rod mill to the size distribution given in Table l. The freshly 
ground coa! was then divided into 250 gm charges for flotation. Timed flotation 

A. Convent1onol Flotot1on 

B. Column Flototion 

Feed Water 

T01l1ngs Water 

FIGURE l Mcchanism of cntrainmcnt rcduction m flotation columns. . ~ . 4 
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TABLE 1 
Size distribution of Pmsburgh seam coa! used in the coa! Hotation expcrimcnts, produced by grinding 900 g 

charges of coal at 40% solíds in a steel rod mili for 45 minutes. S1ze distribution was measurcd using a 
Microtrac particle size analyzer. 

Sizc, ¡.¡.m 

88 
62 
44 
31 
22 
16 
11 
7.8 
5.5 
3.9 
2.8 
1.9 
1.4 
0.9 

Cumulativc % Passing 

100.0 
96.0 
87.5 
74.7 
61.7 
49.2 
37.6 
28.4 
20.3 
13.7 
8.1 
3.1 
1.1 
0.0 

experiments were carried out in a 4-liter flotation cell, with gravity-feed pulp leve! 
control and mechanical froth scrapers (Figure 2), under the conditions given in 
Table Il. The frother was Dowfroth 200, added ata rate of 0.03g 1 litcr. Froth was 
collectcd over the time intervals 0-30 sec, 30 sec-1 min, 1 min-2 min. 2 min-3 
min, 3 min-5 min, and 5 'Tiin-9 min, filtered, dried, and weighed. All products 
were analyzed for ash content, and total sulfur content was determincd using a 
LECO SC-132 sulfur determinator. Thc results for all six tests are givcn in Ta
ble III. 
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FIGURE 2 Schcmatic diagram of Hotation ccll with a u toma tic pulp lcvcl control. 
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TABLE 11 
Flot:uion conditions for timed tests using conventional fiotation and Pittsburgh seam coa!. 

Test# pH Collector (fuel oil) 

1 7.6 0.0 
2 7.7 0.0 
3 7.7 0.0 
4 7.5 0.18 kgtmt 
5 7.5 0.35 kg/mt 
6 7.6 0.70 kgtmt 

Column Flotation Experiments 

Experiments with column flotation were in tended to determine the behavior of the 
coa! components when entrainment was minimized by froth washing. Flotation 
experiments were carried out in a laboratory-scale coa! flotation column. using coa! 
prepared in the same manner as that used in the conventional coa! flotation tests. 
A modified Deister 3" diameter column 6' high (Figure 3) was used for these 
experimcnts. A froth depth of 18" was maintained, at a washwatcr flowrate of 1 
liter/min. Aeration was provided by an aspirator, with a water pressurc of 15 psi 
and a flowrate of 5 liters/minute. Frother was introduced with the aspirated airas 
a 1% solution. The frother concentration was the same as for the conventional 
tests, and no collector was added. Tracer experiments using sodium fluoresceiil 
dye showed that less than 4% of the feed water was entrained in the froth product 
using this column. 

Timed flotation experiments were carried out by adding a 400 gm charge of the 
coa! in slurry form as a single increment. After adding the feed, 30 seconds were 
required before coa! began flowing into the overflow launder. Froth increments 
were then removed over the 0-30 sec, 30 sec-1 min, 1 min-2 min, 2 min-3 min, 
3 min-5 min, and 5 min-9 min. These samples were analyzed in the same fashion 
as for the conventional flotation tests, and the results are given in Table IV. 

Pure Pyrite Flotation 

These experiments were iniended to determine the conditions under which pyrite 
is floatable by a neutral oil collector such as #2 fue! oil. They also compared two 
different mineral pyrites to two diffcrent coa! pyrites to determine whcthcr mineral 
pyrite is at all suitable as a model for coa! pyrite. 

Relatively pure pyrite from four sources (Custer, SD, and Rico, CO, mineral 
pyrites obtained from Ward's Natural Science Establishment, and coa! pyrites col
lected as large nodules from Panther Yalley, PA, and Empire Coal, OH) were 
ground to the size distribution given in Table Y, using a steel rod mili. at 60% 
solids and a pH adjusted to 12 with NaOH to preven! corrosion and subsequent 
dissolution of iron, which is reported to be a pyrite depressant". Thc pyrite was 
then filtcred, divided into charges of the desired weight, repulpcd in a Dcnver 
laboratory flotation cell (volume of 1.9 liters), and the pH was adjustcd to the 

.· 
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TABLE lii 
Results from timed ftotatwn expcriments using a constant-levcl conventional ftotation ccll. 

Product % Wt %Ash %S % Solids % Pyritic S 

Test 1 30 sec Froth 31.24 11.1 2.14 15.14 0.9 
1 min 26.60 13.2 2.59 16.04 1.6 
2 mm 8.83 26.8 3.64 8.88 :!.5 
3 mm 4.83 61.1 5.17 2.41 4.4 
5 rnin 5.70 82.5 5.08 1.15 4.5 
9 mm 6.73 88.1 4.22 0.70 3.7 

Final Tails 16.07 88.2 4.55 4.2 

Test 2 30 sec Froth 44.37 12.7 2.37 15.10 1.1 
1 mm 18.19 17.5 2.86 13.73 1.7 
2 min 8.47 42.5 4.33 4.01 3.3 
3 mm 3.88 79.5 5.27 1.37 4.7 
5 min 4.70 87.4 4.56 0.90 4.0 
9 min 4.66 89.0 3.91 0.59 3.7 

Final Tails 15.72 84.2 4.54 4.2 

Test 3 30 sec Froth 43.82 12.4 2.26 16.00 1.1 
1 min 19.00 17.1 2.69 13.90 1.7 
2 min 8.73 43.3 3.81 3.95 3.3 
3 min 3.91 79.1 4.67 1.33 4.6 
5 mm 4.90 86.3 4.06 0.90 4.0 
9 mm 6.01 88.6 3.49 0.56 3.4 

Final Tails 13.63 87.0 3.98 4.0 

Measured Head 37.2 2.90 

Test 4 30 sec Froth 23.1 10.3 1.85 16.21 0.8 
1 rnin 14.3 9.4 1.89 19.41 0.9 
2 min 19.9 12.9 2.39 21.83 1.5 
3 min 9.8 35.3 3.94 6.08 3.3 
5 min 7.7 73.9 4.51 1.46 4.4 
9 min 6.6 86.7 3.76 0.77 3.7 

Final Tails 18.4 85.6 3.86 3.8 

Test 5 30 sec Froth 55.4 14.0 2.24 14.73 1.3 
1 mm 10 9 27.1 3.13 7.n 2.3 
~ min 7.2 58.2 4.20 2.09 3.7 
3 mm 4.1 72.3 3.84 1.16 3.7 
5 min 4.9 84.2 3.63 0.73 3.7 
9 min 5.2 87.5 3.30 0.47 3.3 

Fmal Tails 12.3 84.4 4.10 4.1 

Test 6 30 sec Froth 56.0 15.0 2.33 14.50 1.4 
1 mm 8.9 33.0 3.51 5.96 2.8 
2 min 6.9 63.2 4.10 1.77 3.7 
3 mm 5.4 64.4 3.48 1.26 3.3 
5 mm 5.6 77.4 3.36 0.73 3.4 
9 min 5.5 81.4 3.19 0.43 3.2 

Final Tails 11.7 75.7 4.02 4.0 

Mcasurcd Hcall 37.3 2.99 

i 
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FIGURE 3 Schematic of the modified Deister flotat10n column. 

TABLE IV 
Timed column Hotation results. 

Product %Wt % Ash 

Test 1 30 scc Froth 0.61 7.78 
1 min 1.07 2.91 
2 min 3.42 2.85 
3 min 6.05 3.13 
5 min 24.11 4.52 
9 min 22.29 11.74 

Final Holdup 7.41 56.68 

2 min Tails 12.79 76.38 
9 min Tails 22.24 83.91 

Test 2 30 sec Froth 0.00 0.00 
1 min 0.86 3.42 
2 min 3.57 3.11 
3 min 7.97 3.38 
5 mm 21.59 4.51 
9 min 23.29 11.54 

Final Holdup 8.25 57.04 

2 min Tails 11.39 75.02 
9 min Tails 23.06 83.87 

Measured Hcad 36.85 
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2.35 
1.72 
1.67 
1.74 
1.96 
2.73 

7.45 

4.32 
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0.00 
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TABLE V 
Size distributJOns for the samples used in the pyrite fiotation experimcnts, determincd by Microtrac particlc 

size analyzer. 

Cumulative % passing, Cumulativc % passmg, 
Size. ~m mineral pyrite samples coa! pyritc samplcs 

62 100.0 100.0 
44 97.4 100.0 
31 88.3 97.3 
22 73.5 89.6 
16 56.5 75.8 
11 42.2 59.6 
7.8 31.7 45.2 
5.5 23.0 32.7 
3.9 16.1 22.1 
2.8 10.0 13.1 
1.9 4.3 5.4 
1.4 1.8 o o 

0.9 0.3 0.4 

desired leve! with sulfuric acid. Finally, 0.03 gm MIBC /liter and the noted quan
tities of #2 fu el oil were added as frother and collector, respective! y. The pulp was 
then conditioned for 2 minutes, and ftoated for 5 minutes with froth removed 
manually. The results of these experiments are given in Table VI, along with two 
experiments using pure silica which had been prepared in the same manner as the 
pyrite. The pH values were selected on the basis of earlier tests, which showed 
that mineral pyrite ftoats well below pH = 4, and poorly at higher pH values. 

The pyrite appeared strongly to buffer the pH at pH = 4, consuming approxi-

TABLE VI 
Conditlons and rcsults for purc pyritc cxpcrimcnts. 

#2 fucl oil. 
Tc>t Pyntc . Chargc wt. kgimt pH % Floats 

lA Cu,tcr. S.D. 150 3.0 7.5 3.34 
2A 150 3.0 7.5 4.34 
3A 150 3.0 8.3 4.65 
4A 150 3.0 2.0 98.57 
5A 75 6.0 2.4 97.07 
6A 75 6.0 3.6 43.10 
7A 75 6.ü- 2.5 77.21 
8A 75 6.0 2.5 67.27 
lB Panthcr Valley 150 3.0 8.8 31.64 
28 150 3.0 3.5 36.47 
IC Cu,tcr. S.D. 150 3.0 2.3 98.01 
2C 150 3.0 2.2 97.57 
3C Panthcr Vallcy 150 3.0 2.2 43.00 
4C " 150 3.0 2.0 35.22 
se Rico, CO 150 3.0 2.1 98.62 
6C " 150 3.0 5.0 9.56 
ID Silica 150 3.0 5.3 13.6 
2D 150 3.0 5.3 15.3 

9 
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mate! y 3 grams sulfuric acid per kilogram of pyrite to reduce pH below this leve!. 
As a result, intermediate pH values were difficult to achieve. Upon lowering the 
pH below 4, the pyrite became strongly floatable, simultaneously releasing a strong 
odor of H 2S. The charges for tests 7A and 8A were allowed to air-dry befare 
repulping for flotation, and became warm to the touch while drying. The reduced 
recovery for these tests was most likely due to oxidation of the pyrite. U nlike the 
two mineral pyrites, the Panther Yalley coa! pyrite never became strongly floatable. 
and also never released the characteristic H 2S odor. The froth product from the 
coa! pyrite appeared, from qualitative examination at 40 x magnification of the 
loase powder, to be predominantly composed of locked coal-pyri\e particlcs, float
ing as a result of the hydrophobicity of the coa! portian. 

Additional experiments were attempted using coa! pyrite from a second source. 
the Empire Coa! mine, Gnadenhutten, Ohio. However, it was found that evcn 
when apparently pure pyrite nodules were collected and cleaned by hand, the pyrite 
still contained 27% material which was insoluble in nitric acid, the residue being 
predominantly composed of coa! and clay. As a result, it was not possible to conduct 
the desired experiments using coa! pyrite which had been isolated from the asso
ciated organic inclusions, and the results obtained were similar to thosc for the 
Panther Valley coa! for this reason. Since no conclusive technique was available 
for distinguishing liberated particles from locked partid es in quantity, thc role of 
locked coal/pyrite particles in pyrite flotation, relative to liberated pyrite, could 
not be confirmed. 

Experiments with the Empire coa! pyrite were conducted using thc automatic 
flotation cell shown in Figure 2, using 300 gram charges ground for 10 minutes. 
Reagent dosages were 3.3 kg fue! oil/mt. and 1.7 kg Dowfroth 200/mt. Flotation 
was carried out for six minute intervals. Three tests were run, at pH = 2.5, 5.1. 
and 10.5 Results are given in Table VII. A slight increase in flotation rate and 
froth percent solids is seen with increasing pH, which is consisten! with _ftotation 
being primarily of the carbonaceous componen!. 

TABLE VII 
Timcd notatlon rc~ults usmg thc coal-pyritc samplc~ 

Product % Wt. 

Test l. pH = 2.5 1 minute froth 34.09 
3 mm lroth 23.41 
6 m1n froth 13.90 
Tail~ 28.60 

Test 2. pH = 5.1 l minute froth 35.47 
3 min froth 18.92 
6 min froth 10.05 
Taib 35.57 

Test 3. pH = 10.5 l minute froth 45.06 
3 min froth 10.07 
6 mm froth 4.21 
Taib 40.66 

% Solids 

11.7 
11.7 
10.5 
2.5 

14.1 
12.2 
8.5 
3.4 

23.7 
15 4 
7 1 
3.1 

'· 
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DISCUSSION 

An approximate estimation of whether coa!, mineral, and pyrite partid es are being 
recovered by true flotation, locking, or entrainment can be achieved by correlating 
the recovery of a given componen! with the recovery of water in the froth. If the 
correlation with water recovery is nearly linear, then the componen! is being re
covered predominantly by entrainment. Deviations from linearity are caused either 
by hydrophobic flotation of the componen! directly, or by mechanical attachment 
to another particle which is hydrophobic. The contribution due to locking can also 
be estimated by observing similarities in the water recovery/solicjs recovery curves. 
lf the deviations from linearity for one component follow precisely those for another 
which is known to be hydrophobic, then the most likely explanation is a high degree 
of mechanical locking. 

Correlations between solids recovery and water recovery for a constant-level 
batch cell are complicated somewhat by the fact that such cells are batch with 
respect to solids, but continuous with respect to water. This introduces a significan! 
curvature in the water recovery/solids recovery plots, even in thc case of pure 
entrainmcnt. In order to corree! for the continuous dilution by the makcup water 
addition, a corrected water recovery was calculated, based on the assumption that 
the pulp phase in the cell was nearly perfectly mixed. The proportion of the water 
originally present in the cell which is removed by time T can then be calculated 
according toa simple residence-time formula', F(T) = 1 - e-Riv, where F(T) = 
fraction of the water originally present in the cell which is removed by time T; 
R = volume of water which has been removed, and replaced by fresh water, by 
time T; and V = total cell volume. This corrected water recovery will correlate 
linear! y with recovery of sol id partid es by pure entrainment, making it m u eh simpler 
to distinguish between the various recovery mechanisms. 

When pyritic sulfur, ash, and combustible matter recovery are plotted against 
corrected water recovery as in Figure 4, it is immediately seen that the ash content 
follows thc water recovery !in e very dosel y. Sin ce the ash fraction of this coal is 
predominantly clay slimes, which are known to be hydrophilic and casily entrained, 
this corrcsponds well with thc expected results. Likewise, the behavior of the 
combustible matter is as expccted, with a rccovery ratc much faster than that of 
the water until the coa! had been almos! completely removed from the ce!!. This 
was followed by a sharp inftection in the curve as the remaining traces of com
bustibles wcrc gradually recovered. It should be noted that thesc curves are com
posites of al! six experiments, which showcd a range offlotation ratcs duc to changes 
in the collcctor dosage, but which nevcrthcless showed thc same corrclations with 
water recovery. 

Examining the pyrite recovery curve shows that the pyrite was initially rccovered 
faster than the water, although notas fast as the combustibles. The pyrite curve 
then shows a sharp inflection, and falls back toa slope consisten! with rccovery by 
entrainment. The point of most interest is that the inflection in the pyrite curve is 
at exactly the same water recovery as the inflection in the combustibles curve, to 
within the limits of accuracy of the data. This is what would be expccted if the 11 
pyrite attachcd to air bubbles primarily due to locking with floatable coa!. If the 
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FIGURE 4 Corrclation of ash. total pyritic sulfur. and combustibles rccovcry with corrcctcd watc'r 
rccovcry for thc batch coa! ftotation cxpcrimcnts. 

pyrite were hydrophobic in its own right, and ftoating with a different rate constan! 
than the coa!. then a second inftection would be expected to occur at a different 
water recovery, or the inftection in the pyrite curve would appear broader than 
the inftection in the combustibles curve. Since neither of these effects is seen. it 
appears most likely that pyrite recovery occurs almost entirely through a combi
nation of locking and entrainment. with true hydrophobic ftotation of liberated 
pyrite being minimal. 

The column flotation results represen! a flotation separation where entrainment 
is reduceu to vcry low lcvels. and thus all pyrite which is rccovercd unuer thesc 
conditions does so as a result of eithcr locking or true ftotation'-''. Comparison of 
the results for conventional tests 1-3 and the column flotation tests are given in 
Figures 5 ano 6. and the shift in the gradelrecovery curves is most consisten! with 
pyrite being recovered primarily by entrainment. As a result, it is probable that 
when this particular coa! exhibits excessive pyrite recovery, it is more cffcctive to 
switch to colu111n flotation (thus minimizing cntrainment) than to attcmpt to use 
chemical ucpressants to preven! hyurophobic flotation which does not appear to 
be occurring. A complete review of available column flotation can be founu in the 
literature 1

". 

The rcsults from the pyrite tlotation experiments show very clearly that pure 
mineral pyritc loses its natural floatability ncarly complete! y when thc pH is greater 
than 5.0, and also that thc floatability of silica, which is known to be hyurophilic, 
is very comparable to the floatability of pyrite at pH = 5 or greater. This indica tes 
that unuer normal conuitions for coa! flotation (pH = 5 - 9), unmouificd mineral 
pyrite is not noticeably recovered by true hyurophobic ftotation. E ven largc dosages 12 
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of neutral oil collectors do not render mineral pyrite floatable o ver this pH range, 
up to 3 kg collector/metric ton pyrite. This has been found to be true for pyrites 
from two distinct sources, and is likely to be generally true for all pyrites which 
are not associated with organic matter. Therefore, true hydrophobic flotation of 
coa! pyrite should only be expected when the pyrite has been heavily modified by 
organic material. or when ftotation is being carried out under acid conditions. Thc 
coa! pyrite, although prepared in the same fashion as the mineral pyrites. did nor 
exhibit similar behavior, as it maintained essentially constant levels of flotation 
recovery (31-43%) over the pH range from 2.2 to 8.8, while the mineral pyrite 
dropped from nearly 99% recovery to in sorne cases less than 4% over the same 
pH range. Qualitative microscopic examination of the coa! pyrite flotation product 
indicated that much of the floating material was coa! and locked coa!/ pyrite par
ticles. It is therefore hypothesized that, in this case, the coa! pyrite is floating due 
to attachment to coa!. This hypothesis is supported by recent work by Chander 
and Aplan 11 , where great care was taken to isolate liberated pyrite from seven coa! 
sources for a variety of detailed analyses. Using a microftotation cell aerated with 
nitrogen gas, all of the purified pyrites were found to show very little inherent 
floatability (average = 1.9% wt. ftoating, range = 0-7% wt.). The procedurc 
which Chander and Aplan describe for purifying the pyrites does providc oppor
tunity for the pyrite to oxidize somewhat, which may conceivably destroy its in
herent floatability. Nevertheless, it appears likely that coa! pyrites ha ve a very low 
inherent floatability, and are therefore floated primarily as either locked or cn
trained particles. 

Unfortunately, there does not appear to be any practica! method available for 
conclusively measuring the relative qualities of locked and liberated pyrite particles 
in coa! flotation, nor is there an effective method for isolating coal-free pyrite from 
coa! which does not also either contaminate or oxidize the pyrite surfaces. At thc 
present time, it is therefore not possible to prove that coa! pyrite cither does or 
does not en ter the froth as a result of true hydrophobic attachment. Based on the 
behavior of the purc mineral pyrite samples, it is hypothesizcd that coa! pyritc is 
recovered in thc froth by entrainmcnt and by mechanical attachment to ftoatablc 
coa! partid es. However, as a result of the fine scale of the organic contaminants 
in coa! pyrite, it is clear that mineral pyrite is not a good model for the behavior 
of coal pyrite, and should not be treated as such. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results prcscnted, the following conclusions are drawn: 
l. Mineral pyrite is readily floatable by fue! oil alone at acid pH ( <4). but this 

native ftoatability is entirely lost at the highcr pH levels wherc coal flotation 
is most often carried out. 

2. Determination of the floatability of coal pyrite in the absence of coal particles 
is not practica!, due to the intimate intermixing of carbonaccous and pyritic 
componcnts cvcn in pyrite nodules which appear visually to be relativcly pure. 
As a result, pyrite which ftoats by true hydrophobic bubble attachment cannot 

14 
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readily be distinguished from that which fioats due to mechanical attachment 
to coal particles. While it can be hypothesized that completely liberated coal
pyrite particles behave similarly to mineral pyrite, and are therefore not 
recovered by hydrophobic fiotation at near neutral pH, this is very difficult 
to prove. 

3. The results of timed fiotation of a Pittsburgh seam coal using both conventional 
and column fiotation are consistent with the pyrite being recovered in the 
froth predominantly by entrainment and locked particles, with any contri
bution from hydrophobic fiotation of liberated pyrite being minimal. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the last 30 years, on
stream slurry analyzers have 
preven to be of great use in the 
control of mineral processing 
c1rcuits. This review discusses 
the two most popular methods, 
x-ray fluorescence and neutron 
activation analysis, and also 
considers techniques wh1ch are 
still under development. 

INTRODUCTION 

On-stream composition analysis 
of process streams in mineral 
processing operations has been 
preven to be a powerful tool for 
the adjustment of the process to 
variations in plant feed quality. 
The benef1ts derived from the 
use of on-stream analysis are 
now widely accepted in the base 
metal industry (Cooper, 1976, 
1994 and ~lells, 1983). The rapid 
feed back of the chemical assay 
drast1cally reduces the response 
time of control schemes, and thus 
helps to increase grade and 
recovery while reducing reagent 
consumption and operating costs. 
Also, the installation of an on
line analyzer frequently reveals 
that a process strearn which has 
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been considered to be stable 
actually undergoes sizable 
fluctuations, which may be detri
mental to plant operation. For 
these reasons, a large number of 
on-stream analyzers ·have been 
installed throughout the world 
during the last 30 years. 

An on-stream composition 
analyzer may operate in a number 
of ways, as discussed in the 
literature (Kawatra, 1984). The 
principles used by commercial 
units range from excitation by 
gamma-ray irradiation or neutron 
activation to measurement of 
radiation from naturally-occurring 
isotopes. Elemental analysis by 
use of fluorescent x-rays is 
commonly used. Severa! systems 
employing neutron activatlon have 
been installed for continuous 
analysis of silica in iron ore 
s1urr1es. Natural isotope decay 
has been widely applied ~n the 
potash industry for determination 
of the potassium content of ore 
carried on conveyors (Cooper, 
1976, 1984). Severa! analyzers 
employing non-radiometrlc tech
nology are also 1n use. The 
following sect1ons describe the 
various types of on-stream compo
Sltlon analyzers which have been 
used or are be1ng developed for 
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use in mineral concentration 
operations. 

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYZERS 

Fundamental Principies 

Conventional on-stream analy
sis is based on the principie of 
x-ray fluorescence (XRF) analy
sis. The basic principie of this 
rnethod is illustrated in Figure 
l. The sample may be excited 
either by low energy photons from 
radioisotope sources, or by 
electronically produced x-rays. 
The characteristic radiations 
emitted by the excited samples 
may be measured using either a 
wavelength-dispersive x-ray 
analyzer (WDX), oran energy
dispersive x-ray analyzer (EDX). 

The WDX systems are based on 
the fact that the angle at which 
an x-ray photon is diffracted 
from a crystal is a function of 
its wavelength. Since the wave
length of a photon is a funct1on 
of 1ts energy, a WDX analyzer 
determ1nes the energies of x-rays 
with great accuracy by geornetric 
measurements. For on-stream 
analysis, the elements of inter
est are specif1ed in advance, and 
indiv1dual diffracting crystal 
and detector un1ts are provided 
to select and measure the charac
teristic x-rays of each element 
simultaneously. 

Energy dispersive x-ray sys
tems (EDX) use radiation 
detectors wh1ch produce electri
cal pulses with amplitudes 
proport1onal to the energy of the 
x-ray photons which were detected. 
The number of pulses produced 
with amplitudes corresponding to 
the energy of the characterist1c 
x-rays of the elements of inter
est 1s then used to determine the 
concentrations of these elements. 

The WDX systems have a much 
better energy resolution (20-25 

eV) than do EOX systems, and 
therefore are less subject to 
error from peak overlap. However, 
a great deal of the x-ray inten
sity is lost in the diffraction 
crystal, with the result that ~IDX 
systems can only be used with an 
intense source of exciting x-rays, 
such as an x-ray tu be. EDX sys
tems are usable at much lower 
1ntensities, which may be produced 
by radioisotope sources. The 
energy resolution of an EDX sys
tern depends on the type of 
detector used. Solid-state 
detectors have the best energy 
resolution, but must operate at 
cryogenic temperatures. Propor
tional and scintillation counters 
can both operate at room tempera
ture, but whereas the proportional 
counter has the superior energy 
resolution, the scintillation 
counter has a higher detection 
efficiency. A discussion of the 
advantages and disadvantages of 
these detectors was presented by 
Carr-Br~on (1980). It may be 
noted that all three types of 
detector have been used in on
stream analyzers, with the selec
tion depending on the number of 
elernents to be determined, the 
energy resolution required to 
separate the characteristic x-rays, 
and the x-ray intensity which may 
be feasibly produced. The general 
principles of EDX and WDX systems 
are illustrated in Figure l. 

Excitation Sources 

A mineral slurry may be exc1ted 
into production of characteristic 
x-rays for quantitative analys1s 
by use of either electronic x-ray 
tubes or by low-energy photons 
from rad1oisotope gamrna-ray sour
ces. 

Rad~oisotope Excitation 

Many radioisotope sources are 
available which are suitable for 
exc1ting chara~teristic x-rays 
for energy-disperslve x-ray 
analysis. Table 1 lists commonly 
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X-ray Source 

Characteristic radiation 
A1 and A2 

Crystal 

X-ray Detectors 

a) Wovelength- dispersive Spectrometer 

Characteristic radiati'on 
Energy E1 and E 2 

X-ray Source Radiation 
Detector 

F1gure 1 

Energy 
E 1 counts 

b) Energy- dispersive 

Multichannel 
Analyzer 

Energy 
E 2 counts 

Spectrometer 
X-ray Fluorescence S~ectrometer Configurations. wavelengths 
Al and A2, and energ1es El and E2, are emitted by elements 
l and 2. 

4 
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Table 1 

Properties of x-ray and x-ray sources used in on-stream compos~tion 
analysis. 

Radioisotope Half-life (yr) Energy KeV Relat1ve Abundance* 

Am-241 458 14-21 (Np L x-rays) 
S 9. 6 

36 
37 
89 Gd-153 0.65 41-4 7 (E u K x-rays) 

70 2.6 
20 
30 
89 Co-57 

Fe-55 
Pu-2 38 
Cm-244 
Cd-109 

I-125 

Cs-137 
Co-60 

0.74 

2.7 
86.4 
18 
1.3 

0.16 

30 
S. 3 

97 
103 
122 
136 

S-9 
13-20 
14-21 
22-25 

88 
27-31 

35 
662 

1170 
1330 

*percent photons per disintegration 

used low energy gamma and x-ray 
sources. Since opt~murn fluore
scence effic1ency is achieved 
when the excitation photon energy 
is clase to, but greater than, the 
critica! excitation potential 
required to produce the charac
terlstic x-ray of 1nterest, opti
'mum source select1on depends on 
the elements to be determined. 

X-ray Tube Excitation 

An x-ray tube provides a use
fu! excitation source for e1ther 
VIDX or EDX sys.tems. X-ray tubes 
provides a much higher x-ray 
intensity than is possible w1th 
radioisotope sources. As a 
result, small-area detectors may 
be used. Also, it lS not as 
critica! that the source and 
detector be in clase proximlty to 
the sample as is the case for 
rad1oisotope sources. X-ray tubes 
are sometimes used with a secon
dary source to reduce background 
rad1ation. 

(Mn K x-rays) 
(U L x-rays) 

lAg K x-rays) 

(Te K x-rays) 

9 
28.5 
10 

8 
10 7 

138 
7 

82 
lOO 
lOO 

COMMERCIAL XRF ON-STREAM ANALYZERS 

Co~mercially available on-strearn 
analyzers can be divided into two 
categories; centralized and dis
tributed systems. 

Centralized Systems 

In a centralized XRF system, 
samples of severa! slurry streams 
are transported to a common sens
ing unit. Such installatlons are 
generally of the wavelength-dis
persive type, as this configura
tion allows the relatively expen
sive and bulky equipment reguired 
for VIDX analysis to be shared 
among severa! streams. This 
system is particularly suited for 
large plants where more than five 
or six slurry streams are to be 
analyzed. A typical centralized 
analyzer is sho\<m in Figure 2. 

As it Ífi usually not feasible 
to send ent1re slurry streams to 
a centralized analyzer, such 
systems requ1re carefully designed 
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slurry sampl1.ng, ?umping, and 
flow reduc1.ng equ1pment. The 
slurry is presented to the x-ray 
equipment through a flow cell 
having a plastic window (usually 
Hylar or Kapton) approximately 
25 microns thick. Since the 
x-~ays travel only a few milli
meters into the flowcell, the 
layer of slurry in immediate 
proximity to the window has the 
greatest influence on assays. 
Hence, obtainíng a representative 
sample for analysis is essential. 
Gencrally, a primary sarnple of 
200-250 liter/rnin is taken, and 
is transrnitted through two inch 
diameter pipes by pumping, pres
sure flow, or gravity flow to a 
secondary sampler, which removes 
20 liters/rnin as a secondary 
sample, and returns the remainder 
to the main stream. Secondary 
sample streams are then presented 
to the x-ray analyzer un1t. 

Examples of central1zed XRF 
systems are the Cour1er 300, manu
factured by Outkumpu Oy, Finland, 
and the Monitor 1000 System, from
Harrison R. Cooper Systems, U.S.A. 
The first commercial systems of 
Courier des1gn were installed in 
1967, and since then about fifty 
have been put into use. Severa! 
detailed descr1ptions are avail
able 1n the literature (Lundan et 
al, 1977; Leskinen and Lundan, 
1983). Elements of atomic number 
greater than t1tanium (no. 22) can 
be analyzed, often at assays of 
0.01% by weight or below. Metals 
subJected to on-stream slurry 
analys1s include copper, z1nc, 
1ron, silver, cobalt, n1ckel, 
lead, molybdenum, bar1um, and 
tungsten (Saarhelo, 1985). 

The Courier system uses a 
series of fixed flow cells, with 
a movable x-ray head travell1ng 
on a prec1sion gu1de ra1l. The 
system is modular, with fourteen 
cells 1n each. As many as s1x 
elements can be assayed, up to 
many as three modules can be used 
in a Cour1er conf1gurat1on. 

Thls design enables a degree of 
expandab1lity 1n the analyzer·s 
capac1ty as requ1rements 1ncrease 
ILeppala et al, 1971). 

On-stream XRF analyzer accept
ance by industry has resulted from 
attention given te des1gn of samp
ling, and other factors provid1ng 
for all needs of turn-key lnstal
lations. The systems 1ncorporate 
built-in min1computers w1th data 
process1ng 1ncluding programs for 
assay computat1ons, self monltor
lng, and other elements for fully 
developed operat1ng capability. 

The Mon1tor analyzers, from 
Harrison R. Cooper Systems, lnc. 
employ a f1xed spectrometer un1t 
with the multiple sample cell 
assembly posit1oned sequentlally 
at the spectrometer head. Two 
designs are ava1lable: the Monitor 
1000, with capability for measJr
lng elements above titanium Slmi
lar to the Courier 300, and Mon1tor 
2000 systems for measurements of 
elements as low as aluminum (no. 
13). Measurement of low arder 
atomic spec1es is made possible 
with a sealed spectrometer unit 
flushed with helium gas, enabl1ng 
transmission of low energy photons 
from elements below titanlum that 
otherwise would be absorbed by air 
1n the spectrometer. Monitor anal· 
yzers are 1nstalled on a turn-key 
basis 1n un1ts of 14, 28, and 42 
flow cell modules. Primary sample 
strearns are d1v1ded 1n secondary 
sampl1ng to sequence flow of slurry 
sample streams to the measur1ng 
head. Figure 2 provldes a schem
atic diagram of the system. 

Other manufacturers offer 
similar equipment, of which the 
Soliden "Boxray" is an example 
(Sundv1st and Sehlstedt, 1978). 
In th1s system, the samples are 
exc1ted by rad1ation from secon
dary targets, which produce highly 
monochromatiC excitat1on rad1ation 
to thus reduce background no1se. 
EDX analysis is then carried out 
with a lithium-drifted-sillcon 
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salid state detector. The 
spectrometer is held stationary, 
with slurry flowcells for each 
sample moved into analysis posi
tion by rotating the presentation 
system around a vertical axis. 
A similar sample presentation 
system has been described earlier 
in the literature (Kawatra, 1976a). 

Distributed Systems 

In a typical distributed 
system, several small on-line 
analyzers are provided, one for 
each slurry stream. The sensors 
are located en the rnill floor at 
the points where analyses are 
desired. The analyzer rnay be 
either in-strearn, which eliminates 
the need for sarnpling equipment, 
or near-strearn, in which case the 
sampl1ng requirements are greatly 
reduced compared te those of a 
centralized system. These 
systems are available us1ng 
either WDX or EDX spectrometry. 

Typical examples of distri
buted systems include the systerns 
manufactured by Outokumpu Oy, 
F1nland; Australian Mineral 
oevelopment Laboratories (AMDEL) , 
Australia; Austrian Research 
Center, Seibersdorf, Austria; 
Nuclear Equipment Corporation, 
u.s.A.; Autometrics, U.S.A.; and 
Harrison Cooper, U.S.A. The 
following sections d1scuss the 
sensor units for ln-stream and 
near-stream analyzers. 

In-stream X-ray Analvzers. This 
type of sensor consists of a radio
isotope excitation source and a 
detector which are immersed 
directly 1n the process stream. 
Analyzers of this type are the 
result of excellent research work 
by the Australian Atomic Energy 
Comrniss1on (Watt, 1977), and 
several--conunercial units are 
available. The most commonly 
used units are those manufactured 
by AMDEL, Austral1a, and Outokumpu 
Oy, F1nland. Another attractive 
unit for in-stream analysis, the 

Inscan System, has been developed 
by Texas Nuclear, U.S.A. These 
units differ pr1marily in the type 
of detector used, with the Inscan 
using a solid-state detector, the 
Outokurnpu Oy Minexan-202 system 
using a proportional counter, and 
the AMDEL probe equipped with a 
scintillation counter. It may be 
reiterated that the energy resol
ution of solid-state detectors is 
superior to that of proporticnal 
counters, which in turn have 
better resolution than scintilla
tion counters. 

Since in-stream units utilize 
radioisotope exc1tation sources, 
the intensity of the excitation 
radiation is inherently stable, 
with only a sl1ght correct1on for 
decay being needed. With radlo
isotope excitation sources, fluor
escence response lS of low inten
sity, making WDX spectrometry 
impractical, so in-stream analy
zers are exclusively EDX systems. 
This severely l1mits the ability 
of in-stream probes to resolve 
fluorescent x-rays of sim1lar 
energies. The background radiation 
levels are 1nherently high, parti
cularly at low metal concentra
tions. These factors limit the 
abil1ty of in-stream probes to 
produce accurate assays at low 
metal concentrations (Cooper, 
1976). Serious accuracy problems 
arise in measuring low metal 
concentrat1ons when elements with 
fluorescence spectra overlapping 
that of the element of interest 
are present in concentrutions 
greater than one percent. 

The AMDEL probe system requires 
a separate source-detector set for 
each element of interest at each 
measurement point. In addltion, 
this system requires an add.1tional 
probe for-measuring pulp density. 
A difficulty with in-stream 
systems in general is the fact 
that repeatable measurements of 
pulse amplitude and number 
requ1res high arder electronic 
stability. Electronic drift 
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cannot be effectively evaluated 
unless the probe 1s tested after 
being removed frorn its sensing 
position in the slurry. Also, 
the fact that these probes must 
be i~ersed in a corrosive slurry 
introduces problems, as the 
detector will be destroyed if 
slurry leaks into the sensor head. 
In general, therefore, the in
stream systems require a high 
leve! of routine maintenance, and 
since they make use of radloiso
topes, they rnay be a health 
hazard if handled improperly. 

Even though the AMDEL and 
Outokumpu probes have been 
successfully used in in-stream 
analysis sltuations, there are 
many applications that do not 
lend themselves to systerns of 
this type. For example, lmmer
sion of the probe in a large 
vessel, where slurry segregation 
is likely due to settling, flota
tlon, or peor mixing, will pro
duce peor results. 

Near-stream X-ray Analyzers. 
Near stream analyzers cons1st of 
an on-slte un1t through wh1ch a 
portien of a slurry stream 1s 
shunted for analysis, w1thout 
travel1ng any great distance. 
There are severa! general types 
of exc1tat1on source/detector 
arrangements 1n use, wh1ch are 
described in the follow1ng 
sections. 

1) X-ray Tube Diffraction Crys
ta1. Exce11ent sens1t1V1tv and 
accuracy is ach1eved down to very 
1ow metal concentrations often in 
the parts per million range, as a 
result of the h1gh prirr,ary x-ray 
1ntens1ty and high resolut1on 
capability of crystal spectro
meters. Such dev1ces are 
mechanically more complex, and 
thus more costly, than in-stream 
analyzers. Typ1cal examples of 
th1s type of ana1yzer 1nclude the 
Courier-30 system, reanufactured 
!Jy Outokumpu E1ectronics, F1nland, 
and the .'1onitor 500 system, manu-

factured by Harr1son R. Cooper 
Systems, Inc., U.S.A. 

The first appl1cation of on
~tream x-ray.fluorescence toan 
1ndustr1al m1neral process was 
carried out w1th the Mon1tor sao 
system. The Monitor 500 was used 
at a baryte mineral benef1c1ation 
facility where severa! process 
slurry streams in flotat1on were 
analyzed for barium sulphate. In 
this process, a critica! require
ment was providing information to 
a computer control system to rnain
tain final product grade in the 
range of 90% baryte. The t1.onitor 
500 system ,.,.ith two channels for 
rhodiurn backscatter radiation was 
installed to rneasure the Rayleigh 
and Compton scatter1ng intensit1es. 
Preliminary tests conducted with 
process sarnp1es showed a correla
tion of impurity level 1n the 
concentrate with the difference 
(divergence) bet,.,.een inelastic 
scattering intensity and elast1c 
scattering 1ntensity. The Mon1tor 
SOJ system was employed in this 
application because it has the 
capability for extension of 
rneasurement range to low atornic 
nurnber elements, which allows for 
determination of silica if such 
should become necessary for 
1mpurity control in the future. 

2) X-rav Tube/Solid State Detec
tor. A systern based on this com
blnation has been described by 
Sundkvist and Sehlstedt (1978), 
and used 10 Bol1den Metal's 
Aktiebolag Copper mine in Sweden. 
This System ut11izes energy dis
persive analysis in combination 
w1th secondary excitation. Secon
dary excitation consists of 
directing the tube output to a 
secondary target. The secondarv 
target then emits nearly mono- • 
chrornatic fluorescent radiation, 
which lS used to excite the sample. 
In the process, the continuous and 
characteristic spectra of the tube 
are largely el1minated. This 
allows both precise selection of 
excitation photon energy, and 
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reduction of background radiatio~ 
The line-to-background ratio for 
the energy-dispersive spectrometer 
is then nearly comparable to the 
line-to-background ratio of wave
length-dispersive systems. 

Another example of thls type 
of near-stream analyzer is the 
XRA-1500 system deve1oped by 
Armco Autornetrlcs, Boulder, 
Colorado. This systern utilizes 
a germanium solid-state detector, 
rather than a lithium-drifted 
silicon detector (Ballard et al, 
1983, and Kouns, 1985). 

3) Radioisotope/So1id-State 
Detector. A by-line system based 
on Iodlne-125 as an excitation 
source and a solid-state detector 
for energy-dispersive analysis 
has been developed by INAX, 
Ottawa; Bondar-Clegg, Ottawa; and 
Ramsey rtec. Ltd., Richrnond Hill, 
Canada (Ereiser et al, 1980). 
S1nce solid-state detectors are 
capable of resolving x-rays of 
most elernents of interest even 
when their atomic numbers are con
secutive, simultaneous multi
element analysis is possible with 
this system.· li.igh resolution 
with solid-state detectors can be 
achieved only if the diameter is 
small, usually 4 mm. Since this 
is cons1derably less than the 25 
n~ typical for scintillation or 
proportional counters, an intense 
radioisotope source lS required 
for solid-state detectors. This 
type of analyzer has been tested 
in plant trials at Noranda ~ines 
Ltd., Ontario, Canada, for assay
ing copper, lead and zinc. 

4) Radioisotope/Proportional 
Counter. An exarnple of this type 
of analyzer is Outokumpu•s Mlnexan 
202 system, wh1ch lS available in 
both in-stream and near-stream 
conflguratlons. Each Minexan 
probe is capable of determinlng 
co~centrat~ons of as many as five 
elements-plus pulp denslty. The 
probe employs a sealed proportional 
counter, anó utilizes energY-

dispersive analyslS. While such 
detectors are relatively inexpen
sive and simple to use, resolution 
is inferior to both solid-state 
detectors and wavelength-disper
sive systems, and thus elements 
with closely spaced fluorescent 
lines are difficult to dis~inguish 
(Barker and Saarhelo, 1984). 

FACTORS AFFECTING !1EASUREHENT 
ACCURACY 

XRF analysis accuracy depends 
on several factors, sorne of v:hich 
may be beyond the control of the 
instrumental technique such as 
mineralogical condltions, size 
distributions, interelement 
effects, and the level of assays 
which exist in the slurry belng 
analyzed. Severa! fundamental 
sources of error inherent to x-ray 
fluorescent analyzers are discussed 
below. Within these l1mitations, 
the accuracy to be attained by 
XRF becomes dependent on the care 
and details put forth to the pro
cess of calibration. 

A variety of methods for·XRF 
calibration are avallable, ranging 
from simplistic multiple l1near 
regress1on to more advanced 
methods employing mathereatical 
models based on the x-ray fluore
scence process. Calibration 
procedures are discussed in other 
tests (Cooper 1976). It is to be 
emphasized that effective use of 
on-stream x-ray fluorescence 
analysis depends on producing 
reliable assays whlch can be 
derived only from applicat1on of 
proper calibration technique. 

Sorne factors such as particle 
size distribution, a1r content 
and pulp density can have signl
ficant effects on XRF accuracy. 
?hese factors are discussed below: 

Atomlc Number of Element. The 
higher the atomic number of the 
element being analyzed, the 
greater is the accuracy of 
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measurement. 

Concentration of the Element. 
The higher the concentration of 
the element being analyzed, the 
greater is the accuracy of 
measurement. Expected relat1ve 
accuracies te be attained are 
given for typical cases {relative 
accuracy 1s the standard error of 
measurernent divided by the aver
age concentrat1on, rnultlplied by 
lOO percent). 

Copper 1n concentrates 
(25% grade) 

Copper in tails (0.1%) 
Molybdenum in feed (0.2%) 
Lead in feed (5%) 
Zinc in tails (0.5%) 

4-5% 

6-8% 
4-6% 
7-9% 
6-8% 

Particle Size. The smaller the 
particle size the greater 15 the 
rneasurement accuracy. Variation 
in particle size distribut1on can 
give rise to errors. Berry et al 
{1969) have discussed part1cle 
size effects in detail. If a 
gr1nding c1rcuit has a part1cle 
size control, variations in the 
part1cle size in the flotation 
section would be less, giving 
lower errors (Kawatra, 1975). 

~ineralogy. Variations in the 
composition and variety of mineral 
types incorporat~ng the element 
to be measured, as well as m1neral 
grain s1ze variation, cause re
duced possib~lities for accurate 
measurement. 

Pulo Density. Measurement 
accuracy becomes greater for 
higher pulp densit1es and reduced 
variations in pulp densitles, not
ing that the measurement result 
is the element content of the 
solids portian of the slurry. 

Entra1ned Air. Since the inten
sity of the fluorescent x-rays 
depends on the amount of sus
pended solids, and hence on the 
slurry density, it is necessary 
to apply a density correct1on to 
the fluorescent intenslty. This 

correction may be obtained 
through either of two methods; 
gamma-ray transmission, and x-ray 
backscatter. For example, AMDEL 
probes use a gamrna-ray-transmis
sion density gauge to correct for 
pulp density. Entrained air 1s 
always present in flotation 
slurries, and causes errors in 
the pulp density measUrement, with 
the magnitude of the error being 
greater for transmission density 
corrections. In a study conducted 
for the measurement of percent 
copper in a chalcopyrite slurry 
using a transmission gauge for 
density compensation, it has been 
shown that an increase of entrain
ed air from O to 30 percent 
resulted in a 40% error in the 
copper determination (Kawatra, 
l976b). 

NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYZERS 

Fundamental Pr1nc1ples 

Neutron techniques are attrac
tlve for analys1s of elements with 
low atomic nurnber such as silicon, 
aluminurn, chlorine, sulfur, and 
fluorine. These elements may 
only be rr.easured with difficulty 
by x-ray fluorescence analysis due 
to their low-energy characteristic 
x-rays. Thus, neutron activation 
may be considered as a viable 
method to carry out on-stream 
analysis when XRF methods cannot 
be used. 

Neutron actlvation analysis is 
based on the interact1ons of neu
trons with atomlc nuclei, rather 
than on interactions with the 
electron shells. The results are 
therefore independent of the 
chernical state of the elements 
being measured. There are two 
types of neutron-nucleus inter
action which may be applied for 
analyt1cal techniques: 1) Radio
nuclide production, which results 
in delayed garr~a-ray emissions as 
the unstable nucleus decays, and 
2) prompt gamma emission, which 
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occurs immediately following the 
capture of a thermal neutron by 
the target nucleus. 

Radionuclide production has 
been employed for on-line analy
Sl.S of silica in iron ore, and 
silica and chromium in chromite. 
The nuclear reaction for silicon 
actívation is as follows: 

5 .28 
14 1 + n (fast) ~ Al 28 

+ p 
l3 

28 . 
13Al has a half-l>fe of 2.3 

m~nutes, and decays to the 
original stable silicon nucleus 
by emitting a beta partic1e 
accompanied by a 1.78 MeV gamma 
ray. 

The neutron sources used are 
typica1ly either Cf-252, oran 
Q-n sourcea a-n sources consist 
of a source of alpha partlcles, 
such as Po-210 or Pu-239, and a 
target such as beryllium. The 
reaction of the a1pha partic1es 
with the target causes neutrons 
to be emitted. These sources 
produce on the arder of 108 neu
trons per second. 

Determination of Silica in !ron 
Ore S1urries 

At present, only one type of 
neutron activation sensor is 
commercia11y available. This is 
the NOLA 1 system, produced by 
Texas Nuclear, Texas. This unit 
has been lnstalled in at least 
eight operating iron ore process
ing plants with satisfactory 
results. 

The NOLA unit consists of an 
analysis loop which recirculates 
a samp1e of slurry through the 
irradiat~r, detector, and density 
gauge unlts, as shown in Figure 3. 
The analysis loop holds approxi
mately 500 rnil1iliters of s1urry, 
whlch must be at 1east SO% salid 
for a reasonab1e ana1ysis. The 
loop lS filled automatically frorn 
the slurry stream through a 

solenoid-operated 2-way valve. 
This technique, termed Recircula
tion Activation Analysis, has 
several advantages (Texas Nuclear, 
1985): 

l) 

2) 

3) 

increased sensitivitv over 
single-pass ana1ysis

4 

schemes; 

1ower dependence on fluctua
tions in slurry flowrate; and 

minimal slurry sedirr.entation, 
due to the capability of 
maintaining a high f1owrate 
in the ana1ysis loop. 

The NOLA system uses a Pu-Be 
a-n source (half-life 87.4 years) 
which ernlts 108 neutrons per 
second. At the Reserve Mlning 
Co., Si1ver Bay, Minnesota, the 
NOLA system has been found to be 
capable of measuring silica con
tent with an accuracy of + 0.2% 
by weight (Allie, l980)c -The 
NOLA ana1yzer at U.S. Steel's 
Minntac taconite plant measures 
the silica content in a slurry 
containing from 20 to 70% solids 
at S to 6% silica, with results 
within + 0.2% of the silica con
tent deterrnined by wet chernical 
methods (Benner and Ludwig, 1984). 

ON-LINE COMPOSITION 
ANALYZERS USING OTHER 

TECHNOLOGIES 

The discussion in this chapter 
heretofore has dealt with the more 
established on-strearn XRF and 
neutron activation analyzer sys
tems, as these techno1ogies have 
become of substantial importance 
to the metal1urgica1 and mineral 
processing industries. Neverthe-
1ess, newer on-line cornposition 
ana1ysis technologies have been 
introduced in recent years which 
offer the possibility of extending 
the rang~ of analyzer methods which 
can be applied for improved process 
control. Severa1 of the techniques 
are based on non-radiometrlc 
rnethodo1ogies. Salient features 

12 
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CONTROL 
AHO 

DATA ACOUISIT!ON 

DETECTOR 

Figure 3. Schematic of NOLA analyzer (after Berry, 1978). 

of the newer techniques are 
br1efly described below. 

Severa! methods for on-line 
analysis of gold in solut1ons 
and slurries are currently being 
developed. Witteck Development 
of Toronto, Canada, is currently 
develop1ng an on-l1ne gold 
analyzer based on the Direct 
Current Plasma (DCP} pr1nciple. 
Unlike the atomic absorption 
spectroscopy (AAS) method, which 
ut1l1zes light absorption, DCP 
is based on light emiss1on. The 
plasma yields a much h1gher oper
atlng temperature with resulting 
sensitivities of 5-10 ppb achiev
able from unconcentrated samples. 
This compares very favorably with 
the levels of .1 ppm (Unconcen
trated samples) and 20 ppb (con
centrated samples) normally 
obtal.nable with AAS. Plant trial.s 
have been scheduled for the near 
future, however, no details are 
available at this time because 
of comrnercial interests. Robert 
and Ormrod (1982) have described 

an on-line gold analyser, the 
'Tele-tale' which is based on 
solvent extraction and flame 
ato~ization and has a lower l1.mit 
of determ1.nation of 0.005 mg/1. 
It is in use in a number of gold 
m1.nes to monitor the gold content 
of barren so1utions from fi1ters. 
Recently, t1intek (1985) has 
improved upon this analyzer and 
deve1oped a prototype system based 
on atomic absorption spectropho
tornetry and electrotherrnal 
atornizatl.on. It was des1.gned to 
monitor the gold in so1utions 
from the carbon-in-pulp process. 
Although the improved on-line 
analyzer is not commercia11y 
availab1e as a package, all the 
separate components except the 
modified furnace autosampler are 
available. Bateman Process 
Instrumentation Ltd. (1985) has 
installed on-line go1d sensors 
based on the principle of atom1.c 
absorption spectrometry. 

Nuclear applications, Harwell, 
U.K., has recently bui1t an on-1ine 
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monitoring system for a feldspar 
mill for Amberger Kaolinweke GrnbH 
in West Gerrnany (Wheeler, 1985). 
Tne details of this installation 
may soon be available. 

The National Institute of 
Hining and Metallurgy, South 
Africa, has developed an on-line 
instrument in a feasibility study 
of the applicability of x-ray 
diffraction to the analysis of 
fluorspar-containing slurries. 
The instrument is shown to have 
adequate sensitivity and resolu
tion and further test work is 
recommended (de Villiers, 1981). 
This method has been extended to 
on-stream analysis of apatite 
slurr1es as well. 

On-stream analysis of coal 
slurr1es or of salid material 
flows has not been discussed 1n 
this chapter. A number of tech
niques such as prornpt gamma 
neutron activation, nuclear 
magnetic resonance and electron 
spin resonance are described by 
Cooper (1984 1. 
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ABSTRACT 

To improve the sulfur-rejection capability of a coal-cleaning plant, it is first necessary to evaluate the 
performance of the existing circuit. This information can then be used to decide whether therc wÓuld be 
significant benefits from improving the operation and control of the existing circuit, or whether further 
improvements would require more radical process changes. This paper describes a simple model for 
evaluating heavy-media separation circuits, and presents a case-study of such an analysis of an operating 
heavy-media coa! cleaning plan t. Efficiency curves were calculated and modelled using Lynch 's mcthod, 
anda simplified expression was derived for calculating the Ecart Probability value from the modcl 
parameters. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since new environmental regulations are greatly restricting the emissions of sulfur oxides by coal
fircd power plants, there is considerable interest in removing sulfur from coa! before it is burned. The 
sulfur removal by coal-cleaning plants can be improved either by improving the effectivcness of existing 
equipment through better operation and control, or by the introduction of advanced processcs and radical 
proccss changes. To selcct between these two choiccs, it is necessary to decide whethcr an cxisting 
circuit can be improved significantly, or whcther it is airead y near its thcoreticallimit. In this paper, a 
method is illustrated for dctcrmining how el ose! y a hcavy-media circuit is approaching thc thcoretical 
optimum performance. This is uscful for determining whcthcr thcre is much further improvemcnt that 
can be made in a particular hcavy-media circuit without changing to a complete! y differcnt proccss. 

The theoreticallimit of sulfur removal by heavy-media scparation is mainly determincd by the nature 
o, the feed. Much of the sulfur in coa! occurs as particles of pyrite (FeS 2) which typically accounts for 
between 15 and 80% ofthe total sulfur in the coa! (Hower and Parekh, 1991). Since pyrite (spccific 
gravity of about 5) is considerably denser than coa! (specific gravity of approximately 1.2-1.6 for most 
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components of bituminous coa!) (Dyrcacz et al., 1984 ), a density-based separation is ideal for separating 
pyrite from coa!. 

Two factors prevent heavy-media separation from removing all of the sulfur from coa!: 

l. Heavy-media separation is not very effective at particle sizes smaller than 200 micrometers (Wills, 
1992). Since pyrite particles that are only a few micrometers in diameter are poorly liberated at this size, 
they are difficult to remove. 

2. The second major form of sulfur in coa!, the organic sulfur, consists of carbon-sulfur compounds 
that are an intimate part of the coa! structure, and so cannot be removed bY a purely physical separation. 

Allowing for their basic particle size limitations, heavy-media separations can nevertheless remove a 
large fraction of the pyritic sulfur that is partially liberated from the coa! at a fairly coarse size. In this 
paper, the performance of a commercial plant which uses heavy-media separation to clean coa! was 
examined to determine its sulfur-removal capacity, and the observed performance was compared with the 
theoretical maximum performance. 

THEORETICALDISCUSSION 

A very useful too! for evaluating the perfo;mance of a heavy-media separator is the partition curve, or 
Tromp curve (Wills, 1992). This curve is constructed by first carrying out sink-fioat analyses of •· 
separator products. This data is then used to calculate the fraction of the total material in each d, . 
fraction that reports to the sinks product. This fraction is the partition coefficient for the given density, 
and when the partition coefficients are plotted versus density, they fall along the partition curve. The 
simplest method for creating these curves would be to plot the individual points and then to draw a 
smooth curve through them by harid. However, for many data sets the resulting curve is subjective, and 
will vary depending on the judgement of the person drawing it (Wizzard et al., 1983). In these cases, it is 
helpful to use a standard formula for the curve, using a curve-fitting computer program lo calculate the 
adjustable parameters, so that the curve-fitting can be standardized and made reproducible. A number of 
such formulas ha ve been developed over the years, which are each suited for particular types of separator 
(Peng and Luckie, 1991 ). It is generally best to use an equation with a small number of adjustable 
parameters when possible, since this makes the curve-fitting operation simpler, and the values for the 
adjustable parameters are tightly constrained, and therefore more likely to be physically meaningful. 

The following equation, which was originally used for hydrocyclone efficiency curves (Lynch, 1977), 
can be curve-fitted to heavy-media partition curves, using a standard non-linear fitting algorithm: 

a.t 
e -1 

y= ax a 
e +e -2 

where x = p/p50 
y = percent of material of the given density that reports to the sink product 
p = particle density 
Pso = density at which 50% of the particles report to the sink product 
a = sharpness parameter 

(1) 

3 
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The values of a and p50 for each circuit provides a quantitative measure of the performance, where 
increasing values of a indicate an increasingly precise separation, and p50 is a measure of the density at 
which the separation is actual! y being made. 

The standard measure of separation accuracy, which is widely used in the coa! industry, is the Ecart 
Probability, or EP (Wills, 1992). This is defined as: 

(2) 

where p75 and p25 are the densities on the partition curve where 75% and 25% of the particlcs, 
respective! y, would report to the ftoats product. This is a measure of the slope of the efficiency curve in 
its middle region, where it is approximately linear, with the quality of the separation improving as thc EP 
value decreases. For a perfect separation, the value of EP would be zero. The value of EP can be 
calculated from Lynch's model, using a formula that was derived as follows. First, equation 1 was sol ved 
for x, to give: 

(3) 

By substituting y=0.75 and y=0.25 into equation 3, we obtained: 

(4) 

(5) 

Since x=p/p50, and therefore P=Psox: 

(6) 

By substituting equations 4 and 5 into equation 6 and simplifying, we obtained the exact solution for 
the Ecart Probability: 

E = (Pso) 1n(9ea -6J 
P 2a 

2 
a 

+e 
(7) 

If the separation is cfficient, the value of a from Lynch's equation will be large. For large a, thc value 
of ea becomes so large that thc effects of subtracting 6 and adding 2 are neg!igible, and so equation 7 can 

greatly simplified to: 

( 1.0986) Pso 
a 

(8) 

. . ,., 

'· 
., .. 
)'" 
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Whenever o: is greater than 5, the difference between equations 7 and 8 is less than 1%, and when 
a>27, the difference between the two equations is less than the normal round-off error of most 
calculators. For comparison, the circuits described in this paper al! had values of o: greater than 40, as 
shown in Table 5, and so for these cases equation 8 is justas accurate as equation 7. 

Using equations 1 and 8, it is straightfotward to characterize the performance of a heavy-media 
separator. Given the sink-float analysis of a particular feed coal, they can be used to cakulate the 
expected recovery and product quality. They can also be used to determine whether the separator would 
be more effective on a gi ven feed if the separating density or separation sharpness wcre changed. 

Using this method, the performance of an operating heavy-media circuit was examined to determine 
how closely the plant was approaching the maximum theoretical performance for the feed being 
processed. 

PLANT DESCRIPTION 

A simplified flowsheet of the plant is given in Figure !. The plant used heavy-mcdia separation to 
clean al! of the coa! coarser than 0.6 mm (28 mesh). The heavy-media was a slurry of fine! y ground 
magnetite in water. After being reduced to pass !52 mm (6") by a rotary breakcr, the fccd was screened to 
remove a 152 x 16 mm (6" x 5/8") coarse fraction. The material finer than 16 mm (5/8") was then further 
screened at 0.6 mm (28 mesh) using a sieve bend and vibrating screen, to produce a 16 x 0.6 mm (51 

8"x28 mesh) intermediate product. The 0.6 mm (-28 mesh) material was then separated by a clas ~ 

cyclone into 600 x 150 Jlm (28 mesh x 100 mesh) and 150 x O Jlm (-100 mesh) size fractions that ··~•e 
treated in two separate froth-flotation circuits, which are not discussed here. 

The !52 x 16 mm (6"x5/8") material was cleaned using two Peters washers, which are heavy-media 
baths. The rated capacity of these units was 454 metric tons/hr (500 tph each), or 907 mtlhr ( !000 tph) 
for the two units. The feedrate to the entire plant was 1868 mtlhr (2059 tph), of which approximately 
40%, or 748 mt/hr (824 tph), reported to the Peters washers. 

The 16 x 0.6 mm (5/8" x 28 mesh) coa! accounted for approximately 45% of the plant feed, and was 
treated by heavy-media cyclones. Normally three of the four available cyclone circuits were operating at 
any given time. Each circuit consisted oftwo 61 cm (24") diameter heavy-mcdia cyclones, ratcd at 136 
mtlhr (150 tph) each. The six operating cyclones received 841 mtlhr (927 tph), or 141 mt/hr (!55 tph) 
each. The specifications of the cyclones were as shown in Table 1: 

Table 1: Specifications of Krebs 24" Heavy·Media Cyclonc, Model 24b-20FA 

Inlet arca: 290 cm2 ( 45 in2) 

Overflow diameter: 28 cm (11") 

Underflow diameter: 15.9 cm (6.25") 

Cone Angle: 0.174 radians (10°) 

Flow Rating: 7570 liters/min @ 103 kilopascals (2000 gpm@ 15 psi) 

The corree! media specific gravity targets were 1.70 in the heavy-media baths, and 1.75 in the 
cyclones. Actual separating gravities were 1.75 in the baths, and 1.82-1.88 in thc cyclones. 

5 
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Figure l. Simplified flow diagram of the Meigs coa! cleaning plant, not including the 
reclamation circuits for heavy-media and water. 

Feed Characteristics 
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The coa! was rnined from the Clarion 4A seam, and was a high-volatile bituminous coa! containing 
approximately 1.05% organic sulfurandO. 06% sulfate sulfur, with 3.5-4.6% pyritic sulfur. The 
cgmposition of the feeds to the heavy-media bath and to the three cyclone circuits described is givcn in 
Table 2, with the feed size distributions given in Table 3. The washability of cach of the fccd-coal 

.•, 
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strearns was deterrnined by heavy-liquid sink-float analysis, and the weight and su!fur content in each 
density fraction is given in Table 4. From this data, it is seen that it is possible to reject a greater 
proportion of the sulfur from the cyclone feeds than from the bath feed, because the cyclone feeds contain 
a greater amount of low-density, low-sulfur material. This is a result of the finer size distribution of the 
cyclone feeds, which al!ows better liberation of the pyrite from the coa!. 

Table 2: Heavy-media bath and heavy-media cyclone feed coal 
composition 

Feed Size Range %Ash %Sulfur 

Heavy-media bath 152 x 16 mm 46.27 5.63 

eyclone eircuit B 16 x 0.6 mm 40.97 4.68 

eyclone eircuit e 16 x 0.6 mm 45.56 4.54 

eyclone eircui t D 16x0.6mm 44.41 4.74 

BTU/Ib 

6950 

7801 

7149 

7271 

Table 3: Heavy-media bath and heavy-media cyclone feed coa! size distributions 
(cumulative percent passing each size). Since the cyclone feeds ha ve a finer 
size distribution, the liberation of coal and pyrite is higher than for the bath feed, 
and so there is a 1arger quantity of low-sulfur, low-density coa! that can be 
recovered. 

Size 
Heavy-Media eyclone eyclone eyclone 

Bath eircuit B eircuit e eircuit D 

6" (!52 mm) 100 100 100 100 

5/8" (16 mm) 15.00 93.76 97.17 90.12 

3/8" (9.5 mm) 69.56 75.07 64.38 

1/4" (6.3 mm) 4.23 50.98 54.59 47.71 

8 mesh (2.36 mm) 24.39 27.15 26.17 

28 mesh (0.6 mm) 2.21 3.74 5.31 

i 
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Table 4: Sink/Float washability results for the feeds to the heavy-media bath and 
cyclones. 

Heavy-Media Bath eyclone eircuit B eyclone eircuit e eyclone eircuit D 
S.G. 

Range o/owt o/oS o/owt %S o/owt o/oS o/owt %S 

-1.3 !5.81 2.70 33.19 2.55 29.86 2.58 28.34 2.65 

+ 1.3/-1.4 17.65 3.99 13.73 3.52 12.04 3.56 14.34 3.37 

+1.4/-1.5 4.89 5.60 4.79 5.48 4.62 4.74 4.39 4.95 

+ 1.5/-1.6 2.35 6.72 2.12 6.08 2.45 5.83 2.34 5.91 

+1.6/-1.65 0.78 5.65 0.57 5.88 0.73 6.12 0.94 5.66 

+1.65/-1.7 1.08 6.02 0.71 5.31 0.79 5.56 0.91 5.14 

+1.7/-1.75 2.00 8.82 0.92 6.71 1.02 7.93 1.12 7.53 

+1.75/-1.8 5.79 9.13 2.51 8.31 2.43 8.96 2.42 8.91 

+ 1.8/-1.85 3.03 8.83 2.12 9.84 1.51 8.66 2.00 9.42 

+1.85/-1.9 1.45 9.09 1.78 8.07 1.31 8.25 1.20 8.41 

+1.9 45.16 6.33 37.56 6.02 43.24 5.44 42.00 5.85 

Total 99.99 5.63 100.00 4.68 100.00 4.54 100.00 4.74 

RESULTS AND DISeUSSION 
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A summary of the separation results for the four circuits studied is given in Table 5. As would be 
expected from the sink!ftoat results in Table 4, the cyclone products (Table 5) are a111owcr in su1fur than 
the product from the heavy-media bath, and the % weight yields and BTU recoveries are higher, due to 
better liberation at thc finer particle sizes where the cyclones operate. 

Table 5: Plant performance summary, clean coa! products. The pyritic sulfur contents wcre estimated 
from the total sulfur contents, assuming that all products contained 1.05% organic sulfur. 

% Weight 
%BTU % % Pyritic 

Recovery 
Recovery %Ash %S Pyritic Sulfur BTU/lb 

(Yield) Sulfur Rejection 

Heavy Media Bath 45.18 71.48 14.99 4.28 3.23 68.1 12090 (28102 J/gm) 

eyclone eircuit B 60.00 86.40 12.47 3.80 2.75 54.5 12429 (28890 J/gm) 

eyclone eircuit e 56.32 86.64 12.09 3.80 2.75 55.6 12533 (29132 J/gm) 

eyclone eircuit D 56.67 85.81 12.92 3.93 2.88 55.8 12361 (28732 J/gm) 
' 8 
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While the data in Table 5 is useful for determining whether the product being produced is meeting 
specifications, it does not give any indication of whether the performance of the circuit can be improvcd 
significantly. To determine this, it is necessary to calculate the sharpness of the separation being made by 
the separator. This is most easily done by using the procedure outlined in the theoretical section. 

Separation Efficiency 

Partition curves for the plant being studied were calculated based cín sink/float anal y ses of the 
separator products. The partition data calculated for these tests is plotted in Figure 2, along with the best
fit curves for each circuit, as determined by non-linear regression, using Equation l. Thc values and the 
uncertainties of the calculated parameters are given in Ta~le 6. Two genetal-purpose curve-fitting 
programs were used (Sherrod, 1992; Temple University, 1993), which gave identical results even though 
they used different curve-fitting algorithms (Dennis et al., 1981; Press et al., 1988). Lynch's model fits 
the central portion of the partition curve very well, and deviates only a small amount near the ends. If the 
deviations at the ends were large, this would be an indication that there werc mechanical problems with 
the separator which were allowing either high-density or low-density particles to be misplaccd into the 
wrong product. 

p¡ 
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...... •Heavy·Media Bat 
e so +Cyclone Circuit B 
Q) 

() .A Cyclone Circuit C 
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Q) 60 o 

ü 
e 40 o 
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Cll 20 o... 
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Figure 2. Partition curves for the heavy-media bath and the three hydrocyclone 
circuits studied. The partition coefficient is the percent of the feed 
material ata particular specific gravity that reports to the sink product. 
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Table 6: Results of fitting Lynch's equation to the plant partition data, and using the 
parameters a and p50 to calculate the Ecart Probability number, EP, using 
Equation 8. Increasing values of a indicate an increasingly sharp separation, 
the p50 val u e increases as the separating density of the separator increases, and 
the value of EP approaches zero as the separation becomes sharper. 

a Pso EP 

Heavy-Media Bath 54.87+/-5.93 . 1.752+/-.004 0.0351 

Cyclone circuit B 41.28+/-1.66 1.807+/-.002 0.0480 

Cyclone Circuit C 64.07+1-1.64 1.8633+/-.0007 0.0319 

Cyclone Circuit D 46.25+/-5.12 1.824+/-.005 0.0433 
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To show the effect of changes in the density of separation (p50) and the separation sharpness 
parameter (a), Equation 1 was used to calculate the% clean coa! yield and the % pyritic sulfur that 
·vould be expected from the Peters Washer and Cyclone Circuit B feeds as p50 and a were varied. The 

;ults of these calculations are given in Table 7. The pyritic sulfur contents of the products werc 
estimated from the total sulfur contents, assuming that all products contained 1.05% organic sulfur. The 
percent pyrite rejection was calculated from the expression: 

"'R. . (%Wt.inFeedxFeedWt.)- (%WtinFloatsxFloatsWt) lOO 
-¡o eJeCtiOn = . x 

(%Wt. m Feed x Feed Wt.) 
(9) 

Comparing the actual plant results from Table 5 and Table 6 with the predicted results in Table 7, it is 
seen that the predicted results show lower sulfur contents and higher sulfur rejections than was actually 
seen in the plan t. This difference is dueto the small deviations of Lynch 's model from thc actual data 
near the ends of the partition curve. Since the ends of the curve represen! either very low-ash coal or very 
high-ash reject, a very small deviation in the curve lit will result in a disproportionately largc error in the 
predicted values. The prcdicted results are mainly suitable for dctcrmining whether a givcn change in 
separation sharpness or scparating density will improve the plant performance. Thc diffcrencc bctwcen 
the predicted and the actual values are also useful for detcrmining whether a significant amount of 
material is bypassing thc separation bccause of mechanical problems. 

From Table 7, it can be seen that increasing the p50 increases both the clean coa] yield and the% 
sulfur in the clean coa!, as would be expected, since a higher separating density will carry more locked 
coal/pyrite particles into thc float product. There are also changes in yield and product quality when a is 
varied, but the changes are very small because these feeds do not contain a great deal of ncar-gravity 
material. This shows that in this plant, the separation performance is good cnough that thc product 

tality is determined more by the characteristics of the feed than by the performance of thc plan t. and 
~t increasing the sharpness of the separation will ha ve only a small effect on the plant performance for 

this feed. 

¡o 
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Table 7: Calculation ofthe predicted performance ofthe Peters Washer (heavy-media 
bath) and Cyclone Circuit B, as the specific gravity of separation (p50) and 
sharpness parameter (a.) are varied. These values are calculated from the sink/ 
float analyses in Table 3, using Equations 1 and 8. 

Peters Washer Cyclone Circuir B 

Pso Cl. EP % Pyrite % Pyrite 
% Yield % Pyritic S 

Rejection 
%Yield % Pyritic S 

Rejection 

1.70 60 0.031 42.31 2.89 73.30 54.82 2.20 73.67 

55 0.034 42.37 2.91 73.08 54.84 2.20 73.66 

45 0.042 42.54 2.94 72.69 54.87 2.20 73.64 

35 0.053 42.77 2.98 72.17 54.90 2.22 73.39 

20 0.093 42.77 3.11 70.96 54.33 2.26 73.19 

1.75 60 0.032 44.34 3.09 70.09 55.89 2.27 72.30 

55 0.035 44.45 3.11 69.82 55.94 2.27 72.27 
' 

45 0.043 44.71 3.14 69.35 56.05 2.29 71.98 
'~',_; 

35 0.055 45.00 3.19 68.66 56.17 2.31 71.67 

20 0.096 44.99 3.28 67.78 55.84 2.36 71.23 

1.80 60 0.033 47.62 3.42 64.44 57.50 2.40 69.87 

55 0.036 47.64 3.42 64.43 57.53 2.41 69.73 

45 0.044 47.67 3.43 64.30 57.60 2.42 69.57 

35 0.056 47.67 3.44 64.20 57.65 2.43 69.41 

20 0.099 47.13 3.45 64.50 57.24 2.45 69.38 

1.85 60 0.034 51.06 3.72 58.53 59.44 2.57 66.65 

55 0.037 50.95 3.71 58.73 59.41 2.57 66.66 

45 0.045 50.67 3.69 59.18 59.33 2.57 66.71 

35 0.058 50.28 3.66 59.82 59.19 2.56 66.92 

20 0.102 49.07 3.60 61.43 58.50 2.54 67.56 

Particle Sizc Effects 

The variation in separation performance as a function of size was determined for all three of the 
cyclone circuits by screening and analyzing the feeds, clean coa! products, and tailings. The BTU 

.f 

recoveries, pyritic sulfur rejections, and total sulfur rejections were determined for cach circuit as the l · 
particle size was decreased. 
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. The results are shown in Figure 3 for Cyclone Circuit B, which was representative of all three units. 
For this circuit, we see that the BTU recovery slowly increases as the particle size decreases, due to 
improved liberation at finer sizes. However, the pyrite and sulfur rejections decrease at the fincst particle 
sizes, particular! y at sizes smaller than 6 millimeters. This is due to the decreased separation performance 
of heavy-media separators that results from the increased influence of hydrodynamic forces as particles 
become smaller. Therefore, grinding toa finer size to improve liberation of ash and pyrite would not be 
of particular benefit for this circuit. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Lynch's model expresscs the sharpness of a separation in terms of the parameter a, which is notan 
intuitively obvious meas u re of thc separation sharpness. The Ecart Probability value (Ep) is much more 
widcly used in the coa! industry, and its relevance is well understood, but no relationship was available in 
the literature for convcrting ato EP. Thereforc, a conversion formula was derived. For high-cfficiency 
separators such as heavy-mcdia baths and cyclones, the EP can be el ose! y approximatcd using the 
formula EP = (1 .0986)p5ofa, whcre Pso is the specific gravity of separation. 

Once a model of thc partition curve has been determined, it is relatively straightforward to use it to 
prcdict the performance of the separator with various feeds. This helps to assess whether thc product 
quality from the separator can be significan ti y improvcd by adjusting the separating dcnsity or improving 
the sharpness of the scparation, or whether further improvcmcnts can only be madc by radical changes in 
the process. 

Using this method, an operating heavy-media plant was analyzed. It was found that the plant was 
producing a very sharp separation, and that for the coa! being processed, increasing the sharpncss of 
separation further would ha ve a mínima! effect on the product quality. To significantly increasc the 
pyritic sulfur removal from this coa!, it would be necessary to grind the coa! to a fincr size to improvc 

·' 
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liberation. However, heavy-rnedia separations become less effective at finer sizes, and so it would be 
necessary to switch to an advanced coal-cleaning process that could deal with finer coa!. 
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ABSTRACT 

A horizontal-baffle arrangement has been developed to prevent excessive axial rnixing in flotation 
urnns. These baffles ha ve been shown in previous work to improve the grade/recovery performance of 

both a laboratory-scale colurnn anda pilot-scale colurnn (Kawatra and Eisele, 1993). In this paper, 
results ;u-e given for continuous on-line operation of the pilot-scale baffled colurnn in a cornmercial coal
cleaning plant. These results show its ability to operate for extended periods without plugging, to 
produce a consistent-quality product even while the feed quality was fluctuating, and to remove much of 
the pyritic sulfur from the coal. 

INTRODUCTION 

Flotation colurnns ha ve been widely adopted in many applications in recent years, because they are 
more efficient separators than conventional flotation machines. Colurnns are more effective because they 
establish a long concentration gradient between the froth product and the sinks product, so that severa! 
meters are available over which the separation can talce place. This is in contrast to conventional flotation 
machines, where the separation mainly occurs at the pulp/froth interface. Froth washing in the colurnns, 
which reduces entrainment of gangue into the froth, further improves the separation. However, in order 
for the concentration gradient to be estab!ished properly and for froth washing to work wel!, the colurnn 
should approach plug-flow,_ \l{here the vertical velocity of the pulp is approximately constant across the 
entire cross-section of the colurnn (Finch and Dobby, 1990). 

In flotation colurnns, vertical rnixing along the axis of the colurnn (axial rnixing) causes the slurry 
f!ow in the colurnn to deviate from plug-f!ow. This is generally harrnful, as it tends to reduce the product 
-acovery and to make the separation less selective (Finch and Dobby, 1990). As colurnns are increased in 

' from laboratory or pilot scale to fui! scale, the arnount of axial rnixing tends to increase, as larger 
marneter colurnns general! y ha ve a smaller height/diarneter ratio than smaller colurnns. This axial mixing 
not only harms the performance of larger-diameter colurnns, but also makes scale-up calculations more 
difficult A related problem is the forrnation of large bubbles, which cause the froth to "churn" when they 
go through the froth !ayer. If it is severe, the churning caused by Iarge bubbles can disrupt the froth !ayer, 
causing a loss of selectivity. These large bubbles wil! form when the bubble generators are not working 
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properly, when air is entrained into the feed strearn, or when bubbles coalesce as they rise through the 
column. 

Work has been done in the past using vertical baffies to subdivide the colurnn and reduce the apparent 
diarneter, with the goal of reducing axial mixing, but this has been found to introduce bubble-distribution 
problems (Finch and Dobby, 1990) and has been found to have only a small effect on performance in any 
case (Alford, 1992). In previous work by the authors (Eisele and Kawatra, 1994a, b ), the use of horizontal 
baffles to reduce axial mixing was described. It was found that the best results were obtainéd in the 
laboratory when the baffies had between.29 and 38% open area and when they were present both above 
and below the feed inlet. A pilot-scale column of the sarne designas was developed in the laboratory was 
then built and tested off-line, to determine whether there were any serious sc;lle-up problems (Eisele and 
Kawatra, 1994b). In this paper, the results of continuous on-line tests with the pilot-scale column in an 
operating coal-cleaning plantare discussed. These results demonstrate the ability of the column to 
operate stably and produce a consistent-quality froth with normal feed-quality variations (31-39% ash, 
3.8-4.8% total sulfur, 2.2-3.6% pyritic sulfur). 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

In the most comrnon type of flotation column, there is no restriction to flow along the axis of the 
column. Rising air bubbles therefore are free to carry slurry up along the axis, which then retums to the 
bottom along the sides of the colurnn, producing strong axial mixing. This can be controlled by using 
microbubble generators, by carefully aligning the column, and by clase! y controlling the column 
operation. However, if a disturbance forms for any reason, then there is nothing to prevent the 
disturbance from rapidly growing into a majar disruption of the column operation. For exarnple, if a 
malfunction of the bubble generators occurs that allows sorne large bubbles to form, these bubbles will 
tend to coalesce with other bubbles to grow stilllarger, and will expand further as they rise in the column 
due to the decreased water pressure. Because they rise very rapidly, such bubbles will contribute 
significantly to axial mixing, and if they are large enough they will disrupt the froth !ayer and degrade the 
column performance still further. 

Horizontal baffies, such as those described in this paper, provide a simple method for suppressing 
such disturbances and preventing axial mixing, as shown in Figure l. The horizontal baffies have 
openings large enough to keep them from being plugged by salid particles, but small enough to break up 
vertical mixing currents, so that slurry cannot be rapidly swept along the axis of the column. This 
provides a much closer approximation to plug flow, and therefore improves the separation. Horizontal 
baffles are suitable for retrofitting existing colurnns, as they are simple to make and insta!!. They can á.lso 
be made of wear-resistant and corrosion-resistant materials, so that they will be low-maintenance. 

There are two importan! effects of horizontal baffling, as follows (Kawatra arid Eisele, 1993): l. 
Baffies that are installed below the feed entry point increase the millimum residence time of particles in 
the column. This ensures that al! floatable particles will have a better chance of attaching to air bubbles, 
and so recovery will be improved. 2. Baffles installed above the feed inlet point keep the bubbles from 
becoming too large. This prevents chuming and mixing of the froth !ayer by coarse bubbles, which is a 
comrnon problem in un:::affled columns. Froth washing is more effective when the froth !ayer is not 
being chumed, and so the product quality will be improved by baffies above the feed inlet. 
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Unbaffled Baffled Packed 

L--

Figure l. Comparison of flow pattems in regular and horizontally baffied columns. In the regular, 
unbaffled column, slurry can be carried up by the air bubbles in the center, which produces 
axial mixing along the entire height of the column. Horizontal baffies can break up the 
currents, so that axial mixing is limited to shorter dis.tances. Packed columns can al so preven! 
axial mixing (Yang, 1988), but in these columns the flow restriction is much greater than in 
the baffied column, and so they can be prone to plugging. 

CONDniTONSANDPROCEDURES 

Plant Characteristics 

A pilot-scale Deister Flotaire column was modified and installed in the Empire Coal processing plant, 
Gnadenhutten, Ohio. The flowsheet of the Empire fine coa! cleaning circuit is given in Figure 2, showing 
the location of the flotation column. 

Feed Characteristics 

This plant processed a mixture of bituminous coals from the Lower and Middle Kittanning seams, 
with the main gangue mineral in the -0.6 mm particles being fine clay. The feed used for the tests 
described in this paper was taken from the waste fines produced by the c1ean coal dewatering screens. 

Pilot-Scale Column Design 

The column was derived from a Deister Flotaire unit, 20.3 cm in diameter and 9.1 meters tall. A 
schematic of the column is given in Figure 3. Air bubbles were injected at 4.5 meters and 9.1 meters 
dow the froth overflow lip. The column contained 9 upper baffles, and 17 lower baffles, as shown in 

Figure 3, each with 34% open area. The bubble generators were a design manufactured by the Deister 
Concentrator Co., which injected an air-water mixture ata volume ratio of 7 .5/L The units u sed each had 
maximum flowrates of 28.3 standard liters/min of air, and 3.78 liters/min of water. 

14.- - ... :. 
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Figure 2. Flowsheet for the fine-coa! processing circuit at Empire coa!. Column feed was taken from 
the dewatering screen waste fines, which had a nominal top size of 0.6 mm (28 mesh). 

The column was operated with a froth depth of 61 cm. Measuring from the froth overflow lip, 1d 
of the feed inlet tube was ata depth of 122 cm. This long feed tube was needed so that there would be 
enough room between the froth base and the feed inlet to insta!! baffles. The upper baffles extended from 
a depth of71 cm to 117 cm, and the lower baffles extended from 147 cm to 234 cm. The washwater spray 
ring was immersed 5 cm below the froth surface, and the washwater flowrate was 7.57 liters/min. Frother 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the pilot-scale baffled flotation column. The column was 8" (20.3 cm) in 
diameter and 30' (9.1 meters) tall, with the upper bubble generator 15' (4.5 meters) 
down from the top. The ratio of air to water in the bubble generators was 7.5:1 by 
volume. 

was added to the froth washwater at the same rateas it was added to the feed and to the bubble generator 
water, to ensure. a stable froth. 

; The bafftes caused the froth to be much more quiescent, because they broke up large bubbles into 
smaller bubbles, and made them rise more slowly. This was mostly beneficia!, as it prevented the froth 
from churning. However, it also allowed parts of the top of the froth to dry slightly into a semisolid, 
sticky mass that adhered to the feed tube. Over time, this would forma cap and eventual! y plug the top of 
the column. This was corrected by installing spray nozzles above the froth, spraying a mist of water at 1 0 
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liter/min to keep the top of the froth moist and fluid. With the water sprays running, the froth overfloweo 
cleanly without adhering to the feed tube. 

Reagents and Analytical Methods 

The frother used for these tests was Oow OF 1012, a strong polyglycol frother. This was selected to 
ensure a stable, consisten! froth. The collector was composed of #2 fue! oil and Oow M21 O froth 
conditioner. The froth conditioner was added because, in earlier laboratory tests, the coa! was found to be 
poorly floatable with fuel oil alone. 

The reagents were mixed in the following proportions befare adding them to the column feed stream: 
Frother, 50%; Fue! oil, 40%; Froth conditioner, 10%. The reagents were combined both to emulsify the 
collector so that it would disperse more readily into the feed, and to simplify the reagent addition. The 
dosage rate for the complete reagent mixture was 0.5-0.75 ml/min (0.9-1.0 kilograms/metric ton total; 
0.45-0.5 kg/mt frother; 0.36-0.4 kg/mt fue! oil; 0.09-0.1 kg/mt froth conditioner). 

Analyses were carried out using ASTM standard methods (ASTM, 1989). Ash was measured using 
Method 0317 4, and pyritic sulfur was determined using Method 02492. Total sulfur was measured 
using a LECO SC-132 sulfur determinator, and calorific value was measured using a LECO AC-300 
automatic calorimeter. 

Ash and pyritic sulfur rejections were calculated using the following formula: 

%Rejection = (%Wt in Tails xTails Wt.) x 100 
(%Wt. in Feed x Feed Wt.) 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Continuous on-line experiments were conducted using the clean coa! dewatering screen underflow, 
with the feed's particle size and composition varying as shown in Table l. 

TABLE 1: Average characteristics of the dewatering screen 
underflow during the final series of on-line experiments. 
This table is a composite of the assays of each feed 
sample for the on-line tests summarized in Table 2. 

Mean Standard Oeviation 

80% passing size (¡.lm) 306.7 3.8 

20% passing size (Jlm) 42.0 0.6 

%Ash 34.8 2.66 

% Sulfur 4.41 0.34 

% Pyritic Sulfur 3.1 0.50 

BTU/lb 9275 365 

~ 

1 
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·ÚillLE 2: Summary of the froth product results for on-line tests, using the dewatering screen 
underflow product Samples for each test were collected for a minimum of 45 seconds, 
sarnpling the entire stream. The feed quality was 31-39% ash, 3.8-4.8% total sulfur, and 
2.2-3.6% pyritic sulfur. 

Test# 
%Pyritic 

%Ash BTU/lb 
%BTU %Pyrite %Ash 

S Recovery Rejection Rejection 

1 2.1 7.49 13236 83.9 61.8 87.6 

2 2.4 8.18 13315 77.6 53.7 88.6 
3 2.4 7.49 13308 86.6 56.2 89.0 
4 2.2 7.22 13411 90.1 48.6 80.3 
5 2.6 6.78 13460 87.9 51.1 87.8 

6 2.6 6.96 13420 86.9 56.5 87.9 
7A 2.9 . 7.62 13351 86.7 40.3 85.2 
7B 2.7 6.70 13575 85.4 52.9 87.2 
7C 2.9 7.19 13391 79.4 54.7 88.2 
7D 2.8 7.84 13368 91.2 49.2 84.8 
7E 2.4 6.71 13514 88.8 56.1 87.6 
7F 2.7 6.90 13506 91.2 49.9 87.2 
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rigure 4. Grade-recovery results for the on-line continuous flotation tests, al! baffles installed, with 
water sprays on the froth top. The ash content of the feed for each test is also given. In 
spite of the wide variation in feed ash contents, the ash content of the froth product is quite 
constan t. 
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Figure 5. Pyritic sulfur and ash rejections as a function of BTU recovery in the on-line continuous 
tests with all baffles installed. This shows that between 40 and 65% of the pyritic sulfl.l;"" 
being rejected by the column, even at high BTIJ recoveries, and that over 80% of the ,f 
is consistently being rejected. 

Slurry was pumped directly from the dewatering screen underflow at 10% solids and 0.5-0.8 kg of 
solids per minute. Samples of the froth, tails, and feed were collected after allowing a full hour for the 
column to stabilize. The samples were taken by collecting the entire froth, tailings, and feed streams for 
a minimum of 45 seconds. A summary of the results is given in Table 2. 

Figure 4 shows the grade/recovery performance of the column on-line for removing both ash and 
pyritic sulfur. The o/o ash of the feed for each test is also plotted. From this graph, it can be seen that in 
spite of large variations in the feed quality, the grade of the froth product was very uniform regardless of 
recovery variations. The BTU recovery was consistently greater than 75% and al! but two tests were 
above 80% BTU recovery, with a high of 91.2%. The ability of the column to remove pyritic sulfur is 
clearly shown by Figure 5, which plots pyrite and ash rejections against BTU recovery. The rejection 
values are the percentages of the weights of pyrite and ash original! y in the feed which is rejected to the 
tailings. This figure shows that the column is rejecting between 40% and 62% of the pyritic sulfur from 
the coal, while simultaneously rejecting from 80% to 93% of the ash. · 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the work with the baffled column, the following conclusions were reached: 

l. In conventional, open-pipe flotation columns, there is little to prevent initially small disturbance> 
from growing into majar disruptions of the column performance. As a result, even slight problems with 
the column operation can be rapidly amplified to the point where they degrade the column performance. 
Fully packed columns can prevent this from occurring, but these are prone to plugging and excessive 9 
wear. Horizontal baffling has been found to be sufficient to prevent excessive axial mixing and to preven! 
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the forrnation of unusually large bubbles, and such baffles are sufficiently open and durable that plugging 
and rapid wear are not problerns. 

2. The capacity of a coa! flotation column is limited by the rate at which the clean coa! can be 
withdrawn from the froth. The horizontal baffles inetease the residence time of the tailings, but they do 
not directly affect the froth !ayer, and so their effect on the capacity of coa! flotation columns is minimal. 

2. The column equipped with horizontal baffles could operate stably and produce a consistently high
quality product while encountering normal variations in plant feed characteristics. 

3. The horizontally-baffled column produced a high-quality product in a single stage from a high-clay 
feed coa!, rejecting up to 87% of the ash and 50% of the pyrite while recovering 91% of the heating 
value. 

4. The baffles were designed for use with particles as coarse as 2 millimeters. As a result, they never 
plugged in operation, and u pon disassembly after severa! months of testwork, no evidence of plugging or 
rapid baffle wear was found. 
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ABSTRACT 

Kawatra, S. K., 1976. The influence of length of flow cell and strength of source on the 
performance of a gamma density gauge. lnt. J. Miner. Process., 3: 167-174. 

A mathematical equation has been derived from which the optimum length of flow 
cell of a gamma density gauge can be calculated. The equation has been experimentally 
verified by conducting experiments on two flow cells of different lengths. 

The effect of strength of the source on the performance of a gamma density gauge is 
also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there has been anincreasing interest in the development of 
instruments for on-line analysis of mineral slurries (Lynch and Stanley, 1971; 
Carr-Brion and Williams, 1972; Kawatra, 1974). These instruments incorpo
rate a gamma density gauge for the correction of percent solids in slurry. The 
aim of the present work has been confined to the optimisation of the charac
teristics of a gamma density gauge. 

When gamma rays pass through matter, they lose in intensity. In a density 
gauge, the loss in intensity is related to the density of the material. Mathema
tically: 

where N1 
Na 
m 
1 
p 

= count rate with flow cell full of slurry; 
= count rate with empty flow cell; 
= mass absorption coefficient of the slurry; 
= length of flow cell; 
= slurry density. 

(1) 

* National Research Mineral Program, Mineral Science Laboratories, Report MRP /MSL 
7 5-205(J)- Crown copyrights reserved. 
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From the above equation, it may be inferred that the important variables 
for the suitable design of a density gauge are: 
(1) length of the flow cell, 1, and (2) count rate, N 0, which is dependent upon 
the strength of the source. 

Stacey and Bolt (1971) maintain that for optimum sensitivity, length of 
the flow cell should be 15 cm, Wilkinson (1969) has also observed that a 
15-cm long flow cell gives better sensitivity than a 23-cm long flow ce!!. 

Platzek and Meyer (1965) have developed an optimising procedure for 
obtaining maximum sensitivity. This follows from the assumption that the 
ratio of relative signa! variation over the noise leve! t:..N xi.JNx to the relative 
variation of surface density (product of density p and length 1) 't:..x/x, should 
be a maximum. 

That is: 

t:..Nx ¡t:..x should be maximised, where: 
.JNx X 

6 Nx = Nx-Nx+Ax 

X= pi 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Using the above expressions Platzek and Meyer (1965) have shown that: 

m Xopt = 2 (5) 

Thus, for the l37cs source, if water is used asan absorber, m= 0.086 cm2 /g, 
hence Xopt = 23.3 g/cm2

• Sin ce p = 1, lopt = 23.3 cm 
where xopt and lopt are the optimum values of x and 1 respectively. !:..N 

1 

t:..x 
Fig.1 illustrates the variation of maximum sensitivity function v'Nx x 

(in arbitrary units), versus surface density, x, in g/cm2 • From the figure it is 
apparent that a 23-cm-long flow cell would give better sensitivity than a 
15-cm-long flow cell. The above statement contradicts Wilkinson 's (1969) 
observation. 

From the foregoing discussion, it may be commented that diverse opinions 
exist regarding the effect of length of flow cell on the performance character
istics of density gauges. 

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The output of a source (that is the count rate) is, in general, a random 
variable and in practice can be approximated by a Poisson distribution. Thus 
it is characterised by a mean value N 0 anda standard deviation a = VNQ 

For a given dimension of the flow cell (equivalent to the thickness of the 
absorber or length of the flow cell), the count rate N can also be a random 
variable with the mean given by: 

3 
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where it is assumed that p, 1 and m are fi.xed. The observed count rate N can 
be assumed to lie between N¡ ± .JN¡ with a probability of 68.3%. It may be 
noted that this involves a further approximation that N 1 is approximately 
normal in distribution and the above statement corresponds to 1-a confidence 
interval. The value of N can take the extremes N 1 + y'N1 and N 1- .JF/1• Thus 
the estimates of p obtained will have the following upper and lower bounds: 

P+: N¡-P/= No e-mp+/ (6) 

and: 

(Note: m and 1 are fixed and p is estimated through observation of count 
rate.) 

(7) 

A good criteria to choose the length of the flow celll is to minimise the 
difference between the upper and lower bound of p. 

The necessary condition for this is given by: 

d(p+-p_) =o 
di (8) 

4 
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since: 
1 ln(l+a) 

p+-p_ =mi l-a 

where: 

a= 1/$/ 

It follows that: 

pml =aN¡(l-a2 )1n(l+a) 
opt 1- a 

For large N, eq. 7 reduces to: 

p m lopt = 2 

(9) 

(lO) 

(11) 

(12) 

This is Platzek and Meyer's (1965) equation which is a particular case of 
eq. 11. 

A programme was written to calculate the errors for different lengths of 
the flow cell. The calculations were made using 137Cs as a source of radiation 
and water flowing through the flow cell. The results are presented in Fig. 2. 
It m~y be noted that the nature of the curve is parabolic. An intuitive ex· 
planation of this is as follows: 

When the length of the.flow cell is small, the error is large because the 
change in count rate on introduction of the slurry in the flow cell is small. 
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Fig. 2. Relationship between error and length of flow cell. 
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On the other hand, when the length of flow cell is large, the error is large 
because very few photons come out of the flow cell to be detecte d. 

Variation of error with the strength of the source 

Having chosen the optimum length of the flow cell, the next question 
arises as to what should be the strength of the source. 

For a given slurry flowing through the flow cell: 

171 

N¡cr:.No 

o:. S 

(13) 

(14) 

where S is the source strength. 
Hence eq. 9 can be modified to: 

_ 1 (1 + 1/Kfi) 
P+-p--ml

0
pt In 1-1/KVS (15) 

From eq. 15, it may be concluded that, as the strength of the source in- . 
creases, the error in the measurement of slurry density reduces. The relation- " 
ship between the error and strength of the source is shown in Fig.3. 

However, in practice, error cannot be indefinitely reduced. The lower limit , .. 
of the error will be determined by the drift errors in the counting equipment. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Selection o{ the length of the flow cell 

It was decided to verify the mathematical model on zinc sÚlphate slurries 
(ZnSo4 • 7H20). For lead and zinc slurries," 6°Co has been recommended as a 
suitable source (Churchill et al., 1975). For the determination of the optimum 
length of flow cell, knowledge of the mass absorption coefficient of slurry 
and its specific gravity is required. 

The mass absorption coefficient of the slurry was calculated, using the 
relationship: 

m5¡ = W5 m5 + Wwmw (16) 

where: m51 = mass absorption coefficient of slurry; 
mw = mass absorption coefficient of water; 
m

5 
= mass absorption coefficient of solids. 

The value of the mass absorption coefficient of slurry with 15% solids was 
calculated to be 0.0595 cm2 /g and its specific gravity to be 1.079 g/cm3

• 

From equation 12, the optimum length of flow cell was calculated to be 
29.2 cm. Two values of length of flow cell, 20 cm and 11 cm, both being 
less than the optimum length, were selected. 

Test circuit 

A schematic diagram of the test circuit is shown in Fig.4. It consisted 
essentially of a variable speed peristaltic pump, head and receiving tanks and 
a flow cell for the density gauge. A 2" X 2" N al (T) detector was used as a 
detector of the radiation. 

Experimental procedure 

The experimental procedure was to add 3 1 of water to the receiving tank, 
start the peristaltic pump, and then add known quantities of ZnS04 • 7H20 in 
the receiving tan k. For each increment, five 100-sec counts were taken on the 
Baird-Atomic Spectrometer. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The relationship between slurry counts to the water counts and percent 
solids in the slurry is shown in Fig. 5. A regression analysis, carried out on the 
data, gave the following results: 
For 20-cm-long flow cell; 

% s.olids = -164.41 (slurry countsjwater counts) +163.87 (17) 

with a standard error of 0.416 anda correlation coefficient of -0.999. 
7 
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Fig.4. Schematic diagram of the test slurry circuit. 

For 11-cm-long flow cell: 

% solids = -255.08 (slurry counts/water counts) +255.18 

with a standard error of 1.14 anda correlation coefficient of -0.992. 
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(18) 

Thus the standard error for the percent solids deterrnination with a flow 
cell 20 cm long is less than with a flow cell 11 cm long. Moreover, the slope 
of the curve, in Fig.5, is higher for a flow cell 20 cm long than for 11 cm 
long, giving higher sensitivity or higher resolution for percent solids deterrni
nation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that there is an optimum length of flow cell at which 
the error in the deterrnination of percent solids in slurry is a minimum. How
ever this error can further be reduced by increasing the strength of the 
source. The lower limit of the error will be deterrnined by the drift errors in 
the counting equipment. 

' ~: 
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ABSTRACT 

On-line sensors and process controls are 
important for efficient operation of coa! 
preparation plants. The objective of this paper 
is te describe the current practice in on-line 
measurement of composition, density, moisture, 
leve!, flow and weight. This paper also discusses 
how on-line sensors can be implemented in process 
control, and how sensors which are currently being 
developed can be utilized. 

INTRODUCTION 

Careful process control is becorning 
increasingly necessary for the efficient operation 
of a coal preparation plant. The conventional 
analysis practice of collecting a sample in a 
preparation plant and analyzing it in a laboratory 
is expensive and does not provide inforrnation fast 
enough for quality control purposes. To implement 
an effective process control loop, it is necessary 
to use on-line sensors which can measure products 
accurately and rapidly. With the advent of 
accurate and rugged on-line instrumentation, it 
has become economically advantageous to install 
control systems to optimize performance. The 
following sections describe various on-line 
instruments which are being used or are currently 
being developed. Their use in process control 
loops is also discussed. 

ON-LINE ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION SENSORS 

Neutron Activation Analysis 

On-line analysis of sulphur and other elements 
found in coa! can be carried out by prompt-gamma
neutron activation analysis (PGNAA). This 
technique was developed_py_Stewart et al (1974) , 
at the Morgantown Energy Technology Center, WV. 
PGNAA is based on the capture of fast neutrons by 
the nuclei of the various elements comprising a 
coal sample. A source of fast neutrons is placed 
on one side of a gravity chute or beneath a 
conveyor belt, with a detector on the other. As 
the coal sample is bombarded with fast neutrons, 
elastic and inelastic collisions occur between the 
neutrons and the mediurn nuclei. 
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These collisions cause the neutrons to lose much 
of their kinetic energy. Ultimately, their 
average kinetic energy will equal that of the 
atoms and molecules cornprising the coa! sample. 
As this equilibrium kinetic energy is ternperature 
dependent, the slowed neutrons are called 
"therrnal" neutrons. Therrnal neutrons have a 
vastly greater probability of being captured by a 
nucleus than do fast neutrons, The probability 
of neutron captUre by a specific nucl~us depends 
on its capture cross-section and weight percent. 
The rnajority of the captures (85 to 95%) occur by 
the hydrogen nuclei, with only 0.1 to 3\ of the 
captures by the sulphur nuclei. 

Once a capture has occurred, the next higher 
isotope (atomic weight + 1) of the target nucleus 
is forrned. Relaxation from this excited state 
causes the target nuc1eus to emit gamma rays 
whose energy and intensities are unique to the 
element. The gamma ray spectrurn is then measured 
by a gamma ray detector (usua1ly Nal(Tl)) to 
provide an elemental analysis of the coal sample. 
Analysis of the resulting spectrum is extremely 
complicated due mainly to sorne elements, such as 
chlorine, which is capable of capturing large 
quantities of neutrons in relation to its 
relative wt.%, and calciurn, which produces gamma 
radiation with severa! different energies. 
Analysis is further complicated by the fact that 
the radioactive source (Cf 252 is the standard 
choice) emits gamma radiation as wcll as 
neutrons. Figure 1 shows how MDH-Motherwell, 
Inc. (Zumberge, 1987) alleviated this problem. 
The Cf 252 source is encased in a Pb-Bi alloy, 
which effectively attentuates the emitted gamma 
rays while remaining virtually transparent to 
emitted fast neutrons. The other source of 
"noise" is the Na and I nuclei contained in the 
scintillation crystal of the detector, which may 
capture neutrons and emit characteristic gamma 
radiation. To prevent this from occurring, a 
patented LiH window is placed in front of the 
detector. Li is very effective for capturing 
neutrons, while it lets gamma rays pass 
unattenuated, thus cutting down on excess 
detector "noise". 

The complicated spectrum data is interpreted 
by ene of two methods in commercially available 
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Figure l. 
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Principie of elemental analyzer 
(Zumberge, 1987). 

analyzers. The first method involves empírica! 
correlation of ASTM standard chemical analyses and 
PGNAA measurernents of a large number of actual 
field samples to calculate the composition which 
produces the measured spectrum. This method is 
time consuming and extremely sensitive to 
variations in coal composition, due to the small 
sarnple size required for the ASTM analyses. The 
other method, utilized in the Elemental Analyzer 
(ELAN), manufactured by MDH-Motherwell, Inc. 
(Marshall and Zumberge, 1987), uses the measured 
spectrum areas of artificially produced coa! 
samples of known cornposition being stored in the 
instrurnents rnernory. The unknown amount of a given 
elernent is deterrnined by comparing the shapes and 
spectrurns stored in mernory with the spectrum 
measured. 

Al! of the commercially available instruments 
which utilize the PGNAA method have a common 
problem. None of these instruments are capable of 
distinguishing chemical forrns from ene another. 
They are also incapable of deterrnining quantities 
of oxygen or magnesiurn because these elements have 
a low cross sectiona1 area available for neutron 
capture. This lack of discrirnination results in 
the hydrogen content of the dry coa! being 
overestimated when water is present. This problem 
can be alleviated for coal analysis by 
incorporating a moisture meter with the PGNAA 
instrument. 

Moisture measurements are utilized in three 
ways in coa! el~mental analyzer measurernents. The 
first, and most obvious, is the actual moisture 
measurement itself, which is necessary for sales 
and water balances. Secondly, the measurement can 
determine the water component of oxygen. This 
value and the amounts of other elements present 
can be used to infer the quantity of oxygen in the 
dry coa!. Lastly, the hydrogen in water is 
accounted for, thus allowing organic hydrogen to 
be deterrnined. This value is necessary for 
calculation of the estimated calorific value of 
the coa! sample. 

MEASUREMENT OF ASH CONTENT OF SLURRIES ' 
Coa! ash is the oxidized residue remaining 

after coal has been burnt and consists primarily 
of alurnina, silica, iron compounds, and small 
quantities of the oxides of potassium, calcium, 
titaniurn, and so on. Typically, coa! has an 
effective atomic number of approximately 6, while 
that of the various ash-forming minerals is 
approximately 10. The effective atomic number is 
therefore a good indicator of the ash content. 
Severa! methods which utilize the differences in 
these effective atomic numbers have been proposed. 
These methods are based on the interaction of 
x-rays and 1ow energy y-rays with coa! (Watt and 
Sowerby, 1983; Kawatra, 1976b, 1980; Clayton and 
Wormald, 1983; Fauth, 1980, 1984; Cutmore et al 
1986). A1so, gauges based on pair production 
y-ray interactions have been developed (Cutmore et 
al 1986; Millen et al, 1984). 

Ash Analyze~s Based Opon the Backscattering of 
x-rays and y-rays 

Two measurements are necessary for the 
determination of ash content in coal slurries, 
one te obtain the ash content of the slurry and 
the other to obtain the solids content of the 
slurry. The solids content can be obtained by 
the use of a gamma density gauge (Kawatra, 
1976a,b), to be discussed later, while the 
determination of coa! ash content is based on the 
scattering of radiation energy that is less than 
100 Kev. The intensity of this scattered 
radiation is proportional to the ratio of 
probability of a scattering incident occurring to 
the probability of an absorption interaction. 
Two types of radiation scattering may occur: 
Compton (incoherent) scattering and Rayleigh 
(coherent) scattering. Compton scattering 
involves an x-ray photon co1liding with a loosely 
bound electron. During this elastic collision, 
the photon loses sorne of its energy to the 
electron and is deflected from its original path 
of travel. The energy loss suffered increases as 
the angle of scatter increases. In Rayleigh 
scattering, the photon collides with a tightly 
bound electron, which is neither excited nor 
ionized. Thus, the scattered photon has the same 
energy as the primary photon. 

Compton scattering relationships are given by 
the Klein-Nishina formula (Hubbel, 1977; Hubbel 
and Overbo, 1979), 

o 3.92 x l0-26 (E'/E)
2

(E/E' + E'/E- sin
2

6) 
e 

where o is the Compton differentia1 cross 
sectioncper sq. cm. per electron per steradian, E 
is the energy of the primary photons, E' is the 
energy of the scattered photons and e is the 
scattering angle. The relationship between E' 
and E is given by (Evans, 1955, 1958) 

E' :::: E/(1 + (E/mc
2

) (l-cos6)) 

where mis the electron rest mass, and e is the 
speed of light. For a mixture of elements, the 
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probability of Compton scattering per unit path 
length traversed in the medium into the elemental 
sOlid angle dO in the direction e is given by 
(Evans, 1955, 1958) 

P(8,E)c = Npo (8,E)d0ta. (Z/A), 
e i ~ 1 

where N is Avogadro's nurnber, p is the density of 
the material, a. is the fraction of the total 
weight comprisea by the ith type atoms, and z and 
A are respectively the atomic number and atomic 
weight of the ith type atoms. 

The Rayleigh scattering can be approximated by 
the relationship (Evans, 1955, 1958) 

where aR is the Rayleigh cross section per sq. cm. 
per electron per steradian, e is the electronic 
charge, K a constant and f(8) is a function of 
scattering angle. For a mixture, the probability 
of Rayleigh scattering per unit path length 
traversed in the medium into the elemental salid 
angle dQ in the direction e is given by (Evans, 
1958) 

3 
KNpdnr<<o.z. l/(A.ll 

i ~ ~ ~ 

where p is the density, N is Avogadro's number and 
~. is the fraction of the total weight comprised 
hf the ith type atoros. 

The above theory states that the cross section 
of Compton scattering is proportional to the 
atomic number (Z) of the scattering atoms, while 
Rayleigh scatteriSg cross section is closely 
proportional to Z . Therefore, as the higher 
atomic number material varies within a lower 
atomic nurnber matrix, the Compton and Rayleigh 
scattering will vary accordingly. Since the 
effective atornic number of coa! increases with ash 
content, the ash content can theoretically be 
determined by rneasuring the intensity of the 
scattered low energy photons. 

Large changes in scattered intensity are 
produced by relatively small variations in the 
arnount of iron-sulphur rninerals, such as pyrite 
and pyrrhotite, in the coal. This is due to the 
fact that iron sulphur rninerals, which may account 
for as much as 5-10 wt.\ of the material, have an 
effective atomic number of about 20, while alumina 
and silica minerals have an effective atomic 
number of about 10. Therefore, iron content must 
be compensated for if accurate ash measurements 
are to be made when iron minerals are present. If 
a radioisotope is selected so that FeK~ x-rays 
(6.4 KeV) are excited and measured, a quantitative 
measurement of the iron-sulphur mineral content in 
the slurry can be made. This measurement provides 
a correction for the additional scattering due te 
the iron-sulphur minerals. Use of this procedure 
allows an accurate determination of ash content 
to be made. 

A schematic of a test rig developed at Michigan 
Technological University is shown in Figure 2. 

It consisted of a variable speed centrifuga! 
pump, head and collecting tanks, a flow cell for 
the x-ray fluorescence and backscatter measure
ments and a lucite assembly with a 20 cm. 
radiation path for a density gauge. A gamma 
density gauge employing a Gd-153 source was used. 
This isotope was selected over Co-57 because of 
its sensitivity, and over Ir-192 and Ce-139 
because of sensitivity and half-life considera
tions. Commercially available gauges generally 
use a Cs-137 or a Co-60 source. The 
characteristics of common sources for th~ 
measurement of percent solids of coa! slurries 
are discussed in the literature (Kawatra, 1980). 

A Cd-109 source was selected for the 
determination of ash content in coa! slurries. 
This source decays by emitting AgK x-rays with 
energies of 24.9 and 22.1 KeV. A correction for 
pyrite was provided by rneasuring the FeK x-rays 
with a gas filled proportional counter. Plant 
results for the ash analyzer can be found in 
Figure 3, an extensive discussion of these 
results are available in the literature (Laurila 
and Kawatra, 1984). In the plant, it was 
necessary for a deaerating device, manufactured by 
Armco Autometrics, to be used in conjunction with 
the ash analyzer to remove air bubbles from~ 
concentrate slurries. Vibrational problems ,. 
encountered were solved by using flexible 
connections between the pump and the sensor;,and 
by mounting the sensor separate from the pump 
support frarne. rtr , 

The on-line measurement of ash by scattered 
radiation has many advantages; the method is. 
simple, the sensor is rugged and the system . 
provides corrections for the varying quantities 
of iron-sulphur minerals. Similar systems have 
been designed by others, for example, the OSCAA 
system by Flintoff et al (1984), and the MRDE by 
Boyce (1983). The results from these instruments 
and others are found in Table I from the work of 
Cooper (1984) • 

Watt (1983) has used the same backscattering 
technique for measuring coal ash. However, in 
place of a mechanical deaerating device, he 
proposed a rnethod which depends on the 
measurement of neutron rnoderation and garnrna-ray 
transmission to determine the hydrogen (wt/wt) in 
the slurry, and combines these with ash sensitive 
measurements. As neutron sources are a much 
greater radiation hazard than x or garnrna-ray 
sources, it is safer and less expensive to employ 
mechanical deaerating devices. Mechanical 
deaerating devices have been used all around the 
world and have preven to be successful. The 
results of Watt's (1983) work at CSIRO is 
presented in Table I (Cooper, 1984). 

Ash Analyzers Based Upon the Absorption of Gamma 
Rays 

The basis of the rneasur~ment is similar to that 
of the backscattering method except that the 
effective atornic number of coa! is determined by 
the absorption of gamma rays rather than a ratio 
of absorption to scattering (Kawatra, 1976b). Ash 
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Figure 2. Ash analyzer test rig. 

Table I. Accuracy of Coal-Slurry 

• Ash 

Narne and Standard Range/ 
Type Error Average 

ASHSCAN Feed 2.5 12-30/21 
Absorption Con e 0.3 5-11/8 

Tails 4.4 40-80/60 

Bergbau Tails 1.6 5-65/35 
Absorption 

CSIRO Tails 0.8 20-30/25 
Backscattered Feed 0.9 10-24/17 

MTU Tails 0.7 56-78/67 
Backscattered Feed 0.32 12-26/19 

MRDE Tails 2.0 50-80/65 
Backscattered 

OSCAA Cene. 0.4 6-13/10 
Backscattered Tails 4.4 40-80/60 

" 
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Figure 3. Relationship between ash observed 
and calculated ash, 

Measurements 

\ Solids 

Re l. Standard Range/ Re l. 
Error Error Average Error 

11.9 0.6 5-20/12.5 4.8 
3.8 0.7 15-35/25 2.8 
7.3 0.6 3-10/6.5 9.2 

4.6 0.4 5-18/11.5 3.5 

3.2 0.5 5-22/13.5 3.7 
5.3 1.0 5-19/12 8.3 

1.1 15-40/27.5 2.7 
1.7 13-17/15 

3.1 0.3 2-17/9.5 3.1 

4.0 0.7 15-35/25 2.8 
40.5 0.6 3-10/6.5 9.2 
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content is determined by absorption of low energy 
gamma rays, which are sensitive to the elemental 
composition and, therefore, ash content as well as 
to the density of the slurry. This method was 
developed by Fauth et al (1984) at 
Bergbau-Forschung, Germany. Variation of percent 
solids is corrected with a gamma density gauge. 
Fauth et al (1984) used a Am-241 source for the 
Bergbau gauge and a Cs-137 source for the gamma 
density gauge. Results for this ash analyzer and 
similar types (ASHSCAN developed by Lyman et al 
(1980)) are summarized in Table I by Cooper 
(1984). For slurries containing entrained air, 
this type of sensor requires deaeration. Fauth 
(1984) achieved this by subjecting the slurry to 
high pressures befare presentation to the sensor. 
Clarkson et al {1983) have described a similar 
arrangement. All of the above methods require 
correction for slurry pyrite content. If pyrite 
content does not vary considerably, these methods 
will provide excellent results, but errors will be 
introduced if the pyrite content varíes. 

MEASUREMENT OF ASH CONTENT OF BULK SOLIOS 

Backscattered low energy photons or gamma ray 
intensities can also be utilized to measure the 
ash content of bulk solids, as it overcomes the 
need to measure the thickness and density of the 
material. Figure 4 shows a typical system 
manufactured by Tema Systems Inc., a Siebtechnik 
Co. (Berthold, 1987). In this systern the 
radiation source (Am-241) is mounted a fixed 
distance from the detector and the leveled 
material surface. The detector, a Nal(Tl) 
crystal, is protected against direct radiation and 
only measures backscattered intensity. The 
scattering factor is essentially independent of 
atomic number, though an increase in ash will 
increase the radiation absorption as it traverses 
the stream (Berthold, 1987). 

This ash monitor requires an elaborate sample 
preparation scheme to ensure a uniform material 
size and packing (shown in Figure 4). A 
correction for pyrite is not provided for, 
rendering this gauge unsuitable for coals with 
widely varying amounts of pyrite. 

A gauge manufactured by Gunson's Sortex Ltd. 
{Cammack, 19731 Cammack and Balint, 1976) is 
capable of measuring and compensating for the 
amount of pyrite present in the coal. This gauge 
consists of a low energy source (Pu-238) and a gas 
filled proportional counter equipped with an 
aluminum filter (Figure 5). The low energy 
photons (15 to 17 KeV) emitted from the source 
cause the iron in the sample to become excited and 
produce fluorescent x-rays which can be filtered 
and measured. The proportional detector 
simultaneously detects the backscattered and 
fluorescent x-rays, after they have passed through 
an aluminum filter. This filter absorbs the 
fluorescent x-rays preferentially, its thickness 
being preselected to suit the iron content and its 
variations. These two detected quantities are 
then used to determine the ash content, with the 
iron content being compensated for by the amount 
of x-ray fluorescence measured. 

The accuracy of ash measurement at the 95\ 
confidence level was in the range of 0.3 to 2.2\. 

Determination of Ash Content of Coal on Conveyor 
Belts 

Two types of gauges for on-line determination 
of ash content of coal on conveyor belts are 
available. The first are gauges based on the 
absorption of gamma rays, the second type are 
gauges based on pair production gamma ray 
interactions. 

Gamma Ray Absorption. Watt and Sowerby (1983) 
have developed a gauge which measures ash on 
conveyor belts. It is called a Low Energy 
Transmission (LET) gauge. It operates by 
measuring the intensities of a narrow beam 
transmission of low and high energy gamma rays 
through coal on a conveyor (Figure 6) . Both 
intensities depend en the weight/unit area of 
coa! in the gamma ray bearn. The low energy bearn 
also depends on the effective atomic nurnber of 
coa!. As this gauge does not provide a 
correction for the variation of iron sulphur 
minerals, its accuracy is dependent on the type 
of coal. 

Pair Production. This method measures the 
intensities of backscattered gamma rays, due to 
pair production and Compton interactions (Watt and 
Sowerby, 1983). Both interactions depend on the 
bulk density of coal, although pair production 
alone depends on the effective atomic number of 
coa!. This gauge is suitable for low ash and 
high ash coals, but is nearly twice as expensive 
as the Low Energy Transmission gauge. 

SLURRY DENSITY MEASUREMENT 

On-line slurry density measurements can be 
carried out by differential pressure (DP) cells 
or by nuclear density gauges. With the advent of 
nuclear density gauges, DP cells have lost their 
exclusive status, as the nuclear gauges are 
externa! to the process stream, produce an 
electronic signa! that is more useful for 
computerized controllers, and are generally more 
accurate than DP cells. 

Nuclear density gauges are based en the prin
ciple of radiation absorption. As radiation is 
passed through a slurry, the loss of radiation 
intensity can be related to the density or percent 
solids of that slurry. Gamma ray attenuation is 
dependent on both atomic number and photon energy, 
care must be taken to match the source to the 
application. Customarily, gamma ray energies of 
0.7 MeV are used for material free of high atomic 
number elements, such as lead, while energies of 
1.2 MeV are used if high atomic number elements 
are present (Kawatra, 1976c; Evans, 1955, 1958). 
For solids content measurements of low atomic 
number aqueous slurries of coal, energies of 0.6 
- 1.2 MeV are not sufficiently sensitive over the 
radiation path lengths typically encountered (~25 

cm). Larger path lengths or lower energy isotopes 
are required for a measurable amount of attenua-
tion to be detected. · 
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Characteristics of sorne useful low energy isotopes 
are found in Table II. The use of nuclear density 
gauges in the coa! industry is extensively 
discussed by Siga! (1981). 

MOISTURE CONTENT 

In the combustion of fine coa!, a high coal 
moisture content has the effect of reducing the 
calorific value of the coa!. This is due te the 
substantial quantity of heat required to vaporize 
water. Also, moisture increases the weight of the 
coal, which increases transport costs and causes 
the fine coa! to freeze in the winter. For these 
reasons, it is necessary to continuously monitor 
and control the moisture content of the final fine 
coa! product. 

A large number of commercially available 
moisture meters have been developed for the 
chernical industry (Liptak, 1969; Considine, 1974) • 
Unfortunate1y, these instruments cannot readily be 
applied in the coa1 industry, as all app1ied 
measurements are affected by such variables as 
coal rank, particle size distribution, bulk 
density and chemica1 and petrographic composition. 
Accordingly, a moisture meter that can be used at 
every location in every coal plant does not exist. 
A moisture meter cannot be selected in isolation 
from ~ts process, rather, each situation must be 
studied to determine the sensor that will meet the 
processes particular needs. A summary of sorne of 
the techniques used for on-line determination of 
moisture content are presented in Table III. As 
capacitance and microwave methods are the most 
widely used, they will be discussed in detail. 

Capacitance Method 

This method is based on the fact that the 
dielectric constant of water is much greater than 
that of coal and its constituents. For example, 
the dielectric constant of water is 80, while that 
of quartz is 4, and the average dielectric 
constant of coal ranges from 3 to S. Therefore, 
there will be a noticeable rise in capacitance as 
the moisture of the coal between the plates of the 
capacitar increases. 

Under laboratory condit1ons, this technique has 
worked well. At Ewald Mine, Germany, accuracies 
of ±0.8t with one standard deviation have been 
reported (Fauth, 1984) . Relatively homogeneous 
metallurgical coal was being produced, an ideal 
condition for capacitance sensors. The sensors 
are prone to errors if dissolved salts are present, 
if the particle size varíes greatly, if a 
nonuniform !ayer is presented to the meter and 
if the dielectric constant of the material varíes. 

Microwave Methods 

When a coal sample is exposed to a microwave 
field, sorne of the microwave energy is transferred 
to the coa!. If the sample is moist, water, which 
is a polar molecule, absorbs more energy frorn the 
microwaves than does the coal, due to dipole 
relaxation. In addition to the attenuation, 

microwaves undergo a phase shift when traveling 
through coal. Almost all cornrnercially available 
transmission microwave rnoisture meters are based 
only on the rneasurement of attenuation of the 
microwaves (Fauth, 1984). A cornrnon microwave 
moisture meter assembly is shown in Figure 7. 
Currently, a moisture meter based on phase shift 
and attenuation is being put to plant trials 
(Klein, 1987). 

Error Inducing Factors in Microwave Methods 

Particle Size. Work by. Hall (1970) at the 
National Coal Board has indicated that the 
changes in coal particle size influence the 
moisture measurements made by attenuation methods. 
Klein (1987) has also found particle size to be 
an influentia1 factor in attenuation/phase shift 
methods. 

Temperature and Bulk Density of Coal. The 
influence of these parameters were studied by Hall 
et al (1970, 1972). They observed that a 15°C 
change in temperature or a 12% change in mass/unit 
area on the belt caused moisture measurement error 
of 1%. 

Coa! Rank. There are conflicting opinions that 
are yet to be resolved concerning this factor. 
The work of Hall (1970) reported no effect of coal 
rank upon moisture measurements. Fauth (1980) 
contradicts this, he indicates that rank is 
influential in coal moisture measurements. 

Microwave FrequenEr. Water is a more efficient 
absorber of high frequency microwaves than it is 
of low frequency microwaves. Therefore, it is 
common practice to use frequencies of 1 to 10 GHz. 
At 1 GHz the attenuation by 150 cm of coal is 
equivalent to the attenuation by 13 cm of coal at 
10 GHz (Brown et al 1980) . 

The microwave systern rnanufactured by Kay-Ray 
monitors the bulk density and temperature of the 
coal stream and continuously compensates for the 
variations encountered (Brown et al, 1980). 

The method of utilizing the ratio of microwave 
attenuation te phase shift was suggested by Klein 
(1987) as a better rnethod of measuring coa! 
moisture then attenuation of microwave energy 
alone. At Ewald Mine, W. Germany, moisture 
measurements by use of attenuation/phase shift 
demonstrated a standard deviation of 0.27 wt.%. 
By attenuation alone, the standard deviation was 
0.44 wt.t, and phase shift alone had a standard 
deviation of 0.30 wt.t (Klein, 1987). These 
results were obtained on metallurgical coa!. 

LEVEL MEASUREMENT 

Instrumentation for on-line measurement of 
leve! is well developed and readily implemented 
into a coa! processing plant. Typical 
applications would include; solids leve! in surge 
bins, slurry leve! in sumps and flotation cells, 
and froth depth measurement in flotation cells. 

8 
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Table II. Isotopes Commonly Used in Density Gauges 

Radiation U sed 
Isotope Half-Life fer Gaus;in2: (Me V) 

es 137 30 years 0.662 
Ce 60 5.2 years 1.173 

l. 332 

Isotopes suited for coal slurries: 

Gd 153 239 days 0.099 
Ce 57 270 days 0.122 

0.136 
Ce 139 140 days 0.165 
Ir 192 74 days 0.062 

0.066 
0.296 
0.308 
0.317 

Table III. Moisture Measurement-Techniques Applied to Coa! 

Principie Source of Error 

Neutron Thermalization Moderation of fast 
neutrons by hydrogen 
atoms 

Coa! contains organic 
hydrogen in varying amounts 

Capacitance 

Electrical 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Microwave 

Infrared 

Dielectric measurernent 

Measures DC resistance 
and correlates te rnoisture 
content 

Measures nuclear magnetic 
resonance of the hydrogen 
nuclei in water 

Power loss and phase shift 
due to moisture in coal 

Absorption of infrared 
by water 

9 

Salt content, particle 
size distribution, changes 
in electrolytic constant 
and !ayer thickness 

Dissolved salts, packing 
density, variations in 
electrolytic constant, !ayer 
thickness variations and 
particle size changes 

Small sample size, 
ferromagnetic ~mpurities 
in the coal 

Particle size distribution, 
change in bulk density and 
temperature; methods are 
available to diminish these 
effects 

Small sample size, very 
susceptible to changes 
in particle size, !ayer 
thickness sensitive 
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Slurry Leve! Measurement 

Three types of slurry level gauges are commonly 
used; capacitance gauges, differential pressure 
(DP) gauges and ultrasonic gauges. All three are 
robust and fairly accurate. Their selection 
depends more on the application at hand than the 
accuracies they can attain. 

Capacitance Leve! Gau3~~· These gauges generally 
consist of two vertical, insulated electrodes 
inserted within a tank. If the tank wall is 
conductive, the second electrode can be dispensed 
with, as the tank wall will serve in its place, 
The capacitance ~s continually measured with an 
A.C. bridge circuit. 

When the tank is empty, the electrodes are 
separated by air, which has a dielectric constant 
nearly equal to unity. As the tank fills with 
slurry, which typically has a dielectric constant 
greater than 80, the electrodes are exposed to a 
higher dielectric constant. This increase in 
dielectric constant with leve! of slurry will 
cause a corresponding increase in capacitance. 
Provided that the distance between the electrodes 
is a constant, the capacitance will increase 
essentially linearly with increasing slurry leve!. 

The majar error in this assembly arises from 
the assumption that the dielectric constant of a 
slurry is a constant value. While this assumption 
is generally true, drastic changes in solids 
content, solids particle size, solids electrical 
characteristics or the aroount of entrained air in 
the slurry will cause substantial changes in the 
d1electric constant. If the slurry 
characteristics are known to fluctuate wildly, 
capacitance leve! gauges should not be used. 

Differential Pressure Gauges. These gauges 
monitor the sluiry leve! simply by measuring the 
pressure at two different depths. The type of DP 
gauge most widely used in coa! preparation plants 
is the bubble tube, although other types are 
extensively discussed in textbooks (Liptak, 1969). 

Bubble tubes consist of a vertically submerged 
tube connected to a source of pressurized air and 
a flow meter. The air pressure is adjusted unt1l 
the flowmeter indicates that air is just bubbling 
from the bottom of the tube. At this point, the 
pressure in the tube is equal to the hydrostat1c 
head of the slurry. To convert hydrostatic head 
to depth, the slurry density must be known. This 
can be determined after measuring the difference 
in pressure between two points at different depths 
in a tank. Such an arrangernent allows for the 
deterrnination of both slurry leve! and density. 

Severa! drawbacks are encountered with bubble 
tubes, the first being that their pneumat1c 
signa! must be converted befare it can be 
implemented into an electronic control scheme. 
Another is that it is more suited for manual 
operation than for automated control. Third, it 
is subject to errors if the slurry is overly 
turbulent or 1f its density varies with depth. 
Since the advent of capacitance and ultrasonic 

gauges, the bubble gauge is not as applicable as 
it once was. 

Ultrasonic Leve! Gauges. These gauges function 
by producing ultrasonic pulses, which are 
reflected from the material surface. The echoes 
are detected by the instrument, and the distance 
from the transducer to the surface is calculated 
from the pulse travel time. This allows a leve! 
measurement to be made without contacting the 
slurry, which prevents ·wear and corrosion of the 
instrument. The ultrasound frequency used varies 
depending on the distance from the transducer to 
the slurry surface. Frequencies of about 20 
kilohertz can be used at distances of up to 30 
rneters without difficulty. However, for a 
distance of a few meters, higher frequencies 
produce more accurate results due to the faster 
transducer response times and shorter pulse 
durations possible. 

Froth Leve! Measurement 

Measurement of froth leve! is always a 
difficult problem due to the high var1ability of 
the froth leve! and physical characteristics. 
Currently, there are only two types of gauges 
which will perform adequately, a series of 
conductivity probes and a neutron level system. 

The series of conductivity probes (Figure 8) 
monitors the resistance of each probe, with the 
lower resistance probes being considered submerge~~. 
in the froth. As the froth !ayer coalesces and 
bursts, each probe spends a varying amount of 
time subrnerged. The resistances of the probes 
are constantly interfaced te a small cornputer 
which can calculate the average time each probe 
is submerged, and thus the mean froth level. 

Neutron source systems are generally only used 
when all other methods have failed. This is not 
due toa lack of reliability, but rather to their 
high costs and the regulations and dangers 
involved with a neutron source. 

Solids Leve! Measurement 

Of the leve! gauges aforementioned, only the 
ultrasonic gauge will provide adequate measurernent 
of bulk solids in bins or silos. For the best 
results frorn a fairly rough surface, low-frequency 
ultrasonic pulses would be used. If the surface 
is too rough and the container cannot be supported 
on load· cells to determine the weight of the 
contained solids, a variety of en-off leve! 
switches are available for leve! measurement 
(Liptak, 1969). 

FLOWMETERS 

Many flowmeters which utilize flow restrictions 
-for the flow measurement of clean liquids are 
ava1lable, and are extensively discussed in 
instrumentation handbooks. (Liptak, 1969). 
Unfortunately, fine coal processing plants are 
mainly concerned with monitoring coal slurries, 
which would rapidly plug or erode restricted flow 
flowmeters. More suited for such hostile 

~o 
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SENSOR 

ELECTRODES 

FROTH 
COLUMN 

Figure 8. Conductivíty Probe 

environments are non-restricting volume flowmeters 
and non-restricting mass flowmeters. 

Non-restricting Mass Flowmeters 

This type of flowmeter measures mass directly 
by using only Coriolis force for mass determina
tions. In ene instrurnent, manufactured by Micro 
Motion (1985), the fluid flow is directed through 
a vibrating U-shaped tube. The vibrational force 
on the tube causes the fluid to accelerate on the 
inlet side of the U and decelerate on the outlet 
side. The resultant twist force at the tube's 
axis of rotation is caused by the two opposing 
forces of the fluid flow. The amount of twist is 
proportional to mass flow rate, which is propor
tional only to the time interval and geometric 
constants. Mass is independent of temperature 
and pressure, therefore, variations in these fluid 
variables will.not affect mass flow rate. 

Non-Restricting Volume Flowmeters 

Magnetic flowmeters are based upon a pr~nciple 
of Faraday's Law, which states that a conductor 
passed at right angles through a magnetic field 
will generate a voltage. Coils produce a magnetic 
field throughout a region of a pipe with a known 
length and diameter which is positioned 
perpendicular to slurry flow. As a mínimum 
conductivity slurry flows through the pipe, 
electrodes on the pipe monitor the potential 
difference across the moving slurry. Since the 
magnetic field is uniform, this potential is 
proportional to the average slurry velocity. 

Caution must be exercised in the application of 
magnetic. flowmeters, as sorne physical conditions 
can lead to reduction of accuracy. One such 
condition is the presence of ferromagnetic 
particles, which will alter the magnetic flux in 
the pipe, thus causing substantial error. Another 
is temperature changes, because magnetic flux 
density, produced by the field coils, will vary 

with changing temperature. Severe environmental 
vibrations must also be avoided unless the meter 
is specially designed to meet this application. 

High frequency sound waves (typically 10
7

Hz) 
are used by ultrasonic flowmeters for determining 
fluid velocity. There are three general methods 
for wave transmission and detection; 

The frequency metho~ of wave transmission and 
detection measures the difference between 
upstream and downstream frequencies with 
diagonally directed waves. The measurements are 
independent of the velocity of sound, thus 
eliminating errors introduced by fluid 
temperature, composition and density. 

The beam deflection method involves an 
acoustic beam being transmitted perpendicular to 
fluid flow. The deflection distance is 
monitored and used to compute flow. Since the 
measurements ~re dependent on the speed of sound, 
accurate measurements require fluid temperature, 
composition and density to be compensated for. 

The doppler shift metp~ transmits ultrasonic 
pulses into the slurry pipeline. The frequency 
at which they are reflected back from air bubbles 
and particulates is a function of the slurry 
flowrate. 

In general, the doppler shift method is 
preferred for coal slurries because its accuracy 
is not affected by variation in the amount of 
entrained air in the slurry. 

A series of tests were executed at Michigan 
Technolog~cal University to compare the 
performance of a magnetic flowmeter and a 
"Doppler Shift" type of ultrasonic flowrneter 
(Kawatra et al, 1980). Densities of the various 
coal slurries ranged from 5-50% solids and 
flowrates ranged from 5-30 gpm. Such ranges on 
any given stream would rarely be encountered in 
operating plants, but the high accuracy shown by 
the meters even when subjected to such conditions 
illustrates the versatility and dependability of 
the instruments. 

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 

A wide range of pressure measuring devices are 
used in the coa! industry. All types fall into 
the category of devices which are designed to 
respond to a change in pressure by deforming or 
moving an externa! device in a manner 
proportional to the change in pressure. The most 
cornmonly used pressure monitors are Bourdon tubes, 
pressure bellows and strain gauges. All of thes~ 
transducers are discussed in detail in standard 
instrumentation handbooks, and are not discussed 
here. 

WEIGHT MEASUREMENTS 

A wide range of static load cells are 
available to the mineral industry, and are most 
often used when accuracy is an absolute 
necessity, such as for sales. Implementation of 

11 
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control schemes has caused an increase in 
continuous weight monitors, e.g. belt scales. 

Belt weigh feeders are simple devices that 
present a fixed volume of coa! to a moving 
conveyor belt. This fixed volume is accomplished 
by feeding coal from a hopper to a conveyor belt, 
and shearing the coa! to a fixed height and width 
on the belt with a gate. If coa! had a fixed 
density, the speed of the belt would be the only 
other information to be measured. Since coa! 
density varies, a better method is to weigh the 
material on the moving belt with a belt scale. 
Belt scales consist of ene or more conveyor idlers 
mounted on a weigh bridge, which can be 
hydraulically, rnechanically, pneumatically or 
electrically activated. Weight per unit belt 
length measurements are combined with speed to 
provide a continuous weight/unit time readout. 
The more idlers mounted to the weigh bridge, the 
greater the length of belt involved and thus, the 
greater the accuracy of measurement. 

One significant problem with belt scales is 
their physical attachment to the conveyor. Any 
detrimental factors acting on the conveyor will 
affect the accuracy of the weight measurements. 
Placement of the belt scale is also crucial, with 
the best results being obtained on horizontal belt 
sections provided with a smooth, continuous flow 
of material. 

CONTROL IN FINE COAL PROCESSING 

There are two basic objectives for any control 
scheme for coal processing. The first is to 
minimize the effects of feed disturbances on the 
grade-recovery performance, and the other is te 
operate at the optimum on the grade-recovery curve 
for a particular coal. Coal processing methods do 
not give a perfect separation and recovery is 
always less than is theoretically possible. The 
implementation of process control is ene method of 
reducing the difference between theoretical and 
actual by reducing much of the wild fluctuations 
that occur. In spite of the preven gains of 
process control, most coal processing plants in 
the United States have only the most rudimentary 
instrurnentation for process control. This is 
mainly due te the historically low value of coal, 
which has made it more economical in the past to 
construct a simple tipple and discard the coal 
which did not meet standards. 

Basic Characteristics of Automatic Control 

Initial attempts towards automatic controls 
used proportional, integral and derivative 
controllers. These controllers were used to 
automate simple control loops, such as sump leve!, 
mill feed rate and flowrate of water. Once these 
control schemes were successfully implemented, the 
next logical step was to develop model-based 
control systems (Burdett et al, 1986). There are 
three types of model-based systems available; 
Empirical Systems (Lynch et al, 1981), 
Phenomenological-based systems (Nieme and 
Maijanen, 1973; Kl1mpel, 1984; Mika and 
Fuerstenau, 1969; HerbSt and Bascur, 1983), and 

Artificial Intelligence/Expert systems (Moore et 
al, 1984). A schematic diagram of the general 
elements of control systems is shown in Figure 9. 

Empirical Models. This method involves a large 
amount of experimental data from an operating 
plant of interest being collected. The empirical 
relationsh1ps between various variables are 
typically developed using techniques which define 
the regression relationships between the measured 
and controlled parameters. Care should be 
exercised while using these models, as they are 
only good for the range and cond1tions under which 
the original data was collected. 

Phenomenological Model~. These models are based 
en first principles and involve the use of 
physical laws to develop relationships between the 
measured and controlled variables. These models 
are difficult to develop but have a much wider 
application than empirical models. 

Artific~al Intelligence/Expert Systems. The 
development of computers that are capable of 
carrying out cornmands in parallel rather than 
sequentially has created interest in the 
possibilities of expert systems. This 
development has allowed computers to m1mic 11 at a 
much slower rate, the human thought process to 
sorne extent. This technique holds great promise 
for certain areas of process control, areas which 
do not lend themselves to mathematical modelling 
and involve too many variables for ~ .. 
phenomenological modelling. Presently, these .r.-. ~· 
processes are controlled by humans with expertise 
in their operation; they can combine judgmental 
capabilities with knowledge gained from previous 
experience (Sutton, 1984). Commercially viable 
expert systems would incorporate human expertise 
into a set of rules which would form the basis of 
a knowledge-based automatic system of control. 
The economic viability of expert systems in 
automatic process control will be governed by 
both the time and cost involved in their 
generation and the necessary interpreting 
software for compatibility with existing 
controllers. 

Blending Control 

A typical system for the blending of coal 
involves raw coa! and clean coal being fed 
simultaneously to meet sorne specified blend. The 
raw coa! feed is maintained at a constant rate, 
while the clean coa! feed rate is varied such that 
the final product meets the buyers specifications. 
This system must be conservatively lower than the 
specifications to allow for the fluctuations in 
combustible coa! composition, thus essentially 
giving away a fair proportion of coal. Zumberge 
(1987) has shown that this scenario can be 
improved by using a ash or elemental analyzer to 
monitor the blended product in real time and 
control the rate at which clean coal is fed. This 
method allows for a produ_ct that is nearer to the 
specifications because the results are immediate1y 
available, thus keeping the saleable product much 
closer to specifications. A third approach may 
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Table IV. Variables and Sensors for Flotation Control 

Measurable variables 

composition 
water flow rate 
pulp density 
pH 
reagent addition rates 
froth depth/level 

slurry flow rate 

power draw 

PROCESS 

PROCESS INPUT /OUTPUT 

Figure 9. General elements of a control 
system (arrows indicate 
direction of information flow) . 

DENSITY 

Sensing Device 

slurry ash analyzer 
orífice plate 
gamma density gauge 
pH probe 
flowmeter 
bubbler tubes, sanie 
detectors, nuclear gauge, 
conductivity probes 
magnetic flow meter, 
doppler flow meter 
watt meter 

pH 
ELECTRODE 

Figure 10. pH control in flotation 
circuit. 
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also be taken, it involves feeding forward 
analyses to both the raw and clean coal feed 
controllers (Zumberge, 1987). With this system 
an ash or elemental analyzer is placed on both the 
raw coal and clean coal streams. Their real time 
measurements are processed by a computer and used 
to blend the coals closely to buyer 
specifications. This system, though more 
expensive than the feed back type, has distinct 
advantages when the combustible coal varies 
greatly in a short period of time, 

Flotation Control 

Coal flotation differs drastically from 
metallic mineral flotation in operation, design 
and control. The main differences are that the 
coal is not ground to liberation size, and only a 
small fraction of the plant feed is processed by 
flotation. These factors and upstream 
disturbances lead to rather large fluctuations in 
the characteristics of the flotation feed. An 
additional difference is that coa! is light, 
readily flotable and the majority of the feed is 
recovered in the concentrate, as opposed to 
metallic flotation where the bulk of the weight 
reports to the taílíngs. Thus coa! flotatíon 
círcuíts are usually run in an overloaded froth 
condítíon. 

Control ís desirable for coa! flotation 
círcuits because it serves to calm the short term 
fluctuatíons caused by feed varíability and prior 
upstream disturbances. The coal concentrate 
variations can be controlled by controlling 
reagent addition, froth depth, aeration rate and 
water addítions. The more stable these variables 
remain for a given type of coa!, the fewer fine 
coal losses to the tailings circuit. Additionally 
the flowrates and compositions of concentrates and 
tailings streams can have significant effects on 
dewatering processes (Kawatra and Seitz, 1984). 

The objectlve of any control strategy in fine 
coal processing is to minimize the effects of feed 
disturbances on círcuit grade-recovery 
performance, and to operate on the optimal 
grade-recovery curve for a particular coa!. 
Unfortunately, a universal control scheme cannot 
be developed because of the wide variability of 
coal characteristics and their individual 
responses to processing circuits. 

Two levels of control must be consldered when 
developing fine coal processing control 
strategies. The first leve!, stabilizing control, 
is lntended to rninimize the effect of feed and 
prior processing disturbances, and the second, 
optimizing control, is_to_operate on the optimal 
grade-recovery curve for the circuit. Obviously, 
the stabilizing of a circuit is necessary befare 
the optimization can be effective. The effects of 
circuit design and operating practice are very 
ímportant factors in maintaining stable and 
optimal circuit operation. The use of circuit 
design and operating practice to obtaln sorne 
stability and optimization can drastically reduce 
the burden of any control strategy (Seitz and 
Kawatra, 1985; Kawatra- et al, 1984). 

For effective process control of a flotation 
circuit it is necessary to measure severa! 
variables, which are listed in Table IV. Using 
the sensors listed in Table IV severa! control 
loops can be developed. Figure 10 shows a pH 
control loop, as pH control is often necessary to 
maintain optimum recovery. A variation of two pH 
units will cause an increase in ash to 10\ and a 
4\ reduction of recovery in a flotation circuit 
(Lynch et al, 1978, Wells 1981). The lntention 
of the control loop is to ensure that the ratio 
of pH reagents varies according to the flowrate 
of solids to the float cells. Similarly, pulp 
leve! is used to control grade. Higher grade is 
accomplished by increasing the froth depth, thus 
increasíng the particle residence time in the 
froth and allowing greater ash drainage. After 
sampling three plants in Pennsylvania and ene in 
West Virginia, a control scheme for reagent 
additions was developed at Michigan Technological 
University (Seitz and Kawatra, 1987; Kawatra and 
Waters, 1982; Kawatra and Seitz, 1984). In this 
strategy, a coal flotation circuit could be 
monitored to ensure that the MIBC addition was 
rnaintained at starvation leve! (i.e. adequate 
additions to prevent froth overloading) and then 
the collector addition rate could be rnonitored to 
obtain the Optimal grade and recovery. This 
strategy is particularly useful in plants 
treating coal with large amounts of clay and 
slimes. The results obtained in the circuit when 
MIBC additions were below starvation levels are 
presented in Figure 11. The nearly instantaneous· 
results obtained when the MIBC addition to the 
circuit was cut off (point 3), then restored 
(point 11) to its original level preve the·· 
inherently short retention times encountered in 
coal flotation circuits. As expected, when the 
MIBC addition is reduced, the \ ash in the 
tailings is decreased and the \ solids increased, 
as the circult was operating below optimum MIBC 
additions. The process was quick to stabillze 
and established a new equilibrium until an 
increase in feed rate again disrupted the system 
(point 8), sending the \ ash in the tailings even 
lower. Shortly after MIBC addition was restored, 
the plant prepared for shutdown and the feed was 
slowed quickly and sporadically. 

Thickeners 

A conventional thickener generally involves a 
hydraullc retention time of one-half to four 
hours, whereas a high capacity thickener involves 
a hydraulic retention time of 15 minutes to 1 
hour. High capacity thickening is accomplished 
by introducing the feed slurry under the slirne 
!ayer, hence effecting a more rapid settling rate 
which reduces the required thickening area. 
Because of the shorter retention time and greater 
operational instability, these thickeners require 
clase control of solids inventory to ensure that 
the slime !ayer does not drop below the slurry 
inlet (Yingst, 1986; Wells, 1981). 

Of the independent variables of thickening, 
only polymer additlon rate and underflow pumping 
rate are considered useful for control. Feed 
rate a~d compositlon are not useful as they are 
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Table V. Variable and Sensors for Thickener Control 

Measurable Variables 

solids leve! 
feed flow rate 
feed percent solids 
reagent flow rate 
pH 
underflow rate 
underflow percent solids 
overflow turbidity 
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Sensing Device 

ultrasonic leve! gauge 
ultrasonic flow meter 
gamma density gauge 
metering pump 
pH electrodes 
ultrasonic flowmeter 
gamma density gauge 
clarometer turb1dity sensor 

•40°fo sohds m feed 
& 35'>/o sohds tn leed 
• 26°/o sohds tn leed 
• 19°/o sohds tn leed 

• 

2 3 4 
VISCOSITY (centtpotse) 

• 

Viscosity effect on cyclone d size. 
Test work carried out with a ~Q Krebs 
cyclone and pure silica (80\ - 62 
microns). Viscosity determined 
with a Nametre vibrating sphere 
viscometer in a sampling system 
developed at MTU (Kawatra and Eisele, 
1988). 
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dependent on prior processing. Controllable 
dependent variables are overflow turbidity, sludge 
bed leve! and underflow density, though underflow 
density 15 somewhat dependent on sludge bed leve! 
{Yingst, 1986) • Appropriate sensors for measuring 
these variables are listed in Table v. 

Severa! different strategies for controlling 
thickeners have been proposed and tried. 
Generally, flocculant addition is controlled to 
reduce the costs involved. This can be 
accomplished by utilizing both underflow density 
and solids feed rate to determine flocculant 
addition. A leve! measurement of the slime blanket 
is used to control the rate at which variable 
speed pumps remove the underflow. The sludge bed 
leve! must be maintained between specific set 
points to ensure both efficient clarification of 
the overflow and adequate thickening of the 
underflow. Conventionally, flocculant addition 
rates are balanced with overflow turbidity. 
However, there are problems associated with this 
method. Turbidity sensors are known for their 
tendency to foul quickly and being difficult to 
clean. Also, nearing optimal flocculant dosage 
causes the overflow turbidity to change rapidly, 
as do the large cyclic "dead times" inherent to 
thickener operation. The resulting non-linear 
response tends to be difficult to implement into 
control. 

A new technique for flocculant dosage control 
has been attained by Ramsey Engineering in St. 
Paul, Minnesota (Maehling, 1985). It involves 
periodic sampling of a thickener feedwell to 
determine the flocculated material's settling 
rate. It is well known that the rate of settling 
of a salid liquid interface is a function of the 
flocculant dosage. In the Ramsey Clarometer, a 
desired settling time is used as a set point, and 
the flocculant dosage is controlled to maintain 
that set point. Th1s scherne has been tested at 
severa! U.S. coal plants with an average 
flocculant saving of 16% being the result 
(Maehling, 1986). 

In most coal applications underflow density is 
not critica!. Thus, sludge bed leve! is 
controlled preferentially for operational 
stability, with underflow rate being used to 
maintain a given sludge bed leve!. The biggest 
problem w1th leve! control is achieving an 
accurate leve! measurement. The interface in a 
refuse thickener is not a well defined line, but a 
gradient. The most successful instruments are 
sanie devices and hall floats. A new device by 
Krohne involves a moveable sanie sensor which 
seeks a certa1n sludge consistency, then transmits 
that leve! information to a controller (Yingst, 
1986). 

Filtration Devices. The most commonly used 
filtrat1on deviC~-~ in fine coal processing are 
belt presses, vacuum drum filters and vacuum disk 
filters. Generally, little control of these 
dev1ces has been attempted, due to their relative 
stability and lack of suitable instrumentation. 

As the feed to the filters is uncontrolled, 
the only reasonable place for control is 
flocculant dosage and, in the case of the vacuum 
filters, rotational speed. Polymer costs can be 
minimized as well as energy requirements for 
dewatering if dosage is carefully matched to mass 
flow rate. Operation of a belt press generally 
involves flocculation of a thickened sludge, 
gravity dewatering or drainage of that 
flocculated sludge, and subsequent final 
dewatering via roll compress1on. Control is 
accomplished by measuring the flow rate ~nd 
solids content (using a nuclear density gauge) of 
the feed to the belt press, calculating the total 
dry solids throughput, and controlling the 
polymer feed rate at a constant dosage. This 
does not work well when the characteristics of 
the salid material change with time (Yingst, 
1986). For vacuum filters, a leve! of control 
can be obtained by using a leve! gauge to control 
the speed of rotation. When the rate of feed 
increases, the drive speed can increase in 
proportion with rising leve!, thereby increasing 
solids removal. 

HEAVY MEDIA CYCLONES 

The objective of heavy media cycloning is to 
maximize clean coa! yield for a given specific 
ash content and to reduce ash variability in the 
final product. A typical control scheme would 
involve accurate control of the cyclone feed 
gravity and cyclone velocity (Wells, 1981). To 
accomplish these objectives, feed velocity and 
feed density control will be required. The leve! 
in the heavy media sumps can be measured by 
ultrasonic, capacitance or bubble tubes, thus 
controlling veloci ty fluctuations: Density. 
measurement can be made with a nuclear density 
gauge to maintain the density of the heavy media 
cyclone feed stream. 

Presently, viscosity in a heavy media plant is 
not controlled. The importance of this control 
loop was first suggested by Valentyik (1971) 
after extensive experimental work at Michigan 
Technological University. Kawatra and Eisele 
(1988) have found that viscosity has a decided 
effect on cyclone a

50 
size as shown in Figure 12. 

The problem in implementing such a control loop 
has becn the lack of on-line instrumentation 
which could deliver reliable results. Recent 
work at Michigan Technological University 
suggests that sorne of the recently available 
on-line instruments are suitable for this 
application. 

CONCLUSION 

The technology for on-line elemental and ash 
measurements is well established. Sensors for the 
on-line measurernent of density, flow, leve! and 
weight are well developed and are being 
extensively used in industry. The technology for 
on-line measurement of pyrite and macerals should 
be developed, though very little work has been 
done in these areas. 
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ABSTRACT 

Production of highly-cleaned coal for 
advanced utilization schemes requires clase 
control of the coal ash content at very low 
levels. For this purpose, a sensitive, low-cost, 
robust on-stream ash analyzer is needed. The 
development of such an instrument based on x-ray 
backscatter and fluorescence is described, 
including features to improve its sensitivity at 
low ash levels. The performance of the resulting 
device in testing a real coal sample is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Coa! cleaning plants have traditionally been 
operated to achieve high coal recovery with little 
concern being given to quality control. This is 
because the price of coal had been low compared to 
the cost of upgrading it. Developments in world 
energy-supplies have directed the coal cleaning 
industry towards a more sophisticated approach. 
Increased demand, coupled with environmental 
concerns, dictate that more productive and 
efficient coa! cleaning processes be used to meet 
industrial requirements. 

Present day coa! preparation operations give 
less than the theoretical maximum recovery for a 
given ash content. Instrumentation and control is 
essential to al! coa! preparation processes to 
obtain maximum recovery at a consistent quality. 

The conventional analysis procedure of 
collecting a sample in a preparation plant and 
analyzing it in a laboratory is expensive and does 
not provide information fast enough for quality 
control. To implement an effective process 
control loop, it is necessary to use on-line 
sensors which can measure product quality 
effectively and rapidly. Also, the instrumentS 
must be rugged enough to withstand the plant 
env~ronment, straightforward to use, and 
inexpensive enough to be applied wherever they are 
needed. 

Coa! ash is the oxidized residue remaining 
after coal has been burnt and consists essentially 
of alumina, silica, iron compounds, and small 
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quantities of the oxides of potassium, calcium, 
titanium, etc. Since coa! has a lower effective 
atomic number than do the various ash-forming 
minerals, the effective atomic number is a good 
indicator of the ash content. Severa! ash 
measurement methods which utilize the differences 
in these effective atomic numbers have been 
proposed. These methods are based on the inter
action of x-rays and low energy y-rays with coal 
(Watt and Sowerby, 1983; Kawatra, 197Gb; 80; 
Clayton and Wormald, 1983; Fauth, 1980, 84; 
Cutmore, et al 1986). In addition gauges based 
on pair production y-ray interactions have been 
developed (Cutmore et al, 1986; Millen et al, 
1984). 

Ash Analyzers Based Upon the Backscattering of 
X-rays and y-rays 

The determination of ash content in coal 
slurries requires at least two measurements, one 
to obtain the solids content of the slurry and 
the other to obtain the ash content of the 
solids. The solids content of the slurry can be 
determined by a gamma density gauge (Kawatra, 
1976a,b,c,d). The gauge is based on the 
principie of radiation absorption. As the 
radiation passes through matter, the loss in 
intensity of gamma rays is related to the density 
of the material. Because gamma ray mass attenua
tion coefficients are both atomic number and 
energy dependent (Kawatra, 1976c,'Evans, 1955, 
1958) it is customary to use a gamma ray energy 
of about 0.7 MeV for applications free of high 
atomic number elements, anda gamma ray energy of 
about 1.2 MeV when high atomic-number elements 
are present. For solids content measurement of 
low density slurries, such as an aqueous coal 
slurry, gamma-ray energies in the range 0.6 MeV 
to 1.3 MeV are not sufficiently sensitive for 
practica! path lengths (25 cm) and it is necessary 
to use an isotope which has a lower energy gamma 
ray. The characteristics of isotopes commonly 
used in density gauges are shown in Table 1 as 
well as the characteristics of isotopes that 
could be used to measure solids content of coal 
slurries. Gd-153 is selected for this app1ication 
over Co-57 because of sensitivity, and over 
Ir-192 and Ce-139 because of both half-life 
considerations and sensitivity. 

2 
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Table lA 

Isotopes Comrnonly Used in Density Gauges 

Radiation Used for 
Isoto12e Half-Life s_au2_ing (Me V) 

Cs 137 30.0 years 0.662 
Co 60 5.2 years 1.173 

1.332 

Table lB 

Useful Isotopes for Gauging Low Density Material 

Radiation Used for 
Isoto12e Half-Life s:aus:ins: (Me V) 

Gd 153 239 days 0.099 
Co 57 270 days 0.122 

0.136 
Ce 139 140 days 0.165 
Ir 192 74 days 0.062 

0.066 
0.296 
0.308 
0.317 

The coal ash content deterrnination is based 
on the scatter1ng of radiation energy less than 
100 KeV, the intensity of scattered radiation 
being proportional to the ratio of the probability 
of a scattering interaction occurring opposed to 
an absorption interaction. Two types of radiation 
scattering may occur: incoherent or Compton 
scattering and coherent or Rayleigh scattering. 
In Compton scattering, a photon collides with an 
electron, loses sorne of its energy and is 
deflected from its original direction of travel. 
In Rayleigh scattering, photons are scattered by 
b6und atomic electrons under conditions such that 
the atoro is neither ionized nor excited. The 
scattering from different parts of the atomic 
charge distribution is then "coherent". Compton 
scattered low energy gamma rays suffer an energy 
loss which grows larger as the angle of scatter 
increases. Ray1eigh scattered photons have the 
same energy as the primary photons regard1ess of 
scattering angle. In add1tion, the cross section 
of Compton scattering is proportional to the 
Atomic Number (Z) of the scattering atoros while 
the Rayle1gh scatjering cross section is closely 
prpportional to Z • Compton scattering relation
ships are given by the Klein-Nishina formula 
(Hubbel, 1977; Hubbe1 and OVerbo, 1979) 

a 
e 

(1) 

where oc is the Compton differential cross section 
per sq. cm. per e1ectron per steradian, E is the 
energy of the primary photons, E' is the energy of 
the scattered photons and e is the scattering 
angle. The relationship between E' and E is 
given by (Evans, 1955, 1958) 

E' E 
(2) 

E 
2 

(1-cos9) 1 + 
me 

where m is the electron rest mass, and e is the 
speed of light. For a mixture of elements, the 
probability of Compton scattering per unit path 
length traversed in the medium into the elemental 
salid ang1e dn in the direction e is given by 
(Evans, 1955, 1958) 

z 
P(e,E)c: Npoc(9,E)dn~ai (A)i 

1 

(3) 

where N is Avogadro's number, p is the density of 
the material, a. is the fraction of the total 
weight compriseA by -the ith type atoms, and Z 
and A are respectively the atomic number and 
atomic weight of the i'th type atoms. 

The Rayleigh scattering can be approximated 
by the relationship (Evans, 1955, 1958) 

2 z3 
a. =K!(~) f(S) (4) 

4 mc2 E3 

where aR is the Rayleigh cross section per sq. 
cm. per electron per steradian, e is the elec
tronic charge, K a constant and f(e) is a 
function of scattering angle. For a mixture, the 
probability of Rayleigh scattering per unit path 
length traversed in the medium into the elemental 
salid angle dn in the direction e is given by 
(Evans, 1958) 

a.z. 3 
1 1 

P(8,E)R = KNpdn E A. (5) 
1 1 

where p is the density, N is Avogadro's number, 
and a. is the fraction of the total weight 
comprlsed by the i'th type atoros. 

The theory outlined suggests the application 
of Rayleigh and Compton scattering to the chemical 
analysis. If the amount of high atomic number 
material varies in a low atomic number matrix, the 
Compton and Rayleigh scattered intensities would 
also vary accordingly. 

Coa! ash is the oxidized residue remaining 
after coa! has been burnt and consists essentially 
of alumina, silica, iron minerals and cornpounds 
and small quantities of the oxides of potassium, 
ca1cium, titanium, etc. In coa!, the effective 
atomic number of ash is about 10, while that of 
combustible carbonaceous material is about 6. 
Thus, since the effective atomic number of coa! 
increases with increasing ash content, the ash 
content can be theoretically determined by 
measuring the intensity of scattered low energy 
photons. The effect of photon energy on the 
sensitivity of ash measurement is shown in Fig. 1 
(Boyce, et al 1977). 

The presence of iron-sulphur minerals in 
coals, such as pyrite and pyrrhotite, which may 
be present in concentrations as high as 5-10 
weight percent and which have an effective atomic 
number of about 20, will cause greater changes in 
scattering intensity than alumina and silica with 
their effective atomic number of about 10. 
Therefore, compensation should be made for the 
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Figure l. Relationship between sensitivity 
of an ash analyzer and the energy 
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iron content in arder to accurately determine the 
ash content. If a radioisotope is selected so 
that Fe K fluorescent x-rays (6.4 KeV) are 
excited aRa measured a quantitative measurement of 
the iron-sulphur mineral content in the slurry can 
be made. This measurement provides a correction 
for the additional scattering due to the 
iron-sulphur minerals. With this procedure an 
accurate determination of ash content can be made. 
A schematic of an early test rig developed at 
Michigan Tech is shown in Fig. 2, which 
illustrates the basic principies of this 
technique. This device used a single flow cell 
for backscatter and XRF measurements and a lucite 
assembly with a 20 cm radiation path for a 
density gauge. A gamma density gauge employing a 
Gd-153 source was used. Generally, commercially 
available gauges use a Cs-137 or a Co-60 source. 
The characteristics of these sources for the 
measurement of percent solids of coal slurries are 
discussed in the literature (Kawatra, 1980). 

For the determination of ash in coa! slurries 
a Cd-109 source was selected. This source emits 
AgK x-rays of 24.9 and 22.1 KeV. The Rayleigh 
scattered rad1ations and FeK x-rays were measured 
by a gas-filled proportionalacounter. The FeK 
x-rays provided a correction for the variationaof 
pyrite in coa!. The ash analyzer was installed in 
an operating plant and the results are extensively 
discussed in the literature (Laurila and Kawatra, 
1984; Kawatra, 1984; Kawatra et al, 1980; Kawatra 
and Waters, 1984). In the plant operation a 
deaerating device manufactured by Armco 
Autometrics was used along with the ash analyzer 
to analyze concentrate slurries. 

The on-line measurement of ash by scattered 
radiation has severa! advantages. The method is 
simple, provides corrections for the variation of 
pyrite, and is rugged. Systems of this general 
type have been reported by severa! investigators, 
for instance, the OSCAA system by Flintoff, et al 
(1984) , and the MRDE method by Boyce (1983) . The 
results of these systems and others are presented 
in Table 2 from the work of Cooper (1984) • 

Watt (1983) has also used the technique of 
backscattered y-rays for the measurement of ash in 
coa! slurries. However, instead of using 
mechanical deaerating devices, he proposed a 
technique which depends on the measurements of 
neutren moderation and gamma-ray transmission to 
determine hydrogen (wt/wt) in the slurry, and 
combining these with ash-sensitive measurements 
e.g. x-ray backscatter and iron K x-ray excita
tion. It is much better te use aamechanical 
deaerating device than to use neutrons to provide 
a correction for air, as neutron sources are a 
greater radiat1on hazard than x or gamma-ray 
sources. Mechanical deaerating devices have been 
used all around the world and have preven te be 
successful. The results of Watt's (1983) work at 
CSIRO are presented in Table 2 (Cooper, 1984). 

The primary use of these instruments has 
been to measure the ash content of slurry streams 
which are fairly high in ash, such as the feed 
and tai1ings streams. In normal coal clean1ng 

Table 2. Accuracy of Coal-Slurry Measurements 

Ash • Solids 
St. Range/ Re l. St. Range/ Re l. 

Error Avg. Error Error Avg. Error 

ASHSCAN 
Feed 2.5 12-30/21 11.9 0.6 5-20/12.5 4.5 
Con e 0.3 5-11/8 3.8 0.7 15-35/25 2.8 
Tails 4.4 40-80/60 7.3 0.6 3-10/65 8.6 

MichiSlan Tech 
Tails 0.7 56-78/67 1.2 15-40 2.7 

BerSlbau 
Tails 1.6 5-65/35 4.4 0.4 5-18/12.5 2.8 

MRDE 
Tails 2.0 50-80/65 3.1 0.3 2-17/9.5 3.1 

CSIRO 
Tails 0.8 20-30/25 3.2 0.5 5-22/13.5 3.7 
Feed 0.9 10-24/17 5.3 l. O 5-19/12 8. 7 

OSCAA 
Con e 0.4 6-13/10 3.6 0.7 15-35/25 2.7 
Tails 4.4 40-80/60 40.5 0.6 3-10/6.5 16.4 

circuits, this is sufficient for maintaining coal 
quality. However, greater sensitivity is needed 
if the ash content of the clean coal is to be 
measured and tightly controlled, as would be 
necessary 1n a plant for producing highly-cleaned 
coa! at less than 2% ash. With this goal in 
mind, a new x-ray backscatter ash sensor was 
designed, built, and tested at Michigan 
Technological University. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Ash Sensor 

The or1ginal Michigan Tech ash analyzer 
used, in the ash sensor, a point source mounted 
in a lead cup emitting a collimated x-ray beam. 
This narrow beam was directed at the center of 
the flowcell window providing a narrow range of 
scattering angles centered about 135°, with 
radiation outside this range being absorbed in 
the aluminum housing er in the flowcell material. 

Specifically designed for use in coal 
preparation plants where product ash content is 
at least six percent, the point source configura
tien is of inadequate sensitivity for monitoring 
coal-water fuel slurries, which can be less than 
1% ash. 

The sensitivity of the backscatter sensor 
could be improved by increasing the size of the 
flowcell window, and redesigning the source 
configuration to provide more even illumination 
ef the flowcell, thus exposing a greater quantity 
ef slurry to the radiation. 

An annular source-situated squarely facing 
the flowcell window is a configuration which 
readily provides a high irradiation area and 
uniform flow cell irradiation, while still 
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permittinq the transmission of backscattered 
radiation to the detector. Such an arrangement, 
shown in Fiq. 3, was selected for this project. 
A xenon-filled gas proportional counter was used 
to detect backscattered radiation and Fe K 
x-rays. This type of detector was used begause 
it is cheaper and easier to maintain than 
solid-state detectors, and its energy resolution 
is sufficient for the purpose. 

The flowcell designed for the ash sensor 
uses a 0.5 mil mylar window to separate the 
slurry from the source and the detector. A 
sensor which uses backscattered radiation is most 
sensitive to material which is very near to the 
window. It was therefore necessary to design the 
flowcell to ensure that the slurry contactinq the 
window was representative of the entire slurry. 
This was achieved by arranging the inlet to force 
incominq material to impinge directly on the 
window, and by situating the outlet to ensure 
that coarse material did not accumulate anywhere 
in the cell. The resulting flowcell design is 
shown in Fig. 4. Initially, it was considered 
possible that this arrangement might cause rapid 
wear of the window, but this preved not to be a 
problem. 

When the backscatter sensor was first used, 
a large x-ray peak was noted at 8.4 KeV, as shown 
in Fig. 5A. This was found to be due to fluores
cent x-rays excited by the Cm-244 from the 
tungsten shielding in the source housing. The 
presence of this peak could not be tolerated, as 
it largely obscured the iron fluorescence peak, 
and therefore made accurate pyrite compensation 
impossible. 

An aluminum collimator was first used to 
screen out the W-L x-rays, as shown in Fig. 58. 
Aluminum was used go that any fluorescent x-rays 
from the collimator would differ greatly in 
energy from the Fe K peak. However, the aluminum 
was unable to comple~ely absorb the tungsten 
x-rays, even when made thick enough to seriously 
constrict the opening of the source annulus. For 
this reason, a lead collimator was substituted, 
as shown in Fig. se. Although a small quantity 
of lead fluorescent x-rays were excited by the 
source, the intensity of these x-rays was only 
one-half that of the radiation which leaked 
through the aluminum, and of sufficiently high 
energy not to interfere with the iron fluores
cence measurement. 

Test Rig 

In arder to produce the best results, the 
test rig was designed to meet the following 
conditions: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

The ash sensor and density gauge are 
monitoring identical streams. 
The slurry is provided at a low, constant 
pressure to prevent shape changes of the 
ash sensor window. 
Air is removed from the slurry befare it 
reaches the density gauge, which is 
sensitive to air bubbles. 

4. The slurry is kept thoroughly mixed to 
prevent errors due to settling in the 
system. 

S. The ash sensor and density gauge are 
isolated from the vibration of the 
centrifuga! pump. 

To accomplish this, the rig was designed as 
shown in Fig. 6. Slurry is added to the sump, 
and is pumped to a constant-head tank, which is 
designed to remove air as well as maintain a 
constant pressure. The head tank overflow is 
recirculated to the sump. The head tank supplies 
slurry to both the ash sensor and density gauge 
via a 1" diameter line, and the slurry is then 
returned to the sump. A sampling port is provided 
immediately following the density gauge. 

The constant head tank contains an arrange
ment of baffles which allow a high throughput of 
slurry without splashing or leve! fluctuations. 
This arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. The anti
splash plate shown also serves as a surface which 
encourages the coalescence of air bubbles, and 
hence deaerates the slurry. The high throughput 
rate prevents particle settling in the tank, and 
ensures that the composition of the underflow 
stream is representative of the entire sample. 

Slurry is supplied to the head tank by a 
flexible line, and the head tank, ash sensor, and 
density gauge are mounted on a support structure 
which is not attached to the centrifuga! pump. ·'1 
This effectively isolates the sensors from the -.: •.. 
pump vibration, thus eliminat1ng the possibility 
of error from this source. 

The main slurry stream, which flows through 
the sensors, is returned to the sump through 
flexible piping. A vertical plate installed in 
the sump prevents the formation of a vortex, 
which would cause classification of the slurry 
solids. Since the head tank overflow is quite 
turbulent and entrains a large amount of air, it 
is returned to the head tank via a side-mounted 
feed box. This provides an opportunity for the 
bulk of the air to be removed, and causes the 
material to enter the sump with a minimum of 
turbulence. The slurry from the density gauge is 
caused to flow down the sump wall, thus minimiz
ing air entrainment. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Sample Preparation 

coal samples were obtained from the Kitt 
Energy Co. coal washery, in West Virginia. All 
samples were dried, and if necessary crushed to 
100\-20 mesh by stage crushing to allow suspension 
in a slurry. 

Each sample was split into increments of 
approximately 200 grams with a riffle splitter. A 
total of 80 increments"_of coal were prepared in 
this manner. In addition, a single 2270 gram 
increment was prepared for use as the first coal 
to be added to the test rig. 
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Figure S. Effect of various collimators on the spectra produced by.the backscatter sensor. 
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Figure 6. Configuration of the improved 
MTU ash analyzer test rig. 
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Figure 7. High-throughput head tank/ 
deaerator for improved test 
rig. 
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Test R1g Stability Determination 

The analyzer electronics were turned on, and 
allowed to stabilize for severa! hours. Following 
this, the test rig was filled with 15 liters of 
tap water, and the pump was started. The water 
was then circulated through the rig continuously 
for 18 hours. Radiation readings were taken with 
a counting time of 800 seconds, and were recorded 
continuously by the computer. 

This counting time is a function of the 
source intensity, and can be easily decreased 
merely by using a higher act1vity curium-244 
source. 

At the end of 18 hours, the results were 
examined for signs of electronic drift. 

After stability with water was confirmed, the 
2270 gram coa! increment was added, to produce a 
slurry containing 13% solids by weight. The 
stability was then monitored for an additional 24 
hours, te determine whether the presence of salid 
particles produced any increase in the variation 
in the readings. 

Ash Content Variation 

After stability testing, the ash content of 
the coal in the rig was varied in arder to provide 
data for calibrat~on, according to the following 
procedure: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

A reading was taken using the ash sensor, 
with a counting time of 800 seconds. 
A one-liter slurry sample was removed from 
the test loop, using the sampling valve 
immediately following the density gauge. The 
entire stream was diverted to the sampling 
container during sample removal. 
One of the 200 gram incrementa of Kitt Energy 
Co. Coal was selected at random, slurried 
with ene liter of water, and added to the ash 
analyzer sump. 
The slurry sample was weighed, filtered, and 
dried at 75°C. 
The test rig was allowed to stabilize for a 
period of time, and the cycle was repeated. 

Using this procedure, a series of four 
sampling campaigns were carried out at 48 hour 
intervals. Each campaign consisted of 20 data 
points, taken at half-hour intervals, for a total 
of 80 points collected over a period of seven 
days. Between sampling campaigns, the test rig 
was left operating continuously while the computer 
monitored the system for stability. 

After the samples-had been dried the coa! was 
ground to -65 mesh, and ash content was determined 
in duplicate according to the method set forth in 
ASTM Standard D 3174. 

Calibration 

Due to the fairly short half life of the 
Gadolinium-153 gamma-ray source used in the 
density gauge (242 days), a decay correction was 

applied to the density gauge readings. This 
correction was applied according to the formula 

le = I • exp(t•k) 

where I 

I 
k e 

uncorrected density gauge reading 
corrected density gauge reading _

1 Gd-153 decay constant, .000119 hr 
time since the reference reading was 
taken, hours 

t 

The result of this correction is to predict 
the reading which the density gauge would have 
provided if the source had possessed the same 
strength as it did when the reference reading was 
taken. The time spans over which each campaign 
was carried out are as follows: Campaign #1: t = 
O to lO hours; Campaign #2: t = 51.5 te 61.5 
hours; Campaign #3: t = 96 to 106 hours; Campaign 
#4: t = 144.5 to 154.5 hours. No correction for 
decay of the curium-244 source was necessary, as 
its half-life of 17.8 years makes the loss of 
strength over a period of seven days negligible. 

Calibration equations were determined using 
standard multiple linear regression. Due to the 
difficulty of theoretically deriving a relation
ship between ash content and backscatter, Fe K , 
and transmitted gamma ray intensities, a simplg 
empirical equation was used, as follows: 

where A = weight % ash 
BS = backscattered x-ray intensity 

FeK e iron K fluorescence intensity 
DGa= gamma-rgy transmission intensity 

K
1

,K
2

,K
3
,c = arbitrary constants 

Equations of this forro have been found to 
give good results in this application, provided 
that the ash content does not vary over a range 
much wider than 20 weight % Ash. If the ash range 
is greater than this value, errors will begin to 
mount noticeably. 

Experimental Results 

The calibration data collected in the four 
sampling campaigns is presented in tables 3 
through 6, along with the regression equation 
constants for each c~~paign, the ash values 
calculated from the regression equation, and the 
expected uncertainty in the calculated ash valued 
due to statistical variations in the radiation 
counts. 

In Figs 8-11, the ash values calculated using 
the regression equations are plotted against the 
corresponding measured ash values for each samp
ling campaign. These figures show that the 
variation between the actual and predicted ash 
values is greatest in campaigns #1 and #4. In the 
case of campaign 1, this variation is due to 
errors made in removing slurry samples, and 
apparently not to any machine flaws, as no other 
possible evidence of equipment failure or elec
tronic drift was found in the course of experi
mentation. This is borne out by the consistentl1 
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Table 3. Ash analyzer test results for sampling 
campaign 1. Density counts are correc
ted for source decay. The regression 
equation is Ot the form: Wt.\ Ash e K1 
(Backscatter)+K2(FeK)+K3(Density)+C 

Wt.\ 
Ash 

8.4 
9.1 
8.8 

14.4 
13.9 
15.0 
14.3 
13.8 
13.2 
18.7 
19.8 
20.2 
19.7 
18.5 
17.8 
16.9 
16.0 
15.5 
15.2 
14.6 

Backscatter 
Counts 

1255619 
1241459 
1243141 
1197747 
1202118 
1193432 
1200171 
1203340 
1205730 
1160342 
1154906 
1151305 
1151878 
1160795 
1164370 
1168427 
1170176 
1178425 
1176816 
1182496 

Fe K 
Counts 

93637 
93433 
93359 
95986 
97944 

104022 
94953 
94308 
94996 
96245 
96204 
96884 
96363 
96126 
96092 
96012 
96586 
96727 
96279 
96329 

Density 
Counts 

241096 
240134 
239461 
233303 
234213 
232563 
233107 
235236 
234901 
231607 
231634 
230830 
231414 
231359 
232061 
231903 
231553 
232797 
233382 
233425 

Ca1cu1ated 
Wt.\ 
Ash 

7.43 
9.01 
8.83 

14.12 
13.71 
15.00 
13.81 
13.38 
13.16 
18.32 
18.93 
19.37 
19.27 
18.27 
17.86 
17.41 
17.25 
16.32 
16.46 
15.83 

Regression Equation eonstants: 
K1 = -.0001110850 K2 = .0000477558 
K3 = -.0000196438 e"' 147.1744 
Mean Ash Va1ue = 15.19000 Standard Error = .68420 
Expected uncertainty ca1cu1ated ash va1ues 
± 0.15\ ash. 

Tab1e 4. Ash analyzer test resu1ts for samp1ing 
campaign 2. 

ealculated 
Wt.\ Backscatter FeK Density Wt.\ 
Ash Counts Counts Counts Ash 

13.6 
13.5 
12.8 
13.3 
12.8 
14.0 
13.6 
18.6 
17.8 
16.6 
16.3 
15.7 
17.1 
21.8 
20.6 
19.4 
18.2 
18.1 
16.5 
15.6 

1178552 
1181270 
1186190 
1183854 
1187354 
1179417 
1183792 
1141562 
1151269 
1159951 
1165239 
1168228 
1155780 
1123949 
1128042 
1141108 
1144284 
1149691 
1159452 
1165453 

Regression Equation 
K1 = -.0001357976 
K3 = -.0000001902 

100353 
100336 

99445 
100355 

99636 
99598 
98890 

101098 
100723 
100072 

99677 
99710 
99773 
99809 

100449 
99845 
99228 

100532 
98948 
98620 

231389 
232668 
232568 
232465 
233738 
231273 
232875 
229010 
230365 
231188 
232474 
232221 
231852 
228654 
229591 
229184 
230326 
231002 
231971 
231792 

eonstants: 
K2 = .0000004379 
e= 174.0541 

14.01 
13.64 
12.97 
13.29 
12.81 
13.89 
13.30 
19.03 
17.71 
16.54 
15.82 
15.41 
17.10 
21.42 
20.87 
19.09 
18.66 
17.93 
16.60 
15.79 

Mean Ash Va1ue = 16.29500 Standard Error = .27457 
Expected uncertainty of calculated ash values = 
± 0.15\ ash. 

Tab1e S. Ash ana1yzer test resu1ts for samp1ing 
campaign 3. 

Ca1culated 
Wt.% 
Ash 

Backscatter FeK Density Wt.% 
Counts Counts Counts Ash 

15.8 
20.4 
21.2 
25.9 
26.4 
25.8 
24.3 
23.2 
22.3 
22.0 
21.0 
20.5 
19.4 
18.7 
17.7 
17.5 
16.6 
15.7 
15.1 
14.7 

1171341 
1125739 
1117790 
1085772 
1084200 
1086533 
1099081 
1106376 
1113133 
1116860 
1123772 
1130509 
1139841 
1146051 
1152223 
1154879 
1162790 
1167354 
1171428 
1172822 

102341 
102594 
102365 
103494 
102976 
103654 
103662 
103175 
102990 
102010 
101846 
102487 
101401 
100283 
100823 
101004 
100137 
100602 

99973 
100058 

229302 
226616 
226648 
223066 
222553 
223747 
225363 
225653 
226307 
227272 
228537 
228643 
229261 
228819 
230852 
230948 
232045 
233435 
232131 
232150 

15.30 
20.92 
21.90 
25.85 
26.04 
25.76 
24.21 
23.31 
22.47 
22.00 
21.15 
20.33 
19.17 
18.40 
17.64 
17.31 
16.33 
15.76 
15.26 
15.09 

Regression Equation eonstants: 
K1 = -.0001229317 K2 = .0000077743 
K3 = -.ooooo34722 e = 159.2980· 
Mean Ash Value = 20.21000 Standard Error'= .29739 
Expected uncertainty of ca1cu1ated ash values = 
± 0.14\ ash. 

Tab1e 6. Ash ana1yzer test results for sarnp1ing 
carnpaign 4. 

ea1culated 
Wt.\ Backscatter FeK Density Wt.\ 
Ash Counts eounts Counts Ash 

14.5 
14.0 
19.0 
23.2 
21.8 
26.0 
32.1 
29.0 
34.8 
31.9 
32.7 
30.4 
33.8 
38.6 
43.7 
39.7 
42.9 
40.9 
39.2 
37.4 

1165451 
1173111 
1132347 
1098564 
1114097 
1083462 
1054396 
1066797 
1032075 
1044695 
1051769 
1063334 
1030011 
1002700 

983886 
1002624 

982953 
1004468 
1014459 
1024715 

Regression Equation 
K1 = -.0001439180 
K3 = -.0001066754 

101962 
101488 
102039 
103245 
102972 
103235 
103374 
103322 
103818 
103158 
103223 
103152 
103683 
105036 
106902 
105608 
105842 
105288 
105607 
105843 

Constants: 

232181 
232388 
227756 
226140 
226947 
224569 
220258 
222147 
218076 
220035 
220691 
224093 
221570 
217660 
193341 
196762 
192378 
193717 
195530 
197454 

14.36 
13.38 
19.57 
24.24 
22.00 
26.58 
31.18 
29.21 
34.49 
32.67 
31.56 
29.56 
34.46 
38.40 
43.13 
40.46 
43.69 
40.62 
38.89 
37.14 

K2 = -.0003038374 
e= 237.8353 

Mean Ash Va1ue = 31.28000 Standard Error = .64974 
Expected uncertainty of calculated ash values = 
± O. 30\ ash. 
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Figure 10. True ash content versus ash 
content calculated by ash 
analyzer, sampling campaign *3· 
Ash range: 14.7-26.4% ash 
Standard error: 0,30\ ash 
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Figure 11. True ash content versus ash 
content calculated by ash 
analyzer, sarnpling campaign #4. 
Ash range: 14.0-43.7\ 
Standard error: 0.65\ ash 
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Figure 12. True ash content versus ash 
content calculated by ash 
analyzer, combined results. 
Ash range: 8.4-43.7\ ash 
Standard error: 0.88% ash 
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Figure 13. True ash content versus ash 
content calculated by ash 
analyzer, ·campaigns #2 and 
#3 combined. 
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Ash range: 12.8-26.4\ ash 
Standard error: 0.32\ ash 
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low variations seen subsequently for campaigns 2 
and 3. The increase in variation for campaign #4 
is to be expected, due te the extremely wide range 
of ash values (14\ to 43.7\, difference of 29.7). 

Combining all of the data and finding a 
single overall regression equation resulta in the 
plot shown in Fig. 12. This illustrates that the 
results are quite stable over time and over a wide 
ash range. If carnpaigns 1 and 4 are ignored, the 
plot of Fig. 13 is produced, which is more repre
sentative of conditions which are likely to occur 
in practice, and shows very good agreement between 
the measured and the calculated ash contenta. 

The ability of the ash analyzer to operate 
continuously for nine days without breaking down 
or showing signs of electronic drift indicates 
that the design is sufficiently robust to be used 
in an operating plant without difficulty. The 
accuracy of the system, and its stability with 
time, is indicated by the combined results of 
sampling campaigns 2 and 3, which show a standard 
error of the predicted ash content of ±0.32\ ash 
at 15 wt\ solids and 12\ to 26\ ash. 

For ash measurement of coals cleaned to less 
than 3\ ash, it is only necessary to increase the 
solids content of the slurry in arder to achieve 
higher accuracy. Increasing the percentage solids 
will increase the fraction of the slurry which is 
mineral matter,, and wil1 therefore increase the 
change in the slurry atomic number corresponding 
to changing ash content of the coa!. If the 
standard error at 15\ solids is ± 0.32\ ash, it 
would then be expected te have roughly one quarter 
the value, or ± 0.08\ ash, at 60\ solids. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ash analyzer described has been shown to 
be capable of measuring the ash content of coa! 
in slurries to within ± 0.32\ ash at 15 wt.\ 
solids. This is primarily due to the annular 
CM-244 x-ray source used for backscatter measure
ments, and to the high flowrate configuration 
which provides for good sampling and a uniform 
slurry. The resulting instrument performance is 
superior to that obtained by other on-stream ash 
analyzers. 

Extended operation has shown that the 
instrument is not prone to frequent electronic or 
mechanical failure, and produces stable results 
over period of at least one week. It is there
for'e suitable for plant use without further 
modification. 
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Studies Relating to Removal of Pyritic Sulfur from Coal by Column Flotat~on 
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ABSTRACT 

Although colurnn flotation is known to be 
more effective than conventional flotation for 
cleaning fine coal, little attention has been paid 
to the cons1derable sulfur removal potential of 
th~s process. Whereas conventional flotation can 
only with difficulty remove pyritic sulfur from 
coal, flotation columns can make this separation 
read~ly due to their greater selectivity. This 
proJect has used a modified flotation column to 
remove pyr1te from fine coal. Th~s column has 
been shown to be capable of removing 70 to 85 
percent of the pyritic sulfur from coal while 
recovering 80 to 85 percent of the total calorific 
value. However, the remaining pyrite is too 
finely disseminated to be readily removed by 
phys~cal means. Currently, experimentation is in 
progress using bacterially-catalyzed dissolution 
of pyrite in acid solut~on to remove ultraf1ne 
pyrite and aid in the removal of coarser pyrite 
inclusions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to the severe env~ronmental effects 
resulting from release of sulfur oxides into the 
atmosphere, it is necessary to limit the emiss1ons 
of sulfur resulting from coal combustion. Since 
the maJorlty of eastern and midwestern coals 
exceed the federal emission standards, these coals 
cannot be utilized without sorne form of sulfur 
removal befare, during, or after combust~on. A 
cost-effective method for removing sulfur prior to 
combustion would therefore have considerable 
util~ty. 

The bulk of the sulfur present in coa! is ~n 
the form of either inclus1ons of pyrite, or is 
covalently bonded into the coal structure as 
organic compounds such as th~ophenes and 
mercaptans. The sulfur is typically distributed 
between the pyritic and organ1c forms in roughly 
equal amounts. Since the organic sulfur is an 
int1mate part of the coal molecular structure, it 
cannot be effect~vely removed without extens1ve 
chemical processing, wh~ch is presently 
prohibitively expensive. However, since the 
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pyrite is present as discrete inclus1ons it is 
amenable to removal by a physical separation of 
the pyrite particles from the coal. Since 
physical separat1ons are less expensive than 
chemical techniques in most cases, and many coals 
can be made to meet emission standards by complete 
removal of the pyritic sulfur, a physical pyrite 
removal process is the preferred technique. 

A majar difficulty in the removal of pyrite 
by physical means is the size of the pyrite 
particles, a substantial quantity of which are 
finer than 25 micrometers. Liberation of the 
pyrite inclus1ons from the coal matrix therefore 
requires that the coa! be ground to a fine 
particle size. The most effective processes for 
separation of very fine particles are those based 
on differences in surface chemistry. 

Froth flotation 1s normally the most 
effective and eff1cient of the surface chemistry 
based separat1on technologies. It is particularly 
applicable to coal, as coal particles are 
naturally hydrophobic and therefore attach te air 
bubbles read1ly after addition of small amounts of 
a neutral oil. However, pyrite is also slightly 
hydrophobic, and conventional flotation is 
insufficiently selective to prevent flotation of 
much of the f~ne pyrite along Wlth the coal. The 
use of various agents to depress pyrite flotation 
has generally not produced satisfactory results, 
and so column flot~tion has been adopted in arder 
to improve flotation selectivity. 

COLUMN FLOTATION PRINCIPLES 

The basic princ~ple of column flotation is 
the use of countercurrent flow of a~r bubbles and 
salid particles. Th~s is achieved by ~nJecting 
air at the base of the column, and allowing the 
bubbles to rise through a downward-flowing slurry. 
Countercurrent flow is accentuated in most columns 
by the add~tion of washwater at the top of the 
column, which forces all of the water which 
entered Wlth the feed down~ard, This flow pattern 
is in d1rect contrast to that found in 
conventional cells, where air, water, and solids 
are all driven in the same directions. The result 
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is that columns exhibit improved hydrodynamic 
conditions for flotation, and thus produce a 
cleaner product at higher recoveries and lower 
power consurnption. The performance differences 
between columns and conventional cells may best be 
described in terms of the collection zone s1ze, 
particle-bubble contact efficiency, and fines 
entrainment. 

Collection Zone Size 

A majar difference between conventional and 
column flotation is the size of the collection 
zone. Whereas 1n a conventional cell the 
partlcle-bubble contact occurs pr1mar1ly 1n the 
high-shear reg1on around the impeller, 1n a column 
contact occurs throughout the entire volume. A 
flotation column therefore provides a greater 
nurnber of opportunities for particle collection, 
and thus provides an increased flotation rate. 

Particle-Bubble Contact Efficiency 

The efficiency of particle-bubble contact in 
a column is greater than that in a conventional 
machine due to the d1fference in the type of 
collisions. In column flotation, particles and 
bubbles travel 1n opposite directions, and so 
while the absolute velocities are low, the 
relative velocities are quite high. In contrast, 
conventional cells drive particles and bubbles in 
approximately the same direction, providing for 
high absolute velocities but with collision 
velocities on the same arder as those found in 
columns. Since less energy is wasted in the 
column, these machines are less turbulent than 
conventional cells and are therefore less 
energy-intensive to operate. 

Severa! flotation columns presently in use 
are capable of producing finer air bubbles than is 
possible with convent1onal mechanical air 
dispersers. Th1s reduct1on in bubble size allows 
for improved flotation rate and selectivity, 
particularly for very coarse or very fine 
particles (Yoon and Luttrell, 1986). In the case 
of coarse particles, this is due to the fact that 
a greater number of bubbles attach to the surface, 
rather than only one or two (Fig. la). This 
prevents turbulence from tearing loase all of the 
air bubbles, and hence increases the flotation 
rate. For f1ne particles, the flotation rate 
increase is due to an 1mproved contact 
probability. If an air bubble is very much larger 
than a particle, then the liquid flow around the 
bubble is likely to sweep the part1cle around, 
without contact every occurring. The use of 
smaller bubbles decreases the probability of this, 
and also 1ncreases the bubble surface area 
available for contact-(Fig. lb). 

F1nes Entra1nment 

In conventional flotation cells, a 
substantial amount of waste is carr1ed into the 
froth by the water contained in the froth layer, 
thus degrading the separat1on. Most column 
flotation machines prevent this through the use of 

A. Large Part,cles 

B. Small Part1cles 

Figure 1: Effect of air bubble size on collection 
of A) large particles, and B) small 
particles. 

a deep froth layer which 1s washed by clean water. 
The washwater forces all of the water enter1ng 
with the feed down to the tailings outlet, largej 
eliminating entrainment, as shown in Figure 2. In 
addition to preventing feed water from entering 
the froth, the wash water reduces the quantity of 
waste material in the upper reg1on of the column, 
thus establishing a concentration gradient and 
reducing the probability of waste material 
entering the froth !ayer. The net effect of this 
is that the column froth 1s as clean as the 
product obtained by severa! stages of conventional 
flotation, while the operation costs are similar 
to those of a single conventional stage. 

The improvement in selectivity obtained with 
column flotation is of particular importance for 
the removal of pyritic sulfur from coal. This is 
due to the slight hydrophobicity of pyrite 
particles, which causes fine pyrite to tend to 
float with the clean coa!. Addit1on of fuel oil 
aggravates this effect, as it increases the 
floatability of the pyrite in the same fashion as 
it improves the flotation of coal. The higher 
selectivity and lower reagent requ1rements of 
column flotation were therefore expected to allow 
removal of pyrite with higher eff1ciency than 1s 
possible w1th conventional flotation processes. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Materials 

3 

Coal sarnples for th1s proJeCt were collected 
frorn the three seams comprising the greatest 
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A. CONVENTIONAL CELL 

B. COUNTERCURRENT COLUMN 
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Figure 2: Distribution of water flow in a 
countercurrent flotation column. 

reserves in Ohio (Wizzard et al, 1983): The 
Pittsburgh, or No. 8 seam; the Middle Kittaning, 
or No. 6 seam; and the Meigs Creek, or No. 9 seam. 
Of these coals, the Meigs Creek is generally 
considered to be the lowest quality, and the 
Middle Kittaning is considered to be the highest 
quality. The coal samples used were collected 
from the raw coa! storage piles of mines operating 
on these seams, and stored at -20°C until needed. 
Washability data for the coals used is presented 
in Table l. 

Analyses were carried out using the methods 
of ASTM standards 03174-82 and 02492-8 for 
determination of ash content and pyritic sulfur 
content, respectively, a LECO SC-132 sulfur 
analyzer for determination of total sulfur, anda 
LECO Automatic calorimeter for determination of 
calorific value. 

The column used for this work was a 3" 
d~ameter laboratory column, as shown in F~gure 3. 
The he~ght of this column was increased from two 
feet to seven feet in arder to increase the 
residence time sufficiently for high-efficiency 
flotat1on of fines. 

Initial experiments showed that, at the size 
required for liberation of fine pyrite, excessive 
quant~ties of ash minerals caused BTU recovery to 
be low. To reduce this problem a two-stage 
process was used, consisting of coarse flotation 
to remove the bulk of the ash followed by fine 
flotation to remove the remaining ash and the fine 
pyrite. A flow diagram for the process ~s given 
in Figure 4. 

Concentrate 

Tailings 

Feed 
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:.• :. :: ... · ... :. ·.· ... ..... . . . .. . . . . . . . ·:·. ·:· :: .... · .... . . . . ... · . . . . :: :. 

A1r/Water 
Mixture 

Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of a laboratory 
column. 
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Figure 4: Flow diagram for experimental pyrite 
removal process. First stage feed was 
90\ passing 100 mesh (65 mesh top 
size), and seco.nd stage feed was 90\ 
passing 400 mesh (270 mesh top size). 
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TABLE l. Washability data for coals used in this project. All coals were stage crushed to pass 20 
mesh for the washabil1ty determination. 

A) Meigs Cree k Seam 

' ' ' ' Pyritic Total BTU/ Lb.SOO 
wt. Ash S S lb. MM BT 

Float - l. 30 21.1 3.9 0.5 4.1 13838 5.9 

Float - 1.40 61.7 7. 7 0.9 4.2 13236 6.3 

Float - 1.60 81. o 10.8 1.3 4.3 12786 6.7 

Total 100.0 18.0 2.0 4.8 11406 8.4 

Bl Pittsburgh Seam 

• ' • ' Pyritic Total BTU/ Lb.SO? 
wt. Ash S S lb. MM BTO 

Float - l. 30 14.6 5.8 0.5 2.4 14957 3.2 

Float - 1.40 43.3 8.3 0.9 2.6 14775 3.5 

Float - 1.60 58.7 12.4 1.5 3.0 14086 4.3 

Total 100.0 29.1 2.8 4.3 10059 8.5 

C) Middle K1ttaning Seam 

• ' 
' • Pyritic Total BTU/ Lb.SOO 

wt. Ash S S lb. MM BT 

Float - l. 30 71.2 3.0 0.2 1.9 13253 2.9 

Float - 1.40 92.4 3.9 0.3 2.0 13120 3.0 

Float - l. 60 95.8 4.4 0.4 2.1 13040 3.2 

Total 100.0 7.9 1.1 2.2 12734 3.5 

5 
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l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

7. 

B. 

Raw coal was reduced to 100% -20 mesh by 
stage crushing with a roll crusher, mixed, 
split into uniform portions, and frozen. 

Coal was ground 2.5 minutes at 40\ solids in 
a rod mill to reduce the particle size to 90\ 
passing 100 mesh. 

Reagents were added as necessary, and the 
pulp was agitated for 1 minute at 25\ solids 
by weight. 

The flotation column was started and operated 
until the water level was uniform. 

Coal was added to the column at the rate of 
200 grams/m~nute, at 25\ solids by weight, 
for a per~od of 20 minutes. Froth, tailings, 
and holdup material were collected and 
filtered. 

The froth product was ground in the rod mill 
at 40\ solids for an additional 15 minutes to 
achieve a particle size of 90% passing 400 
mesh. 

When necessary, additional reagent was added 
to the reground coa!, which was then floated 
in the column in the manner previously 
stated. 

Froth, tailings, and holdup material from 
each stage were dried, weighed, and analyzed 
to determine ash content, total sulfur, 
pyritic sulfur, and calorific value. Mass 
balances were carried out from this 
information to determ~ne the precise 
performance character~stics. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Results for the flotat~on of each type of 
coa! are presented in Table 2. Recoveries and 
sulfur rejections are expressed in terms of the 
~n~tial feed of the first stage. 

From the Stage 1 results, it is readily seen 
that the flotat1on column is extremely effective 
for remov1ng ash m~nerals from all three coals at 
a fairly coarse size with excellent BTU recovery 
rates. In addit1on, 45 to 65 percent of the total 
pyr1te is also re]ected under these flotation 
conditions. The Stage 2 results show that 
gr~nding the coarse flotation froth and refloat~ng 
allows a substantial 1ncrease in pyr~tic'sulfur 
reJection, while, for the cases of the P~ttsburgh 
and M1ddle Kittan1ng coals, mpinta1ning a good BTU 
recovery rate. 

Of the three coals, the Pittsburgh and Middle 
Kittaning seams show the greatest benefits from 
column flotation, w~th substantial ash and sulfur 
reduct~ons in both stages of flotation and overall 
BTU recover1es for the entire process of 85-87%. 
The Me1gs Creek sample shows a lesser change in 
its overall sulfur content due to its large 

fraction of organic sulfur and low native 
floatability, wh~ch also results in a lower BTU 
recovery in fine-particle flotation. 
Nevertheless, it shows acceptable results in 
coarse-particle flotation from the standpoint of 
ash removal, w~th a rejection of 56% of the ash 
while recovering 96% of the calorific value. 

Although the bulk of the pyr1te can be 
removed from the coal by the preceeding method, a 
fairly substantial amount remains in the clean 
coa!. This remaining pyrite is very f~nely 
disseminated, and would require grind1ng to 
unreasonable particle sizes befare liberation 
could be achieved. Physical separation processes 
are therefore not suitable for removing this 
ultraf1ne pyrite, and sorne sort of chemical 
processing is required. 

While most chemical techniques are 
prohibitively expensive for use in coal 
depyritization, bacterially-catalyzed dissolution 
of pyrite is promising due to its low reagent 
costs and ability to proceed under amb1ent 
temperature and pressure conditions. However, the 
process is fairly slow, requiring a period of sorne 
weeks for pyrite dissolution, as is illustrated by 
the preliminary results shown in F~gure S. Since 
the dissolution rate increases as the particle 
size decreases, a promising approach 1s to use 
column flotation to remove the coarser pyrite 
particles, and bacteria! leaching to remove the 
ultrafine, unl1berated pyrite. Th1s would result 
in more complete pyrite removal in a shorter time 
than is presently possible with either process 
alone. Investigation of this technique is 
presently in progress. 

"' é2 1.5 
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Figure 5: Removal of pyrite from Meigs Creek coal 
by bacterially-catalyzed pyrite 
dissolution. 
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TABLE 2. Two-Stage Colurnn Desulfur1zat1on Results 

Recoveries and sulfur rejections are expressed in terms of initial feed to first stage, 

Stage 1: 1.0 lb PPG/Ton 
Stage 2: 1.0 lb PPG/Ton 

\ Wt. 

Feed 100 
Stage 1 Froth 71.0 
Stage 1 Tails 29.0 
Stage 2 Froth 59.8 
Stage 2 Tails 11.2 

% Ash 

29.1 
6.6 

84.7 
3.6 

22.3 

A. Pittsburgh Seam 

• • 
Pyritic Organic 

' S BTU/lb Sulfur Sulfur 

4.3 10059 2.8 1.5 
3.4 13730 1.4 2.0 
6.5 1009 6.3 0.2 
2. 7 14246 0.6 2.1 
7.2 11180 5.5 1.7 

Stage 1• BTU recovery 97%, • Pyritic Sulfur rejection 65\ 
Weight recovery = 71% 

Stage 2' BTU recovery = 85\, ' Pyritic Sulfur rejection 87\ 
Weight recovery 59.8\ 

Sulfur emission reduction = 55\ 

B. Middle Kittaning Seam 

Stage 1: 1.0 lb PPG/Ton, 0.4 lb #2 Fuel Oil/Ton 
Stage 2: 1.0 lb PPG/Ton, 0.1 lb #2 Fuel Oil/Ton 

• • 

Stage 1 
Stage 1 
Stage 2 
Stage 2 

% Wt. 

Feed lOO 
Froth 92.1 
Tai1s 7.9 
Froth 81.0 
Tai1s 11.1 

% Ash \ S 

7.9 2.2 
4.7 1.8 

49.7 6.9 
2.7 1.5 

23.5 4.0 

BTU/lb 

12734 
13309 

5982 
13717 
10355 

Pyri tic 
Sulfur 

1.1 
0.6 
6.3 
0.3 
3.1 

Stage 1: BTU recovery 96%, % Pyritic Sulfur rejection 
Weight recovery = 92.1% 

Stage 2: BTU recovery = 87%, % Pyritic Sulfur reJection 
Weight recovery = 81.0% 

Sulfur ernission reduction = 37% 

c. Meigs Creek Seam 

Stage l• 1.0 lb PPG/Ton, 0.4 lb #2 Fu el Oil/Ton 
Stage 2• 1.0 lb PPG/Ton, 0.1 lb #2 Fu el Oil/Ton 

' 

Organic 
Su1fur 

1.1 
1.2 
0.6 
1.2 
0.9 

45\ 

76\ 

• 
Pyritic Organic 

% Wt. % Ash % S BTU/lb Sulfur Su1fur 

Feed 100.0 18.0 4.8 11406 2.0 2.8 
Stage 1 Froth 85.0 9.6 4.4 12896 1.2 3. 2 
Stage 1 Tails lS.O 67.4 7.1 3287 6.4 0.7 
Stage 2 Froth 56.0 4.9 3.7 13670 0.4 3.3 
Stage 2 Tails 29.0 18.9 5.7 11434 2.9 2.8 

Stage 1' BTU recovery 96%, ' Pyritic Sulfur rejection 48\ 
Weight recovery = 85% 

Stage 2' BTU recovery = 67%, ' Pyrit1c Su1fur rejection 89\ 
Weight recovery = 56% 

Sulfur ernission reduction = 36% 
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Lb. 
MM 

so2 
BTU 

8.5 
4.9 

3.8 

Lb. so
2 

MM BTU 

3.5 
2.7 

2.2 

Lb. so
2 

MM BTU 

8.4 
6.8 

5.4 
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SUMMARY 

RernOval of pyrit1c sulfur from coal by froth 
flotation 15 in general not satisfactory. Th1s is 
due te the low capability of conventional 
flotation to distinguish between coal and pyr1te 
particles at the fine sizes commonly necessary for 
pyr1te liberation. 

Column flotation exhibits considerably 
greater selectivity for f1ne particles than 
conventional cells, part1cularly when fine bubbles 
are used, and therefore has much greater 
capab1lity for removing pyritic sulfur from coal. 

A flotation column was constructed to 
maximize its ability to reject pyrite particles 
from coal. The column uses f1ne air bubbles to 
produce a deep washed froth while minimizing 
channeling and turbulence, resulting in high 
select1Vity and the ability to operate on a wide 
particle size range. 

The highest BTU recoveries and pyrite 
rejections were obtained using a two-stage 
process. The first stage, carried out at a top 
size of 90% passing 100 mes~ removed the bulk of 
the ash minerals, which had been found to 
interfere with combustibles recovery while 
attempting to maximize pyrite removal. The second 
stage was carried out at 90% passing 400 mesh and 
removed the bulk of the very fine pyrite 
particles. 

Of the three coals tested, the Pittsburgh and 
Middle.Kittaning coals derived the-greatest 
benefits from column flotation, with pyrite 
reJections of 76-78% and BTU recoveries of 85-87%. 
Further reduction of the pyrLte content by the 
column is limited by the liberation 
characteristics of the coal. For complete pyrLte 
removal column flotation must be assisted by a 
chemical process, such as bacterially catalyzed 
pyrite dissolution. 
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lnfluence of temperature on the energy efficiency 
~f an industrial circuit processing iron ore 

S.K. Kawatra and T.C. Eisele 

Abstract-ln many mining operations, particular/y north
ern open-pit mines, Jorge seasonal variations in ¡:rinding sluny 
temperature can occur. lt is shown in this paper that this 
temperature shift can cause a winter-time loss in autogenous 
grinding efficiency of as much as 20% if it is not control/ed. 
Laboratory eJ.perimemation indicates that muclz ofthis effect is 
due to increases in slurry viscosity as the temperature is de
creased. An additional effect may resultfrom changes in rack 
strength u pon freezinK, for which poSSlble mechanisms are 
dzscussed. However, no effect c/early resulting from rack 
strength changes has been definitely confirmed. 

Introduction 

A great many excellent studies of the autogenous grind
ing process have been conducted since its development 
(Digre. 1979a and 1979b; Forssberg and Ekblom, 1979; 
Manlapig, Seitz and Spottiswood, 1979; Turner, 1979; 
Mokken, 1978; Stanley, 1974; Moys and Loveday, 1979; 
Rowland, 1981; Tangsathitkulchai and Austin, 1985; Aus
tin, Klimpel and Luckie, 1984), allowing substantial im
provements in autogenous milling performance. Neverthe
'ess, the influence of temperature, viscosity and rheology on 
.;rinding circuit performance has largely been ignored, due 
both to the belief that it is of no consequence and to the 
expense of controlling the temperature of the mili feed. 
However, when the temperature approaches the freezing 
point of water, substantial changes in slurry rheology occur, 
and these changes would be expected to alter mili and 
hydrocyclone performance. This has been confirmed in the 
case of hydrocyclones (Kawatra et al., 1988 and 1989) and 
would be expected to be true for rod and ball milis as well 
(Austin, Klimpel and Luckie, 1984; Kawatra and Eisele, 
1988). However, the rheology of mineral suspensions is 
difficult to measure (Cheng, 1984; Jinescu, 1974; Klimpel, 
1982a and 1982b), particularly in real time and is therefore 
not used as a grinding circuit control parameter. 

In addition to the rheological effects, any changcs in the 
mech~nical propcrties of thc rock bcing ground, such as the 
hardness and fracture toughness, would also have an effect 
(Vitton, 1978). Mechanical changes in the rock would ha ve the 
greatest effect on autogenous mili performance, as the grinding 
competency of the mcdia-sized rock particles could be altered 
(Rowland, 1988). In extremcly cold conditions, ice fonns on the 
surface ofthe rock as it enters ihe mili, substantially changing the 
performance of the mili. 

To understand the relativc importance of each of these 
factors, and thus allow improved operating efficiency for grind
ing circuits, a study is being conducted at MTU ofthe cffects of 
temperature on autogenous grinding. This study includes anal y· 

S.K. Kawatra and T.C. Eisele, members SME, are professor and 
graduate student, respectively, w1th Michigan Technical Univers1ty, 
Metallurgy Dept., Houghton, MI. SME preprint 90·8, SME Annual 
Meetmg, Salt Lake City, UT, Feb. 26·March 1,1990. M&MP paper 90· 
606. Manuscript July 24. 1989. M&MP paper 90·606. Discussion of 
this paper must be submitted, rn duplicate, prior to June 1, 1991. 

sis of operating plant data, laboratory-scale experiments and 
pilot-scale grinding tests. 

Theory 

The effects of temperature on autogenous grinding can be 
immediately divided into rheological effects and mechanical 
effects. The rheological effects are a result of the substantial 
increase in the viscosity of water as the freezing point is 
approached. The change in apparent sluny viscosity that results 
from changing tcmperature is shown in Fig. l. As can be scen, 
the effect at high percent solids is very pronounced, particularly 
when the temperature 1s quite low. This incrcased viscos1ty acts 
to cushion the impact of the media-sized particles, impede 
transport of slurry and in extreme cases cause thc media to 
centrifuge at speeds well below the critica! speed. The net result 
is decreased grinding rate and increased specific power con
sumption. 

Effects resulting from changes in the mechanical properties 
of the rock are considerably more complicated, as they depend 
strongly on the specific characteristics of the rock. The major 
effect is a change in the mechanical strength, which alters the 
competency of the ore as grinding media. 

One possible mechanism for strength changes with tempera
ture is shown in Fíg. 2. Herc, the change is a result of water 
freezing in the pores and cracks of the rock. with the result 
depending on the degree of interconnections of the opcnings 
(Vitton, 1978). lf the rock is very porous, as is the case with 
sandstone, the water can percolate free! y through it and upon 
freezing form a continuous matrix that holds the rock together. 
This increases the fracture toughness of the rock and its compe
tency as grinding media. 

However, a hard, dense roe k such as chert has rclatively few, 
unconnected pores, which only collect water with difficulty. 
When the water in these pores freezes, frost cracking is likely to 
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apparent viscosity is most pronounced at high slurry solids contents 
and low temperaturas. 



Tabla 7-Effect of the hypochlorite concentration en 
hypochlorite consumption and gold extraction. • 

leachlng NaOCI NaOCI percent 
time cene. consumptlon gold 

(days) (giL) (lbs/ton) extractlon 

5 20.0 44.6 35.7 
15 10.0 56.2 56.4 
24 5.0 50.8 47.6 

• pH was increased in all tests. 

50,--------------------------------. 
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o 
¡: 40 
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Fig. 7-Percent gold extraction as a function of sod1um and calcium 
hypochlorite consumption. (pH was increased with 10 lb/ton of lime). 

Ca(OCI)z vs. NaOC/ 

The effectiveness of Ca(OCI)2 in comparison to NaOCI 
on total gold extraction is demonstrated in Fig. 7. Calcium 
and sodium hypochlorite concentrations were 20.0 g/L. For 
the same consumption, pretreatment with calcium hypo
chlorite resulted in higher gold extraction than with sodium 
hypochlorite. The reason for this behavior is not clear. 
Sodium and calcium hypochlorite are both ionic salts. 
Ca(OCI)2 is a 2:1 electrolyte, while NaOCI is 1: l. Hence, the 
ionic strength of thc former is greater than the lattcr for 
solutions of a given concentration. However, the calculated 
OCJ- activities for 20.0 giL ofCa(OCI)2 and NaOCI, using 
the extended Debye-Huckellaw, are nearly the same (0.176 
and 0.180, respectively). lt has been found that the carbon 
activity is inhibited by adsorption of inorganic foulant such 
as CaC03 at high pH (Muir, 1987). This behavior might be 
partially responsible for effectiveness of Ca(OCI)2 on 
overall gold extraction. However, Ca(OCI)2 solutions usu
ally contain an excessive amount ofundissolved lime, which 
can cause percolation problems during pretreatmcnt. Perco
lation can be improved by agglomerating the ore. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions may be drawn from this inv• 
gation. 

Hypochlorite pretreatment is a promising approach tor 
processing low grade carbonaceous gold ores. 

• Gold recovery as high as 80% is achieved for 160 lbs./ton 
NaOCI consumption with no modifications. 

Hypochlorite consumption can be decreased by increas
ingpH. 

• Hypochlorite is consumed by gangue materials as it 
percolates through the column. 

For crushed ore, calcium hypochloritc yields a 10% 
higher gold extraction than sodium hypochlorite for a given 
consumption. 

• The rate of oxidation is dependent on hypochlorite con
centration. However, higher concentrations could result in 
higher consumption . 
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occur around them, resulting in a slight weakening of the rock 
anda loss of grinding competency. 

The effect of temperature on autogenous grinding is there
fore highly variable and difficult to predict. No large effect is 
seen unless the water in the ore freezes, and this only occurs 
when the ore is exposed for sorne time before processing, as is 
the case in open-pit mines. An additional effect that can occur 
ifthe ore is seriously chilled is the formation ofice on the surface 
ofthe rock when it is added to the mili. The ice must then either 
melt orbe ground away before grinding of the ore particle can 
commence, resulting in a reduced grinding rate. However, this 
requires both severely chilledoreandanear-freezing mili slurry, 
and should therefore not be a frequent problem. · 

For non-porous ores, each ofthese factors will result in a loss 
of autogenous milling efficiency. However, it has not been 

determined which of these phenomena is most imponant, orto 
what extent they reduce efficiency in real situations. In oider to 
determine this, quantitative data are needed for both overall 
plant operation and for laboratory experiments designed to 
suppress all but one effect. 

Plant studies 

An iron ore processing plant that is subjected to large 
seasonal temperature variations was studíed. This plant uses 
a fully autogenous grinding circuit, as shown in Fig. 3. 
lnitially, plant personnel observed a significan! seasonal 
variation in feed rate, as is illustrated in Fig. 4. This trend 
was observed for four years and sois unlike.ly to be entirely 
dueto normal variations in ore charactcristJcs. When com-

GRINDING CHARACTERISTICS 

SUMMER 

Sandstone-much pore 
space, mechanical 
strength low due to 
porosity. Pores are 
connected and water can 
percolate throughout 
rock. 

lron Ore little pore 
space, matrix is hard, 
strength is high. 

WINTER 

Sandstone-freezing the ,. 
water in the pores forms 
an ice matrix which 
supports and strengthens 
the rock. 

lron Ore water in pores 
expands on freezing, 
which may cause frost 
cracking and a loss of 
strength. 

Fig. 2-Mechanism for changas in rack strength resulting from freezing of pare water. This effect is more important than changas in the hardness 
of the rack proper. 
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Fig. 3-Schematic of the grinding circuitdiscussed in this paper. The circuit is fully autogenous, with critical-size material crushed by a cone crusher 
te prevent buildup. 

pared with measurements of the feed water tempcrature, 
which are also plotted in Fig. 4, it appears thatthe tempera
ture effect is relativcly slight until temperatures fall bclow 
10° C. At temperatures below this value, the drop in 
throughput becomes quite pronounced. 

Subsequently, the specific power consumption was com
puted for the primary, secondary and overall grinding circuits 
and plottcd against the feed water temperature. Monthly aver
ages were used to minimize the effects ofvariation in orequality. 
The results for the primary autogenous mili are given in Fig. 5, 
wherc a pronounced dccrease in specific energy consumption 
occurred as the temperature increased. A similar effect is shown 
in Fig. 6 for the pebble mili, although the trend is less pro
nounced. This is due to the warrning of the pulp in the primary 
mili, which reduces the temperature fluctuation secn by the 
pebblc mili. The ovcrall result for the circuit is as shown in Fig. 
7, which shows a total scasonal efficicncy variation of 18% in the 
course of a year. 

In addition to the efficiency measurements, plant personnel 
obscrvcd that the quantity of critical-size material circulated to 
thc crusher increased in the winter, as indicatcd by Fig. 8 
(Rowland, 1988; Ka m pe, 1988). This indica tes that coarse rack 
may be more readily shattcred at lower temperatures. Since 
largc rocks are needcd for effective autogenous grinding, the 
incrcased ratc at which thcy are shattcred into rclativcly ineffec
tive critical-size material when the tempcraturc is lowcrcd 
results in rcduccd grinding efficiency. However, it is not clcar 
whether this is due to changes in rock strcngth orto changes in 
the transpon charactcrisucs in the mili arising from rhcological 
effects. 

Laboratory studies 

Laboratory tests wcre carri_e-º_out primarily to determine the 
cxtent to which rhcology alone would be expectcd to affcct 
autogenous grinding. 1l1ese expcrimcnts u sed a 20-cm-diam x 
30-cm-long mili, rotating at 64 rpm with four0.5-cm lifter bars. 
The mili and ore charge were heatcd in a forced-airdrying oven 
forelevated temperaturcexperiments and chilled using a frcczcr 
andan ice-water bath for low-temperature cxpcrimcnts. Poly
urethanc foam insulation was used to help kecp thc mili at a 
uniforn1 tcmperaturc. 

The resultsofinitial cxpcriments using Jacobsville sandstonc 
havc been previously rcportcd (Kawatra et al., 1989). Further 
expcriments were conductcd using an iron ore sample from a 
local mine. The ore was crushcd and mullcd to thc size 
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below approximately 10" C. 



Table 1-Size Distribution al Charges lar Laboratory 
Grinding Experiments 

Size, mlllimeters 

50.Bx38. 1 
38.1 x25.4 
25.4x19.0 
19.0x12.7 
12.7x 9.5 

-9.5 

wt.% 

41.5 
25.2 
15.1 
13.1 
5.1 
0.0 

100.0 

distribution given in Table 1, and each experiment used a 5.0-kg 
charge in 2 L of water. Six experiments were conducted 
consisting ofthree scts of duplicate tests at2°-9° C, 24°-26° C, 
and 84°-62° C. For each experiment, the ore, water and mili 
wereadjusted totemperature, and theore was ground for 30 min. 
The slurry viscosity and quantity of -100 mesh material were 
then determined, the -100 mesh material was retumed to the 
mill,the temperature was readjusted and the cycle was repeated. 
Viscosity was measured using a Brookfield viscometer fitted 
with a UL adapter for low viscosity measurements. Results of 
these experiments are givcn in Table 2. 

Plotting these data a; in Fig. 9 again shows a definite 
dependence of fines production on temperature. However, 
when grinding rate is plotted against viscosity, as in Fig. 1 O, it is 
evidentthat sorne factor other than viscosity is responsible for a 
portion of the change in grinding rate. 

Discussion 

In a plant situation, uncontrolled temperature changes 
can produce sizablc changes in milling efficiency. The plant 
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Test 
1-1 

Test 
1·2 

Test 
1-3 

Test 
2-1 

Test 
2-2 

Test 
2-3 

T able 2-Results for Laboratory Grinding 
Experiements of Hematite Ore 

Grlnding Shear -100 mesh 

"' w 
I 

"' 

time 
(min.) 

30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 

1ªº 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 

50 

Temp. 
(•C) 
4-9 
2-7 
2-9 
2-7 
2-7 
2-6 

24-25 
26 
25 
25 
25 
25 

83-64 
84-64 
84-64 
84-64 
84-62 
84-63 

2-7 
2-8 

2-10 
2-7 
2-6 
2-7 

24-25 
24-25 

25 
25 
25 
25 

84-65 
84-65 
84-64 
84-64 
84-63 
84-64 

Vlscosily Rale producl 
(cp) (sec-1) (grams) 
1.57 73.42 69 
1.74 73.42 126 
1.82 73.42 178 
1.93 73.42 206 
1.99 73.42 230 
2.18 73.42 248 
1.05 73.42 76 
1.23 73.42 145 
1.42 73.42 197 
1.61 73.42 249 
1.78 73.42 289 
1.92 73.42 327 
0.83 73.42 85 
0.90 73.42 155 
0.97 73.42 218 
1.02 73.42 281 
1.17 73.42 327 
1.28 73.42 366 
1.66 73.42 67 
1.72 73.42 122 
1.78 73.42 176 
1.90 73.42 200 
2.02 73.42 227 
2.15 73.42 255 
1.06 73.42 79 
1.24 73.42 144 
1.43 73.42 195 
1.62 73.42 248 
1.80 73.42 290 
1.~4 7~.42 J29 
0.85 73.42 86 
0.90 73.42 157 
0.96 73.42 219 
1.02 73.42 280 
1.15 73.42 325 
1.27 73.42 364 
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Fig. 8-Monthly variat1on in critical-s1ie production as measured by 
the tonnage of material circulated to the crusher. 

data presented herc show a scasonal efficicncy shift of 
approximately 18% for the overall circuit and more for the 
primary autogenous mili alone. lt is difficult to be com
pletely certain ofthe precise mechanism, but it is likely that 
most of the effect is dueto viscosity changes. lt is seen t~ 
the temperature effect is much less pronounced in the peb. 
mili, but this is almost certainly due to the warming that 
occurs in the primary mili and not to inherently lower 
temperature sensitivity in the pebble mili. The change in 
production of critical-size material in the primary mili may 
be a result of changing rack strength, but it is possible that 
increasing viscosity forces the mcdia-size particles to mi
grate to those portions of the charge where the impacts are 
most severe,causing them to break up more rapidl y (Rowland, 
1988). The seasonal shifts of mili throughput show clearly 
that the greatest changc occurs at temperatures below about 
l 0° C. It is therefore evident that simply maintaining the 
temperature abo ve this point will greatly reduce the seasonal 
throughput variation. This may be accomplished by prevent-
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Fig. 9-Variation in laboratory~scale fines production as a function of 
time and temperatura for an iron ore. The behavior of the non-porous 
iron ore is very s1m1lar to that of the porous sandstone. 
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7 increase in the grinding rate, this is obviously not the only effect 
occurnng in these experiments. 
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are roughly parallel, indicating that buildup of fines is responsible for 
the drop in grinding rate with time. 

ing the recycle water from being chilled and by thawing the 
ore before grinding. 

From the laboratoryexperiments, it is readily seen that the 
changes in grinding rateare closely tied to slurry viscosity. 
However, in these experiments the viscosity was not theonly 
factor influencing fines production, as shown in Fig. 10. lf 
viscosity were the only relevan! factor, tests for all three 
temperatures should have followed the identical grinding 
rate vs. viscosity curve. The second factor appears to be the 
quantity of fines in the suspension, as plotting grinding rate 
vs. viscosity for only those tests with similar quantities of 
fines generales a series of roughly parallellines as in Fig. 11. 
It is likely that as the fines are accumulating, work is being 
expended to make the fines finer rather than generating 
additional fines. It is also possible that the increasing slurry 
density is cushioning the impacts dueto increased buoyancy, 
thus further retarding the grinding rate. 

Conclusions 

From this investigation, the following conclusions are drawn: 
l. In autogenous milling, temperaturecan significantly influ

ence the grinding efficiency, particularly ifthe temperature falls 
below about 1 O' C. These efficiency changes can be reduced by 
preventing recycle water from becoming chilled, and by thaw
ing frozen rock befare grinding. Since the magnitude of the 
efficiency change is rcduced at higher temperatures, heating the 
mili slurry to higher temperatures is unlikely to provide signifi
cant benefits. 

2. Laboratory experiments indicate that the effect of slurry 
rheology changes with temperature is a significan! factor in the 

T ! ! !flr. 

grinding rate for both porous and non-porous rock types, with 
higher temperatures resulting in reduced viscosity and hence 
increased grinding rate. 
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Investigation to control mine dust 
using surfactants and a new approach 
for eliminating their negative effect on flotation 

M.A. Cristovici 

Abstract-The use of surfactams as wetting agents to sup
press sulfide ore dust has heen invcstigated. Numerous sur
factants were examined lo determine their characteristics and lo 
investiga/e their ability lo improve the weuing ofthe su/fide ore 
dust. However, the swfactants selected as suitable dust sup
pressors proved to have a negative effect on the flota/ion of ore 
contaminated with such reagents. A method was deve/oped to 
eliminare the detrimento/ injluence of dust-suppressing swfac
tallls. lt consisted of swfactant adsorption on activated ca~·bon 
and separation ofloaded carbon prior to jlotation. The teclmique 
is simple and requires minimal changes in the plamflowsheet. 

lnlroduclion 

Dust measurements in mines clearly indicate that the major 
mineral dust exposure is dueto loading and transporto[ ore from 
mining arcas (Knight, 1980; Hamilton and Knight, 1963). One 
approach to the solution of this dust problem is the application 
of water sprays to reduce dust dispersion. Wetting of broken 
rock is very effective in preventing fine dust from becoming 
airbome because the water binds the dust to the larger lumps. 
Experiments have shown that most common rocks are readily 
wetted by water. However, the dust originating from sulfide 
minerals exhibits an inherent hydrophobicity that makes water 
spreading on the surface of the particles more difficult, creating 
problems in dust suppression. 

Surfactants are known tobe able toreduce the surface tension 
of water, facilitating the wetting and suppression of sulfide ore 
dust, but, on the other hand, flotation of sulfide ore is susceptible 
to interference by surfactants. 

A laboratory study was initiated to examine the effects of 
surfactants on the wetting of sulfide ore dust Numerous surfac
tants were investigated for their properties and their ability to 
suppress dust, and sorne were selected as suitable dust suppressors. 

However, further testwork indicated that the presence of the 
wetting agents in the ore adversely affected the efficiency of 
minerals scparation in thc tlotation process. A rcsearch program 
was startcd to invcstigate the possibility of climinating thc 
detrimental effect of the surfactants on flotation results. 

Several possibilitics were explored, and a technique was 
developed by which the surfactants used as dust suppressors 
were adsorbcd on activated carbon and removed from the slurry 
priorto the flotation process. This papercovers the results ofthe 
investigation carried out to select suitable surfactants as poten
tia) dust suppressors and to annihilate their negative effect on 
flotation. 

M.A Cristovici, member SME, is a research scient1st with the Dept. of 
Energy, Mines and Resources, CANMET, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
SME preprint 90-56, SME Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City, UT. Feb. 
26·March t, 1990. M&MP paper 90-612. Manuscript Nov. 8, 1990. 
Discussion of this paper must be submitted, in duplicate, prior to June 
1,1991. 
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Experimental malerials 

Ore samp/e 

A sample of copper sulfidc ore from Opemiska Division 
of Falconhridge Co. was used for selecting suitable wetting 
agents as poten ti al sulfide dust suppressors. Thc sample al so 
served to investigate thc surfactant's influence on copper 
flotation and to develop thc tcchniquc for surfactant removal 
prior to the mineral extraction proccss. Tablc 1 givcs thc 
head assay of the sample. 

Table t-Head Assay 

Element: Pb Cu Zn S Fe Si02 

Assay %: 0.02 4.39 0.08 5.27 15.98 41.83 

The sample was crushed to minus 12 mm and then split into 
two portions. One portion was screened through a 37 -).lm sievc. 
The minus 37-).lrn fraction represented the dust product that was 
used to test the surfactants · wetting properties. The other pa 
the minus 12-mm sample was further crushed to minus l. 7 L 

and was employed for flotation experiments. 

Wetting agems 

A large numberof surfactants wcrccxamined. Following are 
briefly described sorne that wcrc investigated in more detail: 

Coherex, a dust control agent. was devcloped by the Gol den 
Bear Division ofWitcoChemical Corp. lt is astable, nonvolatile .. 
emulsion consisting of 60% petroleum rcsins and 40% wctting 
solution. 

Tergitol 08, also known as Niaproof anionic surfactant 08, is 
available in an aqueous solution containing 40% of sodium 2 
ethylhexyl sulfate. lt is manufacturcd by Bate Chemical. 

Sterling NP - 10 is a nonyl phenol polyglycol ether 
condensatc, a surfactant of non-ionic typc. Stcrling Snow 
White 750 is a cationic fabric softcncr product containing 
75% active substance. Both surfactants are produced by 
Canada Packers. 

Aerosol OT surfactants provided by Cyanamid are sodium 
dioctyl sulphosuccinamates of anionic typc. 

The surfactants offered by Annak (presently AKZO) were: 
CES 372, a monooleate ester of a polyethylene glycol; CES -

· 265, also callcd ethofat T/25, a polyethylene glycol ester; and 
Ethomeen C/15, a polyoxyethylene cocoamine. 

Silicone glycol copolymers of non-ionic type (ex. E-5753-
11-1) theX2-8063, a cationic aminofunctional silicon emulsi 
and Q43667, a silicone polycarbinol were provided by D 
Coming. 

Antarox BL are non-ionic, modi tied linear aliphatic polyethers 
manufactured by G.A.F. 

Wetting agents supplied by Alchem lnc. included Dust-Ban 
8A04, a specially fonnulated organic activating agent, 8A07, an 
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Temperature effect on 
grinding circuit performance 
S. K. Kawatra, T. C. Eisele, D. X. Zhang, and M. T. Rusesky 

Abstract -/1 has been observed in sorne mineral process
ing plallfs that grindin,'q circuit efficiency varies seasonally, 
such as in some planrs which are Jocated in the northern US 
and Ca nada and undergo large seasonal temperature changes, 
witlz the grinding circuit efficiency difieren/ between summer 
and winter. This indica/es thatthe temperature of grinding 
circuit slurry has a noticeable effect 011 gri11ding perform
ance. The effect has rarely been studied. To tlzis end. an 
investigation to examine the effects of changing temperature 
on e.fficiency and determination ofthe mechanism rCsponsible 
has been carried out. Plant investígations and /aboratory 
experiments ha~·e heen conducted in arder tn .wudy hydrocy
clones. lt was demonstrated tlzat when the pressure drop is 
held constan/, the d,

01
,., size decreased approximately linear/y 

with increasing temperature. while the shape of the reduced 
efficiency curve remained nearly constan/. This effect was 
determined 10 be due 10 changes in slurry l'iscosity with 
temperature. 

Introduction 

As is well known, the single most energy intensive unit 
operation in mineral processing is comminution. Size reduc
tion consumes approxiniately 25% ofthe total energy used in 
mineral concentrators. while typically less than 5% of this 
energy is consumed in the production of new mineral surface 
(NMAB, 1981 ). Thus, there is much room for improvement in 
grinding operations, and even a slight increase in efficiency 
would produce substantial energy savings. Such improve
ments are most readil y obtainable by optimization and control 
of mili operating conditions. 

A number of investigators (Austin, et al., 1984; El-Shall 
and Somasundaran, 1984; Klimpel. 1982, 1982a, 1983. 1984; 
Fuerstenau, et al., 1985) have determined that rheology has a 
large effect on the efficiency of grinding milis. Four parame
ters influence the rhcology of slurry in a grinding mili: solids 
contcnt, particle size distribution, chemical environment, and 
tempcrature. Thc cffect oftemperature is panicularly signifi
cant in arcas with largc scasonal tcmperaturc variations such 
as the northem United States and Canada (Kampf. 1985). 
However, due to the unavailability of suitable viscomcters 
and measurement techniques for mineral slurrics, the control 
of mili rheology. especially the effects of temperature on 
cfficiency of grinding mili and hydrocyclones, has bcen 
neglected or rarely studied. The investigation described here 
was therefore carried out to determine the magnitude and 
nature of temperature effects on hydrocyclone operation. 

S.K. Kawatra, T.C. Eisele, members SME, D.X. Zhang, and M. T. 
Rusesky, member SME, are with Dept. of Metallurgical Engineenng, 
Michigan Technologicval University, Houghton, MI. SME preprint 88-
1, SME Annual Meeting, Phoenix, AZ, January. M&MP paper 88·639. 
Manuscript June 12, 1987. D1scussion of this paper must be submit- '-'2 
ted, 1n duplicate, prior to July 31, 1989. 

Experimental Work 

Plant Studies 

The plant si te that was chosen for obtaming the samples 
was an iron ore processing plant, which expcriences substan
tial seasonal temperature variations. The plant has primary 
autogenous and secondary pebble mili grinding. The cyclones 
are operated in parallel banks of nine, with seven of thc 
classifiers in use at any onc time. Thc cycloncs are Krcbs 
model D 15B-852-M271. This planl processes a very finely 
disseminated iron ore wh1ch rcquircs grinding to -25 ¡..tm for 
liberation. 

Sampling was carried out in the summer and in the winter 
in order to achieve the greatest temperature variation. Pulp 
temperature ranged from a high of20°C (68°F) in the summer 
toa low of3.3°C (38°F) in the winter. The resulting corrected 
efficiency curves for these conditions are shown in Fig. l. 
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Fig. 1 -Observad seasonal vanat1ons in cyclone performance in an 
iron ore processing plant. 

Laboratory Studies 

Laboratory experiments were carried out using a Krebs 
hydrocyclone. The cyclone parameters were as follows: fecd 
inlet diameter, 1.2 in. (3 cm); vortex finder diameter, 1 1/2 in. 
(3.8 cm); apex diamctcr, 7/8 in. (2.2 cm); cyclone diameter. 4 
in. (10.2 cm); and pressure drop, 10 psi (69 kPa). 
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The cyclone was mounted on a laboratory test rig in closed 
circuit with a Warman centrifuga! pump anda slurry tank. The 
cyclone overflow and underflow streams discharged freely 
into separate launders, which were used to either remove 
simultaneous samples from two streams or to recombine the 
streams before retuming them to the slurry tank. The slurry 
temperature sensor was mounted in the feed sump, and a 
diaphragm-type pressure gage andan ultrasonic doppler flow
meter were both mounted on the cyclone inlet line. Apparent 
slurry viscosity was also measured at the cyclone feed inlet 
using a Namotre Model 8!0 vibrating sphere viscometer. 
Flowrate, viscosity, and temperature data were continuously 
collected and logged by a HP-85 computer. 

The mineral used for these experiments was pure silica 
obtained from Ottawa Sand Co., Ottawa, !L. The panicle size 
distribution was obtained using a Leeds and Nonhrup Micro
trae particle size analyzer and is shown in Table l. The 
temperature range was from 50 to 11 oc. 

Table 1 - Size Dtstribution of Ground Onowa Sand 

Slze,¡..~m 
176 
125 .. 

62 
44 
31 
22 
16 
11 

7.8 
5.5 
3.9 
2.8 

Cumulallve Wl % Passlng 
100 
97 
93.6 
755 
49.8 
34.9 
24.0 
17.5 
12.7 
81 
5.1 
3.9 
2.0 

Results and Discussion 

A summary of the data collected in the laboratory cyclone 
experiments is presented in Table 2. The Rf is the water split, 
anda is the shape para meter from Lynch 's equation, 

y' 
e"" -1 d 

--;::;:-----;;-- where X = --. 
e""+ ea- 2 d!IJ(c) 

Table 2- Summary of Laboratory Cyclone Test Results 

Temperatura VISCOSIIY 

Test ·e R,,% d~O<<I' IJffi a Cent1posa 

1 48.8 22.0 21 o 283 8.9 
2 40.4 23.3 23 6 285 104 
3 35.2 24 3 250 254 106 
4 30.0 23.2 26.8 2.74 103 
5 25.0 24.7 29.1 2.44 10 8 
6 20.0 23 5 30 o 2.12 12.0 
7 151 23.9 314 269 142 
8 11.1 244 324 2.54 138 

The values for a and d
51
,,

1 
were determined by simplex 

optimization after the data was corrected for Rf 
It is clear from both plant and laboratory data that d,~,1 does 

indeed decrease with increasing temperature in Figures 1 and 
2. When d51,,1 is plotted against temperature it is funher 
observcd that thc relationship is essentially linear, as is illus
trated by Fig. 3. From Fig. 2 it is clearly shown that increasing 
temperature shifts the efficiency curve towards finer sizes. 
However. the sharpness of the reduced efficiency curve for all 
ofthe temperatures is e;sentially unchanged, as shown by the 
curve in Fig. 4. This result is in agreement with the results of 
Lynch ( 1977), who stated thatthe reduced efficiency curve is ,.'2 
a function only of cyclone geometry and particle characteris- 11 
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Fig. 2- Effect of temperatura on the efficiency curve of a 10.6 cam 
(4 in) hydrocyclone processing stlica. 
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tics in slurry and is largely unchanged by altemations in 
operating conditions. 

_ From Table 2 it is shown that apparent slurry viscosity 
varies significantly with temperature. 

The behaviorofhydrocyclones as classifiers ofmill output 
is dependen! on slurry rheology (Austin et al, 1984, Agar and 
Herbst, I 966 ). 

If the cyclone retums excessive amounts of fine materialto 
feed. over-grinding will reduce mili efficiency and may cause 
difficulties in later separation processes as well. 

Yariations in temperature affect slurry viscosity by reduc
ing the viscosity of the carrier water. A major effect of this is 
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on hydrocyclone performance. The observed shift of the 
cyclone efficiency curve and reduction in d!>O(cl size arises from 
the reduced viscosity. of water at elevated temperatures. 
Reduction of viscosity increases the settling velocity of the 
particles, which causes them to segregate more rapidly with 
fewer misplaced particles, thus improving efficiency. The 
increase in settling velocity also causes the apparent size of 
any given particle to increase which reduces the d~01c 1 size. 
This effect is amplified by an increase in flowrate at constan! 
pressure as the viscosity is lowered, which increases centrifu
ga) effects and hence raises the settling velocity. Similar 
conclusions can be drawn by analyzing the data obtained by 
Agar and Herbst ( 1966) where the water viscosity was altered 
with sucrose. lt may be noted that viscosity reduction by 
increasing temperature, which reduces d~H'!El size in cyclones, 
appears to conflict with Klimpel's data ( 19~2), which predicts 
an increase in d

501
c

1 
size with a decrease in viscosity. This 

discrepancy may be explained by the difference in the mecha
nism of viscosity reduction. However, it should be kept in 
mind that direct comparisons of hydrocyclone results may be 
misleading due to the difficulty of ensuring that the same 
variables are held constan!. For example, the results reported 
here are for constan! pressure and varying throughput, while 
Klimpel's results may well ha ve been forconstant throughput 
and varying pressure. 

Temperature changes ha ve little effect on the interaction of 
water and solids, but produce a great alteration in the viscosity 
of water. lt is the viscosity ofthe carrier liquid which controls 
the viscosity ofthe slurry under high shearconditions such as 
those encountered in the cyclone separating zone (Bradley, 
1965), while the slurry viscosity at lower shear rates control 
the slurry flowrate and hence the magnitude ofthecentrifugal 
forces. Thus, increasing the temperature strongly influences 
both the centrifuga! forces and the particle settling velocity; 
while viscosity reduction by chemical addition, which most 
strongly effects particle interactions and therefore the low
shear-rate apparent viscosity, has its greatest influence on 
centrifuga! forces. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown that in both plant and laboratory environ
ments, the temperature of the grinding circuit slurry has a 
noticeable effect on grinding ande y clone efficicncy. The d,.,., 
size of a hydrocyclone is a function of thc viscosity of thc 
carrier liquid, which in tu m is a function of tempcrature. Thc 
d size therefore decreases nearly linear! y with increasing 
~el • . . 

temperature. The sharpness ot thc sepamuon IS largely unaf-
fected by temperature changes. as illustrated by the constan! 
nature of the reduced efficiency curve. 
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Selective flotation of fossil resin 
from Wasatch Platean high
volatile bituminous coal 
J. D. Miller and Y. Ye 

Abstract- Certain bituminous coa/s are known to con
rain appreciab/e quamities ofnaturalfossi/ or suhjossil re sin. 
Su eh resinous coals arefound in the western US, particular/y 
rile Wasatch Platea u coalficld of UT. Somc ofthe scams inthis 
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field contain an average of5% re sin. Thisfossil re sin has heen 
recovered by grm•ity and!orflotarwn prncesses since 1929.:~· 
Re sin concentrates thus prnduced are of /ow quality and are 
usual/y refined hy soh•ent extraction. Tlu: purífied resins are 
of commercial importance in the adhcsh•e, coating, ruhher, 
and ink industries. etc ..... An improvcdflotatidn technique has 
been developed which invol\·es ozone conditioning to selcc
tively Jloat resinfrom high-volatile hituminous coa/. With this 
flotation process, a concentra/e product which contains 95% 

.. 

.,, 



re sin al a recovery of 80% can be obtained in single-stage 
flota/ion. By comparison, conventiona/ flotation al 80% re
covery produces a concentra/e having a re sin content of 30 to 
40%. 

Introduction 

Many bituminous coals are known to contain small quan
tities of natural (fossil or subfossil) resin. In the US, highly 
resinous coals are found in westem coalfields, particular! y the 
Wasatch Plateau coalfield in UT (Spieker and Baker, 1928; 
Tomlinson, 1932; Thiessen and Sprunk, 1937; Crawford and 
Buranek. 1952). The geographic location of the Wasatch 
Plateau coalfield together with mine locations is presented in 
Fig. l. Sorne ofthe seams in this field average even more than 
5% res in. Such resinous coals are al so found in Colorado, New 
Mexico, and Wyoming. 

WASATCH PLATEAU 
GOAL FIELD 

;:;:;:;._ -:t: DEER CREEK 

TAAIL M~~:::~ .iirDES-BE-DOVE 

\.,:••::.•::·· 
Ftg. 1-Mme locattons 1n the Wasatch Plateau coalfleld.Preparatton 
plants located at Price River, Beaver Creek, King, and Plateau. 

Fossil rcsin has bcen recovered from the Wasatch Platcau 
coalfield intermittently since 1929 by gravity and/or flotation 
processes. Resin production nevertheless has been on a very 
small scale. Ofthe fourcoal preparation plants in the Wasatch 
Plateau coalfield (US Fue!, Plateau, Bcaver Creek, and Price 
River). only one plant (US Fue!) recovers this valuable re
source at a rather low leve! of production. 

Resin concentratcs thus produced are usually refined by 
solvent extraction and precipitation. Such purified rcsins 
typically have a molecular weight of about 730, a mclting 
point ofabout 170°C, andan iodine numberof about 145. The 
product, at the present time, has a market value of approxi
mately $1.00/kg and is used in the adhesive, rubber, vamish, 
enamel. paint and coatings, thennoplastics, and in k industries. 
Most recently, it has been suggested that these resins could 
ha ve a special value as fcedstock for high density jet fuels. 

In the recovery of res in from coa l. most of the res in phase 
is liberated ata relatively coarse size, approximately 20 mesh, 
and has a variable shade of rcsinous yellow/brown color. In 
addition to its color, the resin is distinguished by a spe<;ific 
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gravity of about 1.00 to 1.08 g/cm'. From a chcmical stand
point, the resin is characterized as being considerably lcss 
aromatic than other coa! macerals with an aromaticity of0.16 
to 0.23, compared to more than 0.60 for other coa! macerals as 
determined by nuclear magnetic resonance (Wender, r 
1981). Recent thermogravimetric and spectrometric 
NMR) analysissuggests that the fossil resins from the Wasa¡ch 
Plateau region consist of macromolecular aggregates com
posed ofpolymerized sesquiterpenoids (Crelling, et al., 1987); 
see Fig. 2. Further, the structural difference between resin and 
other coa! macerals manifests itself by a slight difference in 
the respective hydrophobicities of the two components as 
revealed in Table l. 

SESOUITEAPENOIDS 1 C,5 1 

DECREASI NG DENSITY 

Fig. 2-Sesquiterpenoid structures similar te the fossil res1n structure 
found in Utah coals. 

Table 1- Bubble Attachment·Time Measurements for Resin and 
Coal Particles from the Hia'watha Seam, Utah (Particle Size 
212x300~m. pH 6.5) and Contact-Angle Measurements for 

Polished Samptes (Miller and Y e, 1988). 

Component 
Resm 
Coal 

Bubble Attachment 
Time,ms 

5.0 
150 

Contacl Angle, 
degrees 

58·59 
48·51 

From this small difference in the respective hydrophobici
ties, it might be expected that a flotation scparation would be 
possible as has been reponed (Green, 1930; Klepetko, et al., 
1947, 1950, 1952). However, becausc the diffcrence in the 
respective hydrophobicities of coa! and res in is not great, the 
flotation separation of res in from coa! is poor, anda multistage 
flotation circuit is needed e ven to produce a res in concentrate 
of modest quality. In this regard, efforts have been made to· 
improve resin flotation from coa! by controlled reagent addi
tion (Laros and Pick, 1983) and by using coa! depressants/ 
oxidants (Arabidzc. et al.. 1980). Only modest success has 
been realized. 

Also, it has been found that the high-capacity air-sparged 
hydrocyclone is effective for the flotation of fine resin from 
coal using a traditiOnal reagcnt schedule. Resin concentrates 
containing about 50% resin can be produced in a single stage 
of flotation ata dry solids specific capacity of about 91 t/d/m' 
(100 tpd per cubic ft) of cell volume (Miller, et al., 1986). 

Research efforts at the University ofUThave been devotcd 
to finding a more cffcctive coa! dcprcssant in orderto incrcase 
the difference in hydrophobicity betwcen resin and coa! and 
hence makc a more selectivc flotation separation. The results 
from this research program are reportcd herein, and, most 
significantly, it has been found that ozone conditioning for ."-. 
coa! depression is particulariy effectivc (Millerand Y e, 19&,~' 

"~~ 

Evaluation of flotation reagents 

Thc flrst effort made in this study was to evaluate flotation 
strategies to improvc the scparation cfficicncy for resin con

!Jentration. The resin/coal slurry samples were taken from a 
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BIOTECHNOLOGY APl'I.IEO TO RAW fiATEPIAL~ PlWCESSING 

S, K. Kawatra ~P~ T. e, Ei~cle 
DepartnPr,t of Metallurgical F:ngineering 

Michigan Technological t!niversit'jo' 
Houghton, MI 49931 

Abstract 

Recent advance~ iu .,dcrobioloqy t-ave m.:td(' thc applicatier> c-f bint:Pch
nology te ~Pt:.:tllurgical processes po~sible. Hydrometallurgy ~tanrls to gain 
the rrost from the use of mirroorganis~s, as they are useful for both 
dissolut1cm ilids and for removir.g meti!lS from solution. ThP rlevelopment of 
genetic engineering techniques promises to grcatly incrPase the importance 
of hioprocessing of metals and fi1Ír>Prals by the year 7000, 

In this paper, thP hasic effects of microorganisms on mctallur~ical 
procf'!:s~s are reviewed, and the applications which /'lrP C'Urrently either in 
use or near being used are presPnted. RPprPsentativc data collPrted at 
Michigan Technological University is also given. 

Metallurgical Pnla•set ror the Year 2000 and ~yond 
Edited by H. Y. Sohn and E.S. Ge1lr.in 
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Introducti0n 

Many hydrometallurgical opcrations exist wh1ch are thermodynamically 
possible, but which are industrially impractical due to slow kinetics, high 
reagent costs, or the neerl for a hiqhly corrosivP environment. However, 
recent discoveries in microbiology indicate that in many cases these 
difficulties can be reduced greatly by the action of bacteria and other 
microorganisms (1-8). 

A majar advantage of using living orq<misms in hyrlrometallurgy is that 
once the culture is established the microorgani~ms produce their own 
reagents either from the material being processPrl or from low-cost nutrier.t 
supplements. They thus allow extremely complex chemical reactions to be 
carried out at reasonable cost. The maJor rlrawback of using micnl<'rganisms 
is their inahility to tolerate extremely high temper;1turf's, üxcessivC! 
concentrations of toxic meta~s, or very highly acirlic, alkaline, or 
corrosive conrlitions. However, the complex reactions which hacteria make 
possible frequently elimin<~t~ l l1c need for su eh extrf!Mf' condi tions. Al so, 
in recent years a numher of organisms havc bef'n isolated from such c~otic 
environments as hot springs and deep-ocean VPnts which can tolcratc 
temperatures higher than was previously thought pnssible for any organism, 
and can catalyze a number of metallurgical1y i~portant reactions (A). 

Of the numerous potent1al applications for microhial processing, only 
a few, notably the dump leaching of copper and uranium, are currPnt1y used 
industrially (8). In their present fairly primitive leve] of development, 
many biohydrometallur~ical processes are too slow to be econo~ical. 
HowevPr, work is underway at ~1ichigan Technolog1caJ University and 
elsewhere to develop methods f0r speeding up these pror:esses. Thi~ .,,¡11 
result 1n bichydrometallurgy bf'ing well developed and widely used by the 
beginning of the next century. 

~1icro.q_rganism Charactf'ri st ics 

Microorganisms can be conveniently classificd according lo what they 
"eat", as given in Tahle l. The two P•ost familiAr types of organisms i'lre 
the chemoheterotrophs, which f'xt.ract energy from chemical reactions and 
construct cellular material from organic compounds, <1nd the 
photoautotrophs, which extract energy from light and constrnrt ct'llular 

Tablr 1: Classification of ~licror>rganisms 

Lithotrophs 

Chemohf'terotrophs 

Photoautotrophs 

Photoheterot.rophs 

Energy Source 

inorganic chcmical 
reactions 

chemical reactions 

sunJ iqht 

sunlight 
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Carbon Source 

co, 

org<mic 
chemicals 

co, 

orgéud e 
chemicals 

Examples 

Thiohacillus -----· fcrrooxidans, 
~ulfolobus 

species 

nost bacteria, 
all fungi, And 

protozoans 

photosynthPtic 
hat"tPrl a, algae 

rnrple <In<'! 

gr ecn sulfur 
bacteria 

3 

·. 

~· 

material from carl•on dioxidf' and water. 1'0Wf'Vt>r, t.he iMpact of th<·se 
organisms on minC!ra1s and dissolved metals is typically minimal. The 
lithotrophs are much more important for hydrometallurgical applications, as 
these organisms extract the1r metabolic f'nergy from inorganic chemical 
rea("tions, such as the oxidation of metals to more soluble forms. Such 
organisms are therefore often usPful for acce1erating oxidatJv~ leaching 

reactions (9). 

A ma]or considerat1on in any type of bioproce!':f;iflg 1s that, unlike 
chemical reagents, the crlls can reproduce when conditions are favorahlf', 
and die when they are n0t. It is therefore neces~ary to more carefully 
control the conditions in a biorcactor than in a reactor which uses or.ly 
chemical reagents. In general, a bacterial p0pulation in a batch proce!':s 
will behave as shown in FigurP 1, assuming that thP initial conditions arP 
suitahle for growth. For a short period aftPr addition, the 
microorganisms will not reproduce. as they arP adjustinq their met<~holisms 
to the prevailing ccnditions. Following this "lag phase", thc orqani~m~. 
wi l 1 C!nter the expClflf'nti al grmo~th phase, where cell s are actively 
reprmluc1ng and few or non e are tlying. Eventual} y, however, sorne f<~ctor 
such as l1mited nutrirmt supply, toxil'! C\cC.umulatiC'!n, or a short<'lgP of 
living s¡::ace causes the micr0organisms to ~ie as fast as they reproduce, 
and the cell numbers hecome rClughly constant:. 11ltimately, conditions 
become such that the culture can no longer maintain i1s r.umhcrs, ar.d 
wholesale dertth of cells results. Thf! oct.ivity of a culture of cells is 
greatest when they are in the exponential growth phase, 1H1f1 this :ondition 
is thf'refore preferrcd for biohydrometallurgical applirations. S1ncf' high 
ccll numhers are also desirable, the cptinum c<•ndition is exponent i<tl 
yrowth with the culture just short of entering th(• strtt.ionary phase. The 
cell concentraticm at which this occur!'l can h~ ir.creased by redudnq the 
influcnces of limiting factors, !'luch as by increasing the concentrations of 
critica! nutricnts and by increasing thc tolerance of the mi t:rocrganisMs to 
the tcx]n~ produced by their activity. 

Bas~c Eio~etallurgical Proces!'les 

TbPre are three general \.•ay~ in which microbes can he u¡::;eful in 
r1etallurgy: 1) as aids in the dissolution of nim•rnls in water soluticol"~l 
2) as agents for <tltering the surface cher.'listry of n}nPral particles, and 
3) as selective accu~ulators of Metal ions from dilute sclutiClP~. r.~ch of 
these applic·at.ions dPpcnd on completely different prope1tiP~ of the cells 
used, rtnd therefore the micro0rg;misms best suited for Par.h cliffer qre<'ltly 

from ene annthf'r. 

Biolf'i'lching 

MinerAl lraching is the nnly type t'f biometallur9'ical process which is 
currently usecl on an industrial scalc. ThP (lrganit.rns which hA"(' be>f'n f'lOSt 
int€'nsively userl are bactf'ria of t,he qenus ThiC'bacillll!=, which gt>t thei~ 
!l'etabolic ent>rgy froTT' the oxidi'lticJ• nf sulfur compounc'ls to st.d fA tes. Sl.nce 
~ulfat:es are typically much ll'ore soluble than the cr.rrf''>P(>J'ldl.nq sulfidPs, 
these hacteriñ are v<"!ry usPful for sulfldf' ¡njpf'r~l leaching. Thr: two J'lOSt 
impnrtant of thPse org<~nisrrs are Thio_!'~.!_l.J.u.s ferrccxidans and Th~nba_c,i}_l)-1~ 
thiccxidans, which frPf'!tlently nccur in a naturnl rdx~d ~u}ture ".:h,ch 

0xidi;~P.; ·...,¡;Jfirles mor'! rapidlv thar. can be donC! by eitht'r otquntsM alnnc. 
}l. number of other !;tllfur-(lxir'lizing hacteria hav<" ~tlso l">een disccvf'rPd, Mld 
th"re tull capatilitie~, arP currently h('ing P.Xpl0rcd {10,11). fl(l~f''J~r, thc 
Thicba.cillus cultures will naturallv arise i"- l•t·•"~P <~T'd ilull'p lcachtr.q 
operiit-[¡;05' ~ithout the nPed for <,pec:1tir: inoculattoP, wl•ich 1'> a row~"rfn1 
¡.¡rgunent ir. the1r favor (17). 
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. mb rs over t.ime in a batch culturE'. 

variation of hacte~1al nu ~ for certain chemohP.tcrotrophic 
The time s,cale variPS f~om our~s such as T. ferrooxictans. The 
bacteria to weeks for llthotr?P t will often be able to increase 
addition of supplemental nu~rlen s tinuous 
the maximum cell concentratlon as shown. In a ~on h 

's possible to maintain a culture ln t e 
reaction, it • - f 11 

growth phase by controlled removal o ce 5 • expontential 

The mechanisms through which T. ferr~~~;:~~: a:: !~n~h~~~~:ans 
oxidize ~ulfide m~nera:s are not fu~l~ ~~at the b~cteria be either 
biochemical react¡ons lnvol~e~ re~u ~he mineral surface. However, the 
contacting or in clo~e proxlmltY 0 'd t rmed indirect oxidation, can 

h . used by T ferrooxl ans, e 
primary mee anum ·, · ----¡etely dissociated from any 
proceed even.when the bacter1:n:r~a~o~~erefore be examined fairly easily. 
particular m1neral particle, f i iron from ferrous iron, 
In this pathway, the bacteria generate err e 
according to the reaction: 

Sjnce this j~ an cxothermic rPartion, the bacteria can gain ~P.tahol1c 
energy from the procp~s. The ferrir iron gen~l~ted can then attack sulfide 
~Inerals, pyrite for example: 

+3 +2 -4 ... 
F'eS

2 
+ 14 Fe + 81!

2
0 ... 15 Fe + 750

4 
+ 16H 

with th"' ferrous iron producPc1 then heing reoxidizcrl by thf' hactcria 
(13-16). While thi!:. reaction will ncrur Pvcn in the ahf=ence of bacteria, 
the regenctation of ferric iron Is ;,c·rf"lP.rated severa! hunrlred fold by T. 
ferrooxírlans. Since the solubilit.y of ferríc iron is very low whcn thePH 
is high~r than abcut 4, indirect 0xidatíon can obviously only be irnportant 
in acid solution~ (13). For thís rea:.on sulfide-oxirlizing bar.tPria which 
can USl' thís pathway are specifirally adapted to solutions with a pll 
betwe~n 1.5 and 3 ar.d W111 be kil~f"d jf the pH exceeds 4. 

Although bacteria greatly incrcase the oxidation rate of sulfide 
mincrals, the reactions arP still frequently too slow to be inrlustrially 
practica!. Often the reaction rAte cculd bP increased by simply incrN1sinq 
the temptorature, but the maximum temperature is limit-ed by the heat 
tolP-rance o! the orqanisms used. In the case of thP. Thiobacilli, this 
maximum is around 35-40"C. However, numerous examples of bacteria have 
been isolated from !'lulfurous hot sprir.gs ":'Orldwide which live at
temperatures from 60-98"C. Sorne of these bacteriA, such as the Sulfolobu!'l 
genus, oxicHze and reduce sulfur anrl !ron compounds (11). FlaetPria have 
also been isolated from undersea hydrcthermal vpnts which grow at high 
pressure and at temperatures somewhat above IOO"C, and may t.hP.refore be 
usefu1 for Pxctic appli~ations ~uch as in-situ leaching of extreme! y rleep 
nineral deposits. Unlike the Thiohacillus genus, the!:e high-temperature 
organisms typically require organic nutrient supplements. Also, as a 
result of their adaptation to high temperatures the cells arp sornewhat 
fragile, and may be torn apart in high-shear applications (11). 

Mineral Surface __ Alteration 

Many microorganisms have the aLility to attach themselves to solid 
sur faces, either bE'cause the surface supplies sorne nutrient to the cPll or 
simply to keep the cel1 from being randomly swept away by flowing watPr 
{9). This attachment occurs rapidly, typically in times shorter than 15 
minutes, and can be very selectivc. Lithotrophic hactPria in particular 
will often specifically attach to those minerals which they can most 
effectively degrade, and wil1 be attracted to crystalline imperfcctions 
whcre dissolution will occur most rapidly (17). Since the surface 
chemistry of a bacteria! cel1 is quite different from that of the mineral 
surface, this would be expected to strongly influence.the behavior of the 
mineral in processes such as froth flotation or oil agglomeration. A 
typical application would be the use of bacteria to depress pyrite during 
coa! flotation. Since attachment is far more rapid t.han dissolution, 
hacterially-aided flotation may very wel1 be prefcrable to bacteria! 
leachíng for certaín minPral ~ystems. 

Bioaccumulatic:-n 

It has been founrl that many microorganisms are capable of specifically 
, adsorbing metal ions from di! u te solution (8). This is particular! y useful 

for treatment of mininq and processing effluents, with low-cost hiomass 
being us~d to remove and concentrate heavy metals. Depending on the metal 
adsorhed, lt may be possible to use dead biomass instead of living cells, 

. .e--· 



thus r('rluc1ng the control prol•lcms wll!ch re~,ult fror• P'c!lllliltninq Iivc 
::ulture:.. (18). 

Thc microorganisms useful for bioaccumulati0n can be of any type, and 
need not be spccif1cally Jithotrophic. Oftcn, the accumulation of metals 
is a side effect of the cell metaboltsm, with the metals accumulatpd 
poisoning the cell. Since the microorganisms are not gaining useful 
material from the adsorbed ions, and ind('crl may be killed by thc~, it is 
preferable to grcw the microbPn in a separatc vcssel, and only add thPm to 
the process when they are in the optimum cond1tion for metal adsorption. 

Current Applications 

A number of promising applications of bacteria te> mf'tallurgy have been 
identified in the laboratory, part1cularly in the 1ast few years {8), 
However, very few are currently applied industrially. This l1m1ted 
application is due more to a lack of developmpnt than to any insurmountable 
fail1ng of bactcriill processing. The most common problf!m with 
bioprocessing, and particularly f0r l~ing processPs, is the long 
leaching time frequently reouired. t~c primary thrust of rPsParch in 
bioleaching is therefore to improve its kinetics. Until the dissolution 
rate can be increased, only leach1ng rrocesscs where spppd is not 
~ssential, such as dump and in-situ leaching, will be pract1cal. 

~-r· Leaching 

Bioleaching of copper minPrals hils hPf'n carriPd O\lt !'linc-e at least the 
17th ce~tury, although the nec~~sity for bacter1al action tn acid dump 
leaching was not d1scovercd until th~ ~?rly 1940'~ The bact~ria 
responsible fcr copper leaching are genPrally ThiohacillPs spec1es, 
particularly T. ferrooxidans. Most important copper- ~·(n'f.-rals, including 
oxides, carbonate~. ilnd ~ilicat~s as well a~ ~ulfidPs, ilre either nilturally 
soluble in sulfuric acid or become soluble aftpr hf'inq indirectly nxidi?ed 
by bacteria. Bacteria! leaching of copper is particularly useful when 
pyrite is present in the ore, as it can then generate hoth 1ts own acid and 
the dissolved iron needed for indirec-t oxidat1on. Thi~ obviously keeps 
reagent costs low {19). If insufficient pyrite 1s present, thp nec~S$ary 
iron can be dissolved during ccmentation of the copper fro~ solution with 
mctallic iron. 

Current copper leaching pract1ce is restrictpcl to heap and dump 
leaching (19). However, in-si tu bact('rial leaching i~ also o strong 
possibility. The ma)or hurrlle is the difficulty of unif0rmly supplying 
well-oxygenated leaching solutions to the ore bnrly. One method bPing 
investig<~ted is to carry out hactPrial iron oxidatinn ir• zeactors on the 
surface, and the11 t0 pump the fcrric 1ror:/e.u1 furic acicl solution throuoh 
the ore body, leavi~g the bact(:'ria behincl, as shown in Figure 2. whil~ 
t:his improves the aeration situation, it also el1minates m{•st of the 
contribution of bacteria which d1rectly oxidize sulfur, i'lr.cl need to hP in 
contact with the mineral surfacc. rn addition to lcaching using 
Thiobacillus species, there is potential for us1ng organisms from hot 
springs and depp-sea hydrothPrmal vents for 1n-sit\1 leaching of very deep, 
high temperaturP dPpcsits which cannot be Ptonomically m1ned by any other 
means (8,11). 

Coal 

Although biopr0cessing has not bf'en applied to coal 0n an indu!=1.r1al 
scale, a number of possible applications have bP€'n examinf'd in t.he 
laboratory. The prH'lary thrust has heen in cnal (lcsulfurizat1on {?l-32), 
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Gen3ral jn-s1tu learhtng i'lrranqement. For lP<orhinq Z5 coppeÍ 3by 
Fe.._ in acid solut1on, thP bacteria] oxidation of FP t,o F'e 
car. t.e carriPd out ahov€'-ground. Thc oxirli7.Pc1 H·lution is then 
pumped through the permeable orP b0dy. 1'hi~ allows fcr thorcugh 
aeratio~ of thP solut1on during the iron rcoxl~iltion, whir.h would 
be diffirnlt_ underground. 

although somP work has also been donP rf'cN!.tly in hiolooical l¡qucfication 

(20). 

SincP a ~ajar portion of thP sulfur in co~l is in th~ fn1~ of pyrite, 
most researcb h,,rc:: fnruserl on bacterial disc;olution of pyritic <;tJJfur. ThP 
r~.1r.t i o1•s ore thercf0re si~i l a.r t o tho~e enrn11ntero•rl i ro ccpper 1 t!<lching, 
and can b(' rarried out by Thiobac-illus spf·c:i~s. How~v~r. heap iln(l rlurr1p 
leaching of coc.l c.re not gP.nf'.rally suit<~ble for denulfuri?.at-ir.r, as remov?J 
0f pyr1te is not snfficiently completr. ~1ore Pxr,..nr;ive m~thcrl~, sur:h as 
stirrpd tcnk reactors, arE> t.hf'rPfore requirE'rl, ann thP nrc to thrcn Wf'ek 
rf'<;idf'nce times nec~·~sary makc cr1p1tal co~t.e. prohihitivc (JO). Tl•e>rouqh 
oxvoc>r.at1on, such as hv thP use: of pa~huc<'l tank rC'aclr:>rs, prod11cr.~ i'l 

!'i~~if1cant incrP.asf' i~ leach1ng ratc: cv0r Sll".ple st.irred reactors, r1~ 
shown ir. results col lected at !iichigan Technnlogical t:nivf!r~Ity fFigUrP 3). 

ThP.se results show tha1: for an Ohio c0al, pachuc<J tanks reduce thc lag 
pf'riod by about- three (lftys, or 25\, and itlcreasr> thE- ultimat~ ryritP 
removal. Ho~·p•rrr, equipl'lr:nt rles1gn hns not yet iMproved learhing 
perfor~a!Jc-e sufficiertly to make tlns means of coal tif!e.tJlfmi?.at¡nn 

"'C(>nnr'li ca 1 . 
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Comparision of the bacteria! leaching of pyrite from coa! in 
pachuca tank5 and shake flasks. The superior aeration of thP. 
pachuca tanks produces a significant increase in the leaching 
rate, and also results in a greater ultimate removal of pyrite 
from the coal. 
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The use of hi9h-temperature bact~ri~ ~f the Sulfolobu~ ~enus is al~o 
heing inVP!Jtigated ter pyrite remcwal (24) as the increa!' '!lperature5 
produce a corrPspondi ng i nc:rease in 1 eachi ng rAte. Wh i 1 e decrP<'HH'5 
tbl:' Pquiplflert volume needf'd, the C'pPrating cost j~ incrP.aseci dueto thC' 
higher cnergy cons:umption. It has br>en ~uggPsted that thn leaching 
operAtion be instaJled at thP power plant, 50 that thP process can be 
heated by the wastp heat frof'l thc generators, thus obtaininq thc h!'at for 
frPP. 

An alternate, much more rapid mean~ of using b~cteria to removc pyritP 
depend!" on selective attachruE'nt of bacteria to the pyri tP !";llrface (33-38). 
The bacteria coating the pyrite particle~ make the particle~ ~trongly 
hydr0philic, and thus increAs;e the ahility of prcct::~ses such as froth 
flotation and oil agglomeration to distinquish betwcen coal anrl pyrite. A 
r.umber of invP~tigAtors have used Thi0hacillus ferrooxidans for this 
purpO!=:E', with reasonable success:. Rec;n·t work at Michigcm Technologjcal 
University has shown that many, and perhaps ~Jl, other microorganisms are 
alsc capable of preventing pyrite flotation, rPgArdless of whPther or not 
they ~r~ lithotrophic. Inderd, these other organisms may well he superio1 
to Thiobacillus species for this purpose. Further investigAtion in this 
area is currently und~rway. The majar limttation, as with any physical 
separation, is the need for nearly complete libPration of thc pyritP fTOf'l 
the coal. This technique will therrfore only be pr.:.c-tical when the coal js 
very fine, and will therefore he most beneficia! for such processPr. as 
column flotation and sel~ctive flocculation. 

Jn addition to the sulfur contained in pyritE' inclusions, coal 
cont<~.ins a substantial amount of organir:-ally hound sulfur which is very 
difficult to remove. There have been sorne indication~. however, that 
certain bacteria may bE' able to remove much nf this organic sulfur without 
completely destroying the coal structure. Whil~ no organisms have yet 
shown an unequivoca) ability to do this, a number of bacteria are known 
which can degrade specific ~uJfur-carbon compounds similar to those found 
in coal. Further mutation and selection of these bacteria may make 
possihle the low-cost ref'loval cf all sulfur from coal (0). 

Quite rrcently, it has been discovered that certain wood-~ecomposing 
fungi can partial Jy or complete! y liquPfy sorne low-rank coal!'l, particularly 
highly-oxidized lignites (20). ThP cnals are converted into ~ complex 
mixturf> of water-!wluble organic Hqulds, which may hl" usr>ful in a variety 
of chemical applications. Initial results arP reported to be highly 
variable, and so the value of this technique is not yet known. 

Gold 

Probably the most important application of biotrchnology to gold 
recovery will be the treatment of refractory ores to inrrease gold 
dissolution during cyanide leaching (39, 40). In many such ore!'l, finPly 
divided gold is encapsulated in pyrite particles and cannot he reached by 
the cyanide solutions unless the ore is very finely ground. An altPrnative 
to grinding is to use bacteria to selectively dissolve enough of the pyrite 
to expose thc gold, and then to leach with cyanide in the normal fashion. 
It is of course necessary to do this in two steps, both becau~e cyanide 
will kili the bacteria and because pyrite dissolution must h~ carried out 
in acid solution while cyanide leaching requires alkaline condition!'l. The 
use of hacteria keeps the cost of pyrite dissolution ata reasonahle leve!, 
and since it is only necessary to dissolve a fraction of the pyrit~ to 
expose the gold, the leaching time can be kept to a fl"W days. 
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Uranium 

ThP dissolution of uranium in acid solution 1s greatly increasPd by 
thc prr~encr of Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, as th~ ferric iron produced b~ 
this bacteria oxidizes the uranium from UO to thc much more soluble uo
(41,42,19). A typical application has bee~ to U~P ñcidic mine water 2 

containing these bacteria to wash c'lown the stopes and pillars in the mine, 
and then to extract the dissolved uranium from the ~ater (41). Microbial 
leaching will also be useful for in-situ mininq of uranium, using 
t:cchniques similar to thnse beinq invcstigatetl for cnpper. ln add1t1on, 
uranium concentration by adsorption 1n bioma:-.s i:¡ possible (43). 

Nickel and Cobalt 

Economical dissolution of nickel and cobalt from low-grade laterites 
requires the addition of complexing agents to increase the1r so1ubility. 
It has been found that the metaholic products which many organisms produce 
from glucose, such as citric, tártaric, and pyruvic acids, are useful for 
this purpose (44). Unlike leaching w1th lithotrnphic bacteria, a nutriPnt 
sources other than thr ore is needed, usually Jn the form of a low-cost 
organic additive such as glucose. It may he practica! to provide nutrit>nts 
through the use of photoautotrophic organisms such as algae (45), and thus 
use sunlight to provide the necessary energy to the process. 

The adsorption of nickel from solution hy a Pseudomonas specie~ has 
been reported, which may be useful for trP.ating wastewater. ThP nickel 
adsorption appears to be a ~imple exchange for maqn('sium in the outer 
membrane. However, nickel tolera~ce of existing .trains 1s not sufficient 
for greatly concentrat~ng the nickel {46). 

Seleniuro ----·-

Recent ~ork by the.~ureatl ~f Mines has been concerned with reducing 
the amount of seleniuro in process waste waters and in aaricultural runoff. 
It has been discovered that certain bacter1a isolat~d f;om brackish-wat('r 
marshes are capable of reducing soluble selen~tP 1ons to sPlCnlte and 
ultimately to insoluble elemental seleniuf'1. Tr.c organisms which do this 
are heterotrophic, and thereforf' require organic nutrients. Approximately 
95\ of the dissolved selenium is removed by this mpaps, and since the 
seleniuro is not adsorbed permanently by the cells they are not ki1led in 
the process (47). 

Radium 

For the adsorption of meta1s surh as radium frnm wa~trw~ter streams, 
thc microorgani~ms used need not be aliv(' 0r nf a rart1cular sp('c¡es. Work 
with killed sludge from sewage treatment plñnts h<ls shown that this 
material is u~eful for removing radiurro frol'l uranium mine runcff, which can 
then be di~posed of proper1y. Thr rr1mary difficulty has hcen that the 
biomass partic1es were too small to bf' PasllY rf!moved frcm thP. runoff 
stream aftf'r loading with radium. This problem hil~ b0Pn rN~uccd by the 
development of a technique for fo1ming biorra~.s pellpts whict> are 1arqe 
enough to be eas1ly removed, and suff1c1ently porrus to hP. rfrcctive 
adsorbers. Since the material use<l a~ adsorbpnt 1s 1tself ll wa<;te prcduct, 
the cost of this technolo~y is quit~ low (43). 

Ccnclusions 

Biological processing of l'lincrals ~nci metals i~ 2 raridly grQwing, 
d1ver~e fielrl whose importaPrP will berome cons1dcrahle in th~ nr.xt 
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century. l1SII'9 naturally or..:Lur, LI"J '"" ...... ,\!""·~•" ., 
techniqurs are already possible which will reduce th(' ((•St. of recf'vering 
and pur1fying raw materials. The use of genetic engineering techniques 
will allow organisms to be precisely tailored to thc1r applicntions, and 
thus i!'lprove their effectiveness. Also, the utilization of organisms which 
live in rxtreme environments will allow biomPtallurqical proces!;f>~ tn be 
carried out at hiqher trmperatures and under conrlit1ons which wr.rr oncP 
b~lieved to he impossihle for living organisms. 

The majar factor limiting the applicaticn nf bjohydrometallurgy is the 
short time since most of the application!: Wf'r~ first c'li~covere(l. 

Implementation of this technology therefore r~quircs a great deill of work 
ir. ar~as such as reactor design and proc~ss scaleup. 
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Analysis of Wet Grinding Circuit Control Using 
Inferential Particle Size Measurement 

S.K. Kawatra and R.A. Scitz 

Abtract-The use of inferential particle sizing Jor closed 
wet gn'nding circuit control has been practiced for several 
years. This paper presents a review of sorne infcrentialsizing 
equatúms developed Jor pilot and industrial plants u.sing 
regreJSion analysis. An analytical development is then 
presented showing how the general inferentzal sizing model 
arises Jrom the nature of the claJJifier model. The relation 
between the general sizing model and .the individual 
equations is then discussed. 

lntroduction 

The development af mathematical models capable of 
describing classifier performance and relating it to circuit 
operating variables permits the da.ssifier to be used as an on
line sizing instrwnent. 1bis use provides two additional 
benefits over the use of altemative mcthod.s of on-line size 
analysis (Hinde and Llayd, 1975; Kawatra et al., 1979): 

• Data from the instrumentation used for infcrring par
ticle size provides significant information on the perform· 
ance af the grinding circuit, and 

• Problerns associated with the sampling of high-valume 
slurry streams are avoided along with their errors. 

A nwnber of concentrators have implemented grinding 
circuit control using inferential sizing. for forward and 
reverse closed wet circuits with spiral, rakc, and cyclonc 
classifiers. l'b.is approach is based on an experimental 
analysis by Raa (1966) af the effect af changes in aperating 
variables on the performance of cyclones. The following is a 
revicw of the sizing equations dcveloped at sorne of these 
milis. 

• Asarco's Silvcr Bcl! hall_ mil! cyclane circuit (Lynch, 
1977): 

In(%+ 65mesh) = Ko + K¡MFO- K2MFW- K3 
FF + K4 TW (l) 

S.K. Kawatra, member SME, associate professor, and R.A. Seltz, 
member SME, graduate student, are with Michigan Technolog· 
ical University, Houghtan, MI. SME preprint 82·18, SME-AIME 
Annual Meeting, Dalias, TX, Feb. 1982. Manuscript Oct. 1982. 
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to Aug. 31,1984. 
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• Climax Malybdenum Co. ball mili cyclane circuit 
(Manning and Chang, 1977): 
lag(% + lOO mesh) = 1.554 + 0.00004 MFO - 0.0001 
MFW + 0.0002 FF (2) 
Mter additional data collection, this equation was reeval· 
uated and becarne 
lag(% + lOO mesh) = 1.294 + .00263 FF 
- .00033 MFW (3) 
hall mill/spiral claJJifier circuit (Manning, 1978): 
% + lOO m = - 8.622 + .875 Dcnsity + 0.0297 FF 
+ 3.0285 CLR - 0.00323 CL (4) 

• Mowu lsa Mines Number 1 concentrator, hall mili/ 
cyclane circuit (Lynch, 1977): 
lag(% - 200 mesh) = 1.8995 - 0.00299 FF + 0.002638 
MFW - 0.01475 P (5) 
Due to difficulties in measuring prcssure, the pressure term 
was removed and this equation was dcvcloped: 
lag(%- 200mesh) =K¡ MFW- K2MFO-

~FF+K4 ~ 

Control of the Numbcr 4 conccntrator has been instituted 
using an even simpler equatian (Fcwings et al .. 1979): 
%- 200mesh =K¡- K2FF + KsBMW (7) 

• Pinto Valley hall mill/cyclanc circuit (Watts ct al., 1978) 

% + 65mesh =K¡+ K2LN(CFV.CFD) 
+ K3 LN CPP (8) 

• New Broken Hill Consolidatcd Ltd. hall mill/rake 
claJJificr (Lynch, 1977): 
% + 63!' = 0.067 FF + 26.7 dcnsity (9) 

• Pilot circuits: 
Ball mill/cyclane (Watson et al., 1970): 

% - 200 mesh = 66.38 - 2. 74 FF + .33 BMW 

-.50M~ (l~ 

Ball mill/cyclane (Wiegal, 1973): 
% - 325 mesh = 154.07 - .4944 MFO - .2259/MFW(ll) 

Later, using additional data, this model was rccvaluated 
and changed ta 

? % - 325 mesh = 70.34 + 1.043 MFW - .724 MFO (12) 
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Table 1" -Operating Log forUnited Nuclear and C·E Natco SX Systems 

Feed Organic Strip Feed Pregnant Barren Strip. Pregnant [xtr. 
Rate Rate Rate Con e Raffinate Organlc Organ1c Effic. Stnp Hf1c. 

Date ~ .i!L!!!!cl. ~ .iill...!!~) lillJ!AJ) .lú!.J!:¡!!,) .w.!.J!:¡!!,) _,_ ig¿}_J!~) _,_ 

UNITED NUCLEAR SX SYSTEM 

10-28-80 6050 2460 76 0.370 0.0111 1.218 0.0732 94.0 42.3 97 .o 
10-29-80 6050 2460 76 0.422 0.0030 1.195 0.0558 95.3 37.1 99.3 

10-30-80 5300 2460 95 0.438 0.0038 1.193 0.0398 96.7 39.0 99.1 

C-E NATCO ELECTROSTATIC SX PILOT SYSTEM 

10-28-80 370 150 5. 7 0.408 0.0059 1.119 0.0976 91.3 39.7 98.6 

10-29-80 460 160 6.1 0.441 0.0038 1.382 0.1125 91.9 32.0 99.1 

10-30-80 590 130 1 .a 0.453 0.0109 N.A. N.A. 39.5 97.6 

"'All analyses performed by United Nuclear 

Fields on Coalescence in Liquid-Liquid Systerns," Trans. 
Far. Soc., 57, 2027-2040. 

Electrostatic coalescers have been shown to offer two ad
vantages over conventional mixer-settlers in a uraniwn SX 
system. First, electrostatic coalescers operate at much higher 
liquid loading rates than gravity settler.;, thereby reducing 
plant size and reagent inventaries. At a feed rate of 8 Lis 
(125 gpm) the C-E Natco SX system operated at six times 
the liquid loading rate of conventional mixer-settler.;. 
Secondly, the use of electrostatic coalescence reduced aqueous 
communication between extraction and stripping circuit5. • 
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Devclopment of General Inferential Sizing Model 

The development of mathematical models reponed by 
Lynch (1977) and Plitt (1971, 1973) that are capable of 
simulating classifier performance, permits the cla.ssifier to 
be u.sed asan on-line sizing sensor. 1bis use ofthe cla.ssifier 
in the inference of panicle size is based on the reduced ef
ficiency curve, relating d/d5o, to E,(d), and relationships 
between dsoc and circuit operating variables. 

lf f(d) is the fraction of partides of size d in the feed, and 
Rr is the fractional recovery of water to the underflow, the 
fraction of panicles of size d subject to classification is 

f(d) (l·Rr) (13) 
The recovery of this fraction to the classifier fine product is 
f(d) (I-R¡) [1-E,(d)J (14) 
The total recovery of panicles to the overflow is 

dmax 

L f(d) (I-R¡) [1-E,(d)] 
(15) 

d=O 

Hence, the size distribuúon of the overflow can be calculated 

f(d) [1-E,(d)J 
f0 ¡¡{d) = ------

dmax 
L f(d) [1-E,(d)] (16) 

d=O 
Thus, the percentage of panicles in the classifie~ overflow 
finer than size D, i:e. PMD, is 

D 
L f(d) [1-Eo(d)] 
d=O 

PMD = 100('-------

dmax 
L f(d) [1-E,(d)] 

d=O 

(17) 

Note that the size distribution of the overflow can be deter
mined without knowledge of R¡. 

Plitt (1971, 1973) modeled the relationship between E,(d) 
and d/ d5o, using 
E,;(d) = 1 - exp[- .693l(d/d5o,)m] (18) 
The Schuhmann equation can be used to represent the 
cumulative size distribution of ore panicles 
P¡ = 0.5[d/f(50)]a (19) 

Lowrison (1974) stated that the exponent a is dependent 
on the comminution process and gave typical valucs for 
crusher/rod mili products and ball mili products. The ex
ponent m is depcndent on the classification bchavior of the 
ore panides and, according to Lynch (1977), remains con
stant. Typical valucs of m for silica and copper ore were 
given by Plitt (1973) and for taconite ore by Lynch (1972). 

lt should be understood that m is an ore-grinding circuit 
characteristic and should be detennined specifically for 
cach system of intercst, since considerable d.iffercnces can 
exist for the sarnc ore in different circuits. From cquation 
(17) and the above discussion, it is apparent that the PMD is 
a function of the classifiers feed sizc distribution and 
rcduced efficiency curve, which can be charactcrizcd by 
f(50) and d5o,. respective! y 
PMD = g[f(50), d50,] (20) 
To quantify this relationship between PMD and d50,, a 
computer simulation of a classifier was canied out. 

Since the classification equations are point functions with 
respect to size, the feed was subdivided into 100 equal parts 
to minimize thc error associated with obtaining an average 
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particle size for the panide size fractions. Classifier behavior 
has then simulated by using equations (18) and (19) with 
equation (17), a range of values of a and m, and by varying 
the ratio: d50</f(50). From these simulations, a family of 
curves showing the relationship between PMD and d50c were 
developed. Figure 1 shows the general relationship between 
PMD and d5o,/f(SO) for m = 2.0 anda = 0.5, 0.625, O. 75, 
0.875, 1.0. 

Analysis of al! these families of curves over the region of 
major interest shows that thc relationship between PMD and 
d5oc is 
log PMD = Ko- K¡logd5o, (21). 
where the parameters Ko and K 1 are functions of m and a: 
This equation, based oruy on the nature of the dassifier per· 
formance cwve and the size distribution of panicles, is 
essemially the same equation that Rao (1966) developed by 
regression analysis of data from an extensive experimental 
study of the behavior of silica in a closed·circuit test rig. 

In a closed loop grinding circuit, variations in a, whic~ is 
dependent on ore breakage characteristics and feed rate, 
may be accounted for by using sorne directly related 
variable such as the circulating loador new fccd rate. 

Using equation (21) and the relationships between d5o, 
and operating variables reponed by Lynch (1977) and Plitt 
(1973), various forms of an infcrential sizing cquation for 
grinding circuit control can be postulated. 
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Fig. 1-Analytlcal relationship between percent passing size D 
in the cyclone overflow and the ratio of d5oc/cyclone leed 50% 
passing size for selected values of m, a, and D 

Discussion 

Equations relating d5oc to opcrating variables havc bcc~ 
developed using regression analysis (Lynch, 1977; Plitt, 
1973). The predicted effects of changing operating variables 
can be determined by combining equation (21) with sorne of 
thcsc equations relating d5oc to opcrating variables. This 
analysis also provides infonnation on the types of variables 
and equation forms that should be found in inferential 
sizing equations. The exact n<iturc of the sizing equation will 
bÁite specific. 
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Cyclones are often selected and operated over the range . 
of equation (21) where a linear relationship between PMD 
and dsoc exists 
PMD = K0 - K 1 d5ac (22) 
Again, using the reponed relations between dsac and 
operating variables, a group of equations relating PMD to 
operating variables could be developed. The effect of grind
ing circuit operating philosophy must also be considered in 
this analysis, since it will affect the nature and range of 
variations in the operating variables. 

The work of Hinde and Uoyd (1975) indicates the 
parameters and possibly even the form of the equation will 
require constant updating due to shon- and long-term 
variations. Such factors as the relationship between the 
mineralogy of the ore and its grinding characteristics, or the 
effect of wear and dsac of the cyclone, can be of critica! im
ponance. The required frequency of updating will depend 
on individual concentrator characteristics. 

The factors discussed above should give sorne idea of the 
multitude of different inferential sizing equations that could 
arise. 

Conclusion 

This analysis provides a fundamental basis for developing 
inferential sizing equations that should be better than the 
random use of regression analysis on plant data. Also, this 
method of analysis permits the simulation of classifier 
behavior without requiring knowledge of Rr- Even though 
the water entrainment mechanism is probably size-depen
dent, the resulting error should be mínima!. lf this 
mechanism can be modeled, then even this error source can 
be eliminated. • 

Deflnitions of Terms and Symbols 

BMW- Water added to ball mili sump, TPH 
CFD- Cyclone leed denslty, SGU 
CFV- Cyclone teed vol u me, GPM 
CL - Clrculatlng load, TPH 
CLR- Clrculaling load rallo 
CPP- Cyclone pump power,SGU 
dsoc or 
dso corrected- Size of partrcie in the leed puip that rs equaily dlstrlb'uted between 

the overflow and underflow streams due soley tociassilicatron 
Denslty- Masslvotuma In approprrata units 
Ec{d) - The fractlon ol partrcies In the leed o! slze d that appear In !he underflow 

duo to classlllcatlon 
l{d)- The frac !Ion ol partlcles o! slze d in the leed 
1{50)- Mass median par! lelo slze, the slze al whrch P1 = 0.5 
loJf{d)- The size dlstrlbullon of the overflow 
FF- Mass How ollresh leed to mril, TPH 
FPS- Weight percentsollds of cyclone leed 
GPM- Gailons per minute 
LPM - Flow rate of cyclone leed 
LPM- Uters per mrnute 
m - Classlller performance curve paramater 
MFO- Masa llow of soilds to cyclone, TPH 
MFW- Masa llow ol water to cyclone, TPH 
MWA- Water addlllon to mlllleed, LPM 
P1- The mass frac !Ion of partlcles smaller !han size d 
P - lblln2, gauge pressure ol cyciÓne leed 
PMD- The percentage of parllcles In the ovarliow that ara finar than size O 
K¡ - Modal parametars 
AJ - The lractlonal recovery of water to !ha underllow 
TW -Total water addltlon lo clrcult, TPH 
TPH- Tons par hour 

a - Gaudln·Schuhmann dlstrlbutlon modulus 
[l - Volume percant aollds of cyclona leed 
~P - Denslty ol cyclone leed, g/ml 
p8 - Denslly of ore partlcles, glml 
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being conducted in the following areas: determinations 
of the types of fracture-hosted minerals and their 
behav!or during leaching, permeabillty enhancement, 
mineral solubllity, rate of leach solution diffusion and 
how it relates to fluid viscosity, and geochemical 
computer modeling. • 
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Coal desulfurization by bacteria 
S. K. Kawatra, T.C. Eisele, and S. Bagley 

Abstract- To meet federal a ir pollution guidelines, 
it is necessary to remove a considerable quantity of 
suljur from many North American coals. This may be 
accomplished by oxidizing the sulfur to water soluble 
forms, followed by washing the coal. Selective oxida· 
tion of the variou.s sulfur jorms can be accomplished 
through the use oj a variety of types of bacteria. In this 
paper, the various bacteria and their requirements are 
described, and processes using bacteria to remove 
coal sulfur are discussed. 

Introduction 

Perhaps the single most important pollutant pro
duced during the combustion of coal is sulfur dioxide, 
the primary cause of acid precipltation (Dugan, 1986). 
This ls a particular problem with high-sulfur eastern 
and midwestem coals. Although sulfur emissions may 
be greatly reduced by slmply burning low-sulfur 
western coal, this is frequently not a practica! option 
for eastern utllities, due to high transportation costs. 
Also, while sulfur oxides can be removed from the . 
stack gases by scrubbers, these devices are quite 
expensive to instan and operate. An economical, 
effective technique for removing sulfur from coal 
prior to combustlon is therefore desired. 

Microbial coal desulfurization makes use of the 
abllltles of certain bacteria to metabollze the sulfur 
forms contained in the coa! and, in the process, 
convert it to a form that can be more easily removed 
(Dugan, 1986). A variety of bacteria can be used for 
this purpose, to re m ove particular types of sulfur 
under various sets of conditlons (Ehrlich, 1986). This 
paper presents a review of the techniques and the 
bacteria! species being used for coal desulfurization. 

Forms of sulfur 

Sulfur in coa! is typlcally present in three primary 
forros: sulfate, sulfide, and organic compounds 
(Wlzzard et al., 1983). Sulfate sulfur is In the form of 
various sulfate salts that can be fairly easlly removed 
and contrlbute only a minar portian of the total sulfur. 
Sulflde minerals, on the other hand, typically account 
for 50% of the total sulfur. Sulfldes are generally elther 
pyrite or marcasite and occur as particles ranging 
from submicron sizes to sizable lumps. While large 
pyrite particles are readlly removed by a variety of 
gravity separation techniques, the finest pyrite cannot 
be effectively liberated from coa! and, therefore, must 
be caused to dissolve if it is to be removed. Organic 
sulfur compounds make up the remainder of coal 
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sulfur. A wide variety of such compounds occur, but 
the most prevalen! are the thiophenes (Isbister and 
Kobylinski, 1985). 

In general, pyrite and organic sulfur require differ
ing types of bacteria for their removal. Bacteria for 
pyrite dissolution use pyrite oxidation as thelr primary 
energy source, whereas bacteria that remove organic 
sulfur typically do so as a secondary portian of their 
metabolism. 

Bacteria useful in coa! desulfurization 

The most important bacteria in desulfurizing coal 
fall into three general classes: (1) acidophilic bacteria 
growing at amblen! or slightly elevated temperatures, 
such as certain Thiobacillus species (8offmann et al., 
1981); (2) acidophilic bacteria growing at extremely 
elevated temperatures, such as the various Sulfolobus 
species (Murphy et al., 1985); and (3) altered soll 
bacteria, which grow at ambient temperatures and 
approximately neutral p8, such as the mutant strain 
CB1 of the Atlantlc Research Corp. (Isbister and 
Kobylinski, 1985). 

Thiobacillus 

The most frequently used bacteria of this gimus is 
the species T. ferrooxidans, which ox.idizes pyrite to 
soluble sulfates. This species has no confirmed ability 
to remove organic sulfur compounds. The dissolution 
of pyrite by T. jcrrooxidans proceeds by both an 
indirect anda direct mechanism, of which the indirect 
is better understood (Silverman, 1967). In indirect 
oxidation, pyrite oxidation occurs as a result of the 
action of the Fe+3 ion, according to the equation 
(8offmann et al., 1981) 

FeS2 + 14Fe +J + 8820 - 15Fe +2 + 

2SO - 2 + 168+ 
4 (1) 
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whlch proceeds spontaneously when the Fe•3 /Fe+2 

ratio ls greater than 2:1 (Stnger and Stumm, 1970). 
Whlle Fe+2 can be oxidized to Fe+3 by free oxygen, the 
uncatalyzed reaction is extreme! y slow. However, if 
T. ferrooxidans is present, the rate of the regeneration 
reaction (Hoffmann et al., 1981) 

can be accelerated by a factor of as much as 101 

(Stnger and Stumm, 1970). So, In the presence of these 
bacteria, the overall reactlon for lndirect oxidatlon of 
pyrite ls 

FeS2 + Y-!02 + H20 Bactcrür. Fe+2 + 

280 - 2 + 2H+ 
4 (3) 

Since the actual pyrite oxldation ls carried out by the 
Fe+3 Ion, the bacteria need not be In intlmate contact 
wlth the pyrite, as long as transport of lons to and from 
the pyrite surface is falrly unobstructed. Indirect 
oxidation can only occur at pH values less than 4, as 
at hlgher pH values the Fe•3 ions wlll precipitate as 
insoluble iron hydroxides (Baker and Miller, 1971). 

The direct oxidation mechanism requires intimate 
contact between pyrite and bacteria, as in this case 
the dlsulfide is betng oxidized without a soluble tnter. 
mediate. Direct oxidatlon by T. ferrooxidans proceeds 
at only about one.seventh the rate of indirect oxidatlon, 
provided that sufficient Fe+3 is present for the indirect 
process to occur. However, when little dissolved !ron is 
present, only direct oxidation is possible. It is then the 
dominant process until oxidation of pyrite has released 
sufficient !ron tnto solution for indirect oxidation to be 
practica! (Singer and Stumm, 1970). 

Another acidophllic Thiobacillus species, T. thio· 
oxidans, is also capable of dissolving pyrite, although 
not as rapidly as T. jerrooxidans. However, mixed 
cultures of these two species dissolve pyrite at a 
substantlally greater rate than either bacteria alone. 
Thls is apparently due to the ability of T. thiooxidans 
to catalyze the oxidation of pyrite by Fe+3, whlle 
T. jcrrooxidans regenerates the oxidizing agent 
(Hoffmann et al., 1981). Other bacteria! species may 
also be used to regenerate Fe•3, although they may 
Jack the capability of T. ferrooxidans for direct sulfur 
oxidation and, hence, may not be as effective for this 
purpose (Norris et al., 1986). 

Sulfolobus 

Bacteria of the Sulfolobus genus are acidophlies and 
extreme thermophlles, requiring pH tn the range of 
1.5 to 4 and temperatures in the range of 50° to 80°C. 
These bacteria are native to sulfurous hot springs 
worldwide (Brock, 1978). Their primary advantage is 
their ability to catalyze pyrite oxidation at elevated 
temperatures, shortening the time required for oxida
tion to occur. 

Unlike T. Jerrooxidans and T. thiooxidans, Sulfolobus 
species are capable of extracting metabolic energy 
from sources other than oxidation of inorganic mate
rial. For this reason, it has been considered possible 
that removal of organic sulfur may be accomplished 
using Sulfolobu.s. While sorne researchers ha ve report
ed that S. acidocaldariu.s is indeed capable of remov
ing a portian of the organic sulfur (Kargi and Robinson, 
1986), thls has not yet be en proven (Dugan, 1986). Thls 
uncertainty is due to the difficulties involved in 
accurately determining the organic sulfur content of 
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coa!, and to _the possibility that sorne organic sulfur 
dissolves naturally at elevated temperatures. 

At present, little meanlngfui comparative data for 
suifur remova1 by T. ferrooxidans and S. acidocaidarius 
exists: This lack is dueto the extreme heterogeneity r& 
coa!, which ensures that unless investigators ha 
taken care to use identical coal samples for bo .... 
bacteria, results are not directly comparable. How· 
ever, it appears that S. acidocaldariu.s can remove 
pyrite approximately twice as fast as T. ferrooxidans. 

Mutated soil bacteria 

Atlantic Research Corp. has developed a mutant 
bacteria strain from certatn soil bacteria that were 
originally minimally capable of oxidizing organic 
sulfur compounds, particularly thiophenes. The 
mutant, labeled CB1, has considerabiy enhanced 
thiophene-oxidizing capabilities o ver its parent culture 
(lsbister and Kobyiinski, 1985). Experimentation with 
radioisotope.Jabeled dibenzothiophene showed that 
CBl oxidizes sulfur from thiophene compounds without 
breaking the carbon ring structure. This is in contrast 
with other thlophene·oxidizing microbes that break the 
rings but do not release the sulfur. 

The strain CBl oxidizes thiophenes over a tempera
ture range of 25° to 40°C and at approximately neutral 
pH. Thls strain is capable of removing up to 47% of the 
organic sulfur from certain coals. However, it has not 
been effective in dissolution of pyritic suifur (lsbister 
and Kobylinski, 1985) and, therefore, requires that 
pyrite be removed by sorne other means. Since CBl 
cannot survive at the low pH values required by 
T. ferrooxidans and S. acidocaldarius, it cannot be 
used in mixed cultures with pyrite-removing bacteria. 

Bacteria! processíng techníques 

Microbialleaching 

Sulfur removal by bacterially catalyzed oxidatlon 
imposes the following requirements on any process 
that makes use of it: (1) the leachlng unit must have 
sufficient residence time for dissolution to be carried 
out, generally a perlad ranging from severa! days to 
over a week; (2) the solution temperature and pli 
must be closely controlled at the optimum values for 
bacteria! growth; (3) supplemental nutrients and 
oxygen must be supplied to the bacteria: and ( 4) the 
coal must be reduced to a fine size, as leaching rates 
increase rapidly with decreasing particle size (Beier, 
1985). In addition, means must be provided for remov. 
ing and neutraliztng the sulfate produced by the leach· 
ing process and for supplying seed bacteria to the 
beginning of the process. 

Handling of the bacteria is of critica! importance tn 
maintainlng the bacteria in the proper growth phase 
for optimum pyrite removal. The various growth 
phases are illustrated in Fig. 1 (Murphy et al., 1985). 
The lag phase is the time required for the bacteria to 
acclimate themselves to conditions, whlle the station. 
ary and death phases result from depletion of nutrients 
or accumulation of toxins. For best results in contin
uous processing, bacteria should be maintained as 
muchas possible in the exponential phase, as they arr 
then multiplying and metabolizing sulfur at thei 
maximum rate (Murphy et al., 1985). Sin ce maintaJn. 
tng bacteria at the exponential growth phase may be 
difficult, bioleaching processes frequently maintain a 
seed culture in a separate fermenter. This supplies 
bacteria to the desulfurization process as needed. 
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Fig. 1 - Generalizad growth curve of a bacteria! culture In a 
batch process 

A typical process flowsheet for contlnuous mlcrobial 
coa! desulfurization is illustrated in Fig. 2 (Murphy 
et al., 1985). Ground coal, air, bacteria, and heat (lf 
required) are added to any of a variety of reactor 
types. Treated coal slurry is withdrawn from the 
reactor and thickened, with the solids filtered, washed, 
and dried to produce a desulfurized product. Also, the 
exhaust air from the reactor is scrubbed to remove 
acid fumes that would otherwise be released in the 
immediate vicinity of the process. The solutions from 
the thickener, fllter, and exhaust gas scrubber, which 
contain the products of the sulfur oxidation, are then 
sen! to !he precipitator, where the sulfates are re
moved by addition of lime and occasionally aluminum 
salts. The resultlng sulfate precipitate is then disposed 
of, and the cleaned water is returned to the reactor. 
The major variatlon in bioleaching circuits is ln the 
design of the reactor. The reactor used must provide 
long residence times at reasonable cost, should 
approach plug flow to maximize kinetlcs, and yet 
should have sufficicnt backmixing to prevent "wash
out" of the bacteria. In the case of pyrite dissolution, 
the reactor should also be resistant to corrosion by 
acidic slurries and, hence, use a minimum number of 
moving parts. 

There are three basic configurations for practica! 
bioleaching reactors: cascad es of continuously stirred 
tanks, pipelines, and horizontal rotating drums 
(Vaseen, 1985). 

Cascades of stirred tanks have the advantage of 
being highiy controllable, with leaching being carried 
out in discrete steps. Either mechanically or pneumat
ically agitated tanks may be used, as air mus! be 
supplied to the bacteria in any case. However, the 
requirement of long residence times ensures that 
plants of this type mus! be extremely large (Vaseen, 
1985). 

Bioleaching in a coal-slurry transport pipeline has 
the major advantage that coa! is being transported to 
the end user while leaching is belng carried out, and 
that the transportation and reactor time costs are 
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combined (Beier, 1985). Howevei-, such a system 
provides little control of residence time, which is 
primarily determined by !he distance to !he end user. 
Also, addition of air to the slurry is somewhat difflcult, 
and the lifetlme of the pipeline is reduced by the 
corrosive nature of the slurry. 

The horizontal rotatlng drum reactor consists of a 
very long horizontal drum, equipped with slurry lifters 
and means for supplying air to the slurry all along the 
drum Jength. The drum is rotated at from 1 to 20 rpm 
to provlde agitatlon. Such a reactor provides a com
promise between plug flow and backmixing sultable 
for maintalning a good bacteria! distribution (V aseen, 
1985). Again, a reactor of thls type mus! be very large, 
requiring a 20:1 length to diameter ratio to provide . 
sufficlent residence time for leaching by T. ferro· 
oxidans (Vaseen, 1985). 

Raw 
cool 

A ir 
out 

Desulfunzed 
e o al 

Mmerol sulfate 
woste 

Flg. 2 - Typical process flowsheet for biological desulfuriza
tion of coal 

A bloleaching system could either be located at the 
plant where the coa! will be burned or at the mine, 
depending on the circumstances. Locating the leach
ing operation 3.t the plant allows the use of waste heat 
for maintaining the slurry at the proper temperature 
and for drying the cleaned coa! (Murphy et al., 1985). 
However, if the plant receives coal from a variety of 
suppliers, !he need to adjust the process for great 
variations in feed character may make this arrange
ment impractical. Locating the opera !ion at !he mine 
will ensure a fairly consisten! coa! quality, bu!, here, 
heating and drying costs will be greater. These cosis 
may be reduced if a coal-water fue! (60% to 75% by 
weight coa!) is produced because thermal drying Is 
then unnecessary. The bioleaching process ls there
fore most suitable either (1) located at the power plant 
when coal is received from a single source, or 
(2) located at the mine. if a coal-water fue! is the 
desired product. 
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Bacterially assisted coal cleaning 

The primary disadvantage of mlcrob!ally calalyzed 
sulfur oxldation ls the long residen ce time requlred for 
sulfur removal to be completed, whlch makes for large 
lnstallations and hlgh capital costs. lf bacteria! treat
ment times can be reduced, processing will obviously 
become much more cost-effective. One method for 
reduclng treatment time ls to use bacteria to asslst 
more conventional, physical separation processes. 

Separation technlques that depend on differences In 
surface chemlstry, such as froth flotation and oil 
agglomeration, ha ve a llmlted abillty to remove pyrlte 
particles from coa! (Baker and Mlller, 1971). Thls ls 
due to the sllght hydrophobic character of pyrite, 
whlch causes lt to attach to air bubbles and oil droplets 
to a greater extent than other common minerals con
tained in coa!. Improvlng the pyrite-rejection capabil
ity of these processes therefore rests on rendeiing the 
surfaces of the pyrite partlcles hydrophlllc. 

Whlle complete oxldatlon of pyrite by S. acidocal· 
darius or T. jerrooxidans is very time-consuming, the 
bacteria effectively alter the pyrite surface wlthln a 
short time, on the order of 30 minutes. Thls ls a result 
both of oxldation of the pyrite surface and of the direct 
attachment of the bacteria to the pyrite. Since the 
bacteria ha ve a hydrophlllc surface and the oxldation 
products of pyrite are also hydrophlllc, the net result 
of the short-term bacteria! action ls to destroy the 
hydrophobicity of the pyrlte surface. 

The effect of bacteria! treatment on physical pyrite 
removal was first noted for the oil agglomeration 
process (Kempton et al., 1980; Capes et al., 1973), 
where conditionlng wlth bacteria produced a 50% 
decrease In product sulfur content (Kempton et al., 
1980). Since oil agglomeration is ltself nota particular
ly economical process due to the cost of the oil, atten
tlon has shlfted to bacterially assisted froth flotation. 
Work by Attla and Elzeky, 1985, and Dogan et al., 1985, 
has indlcated that thls technlque does lmprove pyrlte 
rejectlon, wlthout produclng notable decreases In coa! 
recovery. Thls is a faillng of many chemical pyrite 
depressants (Baker and Mlller, 1971). 

Conclusions 

Bacteria! desulfurization of coa! provldes a method 
for oxldizlng sulfur to water-soluble forros without the 
extreme conditions of temperature and pressure re
qulred for completely chemlcal desulfurization. Bac
teria have been discovered or developed that are 
capable of oxidizing either inorganic or organic sulfur, 
but to date lt has not be en shown concluslvely that any 
one bacteria is capable of oxldizlng both. Also, present
ly available bacteria known to be capable of removing 
organic sulfur cannot survive in the extremely acidic 
conditions required by pyrite oxidizers, and, hence, 
the two types of bacteria cannot be used as a mixed 
culture. 
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Bacterialleachlng ls most effective In reactors that 
provlde sufficlent backmixlng for good bacteria distri
bution, but otherwlse approximate plug flow. Thls can 
be most readily achleved with cascades of stirred 
tanks, slurry transport pipelines, or horizontal rotatin"' 
drum reactors. Due to the long treatment tim, 
requlred for sulfur oxldation to be completed ( 3 to , 
days for S. acidocaldarius, and 9 to 16 days for T. 
ferrooxidans), such lnslallatlons must be extremely 
large. 

In addition to thelr usefulness In catalyzlng sulfur 
dissolutlon, pyrlte-oxldizing bacteria are also capable 
of lmprovlng the pyrite rejectlon capablllty of oll 
agglomeration and froth flotation. This ls accom
plished by uslng the bacteria to coat and slightly 
oxldize the pyrite surface, thus destroying lts normally 
sllghtly hydrophoblc character. • 
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!·iethoó.s of On-Stream Analysl.s 

Abs:=ac:. In :his paper chree methoas of on
s::rea;n analysis 1) Radiomecric t~chniques, :) X
ray tube techniques anó 3) Neutron activat~on 
methoC are rev~ewed. Advantages and disadvan
::ages of each methoci are discussed. 

IntroductJ.on 

An on-stream analyser cannot be considered in 
~solation frac the m~eral process where it is 
ce be ultJ.mately installed. Depending upon the 
requJ.rements of the process, an on-stream analy
ser can be designed in severa! ways. I! a feas
ibility scudy done on the process shows that 
severa! elements 1n a multi-channel s:ream are to 
be analysed wJ.th higo precJ.sion, a very sophJ.s
:icated on-stream analyser, which would take into 
account matrix effects etc., would be desJ.rable. 
On the other hand, where moderace precJ.sJ.on is 
requirea, a simple portable on-stream analyser 
can be desJ.gned. Despite the fact that sophis
ticated techniques are ava~able for determining 
percentage oí solids in a slurry, tne ~rcyDJ.rec: 
Reading pulp dens~ty scale finds extens1ve use 1n 
mineral processing planes. 

The techniques currently being developed for 
on-st.ream analysis can be broadly classifieC into 
~hree categories: 

l) Radiometric technJ.ques 
2) X-ray tube techniques 
3) Neutron activation techniques 

Radlometric TechnJ.ques 

Radiomecric analysis is well known in nearly 
all branches of science and technology. Such 
analysJ.s has helpeci indus:ry to achieve objec
::~ves which could not otherwise have been attain
ed. A radioJ.sotope gauge based upon the princi
pie of backscattering of alpha partJ.cles was in
corporated in the Surveyor V mission t.o analyse 
the surface of the moon (Turkev~ch, Franzgrote 
and Patterson, 1967). Now, radiometrJ.c tech
niques are finding extenslve appllcations in 
mineral processing plants. Some of the main 
advantages anó disadvantages of the radiometric 
technJ.ques are discussed below. 

l) Every radioJ.socope emit.s radiations whlch 
are suCjected to statiStlcal fluc:ua~ions. Wben 
an ~nstrument is ciesigned to measure some para
meter of an ObJect, care should be taken to 
ensure that the scatis:J.cal error in the measure
ment is considerably less than the requireri 
precision. 

2) Every radioactJ.ve lSotope disintegrates at 
a characteristic rate that is def1ned bv its 
~lf life, that is, the time requirecl f~r a 
radioact~ve material to lose 50 percent of its 
activity by decay. Each radionuclide has a 
unique half lite. A radioJ.sotope selecteci for 
applJ.cations in gauging should normally have a 
half life of severa! years so that tne daily 
rate of change of intenslty is small and can oe 
compensateci for reaaily. For traclng purposes, 
raCioisotopes WJ.th short half life can be selec
ted. This is because the radioactivity ~..-111 
practically disappear J.n a short tlme after tne 
completion of the test. 

3) The intensity of the rachanon can be 
measureri wlth great precision and recoraea. 
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4) !he ability of :ne radl.ations to penetrate 
:na:ter anci to mak.e measureme:::tts on· the .:.ontents 
'l."l.thout contactJ.ng them is an l.I:lpOrtant advan
tage. 

5) An instrumen: usJ.ng radioisotopes is nor
mally small in size and relatively portable. 

A radiometric analyser can be designed to 
operate as: 

1) an adsorption system 
2) a scatter system, and 
3) a :1uorescent system. 

.~ Adsorpt~on Svstem 

When radiation passes through mat:er, i: 
loses intensity due to adsorption by :he mater~. 
Based upon this principle, two types o! gauges 
can be designed, that is, a density gauge or an 
element analys1s probe. In the densJ.ty gauge 
the loss in intensity is related to the ciensity 
of the mate~ial. This property of the radl.atlon 
is discussed in greater detail in subsequent 
sections. In :he element analysis probe, tn~ 
loss J.O intensJ.ty is related to the percentage 
of some speci!:ic element in the slurr:;. This 
technique is well known in the petroleum indus
try and increased use is being made in the 
mineral industry. 

Hinckfuss and Stump (1971} and Stucp (19i3) 
used the preferentlal adsor?tlon tecnnique for 
the determination of lead content in slurries. 
Lead, with atOm1C number 82, is present in the 
Broken Hill ores in the mineral galena (?bS) and 
is aSsociated with a macrix of elem~~ts of rela
:ive1y lo'l.' atomic number. A lOO KeV radJ.a~ion 

(close to the adsorption edge of lead) obcained 
by filtering the radiacion emitred by gadolinium-
153 :hrough 0.20 inches of tin was used to de
termine lead in !lotation feed slurries. 

Synman (1971) has determined tne uranium 
content of slur~ies using 0.166 KeV radiatlon 
obtained from Ce-139. This radiation is prefer
entially adsorberi by the uraniurn. 

F1gure 1 is a schematic diagram of the ad
sorption :ype of system. 

A Scatter Svstem 

ln the scat:er system, source and detector 
are placeó on the same side of :he material beins 
examined. When the radiation s:rikes the 
material it is partly adsorbed and partly 
~cattered. Again, as with the adsorpt.J.on system, 
two types of gauges can be des~gned. In the 
density gauge some :¡>roperty of :he scattered 
~ad1ation is related to the density of the 
material (or the slurry). In the elemental 
analysls probe some property of the scattered 
radiation J.S related toa 'wanted' element in 
the material (or the slurry}. 

The scatter tecnnique is very useful for 
density or thickness measurement when onlv one 
side of the :naterial 2.s available for exa~ination, 
The technique is also useful for bulk densl.ty 
measurements of material such as coal (Semmler, 
Brug;ger and Rieke, 1961). 

Czubek et al (1972) have described a gamma 
ray scattering method, usJ.ng an americlum-241 
source for the field determ~nation of iron in 
iron-bearing sands. 7hey also used a fluores
cen: method which employed a 3H/Zr source to
gether vith an argon filled propor:1onal counter 
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covereó by a 20 :.:.m thi.ck iron foil. They have 
reponed an accuracy of 2~; by bot.h the methocis. 

Czubek et al (1972) have also described a 
met.nod for óet.e~~ing leaci anó zinc in mult.i
metallic ores. T~o ga~ ray sources, americ~um-
241 and selenium-75 wi:h energ1es on both s1des 
of t.he lead K adsorpuon edge were used. They 
measured the sca~tered intensities from arti!i
cially prepared ore samples and dete~ined the 
equivalent concen:rat~on ot one element that pro
duceci the same decrease in scat:ered radiation 
as 1% of tne other element. Us~ng the iniorma
:ion ga1nec. a field probe was designed =or 
simult.aneous ~e:ermina~~on o! leao and zinc. 

Gorsk1 anó Luoecki (1963) used a beta back
scatter tecnn1que ior determin1ng tungsten in 
the range 16 to 20 percent in the too1 industry. 
!he accuracy reoorted is T0.94 with a measure
ment time betwe~n 1 and S-m1nutes. 

Figure 2 is a schemat1C d1agram of the scatter 
:ype of systet::., 

~ Fluorescent Svstem 

Any method that. causes removal of an elec:ron 
from ene oÍ the inner orb1:s oi an atom and sub
sequent readjuscment of the remaLning elec:rons 
results in t.he emiss1on oÍ charac~erist~c X-rays. 
!he emission caused by filling vacancies in the 
innermos: shell is callea K X-rays vnile =ha: 
caused by :illing vacancies in :he next shel1 is 
cal1ed 1 X-rays. Every e1ement 7 when excited, 
emits X-rays at certain cnarac:eristic ene=gies 
that are equal to the energies of the corres
ponding electron =ransitions. Thus, if a sub
stance is sui:aOly exc1ted, tne elements compos
ing it can be determined as the X-ray in:ensity 
at each charac:er~stic ¡evel depends upon the 
weight fraction oi the elements emi::ing it. 
The basic componen:s of a radio~sotope X-ray 
fluorescence speccrome:er are :he rad1oisotope 
source for exc~:at1on and tne X-ray detect~on 
system wnich isolates and records the intensi:y 
of the desired X-rays. 

Different methods for excitat.ion of X-rays 
from matter are discussed below. 

l) Excitat1on by Alpna Particles. An alpha 
par:1cle ~s a cnarged particle emitted from :he 
~ucleus of an atom hav10g a mass equal in magni
tude e o t. ha t. oi a helium nucleus, tnat ¡,_s, two 
protons and two neutrons. Excita:ion by alpha 
particles cause em.ission oÍ 1ow energy X-rays 
lo.'ith high efficiency and is part¡_cularly suitec 
for light elements from carbon te calci~ (Carr
Brion and Payne, 1970). Excitat:lon vith alpna 
particles has a special advantage over beta 
particles in that less bremsstrahlung 1s pro
duced. However, the hazard due to alpha part:lcle 
is very high. Kohi_et al (1961) class1Íy alpha 
emitters among the most toxic poisons. 

Robert and Martinel1i (1964) have demonstra
ted the ~xcita~1on of K X-rays of e1ements from 
carbon to ch1orine by using a 6 mCi polonium-210 
a1pha source (Hal! life 138 davs; ~ energy m 5.3 
:Ole V), with a ene mg per a2 :n.i~a 'dndow and for 
the detector a winóowless f1ow proport.ional 
counter. 

Uchida et al (1966) have developed a practica! 
X-ray em.ission analyzer, us1ng radioisotope 
sources, for control of the m1xing of raw 
mater1als in the· manufacture of cement where 
light element5 are de:er~ned in a sample ma:rix 
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of higher atomic number elements. For l~gnt 
e1ements polonium-210 sources aoC for higher 
elemenu espe~ially uon, two 3 Ci 3:S-Zr brems
strahlung sources were used. 

2) Excitation by Beta Par:icles. A beta 
partic1e is a charged partic1e emitted from the 
nucleus of an atom with a charge and mass equal 
in magnitude to that of the electron. Wñen a 
be:a partic1e strikes a target, 1t emits char
acter~stic X-rays and bremsstrahlung (beta 
~cited X-rays). Consequently, characteristic 
X-rays can be excited by beta partic1es or in
direc:ly by beta excited X-rays. 

Enomoto and Tanemura (1966) cla1m that a beta 
particle can excite character~stic X-rays of 
much h1gher intensity than that excited by beta 
excited X-rays of equa1 activity. However, when 
a beta source was used, a magne: was placed be
tween :he specimen and the X-ray detector to 
deflect beta particles scattered towards the 
detector. The use of a beta source also has the 
disadvantage that the X-ray spectrum is accom
pan1ed by background radiat1on due te brems
strahlung. 

X-ray spectra analysis by beta parncles has 
been discussed in detail by Cromoton (1955); 
Leveque, Martinelli and Chauvin (1953); Mul1er 
(1962}; Cameron and Rhodes (1963a) and Enomoto 
and !anemura (1966). 

Florkowski et al (1965) have described a 
method of analyzing iron, zinc and copper ores 
in the field and in the 1aboratory by f1uores
cence ~~cited by 3H/Zr bremsstrahlung. In ooth 
zinc and copper ores, interference due to 1ron 
was overcome by independent measurement of zinc 
and iron, or copper and iron concentrations. An 
accuracy of ~.25% iron or zinc in zinc ores in 
t~e concentration range of O te 10~ is reported. 
For copper ores, an accuracy of =0.1% in the 
range O te 2% and +0.3~ copper at concentrates 
up to 15% copper iS reported. Lower accuracies 
are reporteó for iield measurements wnere an 
X-ray Geiger counter was used in place of the 
proporcional counter used in :he laboratory. 

Siebel and Le Traon (1963) have described the 
use of tritium bremsstrahlung for the laboratory 
determination of magnesium, alumin1um, silicon, 
calcium and iron in cement and iron ores. 

3) Excita:ion by Primary X-ray and Gamma Ray 
Sources. Common!y available radioisotope 
sources tor this purpose are americ1um-241, 
cadmium-109, cobalt-57, iron-55, pluton1um-238, 
~adolinium-153, iridium-192 and curium-244. 
The choice of source is macie by selecting excit
mg energies just about the K absorption edge 
of the elements under analysis. 

t~att and Gravitl.s (1973) have suggested the 
use of plutonium-238 and curium-2Q4 for deter
I:lination of e1ements from manganese co arsenic, 
and americium-241 from zirconium te barium, 
They have determined copper, tin and zinc in 
slurr1es. The reported accuracy (Rms error * 
lOO/mean element concentration} for different 
slurries is between 1.2 and 15.5 percent. 

Watt (1972a) has developed a technique for 
analysis of an element in samples containing 
high concentrations of another e1ement of 
slightly lower atomic number. The sensitivity 
of the analysis was ach1eved by •.1se of a radia
ter foil whose fluorescent X-rays car, be excited 
only by the higher of the ~wo close-in-energy 
X-ray components from the sample. The principle 
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~ chis arrangement ~s illustrated ~ Figure 3. 
Using th~s arrangement, wacc (l972a) measured 
copper in the range of 0.1 to 0.44 percent in the 
presence of iron in the range of 48-52 percent 
~ith ac accuracy of 13.6. 

Synman (1971) has used Ge(Li) detector and co
balt-57 source to dete~ne uranium in salid 
samples and slurries. rne reporteci lower limit 
of aetection is 11 ppm. 

4) Excitacion by Secondary X-ra·y anC Gamma Ray 
Sources. ~nen a radioisotope e~tting a des~red 
energy is not available, use can be made of a 
source-carget assembly (Rhodes, 1966; Watt, 1964; 
Giauque, 1968). 

In :h~s me:hod, a radioac:ive source is used 
to excite the K X-rays of a selecteci target 
material, and these ~n turn excite X-rays from 
the specimen. The geometr~cal arrangement (Fig
ure 4) is such that the specimen 'sees' ~he X-rays 
f~ott the sample under analys~s. Detection limits 
in the range 50 to 200 ppm can De attained. The 
system ~s also flexible because targets can be 
changed easily. For analytical work, such 
seconaary sources have significan: advantages 
such as effic~ency, purity over beta excited 
X-ray sources. 

Secondary X-ray or gamma ray sources have 
been used by the ~neral industry. Fookes et al 
(1971) have useó plutonium-238 with gallium 
(Ga203) for the copper determina~ion and german
ium for the zinc determination. The X-ray fil
ters used were nicke1 for copper determinations 
(2: m~/cm2 ~hick for concentrates and feeds, 33 
mgfo ... for tal.ll.ngs) and (23 :ng/sq c:n) for al! 
zinc óeterminacions. Errors (percent by weight 
of wanted element) for above mentioned slurries 
lie between 0.06 to O.ló. 

Carr-Brion (1967), Carr-Brion and Rhodes (1965) 
have determined molybdenum, n1obium, tin, barium 
and zinc in slurries using ciifferent source
target assemblies. Tin, in the range of 0.01 to 
0.1% in :he slurry was measured with an accuracy 
of ±10% at 0.1% t~n. 

5) Proton Exc~tation. Excitation oi soft 
X-rays wi:h protons is a very efficient process 
and is accompanied by an extremely high s1gnal 
to background ratio. At present t.he main appli
ca~ions are restricted to the determinat~on of 
X-ray yields and ionLzat.ion cross sections etc. 
Brady and Cahil (1973) have discussed this mcde 
of exc1tat.ion in detail. They have observed 
severa! similar1t1es between excit.ation by pro
tons and by alpha particles. 

Remarks o~ t.he Diiferent Modes of Excitation 

From :he literature it may be inferred that 
pr~mar;: and secondary X-or gamma ray :nade oi 
excitat~on is the more common method. ln this 
tecnn1que it is possible to isolate the wanted 
charac:eristic X-ray from the unwanted radiat~on. 
When a suitable source for excitation is not 
available, a ·:-x source can be ased. Thus the 
selec::ion can be made irom a wide variety of 
sources. When exc~ted with beta particles, sam
ples can be examined through relatively t~ck 
~~ndows, such as 0.3 cm thick polythene. Such 
W1ndows contribute to a very small extent to 
bremsstrahlung. Photon sources are scattered 
heavily from ~hick windows, However, beta partí
ele exc.H:a~ion has severa! disadvantages. It has 
lot.1er effic~ency and has higher background count 
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rate due to bremsstrahlung. Alpha par~ic1e ex
citac~on is very useful when the wanted elemen: 
~s of low atomic number. When excited witn 
alpha particles, the window should be very th~n 
because of the limited range of alpha particles. 

After exc~ting the 1 wan~ed 1 elemen~. it 15 
necessary :o isolace the charac~eristic X-ray 
oi the wanted element fram the unwanteC radia
tion. This is done by energy selection. 

Energv Selec.~ion 

On account of the relatively low ac:.iv~ty oi 
the radionuclides (espec.ially with secondary 
radiation sources), wave lengch dispers1ve 
methods where energy losses are high, are not 
very suitable. Radiometric method of quanti:a
:ive aualysis commonly emp1oys the :ollo~ng 
methods of energy selection. 

1) Pulse He~gh:. Se1ec:.~on. Radiation is 
rece1ved by a detector with response proporcion
al to the energy of the incident rad1at~on. e.g., 
gas-filled proportiona1 coun:.er, the scintilla
tion counter and the semi-conductor detector. 
The signal fram the detector is amplified and 
passed 1nto a discriminator wh1ch selec.ts a 
specified range of pulse amplitude from a spec
trum. Ihe resolution power of the proporcional 
counter is better than the scintillation counter. 
For example, percent resolution for FeKo equals 
approx~tely 51 percent for a scintillation 
counter compared to about 15 percent for the gas 
fl~· proporcional counter (Jeukios and De Vr~es, 
1970). Althougn the scintillation counter has 
t~e advantage of having an almost constant 
spectral response over a wide range, its working 
range is limited at low energies. As such a 
scintillation counter is not normally used io: 
K radiat~ons irom elements of lower atomic num
ber than titanium or for L radiations from ele
menes of lower atom1c number less than 53 
(Jenk~ns and De Vries, 1970). 

!he aigh intrinsic X-ray resolution systems 
employing Si(Li) and Ge(Li) detectors are be
co~ng increasing!y important. The separation 
of the Ka X-rays of adjacent elements varies 
from about 200 eV for sod~um to about 600 eV 
for copper. The limitation of these detectors 
are: 

(i) their sma11 area; currently,available ~ 
detectors nave areas between 12 mm"" and 25 mm-. 
The small areas resu1t in reduced coun: rates; 

(ii) need for cryogenic cooling; 
(iii) these detectors are expensive. 

A comparison of the resolution of various de
tectors as a func:ion oí the energy is given in 
Figure 5, Langhe~nrich, Forster and Linn (1972) 
have revieved in detail the advantages and dis
advantages of these detectors. 

2) Balance Filters. Two ~ilters with adsorp
tion edges on either side of the characteristic 
X-ray energy of the wanted element are selected. 
These filters are mounted between ~he sample 
and the detectors. One filter is selected to 
transm~t a11 the background radiation plus the 
wanted s1gnal. The other :ransmits background 
only. D~fference between·cne signals obtained 
trom the counters is propor:ional to the con
c.entrat~on of the wanted element. The measure
ments can be made w1th the same detector by 
cnanging or rotating the t~ filters. In arder 
to isolate Cu~ ii.-rays (8.05 KeV), for example, 
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from unvanted rariiation of energy less than i.S 
Ke\' anC greater thar. 8. 3 t{.eV balanceó filters of 
nickel and cobolt are placed suzcess~vely on the 
detector Yindow. 

Filters can be made from metallic foils, pow
dered element or from the ox~de of the metal. 
Cameron ana Rhodes 1963b; Berman and ~roun, 1970 
and Rhodes, 1971, have aiscussed ir. detai: the 
cr~terion for balancing filters and selecting 
~hei~ o~t~um mass, etc. 

3) Source !arget Assembl~es. Carr-Brion and 
Jenkinson (1966) have isolated character~st~c 
X-ray line of the 'Yanted' element by using tvo 
targets e~tting clase X-ray energies. One ex
cited the requ~red fluorescence while the second, 
with its energy below the absorpt~on eage of the 
element Oeing excited, provided backscattered 
X-rays for correction of J..Dterelement effects. 
The ratio of the two detector outputs was found 
to be ~ndependent of the matrix adsorpt~on 
effects. Carr-Brion anó Jenkinson (1966) con
cluried that the analytical sensitivity obta~ed 
by th~s method was of the same order as tnat of 
balanceó fi1ters. 

Y.-Ray Tube Te'cmuques 

An X-ray tube provides a useful source of 
excitat~on - a much more intense source than a 
radioactiva ~sotope can provide. A commonly 
available X-ray :ube is the Coolidge :ube. Basi
cally, it is a highly evacuated tube inside ~ich 
are mounteC a tungsten filament cathode and an 
anode made of tungsten or chrom~um. The tungs~en 

anode is useful for lot.1 energy lines. 
T- ~he fluorescent system {the principle of 

~n~ch ~s the same as the radioisotope X-ray 
fluorescence), the spectral distribution of char
acteris=ic X-rays can be ascertained by a wave
lengtn dispersive spectrometer u~il~~~g a crys
tal monochromator (for example, LiF or NaC! 
c~ys~al) or else by energy dispersive system, 
utilizing a se~iconductor detector, coupled to 
a multi-channel ana1yzer (Birks, 1969; Skogg 
and West, 1971; Wittkop, 19il; Porter, 1973; 
Porter anC Woldseth, 19i3; Frankel anó Woldseth, 
l9i3; Carr-Brion, 19i3). The wave-length disper
sive spectrometer (Figure 6) has low ove=all 
effl.ciency due to severa! ~ntensit:y 1osses 
through the rest:riction of solio angle, tne low 
reflec:~vity of the analyzing crystal. Also such 
a spectrometer is very sens~t1ve to suriace fin
isn o: the crystal monochromator, to ~nanges in 
i:s posi:ion relative to the X-ray system. On 
the other hanri, the energy dispersive spec~rome
ter offers better eff~ciency but poorer resolv
ing power compared to the wavelength dispersive 
system. Another disadvantage o:: energy disper
sive spectrometer is its inabil!ty to operate at 
high count rates. 

The wave-length dispersive spectrometer has 
been extens~vely used for on-stream composition 
analysis of m1neral slurr~es (Fuller, ~cGar~ 
and Pellett, 196i; Lewis et al, 1968; Pentt~ 
Vannl.nen and Seppor Kreula, 1973; Seppo Kreula, 
1973; Stacey and Bolt, 1971, 1973). Lewis et al 
(1968) nave determined copper anó zinc with 
stanoard deviations of 0.025 anri 0.15 respective
lv. 

· Recently, C1ayton, Packer and F~sher (1.972) 
have described an·X-ray fluorescence analysis sys
tem. The system incorporates an X-ray tuoe ano 
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energy selecto:- capable of generating v~r~ually 
monochromat~c X-rays, and also provides some 
var~ation in tbe energy of the exci:ing radia
tion. The equipment is essentially an x-ray 
tube and a hl.gh vo1tage supply in an oil filled 
enclosure whicb is coupled to an energy selec:.or. 

Another recent development in excitat~on is 
the use of pulsed X-ray tubes as report.ed by 
Jaklevic, Goulding and Landis (1972). As soco 
as a pulse is detected, the X-ray tube turns 
off ior the duration of the pulse processing 
time. This approach el~ates the need for 
pulse pile up rejection and permits high count 
rates without significant degradat.ion in syst.em 
reso1ution. 

For analytical ~ork, X-ray adsorption tech
niques are analogous to radiometric adsorpt~on 
techniques. 

Neucron Activation 

The neutron is an uncharged particle with 
very nearly the same mass as the proton. When 
an element is bambarded with neutrons, it be
comes rariioact.ive and decays with the emission 
of beta or gamma radiations w~th character~stic 
energies and hall ll.ves. Neutron ac:.ivation is 
independent of the electron distr~bu:.ion around 
the nucleus and is based upon the interact~on 
between a neutron and the target material. 

Neutrons can be produced by bombarament of a 
mater~al of suitable threshold and cross-section 
with high energy particles, for example, proteos, 
deutrons, neutrons and even photons. Alterna
tively, the spontaneous fission neutron source 
californium-252 can be used. Californium-252 
decays for 97 percent by a1pha emiss~on and by 
3 percent by spont.aneous fission. One mg of 
californium gives 109 neutrons per second. 

Atomic Energy of Ganada, Ltd. has developed 
a sma11 reactcr known as SLOt.."PIKE (TolmJ.e, 1972). 
This is a water moderated reactor w~th a beryl
l~um reflector and produces a thercal neutron 
flux of 2.5 x 1011 neutrons/cm2 secano from 800 
grams of uranium-235 when running a: a power 
leve! oi 5 kW and at this leve! the core life ~s 
~~ected to be five years. 

Ricci and Handley (1970) have discussed in 
detail the use of californium-252 source for 
act~vation analysis. The main objec:ion agains~ 
the radioisotope sources in neutron activation 
is the lack of sens1tit1vity for severa! appli
cations. Th~s drawback can be overcome in cer
tain cases, par~icularly for determination of 
metal content in slurr~es. When a slurry is 
c~rculated in a closeri loop, recirculation ac~i
vation analysis improves the sensit~vity. 

Kussi (1971) has determined silicon. alumin
ium and chromium in chromium ores b~ us~ng 5 
cur~e Am-Be source giving 1.25 x 10 1 neutrons/ 
second. Precisions reported are 0.1~ for SiO~, 

0.3: for Al203 and 0.5% for Crz03. Clayton • 
(19i2) has described a commercial act~vation 
analysis system to measure silicon in iron ore 
slurries ~th an accuracy of +0.2:. A 50 cur1e 
Pu-Be source giving 108 neutrOns/second was 
used. Possible interference from aluminium was 
eliml.nated Oy means of a cadmium sh~eld placed 
around the act~vation cell. 
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Resonance Scattering 

Sowerby (1971} has described a tecnnique for 
elemental analysis us~ng nuclear reasonance 
scattering of gamma radiat.ion. 1: is c.lal.med that 
the system can be incorporated in a borehold 
probe anri has potencial for on-st~eam process 
control. The sample to be aualyzed is ~rraciiated 
~~th gamma rays of energy just above the energy 
of :he nuclear level being excited in the wanted 
element. The concentrat~on of the element is 
dete~ned by measur~ng the 1ntensity of the re
sonan:.ly scat:tered radiat~on. 

A Comparison Between Rad~ometric and 
X-Ray Tube Techn~ques 

1} An on-stream analyzer using radioisotopes 
is nermally small in size and relaüvely pertable. 
1:. is possible to take the analyzer to tne flow
ing stream rather than taking the pulp streams 
:o the sampler. On the other hand, an on-stream 
analyzer using an X-ray t:ube is bulky, expensl.ve 
and requ~res a central control room. !h~s also 
necessitates the use of long sampl~ng lines, 
wnich add :o tne cost of :he sysc.em. Therefore 
the use of an analyzer for assay or process con
trol work cannot always be justified. Neverthe
less, when multielements in a multi-stream are 
to be analyzed, the cost difference narrows down. 
However, entry into the field of on-s:ream analy
sis can be made at lower cose. with the radio~so
tope system. lnitially, the system can be used 
to analyze one or twc elements in a si.>'lgle impor
tan: stream and then extended at a later stage. 

2) A radioisot.ope source can ·De made for any 
specific requirement. Th~s is not true for che 
X-ray tube. Moreover, sometimes it is difficult 
:o re?lace che X-ray tube. 

3) The output of a radioactiva material is 
s:able and does not require po~~ supply which 
is necessary for an X-ray tube. Consequently, 
~t was ciecided to look int.o the cemmercia1 avail
abil~ty of probes in greac.er detail. 

Comment en Radiome trie and !ieutron 
Ac:~vation Technique 

Altheugh radioisot.ope techniques are more de
velope~, neutron techn~oues have gained importance 
~n recenc. years. 'Ihis is because smaller neutron 
:ubes and neutron source californium-252 are no ... • 
ava~lable at. low cos:. ~eutron :echn~ques are 
more reariily su~table for lignter elements. 
Rad~ometr~c techniques are no: suited for this 
purpose. ln this respect, it is expected that 
tne ~eutron techniques would be complementary and 
not competitive ~~th the radiometric techniques. 

Cenclusion 

The aim of this rev1.ew has been to develop a 
logical sequence of l.DÍormation relevant to the 
aesign ano develepment of an on-stream analyzer, 
us1.ng radioisotopes. X-ray tube and neutron 
ac:ivation tecnniques are compe:i:~ve co the 
radl.Ol.SOtope systems and as such they have been 
reviewed br~efly. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the last 30 years, on
stream slurry analyzers have 
preven te be of great use in the 
control of mineral processing 
circuits. This review discusses 
the two rnost popular methods, 
x-ray fluorescence and neutron 
activation analysis, and also 
considers techniques which are 
still under development. 

INTRODUCTION 

On-stream composition analysis 
of process streams in mineral 
processing operations has been 
preven to be a powerful tool for 
the adjustment of the process to 
variations in plant feed quality. 
The benefits derived from the 
use of on-stream analysis are 
now widely accepted in the base 
metal industry (Cooper, 1976, 
1934 and ~iells, 1983). The rapid 
feed back of the chemical assay 
drastically reduces the response 
time of control schemcs, and thus 
helps to increase grade and 
recovery while reducing reagent 
consumption and operating costs. 
Also, the installation of an on
line analyzer frequently reveals 
that a process stream Y.'hich has 
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been considered to be stable 
actually undergoes sizable 
fluctuations, which may be detri
rnental to plant operation. For 
these reasons, a large number of 
on-stream analyzers have been 
installed throughout the world 
during the last 30 years. 

An on-stream composition 
analyzer may operate in a number 
of ways, as discussed in the 
literature (Kawatra, 1984). The 
principies used by commercial 
units range from excitation by 
gamma-ray irradiation or neutron 
activation to measurement of 
radiation from naturally-occurring 
isotopes. Elemental analysis by 
use of fluorescent x-rays is 
commonly used. Several systems 
employing neutron activation have 
been installed for continuous 
analysis of silica in iron ore 
slurries. Natural isotope decay 
has been widely applied in the 
potash industry for determination 
of the potassium content of ore · 
carried en conveyors (Cooper, 
1976, 1984). Severa! analyzers 
e~ploying non-radiometric tech
nology are also in use. The 
following sections describe the 
various types of on-stream cornpo
sition analyzers which have been 
used or are being developed for 
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642 CONCENTRATION ANO DEWATERING ORCUITS 

use in mineral concentration 
operations. 

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYZERS 

Fundamental Principies 

Conventional on-stream analy
sis is based on the principle of 
x-ray fluorescence (XRF) analy
sis. The basic principle of this 
method is illustrated in Figure 
l. The sarnple may be excited 
either by low energy photons from 
radioisotope sources, or by 
electronically produced x-rays. 
The characteristic radiations 
ernitted by the excited sarnples 
may be measured using either a 
wavelength-dispersive x-ray 
analyzer (WDX), oran energy
dispersive x-ray analyzer (EOX). 

The WDX systems are based on 
the fact that the angle at which 
an x-ray photon is diffracted 
from a crystal is a function of 
its wavelength. Since the wave
length of a photon is a function 
of its energy, a WDX analyzer 
determines the energies of x-rays 
with great accuracy by geometric 
measurements. For on-stream 
analysis, the elements of inter
est are specified in advance, and 
individual diffracting crystal 
and detector units are provided 
to select and measure the charac
teristic x-rays of each elernent 
simultaneously. 

Energy dispersive x-ray sys
tems (EDX) use radiation 
detectors which produce electri
cal pulses with amplitudes 
proportional to the energy of the 
x-ray photons which were detecte~ 
The nurnber of pulses produced 
with amplitudes corresponding to 
the energy of the characteristic 
x-rays of the elements of inter
est is then used to determine the 
concentrations of these elernents. 

The WDX systems have a much 
better energy resolution (20-25 

eV) than do EDX systerns, and 
therefore are less subject to 
error from peak overlap. Howeve~ 
a great deal of the x-ray inten
sity is lost in the diffraction 
crystal, with the result that WDX 
systems can only be used with an 
intense source of exciting x-rays, 
such as an x-ray tube. EDX sys
tems are usable at much lower 
intensities, which may be produced 
by radioisotope sources. The 
energy resolution of an EOX sys
tern depends on the type of 
detector used. Solid-state 
detectors have the best energy 
resolution, but must operate at 
cryogenic temperaturas. Propor
tional and scintillation counters 
can both operate at room tempera
tura, but whereas the proportional 
counter has the superior energy 
resolution, the scintillation 
counter has a higher detection 
efficiency. A discussion of the 
advantages and disadvantages of 
these detectora was presented by 
Carr-Brion (1980). It rnay be 
noted that all three types of 
detector have been used in on
stream analyzers, with the selec
tion depending on the number of 
elements te be determinad, the 
energy resolution required to 
separate the characteristic x-rays, 
and the x-ray intensity which may 
be feasibly produced. The general 
principles of EDX and WDX systems 
are illustrated in Figure l. 

Excitation Sources 

A mineral slurry may be excited 
into production of characteristic 
x-rays for quantitative analysis 
by use of either electronic x-ray 
tubes or by low-energy photons 
from radioisotope gamma-ray sour
ces. 

Radioisotope Excitation 

Many radioisotope sources are 
available which are ·suitable for 
exciting characteristic x-rays 
for energy-dispersive x-ray 
analysis. Table 1 lists commonly 
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X-rey Source 

X-rey Detectors 

Characteristic rodiation 
A1 and A2 

Crystal 

a) Wavelength - dispersive Spectrometer. 

X-ray Source 

Energy 
E1 counts 

Charocteristic radiation 
Energy E1 and E 2 

C::::::;::J Radiation 
Detector 

Mult ichonnel 
Analyzer 

Energy 
E2 counts 

b) Energy- dispersive Spectrometer 
Figure 1 X-ray Fluorescence Spectrorneter Configurations. Wavelengths 

Al and A2, and energies E¡ and E2, are emitted by elements 
l and 2. 
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Tab1e 1 

Properties of x-ray and x-ray sources used in on-stream composition 
analysis. 

Radioisotope Ha1f-1ife (yr) Energy KeV Relative Abundance* 

Am-241 458 14-21 (Np L x-rays) 36 
59.6 37 

Gd-153 0.65 41-47 
70 
97 

103 
Co-57 0.74 122 

136 
Fe-55 2.7 5-9 
Pu-238 86.4 13-20 
Cm-244 18 14-21 
Cd-109 1.3 22-25 

88 
I-125 0.16 27-31 

35 
Cs-137 30 662 
Co-60 5.3 1170 

1330 
*percent photons per disintegration 

used low energy gamma and x-ray 
sources. Since optimum fluore
scence efficiency is achieved 
when the excitation photon energy 
is clase to, but greater than, the 
critica! excitation potential 
required te produce the charac
teristic x-ray of interest, opti
mum source selection depends on 
the,elements to be determined. 

X-ray Tube Excitation 

An x-ray tube provides a use
fu! excitation source for either 
WDX or EDX systerns. X-ray tubes 
provides a rnuch higher x-ray 
intensity than is possible with 
radioisotope sources. As a 
result, small-area detectors may 
be used. Also, it is not as 
critica! that the source and 
detector be in clase proximity to 
the sample as is the case for 
radioisotope sources. x-ray tubes 
are sometirnes used with a secon
dary source to reduce background 
radiation. 

(E u K x-rays) 89 
2.6 

20 
30 
89 

9 
(Mn K x-rays) 28.5 
(U L x-rays) 10 

8 
(Ag K x-rays) 107 

(Te K x-rays) 138 
7 

82 
100 
100 

COMMERCIAL XRF ON-STREAM ANALYZERS 

Commercially available on-stream 
analyzers can be divided into two 
categories; centralized and dis
tributed rystems. 

Centralized Systems 

In a centralized XRF system, 
samples of severa! slurry streams 
are transported to a comrnon sens
ing unit. Such installations are 
genera11y of the wave1ength-dis
persive type, as this configura
tion allows the relatively expen
sive and bulky equipment required 
for WDX analysis to be shared 
among several streams. This 
system is particularly suited for 
large plants where more than five 
or six slurry streams are to be 
analyzed. A typical centralized 
analyzer is shown in Figure 2. 

As it is usually not feasible 
to send entire slurry streams to 
a centralized analyzer, such 
systems require carefully designed 
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Figure 2 Centralized On-Stream Analyzer {Monitor Systern) 
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slurry sampling, pumping, and 
flow reducing equipment. The 
slurry is presented to the x-ray 
equipment through a flow cell 
having a plastic window (usually 
Mylar or Kapton) approximately 
25 microns thick. Since the 
x-rays travel only a few milli
meters into the flowcell, the 
!ayer of slurry in immediate 
proximity to the window has the 
greatest influence on assays. 
Hence, obtaining a representative 
sample for analysis is essential. 
Generally, a primary sample of 
200-250 liter/min is taken, and 
is transmitted through two inch 
diameter pipes by pumping, pres
sure flow, or gravity flow to a 
secondary sampler, which removes 
20 liters/min as a secondary 
sample, and returns the remainder 
to the main stream. Secondary 
sample streams are then presented 
to the x-ray analyzer unit. 

Examples of centralized XRF 
systems are the Courier 300, manu
factured by Outkumpu Oy, Finland, 
and the Monitor 1000 System, from 
Harrison R. Cooper Systems, U.S.A. 
The first commercial systems of 
Courier design were installed in 
1967, and since then about fifty 
have been put into use. Severa! 
detailed descriptions are avail
able in the literature (Lundan et 
al, 1977; Leskinen and Lundan, 
1983). Elements of atomic number 
greater than titanium (no. 22) can 
be analyzed, often at assays of 
0.01% by weight or below. Metals 
subjected to on-stream slurry 
analysis include copper, zinc, 
iron, silver, cobalt, nickel, 
lead, molybdenum, barium, and 
tungsten (Saarhelo, 1985). 

The Courier system uses a 
series of fixed flow cells, with 
a movable x-ray head travelling 
on a precision guide rail. The 
system is modular, with fourteen 
cells in each. As many as six 
elements can be assayed, up to 
~any as three modules can be used 
~n a Courier configuration. 

This design enables a degree of 
expandability in the analyzer;s 
capacity as requirements increase 
(Leppala et al, 1971). 

On-stream XRF analyzer accept
ance by industry has resulted from 
attention given to design of sarnp
ling, and other factors providing 
for al! needs of turn-key instal
lations. The systems incorporate 
built-in minicomputers with data 
processing including prograrns for 
assay computations, self monitor
ing, and other elements for fully 
developed operating capability. 

The Monitor analyzers, from 
Harrison R. Cooper Systems, Inc. 
employ a fixed spectrometer unit 
with the multiple sample cell 
assembly positioned sequentially 
at the spectrometer head. Two 
designs are available: the Monitor 
1000, with capability for meas"r
ing elements above titanium sim~
lar to the Courier 300, and Monitor 
2000 systems for measurements of 
elernents as low as aluminum (no. 
13). Measurement of low arder 
atornic species is made possible 
with a sealed spectrorneter unit 
flushed with helium gas, enabling 
transmission of low energy photons 
frorn elements below titaniurn that 
otherwise would be absorbed by air 
in the spectrometer. Monitor anal· 
yzers are installed on a turn-key 
basis in units of 14, 28, and 42 
flow cell modules. Primary sample 
strearns are divided in secondary 
sampling to sequence flow of slurry 
sample streams to the measuring 
head. Figure 2 provides a schem
atic diagram of the system. 

Other rnanufacturers offer 
similar equipment, of which the 
Soliden "Boxray" is an example 
(Sundvist and Sehlstedt, 1978). 
In this systern, the samples are 
excited by radiation from secon
dary targets, which produce highly 
monochromatic excitation radiation 
to thus reduce background noise. 
EDX analysis is then carried out 
with a lithium-drifted-silicon 
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salid state detector. The 
spectrometer is held stationary, 
with slurry flowcells for each 
sarnple moved into analysis posi
tion by rotating the presentation 
system around a vertical axis. 
A similar sample presentation 
system has been described earlier 
in the literature (Kawatra, ·l976a). 

Distributed Systems 

In a typical distributed 
system, several small on-line 
analyzers are provided, one for 
each slurry stream. The sensors 
are located on the mill floor at 
the points where analyses are 
desired. The analyzer may be 
either in-stream, which eliminates 
the need for sampling equipment, 
or near-stream, in which case the 
sampling requirements are greatly 
reduced compared to those of a 
centralized system. These 
systems are available using 
either WDX or EDX spectrometry. 

Typical examples of distri
buted systems include the systems 
manufactured by Outokumpu Oy, 
Finland; Australian Min~ral 
Development Laboratories (AMDEL), 
Australia; Austrian Research 
Center, Seibersdorf, Austria; 
Nuclear Equipment Corporation, 
U.S.A.; Autometrics, U.S.A.; and 
Harrison Cooper, U.S.A. The 
following sections discuss the 
sensor units for in-stream and 
near-stream analyzers. 

In-stream X-ray Analyzers. This 
type of sensor consists of a radio
isotope excitation source and a 
detector which are immersed 
directly in the process stream. 
Analyzers of this type are the 
result of excellent research work 
by the Australian Atomic Energy 
Commission (Watt, 1977), and 
several cammercial units are 
available. The most commonly 
used units are those manufactured 
by AMDEL, Australia, and Outokumpu 
Oy, Finland. Another attractive 
unit for in-stream analysis, the 

Inscan System, has been developed 
by Texas Nuclear, U.S.A. These 
units differ primarily in the type 
of detector used, with the Inscan 
using a solid-state detector, the 
Outokumpu 0y Minexan-202 system 
using a proportional counter, and 
the AMDEL probe equipped with a 
scintillation counter. It may be 
reiterated that the energy resol
ution of solid-state detectors is 
superior to that of proportional 
counters, which in turn have 
better resolution than scintilla
tion counters. 

Since in-stream units utilize 
radioisotope excitation sources, 
the intensity of the excitation 
radiation is inherently stable, 
with only a slight correction for 
decay being needed. With radio
isotope excitation sources, fluor
escence response is of low inten
sity, making WDX spectrometry 
impractical, so in-stream analy
zers are exclusively EDX systems. 
This severely limits the ability 
of in-stream probes to resolve 
fluorescent x-rays of similar 
energies. The background radiation 
levels are inherently high, parti-· 
cularly at low metal concentra
tions. These factors limit the 
ability of in-stream probes to 
produce accurate assays at low 
metal concentrations (Cooper, 
1976). Serious accuracy problems 
arise in measuring low metal 
concentrations when elements with 
fluorescence spectra overlapping 
that of the elernent of interest 
are present in concentrations 
greater than ene percent. 

The AMDEL probe system requires 
a separate source-detector set for 
each element of interest at each 
measurement point. In addition, 
this system requires an additional 
probe for measuring pulp density. 
A difficulty with in-stream 
systems in general is the fact 
that repeatable measurements of 
pulse amplitude and number 
requires high arder electronic 
stability. Electronic drift 
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cannot be effectively evaluated 
unless the probe is tested after 
being removed from its sensing 
position in the slurry. Also, 
the fact that these probes must 
be imrnersed in a corrosive slurry 
introduces problema, as the 
detector will be destroyed if 
slurry leaks into the sensor head. 
In general, therefore, the in
stream systems require a high 
level of routine maintenance, and 
since they make use of radioiso
topes, they may be a health 
hazard if handled improperly. 

Even though the AMDEL and 
Outokumpu probes have been 
successfully used in in-stream 
analysis situations, there are 
many applications that do not 
lend themselves to systems of 
this type. For example, immer
sion of the probe in a large 
vessel, where slurry segregation 
is likely due te settling, flota
tion, or peor mixing, will pro
duce peor results. 

Near-strearn X-ray Analyzers. 
Near-stream analyzers consist of 
an on-site uni~ through which a 
portian of a slurry stream is 
shunted for analysis, without 
traveling any great distance. 
There are severa! general types 
of excitation source/detector 
arrangements in use, which are 
described in the following 
sections. 

1) X-ray Tube Diffraction Crys
tal. Excellent sensitivity and 
accuracy is achieved down to very 
low metal concentrations often in 
the parts per million range, as a 
:esult.of the high prirr.ary x-ray 
1ntens1ty and high resolution 
capability of crystal spectro
meters. Such devices are 
mechanic~lly more complex, and 
thus more costly, than in-stream 
an~lyze~s~-- Typical examples of 
th1s.type.of analyzer include the 
Cour1er-30 system, manufactured 
Oy Outokurnpu Electronics Finland 
and the Monitor SUO syst~m, manu-' 

factured by Harrison R. Cooper 
Systems, Inc., U.S.A. 

The first application of on
stream x-ray fluorescence to an 
industrial mineral process was 
carried out with the Monitor 500 
system. The Monitor 500 was used 
at a baryte min·eral beneficiation 
facility where severa! process 
slurry streams in flotation were 
analyzed for barium sulphate. In 
this process, a critica! require
ment was providing information to 
a computer control system to main
tain final product grade in the 
range of 90% baryte. The Uonitor 
500 system with two channels for 
rhodium backscatter radiation was 
installed te measure the Rayleigh 
and Compton scattering intensities. 
Preliminary tests conducted with 
process samples showed a correla
tion of impurity level in the 
concentrate with the difference 
(divergence) between inelastic 
scattering intensity and elastic 
scattering intensity. The Monitor 
50J system was employed in this 
application because it has the 
capability for extension of 
measurement range to low atomic 
number elements, which allows for 
determination of silica if such 
should become necessary for 
impurity control in the future. 

2) X-ray Tube/Solid State Detec
tor. A system based on this corn
bination has been described by 
Sundkvist and Sehlstedt (1978), 
and used in Boliden Metal•s 
Aktiebolag Copper mine in Sweden. 
This System utilizes energy dis
persive analysis in combination 
with secondary excitation. Secon
dary excitation consists of 
directing the tube output to a 
secondary target. The secondary 
target then emits nearly mono
chromatic fluorescent radiation, 
which is used to excite the sample. 
In the process, the continuous and 
characteristic spectra of the tube 
are largely eliminated. This 
allows both precise selection of 
excitation photon energy, and 
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reduction of background radiatio~ 
The line-to-background ratio for 
the energy-dispersive spectrorneter 
is then nearly comparable to the 
line-to-background ratio of wave
length-dispersive systerns. 

Another example of this type 
of near-stream analyzer is the 
XRA-1500 system developed by 
Armco Autometrics, Boulder, 
Colorado. This system utilizes 
a germanium solid-state detector, 
rather than a lithium-drifted 
silicon detector (Ballard et al, 
1983, and Kouns, 1985). 

3) Radioisotope/Solid-State 
Detector. A by-line system based 
on Iodine-125 as an excitation 
source and a solid-state detector 
for energy-dispersive analysis 
has been developed by INAX, 
Ottawa; Bondar-clegg, Ottawa; and 
Ramsey rtec. Ltd., Richmond Hill, 
Canada (Ereiser et al, 1980). 
Since solid-state detectors are 
capable of resolving x-rays of 
rnost elements of interest even 
when their atomic numbers are con
secutive, simultaneous multi
ele~ent analysis is possible with 
this system. High resolution 
with solid-state detectors can be 
achieved only if the diarneter is 
small, usually 4 mm. Since this 
is considerably less than the 25 
n~ typical for scintillation or 
proportional counters, an intense 
radioisotope source is required 
for solid-state detectors. This 
type of analyzer has been tested 
in plant trials at Noranda ~ines 
Ltd., Ontario, Canada, for assay
ing copper, lead and zinc. 

4} Radioisotope/Proportional 
Counter. An example of this type 
of analyzer is Outokumpu's Minexan 
202 system, which is available in 
both in-stream and near-stream 
configurations. Each Minexan 
probe is capable of determining 
COQcentrations of as many as five 
elements plus pulp density. The 
probe ernploys a sealed proportional 
counter, anó utilizes energy- -

dispersive analysis. While such 
detectors are relatively inexpen
sive and simple to use, resolution 
is inferior to both solid-state 
detectors and wavelength-disper
sive systems, and thus elements 
with closely spaced fluorescent 
lines are difficult to distinguish 
(Barker and Saarhelo, 1984). 

FACTORS AFFECTING MEASU~~NT 
ACCURACY 

XRF analysis accuracy depends 
on severa! factors, sorne of which 
may be beyond the control of the 
instrumental technique such as 
mineralogical conditions, size 
distributions, interelement 
effects, and the level of assays 
which exist in the slurry being 
analyzed. Several fundamental 
sources of error inherent to x-ray 
fluorescent analyzers are discussed 
below. Within these lirnitations, 
the accuracy to be attained by 
XRF becomes dependent on the care 
and details put forth to the pro
cess of calibration. 

A variety of methods for XRF 
calibration are available, ranging 
frorn sirnplistic multiple linear 
regression to more advanced 
methods ernploying mathereatical 
models based on the x-ray fluore
scence process. Calibration 
procedures are discussed in other 
tests (Cooper 1976). lt is to be 
emphasized that effective use of 
on-stream x-ray fluorescence 
analysis depends on producing 
reliable assays which can be 
derived only from application of 
proper calibration technique. 

Sorne factors such as particle 
size distribution, air content 
and pulp density can have signi
ficant effects on XRF accuracy. 
These factors are discussed below: 

Atomic Number of Element. The 
higher the atomic number of the 
element being analyzed, the 
greater is the accuracy of 
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measurement. 

Concentration of the Element. 
The h~gher the concentration of 
the e1ernent being ana1yzed, the 
greater is the accuracy of 
measurement. Expected relative 
accuracies to be attained are 
given for typical cases (relative 
accuracy is the standard error of 
measurement divided by the aver
age concentration, multiplied by 
100 percent). 

Copper in concentrates 
(25% grade) 

Copper in tai1s (0.1%) 
Mo1ybdenum in feed (0.2%) 
Lead in feed (5%) 
Zinc in tails (0.5%) 

4-5% 

6-8% 
4-6% 
7-9% 
6-8% 

Partic1e Size. The srna11er the 
particle size the greater is the 
measurement accuracy. Variation 
in particle size distribution can 
give rise to errors. Berry et al 
(1969) have discussed partic1e 
size effects in detail. If a 
grinding circuit has a particle 
size control, variations in the 
partic1e size in the f1otation 
section would be less, giving 
lower errors (Kawatra, 1975). 

Mineralogy. Variations in the 
composition and variety of mineral 
types incorporating the elernent 
to be measured, as well as mineral 
grain size variation, cause re
duced possibilities for accurate 
rneasurernent. 

Pulo Density. Measurernent 
accuracy becomes greater for 
higher pulp densities and reduced 
variations in pulp densities, not
ing that the measurement result 
is the element content of the 
solids portian of the slurry. 

Entrained Air. Since the inten
sity of the fluorescent x-rays 
depends on the amount of sus
pended solids, and hence on the 
slurry density, it is necessary 
to a?ply a density correction to 
the fluorescent intensity. This 

correction may be obtained 
through either of two rnethods; 
gamma-ray transmission, and x-ray 
backscatter. For exarnple, AMDEL 
probes use a gamma-ray-transmis
sion density gauge to correct for 
pulp density. Entrained air is 
always present in flotation 
slurries, and causes errors in 
the pu1p density rneasurernent, with 
the magnitude of the error being 
greater for transmission density 
corrections. In a study conducted 
for the measurement of percent 
copper in a cha1copyrite slurry 
using a transmission gauge for 
density compensation, it has been 
shown that an increase of entrain
ed air frorn O to 30 percent 
resulted in a 40% error in the 
copper determination (Kawatra, 
1976b). 

NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYZERS 

Fundamental Principies 

Neutron techniques are attrac
tive for analysis of elements with 
low atomic number such as silicon, 
aluminum, chlorine, sulfur, and 
fluorine. These elements may 
on1y be rr.easured with difficu1ty 
by x-ray fluorescence analysis due 
to their low-energy characteristic 
x-rays. Thus, neutron activation 
may be considered as a viable 
method to carry out on-stream 
analysis when XRF methods cannot 
be used. 

Neutron activation analysis is 
based on the interactions of neu
trons with atomic nuclei, rather 
than on interactions with the 
electron shells. The results are 
therefore independent of the 
chemical state of the elernents 
being measured. There are two 
types of neutron-nucleus inter
action which may be applied for 
analytica1 techniques: 1) Radio
nuclide production, which results 
in delayed garr~a-ray emissions as 
the unstable nucleus decays, and 
2) prompt gamma ernission, which 

l1 
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occurs immediately following the 
capture of a thermal neutron by 
the target nucleus. 

Radionuclide production has 
been employed for on-line analy
sis of silica in iron ore and 
silica and chromium in ch;ornite. 
The nuclear reaction for silicon 
activation is as follows: 

S . 28 28 
14 

~ + n (fast) + 
13

Al + p 

28 . 
13A~ has a half-l~fe of 2.3 

m1nutes, and decays to the 
original stable silicon nucleus 
by emitting a beta particle 
accompanied by a 1.78 MeV gamma 
ray. 

The neutron sources used are 
typically either Cf-252, or an 
~-n source. a-n sources consist 
of a source of alpha particles, 
such as Po-210 or Pu-239, and a 
target such as beryllium. The 
reaction of the alpha particles 
with the target causes neutrons 
to be emitted. These sources 
produce on the order of 108 neu
trons per second. 

Determination of Silica in Iron 
Ore Sl urries 

At present, only one type of 
neutron activation sensor is 
commercially available. This is 
the NOLA 1 system, produced by 
Texas Nuclear, Texas. This unit 
has been installed in at least 
~ight operat~ng iron ore process-
1ng plants w1th satisfactory 
results. 

The NOLA unit consists of an 
analysis loop which recirculates 
a sample of slurry through the 
irradiat?r, detector, ~nd density 
gauge un1ts, as shown 1n Figure 3. 
The analysis loop holds approxi
mately 5~0 milliliters of slurry, 
which must be at least 50% solid 
for a reasonable analysis. The 
loop is filled automatically from 
the slurry stream through a 

so~enoid-operated 2-way valve. 
T~1s technique, termed Recircula
t1on Activation Analysis, has 
several advantages (Texas Nuclear 
1985): ' 

1) i~creased sensitivity over 
s1ngle-pass analysis achernes; 

2) lower dependence on fluctua
tions in slurry flowrate; and 

3) minimal slurry sedimentation, 
due to the capability of 
maintaining a high flowrate 
in the analysis loop. 

The NOLA system uses a Pu-Be 
n-~ source (half-life 87.4 years) 
wh1ch emita 108 neutrons per 
second. At the Reserve Mining 
Co., Silver Bay, Minnesota, the 
NOLA system has been found to be 
capable of measuring silica con
tent with an accuracy of + 0.21 
by weight (Allie, 1980). -The 
NOLA analyzer at U.S. Steel's 
Minntac taconite plant measures 
the silica content in a slurry 
containing from 20 to 70% solids 
at S to 6% silica, with results 
within + 0.2% of the silica con
tent determined by wet chemical 
methods (Benner and Ludwig, 1984). 

ON-LINE COMPOSITION 
ANALYZERS USING OTHER 

TECHNOLOGIES 

The discussion in this chapter 
heretofore has dealt with the more 
established on-stream XRF and 
neutron activation analyzer sys
tems, as these technologies have 
become of substantial importance 
to the metallurgical and mineral 
processing industries. Neverthe
less, newer on-line composition 
analysis technologies have been 
introduced in recent years which 
offer the possibility of extending 
the range of analyzer methods which 
can be applied for improved procesa 
control. Several of the techniques 
are based on non-radiometric 
methodologies. Salient features 
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Figure 3. Schematic of NOLA analyzer (after Berry, 1978). 

of the newer techniques are 
briefly described below. 

Severa! methods for on-líne 
analysis of gold in solutions 
and slurries are currently being 
developed. Witteck Developrnent 
of Taranta, Canada, is currently 
developing an on-line gold 
analyzer based en the Direct 
Current Plasma (DCP) principle. 
Unlike the atomic absorption 
spectroscopy (AAS) rnethod, which 
utilizes light absorption, OCP 
is based on light emission. The 
plasma yields a much higher oper
ating temperature with resulting 
sensitivities of 5-10 ppb achiev
able frorn unconcentrated samples. 
This compares very favorably with 
the levels of .1 ppm (unconcen
trated samples) and 20 ppb (con
centrated samples) normally 
obtainable with AAS. Plant trials 
have been scheduled for the near 
future, however, no details are 
available at this time because 
of comrnercial interests. Robert 
and Ormrod (1982) have described 

an on-line gold analyser, the 
1 Tele-tale 1 which is based on 
solvent extraction and flame 
atomization and has a lo·,.rer limit 
of determination of 0.005 mg/1. 
It is in use in a number of gold 
mines to monitor the gold content 
of barren solutions from filters. 
Recently, llintek (1985) has 
improved upon this analyzer and 
developed a prototype system based 
on atomic absorption spectropho
tometry and electrothermal 
atomization. It was designed to 
monitor the gold in solutions 
from the carbon-in-pulp process. 
Although the improved on-line 
analyzer is not commercially 
available as a package, all the 
separate components except the 
modified furnace autosampler are 
available. Bateman Process 
Instrurnentation Ltd. (1985) has 
installed on-line gold sensors 
based on the principle of atomic 
absorption spectrometry. 

Nuclear applications, Harwell, 
U.K., has recently built an on-line 
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monitoring system for a feldspar 
mill for Amberger Kaolinweke GmbH 
in west Germany (Whee1er, 1985). 
The details of this installation 
rnay soon be available. 

The National Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy, South 
Africa, has developed an on-line 
instrument in a feasibility study 
of the app1icability of x-ray 
diffraction to the analysis of 
fluorspar-containing slurries. 
The instrument is shown to have 
adequate sensitivity and resolu
tion and further test work is 
recornrnended (de Vi11iers, 1981). 
This method has been extended to 
on-stream analysis of apatite 
slurries as well. 

On-stream analysis of coal 
slurries or of salid material 
flows has not been discussed in 
this chapter. A number of tech
niques such as prompt gamma 
neutron activation, nuclear 
rnagnetic resonance and electron 
spin resonance are described by 
Cooper (1984). 
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A COAL ASH MONITOR FOR COAL CLEANING PROCESSES 
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Department of Metallurgical Engineering 
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Houghton, Michigan 49931 

ABSTRACT 

The paper describes a system for on-line analysis of ash in solids 
in coal slúrries for coa! cleaning operations. The system consists of 
two sensors: 1) gamma density gauge, and 2) ash sensor. The opera
tional characteristics of each sensor are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally coa! has been considered to be a mineral with a low 
intrinsic value. Being a cheap mineral, only the simplest of process
ing methods could be economically applied to reduce the inorganic mat
ter content (ash forming constituents) prior to utilization. With the 
price of coal now severa! times its value five years ago, the picture 
has changed such that more advanced processing methods can be justi
fied. In recent years most companies have placed the highest priority 
on the development and expansion of mining'systems and have only spent 
as little as possible on coal beneficiation. The bulk of the current 
coal oriented research and development, particularly in North America, 
seems to be focussed on ooal utilization (i.e., coal gasification, 
carbonization, liquifaction) with very little devoted to coal benefi
ciation. 

The area in coal beneficiation which seems to offer the greatest 
potential for improvement is process control. At the present time, 
coal preparation plants have crude control methods compared to the 
chemical and metallurgical process industries. In these industries, 
it was found that closer control resulted in greater productivity and/ 
or improved average process efficiencies. It is reasonable to assume 
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that similar benefits could be achieved in the coal industry through 
implementation of similar process control methods. One of the key 
elements required to develop an effective method of controlling a coal 
cleaning plant is a method to continually monitor the ash content of 
the coal, so that the processing conditions may be changed in accor
dance with the compositional changes of the coal entering the plant. 
It is also important to determine the sulphur content of the coal and 
the goal of such a project is to determine on-line both the sulphur 
and ash content. This report is an account of the development of a 
system for on-line analysis of ash in coal slurries. 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The determination of ash content in coal slurries requires at least 
two measurements, ene to obtain the solids content of the slurry and 
the other to obtain the ash content of the solids (1-5). 

The solids content of the slurry can be determined by a gamma den
sity gauge (1-5). The gauge is based on the principle of radiation 
absorption. As the radiation passes through matter, the loss in in
tensity of gamma rays is related to the density of the material. Be
cause gamma ray mass attenuation coefficients are both atomic number 
and energy depende,t (6-7), it is customary to use a gamma ray energy 
of about 0.7 MeV for applications free of high atomic number elements, 
and a gamma ray energy of about 1.2 MeV when high atomic-number ele
ments are present (14). For solids content measurement of low density 
slurries, such as an aqueous coal slurry, gamma-ray energies in the 
range 0.6 MeV to 1.3 MeV are not sufficiently sensitive for practica! 
path lengths (25 cm) and it is necessary to use an isotope which has a 
low energy gamma ray. The characteristics of isotopes commonly used 
in density gauges are shown in Table 1 as well as the characteristics 
of isotopes that could be used to measure solids content of coal slur
ries (13) • Gd-153 is selected for this application over eo-57 because 
of sensitivity, and over Ir-192 and Ce-139 because of both half-life 
consideration and sensitivity. 

The coal ash content determination is based on the scattering of 
radiation energy less than lOO KeV, the intensity of scattered radia
tion being proportional to the ratio of the probability of a scatter
ing interaction occurring opposed to an absorption interaction. Two 
types of radiation scattering may occur: incoherent or Compton scat
tering and coherent or Rayleigh scattering (7,8). In Compton scatter
ing, a photon collides with an electron, loses sorne of its energy and 
is deflected from its original direction of travel. In Rayleigh scat
tering, photons are scattered by bound atomic electrons under condi
tions such that the atom is neither ionized nor excited. The scatter
ing from different parts of the atomic charge distribution is then 
"coherent." Compton scattered low energy gamma rays suffer an energy 
loss which grows larger as the angle of scatter increases. Rayleigh 
scattered photons have the same energy as the primary photons regard-

3 
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TABLE 1(A).- Isotopes commonly used in density gauges 

Isotope 

es 137 
Co 60 

Ha1f-Life 

30 years 
5.2 years 

Radiation used for 
gauging (MeV) 

0.662 
1.173 
1.332 

.TABLE 1(B).- Useful isotopes for gauging 1ow density 
material 

Radiation used for 
Isotope Half-Life gauging (MeV) 

Gd 153 239 days 0.099 
Co 57 270 days 0.122 

0.136 
Ce 139 140 days 0.165 
Ir 192 74 days 0.062 

O.Ob6 
0.296 
0.308 
0.317 
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1ess of scattering angle. In addition, the cross section of Compton 
scattering is proportiona1 to the "Z" of the scattering atoms whi1e 
the Ray1eigh scattering cross section is c1osely proportional to z 3 • 
Compton scattering relationships are given by the Klein-Nishna formula 
(9,10,11): 

a = 3.92 x lo- 26 (~) 2 (....! + ~- sin2e¡ 
e E E' E 

(1) 

where ac is the Compton differentia1 cross section per sq. cm. per 
e1ectron per steradian, E is the energy of the primary photons, E' is 
the energy of the scattered photons and e is the scattering ang1e. 
The relationship between E' andE is given by (7,8): 

E' = ---::;--'E=-----
1 + ~2 (l-cos9) 

4 

( 2) 

... 

;:¡: 

-· 
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For a mixture of elements, the probability of scattering per unit 
path length traversed in the medium into the elemental solid angle dn 
in the direction 9 is given by (9,10,11): 

(3) 

where N is the Avogadro's number, p is the density of the material, ai 
is the fraction of the total weight cooprised by the ith type atoms, 
Z and A are respectively the atomic number and atomic weight of the 
ith type atoms. 

The Rayleigh scattering can be appro,ximated by the relationship 
(9,10,11): 

OR = K !!_ (~) 2 f ( 9) 
4 mc2 

(4) 

where OR is the Rayleigh cross section per sq. cm. per electron per 
steradian, e is the electronic charge, K a constant and f(9) is a 
function of scattering angle. For a mixture, the probability of scat
tering per unit path length traversed in the medium into the elemental 
solid angle dn in the direction 9 is given by (9,10,11): 

P(9,E)R = KNpdn I 
i 

(5) 

where p is the density, N is the Avogadro's number, ai is the fraction 
of the total weight comprised by the ith type atoms. 

The theory outlined suggests the application of Rayleigh and Comp
ton scattering to the chemical analysis. If the amount of high atomic 
number material varies in a low atomic number matrix, the COmpton and 
Rayleigh scattered intensities would also vary accordingly. 

Coal ash is the oxidized residue remaining after coal has been 
burnt and consists essentially of alumina, silica, iron minerals and 
compounds and small quantities of the oxides of potassium, calcium, 
titanium, etc. In coal, the effective atomic number of ash is about 
lO, while that of conbustible carbonaceous material is about 6. Thus, 
since the effective atomic number of coal increases with increasing 
ash content, the ash content can be theoretically determined by mea
suring the intensity of scattered low energy photons. 

The presence of iron-sulphur minerals in coal, such as pyrite and 
pyrrhotite, which may be as high as 5-10 weight percent, with an 
effective atomic number of about 20, will cause greater changes in 

5 
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scatterinq intensity than alumina and silica with their effective 
atomic nWii>er of about 10. Therefore, coDpensation should be made for 
the iron content in arder to accurately determine the ash content. If 
a radioisotope is selected so that Fe Ka {6.4 KeV) is excited and mea
sured, a. quanti tati ve measw:ement of the iron-sulphur mineral content 
in the slurry can be made. This measurement provides a correction for 
the additional scatterinq due to the iron-sulphur minerals. With this 
procedure an accurate determination of ash content can be made. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A schematic diaqram of the test riq is shown in Fiq. l. It consis
ted oí a variable speed peristaltic pUDp, head and receivinq tanks, a 
flow cell for the XRF measurements and a lucite ass~ly with a 20 cm. 
radiation path for a density qauqe. The head tanlt provided a constant 
flow rate of slurry through the flow cell. The experimental procedure 
was to add 3 litres of water at the receivinq tank, start the peri
staltic pUDp, and then add varyinq quantities of coal. 'The chemical 
composition as well as the weiqht of each increment was varied, as far 
as was practica!, by usinq various coal.saDples, of which the chemical 
coDpasition of the two saDples used is listed in Table 2. 

A S mCi Gd-153 pcint source was placed in a brass fitting located 
at the bottom of the lead plates forminq the base of the density gauqe 
assembly. A 2 in. x 2 in. Nai {Tt) activated detector with a gamma
ray spectrometer was used to inteqrate the radiation intensity between 
40 and lOO KeV. Commercially available density qauqes employ a Cs-137 
or a Co-60 source. To insure that the Gd-153 source qave better re
sults than a Cs-137 source, experimental work was repeated with a cs-
137 source. 

The radioisotope used for the scatterinq measuremen t was Cd-109. 
It emits AgK x-rays of enerqy 24.9 and 22.1 KeV. The scattered AgK 
radiation and the fluorescent FeK radiation were detected and resolved 
by a xenon-filled sealed proportional counter. Thus three sets of 
counts for different slurries were taken. These counts were density 
gauge counts, FeKa and scattered counts. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

The experimental results for the density qauge are shown in Figures 
2 and 3. From these plots, it is obvious that the low-enerqy radia
tion from Gd-153 is more sensitive to mass variation than the high 
enerqy radiation from cs-137. Furthermore, the two curves shown for 
the Gd-153 isotope, which were obtained from slurries of saDples 1 and 
2, are almost coincident: the difference in chemical coDpasition, par
ticularly the factor of two in iron content {Table 2), has no practi
ca! effect en the radiation attenuation. 

6 
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FIG. 1. - Schematic Oiagram of the Test Slurry Circuit 
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TABLE 2. - Va1ues of mass absorption coefficients 
of constituent e1ements of a coa1 samp1e 

Assay (\) !!. ( .662 MeV) !!_ (100 KeV) 
E1ement Samp1e 1 Samp1e 2 p 

Ccm2/g P (cm2/g) 

S 5.30 2.43 o .0779 0.202 
f:e 4.01 2.19 0.0739 0.370 
ca 0.64 0.13 0.0783 0.256 
K 0.11 0.36 0.0762 0.233 
Ti 0.069 0.078 0.0732 0.240 
Si 2.44 3.02 0.077 0.184 
e 68.30 70.27 0.0774 0.152 
o 3.00 3.50 0.0787 0.156 
H 0.0863 0.169 
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Theoretical p1ots for sample No. 1 are also shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
These plots were obtained by using the relationship (12): 

I water 
=exp 

[m r + m (1-r ) ] 
S S W S _::_..::.._......;: ___ ..:;1:--- i' 

(1 - rs (1 - p
9 

) 

(6) 

where Isi• Iwater are the count rates with the flow ce11 ful1 of 
slurry and water, respective1y, mg and mw are the mass absorption co
efficients of so1ids and water, respective1y, i is the length of flow 
cell, Ps is the specific gravity of so1ids, and rs is the fraction of 
so1ids in the s1urry. 

It is apparent that the values of Ist/Iwater as predicted by Eq. 
(6) are slightly 1ower than the experimental va1ues. This is because 
of the "buildup factors" (7). Equation (6) does not take into account 
the secondary photons produced in the slurry that reach the detector. 
From the present studies, it may be concluded that for coal s1urries, 
where the iron content varies from one to five percent, a Gd-153 
source is more efficient than a cs-137 source. However, in the pre
sent studies Fe Ka is also being excited, therefore for on-line ana1y
sis of ash in coal slurries, variation of pyrite has no effect. 

With this technique, percent ash in coa1 was determined as a func
tion of scatter counts, iron f1uorescent counts and the gamma density 
gauge counts. For this purpose a simple mathematical model was 
tested, viz, 

\ Ash Kl Pd ct K d + K3 = sc-ct + 2 Fe ct. P ct 
~ 

(7) 
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where Kl to K3 are calibration constants and Se ct, Fe ct and Pd ct 
are scatter ciounts, iron counts and density gauge counts respectively. 
In this equation Fe ct and Pd ct provide the corrections due to the 
variation of iron and solids in the slurry. 

COnstants in equation (7) were determined by using a "siuplex• pro
gram. The ash content was determined with a precision of 4\ in the 
range of ash in coal sauples from 13\ ash to 23\ ash. Figure 4 shows 
the relationship between ash observed and ash calculated by equation 
(7) • 

....... 21 
'U 
e:, ... 
o 
::J 
u 1 9 o 
u 
~ 

.S:: 
cll 
~ 1 7 ... 
e: 
e:, 
u 
L • e:, 

a_ 
1 5 • 

15 1 7 1 9 21 23 
Percent Ash (observed) 

PIG. 4. - Relationship Between Ash Observed and Ash Calculated 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The ash content of coal can be determined in an aqueous slurry by 
the measurement of scattered Ag K radiation provided co·rrection for 
the variation of percent solids and the iron content is provided. The 
technique is simple and efficient. 
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ABSTRACT 

Plitt, L. R. and Kawatra, S. K., 1979. Estimating the cut (d 50 ) size of classifiers without 
product particle·size measurement. Int. J. Miner. Process., 5: 369-378. 

A technique is presented by which the cut size of a classifier can be estimated without 
size analyses of the coarse and fine products. Using the corrected solids recovery and the 
classifier feed size distribution, an indicated d 50 size can be determined which is usually 
within ± 10% of the actual cut size. 

By computer simulation of the classification process. actual/indicated cut size ratios 
were determined for a variety of operating conditions. Through the application of these 
ratios, it has been demonstrated that the d 50 of a classifier can be estimated with an ac
curacy comparable to that obtained through the use of classification curves. The main lim
itations of this technique are that accurate measurement of the solids content in the slurry 
streams is required and that no information is obtained concerning the sharpness of separa
tion. 

INTRODUCTION 

In most industrial situations the performance of a classifier is determined 
from the particle size distributions of the feed, and coarse and fine products. 
The methodology for carrying out the mass flow split in classifiers using par
ticle-size distributions is well established (Mular and Bates, 1971; Luckie and 
Austin, 1973). There are sorne situations, such as when well-instrumented 
classifiers are used, where the mass flow splits can be accurately measured. 
In these cases, the cut size (d 50) can be estimated directly from the solids split 
and the feed size distribution, thus eliminating the need to obtain samples and 
size analyses of the coarse and fine products. 

This procedure has been practiced in our laboratory for several years for 
preliminary adjustment of variables. The object of this work was to determine 
how close these estimates are to the true cut size and to develop correction 
factors to expand the limits of applicability of this estimating technique. 

*Present address: Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Mich. (U.S.A.) 
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THE CLASSIFICATION PROCESS 

In mineral processing, classificati~n-usually refers toa separation of par
ticles according to their differing settling v~ocities in a suspending fluid. If 
the material is of uniform density, then the sharation would be based entirely 
upon particle size and/or shape. A typical classification curve of a uniform 
density material in a wet classifier is represented as Curve y in Fig.l. The point 
at which y = O. 5 is usually selected as the characteristic cut size and is desig
nated d 5o. 

In wet classifiers, such as hydrocyclones and rake classifiers, it is generally 
assumed that solids of all sizes are entrained by the coarse product liquid. It 
is possible to 'correct' the observed classification curve for this bypassing effect 
caused by the coarse product liquid according to the equation: 

, y-Rr 
y = (1) 

1-Rr 

where y' is the mass fraction of particles of a particular size and density which 
will be directed to the coarse product as a result of the classifying ac
tion; 

y is the mass fraction of particles of a given size and density which ac
tually report to the coarse product, and 

Rr is the fraction of feed liquid which is recovered in the coarse product 
stream 

As shown on Fig.1, the size at which y' = 0.5 is the corrected d 50 (d 50c). 
Various mathematical functions have been proposed to represent the cor

rected classification curve. Two of the most widely used equations are: 

y' = 1-exp l-o.693 (-d-r] <2> L dsoc 

and: 

, exp[ad/dsoc] -l. O 
y = -ex-p-;[:-a-;d-;1 d""'"s-oc-:]:--:-+-e_x_p-;-[ a--:]:--:2:-.70 (3) 

where dsoc is the size of particle in the portion of the feed subjected to clas
sification which has equal (50%) probability of reporting to the coarse 
and fine products, and 
a and m are both measures of the sharpness of separation and are ap
proximately interrelated as follows: 
a= 1.54m-0.47. 

In an earlier paper (Plitt, 1971) it was shown that both equatioris represent 
classification with equal effectiveness. 

.. - " ,, ~ 3 
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Fig.l. Typical uncorrected and corrected classification curve. 

ESTIMATION OF CLASSIFIER CUT SIZE 

One may rewrite eq. 1 in terms of the total solids recovery to the coarse 
product as follows: 

R 
· _ R 8-Rr 

e -
1-Rr 

where Re is the total fraction of solids of al! sizes recovered by the coarse 

(4) 

product as a result of the classification action, i.e. corrected for by
passing of coarse product liquid, and 
Rs is the total observed solids recovery in the coarse product. 

It is evident that if perfect classification occurs on the portion of the feed 
subjected to classification, the corrected cut size (dsoc) is equivalent to the 
{(1-Re) size where f(x) is equal to the particle size in the feed which has a 
cumulative weight fraction finer than x. The relationship between corrected 
recovery and indicated cut size is illustrated in Fig. 2. Sin ce classifiers are not 
perfect (i.e., they do not have infinite values of m ora), the indicated cut size 
determined from the feed size distribution (idsocl may differ from the actual 
cut size. 

Fig.3 illustrates a typical corrected classification curve. The hatched areas 
indicate the misplaced material: fines incoarse product and coarse in fine 
product. It follows that if an equal amount of feed material is distributed on 
either side of the cut size the relative amounts of misplaced material will tend 
to compensate each other, and the indicated cut size determined from the 
feed size distribution will correspond to the actual cut size. On the other hand 
if the major part of the size distribution líes above the cut point, the amount 
of misplaced coarse in the fineproduct will exceed the misplaced fines in the 
coarse product·and the indicated cut size (idsoc) will be higher than the actual 

~ . " " . 4 
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Fig.2. I!lustration of how the indicated cut size is obtained from the particle·size analysis 
of the feed. 
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Fig.3. Typical corrected classification curve illustrating the misplaced material concept. 

cut size. Conversely, if the classifier cut point lies above the mode of the par
ticle size distribution the indicated d50 size should be below the actual cut size. 
Applying the above logic to symmetrical feed size distributions the following 
relationships 15étween actual and indicated cut sizes should exist: 

dsoc = f (50) (i.e. Re = 50%), idsoc = d soc. 
dsoc <{(50) (i.e. Re> 50%), idsoc > dsoc 
dsoc > f (50) (i.e. Re< 50%), idsoc < dsoc 

COMPUTER SIMULATION 

To quantify the difference between the indicated and actual cut sizes a 

5 
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computer simulation of a classifier was carried out. The simulation assumed 
that the classifier functioned according to either eqs. 2 or 3. Assumed feed 
size distributions using both Gaudin-Schuhmann and Rosin-Rammler dis
tribution functions were generated in the simulation and compared. These 
functions are: 
Gaudin-Schuhmann P = 0.5[d/f(50)]" (5) 
Rosin-Rammler P = 1-exp [-0.693{d/f(50)}n 1 (6) 
where P = mass fraction of classifier feed with a particle size less than d, 

{(50)= mass median particle size, 
o: = Gaudin-Schuhmann distribution modulus, and 
n = Rosin-Rammler distribution modulus. . 

As the classification equations are point functions with respect to size, the 
feed was subdivided into 100 equal parts to eliminate any substantial error in 
obtaining an average size for the particle size fractions. The classifier cut size 
was varied over a wide range using various sharpness of separation coefficients 
and various size distribution constants. 

RESULTS 

The results shown in Figs.4, 6 and 7 are plotted in terms of the ratio be
tween actual and indicated cut size versus the corrected solids recovery. The 
curves all display the same general form: rising sharply at low recoveries and 
levelling off at a constant value near 1 at high recoveries. 

As would be expected the difference between the actual and indicated cut 
size is least when the sharpness of separation is the greatest (high values of m 
ora). 

Fig.4a, b and e show the comparison of the cut size ratios with a variation 
of feed size distributions. For a narrow feed size distribution (o: = 1.0) the 
sharp rise in the cut size ratio occurs at a higher recovery then for flat feed 
size distributions. Fig.5 shows the constant values of the d 50cfid50c ratios and 
the point where the ratios begin to deviate substantially from the constant 
values both plotted as a function of the distribution modulus. Below a dis
tribution modulus of O. 7 the d 50c/id 50c ratios leve! off at values above 1.0. This 
somewhat unexpected result is due to the highly negative skew of Gaudin
Schuhmann distributions with low distribution moduli. The result of the nega
tive skew is that even when the cut size is in the finer size region of the feed 
(i.e. high values of Re) more fines are misplaced to the coarse product then 
vice versa. Fig. 5 was prepared using a sharpness of separation, m, of 2.5, which 
represents average conditions for hydrocyclone classifiers. 

Fig.6 shows the actualfindicated cut size ratios for an assumed Rosin
Rammler feed size distribution. With a different feed distribution the curves 
are only slightly different from those using a Gaudin-Schuhmann distribution. 
This similarity suggests that al! natural feed size distributions will give a similar 
relationship between the actual and indicated cut size. To check that the as
sumed classification function did not produce unique results, Fig. 7 shows the 
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Fig.6. Actual/inclicated cut size ratios for the Rosin-Rammler classification function with 
a Rosin-Rammler feed size distribution. Distribution modulus n = LO. 
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Fig. 7. Actual/indicated cut size ratios using the Lynch classification function with a 
Gaudin-Schuhmann feed size distribution (<> = O. 7 ). 

actual/indicated ratios using the Lynch equation (No. 3). The forro of the 
curves is again very similar to those in Fig.4. From these results it can be con
cluded that with reasonable sharpness of separation (i.e. m > 2) the indicated 
dsoc size will provide an estímate within ± 10% of the actual dsoc size providing 
the solids corrected recovery is over 30%. 

APPLICATIONS 

d 50-size estimation 

This technique is restricted to instances when reliable data is available which 
will permit calculation of the salid and liquid recoveries. With this information 
the cut size of the classifier can be quickly estimated without carrying out a 
size analysis of the coarse and fine products. This method is particularly useful 
to monitor changes in the cut size or to check that it is within the proper 
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range before coarse and fine product size analyses are carried out. 
As an example, if the data from the cyclone test shown in Appendix A were 

available except for the underflow and overflow size analyses, it would be 
possible to determine the values of d 50 and dsoc· The feed size analysis is 
plotted as shown in Fig.8. The distribution follows the Gaudin-Schuhmann 
equation remarkably well with a rather low distribution modulus of 0.23. 
From the mass balance the corrected solids recovery (Re) is 24.6% such that 
the indicated dsoc size is equal to 280 ¡.¡m and corresponds to the 7 5.4% 
passing size. With reference to Fig.5 the d 50c/id 50c ratio for an a = 0.23 is 
1.057. As the Re of 24.6 is above the lower limit of 17% the ratio applies. 
Thus the estimated dsoc is: 

1.057 X 280 = 296 ¡.¡m 

The estímate of d50 using an assumed m= 2.5 is: 

, 0.5D-0.179 
Y (atd ) ----

so - 1-0.179 
= 0.391 

d =296[ 
1 

In ( 
1 

)]
112

"
5 

50 
0.693 1-0.391 

= 258 ¡.¡m 

The estimated corrected and uncorrected cut sizes compare to the actual 
values of 298 ¡.¡m and 259 ¡.¡m respectively. Although agreement within 2% is 
most acceptable the reasons for the apparent decrepancy in the estimated dsoc 
may be: 

(1) The sharpness of separation value of m assumed in Fig.5 is 2.5, the ac
tual value for this test was 3.06 which would lower the d 50c/id 5oc ratio. 

(2) The geometric mean was employed as the average size for the size ínter
vals in the dsoc size determination. If the arithmetic mean had been used, the 
dsoc would have been 294 ¡.¡m. 

Although this method of estimating the cut size is a useful analytical too! 
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· Fig.S. Gaudin-Schuhmann plot of feed size analysis illustrating the determination of the 
indicated cut size (data from Appendix A). 
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it does not replace the value of classification curves. The estima te is of limited 
usefulness because it provides no information regarding the sharpness of 
separation or the shape of the classification curve. 

Particle size measurement 

This technique also suggests the possibility of using a classifier as a particle 
size measuring device. A classifier with a known cut size, if instrumented to 
provide a mass balance, could be calibrated to determine the particle size of 
the feed. To illustrate, let us assume that the hydrocyclone in Appendix A 
was known to have a d 50c of 289 11m. Then by simply using an assumed d 50c/ 
id 50 of l. O it could be determined that the feed contained 75.4% material 
finer than 289 f.1m. This size compares to the actual value of about 280. 11m. 

This principie is, in fact, the basis behind the London School of Mines on
stream particle size analyser (Osborne, 1972). 

CONCLUSIONS 

When accurate solids and liquid mass flow data are available the cut size of 
a classifier can be estimated from the feed size analysis with an accuracy com
parable to that obtained from classification curves. This technique provides a 
rapid means of checking the cut size of a classifier without the need of carry
ing out size analyses of the coarse arid fine products. 

APPENDIX A 

Calculation of d 50c from a classification test (Lynch, 1974) 

Data: Percent solids by weight: feed 70.4 
overflow 64.2 
underflow 83.5 

Size Analyses 

Mesh 
B. S.S. Feed Overflow Underflow 

+14 0.1 o 0.3 
14/18 1.5 o 3.6 
18/25 7.8 0.1 20.7 
25/36 -8.6 0.6 21.3 
36/52 6.1 2.2 13.1 
52/72 5.6 4.7 7.0 
72/100 5.0 5.9 3.7 
100/150 5.3 6.7 3.4 
150/200 5.4 7.0 2.7 
200/300 3.4 4.7 1.7 
-300 51.2 68.1 22.5 

Calculated parameters: Rs = 38.1%, R 1 = 17.9%, and Re= 24.6%. 

" . :o 
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Calculation of classifier functions (Efficiencies) 

Geometric mean % to U. F. Corrected Predicted y' 
size (¡¿m) y % to U. F. (eq.2, m= 3.06, 

y ' . d 50 c = 289 ¡¿m) 

100.0 100.0 
1010 100.0 100.0, 100.0 

714 99.8 99.1 100.0 
'502 95.6 94.7 97.7 

355 78.6 73.9 72.9 
251 47.9 36.5 36.2 
177 27.9 12.1 14.3 
126 23.9 7.2 5.3 

89 19.2 1.6 1.9 
63 18.3 0.4 0.6 

16.9 - 1.2 

Lynch equation (No. 3) best fit parameters" = 4.57, d 50 c = 289 ¡¿m. 
Uncorrected cut size d 50 = 259 ¡¿m. 

' 
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ABSTRACT 

Kawatra, S.K., Eisele, T.C., Zhang, D. and Rusesky, M., 1988. Effects of temperature on hydro
cyclone efficiency. Int. J. Miner. Process, 23: 205-211. 

Plant investigations and laboratory experiments have been conducted in arder to study the 
effects oftemperature on the classification efficiency of a cyclone. It was demonstrated that, under 
otherwise constant operating conditions, alterations in temperature produced a nearly linear change 
in d501 ,, size. However, the sharpness ofthe separation, as defined by the reduced efficiency curve, 
showed no dependence on temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydrocyclone has beco me a very popular classification device in mineral 
processing circuits, primarily due to its simplicity, high capacity, and small 
size. However, control of hydrocyclones is complicated by the numerous vari
ables affecting their performance, the sometimes counterintuitive results of 
altering these variables, and the generallack of certainty of the true results of 
changing a given variable. In order to improve this state of affairs, a number 
of investigators (Plitt, 1976; Lynch, 1977; Klimpel et al., 1984) ha ve inten
sively studied such variables as feed solids content, partid e size, inlet pressure, 
inlet diameter, vortex finder diameter, spigot diameter, throughput, and par
ticle specific gravity. However, little work has been reported which determines 
the effect of temperature on cyclone performance, in spite of the fact that many 
mineral processing operations are subject to large seasonal temperature vari
ations, and have in severa! cases observed seasonal changes in grinding effi
ciency which appear to be dueto temperature. The investigation described here 
was therefore carried out to determine the magnitude and nature of tempera
ture effects in hydrocyclone operation. 

12 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Laboratory studies 

Laboratory experiments were carried out using a 10.2-cm ( 4-inch) diameter 
Krebs hydrocyclone. The cyclone was mounted on a laboratory test rig, in el o sed 
circuit with a Warman centrifuga! pump anda slurry tank. The cyclone over
flow and underflow streams discharged freely into separate launders, which 
were used to either remove simultaneous samples from the two streams or to 
recombine the streams before returning them to the slurry tank. The slurry 
temperature sensor was mounted in the feed tank, anda diaphragm-type pres
sure gauge and an ultrasonic Doppler flowmeter were both mounted on the 
cyclone inlet line. Apparent slurry viscosity was also monitored at the cyclone 
inlet, using a vibrating-sphere viscometer. Flowrate, viscosity, and tempera
ture data were collected and logged by an Hp-85 computer. The slurry temper
ature was controlled with an immersion heater and an immersion chiller. 

Test material. The mineral used for these experiments was pure silica, with 
specific gravity of 2.65, obtained from the Ottawa Sand Co., Ottawa, Illinois. 
The silica was ground in a dry ball mill until the size distribution given in Table 
I was achieved. 

Experimental procedure. The slurry tank was initially filled with hot water 
and sufficient silicato produce a slurry of 33% solids. The cyclone inlet pres
sure was then set to 6.9 N/cm2 (10 psi), and the immersion heater was used to 
maintain the slurry at an elevated temperature. The system was allowed to 

TABLEI 

Size distribution of ground Ottawa Sand 

Size (,um) Cumulative 
wt.% passing 

176 100 
125 97 
88 93.6 
62 75.5 
44 49.8 
31 34.9 
22 24.0 
16 17.5 
11 12.7 
7.8 8.1 
5.5 5.1 
3.9 3.9 
2.8 2.0 

·: 3 ,J ' & 
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stabilize for 10 min befare the first overflow and underflow samples were taken, 
after which the slurry temperature was gradually decreased, with samples taken 
at approximately 5o C intervals. The use of the chiller allowed experiments 
o ver a temperature range of 50 o e to 12 o c. 

The overflow and underflow samples were weighed, filtered, and dried. The 
dried samples were then weighed to allow the calculation ofpulp densities, and 
the particle size distributions were determined with a Leeds and Northrop Mi
crotrac particle size analyzer. The particle bypass fraction, Rr, was calculated 
from the fraction of the feed water which reported to the underflow, and cy
clone efficiency values were corrected for Rr. 

Plant studies 

Investigations were carried out in an iron ore processing plant located in the 
northern U.S. which experiences substantial seasonal temperature variations, 
in arder to determine whether normal temperature fluctuations produce a no: . 
table change in cyclone performance. This plant processes a very fine-grained 
iron ore which requires grinding to -75 ¡.tm for liberation. The grinding circuit 
is closed with 38-cm (15-inch) diameter hydrocyclones. 

Sampling was carried out in the summer and in the winter in arder to achieve 
the greatest temperature variation. Pulp temperatures ranged from 20°C 
( 68 o F) in the summer to 3.3 'C ( 38 o F) in the winter. The resulting corrected 
efficiency curves for these conditions are shown in Fig. l. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A summary of the data col!ected in the laboratory cyclone experiments is 
presented in Table Il. The values of a and dso<cl in this table were determined 
from the equation (Lynch, 1977): 

e""-1 
' 

Y = e""+e"-2 

where x=d/dso(cl; y' =corrected fraction of feed to the coarse product; 
dso<cl =corrected 50% separation size; d=particle size; a=a measure of the 
sharpness of the separation, sharpness increases with increasing values of a. 

A simplex optimization program was used to find the best-fit values of a and 
dso(cl• and the corrected efficiency curves at various temperatures are plotted 
in Fig. 2. 

It is clear from these data that dso<cl does indeed decrease with .increasing 
temperature. When dso(cl is plotted against temperature, it is further observed 
that the relationship is nearly linear, as is illustrated by Fig. 3. While the re
lationship of cut size to temperature is definite, the parameter a exhibits little 
dependence on temperature, which indicates that changing temperature has 
little if any effect on the sharpness of the separation. This is clearly shown by 
the reduced efficiency curve of Fig. 4, which is essentially identical for all of 
the tests. This result is in agreement with the results of Lynch ( 1977), which 
show that the reduced efficiency curve is a function only of cyclone geometry 
and particle characteristics, and is largely unchanged by alterations in oper
ating conditions. 

It is known that increasing the fluid viscosity affects the cyclone perfor
mance both by slowing the settling rate of particles and by suppressing the 
tangential velocity of the fluid in the cyclone (Bradley, 1965). The net result 

TABLE II 

Summary of experimental results 

Test Temperature R, (%) d50(oJ (.um) a Viscosity 
(oc) (cp) 

1 48.8 22.0 21.0 2.83 8.9 
2 40.4 23.3 23.6 2.85 10.4 
3 35.2 24.3 25.0 2.54 10.6 
4 30.0 23.2 26.8 2.74 10.3 
5 25.0 24.7 29.1 2.44 10.8 
6 20.0 23.5 30.0 2.12 12.0 
7 15.1 23.9 31.4 2.69 14.2 
8 11.1 24.4 32.4 2.54 13.8 
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Fig. 2. Corrected efficiency curves showing dependence of hydrocyclone performance on slurry 
temperature. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of corrected d50 size on slurry temperature. 

is that increasing the viscosity of the slurry increases the cyclone d5olcl size. 
Since the viscosity of a fluid typically increases with decreasing temperature, 
the observed temperature-dependence of d501 c> appears to be primarily a result 
of changes in slurry viscosity. Repeatable measurement ofthe viscosity of min
eral slurries has provento be very difficult, although workers in South Africa 
have achieved this with heavy-media slurries (Reeves, 1985; Napier-Munn et 
al., 1985). For our work, a vibrating-sphere viscometer was used, which pro
duced the results shown in Table II. Although pump vibration produced a high 
background viscosity reading, the apparent slurry viscosity showed a temper-
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Fig. 4. Reduced efficiency curve for laboratory experiments. 

ature variation of sufficient magnitude to account for the observed shift in 
dso(c)· 

CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that, in both plant and laboratory environments, the dso(c) 
size of a hydrocyclone is temperature-dependent, with the cut size decreasing 
with increasing temperature. This effect is primarily dueto the decreased slurry 
viscosity at elevated temperatures. The sharpness of the separation is largely 
unaffected by temperature changes, as illustrated by the constant nature ofthe 
reduced efficiency curve. 

These results show the necessity for monitoring slurry viscosity in order to 
improve cyclone efficiency, and moreover that the control strategies based on 
inferential sizing techniques ( Seitz and Kawatra, 1984) must be modified to 
allow for the observed behavior. Further work must be done to improve the 
quality of on-line viscosity measurements of mineral slurries. 
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On-line viscomctry of suspensions is very difficult compared to viscomctry of pure ltquids. Thc problem 
ariscs bccausc of thc unstablc naturc of thc suspensions. particularly whcn coarsc and fast scltling 
particulatcs are prc~cnt. Scvcral attcmpts ha ve bccn madc 111 thc past in which spccial mixmg chambcrs 
have becn dcsigncd to maintain slurry homogcncity whilc mcasuring viscosity. Howcvcr. thc crcdibility 
of thcse mstrumcnts are questioned by many authors, as quite oftcn the same systcms mcasurc diffcrent 
rheological bchav10r for ~1milar suspcnsions. In most of the designs suggcsted in the past, solving one of 
the problems of suspcnsion viscometry introduces new problems. For example, agitation can kecp the 
solids suspended. but it can also scnously affcct the scnsitivity of the viscomctcr. In this articlc thc 
problcms involvcd with three diffcrent typcs of viscomcters (rotational, capillary, and vibrattonal), 
which ha ve becn used for measuring viscosity of suspensions, are discussed. 

BACKGROUND 

Unlike non-particulate fluids, rheological measurements of particulate fluids 
(suspensions) are very difficult. Since a suspension is a multi-phase systcm, its rheology 
depends upon thc propertics of both the liquid and thc solids which constitutc thc 
suspension. During rhcological measurement, thc stability of the suspension must be 
maintained, so that the propcrties of thc suspcnsion will not changc whilc thcy are being 
measured. Suspcnsion stability is influenced by severa! intcrdependent paramctcrs, such 
as: (i) Settling vclocity of the particlcs, which dcpcnds u pon thc liquid viscosity, particle 
size, and particlc dcnsity; and (ii) Coagulation and tlocculation, which dcpcnd upon the 
surfacc propcrtics of the particles, which in turn are inllucnccd by thc chcmistry of the 
can·icr liquid. Othcr paramcters, such as paniclc conccntration and particlc packing, also 
inlluence intcrparticle interaction, and hencc the rheology. Thc forccs arising from all 
these paramctcrs affccl thc movcmcnt of the fluid, and changes in thesc will changc the 
rhcology of the suspcnsion. Unforlunatcly, most of the viscometers availablc to-day are 
nol capable of kccping up with these complex mechanisms of suspension rhcology. 

Neverthelcss, thc importance of suspension rheology is widely fclt in various 
industries. In thc food industry, more and more attention is given to rhcological 
properties to utilizc modern technology for fo9d production, handling. storagc, and 
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quality improvement'. In injection molding (ceramic and metal casting) Iower viscosities 
are needed to facilitate mixing, transportation, and enhance solids loading (to reduce 
shrinkage during sintering)2

• In paint manufacturing, optimum rheology is needed for 
quality control. Similarly in the coa! and mineral industries, a complete knowledge of 
rheology is necessary for optimum grinding'-'.3'·" and efficient separations'·'.4". Slurry 
rheology is also important in the emerging coa! slurry utilization technologies. A suitable 
yield value is needed to store the slurry without allowing the solids to settle, while lower 
viscosities are needed at intermediate and high shear rates for easier transportation and 
better atomization'·'. Similarly, examples of the importance of slurry rheology can be 
seen in many other industries, such as in paper and pulp making, waste treatmcnt, ccmcnt 
manufacturing, and so on. Therefore, the need for a suitable rlieometer for process 
control in these industry is always fe! t. The search for such an instrument was reported as 
early as 194010 and researchers are still working towards it in the 1990's"-". This shows 
that until today a satisfactory on-line rheometer for suspensions has not been developed. 
In this article, a survey of viscometry systems for particulate fluids is provided. Since 
measurement of coarse suspensions is more difficult than measurement of suspensions 
containing submicron particles, emphasis is given to research work conducted on 
systems containing coarse, fast settling particles. Three different types of viscometers, 
the rotational type, the capillary type, and the vibrational type, are discussed whose use 
ha ve been reported widely for suspensions. 

ROTATIONAL VISCOMETERS 

Operating Principie 

Because of their control over shear rate, rotational viscometers are widely used among 
researchers. Most rotational viscometers used for suspensions are of the co-axial cylinder 
type. A line diagram of a simpt"e co-axial cylinder viscometer is given in Figure l. In this 
type of viscometer, the fluid is placed in the gap between two concentric cylinders for 
measurement. Then one of the cylinders is rotated by a motor at a particular r.p.m. while 
the other is kept stationary, and the torque required to rotate the cylinder is measured. As 
the viscosity of the fluid increases, the drag force on the· surface of the rotating cylinder 
increases. This in turn increases the torque reading, from which viscosity of the fluid is 
deterrnined. 

Thus the only parameters which are measured by the instrument are the torque (T) and 
angular velocity (Q) of the rotating cylinder. Then shear stress is calculated from torque, 
and shear rate is calculated from angular velocity. Viscosity is calculated by taking the 
ratio of shear stress and shear rate. The rheological type of the fluid is determined based 
on the variation of shear stress as a function of shear rate, as shown in Figure 2. A 
Newtonian fluid .has the same viscosity at all shear rates, while the viscosity of a non
Newtonian fluid varíes as the shear rate changes. Unless proper eqiJations are used to 
calculate shear stress and shear rates from torque and angular velocity, an incorrect value 
of fluid viscosity will result. Calculation of shear stress from torque is straightforward 
and can be expressed by the following equation, which is valid for both Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian fluids: 

.. - ..... 20 
1: = T/(2m2L) (l) 
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FIGURE 1 Line diagram showing the mechanism of a typical co-axial cylinder viscometer. The 
change in torque due to the drag force of the fluid on the rotating surface of the cylinder is the measure 
of viscosity. 

Where, 't = shear stress 
r =radial distance of the fluid from the axis of the inner cylinder 
T = torque 
L = length of the inner cylinder. 

From this, it can be seen that the shear stress in the viscometer is not a constant, but 
decreases as one moves from the wall of the inner cylinder to the wall of the outer 
cylinder. 

Calculation of the shear rate from the angular velocity is more complex, and depends 
u pon both.the_type of fluid and the gap between the two cylinders. For Ncwtonian fluids: 

Where, 't = shear stress 
y = shear ratc 
11 = viscosity 

't = llY 

From this flow model it can be shown that", 

(2) 

iLi 
(3) 
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• Shear rate, y 

FIGURE 2 Flow curve models reported for suspcnswns. 

where, y= shcar rate at the surface of the inner cylinder 
R, = radius of the inner cylinder 
R2 = radius of the outer cylinder 
Q =angular velocity of the inner cylinder. 

Quite often, Newtonian solutions of known viscosity are used to calibrate the torque 
scale of the viscometer to determine viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids. This is not 
correct because with different flow models different expression for shear rate will be 
obtained. For examplc, for a non-Newtonian fluid that obcys the power law (sec Figure 
2), the shear ratc is given by the following equation: 

where, y= shear rate at the surface of the inner cylinder 
R; = radius of the inner cylinder 
R,= radius of thc outer cylinder 
Q =angular vclocity of the inncr cylinder 
n = flow index, from the power law equation. 

., -¡ .... 

(4) 
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From equations 3 and 4 it is seen that unless the appropriate equation is used to calculate 
shear rates of a particular fluid the viscosity measured by the viscometer will be wrong. 

The measurement of the viscosity of a fluid with unknown flow behavior can be 
greatly simplified by using a coaxial cylinder viscometer whose annular gap is very 
narrow. If this gap is less than 1% of the diameter of the inner cylinder, then the velocity 
gradient of the fluid inside the annular gap will very closely approximate linearity for 
fluids of all types (Newtonian as well as non-Newtonian). In this case, the cquation of 
the shear stress can be written as": 

1: = T /(2nR, 'L) 

Where, 1: = shear stress at all points in the gap 
R, = average radial distance of the fluid from the axis of the inner cylinder 
T = torque 
L = length of the inner cylinder. 

and the equation for shear rate can be simplified to 15
: 

y= [R,Q/(R,-R¡)] 

where, y = shear rate at all points in the gap 

(5) 

(6) 

From these values of shear stress and shear rates, flow curves of unknown fluid types can 
be determined. 

While the narrow-gap coaxial-cylinder viscometers work well for liquids, they are 
unfortunately not suitable for coarse suspensions. This is because thc narrow gap is 
prone to jamming and plugging by sol id particles. 

Critica! Discussion of the Rotational Viscometers 

Constan/ shear opera/ion Rotational viscometers can be operatcd ata steady shear rate 
for a long time. This helps in taking precise measurcmcnts of viscosity at any particular 
shear rate, especially at low shcar ratcs whcre yicld stress can be calculatcd. By changing 
the rpm of the rotating spindlc (or cylinder), the shcur rate can be changcd, thus a flow 
curve for non-Newtonian tluids can be dctcrmined with these instrumcnts. 

Wall slip Thc equations for shcar stress and shcar ratcs dcscribcd in Equations 
through 6 are derived under thc assumption that the velocity of the fluid at thc surface of 
each cylindcr is the same as thc velocity of thc cylindcr surfacc. This is the no slip 
condition or shear-tlow condition. Howcver, quite oftcn slip occurs at the wall, and 
corrcct viscosity of a suspcnsion cannot be obtained by using standard formulas. Onc of 
the reasons for such slippagc in suspensions is belicved .to be migration of particles away 
from the cylindcr wall"·". This !caves a dilute suspension at thc wall comparcd to the 
bulk of the fluids. This is oftcn termcd "apparcnt slippagc," and it must be addrcssed 
while mcasuring suspension rhcology. Corrcctions for slippagc can be obtained 
experimcntally by varying spindle dimcnsions, or theorctically by using correction 
factors suggcstcd by various authors"·". Sorne investigators havc uscd cylindcrs with 
roughcncd surfaces (e.g., by cutting grooves on the surface) to avoid wall slip1

". - • - - f: 3 
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End effects Ideal! y the ·length of the cylinder in a co-axial cylinder viscometer should 
be infinite, to eliminate end effects. End effects are seen, because the fluid below the 
inner cylinder (and above the inner cylinder if it is submerged) will exert an additional 
torque on the spindle that is not included in Equations l through 6. End corrections are 
further complicated when different spindle shapes are used, such as the design shown in 
Figure 3(b) which has been used for eliminating solids build up on top of the 
spindle11-m0

• By changing this geometry, the direction of the velocity gradients will no 
longer be radially outwards at the ends. In sorne high precision laboratory viscometers. 
the bottom surface of the inner cylinder is made cup shaped to trap a !ayer of air below it, 
and so minimize the end effects. Also, by keeping the top surface of the inner cylinder 
above the fluid, torque exerted by the fluid on this surface can be elimihated. However, 
both these options cannot be practica! in a flowing slurry line, and so cannot be used in 
on-line instruments. As far as end effects are concerned, the double gap design shown in 
Figure 3(c) is most suitable for suspensions, because it minimizes the end surfaces of the 
spindle. 

Sensitivity Rotational viscometers are very sensitive and any disturbances associated 
with sample flow will offset the torque reading. In order to avoid settling of solids, many 
researchers have suggested top to bottom flow of slurry in the annular space. This 
arrangement will work if the flow is strictly vertical and has no component acting in the r 
(radial to spindle) or 8 (tangential to spindle) directions. Otherwise the change in torque 
experienced by the spindle will not be solely from the molecular forces (shear) within the 
fluid, but will be supplemented by the fluid flow (see Figure 4). This also changes the 
shear rate experienced at the surface of the spindle because the flow interferes with its 
rotation 1

'-
12

• 

Solids settling and centrifuging The most difficult suspensions for viscometers to deal 
with are those which contain fast settling particles. The solids settle during measurement, 
which not only destroys the homogeneity of the sample but also interferes with spindle 
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FIGURE 3 Different spindle designs adopted for suspension use. 
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Container 

Container 

r-- Tangential 
force 

~b'--- Radial 
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Side view Top view 

FIGURE 4 Thc axial flow (side view) prevents the solids from settling by continuously swccping frcsh 
slurry past thc spindlc. This component of the flowing slurry stream does not affect thc rotation of thc 
spindle. But any radial or tangential forces (Top vicw), arising from the flow, may put additional strain 
on the spindlc resulting m erroneous viscosity readings. Unbalanced radial flows push the spindlc to one 
sidc so that it docs not spin uniformly and rcsults in crratic rcadings. Tangential flows incrca~c or 
decrease the torquc on the spindle, making thc fluid appcar to be cither more or less viscous then it rcally 
is. 

rotation. For example, when the sample is taken in a beaker, solids start settling and 
slurry at the top of the beaker becomes dilute compared to the slurry at the bottom. 
Therefore, the spindle is no longer in contact with a representative sample. In this 
situation, the viscometer will read low viscosity if the compacted solids are below the 
spindle as shown in Figure 5(a) and .a high viscosity if the compacted solids are touching 
the spindle as shown in Figure 5(b ). Furthermore, when the rotational speed of the 
cylinder is incrcased to take measurements at high shear, the solids centrifugc outward 
towards the outer wall resulting in a poor measurement. These problcms have bcen 
addressed by many past designs, and are discussed in the following section. 

Solids plugging and the effect of annular gap For suspensions, the annular gap (thc gap 
between the spindle and the sample holder) is usually large to avoid solids plugging. As 
a rule of thumb, this gap should be at least 10 times the largest particle size in the 
suspension". Quite often liquids of known viscosity (Newtonian fluids like silicon oil or 
sucrose solution) are used to calibrate the torque scales which are then applied to 
calculate viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids. This is acceptable only when the annular 
gap is small ( < 1 o/o of the cylinder radius), and may not be correct when the gap is large. 
Therefore, for non-Newtonian suspensions, depending upon the flow model, proper 
equations (such as Equation 4) should be u sed to calculate the correct viscosity. 
Otherwise, the mcasurements will result in erroneous rheological characterization of the 
suspenswn. 

Slurry Presentation Systems for Rotational Viscometers 

Solids settling has been the major concem for most of the researchers who have used- · .0:"5 
rotational viscometers for suspension viscometry. This has resulted in various designs of 

'· ., 
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Dilute top layers 

...,.1-+-Spindle 

Compacted solids 

Container 

(a) 
(b) 

FIGURE 5 Solids scttling lea ves a dilute suspension on the top layers of the container. Whcn thc solids 
content is low (a) the solids gradually settle and are compacted below thc spindle and the viscometcr 
reads progressivcly lower viscosity as the solids settle. At higher concentration of solids, thc compacted 
solids can touch the spindle (b) resulting in highcr readings. 

sample presentation systems to preven! solids settling during viscosity measurement. 
Sorne of these designs are discussed in this section. 

Presenta/ion systems in stirred tanks If proper precautions are taken, slurry viscosity 
can be measured by placing a rotational viscometer inside a stirred tank. One such 
arrangement has been reponed by Clarke16 A line diagram of this measuring system is 
provided in Figure 6. He used a co-axial cylinder viscometer (Ferranti, Model VL), 
which could be operated between shear rates of 43 to 950 sec-' with interchangeable 
spindles. The sample holder consisted of a 450 ml vessel with an eight bladed impeller at 
the bottom to keep the solids in dispersion. The impeller operated at 400 revolutions per 
minute. In order to prevent rotation of the sample inside the vessel, vertical baffles were 
fitted above the impeller. The whole arrangement was intended to encourage top to 
bottom flow of the solids so that the viscosity could be measured without obstructing the 
flow. Clarke tested suspensions of quartz, glass, and polymethacrylate in water with 
particle sizes up to 211 microns and concentrations up to 50% solids·by volume. He 
measured apparent viscosity up toa shear rate of 350 sec-'. 

Clarke reponed centrifuging of coarse particles (abovc 150 ¡1111) because of the high 
speed of the impellcr required to keep the solids in suspension. This offset the 
homogeneity of the suspension for many samples. In order to avoid centrifuging of 
solids, he took instantaneous measurements before the solids started outward movement. 
Clarke reponed dilatancy of quartz suspensions at very low percent solids ( 10% by 
volumc) which m ay ha ve resulted from trapping of particles in the grooves which were . ;; 6 
made on thc spindle surface to prevent slippage of the sample. 
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FIGURE 6 Scctional view of sample cup and measuring cylinders showing tlow pattcrn (from Clarkc 
1967). 

Similar designs were later reported by Lapasin17 and Underwood 18 (Figure 7). In the 
Underwood design, a modified T-bar spindle (standard Brookfield spindles) was used. 
The modified spindle had twelve cylindrical bars extending from a vertical shaft. The 
spindle was connected toa Brookfield model RVT viscometer. The sample was placed in 
a beaker which hadan annular sleeve. A honeycomb of small diameter vertical cylinders 
. was placed at the bottom. Below this honeycomb arrangement, a Teflon coated magnetic 
stir bar was placed. When the stir bar rotated, slurry ascended through the annular space, 
entered thc beaker, flowed down past the spindle, and then draincd through the 
honeycomb. The swirls and cddies crcated by the stitTcr were prevented from reaching 
the spindle by this honeycomb arrangement. 

Presenta/ion systems in tanks with top lo ha/Iom flow Hemmings and Boyes19 used a 
Brabender-Messtechnik Convimeter viscometer to measure apparcnt viscosity on the 
discharge line of a ball mill. The convimeter was mounted inside a column (Figure 8) 
and rotated in a gyratory motion at 120 revolutions per minute. Slurry from the ball mill 
flowed through this column. The leve! of slurry within the column was controlled by 
sensing the hydrostatic pressure and automatically controlling the slurry flow through the 
valve (by cxpanding or contracting an elastomeric flow restrictor). The operating range 
of thc instrument was governed by the flowability of the slurry. This viscometer 
arrangement will not work for high solids concentrations when the slurry does not flow 
under gravity. Also, since the sensor moved in a gyratory motion, it did not have a well
defined shear rate. Therefore, at high percent solids when the slurry behaves in a non
Newtonian manner, the viscosity measured by the viscometer may not be the same as the 
viscosity experienced inside the mili. 

Reevesu·'" reported a rotational type viscometer for on-line use with slurries. He·- - ·· 
installed a specially designed spindle in a sample preparation and presentation system as 
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FIGURE 7 Viscometric assembly showing the spindle and eddy current basket (from Underwood 
1976). 

shown in Figure 9. The feed sample from the plant passed over a stationary screen 
(1 0-12 mm opening) to remove large particles and tramp materials. The instrumcnt was 
capable of measuring viscosity within a shear rate range of O to 200 sec-', with the shear 
rate adjusted by changing the rotational speed of the bobbin. The viscometer operated at 
a constan! shear ratc-by choosing a single rotational speed for the spindle. Reevcs made 
on-line rheological measurements of ferro-silicon suspensions with 14-16% solid 
concentrations. In this design, baffles were installed in the measuring chambcr to 
eliminatc rotation of the sample in the container. Still he reponed fluctuations in 
viscometer reading for fluids below 1 O centipoise. 

The Hemmings and Boyes design and the Reeves design were the only two rotational 
viscometer systems tried on-line for mineral slurries. These viscometers depend upon the 
flowability of the slurry 19

, i.e. as long as the slurry flows under gravity through the 
sample prescntation system, the associated viscometers can meas u re the viscosity. This 
may not be the case in many concentrated suspensions, where yield stresses are seen, 
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FIGURE 9 Viscometer arrangement deve1oped by Reeves, 1984. The spind1e, is made conica1 at the 
top and bottom surfaces to avoid so1ids deposition on top of it. (from Reeves 1984) 

e.g., in grinding milis and concentrated coa! slurries'. These slurries will be too viscous 
to flow properly through the gravity flow sample presentation systems. 

Unless precautions are taken, the annular space in rotational viscometers can be 
plugged by coarse particles or tramp materials. In both the systems described above, it 
has been suggestcd that this problem be solved by pre-screening the sample before it 
entered the measurcment chamber. 

In general, the use of rotational viscometers in gravity fed sample presentation 
systems are questionable because the viscometer measures the drag from the fluid, and 
any tangential or radial forces on the spindlc will affect this measurement (Figure 4). 
Most rotational viscometers are very sensitive to these forces, and thc problem becomcs 
sevcre when the instruments are used on-linc. The use of baffles is aimed at reducing 
these effects. Whilc evaluating the use of an eddy control basket" for measuring 
viscosity with a Brookfield viscometer, wc realizcd that complctely avoiding tangential 
or radial forces from fluid flow is a very difficult task. This is cspccially true for low 
viscosity fluids (such as water). Because of these concerns, Klien et al." designed a 
different technique for measuring the rheology of unstable mineral suspensions which 
took advantage of the zone settling properties of sorne suspensions. They assumed that 
after the sample is placed in a container, solids settle and a constan! density zone is 
created in the container. Then they constructed a double gap bob and cup arrangement. 
This bob and cup ·fixture was attached to a Haake Rotovisco RV 20 viscometer. They 
tried to place the bob in the constan! density zone for shear stress and shear rate 
measurement (Figure 10). They measured rheograms of magnetite suspensions at solid 

30 
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FIGURE 1 O Line diagram of the double gap cup and bob arrangement for measuring the zonc settling 
properties of suspensions (from Klien et al., 1 990). 

concentrations of 11 to 25% by volume. In this way the undefined forces (tangential and 
radial) that could be generated by mixing arrangements were eliminated. However, since 
the coarse and fast settling particles were allowed to settle at the bottom of the container, 
the solids contents in the constan! density zone must be different from the initial sample. 
Thus this arrangement cannot mai·ntain a representati ve sample. Since solids 
concentration greatly influences the slurry rheology, this arrangement cannot be accepted 
for rheological measurements of suspensions. 

The influcncc of undetermined forces generatcd by slurry flow (across the viscometer) 
is further reporteo by Kiljanski". He too used a double gap coaxial fixture attached to the 
driving and measuring unit of a commercial rheometer (Figure 11 ). The viscometcr 
operated at shear rates between 0.26 sec-' and 870 scc-'. The samplc was pumped 
through the viscometer by a centrifuga! pump, making a top to bottom flow (axial flow) 
of the fluid sample inside the viscometer. He used two samples of magnetite dense 
media, one at 34.5 vol% collectcd from the bottom of a drum separator which was 
contaminated with processed coa! and the other was a 12.5 vol% suspension made out of 
pure magnetite dense medium. In his experimenls, Kiljanski measured shear stress and 
viscosity at different shear rates at two different conditions, (i) while the sample was 
flowing through the instrumenl and (ii) after the flow was stopped. He noticed clear 
difference in rcadings between. measuremenls made with circulation (when the 
suspension was flowing) and without circulation (when the flow was stoppcd). He 
argued that these differences in readings were (i) because of the additional shear rates 
imposed due lo axial flow of sample, and (ii) becausc of an additional torque devcloped 
due to the inertia of the fresh, non-rotating fluid entering the viscometer, to which the ·· 
rotation has to be imparted by the spindle (rcsulting in a highcr shear stress). Kiljanski 
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N-41--- Outer Cylinder 

11--•-H----Rotating Cylinder 

J-oll ... -~1---- Inner Cylinder 

FIGURE 11 Simp1ified diagram of double gap rotational viscometer designed by Ki1jansski, 1993. 
Both the outer and mner cylinders were held stationary. The diameters of the gaps outside and inside of 
the rotating cylinder (spindle) were designed such that the shear rates on both outer and inner surfaces 
were constant (from Ki1janski 1993). 

also noticed differences in viscosity readings when the annular gap was increased. He 
argued that for smaller gap the axial shear rate originating from axial flow (top to bottom 
flow of the fluid) of fluid is higher than the axial shear rate for a wider gap, therefore 
viscosity measured at similar shear rates (calculated from the rotational speed of the 
spindle) were different. This shows how the undetermined forces from the sample 
circulation in the viscometer can generate misleading results. 

Summary Solids settling has been the primary focus area for researchers working on 
rotational viscometers. Continuous agitation or top to bottom flow seems to be the 
answer to this problem. However, rotational viscometers are very sensitive and both 
these methods for keeping the solids in suspension create undue forces which seriously 
affects the viscometer readings. 

,, 2 
.;¡ • 
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Control of shear rate is the strongest point of rotational viscometers. This helps in 
measuring the rheology of non-Newtonian fluids, specially at low and medium shear 
rates. However, at higher shear rates (above 300 sec-') rotational viscometers are not 
suitable for suspensions because high rotational speed of the spindle produces a 
centrifuga! force that segregates the solids. 

The annular gap between the cylinders must be at least 1 O times larger than the largest 
particle in the suspension to avoid solids plugging. The sample must also be screened to 
remove any oversize and tramp material. Other problems which must be considered for 
rotational viscometers are wall slip and end effects. 

CAPILLARY VISCOMETER 

Operating Principl~ 

In a capillary viscometer the fluid is passed through a tube under pressure. By measuring 
the flow rate and pressure drop across the tube shear stress and shear rate can be 
calculated. Although capillary viscometers are normally designed for Newtonian tluids, 
they are also cxlcnsivcly used for non-Newtonian tluids. Thcse viscomctcrs providc a 
simple and incxpensivc method for rhcological mcasurcmcnl, and whcn suitablc for an 
application, capillary viscometers are more precise than rotational viscometers ". 
Specifically, these viscometers operate better at higher shear rates22 which are common 
in many processing and manufacturing uriits. 

For a fluid tlowing through a tube (Figure 12) the shear stress at the wall can be 
calculated from the pressure difference across the tu be by using the following formula: 

't = R(P,-P,)/(2L) 

Where, 't = shear stress at the wall 
P, = Pressure at the entri of the tu be 
P, = Pressure at the exit of the tu be 
L = Length of the tu be 
R = radius of the tube. 

(7) 

Shear rate at the wall for Newtonian fluids can be calculated by measuring the tlow rate, 
Q through the tube by applying the following formula: 

y= 32Q/nR' (8) 

....,.,..._ ___ L ____ -1_~ ' 
(~'--~==~·~Q----~D2R 
P1 Pz • 

FIGURE 12 Line diagram of a capillary tube. 
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Where, y = shear rate at the wall 
Q = flow rate 

Thus by using the measured pressure difference across the tube and the flow rate through 
the tube, shear stress, shear rate, and viscosity can be calculated. Equation 8 is derived 
from the Newtonian flow model. Therefore, for such fluids Equation 8 gives the true 
shear rate of the fluid. For non-Newtonian fluids the shear rate obtained from Equation 8 
is called the apparent shear rate. True shear rate of non-Newtonian fluids can be obtained 
from 32Q/nR'(Equation 8) by the following formula which is dcrivcd by Metzner and 
Reed23 after modifying the Rabinowitsch24 equation: 

y= (3n'+ l/4n'). (32Q/nR') 

Where, y = shear rate at the wall 
n' = flow index given by the following formula 

n'= 

Where, n'= flow index 

dlog (.!lP/4L) 

dlog (4Q/nR') 

LlP = pressure difference across the tube = P,-P, 

(9) 

(10) 

n' can be determined graphically by plotting .!lP/4L vs. 32Q/nR' on a log-log scale and 
measuring the slope of the resulting line. Equations 9 and 1 O are valid for fluids with or 

'th . Id 23 
WI out y1e stress . 

Necessary Conditions for Capillary Viscometers 

The necessary conditions" (Bird et al., 1960), which must be satisfied in a capillary 
viscometer measurements are: 

a) Laminar flow (Reynolds number < 21 00) 

b) Constan! fluid density 

e) Steady flow 

d) End effccts are negligible 

e) No slip between the wall and the fluid 

f) The fluid must be incompressible. 

Common Capillary Viscometer Types 

Common capillary viscometers are either constan! flow type or constant pressure type 
viscometers. Pistan viscometers are examples of the constan! flow type. In these 
viscometers, fluid is pushed through the tube by a piston moving at a constan! speed. 
Thus the flow rate through the tube rcmains constan!. By mcasuring thc prcssurc 
differcncc across thc tubc, viscometric funclions can be calculated. In constan! pressure 
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capillary viscometers a constant pressure is applied at the entry of the tu be and the flow 
rate is measured by collecting the fluid flowing through the tube15

• 

Discussion of the Capillary Viscometers 

Capillary viscometers ha ve severa! advantages as listed below. 

• Since the flow is continuous and the sample stays inside the tube for a very short 
time, so lid settling inside the viscometer is not a problem. However, thc suspension 
should be kept well mixed before it enters the tube. This is usually done in an 
agitated system immediately before the sample enters the tube"·'•. 

• Capillary viscometers are suitable for making measurements at high shear rates, 
where industrial operations such as pumping and spraying are carried out. 

• Thcy are simple to construct, and if they can be suitably uscd with a givcn fluid, 
can generate more accurate data than a rotational viscometer. 

Many of the problems encountered in rotational viscometer are also common in 
capillary viscometers. Sorne of the examples are listed below. 

• Similar to rotational viscometers, the diameter of the capillary viscometcr should be 
at leas! lO times larger than the top particle size of the suspended particles. 
Therefore, the sample must be screened to remove unusually coarse material before 
it is allowed to pass through the tube. 

• Slippage at the wall is still a problem with capillary viscometers. This is mainly 
because of particle migration away from the wall 15

'
21

• As a result, a more dilute fluid 
is left in contact with the wall. The presence of wall slip can be detected by 
comparing flow curves of the same sample generated by tubes of different 
diameters27

• This problem is minimized by selecting tubes with largcr diameters 
with respect to the top particle size in the suspension, or by using any of severa! 
suggested correction factors 1'.l'. 

• End effects are noticed in capillary tube viscometers, because of pinching of the 
slun·y stream at thc cntry and exit of the tube21

• Therefore, flow pro files at the ends 
are diffcrent than in the rest of the tube. This problem is eliminatcd by using tubes 
with high length to diameter ratio (above 300). 

• Tubcs must be calibrated at suitablc intervals to compensate for any diameter 
changes resulting from abrasion or scaling. 

Despite thcse problems, capillary viscometers are widely uscd by many 
· · 1~;:12l272X mvestigators · 

Selected Designs 

Examples of the use of capillary viscometers for suspensions are abundan! in the 
literature. Antonini et al. 28 measured rheological properties of a coal water slurry with 70 
wt% solids content by using different dimension tubes. Their apparatus consistcd of a .. lD .. - il5 
liter rescrvoir equipped with interchangeablc tubes of different lengths and diameters. 
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The slurry was agitated by a pneumatic stirrer. For each pressure applied, they measured 
the flow rates by continuously weighing the slurry flowing through the tu bes. Then from 
pressure gradient and flowrate, they generated flow curves for the coa! slurry samples. 

Turian et al." reported a new design of capillary viscometer for measuring shear 
stress, shear rate, and yield stress of suspensions. The main body of the instrument 
consisted of a stainless steel container to hold the sample. The solids were kept in 
suspension by stirring the sample in the container. They used different dimension 
stainless steel tubes (with diameters from 2.4 to 8.8 mm) which could be connected to 
the bottom of the container. The sample flowing through the capillary tu be was collected 
by a bucket placed on top of a electronic balance. The whole system was covered by a 
water jacket to maintain a constant temperature. Flow rate through the tube was 
determined by the balance whose signa! was recorded by a computer. Shear stress ('t) and 
shear rate y were calculated from pressure drop óP and flow rate Q. 

Turian et al. determined yield stress by extrapolating the shear stress-shear rate curve 
to a shear rate of zero. They used pulverized Pittsburgh Seam (No. 8) coa! to make the 
measurements over a shear rate range of 1 to 104 sec-'. They also determined the yield 
stress of the slurry by the vane method30 to verify the result obtained from the capillary 
tube, and reported that the yield stresses obtained by both the methods were similar. 

Another way of measuring viscosity of a slurry is to drain a measured volume of 
slurry from an overhead container through a capillary tube and to measure the time taken 
for the material to drain complete] y. The slurry is kept in suspension in the tank by 
constant stirring. This method was first tried by DeVaney and Shelton 10

, later it was 
reported by other authors'·". The model used by Schack et al.26 is shown in Figure 13. 
The authors meas u red the viscosity by measuring the time required for 100 m l. of 

~---- Capillary tube 

FIGURE 13 Diagram of consistometcr chamber and capillary discharge tu be uscd by Shack el al., \ 
6 (from Schack et al., 1 957). ~ 
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suspension to flow through the discharge tu be. The majar drawback of this instrument is 
that it does not determine whether the suspension is Newtonian or non-Newtonian. Also, 
it makes measurements at low shear rates, making it impossible to extrapolate to high 
shear rates (for hydrocyclone or pumping)7

• 

Capillary viscometers are also used in plants to measure effective viscosity of fluids. 
This can be accomplished by measuring the pressure drop across a straight stretch of 
pipe. Shear stress and shear rate at the pipe wall can be calculated from pressure 
difference, flow rate and pipe dimensions. Apparent viscosity can be determined from 
the ratio of shear stress and shear rate at the wall. In this measurement, the fluid flow in 
the pipe must be laminar. In arder for this method to work with suspensions, thc 
suspension must be very stable (a high yield value), otherwise under laminar conditions a 
slow sedimentation process will take place at the bottom of the pipe31

• 

Summary Compared to rotational viscometers, avoiding solids settling is relatively 
simpler in capillary viscometers, because the residence time of the samplc inside thc tu be 
is very small. Measurements of non-Newtonian fluids can be made by changing diffcrent 
dimension tubes or by changing flow rates, which may not be an easy task in plants. For 
such measurements proper correction factors such as that suggested by Rabinowitsch"'" 
should be considered to obtain true viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids. As. with rotational 
viscometers, wall slip and end effects must be considered while using capillary 
viscometers. Also, the sample must be pre-screened befare allowing it to flow through 
the tube. 

VIBRATING VISCOMETERS 

Working Principie 

Unlike rotational and capillary viscometers which are volume loading instrumcnts, 
vibrating or oscillating viscometers are surface loading instruments, because they react 
only to a thin !ayer of fluid adjacent to the pro be. The probe or sensor of the viscometer 
can be spherical (Figure 14), rod or plate shaped, or like a fork which vibrates in the 
fluid. The sinusoidal shear wave from the immersed probe is damped by the fluid, and 

Sphere 

FIGURE 14 Vibrating sphere viscomctcr. The probe oscillates in the fluid, and thc powcr rcquircd..to ... 
maintain a constant amplitude of oscillation is thc measure of viscosity. 

...... 
-;:,;¡ 
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the damping is a function of the product of the viscosity and the density of the fluid. 
Usually the probe is oscillated at a constant amplitude and the force or power required to 
maintain this amplitude is measured. Rachman33 derived the following formula for a 
vibrating rod viscometer to determine viscosity. 

where, T] = viscosity of the liquid 
p = density of the fluid 
w0 = resonant frequency 
W00 = free resonant frequency 
x0 = amplitude at resonance 
x00 = amplitude in vacuum 
F0 = force at resonance 
F,., = force required to maintain X00 
A = area of the surface in contact with the fluid 
R0 = transducer loss in the vacuum. 

(11) 

Thus by measuring the force F0 which is required to maintain a constant amplitude x11, 

and knowing the density p of the fluid one can measure the viscosity T]. The remainder of 
the terms in Equation 13 will be constants for a particular instrument. 

Discussion of the Vibrating Viscometers 

Sorne. of the advantages of vibrating viscometers o ver rotational and capillary 
viscometers are: 

• Since thc gap of fluid between the sensor and the container wall does not affect the 
reading, suspensions with coarse particles can be tested without the danger of 
plugging. 

• Unlike rotational viscometers, oscillating viscometers are not affected by minor 
turbulences associated with slurry flow. Therefore, forccs associated with slurry 
flow (see Figure 4) will not affect its readings. 

The major disadvantage of this type of instrument is that the operator does not ha ve 
any control over the shear rate. It is also difficult to measure the true viscosity of non
Newtonian fluid whose viscosity changes with shear rate. The shear rate y will be a 
sinusoidal function of time. For a spherical probe, its peak value will be maximum at the 
equator and will be smaller by a factor cos ~ ata sphere latitude of <(>. Perry34 derived the 
following equation for determining the maximum shear rate for the vibrating sphere 
viscometers: 

y= k(p/T]) 112 (12) 

where, y = maximum shear are 
k = an instrument constant .::; S 
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From this equation we see that the maximum shear rate decreases as viscosity of the 
fluid increases. For a Newtonian fluid viscosity T] is a constan!, so maximum shcar rate 
will remain constan!. However, for viscoelastic fluids, the viscosity varies with shear 
rate, and computation of shear rate becomes complicated. Sorne investigators have 
suggested measuring the amplitude of vibration33 and oscillating frequency as a means of 
measuring the apparent viscosity of viscoelastic fluids (non-Newtonian fluids)". 
However, the reasoning provided for such measurements apply only to limited polymeric 
fluids, and the method does not work for suspensions33

'
34

• 

Vibrating viscometers are sensitive to vibrations from supporting structures32,35. 
Unless precautions are taken to dampen these vibrations the instrument will pick up 
erroneous signals. 

Selected Designs of Vibrating Viscometers 

Vibrating rod viscometer for viscosity measurement Rachman34 rcported an assessment 
of vibrating viscometers in slurries. He utilized a vibrating plate transduccr and a 
flexurally vibrating rod transducer in his research. However, for the suspension studies 
(with quartz slurries) only the flexurally vibrating rod transducer was used. In his initial 
experiment with 0.065 volume fraction solids in the slurry, Rachman expcrience'd 
difficulty in measuring the viscosity because the solids settled quickly. In subscquent 
tests, the slurry was stirred vigorously by a motor driven pump to keep the solids in 
suspension. Then the stirrer was stopped and after 15 seconds, measurements were taken 
with the viscometer. In this way the investigator assumed that the slurry would ha ve been 
in a similar state when each reading was taken. Similar measurements were taken witli 
quartz-water slurries at 0.24 and 0.36 volume fraction solids. By changing the amplitude 
of vibration and transducer loading they showed that the denser slurries showed non
Newtonian flow whereas the dilute slurry with 0.065 volume fraction solids had 
Newtonian flow. However beca use of uncertain results, Rachman suggested use of this 
method only if no other simpler viscometer is obtained for measuring non-Newtonian 
slurry rheology. 

Vibrating sphere viscometer for viscosily measurement Kawatra el a/. 32 used a 
vibrating spherc viscometer manufactured by Nametre Co. along with a gravity flow 
sample presentation vessel as shown in Figure 15. Because of the basic design of the 
spherical oscillating probe (which oscillates ata high frequency and low amplitude rather 
than rotate in a single direction) and its durable construction, the flow of the slurry did 
not influence its reading. The solids settling problem was also eliminated because of the 
gravity tlow arrangement of the. slurry around the probe. Using this system Kawatra el 
al. werc ablc to continuously mcasurc viscosity of silica slurry at varying concentrations 
and tempcratures in the feed line of a hydrocyclone . 

Howevcr. the major difficulty in this type of instrument is that the operator has no 
control ovcr the shear rate. The shear rate is a function of viscosity, higher in low 
viscosity fluids and lower in high viscosity fluids. Since most of thc suspcnsions at 
higher solids contents show non-Newtonian tlow their viscosity is highly dependen! on 
shear rate. Thus for such suspensions, no logical conclusion can be drawn from viscosity 
measurements by these instruments unless they operate at the same shear rate as the 
process itsclf. Another problem with this type of instrument is that if the fluid velocity .. is -
very low, solids tend to settle in smal! layers· o ver the top of thc sphere (Figure 16) 

::..::-:·~ 
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FIGURE 15 Nametre viscometer set-up. Sample is circulated through the system by a pump to keep 
the solids in suspension. 

resulting in higher readings. These instruments are also affected by vibration from their 
surroundings, and special design is required to isolate from vibration. However, due to 
their ability to work in hostile plant environment, so far they are the most suitable 
instrument for making on-Jine viscosity measurements of Newtonian mineral slurries. 
The slurry used by Kawatra et a/. 32 was Newtonian and therefore, good cmTelation could 
be established between the viscosity measured by this instrument and the hydrocyc!one 
performance. 

Vibrating splzere viscometer Jor distinguishing Newtonian and non-Newtonian 
suspensions Recently Kawatra and Bakshi36 reported a system for classifying 
Newtonian and non-Newtonian suspensions in slurry streams. They used a vibrating 
sphere viscometer to measure apparent viscosity of slurries at high shear rates and a 
rotational viscometer to measure apparent viscosity of the same slurry at Jow shear rates. 
Since the shear rates were widely different, comparison of the apparent viscosities from 
the vibrating viscometcr and the rotational viscometer allowed classification of the 
suspensions as cither Newtonian or non-Newtonian tlow types. 
Summary The main advantages of vibrating viscometers over rotational and capillary 
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FIGURE 16 Vibrating sphere visco meter showing layers of solids settling on top of the sphere when 
the fluid velocity passing the spherical probe is small. 

viscometers are, (i) these are less sensitive to plant disturbances, (ii) plugging is less of a 
problem, becausc these are surface loading instruments and the gap between the sensor 
and the container wall can be kept as large as required. 

Vibrating viscometers still require sorne sort of agitation system to avoid solids 
settling. Since these viscometers are highly sensitive to vibrations from surrounding 
structures, steps must be takcn to damp these vibrations. The main disadvantage of these 
instruments is their poorly defined shear rates which makes them highly unsuitable for 
measuring true viscosity of non-Newtonian suspensions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Rotational and capillary viscometers are the most common viscometers which have been 
tried for measuring suspension rheology. Rotational viscometers ha ve better control o ver 
shear rate which is essential for measuring the fui! rheology of non-Newtonian fluids. 
However, these instruments are very sensitive to disturbances in slurry flow. Beca use of 
this, many of the special designs studied in this report had baffle arrangements to inhibit 
unwanted forces like swirling and turbulence in the region of the measuring device. In 
capillary rheometers this problem is felt to a lesser extent because of the shorter 
residence time of the suspension inside the tube. However, the sample must be 
thoroughly mixed prior to its entry into the tube. Plugging is more of a problem in 
capillary tu bes than in rotational viscometers. Slip at the walls is another problem felt by 
both the capillary and the rotational viscometers. In vibrating viscometers both plugging 
and wall slip can be eliminated easily, because vibrating viscometers are surface loading 
and the gap between the sensor and the container wall does not affect thc mcasurement. 
Also, the vibrating viscometer can tolerate slight disturbance from slurry flow and is 
rugged enough for on-line use in suspensions. The main disadvantagc of a vibrating 
viscometer is its inability to operatc in a steady shear, which makes it unsuitable for non
Newtonian fluids. Otherwise, for Newtonian suspensions and for operations where a· - · 4 1 
relative viscosity is needed vibrating viscometers are best suited for on-line use. 

Although in the past many authors have claimed success in measuring on-line 
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rheology of suspensions, their claims have been refuted later by other authors, because 
the instruments were not capable of repeating their performance. This shows that the 
particulate processing industry still needs a reliable viscometer which can work on-line 
under plant conditions. 
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Abstrae! 

A new tcchnique has been developed for the characterization of the rheology of mineral 
slurries into Newtonian and non-Newtonian flows. lt utilizes a rotating type viscometer to measure 
apparent viscosity at a low shear rate, and a vibrating sphere type viscometer to mcasurc the 
apparent viscosity at a high shear rate. Special precautions wcre taken to allow measuremcnts of 
apparent viscosity of rapidly settling mineral suspensions. Both the viscometers are ablc to 
measure apparent viscosity as low as one mPa · s (millipascal-seconds) ( 1 mPa · s = 1 ccntipoisc), 
which is the approximate room temperature viscosity of water. Because the vibrating sphere 
viscometer operates at a much high shear rate than the rotating viscometer, the two instruments 
together can determine the shear-rate dependency of the viscosity. Ground silica of -65 mesh 
size was used to prepare slurries in water at different percent solids. The apparent viscosity of 
each slurry sample was measured simultaneously by both viscometers, and the results were 
compared with each other. In this way, it was determined that silica slurries, for a givcn particle 
size distribution, between 0-70% so!ids by wcight in distilled water have Newtonian flow 
behavior. 

l. Introduction 

lt has long been observed that performance of grinding milis depends upon the 
rheological properties of the slurry (Klimpel, 1982). Severa! investigators (Klimpel, 
1982; Fuerstenau et al., 1984; Tucker, 1982) have claimed improvemcnt in grinding 
performance by altering the slurry rheology with grinding aids. These works suggest that 
by controlling the rheology of the slurry, the efficicncy of a grinding mili can be 
improved. However, to accomplish this, it is first necessary to be able to monitor the 
slurry rheology. 
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Rheology of mineral suspensions is highly complex and difficult to predict. It 
depends upon severa! parameters, such as solids concentration. particle size and shape, 
chemical environment, and temperature (Schack et al., 1957). The flow behavior of 
these suspensions can be divided into different general categories depending upon the 
relationship between the shear stress developed in the fluid and its rate of shear (Fig. 1 ). 
The ratio of shear stress and shear rate is the viscosity. For a Newtonian fluid. the 
viscosity remains constan! as the rate varíes. But, for non-Newtonian fluids this ratio 
changes with shear rate. and is called the apparent viscosity of the fluid at any particular 
shear rate. The apparent viscosity increases with increase in shear rate for a dilatan! 
fluid, and decreases with increase in shear rate for a pseudoplastic fluid. Dilatant and 
pseudoplastic fluids are also called shear thickening and shear thinning fluids respec
tively. Bingham plastics exhibit a yield stress. that is, they do not begin to flow until a 
critica! shear stress is reached. Sorne suspensions also show yield stress with pseudoplas
tic flow. Among all the parameters, percent solids has the most visible effect on slurry 
rheology. At lower percent solids most slurries show Newtonian flow properties, but as 
the solids content increases, particle-particle interactions become importan! and the 
slurry changes to a non-Newtonian flow regime. 

The importance of these rheological properties in mineral processing operations ha ve 
been long realized (Kiimpel, 1982). However, measuring slurry rheology is difficult with 
existing apparatus. The main difficulty of this measurement is rapid settling of the sol id 
particles during measurement. The settling constantly changes the percent solids in the 
sample holder before the instrument can display a steady reading. This settling effect can 
be eliminated by measuring the viscosity of a constantly moving slurry in contact with 
the measuring device. Specially designed baffles (Ciarke, 1967) and eddy control 
baskets (Underwood, 1976) have been used by severa! investigators to maintain a 
uniform suspension of solids and reduce the effect of fluid motion on viscometer 
readings. One of the promising designs for on-line application for slurry viscometry is 
the gravity flow system, in which the slurry flows through a conduit or a vessel under 
gravity (Hemmings and Boyes, 1977; Reeves, 1985). By constricting the out flow of 
slurry from this conduit, a constan! hold-up of slurry can be maintained. Then the 
viscometer can be placed in this slurry to take viscosity measurements. In this way, 
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Fig. l. Gencralizcd time-independent rhcology curves for mineral slurrics. 
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Fig. 2. The vertical flow (side vicw) prevcnts the solids from settling by conlinously swccping frcsh slurry past 
lhe spindlc. This component of the flowing slurry strcam does not affcct thc rotation of thc spindlc. But, any 
radial or tan genial forccs (top view), ansing from Lhe flow, may put additional strain on thc spindle rcsulting in 
erroneous viscosity readings. Unbalanced radml flows push thc spindlc to one sidc so that it docs not spin 
uniformly and rcsults in errat1c readmgs. Tangcntial flows increasc or decreasc thc torquc on thc spindlc, 
making thc fluid appear to be either more or less viscous then it really is. 

solids settling can be avoided to obtain a homogeneous slurry sample. However, the· 
problem with this method is to obtain a smooth laminar flow of slurry without causing 
any disturbances in the sample holder. This is particularly true for rotating viscometers, 
which measure viscosity by measuring the torque generated by the rotation of the 
spindle (see Fig. 2). The flow of the sample should be strictly vertical, because forces in. 
any other directio-n will interfere in the rotation of the spindle. In this way, a small' 
turbulence originating from the mixing or flow of slurry can produce a shift in the 
viscometer reading. Klien et al. (1990) and Kiljanski (1993) have discussed separately 
how the slurry flow in recirculation systems can change the effective shear rate, which 
results in different viscosity figures. Also, whcn one of these techniques (the Underwood 
design) was tried by the investigators with a Brookfield viscometer, crratic viscosity 
readings werc obtained for suspensions, because the effect of eddics from fluid flow 
could not be eliminated. In thc system described in this paper, suitablc slurry handling 
systems have been designed to eliminate these problems. The details are discussed in the 
following sections. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. System development 

Viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is not affected by shear rates, but for non-Newtonian 
fluids it changes with change in shear rate. Thus, by mcasuring thc viscosity at two 
different shcar rates sufficiently apart from each other, and comparing thc two viscosity 
values, the fluid can be designated as Newtonian if both the viscosities are similar, and 
non-Newtonian if the viscositics are different. Based on this concept, a new system has 
been developed to determine the flow re gimes of mineral slurries. Two viscometers were 
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used for this purpose: the first one was a Brookfield (rotating type) viscometer and the 
other was a Nametre (vibrating sphere type) viscometer. In this system the Brookfield 
viscometer operated at a much lower shear rate than the Nametre viscometer. Thus for 
Newtonian fluids readings from both the viscometers were the same; For pseudoplastic 
fluids the Brookfield reading was higher than the Nametre reading; and for dilatant 
fluids it was lower than the Nametre reading. The details of the Brookfield set-up and 
the Nametre set-up are discussed in the following sections. 

2.2. The Brookfield set-up 

A Brookfield viscometer (DV-I model) was used to measure apparent viscosity at low 
shear rates. It was a rotational viscometer (coaxial cylinder) and could operate at 
different shear rates. But, aH of its spindles, except for the UL adaptar, were designed 
for high viscosity solutions and are not suitable for many mineral slurries. The UL 
adaptar consisted of a cylindrical spindle and a tube which housed the spindle. Sample 
was placed in the annular space between the spindle and the tube. Then, the viscosity 
was measured by measuring the torque required to rotate the spindle at a constan! 
rotational speed. Although this arrangement could measure viscosity as low as 1 mPa · s, 
it failed to operate with slurry, because the solids settled quickly befare the instrument 
could display a steady reading. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a system where 
the solids would be kept in suspension while the reading was taken. This was 
accomplished by the slurry presentation system described in Fig. 3. Slurry was mixed in 
a overhead tank and passed continuously through the annular space between the UL 
adapter and the tube. After a steady state reading was displayed, flow was stopped by 
both the pinch valves (to eliminate any swirling motion caused by the flow at the inlet) 
and the reading was taken immediately. This assembly operated at different shear rates 
depending upon the viscosity of the slurry. The range of viscosities which could be 

~Stirrer 
Brookfield 

Viscometer j_ j-- Overhead tank 
L--r-----l_.r---:::::3''!:...-_J 

'Flexible tubing 

'-... Pinch valve 

UL adaptar tu be 

F1g. 3. BrooJ...ficld VJscomctcr set-up showing thc UL adaptor assembly and the slurry prcscntation system. 
Th1s arrangemcnt is very suitable for dilute suspensions, and could measure viscosities of silica slurries up to 
70% solids by weight in water without any difficulty. 
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h Table 1 
1: Range of apparcnt viscosities at any rate for thc UL adaptor (Brookfield Engincering Laboratorics. 1985) 

R.P.M. of thc spind1e Shcar ratc, sec 1 Viscosity range, mPa · s 

Minimum Maximum 

60.0 73.42 9.9 
30.0 36.75 2 19.8 
12.0 14.68 5 49.5 
6.0 7.34 10 99 
3.0 3.67 20 198 
1.5 1.83 40 396 
0.6 0.73 100 990 
0.3 0.36 200 1980 

measured at any shear rate are given in Table l. Although the Brookfield viscometer 
could operate at different shear rates, it was not sufficient by itself to determine the 
rheological type, because for most of the slurries, readings could be taken only at a 
single shear rate. When the shear rate was changed by changing the r.p.m. of the 
spindle, the instrument went out of its operating range. Therefore, a Nametre viscometer 
was used to measure the viscosity of the fluid at another shear rate. The set-up for the 
Nametre viscometer is discussed in the next section. 

2.3. The Nametre set-up 

The Nametre viscometer consisted of a spherical probe, which oscillated along a 
vertical shaft at its resonant frequency of 750 Hz and a constant amplitude of 1 micron. 
This viscometer was selected because it operated at a much higher shear rate than the 
Brookfield viscometer and could measure viscosity as low as 1 mPa · s. When immersed 
in a fluid, the probe created a shear wave in the fluid, and the fluid dampened the 
oscillatory motion. The damping, or the power to restore constant amplitude, is a 
measure of the apparent viscosity of the fluid. Since the probe was vibrating rather than 
rotating in a single direction, the shear rate was a sinusoidal function of time. Also, the 
probe was spherical in shape, thcrefore its vibration had its maximum amplitude at the 
equator and gradually dropped to zero at the poles (Ferry, 1977). For these reasons, the 
Nametre viscometer did not operate ata specific shear rate but averaged the shear rates 
from zero to the maximum value. 1l1e maximum shear rate was not a definite constant 
for the instrument and it varied according to the velocity of propagation of the shear 
wave in the fluid. which in turn depended upon the fluid viscosity. Thercfore, it was 
necessary to get an idea of its operating shear rate for fluids at different viscosities. 1l1is 
was done by measuring the apparent viscosity of non-Newtonian Methocel A4M 
(methylcellulose) solutions at different concentrations with the Nametre viscometer, and 
comparing these figures with the readings of a Bohlin viscometer (details of this test are 
discussed in the following sections). The shear rates for the Nametre viscometer 
obtained by this procedure are hsted in Table 2. From Tables 1 and 2 it is seen that the 
Nametre viscometer operates ata much higher shear rate than the Brookficld viscometer 
with its UL adaptor. 
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Table 2 
Apparent viscosities of Mcthocel solutions at different concentrations from the Nametre viscometer aml their 

shear rates 

Concentrations of Methocel A4M in water 

2.0% 
1.0% 
0.5% 

Apparent viscosity from the Nametre 

viscometer, mPa · s 

212 
49 
13 

Shear rate, sec 1 

1500 
3000 
3500 

In earlier experiments, an attempt was made to install the Nametre viscometer on a 
T-joint and fit it to a pipe-line through which the sample was flowing (Kawatra et al., 
1992). When the viscometer was bolted to the flange in this manner its response 
characteristics changed. The major problems encounterecl involved maintaining a con
stan! tension on the mounting bolts, and dealing with vibration acting upon the 
instrument from the surrounding structure. The pumping system transmitted excessive 
vibration through the pipeline, loosening one or the other mounting bolts, which caused 
a drifting of the zero setting. This problem was eliminatecl by designing a special slurry 
presentation system as shown in Fig. 4. This was comprised of a vessel of two 
concentric cylinclers made out of plexiglass. The bottom of the inner cylinder was made 
conical to avoid solicls settling and had an inlet opening through which slurry from the 
pump enterecl the vessel. The outer cylinder was one inch taller than the inner cylinder 
and hacl a clischarge opening on its side. Slurry overflowed from the inner cylinder and 
returnecl to the sump through this outlet. The viscometer was suspended from the top by 
a cable and the probe of the viscometer was immersed inside the inner cylinder. In this 
way the cable clampened any vibration from the surrounding structures. The weight of 
the viscometer kept the cable stretched, ancl the position of the viscometer was kept 
quite constan!. A thermocouple was also placee! insicle the sump, so that both viscosity 
and temperature of the sample were recorded simultaneously. 

N ametre viscometer 

Thermocouple 

t r 
Outer tank 

Sump 

Pro be 

/. ,:-+-- Inner tank 
¡.:,"t,l 

.. ::": 

.-- Pump 

Fig. 4. Nametrc viscomcter seH1p. Sample is placcd in the sump and is circulated through the systcm by a 
centrifuga! pum p. Thus thc probc of the viscomcter comes in contact with a continously flowing slurry. 
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Table 3 
Viscosity of sucrose solutions at diffcrent concentrations in water at room tempcrature (Wcast, 1984) 

Sucrose content, % by weight 
Viscosity, rnPa·s 

2 .4_ Bah/in viscometer 

10 
1.33 

20 
1.94 

30 
3.18 

40 
6.15 

50 
15.40 

60 
58.37 

161 

A Bohlin viscometer was used to determine the shear rates of the Nametre viscometer 
for fluids of different viscosities. The Bohlin was a rotational viscometer, in which the 
spindle was held stationary and the outer cup, surrounding the spindle, rotated. The 
sample was placed in the annular space between the spindle and the cup, and measure
ments were taken at different rotational speeds of the cup. With this instrument, 
measurements of viscosity and shear stress could be taken at different shear rates within 
a range of 0-1450 sec- 1

• However, this viscometer could not be used for slurries. 
because solids settled at the bottom and also on the wall of the cup because of gravity 
and centrifuga! forces. Apparent viscosity vs. shear rate plots of three solutions of 
Methocel A4M were obtained from this instrument. From these plots, shear ratcs for thc 
Nametre viscometer were determined. 

2.5. Materials used 

2.5.1. Sucrose solutions 
Sucrose solutions show Newtonian flow properties, and were used to verify the 

system's ability to work with Newtonian fluids. Six different solutions at different 
sucrose concentrations were used, with the theoretical viscosities (Weast, 1984) of these 
solutions listed in Table 3. 

2.5.2. Methocel A4M solutions 
The molecular structure of Methocel A4M (methylcellulose), a water soluble polymer 

manufactured by The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan is given in Fig. 5. 
Four solutions of this product at 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0% concentrations by weight 
in water were prepared. These solutions display pseudoplastic flow bchavior (Thc Dow 
Chemical Company, 1988) and were u sed for the following purposes: 

(1) To determine the shear rates for the Nametre viscometer 'for fluids at different 
viscosities. This was done by first obiaining the app~rent viscosity vs. shcar r~te 1g~aph 

' ·: 1 • ~ . ' \d f·l 

H 

OH 

HO 
H 

Fig. 5. Molecular structurc of mcthylccllulosc (Thc Dow Chcmical Campan y, \988). 
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Fig. 6. Size distribution of the silica sample as determined by a Microtrac size analyzer. The sample was 
analyzed in duplicate. with excellent reproducibility. 

for these solutions from the Bohlin viscometer and then finding the shear rates 
corresponding to the apparent .viscosity values obtained from the Nametre viscometer. 

(2) To verify the system's ability to detect non-Newtonian characteristics of fluids. 
This was accomplished by measuring the apparent viscosities of these solutions with the 
Nametre and the Brookfield viscometers respectively and then comparing the two 
apparent viscosity values. 

2.5.3. Silica slurries 
Ground silica at 99.9% purity was obtained from Ottawa Sands Company of Ottawa, 

Illinois. The size distribution as determined by a Microtrac size analyzer is given in Fig. 
6. Severa! slurry samples were prepared, ranging from O to 70% silica by weight in 
distilled water. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Determination of s!tear rates for the Nametre uiscometer 

Apparent Viscosity vs. shear rate plots obtained from the Bohlin viscometer were 
extrapolated to include the apparent viscosity values from the Nametre viscometer (Fig. 
7). Then the shear rate corresponding to the apparent viscosity from the Nametre 
viscometer was obtained. As it can be seen from FÍg. 7, this shear rate increases with a 
decrease in apparent viscosity. In this case the mínimum shear rate corresponding to 
2.0% Methocel solution (212 mPa · s) was 1500 sec- 1.This shows that even for high 
viscosity fluids, the Nametre viscometer operated at a very high shear rate compared to 
the Brookfield viscometer. Thus, readings from both the viscometers will give the 
viscosity values of any fluid at two extreme shear rates. 
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Fig. 7. Apparcnt viscosity vs. shear rate curves for Methocel A4M solutions at diffcrcnt conccntrations, 
gencrated by the Bohlin viscometer. Apparent viscosity values from the Nametre viscorneter plottcd on these 
curves show that at higher viscosity the Nametre operates at lower shear rate. At very low shcar rates, thcse 
solutions do not show pseudoplasticity (The Dow Chemical Company, 1988) and for solutions with lowcr 
concentrations. this shear rate above which the solutions show pseudoplasticity incrcascs. That is why 
Methocel solulion at a concentration of 0.5% and 1.0% did not show pseudoplasticity at low shcar rates. 

3.2. Calibration of the system with known solutions 

Apparent viscosities of sucrose solutions at concentrations of 10-60 wt% in water 
and Methocel A4M Solutions at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 wt% concentrations in water were 
measured first by the Nametre viscometer and then by the Brookfield viscomcter. While 
measuring the apparent viscosity of Methocel at 2.0% concentration with the Brookfield 
viscometer, a different spindle (LV # 1) was used. This was necessary because the 
apparent viscosity of 2% Methocel was above 2000 mPa · s, which is too high to be 
measured by the UL adaptor. For tl1e rest of the samples, the UL adaptor was u sed. The 
viscosity readings from the Nametre viscometer were plotted against the viscosity 
readings from the Brookfield viscometer (Fig. 8). Since sucrose solutions are Newto
nian, viscosity rcadings from both the Nametre (high shear rate) and the Brookfield (low 
shear rate) viscometers are similar for these solutions, as shown by the line drawn at a 
slope of 45° and passing through the origin, which coincides with these points. But, the 
points obtained from tests with Methocel solutions lie below this line, which shows that 
for these solutions, apparent viscosity values obtained from the Nametre (high shear 
rate) viscometer are !ess than their corresponding values from the Brookfield (low shear 
rate) viscometer. This is expected from Methocel solutions, because thesc are pseudo
plastic fluids (The Dow Chemical Company, !988). This proves that the system could 
distinguish between Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. 

3.3. Viscosity measurements for silica slurries 

After calibrating the system with known Newtonian (sucrose) and non-Newtonian 
(Methocel) solutions, tests were conducted with silica-water slurries at different percent 
solids ranging from 10-70% by weight in water. Apparent viscosities of these slurries 
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Fig. 8. Reading from Nametre viscometcr vs. rcading from Brookfield viscometcr for sucrosc solutions from 
10 to 60 wt% and Methocel solutions from 0.5 to 2.0 wt% in water. Smcc sugar solutions have Ncwtonian 
flow propcrtics, lhc points lie ovcr a Jine drawn through Lhc origm ata slopc of 45°. Duphcatc tests (test 1 ant.l 
test 2) wcrc conductcd with Mcthoccl solutions. Thcsc solutions are pseudoplastic and thc points corrcspond
ing to thcse solutwns lie bclow thc line. 

were measured by both the Nametre and Brookfield viscometers. The results are shown 
in Fig. 9. Foral! these slurries, viscosities obtained from both the viscometers are similar 
and a line drawn at a slope of 45° passes through these points. This shows that between 
0-70% solids by weight the above slurries must have Newtonian flow properties. 
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Fig. 9. Apparent viscosities of silica slurries at different % solids from Brookfield and Nametrc viscomcters. 
Sincc all thc points lic ovcr a line drawn through thc origin at a slopc of 45°, thcsc slurrics must havc 
N cwtonian flow propertics. 
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4. Conclusions 

The following conclusions were drawn from these tests: 
(1) The system described in this article provides a simple method for characterizing 

mineral suspensions and liquids into Newtonian and non-Newtonian flow regions while 
also determining their viscosities. 

(2) Between 0-70% solids by weight the slurry of ground silica (with the given size 
distribution) displayed Newtonian flow behavior. 
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ABSTRACT 

An on-line monitoring system for apparent slurry viscosity has been developed 
at Michigan Technological University. It utilizes a vibrating sphere viscometer 
in conjunction with a special slurry presentation system to reduce particle 
settling and turbulence effects. It has proven to give accurate, reproducible 
results in an on-line hydrocyclone installation. Its performance shows that it 
can be an effective instrument on an industrial scale, particularly in grinding 
circuits. Development of the sensor and the importance of rheology in grinding 
are also discussed. 

· INTRODUCTION 

Comminution is the single most energy intensive unit operation in mineral 
processing. Although it has been known for sorne time that the efficiency of a wet 
grinding circuit is dependent on the rheology of the mineral slurry, no grinding 
circuits use rheological measurement for direct control (Kawatra and Eisele, 
1988). This is primarily because a reliable sensing system has not been developed 
which can handle the industrial environment. A Michigan Technological University 
research group is working on the development of a monitoring,system for measuring 
apparent viscosity of mineral slurries. 

RHEOLOGICAL EFFECTS IN GRINDING CIRCUITS 

The rheology of mineral slurries is highly complex and difficult to predict. 
It contains both time-dependent and time-independent components, along with a 
number of variations from ideal behavior. Due to the high shear environment in a 
grinding mill only the time-independent components are of particular importance in 
comminution circuits (Bradley, 1965). ~8 

'' 
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Time-independent behavior can be divided into four categories; Newtonian, 
pseudoplastlc, dilatent and Bingham plastic. These classifications are based on 
how the shear stress'developed in the fluid varies with shear rate. A schematic 
of this behavior is illustrated in Figure 1, with the shear rate being the 
velocity gradient in a flowing fluid (expressed as sec-1

) and the shear stress 
being the force transmitted to a surface parallel to the fluid flow (expressed as 
dynes/cm2

). For a Newtonian fluid, the shear rate-shear stress relationship is a 
straight line and the viscosity of the fluid is the slope of this line. 

For dilatent or pseudoplastic fluids, the viscosity as such is not defined. 
Instead, two related parameters are used, the consistency and the apparent 
viscosity. The consistency is the constant K in the empirical Ostwald-de Waele 
power-law equation (Tsai and Knell, 1986): 

n 
' =K 7 

where ' = shear stress in dynes/cm2 

-1 
7 = shear rate in sec 

n = flow behavior index 
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Figure 1. Shear-stress versus shear-rate curves illustrating the various 
forms of time-independent rheology. The slope of the line (a) is the 
apparent viscosity of point (b). These curves can be described using the 
power-law equation, T = T + Kin, where T is shear stress, T is yield 

y y 5 g 
stress, K is the consistency, r is the shear rate, and n is a parameter 
for the deviation from newtonian behavior. 
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Uslng thls equation, a fluid ls Newtonlan if n = 1, pseudoplastic lf n < 1, and 
dilatent lf n > 1, and the conslstency K ls a constant for all shear rates for a 
given fluid. However, the consistency can only be calculated if the shear stress 
is determined at a number of shear rates. This determination is time-consuming, 
and ls not well suited for on-line applications. The apparent viscoslty is much 
easler to determine, as it requlres only a single shear stress measurement. It ls 
defined as shown in Figure 1, as the slope of a line (a) drawn between the origin 
and the measured shear stress value ata particular shear rate (b). The apparent 
viscosity ~ can therefore be simply calculated by dividing the measured shear 

a 
stress by the corresponding shear rate: 

~ =TI~ 
a 

(2) 

For a Newtonian fluid, the viscosity, apparent viscosity, and consistency are 
all equivalent. In a dilatent fluid, the apparent viscosity increases with 
increasing shear rate, while in a pseudoplastic fluid it decreases wlth increasing 
shear rate. In certain fluids another parameter, the yield stress, is requlred to 
describe the time-independent rheology. This parameter is illustrated by the 
curve for a Bingham plastic shown in Figure l. Here, the material behaves as if 
it were a salid until sorne critica! shear stress (< ) is reached, after which it 

y 

begins to flow as a fluid. For a true Bingham plastic, the consistency remains 
constant at all shear rates once flow has begun, while the apparent viscosity 
decreases with increasing shear rate. 

Mineral slurries can be Newtonian, pseudoplastic, dilatent, or Bingham plastic, 
depending on factors such as solids concentration, particle size and shape, 
chemical environment, and temperature. In general, very dilute slurries in water 
are Newtonian, becoming slightly dilatent as the particle concentration becomes 
high enough for particle-particle interactions to begin to occur. Once particle 
interactions become the dominant mechanism for energy transfer in the slurry, it 
typically becomes pseudoplastic, and develops a yield value as the percent solids 
increases further. The yield value ultimately becomes very pronounced, producing 
a fluid which is essentially Bingham plastic just befare it ceases to flow at all. 

Rheology affects the efficiency of both the mill and the classifier in a 
closed grinding circuit. The effect of rheology on mill performance has been 
extensively studied, mostly in conjunction with grinding aids (El-Shall and 
Somasundaran, 1984, Fuerstenau et al, 1985, Klimpel, 1984, Austin et al, 1984). 
It is well known that increasing the percent solids increases the mill throughput. 
However, ultimately the slurry becomes so concentrated as to develop a yield 
stress. Once this occurs, the breakage rate in the mill decreases due to adhesion 
of the grinding mediato the mill wall (Fuerstenau et al, 1985). Decreasing the 
slurry viscosity, through the use of grinding aids, at a constant solids 
concentration, was found to result in an increased fines production rate. These 
effects are due to changes in the motion of the mill charge resulting from 
elimination or reduction of the slurry yield value, and to a decrease in the 
energy dissipated by fluid flow at lower viscosities. 

The rheological effects on classifier performance are quite pronounced and 
fairly complex (Bradley, 1965). These effects have not been well studied, dueto 
the lack of suitable instrumentation. Sorne data are available using various 
methods to alter medium viscosity, such as sugar solutions (Agar and Herbst, 
1966), viscosity-modifying reagents (Austin et al, 1984) and temperature GO 
variations (Kawatra et al, 1988). From the published results, two effects are 
noted. As the viscosity of the slurry increases, the corrected d50 size for the 
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hydrocyclone increases, which is primarily a result of the lower settling velocity 
of particles in a higher-viscosity medium. The second effect is that the fluid 
speed in the hydrocyclone is reduced due to increased viscous drag at higher 
viscosities, and therefore the amount of material which exits with the coarse 
fraction without being subjected to classification is increased. These effects 
have been shown on both a laboratory and a plant scale in temperature-variation 
experiments conducted by MTU researchers (Kawatra et al, 1988). 

Several theoretical treatments of hydrocyclones include a viscosity term. In 
theory it is possible to divide this term into two categories; the effect on 
overall fluid flow patterns, and the effect on individual particle movement. In 
practice these two effects are inseparable (Bradley, 1965). 

EXISTING ON-LINE VISCOMETERS 

Currently, three systems for on-line measurements of viscosity exist which 
would conceivably be used for slurries. The first system, developed by Hemmings 
and Boyes (1977), used a Brabender Convimeter as the viscometer. The Brabender 
Convimeter consists of a drive motor which imparts a gyratory movement through a 
bent shaft to a conical sensor that rotates eccentrically within a cylindrical 
protective sheath, shown in Figure 2. It utilizes the change in energy required 
to keep the sensor rotating at a constant rateas a measure of the viscosity. 
Hemmings and Boyes mounted the viscometer as shown in Figure 3. This system's 
majar drawback was that coarse material and trash in the processing stream tends 
to get lodged between the spindle and .the sheath, causing an unpredictable loss o. 
stability. 
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Figure 2. Configuration of the Brabender Convimeter. As the eccentric 
conical mantle rotates, fluid is forced through the perforations in the 
cylindrical sheath. Apparent viscosity is determined by measuring the 
drag force on the rotating mantle. 
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Figure 3. Hemming's and Boyes' (1977) method of mounting the Brabender 
convimeter. 
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The second method, described by Reeves (1984), utilizes a viscometer 
manufactured by the Debex corporation. This rotational type viscometer was driven 
at a fixed rate by a torque sensitive motor. Viscosity was measured by the amount 
of torque required to keep the spindle rotating at a constant rate. It was 
mounted, as shown in Figure 4, to reduce the effects of rapid particle settling. 
It has been frequently reported that rotating viscometers do not work well in a 
slurry environment (Clarke, 1967). They are highly sensitive to fluid turbulence, 
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Figure 4. Schematic demonstrating the slurry presentation system used by 
Reeves ( 1984) . 
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their moving parts are generally too delicate to tolerate a plant environment, and 
the rotational motion can cause particle concentration gradients which produce 
erratic results. 

The third method suggested in the literature (Opplinger, Matusik, and 
Fitzgerald, 1975) utilized a Nametre vibrating sphere viscometer mounted in a 
T-fitting as shown in Figure S. The principie of the Nametre viscometer is that 
the sphere is vibrated around the axis of the shaft to produce shear waves 
traveling into the fluid at the probe's resonant frequency about 700Hz, with 
energy being supplied to maintain the vibration at a constant amplitude of 1 
micron. The energy supplied to keep a constant amplitude is indicative of the 
apparent viscosity of the fluid. Since the probe is vibrating rather than 
constantly traveling in a single direction, the shear rate is a sinusoidal 
function of time. Also, the spherical shape of the probe tip results in the 
vibration having its maximum amplitude at the sphere equator, dropping to zero 
amplitude at the sphere peles (Ferry, 1977). As a result, the Nametre viscometer 
cannot be said to operate at a specific shear rate, but rather averages the 
results from shear rates ranging from zero to the maximum value. This maximum 
shear rate is not a definite constant for the instrument, as it varies depending 
on the propagation velocity of shear waves in the fluid, which in turn is a 
function of several factors, such as the viscosity, and is consequently difficult 
to determine precisely. The maximum shear rate in water has been calculated to be 

-1 
approximately 6000 sec in water at 1 centipoise, but would be a factor of 10 
lower at 100 centipoise (Ferry, 1977). In a Newtonian fluid this does not affect 
the reading, as such fluids exhibit a constant viscosity at all shear rates. 
Non-Newtonian fluids are more complicated to deal with, both due to viscoelastic 
effects and to the dependence of the apparent viscosity of these fluids on shear 
rates. A reading obtained with the Nametre viscometer with a non-Newtonian 
mineral slurry may best be considered to be obtained at a mean shear rate of 

-1 approximately 4000-5000 sec . 

TRANSDUCER 
BLOCK 

INVERTED "T" PIPE SECTION 

Figure S. Normal method of mounting the Nametre viscometer in non-slurry 
service. 
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Viscometer Selection 

After reviewing the three available systems it was decided to start with a 
commercially available viscometer and to adapt it as necessary for mineral slurry 
service. The Debex system was not available at the time of this study, and so was 
not considered further. To determine the ability of the viscometers to function 
using real materials, samples of finely ground iron ore were sent to both Nametre 
and Brabender. The Brabender viscometer could not be tested as their laboratory 
test apparatus was not designed to handle fast-settling slurries, and so no data 
could be obtained. The results obtained with the Nametre viscometer are shown in 
Figure 6, and agree with results obtained by other investigators using different 
techniques (DeVaney and Shelton, 1939, Clarke, 1967, Jeffery and Acrivos, 1965). 
Based on these results, the Nametre viscometer was selected as the starting point 
for further work. The viscometer selected had a resonance frequency ranging from 
708.0 Hz in air to 701.0 when loaded at 23000 centipoise. 

Advantages of the Nametre Viscometer 

The high average shear rate and rapid oscillation of the Nametre viscometer 
allows the instrument to remain insensitive to moderate levels of slurry 
turbulence. Due to the rapid sampling, fast response time and noise filtering 
electronics, large particles striking the probe have a very transitory effect on 
the measurement. 

The Nametre viscometer is also ruggedly designed and capable of withstanding 
the abuse of a plant environment. The design consists of a sensor enclosed in a 
sealed housing which prevents corrosive or abrasive materials from reaching the 
delicate moving parts. 
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

The first step in the development of .the on-line system was to calibrate the 
viscometer by a series of static bench tests. This calibration was then verified 
and the stability checked on an in-llne installation. 

The first attempt at installing the instrument was per manufacturer recommen
dations. This was accomplished by mounting the viscometer into a straight section 
of pipe using a heavy duty T-fitting, as shown in Figure 7. When the viscometer 
was bo.lted to the flange its response characteristics changed, making the 
rezeroing of the instrument necessary. The majar problems encountered involved 
both maintaining a constant tension en the mounting bolts, and dealing with the 
very high levels of fluid drag and vlbration actlng upon the probe. 

VISCOMETER 

""' 

4" 
HYDROCYCLONE 

THERMOlv1ETER 

CENTRIFUGAL 
PUMP 

SAMPLE 
DIVIDER 

-....... 

SLURRY 
SUMP 

Figure 7. Initial test set up wlth the Nametre viscometer. 

As the tension on the bolts changed, the zero setting tended te drift. The 
pumping system transmitted excessive vibrations through the pipeline, and over 
severa! hours ene or more of the bolts would tend te loasen. Lock washers and jam 
nuts were tried, but they had little effect. As the tension en the bolts varied 
the zero setting drifted, causing unpredictable changes in the viscosity reading. 
Even when the zero setting was adjusted befare each test te compensate for changes 05 in bolt tension, the measured viscosity of water was unacceptably high (3.1:..3;'8" 
cP). This was due te the high levels of pump vlbration and turbulence. 
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The second problem encountered was the strong dependency of measured viscosity 
on the flow rate, shown in Figure 8. This was probably due to the probe producing 
a severe restriction in the pipe, which caused substantial drag forces to act on 
the probe. This stress apparently slightly deformed the probe and changed its 
vibrational characteristics, producing the observed flow rate dependence. This 
necessitated further measures to improve the setup, by reducing the effects of 
both mechanical stresses on the sensor and interferences from vibrations and 
turbulence. 

The stability of the readings were improved by isolating the pump from the 
viscometer by mounting it on a separate platform and connecting the pump to the 
viscometer with flexible pipe. lead blocks were bolted to the pipeline on either 
side of the viscometer to damp vibrations and thus reduce the instrument noise. 
However this did not address the mechanical stress problems which were causing the 
zero drift and flow rate dependence. 
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Figure 8. Apparent dependence of measured water viscosity on flow rate 
befare making installation modifications. 

It was decided to develop a slurry presentation system to eliminate the effects 
~of vibration and turbulence on the Nametre viscometer. Figure 9 illustrates how a 

· slurry stream is allowed to flow upwards and over an annulus which acted as a 
<eir. A constant level of one inch over the top of the measurement chaQber was 

. maintained by the overflow lip of the annulus. Slurry which overflowed this 
barrier was returned to the sump by the overflow launder. 

The sensing unit was suspended with rubber straps and was allowed to hang free 
of any contact with the mounting bolts, as shown in Figure 9. This minimized the 
stresses acting on the sensor, and provided nearly complete isolation from 
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Figure 9. A method of mounting Nametre viscometer over an open slurry 
tank to eliminate problems with drifting zero setting and turbulence. 

vibrations. This method of mounting has the additional advantage of easy removal 
of the sensor from the slurry presentation system via an overhead cable attached 
to the sensor. This feature was useful for cleaning or drying the sensor as well 
as checking the zero setting. A temperature sensor was inserted next to the 
viscometer probe to ensure that the slurry temperature was known accurately. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Equipment Description 

The equipment used in this project consisted of a hydrocyclone test rig with r 
4" diameter Krebs hydrocyclone. The viscometer was mounted to measure the 
viscosity of the recombined cyclone overflow and underflow products, which were 
kept well-mixed and had a consistent solids content in the course of each test. 
Data was collected by an HP-85 microcomputer with an HP-3497A data acquisitlonl OÍ 
control unit. The computer was used to collect single data points, to collect 
data at specific time intervals, or to collect data "after a specified change in 
slurry temperature had occurred. 
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after making improvements in the mounting arrangement. The viscosity of 
water is being varied by changing its temperature. 

Experiments with Water 

539 

Initial tests with the slurry presentation system were run using water to 
compare measured values to those calculated from the formulas in the Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics (CRC 1984) 

lag ~ = 1301/[998.333+8.1855(T-20)+0.00585(T-20) 2 ]-1.30233 for o·c to 20•C and 
10 

2 • • 
lag ~~~ = [1.3272(20-T)-0.001053(T-20) ]/(T+105) for 20 C to 100 C, where 

10 20 

~ = viscosity, centipoise 
T = Temperature, ·e 

~20 = Viscosity at 2o·c, which is 1.002 centipoise 

Tap water was circulated through the system while the temperature was varied 
between 10•c and so·c. The results are shown in Figure 10. The stability of the 
slurry presentation system was then determined by allowing the system to measure 
the viscosity of water for 15 hours, while maintaining the temperature at 22.s·c 
to ± 0.3·c. Figure 11 shows the improvement between tests run on.the initial 
installation as opposed to the improved system. 

Experiments with Mineral Slurries 

Following the initial tests with water, work was begun to determine the 
capabilities of the system with mineral slurries. A 99.9% pure silica provided by 
the Ottawa Sand Ca. of Ottawa Illinois, with the size distribution shown in Table 
1, was used in the mineral slurry experiments. 
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Figure 11. Stability check of on-line water viscosity measurements 
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Figure 12. On-line viscosity measurements of silica/water slurries as a 
function of temperature at various solids concentrations. 
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Table l. Size distribution of silica used for on-line tests of the viscometer 
system, as determined using a Leeds and Northrup Microtrac particle size 
analyzer. 

Size. Micrometers 

176 
125 

88 
62 
44 
31 
22 
16 
11 
7.8 
5.5 
3.9 
2.8 

Cumulative % Passing 

100 
97.0 
93.6 
75.5 
49.8 
34.9 
24.0 
17.5 
12.7 
8.1 
5.1 
3.9 
2.0 

The experimental work was conducted at temperatures ranging from 1o'c te so'c, 
and percent solids ranging from 19% to 40%. For each experiment the cyclone test 
rig was filled with a known volume of water, the pump was started, and silica was 
added to the desired percent solids. Solids concentrations were checked by taking 
wet and dried sample weights after each test run. The temperature was controlled 
_by the use of heating and refrigeration coils in the sump. 

For initial experiments viscosity values were measured over a 4o'c temperature 
range for solids concentrations of 19%, 26%, 35% and 40% solids. Figure 12 
illustrates the dependence of viscosity on percent solids over this temperature 
range. The curves above 26% solids are noticeably steeper, which shows that 
increased interaction between particles is taking place. 

To test the reproducibility of the system a second set of experiments at 15%, 
25% and 40% solids were carried out. Samples te check percent solids were not 
removed until the completion of the experiments. This allowed the tests to be 
continued for an extended time through several temperature cycles without sampling 
introducing changes in the slurry composition or,test ri~ operation. Each slurry 
was cycled through the temperature range from 50 C to 15 C. Viscosity 
measurements were made at 1'c intervals above 2s'c, and 112'c intervals below 
2s'c. Each measurement is an average from 30 seconds of data acquisition. 

RESULTS 

Figures 13 through 15 show the temperature vs. viscosity data for three slurry 
solids concentrations. The second arder polynomial curve fit was calculated from 
the total number of available points from the individual temperature runs, with 
the fitted polynomial equations, correlation coefficients, and standard errors for 
each percent solids given in Table 2. 

From the results shown in Table 2, it is seen that the performance of the 
instrument is highly reproducible, with standard deviations less than 0.05 
centipoisé for all three percent solids. The average error, which is the standard 7 
deviation divided by the mean viscosity, is consistently under 4%, which, .. " O 
considering the difficulties with measuring slurry viscosity is completely 
acceptable for the goal of on-line control of grinding classification circuits. 
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Figure 13. Viscosity measurements made during three runs of temperature 
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Table 2. Polynomial equations, correlation coefficients, and standard errors at 
15% solids, 25% solids, and 40% solids. ~ = measured viscosity, 

o 2 
centipoise; T = temperature, e, and ~ = A + BT + eT . 

eorrelation Standard Average 
%Sonds A _ B_ _e _ Mean ~ eoefficient Deviation % Error 

15% 2.325 -0.079 0.001 0.81 0.979 0.03 3.70% 
25% 2.725 -0.079 0.0008 1.09 0.981 0.04 3.67 
45% 3.485 -0.079 0.001 l. 66 0.986 0.04 2.41 

CONeLUSION 

·· It is well established that rheological control is important in the improvement 
of grinding efficiency in an operating plant. Such control has not been 
implemented primarily due to the lack of instrumentation. However an on-line 
apparent viscosity measuring system has been develped at Michigan Technological 
Universi ty which is capable of reproducible measurement of this parameter in ... .. • 7 2 
mineral slurries. It is robust enough to be used on-line in grinding circuits, 
while still being precise enough to provide useful control data. 
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ABSTRACT 

On-line measurement ofslurry viscosity was carried out to study the effeci ofviscosiry on 
the cut (d5oJ size ofhydrocyclone c/assijiers. As slurry viscosity increases, tlze settling rate 
ofparticle decreases, causing tlze d 50 size to become coarser. T he viscometer set-up used 
a vibrating sphere viscometer anda specially designed s/urry presentar ion device to avoid 
settling of so/ids during viscosity measuremem. This set-up was moumed on a test rig for 
a 10.2 cm diameter hydrocyclone. Test samples were prepared from ground silica (80% 
passing 65 microns) and water. Botlz the solids content and temperature of tlze samples 
were varied to change tlzeir viscosities. Samples from overflow and underflow streams 
were collected at regular interva/s, and data from these samples were used to calculare 
the d50 (c) size. Temperature and viscosity were recorded simultaneously during these 
tests. 

From these data it was observed that d50(c) was proportional to the 0. 35th power of tlze 
slurry viscosity. This relationship was then introduced in the existing Lynclz and Rao 
modelfor si/iceous material, to develop a modijied modelfor hydrocyclone classijication. 
This modijied Lynch and Rao model incorporated a viscosity parameter from direct 
measuremell/, and predicted the cut size precise/y when the viscosities ofthe slurries were 
altered by factors otlzer íhan changing percellt solids, such as temperature variation. Tlzis 
was 1101 possible with tlze original Lynch and Rao model, whiclz did 1101 include any 
viscosity term. lt was a/so determined that increasing slurry viscosity produced an 
increase in the bypass fraction, R¡ This ejfect was due to increased fluid drag in tlze 
hydrocyclone as the viscosity increased. 
Copyright ~ 1996 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd 

Keywords 
Hydrocyclones; modelling; on-line analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

Fluid viscosity has a profound effect on the separation characteristics of hydrocyclones [ 1, 2]. Changing 
viscosity alters the particle settling rates and the slurry velocities in the hydrocyclone, and so alters the 
performance. When the viscosity increases, the settling speed of particles is decreased. Particles in the 
hydrocyclone must therefore be coarser in arder to reach the underflow when the viscosity is high, and 
increasing viscosity causes the d50 size to increase. Therefore, viscosity must be included while developing 
mathematical models for cut size prediction. Although many models for classitier cut size developed in the 
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past have viscosity terms, most of these equations were developed for dilute suspensions and smaller 
diameter hydrocyclones, which are not comparable to normal plant conditions [3, 4]. In later years, Lynch 
and Rao (5]. and Plitt [3] used data from large diameter hydrocyclones and slurries with higher percent 
solids to develop more versatile models to predict separation size in actual plant situations. However, 
neither of these equations have explicit slurry viscosity terms in them. Instead, both of these equations 
depended on solids content as an indicator of slurry rheology. Lynch and Rao used weight percent solids 
for their model, whereas Plitt used volume percent solids. However, it is well known that salid content is 
not the only parameter which affects slurry rheology. Besides solids content, the temperature, size 
distribution of the solids, and chemical environment can also alter rheology [6]. This suggests the need for 
direct measurement of rheology to determine its effect on classifier performance. 
One of the majar reasons for not including a viscosity term in the hydrocyclone models is the difficulty in 
measuring slurry rheology on-line [7]. In this work, an on-line viscometer along with a specially designed 
sample presentation system made it possible to measure the hydrocyclone feed slurry viscosity in real time, 
and then develop a model for predicting separation size from the measured value of slurry viscosity. 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The dependency of viscosity on cut (d50 ) size of a hydrocyclone can be explained by the equilibrium orbit 
theory [3, 8]. which as sumes laminar flow conditions, and states that each particle in the hydrocyclone 
tends to be in equilibrium between two opposing forces, (i) centrifuga! force acting towards the wall of the 
hydrocyclone, and (ii) drag force from the liquid acting towards the axis (Figure!). From this theory, the 
diameter of a particle that is in equilibrium at a particular orbit is given by: 

d = ., I 18-n ·W·r 

Where: 
d 

Ps 
P¡ 
v, 
r 

'1 
w 

CP .. - P) . v,2 

= diameter of the particle 
= density of the salid particles 
= density of the liquid 
= tangential velocity of the particle 
= radius of the equilibrium orbit 
= fluid viscosity 
= radial velocity 

(1) 

For the d50 size, the equilibrium orbit overlaps with the envelope of zero vertical velocity (Figure 1) and 
so for this size the particles ha ve equal chances of reporting to the overflow and the underflow. Thus, from 
Equation 1 we see that cut (d50) size is proportional to the 0.5th power of viscosity. However, when the 
flow conditions inside the hydrocyclone changes from laminar fiow the exponen! of viscosity also changes 
[8]. In many empirical and semi-empirical models for hydrocyclone classification this exponent of viscosity 
has been assigned different values which vary between 0.50 to 0.60 [1]. However, most of these tests were 
done at lower percent solids where hindered settling is not importan!. At higher solids content, hinderance 
from surrounding particles increases, which causes the settling behavior of particles to deviate from the 
laminar fiow condition where Stoke's law (based on which the equilibrium orbit theory is designed) is 
val id. Deviation from Stoke's law also occurs if the terminal velocity is excessive in relation to the size 
of the particle. High velocity with large particles can cause a transition to flow around the particles that 
is intermediate between laminar and turbulent flow [8]. Due to these reasons the cut size no longer remains 
proportional to the 0.5th power of viscosity. 

Another important factor which should be considered for determining the effect of viscosity is the rate··af - - 16 
shear inside the hydrocyclone. Movement of concentric layers of fiuids at increasing tangential velocities 
with decrease in radius produces intense shear forces inside the hydrocyclone [9]. For Newtonian fiuids, 
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viscosity is independent of shear rate, but for non-Newtonian fluids it changes with changes in shear rate. 
This malees the viscosity effects on separation size more complex for non-Newtonian suspensions. Luckily, 
most mineral suspensions are Newtonian below 50% by volume [10] and their viscosities will not be 
affected by changes in shear rate. Recently in other work [11], it was found that the silica slurries in our 
experiments, with an 80% passing size of 65 micron, were in the Newtonian flow regime up to a solids 
concentrations of 70% by weight. Of course, this will also depend upon the size distribution of the solids. 
Finer solids may begin to show non-Newtonian behavior at lower concentrations than coarser solids. 

Centrifuga! 
Force .Drag force 

(Fo) (Fc)-4---..---t~ 

;t 
Equilibrium 
Orbit 

(a) Top View 

Vortex Finder 

lnlet -11~ 

Envelope of 
Zero Vertical 
Velocity 

Overflow 

~ ' ' ' ' ' ' a>' ._, 
O' 

' ' ..... , -, 
' ' :.._Axis 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

Underflow 

(b) S id e View 

Fig.l Diagrams to explain the equilibrium orbit theory of hydrocyclone mechanism. The 
equilibrium orbit (a) is reached when the centrifuga! force on the particle is equal to the 
fluid drag force. d50 size particles lie on the envelope of zero vertical velocity (b), and 
ha ve equal chance of going to the overflow or to the underflow. 

Viscosity also changes the water-lo-underflow term, R¡, of the hydrocyclone. Rr is the fraction of feed 
liquid reporting to the underflow. The particles associated with this portion of the liquid travel downwards 
near the canica! wall of the hydrocyclone, and are not centrifugally separated. Therefore, a fraction Rr of 
all particles irrespective of shape and size repon to the underflow of the hydrocyclone. The fluid speed in 
the hydrocyclone is reduced due to increased viscous drag at higher viscosities, and this causes an increase 
in R¡. 

Viscosity of the suspension certainly influences the separation mechanism of the hydrocyclone and should 
be addressed in the formulation of models depicting d50 size. The purpose of the test plan was to collect 
the data needed to modify the Lynch and Rao hydrocyclone model, which was developed under plant 
condition, to predict cut size not only from changes in percent solids, but also due to changes in slurry 
viscosity originating from factors other than percent solids (such as temperature, chemical environment, 
etc.). During al! the tests conducted the slurl')' rh~ology '("f Newtonian. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Hydrocyclone Test Rig 

A line diagram of the hydrocyclone test rig is shown in Figure 2. A Krebs hydrocyclone of the following 
dimensions was used for all the experiments: 

Hydrocyclone diameter: 10.2 cm (4") 
Feed inlet diameter: 3 .O cm 
Vortcx finder diameter: 3.8 cm 
Apex diameter: 2.2 cm 

The hydrocyclone overflow and underflow discharged freely into a sarnple cutter designed to remove both 
sarnples for precisely the same time interval. When sarnpling was not being carried out the products were 
recombined and retumed to the slurry tank. Temperature was monitored by a thermocouple in the slurry 
tank, and feed inlet pressure was monitored with a diaphragm-type pressure gauge. A vibrating sphere 
viscometer along with a specially designed sample holder to avoid slurry settling was installed in the circuit 
to monitor slurry viscosity. 

Pump 

Pressure Gauge 

Hydrocyclone 

10.2 cm (4") Diameter 

Viscometer 

Sample Holder t 

Fig.2 Line diagrarn of the hydrocyclone test rig. A 10.2 cm Krebs hydrocyclone was 
used. The vibrating sphere viscometer was used on-line to measure slurry viscosity. 

Test Material 

Silica sand from the Ottawa Sand Co., Ottawa, lllinois, was procured for this experiment. Particle size 
distribution of this sample is shown in Figure 3. The sample hadan 80% passing size of 65fLm. 

Test Procedure 

The test rig was filled with slurry of the desired solids content, and the hydrocyclone was operated at a 
consiant inlet pressure of 69KPa (lO psi). Between sarnples, severa! minutes wcre allowed for the system 
to stabilize. Slurry temperature was continuously varied from 55°C to l0°C, with samplcs taken at l,0°C_ lB 
intervals. Tests were conducted with slurries of 19%,26%, 35%, and 40% solids by weight. Samples were · 
weighed, filtered, dried, and size distributions were determined using a Leeds and Northrup Microtrac 
particle size analyzer. 
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Fig.3 Size distribution of duplicate silica sample. The sample had a d80 passing sizc of 65 ¡.tm. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Development of the Mathematical Model to Predict d50(c) Size 

A modified mode1 for ct50(c) size was formulated by first introducing a viscosity term and then changing 
the percent so1ids term in the Lynch and Rao model [5, 12]. The viscosity term for the modificd Lynch 
and Rao mode1 was determined by p1otting d50(c) vs. viscosity in a log-1og sca1e (Figure 4). From this 
graph it was determined that the ct50(c) size is proportional to the 0.35th power of the s1urry viscosity, i.e. 

(2) 

In the modified Lynch and Rao mode1 a different percent solids term was used. This was necessary because 
higher percent solids not on1y increases the s1urry viscosity but a1so causes hindcrcd sett1ing, and underflow 
crowding. These in turn increases the d50 size. In the original Lynch and Rao mode1 this term was given 
as "0.0173 · <l>w·" In the modified Lynch and Rao equation thc percent so1id term was found to be "0.41 
log 10 <l>v." The mode1s befo re and after these corrections are given be1ow. 

(A) Lynch and Rao mode1 before viscosity and percent solids correction: 

1og 10 d50(c) = 0.0173 -~ .. -0.0695 ·Spig + 0.0130 · VF +0.0048 ·Q + K1 

Where, 
K¡ 
VF 
Spig 
Q 
dso(c) 
<l>w 

= a constan! 
= inside diameter of the overflow or vortex finder, cm 
= inside diameter of underflow or spigot of the hydrocyc1one, cm 
= feed flow rate of s1urry, liter/min 
= corrected cut size of the hydrocyc1one, micron 
= weight percent so1ids in the feed s1urry 

(3) 

19 
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The flow rate Q in the above equation can be measured by a flowmeter or can be determined by the 
following equation [ 12): 

Q = K2. VFo7J ·Inleto.s6 ·P o4z 

Where, 

Kz 
lnlet 
p 

= a constan! 
= Inlet diameter, cm 
= prcssure at the inlet of the hydrocyclonc, kilopascal 

(B) Modified Lynch and Rao model after introducing the viscosity term: 

(4) 

iog
10

d
50

(c) = 0.4llog
10

$,. -0.0695 ·Spig + 0.0130 · VF + 0.0048 ·Q + 0.35log 10T] + K3 (5) 

Where, 

K3 
<fiv 
'7 

= a constan! 
= volume percent solids in the feed slurry 
= viscosity of the feed slurry, centipoise 

•• • • 
• • • • 
• • 

• • 

• • 

Viscosity of slurry (11), centipoise 

Fig.4 Observed d50(c) size vs. viscosity (>¡) to determine the exponent of viscosity 111 thc 
modificd Lynch and Rao modcl. Since ct50(c) «>¡~. a !mear rclationship betwccn thc two 
is obtaincd by ploning Lhcm m a log-log scalc (i.c log ct 50(c) = {3 !og '7 + C). Thc slopc 
({3) of thc rcgrcssion linc drawn through thc abovc points shows that d50(c) is 
proponional to thc 0.35th power of thc viscosity of slurry. The standard error of {3 is 
0.057. 

Predictcd ct511(c) vs. observed ct50(c) sizcs for silica-water slurry from both thc modcls (givcn by Eqs 3 and 
5) are shown in Figures 5 and 6 respective! y. As can be seen from Figure 5. the observed ct50(c) size 
increased in each percent solids range duc to the change in viscosity resulting from changing temperature. 
This was not prcdicted by the Lynch and Rao model. The reason for this is that the Lynch and Rao model 
accoums only for slurry viscosity changes from changes in solids percemage, and it docs not takc into 
accoum the viscosity changes from other sources (in this case temperature). In Figure 6, thc changc i~ 8 0 
ct50(c) from both temperature and perccnt solids is predicted by using the modified Lynch and Rao model 
(Eq 10). 
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Fig.5 Predicted d50(c) size from Lynch and Rao equation vs. observed d50(c) size. The 
change in observed d50(c) size witbin each solids percentage range is due to viscosity 
changes from changes in temperature. Since Lynch and Rao model does not include a 
separate viscosity term, the predicted d50(c) size in individual percent solids range did 
not change. 

o 
o 10 20 30 40 50 

Observed d50(c), rnicrons 

Fig.6 Predicted d50(c) size from the new equation vs. observed d50(c) size. Since this 
equation utilizes the viscosity data obtained by direct measurement, the increase in d50(c) 
size due to viscosity changes from both increase in solids content and changes in 
tcmperature (l0°C to 50°C at individual pc·cont solids range) is r<:~ccted. 
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The importance of direct measurement of viscosity is again seen from Figure 7. The data for this graph 
were obtained from tests conducted by Agar and Herbst [1]. They changed the viscosity of the liquid by 
sucrose addition. Agar and Herbst did not provide the dimensions of the vortex finder (VF) and the spigot 
(Spig), but these were known to be held constan!. Therefore, Eqs 3 and 5 were condensed to the following 
forrns respective! y: 

From Lynch and Rao model: 

(6) 

From the modified Lynch and Rao model: 

(7) 

50 

C'-l 

o Lynch and Rao 
Model 

§ 40 
/::::,. Modified Lynch 

and Rao Model 
1-4 
u ·a 

..-::. 30 u 
'-" o 

ll"l 
"C) 

"C) 20 
2 

é o 
~ 2.32 vol% solids u ..... 

"C) 

~ 10 0.92 vol% solids 

o 
o 10 20 30 40 50 

Observed ct50(c), microns 

Fig.7 Predicted d50(c) sizes from both Lynch and Rao original model and the new 
modified model vs. observed d50(c) sizes for silica-sugar solution mixtures. These data 
were obtained from tests conducted by Agar and Herbst (1966). The increase in viscosity 
in these tests are primarily dueto increase in sugar concentrations in the pulp. Since the 
modified Lynch and Rao model is based on direct measurement of viscosity, predicted 
values from this model agree well with the observed values. However, Lynch and Rao 
model infers viscosity from percent solids and so the changes in viscosity due to sugar 
addition did not reflect in his equation. 

In their study, Agar and Herbst [!] measured the liquid viscosity instead of the pulp-viscosity. Since the 
solids concentrations were very low ( < 4vol% ), liquid viscosity did not differ much from the pulp 
viscosity, and these values were used to predict d50(c) size from the modified Lynch and Rao model. Here 
again the cut size could not be predicted by using the Lynch and Rao model which uses solids content 
alone. But by using the viscosity term in the modified Lynch and Rao model the d50(c) size could be 
calculated precise! y, and predicted values and observed values are in el ose agreement to each other. 
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Effect of viscosity on water-lo-underflow tenn, Rr 

As can be seen from Figure 8, for slurries with 19, 26, and 35 wt% solids, Rr increased by as muchas 
six percent when the viscosity of the slurry was increased by 2-3 centipoise. For the slurry with 40 wt% 
solids the change was rather less noticeable, at less than three percent for a 6 centipoise change in 
viscosity. 
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Fig.8 Effect of viscosity (~) on the water-lo-underflow ratio (R¡). In each percent solids 
range, Rr increased with increase in '7. 

Effect of viscosity on classilication index 

Figure 9 gives the reduced efficiency curve for al! the tests ai 4 different conccntrations and varied ·· · 8 3 
viscosities. The slope of this curve, called the c!assilication index (a) is given by the following equation 
[12]: 
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y = (8) 

Where, 
y = size fraction reponing to underflow 
x = d/d50(c) 
a = classification index 

· From Figure 9 it is seen that viscosity has limited effect on the shape of the reduced efficiency curve. It 
is noted that there is sorne scattering of data in this graph. 
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Fig.9 Reduced efficiency curve from aii the tests. This graph shows that slurry viscosity 
has no significan! effect on the sharpness of classification. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The foiiowing conclusions were drawn from this study: 

(!) Viscosity of the slurry can change due to reasons other than changes in percent solids, such as 
temperaturc, size distribution, chemical environment, etc. Therefore, in addition to the percent 
solids term, a viscosity term must be considcred when fonnulating models for hydrocyclone cut 
size. 

(2) The foiiowing model, which was developed by modifying the Lynch and Rao model, can be uscd 
to predict d50(c) size more precisely: 

(3) 

This model developed was verified by the experimental results obtained at Michigan Technological 
University where viscosity was varied by changes in both temperature and solids content. The 
modified Lynch and Rao model was also confirmed to predict d50(c) very weii for data available 
in the litcrature where viscosity was varied by addition of sucrose. The model is therefore weii 
suited for the many situations where factors other than slurry solids contentare affecting the slurry 
viscosity. 

Slurry viscosity has no significan! effect on the reduced efficiency curve of the hydrocyclorie. · 
However, water to underflow ratio increased with increase in slurry viscosity. This was a result 
of increasing drag forccs acting on particlcs as the slurry viscosity incrcascd. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

lnlet inside diameter of the hydrocyclone inlet, cm 
VF inside diameter of the overflow or vortex finder, cm 
Spig inside diameter of underflow or apex of the hydrocyclone, 
1>w weight percent solids in feed 
1>v volume percem solids in feed 
De inside diameter of the hydrocyclone at the bottom of the vortex finder, cm 
Re radius of the hydrocyclone, cm 
Fe centrifuga! force 
F0 drag force 
S shear rate, sec-1 
V1 tangential velocity of the fluid 
W radial velocity of the fluid 
Q feed flow rate of slurry, liters/minute 
P feed pressure, kilopascal 
Rr water-lo-underflow ratio 
K1, K2 , K3, K4 , Ks. constants 
d diameter of the particle, micron 
Ps density of salid, gm/cm3 
Pt density of liquid, gm/cm3 
'1 viscosity of slurry, centipoise 
{3 exponen! of slurry viscosity 
a classification index 
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Influence of temperature on the energy efficiency 
of an industrial circuit processing iron ore 

S.K. Kawatra and T.C. Eisele 

Abstract-/n many mining operations. parlll ulurl_v north
ern open-pit mines. /arge seasonal \'lJnations in gnnding Jlurry 
temperarure (Qf/ occur Ir ts shmn1 in th1s pape1 that tlus 
temperature shtft can cause a wtnrer-time /oss tn awogenous 
grindin[? effiuency nf as mue h as 20% if ll 1s not umtrol!ed 
lAhoratory expenmentalion indicates that mue h of this effect is 
due to increases in slun)• vtscosiry as the temperature ts de
creased. An additwnal effect may result from changes in roe k 
strength upon freezing, for which possibfe mechamsms are 
dzscussed. However, no effect dearly resulting Jrom rack 
strength changes has been definitely confirmed 

lntroduction 

A great many excellent studies of the auwgenous gnnd· 
mg process have been conducted since its development 
(Digre. 1979a and 1979b; Forssberg and Ekblom. 1979; 
Manlapig, Seitz and SpottJswood. 1979; Turner, 1979; 
Mokken. 1978; Stanley. 1974; Moys and Loveday. 1979; 
Rowland, 1981; Tangsathitkulchai and Austin, 1985; Aus
tin. Klimpel and Luckie, 1984). allowing substantial im· 
provements in autogenous milling performance. Neverthe· 
less, the mfluence oftemperature, viscosity and rheology on 
grinding c1rcuJt performance has largely been 1gnored. due 
both to the belief that it is of no consequence and to the 
expense of controlling the temperature of the mili feed. 
However, when the temperature approaches the freezing 
point of water. substantial changes in slurry rheology occur, 
and these changes would be expected to alter mili and 
hydrocyclone performance. This has been confmned in the 
case of hydrocyclones (Kawatra et al.. 1988 and 1989) and 
would be expected to be true for rod and ball milis as well 
(Austin, Khmpel and Luckie, 1984: Kawatra and Eisele. 
1988). However, the rheology of mineral suspens10ns IS 

drfficult to measure (Cheng. 19X4, Jmescu. 1974; Klimpel. 
1982a and 1982b). parllcularly rn realtJme and is therefore 
nor used as a grindmg CifCUll control parameter. 

In adduion to the rheological effects. any changes in the 
mechanical properties of the rack being ground, such as the 
hardness and fracture toughness, wáuld also have an effect 
(Vitton, 1978). Mechanrcal changes m the rock would have the 
grearesr effect on autogenous mtll performance, as the grindmg 
competency of the med1a-sized rock parlJCles could be altered 
(Rowland. 1988). In extremely cold conditions. ice forms on the 
surfaceofthe rock as it enters the mili. substanually changing the 
performance of the mili. 

To understand the relative importance of each of these 
factors. and thus allow improved operating effic1ency for gnnd
ing circuits, a study is bemg conducted at MTU of the effects of 
temperature on autogenou!-. grinding. Th1s study includes anal y-

S. K. Kawatra and T.C. Eisele, members SME, are professor and 
graduare student, respecttvely, wtth Mtchtgan Techntcal Untverstty, 
Metallurgy Dept, Houghton, MI SME prepnnt 90·8, SME Annual 
Meettng, Sal! Lake Cuy, UT, Feb 26-March 1.1990. M&MP paper 90-
606 Manuscnpt July 24, 1989 M&MP paper 90-606 Otscussron of 
th1s paper mus! be submitted, tn duplicare. prior to June 1. 1991 
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sis of operating plant data, laboratory-.scale experiments and 
pilot-scale grinding test!-. 

Theory 

The effects of temperature on autogenous grindmg can be 
1mmediately divided into rheological effects and mechanical 
effects. The rheological effects are a result of the substantial 
increase in the viscosity of water as the freezing poim is 
approached. Thechange in apparent slurry viscosity that results 
from changing temperature is shown in Fig. l. As can be seen, 
the effect at high percent solids IS very pronounced, panicularly 
when the temperature is qune low. This increased viscosn~ ~: ·ts 
to cushion the impact of the media·sized partJcles, imJJ~de 
transpon of slurry and in extreme cases cause the medta to 
centrifuge at speeds well below the cntical speed. The net result 
is decreased grindmg rate and increased spectfic power con
sumpuon. 

Effects resulting from changes m the mechamcal properties 
ofthe rock are considerably more comphcated, as they depend 
strongly on the speCJfic characteri!-.tlcs of the rock. The tl'.~¡or 
effect IS a change in the mechanical strength, which alte. ·.de 

competency of the ore as grinding medm. 
· One possJble mechamsm for strength changes with tempera

ture is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the change is a result of water 
freezing in the pares and cracks of the rock, with the result 
dependmg on the degree of inrerconnections of the openings 
(Vitton. 1978). lf the rock rs very porous. as is the case wuh 
sandstone, the water can percolate free! y through it and upon 
freez.ing forma continuous matnx that holds the rock to~~··:~a. 
This increases the fracture toughness of the rock and its e·.: .¡~e
tency as gnnding med1a. 

However, a hard, dense rock such as chert has felatively few, 
unconnected pares, whJCh only col!ect water w!th difficulty. 
When the water in these pores freezcs. frost cracking is likely to 

\ 

• 4Q~Io SOitdS m leed 

• 35"1 .. sohds m leed 
• 26°/o SOIIdS In leed 

• 19"/o soltdS 1n leed 

o water 

~·Wia! 
40 50 

TEMPERATURE. C-cJ 

Fig. 1-Changes rn apparent vtscos•ty al ftne sthca slurries as a 
tunction of temperature. The vtscosity was measured ustng a Nametre 
Vlbra!lng-sphere v1scometer atan average shear rate of 4 700 sec· 1

, and 
!he srllca was 80% passing 270 mesh. The effect of temperature on 
apparent vrscosrty IS most pronounced at htgh slurry sohds c::;·.:o?nts 
and low temperatures. 
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Occur around them, resulting in a slight weakening of the rock 
and a loss of gnndmg competency. 

The effect of temperature on autogenous grinding is there
fore highly variable and difficult to predict. No large effect is 
seen unless the water in the ore freezes. and this only occurs 
when the ore is exposed for sorne time befare processing, as is 
the case in open-pit m mes. An additional effect that can occur 
ifthe ore isscnouslychilled is the formation oficeon the surface 
ofthe roe k when it 1s added to the mili. The ice must then elther 
mell orbe ground away before grinding of the ore panicle can 
commence, resultmg in a reduced grinding rate. However, this 
requires both severely chilled oreand a near-freezing mili sluny, 
and should thcrefore not be a frequent problem. 

For non-porous ores, each ofthese factors will result in a loss 
of autogenous milling cfficiency. However, it has not been 

detennined which of these phenomena is most important, orto 
what extent they n!ducc efticiency in real situations. In arder to 
determine this, quantitative data are needed for both overall 
plant opcration and for laboratory expc.riments designed lO 

suppress al! but one effect. 

Plant studies 

An 1ron ore process1ng plant that is subjected to large 
seasonal temperature variations was studied. This plant uses 
a ful\y autogenous grinding circuit, as shown in Fig. 3. 
lnitially, plant personnel observed a significant seasonal 
vanation in feed rate, as JS illustrated in Fig. 4. This trend 
was observed for four years and sois unlikely to be entirely 
dueto normal variations in ore charactcristics. ·When com-

GRINDING CHARACTERISTICS 

SUMMER 

Sandstone-much pore 
space, mechanical 
strength low due to 
porosity. Pores are 
connected and water can 
percolate throughout 
rock. 

lron Ore little pore 
space, matrix is hard, 
strength is high. 

WINTER 

Sandstone-freezing the 
water in the pores forms 
an ice matrix which 
supports and strengthéns 
the rock. 

lron Ore water in pores 
expands on freezing, 
which may cause frost 
cracking and a loss of 
strength. 

,. 
'· 

F1g. 2-Mechanism for changes 1n rack strength resulting from freezing of pore water. 
:. 01 th~ rack proper. 

Th1s effect is more tmportant than changes m the hardness 
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Pnmary AulOQ~nous 
M•U 

To Cyc&one 

F1g. 3-Schematicof the gnnd1ng circuitd1scussed in th1s paper. Thecircuit is fully autogenous, with critical-s¡ze matenal crushed by acone crusher' 
to prevent buildup. 

pared with measurements of the feed water temperature, 
which are also plotted in Ftg. 4, tl appears that the tempera
ture effect is relatively slight until temperatures fali below 
10° C. At temperatures below this value, the drop in 
throughput becomes quite pronounced. 

Subsequently, the specific power consumption was com
puted for the primary, secondary and overall grinding circuits 
and plotted against the feed water temperature. Monthly aver
ages were used to minim1ze the effectsof variation in ore quality. 
The results for the primary autogenous mili are given m Fig. 5. 
where a pronounced decrease in specific energy consumption 
occurredas the temperature tncreased. A simi\areffect is shown 
in Fig. 6 for the pebble mili, although the trend is less pro
nounced. This is dueto the wanning of the pulp in the primary 
mili, which reduces the temperature fluctuation seen by the 
pebble mili. The overall result for the circuit is as shown in Fig. 
7, whichshowsa total seasonal efficiency variation of 18% in the 
course of a year. 

In addition to the efficiency measurements, plant personnel 
observed that the quantity of critical-size material circulated to 
the crusher increased in the winter, as indicated by F1g. 8 
(Rowland, 1988: Kampe, 1988). This i ndtcates that coarse roe k 
may be more readily shattered at lower temperatures. Since 
large rocks are needed for effective autogenous grinding. the 
increased rate at which they are shattered 1nto relatively meffec
tlve critical-size material when the temperature is lowered 
results in reduced grinding effiCJency. However, it is not clear 
whether this is due lO changes in roe k strength orto changes in 
the transpon characterisncs m the mill ansing from rheological 
effects. 

Laboratory studies 

Laboriuory tests were camed out primarily to determine the 
extent to which rheo\ogy alone would be expected to affect 
autogenous gnnding. These experiments used a 20-cm-diam x 
30-cm-long mili, rotaung at 64 rpm with four 0.5-cm lifterbars. 
The mili and ore charge were heated in a forced-air drying oven 
forelevated ternperatureexperiments and chilled using a freezer 
andan ice-water bath for low-temperature expenments. Poly
urethane foam insulation was used to help keep the mili ata 
uniform temperature. 

The res u lts of ini tia! experiments u si ng J acobsv ille sandstone 
have been previously reponed (Kawatra et al., 1989). Further 
experiments were conducted using an 1ron ore sample from a 
local mine. The ore was crushed and mulled to the size 
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Table 1-Size Oistribution of Charges for Laboratory 
Gnnd1ng Expenments 

Size, millimeters wt.% 

50.8x38 1 41.5 
38.1 x25.4 25.2 
25.4x19.0 15.1 
19.0x12.7 13.1 
12.7x 9.5 5.1 

-9.5 0.0 
100.0 

distribution given m Table 1, and eachexperiment used a 5.0-kg 
charge in 2 L of water. Six experiments were conducted 
consisting ofthree sets of duplicate tests at 2°-9° C. 24°-26° C. 
and 84°-62° C. For each experiment. the ore, water and mili 
were ad justed to temperature, and the ore was ground for 30m in. 
The slurry vtscosity and quantity of -lOO mesh material were 
then determined, the -100 mesh material was retumed to the 
mili, the temperature was readjusted and the cycle was repeated. 
Viscosity was measured using a Brookfield viscometer fitted 
with a UL adapter for low viscosity measurements. Results of 
these experimems are given in Table 2. 

Plotting these data as in Fig. 9 again shows a definite 
dependence of fines production on temperature. However, 
when grinding rate is ploued against viscosity, as in Fig. 10. it is 
evident that sorne factor other than viscosity is responsible for a 
ponion of the change in gnndmg rate. 

In a plant situation. uncontrolled temperature changes 
·. can produce sizable changes in milling efficiency. The plant 

VARIATION IN PRIMARY AUTOGENOUS 
MILL SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

WITH SEASONAL CHANGES IN PULP 
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PEBBLE MILL SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
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mili as a function of feed water temperature. 
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Test 
1·1 

Test 
1·2 

Test 
1·3 

Test 
2·1 

Test 
2·2 

Test 
2·J 

Table 2-Results lor Laboratory Gnnding 
Experiements ol Hematlle Ore 

Grinding Shear -100 mesh 

time 
(min.) 

30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 

30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
JO 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
JO 
60 
90 

120 
150 
1BQ 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 

50 

o 40 
2! 
L 
u 

oc 
w 
I 

"' ::> 
oc 
u 30 
w 
~ 

4 
o 
w 
¿ 
oc 
w 
~ 

z 20 

Q 
w 
o 
::> 
oc 
u 

Temp. 
('C) 
4·9 
2·7 
2·9 
2·7 
2·7 
2·6 

24·25 
26 
25 
25 
25 
25 

83-64 
84·64 
84·64 
84·64 
84·62 
84·6J 

2·7 
2·8 

2·10 
2·7 
2·6 
2·7 

24·25 
24·25 

25 
25 
25 
25 

84·65 
84·65 
84·64 
84·64 
84·6J 
84-64 

Viscosity Rate product 
(cp) (sec- 1) (grams) 
1.57 73.42 69 
1.74 73.42 126 
1 82 73.42 178 
1.93 73.42 206 
1 99 7J 42 2JO 
2.18 7J.42 248 
1.05 7J.42 76 
1 2J 7J 42 145 
1 42 7J.42 197 
1.61 7J.42 249 
1.78 7342 289 
1.92 7J.42 327 
0.83 73.42 85 
0.90 73.42 155 
0.97 73.42 218 
1 02 7J 42 281 
1 17 7J.42 327 
1.28 7J.42 J66 
1 66 7J 42 67 
1.72 7J 42 122 
1.78 7J.42 176 
1.90 7J.42 200 
2.02 7J.42 227 
2.15 7J.42 255 
1.06 7J.42 79 
1.24 7J.42 144 

. 1.4J 7J 42 195 
1 62 7J 42 248 
1.80 7J.42 290 
1 94 7J 42 J29 
0.85 73.42 86 
0.90 7J.42 157 
o 96 7J 42 219 
1 02 7J 42 280 
1 15 7J.42 J25 
1.27 7J 42 J64 

<> Y[AR 2 

10L---~------------------
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MONTH 

F1g 8-Monthly vanat1on in cnltcal-s1ze product1on as measured by 
the tonnage ol matenal Clrculated to the crusher 
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data presented here show a seasonal efftctency "hift 
approximately 18% for thc overall Clrcuit and mor,- for 
primary autogenous mili alone. 11 is dtffJcult 10 ;,~

pletely cena in ofthe precise mechantsm. but it i~ lt~clv 
most ofthe effect is due ro viscosily changes lt is seeñ 
the temperawre effect is m u eh less pronounced in the 
mili, but this is almost certainly due to the w'""';"_ 
occurs in the pnmary mili and not to mherently 
temperature sensitivuy in the pebble mili. The change · 
production of cntical-size material in the primary m:ll 
be a result of changing rock strength. but 1t is pos"1ble 
increasing visco.sity forces the mcdra-SIZC particle~ to 
grate to those ponions of the charge wherc the lmpacts 
most severe. causing them to break up more rapidly (Kowlantl.; 
1988). The seasonal shif<s of m di throughput show 
that the greatest change óccurs at temperatures below 
10° C. lt is therefore evident that SJmply maintaining 
temperaiUre above this point will grea1Jy reduce the seasonal 
throughput variation. This m ay be accomplished by F'event-
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F1g 9-Vanation 1n laboratory-scale !mes product10n as a function of 
time and temperature for an tren ore The behav1or of the non-porous 
1ron ore IS very s1mdar to that of the porous sandstone. 
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Fig. 11-Viscosity vs. grinding rate forthe six laboratory-scate grinding 
experiments, correlating those measurements that contained stmitar 
amounts of -100 mesh fines. The listad percent soltds ranges 
represent the ratto of -100 mesh material to water. The resultmg Hnes 
are roughly parallel, indicating that buildup of fines is responsible for 

drop in grinding rate with time. 

· ing the recycle water from being chilled and by thawing the 
· ore befare grinding. 

f;nm the laboratory experiments. it isreadily seen that the 
changes in grinding rateare closely tied to slurry viscosity. 
However, in theseexperiments the viscosity was not theonly 
factor influencing fines production, as shown in Fig. JO. lf 
viscosity were the only relevant factor, tests for all three 

·. temperatures should have followed the identical grinding 
. rate vs. viscosity curve. The second factor appears to be the 
quantity of fines in the suspension, as ¡jlotting grinding rate 
vs. v1scosity for only those tests with similar quantities of 
'fine~. ~enerates a series of roughly parallellines as in Fig. 11. 
lt is hkely that as the fines are accumulating, work is being 
expended to make the fines fine,r rather than generating 
additional fines. 1t is also possible that the increasing slurry 
density is cushioning the impacts dueto increased buoyancy. 
thus further retarding the grinding rate. 

Conclusions 

From this investigation, thefollowingconclusions aredrawn: 
l.ln autogenous milling, temperaturecan significantly influ· 

ence the grinding efficiency, particularly if the temperature falls 
below about 10° C. These efficiency changes can be reduced by 

.. preventing recycle water from becoming chilled, and by thaw
. ing frozen rock befare grinding. Since the magnitude of the 

efficiency change is reduced at highertemperatures, heating the 
. mili slurry to higher temperatures is unlikely to provide signifi· 
·can¡ '.·:·nefits. 

. 2. Laboratory experiments indicate that the effect of slurry 
· rheology changes with temperature is a significant factor in the 
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grinding rate for both porous and non-porous roe k types. with 
higher temperatures resulting in reduced viscosity and hence 
increased grinding rate. 
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ABSTRAer 

Slurry rhcology affccts autogenous grinding 
performance by cbanging the rock's brewge 
cbaracterisucs. In this srudy pilot sca!e batch 
a.utogcnous grinding was carried out to observe the 
effect of viscosity on the breakage characteristics of 
tbe rocks (the media), and on the overa!l specific 
energy consumption. Clay/fines content, and 
tcmperature of tbe initial charge, were varied to alter 
the viscosity of the slurry. Results sbowed tbat at 
higher slurry viscosity, rocks bccaroe more difficult 
to break, resulting in an overall tncrease in the 
spccific encrgy consumption of the mili. Also, it was 
observed that viscosity had a significant effect on the 
amount of critica! size material prcscnt in tbe 
grinding circuit, wbere the critica! siu: material is the 
ma~rial wh.ich is too large to be effectively ground in 
tbe mill, and too fine to act as grinding media. 

INTRODUCTION 

Slurry rbcology has a significan! effect on the 
performance of autogenous grinding. The rheology 
in an autogenous mili can change due to severa! 
factors. Percent solids has the most prominent effect 
on slurry rheology. As solids content increases, the 
viscosity of the slurry incrcases gradua!ly toa point 
beyond wh.ich a srnall increase in solids content can 
cause a drastic increase in viscosiry. Other factors, 
such as size d1stribution, slimes content, el ay content, 
tcmperature changc, and chemical additives also 
significan ti y change ihe slurry rheology. 

The mcchanism by which slurry rheology affects 
grinding has bccn diScussed in the literaturc by many 
investigators (Hemmings and Boyes, 1977, Tucker 
1982, K.linnpel, 1982 and 1983, Fucrstenau et al., 
1984, Ausun ct al., 1984, Moys, 1989, Kawatra and 
Eisele, 1988). These studics explain thc effcct of 
rheology on thc load bebavior, slurry hold-up, and 
grinding ratcs in a mili,. Ata g1ven flow rate and 
grate des1gn. viscosity is lhe most prominent factor 
which affect sluiry bold-up (Moys, 1989). At low 
víscosity, tbe grindmg media is not adcquately" 
covered with pulp, and results U1 a loss of the impact 
energy. On the othcr hand, at very high viscosity 
there is cxcess pulp in the interstitial spaccs of the 
media. This rcstricts Lhe free movemcnt of the media 
and cushions the impacts (Hemmings and Boyes, 
1977). Higher viscosity a!so increascs the chances of 
ccntrifugmg by binding the mediato the wall, which 
reduces the rniU volume and reduces thc throughput 
(Fuerstenau et al., 1984). The effcct of slurry 
rheology on the rate of grinding is investigated in 
depth by Klinnpel (! 982, 1983). His study showed 
that highcr yield stress (which is a rheological 
property defined as the mimmum stress to initiate 
fluid ftow) leads toa decrease in grinding rate. 

1 
Most of the above studies were done for ball 

mills, wbere the grinding media are metal ba!ls. 
However, m autogenous grinding, the media- is the 
ore itself. Therefore, the efficiency of autogenous 
grinding a! so depends u pon the way the media (larger 
siu: rocks) break inSide the null. Although the effect 
of rbcology has bcen stud1ed for vanous aspects of 
autogenous grinding (Moys, 1989), its effect on the 
brcakage characteristics of the media is not discusscd 
in the literaturc. This is an importan! problem, 
bccause sma!J cbanges in the break-up rate of the 
media-siu:d rock will significantly affect tbe gnnding 
efficiency of the mil!. 

A related problcm is thc producuon of crit.Jcal 
siz.e material. These are panicles that are too small to 
efficiently gnnd other panicles, but too large to be 
easily ground lhemsclves. Thes.e critical s1z.e 
panicles tend to accumulate in the mill. and have 10 
be removed and crushed separately. Any changes in 
the sluny viscosity that result in a change in the ratc 
of media brcak-up wil! a!so tend to change the 
amount of critical siz.e matenal that is produced. 
This effcct has been observed in an operating plant 
(Kawatra and Eisele, 1988). The plant personnel 
noted that the grinding efficiency was reduced m thc 
wintcr, and that the amount of criliCal·stze maten al 
produced was increased. Thesc changes were !inl<ed 
to the seasonaltemperature variations of lhe mili 
slurry. Two possible mcchanisms were considered 
that could have been causing these effects: l. The 
rock may have bccn bccorning more bnttle at low 
temperatures; or 2. The increasing slurry viscosity at 
low tc:mperaturcs could ha ve been affccúng how the 
charge was lified and tumbled in the mili. Past work 
by the authors has shown that the rocks were not 
bccorning more brittle over the temperaturc range of 
interest (Kawatra ct al .. 1993). and ~o subscqucnt 
studies concentratcd on the viscoslt)' effects. 

Studies of the effects of rheology on autogenous 
grinding media competcncy have nm previously becn 
carried out, because such studics cannot be carricd 
out using smalllaboratory·scalc milis Small milis 
do not impan enough energy to thc media parucles to 
cause them to break up in thc same way as they 
would in a full·scaJc mili. Because of tlus. studies of 
thc media break·up ratc rcquirc an autogcnous mili 
that is pilot·scalc or larger. 

Tius article invcstigatcs thc impact of rhcology on 
the breakage characteristics of thc rod .. usmg a pi!Ot· 
scale mili so that thc rcsults would be relevant to 
what happens in a full-scalc autogcnous mili. Thc 
effect of viscosity on sizc stability, and critica! size 
material production has been cxarruned. 



EXPERIMENTAL 

Experimental set-up 
Pjlot se ale autogenous mili· The pilo! plant tests 

were done in a 1.8 meter diameter by 0.6 meter long 
Hardinge Cascade Mili. The mill contained sixteen. 
2.5 cm high lifter bars. lt was converted from 
continuous operation to batch operation by rernoving 
!he grates on !he discbarge end of !he mill and 
replacing tbem witb liners made at Michigan 
Tecbnological University. This mill was also 
insulated to maintain !he initial cbarge temperarures, 
using 20 cm of Corning fiberglass insulation apphed 
to !he ciiCumference of !he mill and 2.54 cm thick 
polystyrene foam insulation on !he ends. Energy 
consumption duri.ng each test was measured by a 
standard wan-bour meter. 

Viscometer set-up· A Brookfield viscomcter 
(DV-1 model) was used to measure viscosity of !he 
sluny collected immediately after eacb test. lt was 
necessary to modify !he viscometer so tbat !he solids 
would be kept in suspension wbile !he readmg was 
being taken. This was accomplisbed by !he sluny 
presentation system sbown in Figure l. The slurry 
was mixed in an overhead tank and passed 
continuously through !he annular space between a 
steel tube and !he sptndle. After a steady state 
reading was displayed, flow was momentarily 
interrupted (lo eliminate any sw~rling motion caused 
by !he flow al !he inlet) and !he reading was taken 
immediately. This set-up is very suitable for 
measuring vtscosiry of slurries containing fast 
settling ·solids, and has been successfully used to 
characterize d.Ifferent slurries on the basts of Lheir 
rheology (Kawatra and Bakshi, 1995). 

Brookfield 

Viscometcr 
Overhead 
tank 

Aexible tubmg 
Pinch val ve 

Figure l. Brookfield set-up sbowing lhe special arrangement 
for measunng v¡~siry of slumes cont..a.J.nin~ rapidly 
senJing solids. 

2 

Sample preparation 
A 6500 kg iron ore sarnple was collected from a 

local iron ore deposit. Each rock was sized and 
washed to (i) remove any fines tbat might be m !he 
pores or fractures of !he sarnple, and (ii) remove !he 
visually detectable clay material present in !he 
sarnple. The wasbed ore was then dried. From the 
above marerial. six samples were rcconstituted 
according to !he size distribution shown in Table l. 
This was !he original size distribution of !he rocks in 
!he pi! from where !he sarnple was collected. 
Samples prepared for cold tests were stored in a 
frcezer at -25°C, and sarnples prepared for tests at 
room tempcraturc were stored in 55 gallon drurns. 

Table 1: Sizc distributioo of che rttOOStituted feed samplc 
for tbc pUot Kalc autogeoous tests. 

Si:r.e Disnibution Weight (kg) % We1ght 
(mm) 

-152.4 + !27.0 63.12 14.93 

-127.0 + 101.6 65.83 !5.59 

-101.6 + 76.2 79.45 18.80 

-76.2 + 50.8 82.17 !9.47 

-50.8 + 25.4 92.16 21 83 

·25.4 + 12.7 39.50 9.38 

Told.l 422.22 100.00 

Test procedure 
Six tests werc ca.rried out in the pilot scalc 

autogenous mili. Thc viscosity of !he mili slurry in 
these tests was changed by changing !he clay/fincs 
content in !he initial feed and by changing thc 
temperalure of both iron ore and water. Thc mili was 
chilled prior to !he tests conducted at low 
temperatures. The conditions for each test are given 
in Table 2. 

The mili was run empty for 30 minutes before 
cach test lO allow the bearings to wann-up. Then the 
mill was stoppcd, and solids charge was added to !he 
mili. A total of 423 kg solids wcre added for each 
test. Then, 182 kg of water was added to keep !he 
total solids conteo! at 70% by weight. The mili 
volume occupied by !he charge was 26%. The mitial 
temperature of water for !he cold tests was 
maintained at 4°C (for test # 2, 4, and 6}, and for 
other tests the water was at room Lempcrature. The 
sluny temperature was mcasured both at !he 
beginning and tbe end of each test, to be sure that !he 
mili did not warm significantly during thc test. 



Tablc 2: Test c:uadllioos lor each lcsl cooduct.d wllh 
tbt pUot scale autogeoous m.W. 

Test lnitial Ore Clay or Fines Conlent 
No. Tc:mpera.rure in thc: Feed 

1 25"C No clay 
No fines 

2 ·25°C No clay 
No fines 

3 2S°C 10% clay 
No fines. 

4 ·25'C 10% clay 
No fines 

5 25"C Noclay 
SO% fines 

6 -2S'C Noclay 
SO% fines 

Once the mili wa.s cbarged with solids and water, 
it wa.s run for 15 minutes. A slwry sample for 
viscosity measurement was collected from !he mili as 
soon as it stopped rotating. Energy consumption 
during !he 15 minute grinding was measured by !he 
watt·hour meter. The material from !he mili was 
removed manually, and screened for size analysis. 

The clay material added wa.s the same 
metamorphic clay whicb wa.s washed from !be initial 
ore collected from !he mine pi t. During tests 5 and 6, 
50% fines were addcd in !he mili. lltis was done to 
simulate the plant conditions, where due to the 
continuous operation a certain amount of fine 
(ground ore) is always present inside !he mill. Since · 
we conducted batch tests, !he loads in !he mili for 
tests 1-4 were initially devoid of !bese fines, which 
gave a low viscosity at !he beginning. Thus by 
adding 50% iron ore fines, it was expected tbat the 
viscosity of !he pulp would be comparable to !he 
continuous operation in a plan t. The sizc distribuuon 
of !bese fines is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Slz.e distributioo o( tbt fines which wen: •dded 
duriDg tests S &Dd 6 lo Jlmulat< plont coaditioos. 

Siz.e Distribution Weight Wc:ight 
(mm) (kg) Pc:rcent 

• 1.40 + 0.850 0.11 0.05 

.0.850 + 0.600 8.88 4.20 

.0.600 + 0.500 107 6.80 

.0.500 + 0.425 21.85 10.34 

.(].425 + 0.212 21.55 10.19 

.(].212 + 0.150 18.77 8.88 

.0.150 125.85 59.54 

Total 211.38 10000 

3 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The effect of !he viscosity of !he slurry on size 
stability, critica! size material production, and 
specific energy consumption were studied, and are 
discussed below. 

Size stabilily 
The resistance of the media to impact breakage 

wa.s measured in tenns of size stability. S= stability 
is expressed as (ASTM, 1991 ): 

l:(initial wt%)X(av1. sieve sizc) 
% Si.u: 10tabiliry 1: . X 100 

I.(final wt%)X(avg. sieve s1z.e) 

Therefore, a size stability of 100% corresponds to 
a rock that did oot break during grioding, and a s1ze 
stability of 0% corresponds lo a rock that broke 
completely below !he fines! size mea.sured (·12.5 mm 
in !he se tests). · 

As it can be seen from Figure 2, size stability 
increased with increase in slurry viscosity, showing 
thal at high viscosity !he rocks had a higher resistance 
to breakage. lltis could be due to !he fact that at 
lugher viscosity !he impact force between rocks was 
retarded by !he viscous slurry which acted as a 
cushion, resulting in less breakage in !he rock. 

Critica! size material 
Critica! siz.e material is the material which is too 

large to be effectively ground in !he mil!, and too fine 
lo be effective for grinding other particles. In our 
tests, !he cbange in !he arnount of material in !he 
· 25.4mm + 12.7mm size fraction in !he coursc of 
eacb test was small. Therefore, panicles of this size 
were considered lo be the critica! size material. In a 
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Figure 2. Size stability vs. viscosity. The increased siz.c 
stability shows that at higher viscosiry the ore is Jess likely 
to be broken. lñese are resuhs of all six of the tests 
conductui. 



plant situation, the critical size material would 
typically be crushed in a cone crusher before it was 
recycled to the autogenous mili, as shown in 
Figure 3. 

• 1 Autogenous 
1 Mili 

Sc..ens l +25 4mm 

+12 ?mm 

f?.- ~ .. ·e 
u .. 
E 

(to cyclone) ~ 
·;;; .. 
·" ·<: 
u l Cone Crusher 

J • • 
Sc=n 't-....... + 12.7mm 

~mm 
f¡gure 3. An autogenous grinding mili circuil. showing the 

ueaanent for critica] siz.c: materials. 

Thc feed for each test contained 9.38% criucal 
size material (scc Table 1 ). Thc pcrcentage of the 
critical size material was determined agam after each 
test. As it can be seen in Figure 4, at low s1urry 
viscosity the amount of critica] size material in the 
rrtill after grinding was less Lhan the amount of 
critical sizc material present befare grindmg. At 
higher viscosity there was an incrcase in critical size 
material after grindmg. lñis is primarily dueto the 
fact that tllgher viscosity reduces the energy of the 
impact collisions. wh..ich reduces the chances that a 
cntical size panicle will be broken up in the mili. 
Tbercfore, ata highcr slurry viscosiry an increase in 
critica] s1zc material production is expected. 

During test No.6, when the viscosity was 8.2 
mPa-sec, the critica! size conteot in the product was 
found to be 10.75%, wluch is 1.37% higher than the 
arnount of criticaJ size material originally present in 
the feed. Under thesc conditions, if a mili is 
proccssing 1000 tones of ore pcr hour, then 107.5 
tones of critical size matenal will need to be recycled 
through the cone crushcr, which will make the circun 
more energy consuming. 

4 

In the local iron ore plant which provided the 
material for this work, data collected over a pcriod of 
two yo= showed that critical size material 
productioo was at a minimum between April and 
September, and increased significantly during 
Dccember and January months when the tempcrature 
was 1ow (Kawatra and Eise1e, 1992). lt was 
original1y beueved that this change in critical size 
productioo was due to increased brittlcness of the 
rock. at low temperatures. However, drop tests 
conducted at Michigan Tcchnological Univcrsity 
sbowed that rocks did not become brittle ovcr the 
tempcrature range of interest (+25°C to -25°C) 
(Kawatra et al., 1993). These changes in critica] size 
material production can instead be attributed to 
viscosiry changes, because viscosity of slurry 
increases at lower temperature. 
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F1gure 4.% change in cnocal siz.e material vs. viscosiry. There 
was a net decrease in criucal size material during grinding 
when slu.rry viscosity was low. At higher slurT)' vis.cosity 
amount of critica1 siz.e maJ.C:rial in the product was more 
than tbc: amount of critica] siz.c material initially present in 
the feed 

Spccific eoergy coosumption 
Spccific energy consumption was measured by 

calculating the energy required to produce one 
kilogram of material finer than 150 microns. As can 
be seen from F1gure 5, the spccific cnergy 
consumption of the mili increased with incrcasing 
slurry viscosity. The increase in spccific energy from 
test 1 to test 4 was not significant because the 
viscosity changes during these tests were very small. 
Howcver. during tests 5 and 6 spccific energy 
consumption increased significanlly. Whilc 
comparing the spccific energy consumption betwecn 
tests, the following observations wcre made: 

(i) Whcn the viscosity increased from 1.37 mPa
sec (test no. 1) to 5.24 mPa-scc (test no. 5) duc to 
fines addition, specific energy consumptton increased 
from 0.63 kwhr!kg to 1.11 kwhrlkg. 



(ü) Wben the viscosity increased from 5.24 mPa
scc (lesl no. 5) lo 8.19 mPa-sec (test no. 6) due lo 
decrease in temperature, specific energy consumption 
increased again, going from 1.11 kwhr/kg to 5.0 
kwhr/kg. This trend agrees with the observalions 
made in the local iron ore planl, where specific 
energy consumplion increased by -20% during 
winter months when the slurry temperature was very 
low (Kawatra and Eisele, 1992). 
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1.0 2.0 J.o "·o so 60 1.0 ao 11.0 10.0 

Viscosity, mPa-sec 

Figure 5. Specific energy vs. viscosity. The increase. in 
speclfic energy consumption is significant at higher 
viscosity va1ues. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Viscosity of the pulp in thc mili ~ncreased with 
addilion of clay and fines contcnl and also by 
decreasing the lemperature. With each increase in 
viscosity there was a consistcnt increase in all three 
parameters measured during thc tests; sizc stability 
vaJues increased with viscosiry, production of critica] 
size material increased with vrscosity, and spccific 
energy consumption incrcased with viscosity. 
Therefore, wc can say that viscosiry had a dc:finite 
infiucnce during grinding and can concludc the 
following from this study; 

l. The resistance of the mcdia-sized ore to 
. breakage increased when thc slurry viscosity was 

increased. This effect was prominent at higher 
viscosities. 

2. Allower slurry viscosity, therc was a nel 
decrease in the amount of critica] size material 
presenl in the mili during grinding. However, as the 
viscosity increased, the amount of cntical size 
material becarne higher than thc arnounl of crilical 
size material inilially presenl in the feed. These 
rcsults agrce with planl observalions reponed by 
Kawalra and Eiscle (1992). wherc specific energy 
consumption and critica} su..e material production 
increased during winter months. ll has already been 
determineq lhat lhe breakage characterislics of the 
individual rocks do not change with tempcrature 
(Kawalra el al .• 1993). and so lhc changc musl be due 

S 
lo changes in lhe behavior of the mili slurry as a 
wbole. Since pulp viscosity increases at lower 
temperatures during winter months, such changes can 
be attributed lo changes in pulp viscosity. 

3. The specific energy consumplion in the mili 
increased as the viscosity increased. Titis was a 
resull of the increased viscosity reducing the grinding 
rale by cushioning of impaclS, and by changing the 
molion of the charge in lhe mili. 
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RHEOLOGY EFFECTS IN GRINDING CIRCUITS 

S. K. KAWATRA and T. C. EISELE 

Department of Metallurgical Engineering, Michigan Technological University, 
Houghton, Michigan 49931, U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 
A discussion of the effects of rheology on the performance of grinding 

circuits is presented, as well as a description of the majar factors which 
influence the rheology of mineral slurries. One of these factors, slurry 
temperature, has long been discounted as unimportant to mill efficiency. The 
results of plant and laboratory investigations of the effects of temperature 
on grinding circuit performance are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Comminution is the single most energy-intensive and least efficient unit 

operation in mineral processing (Ref. 1). Although it has been known for 

sorne time that the efficiency of a wet grinding circuit is dependent on the 

rheological character of the mineral slurry (Ref. 2), no grinding circuits 

presently exist which use direct rheology control. This state of affairs is 

primarily due to the lack of a suitable sensor arrangement for on-line 

monitoring of mineral slurry rheology. For the same reason, there is a high 

degree of uncertainty concerning the responses of components such as mills 

and classifiers to changes in slurry rheology. As a result of the 

difficulties involved in actual rheology measurement, attention has been 

limited to readily measurable quantities such as pulp density, and to a 

lesser extent, particle size, which have a strong influence on rheology. 

In general, it is unfortunately not feasible to assume that rheology can 

be predicted solely from the value of a single parameter such as percent 

solids. This is due to the strong influence of variables such as particle 

surface chemistry, particle size and shape, and temperature on rheology (Ref. 

3). Of these factors, consideration of surface chemistry has been limited by 

the difficulty of determining the relevant parameters, and temperature has 

been largely ignored due to the common assumption that temperature effects 

are negligible. 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

The rheology of mineral suspensions is highly complex and difficult to 

predict, with both time-dependent and time-independent components and a range 
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j<l(, 

Since time-dependent phenomena 
of possible varlations from ideal behavior. 

rh.
opexy depend on the development of a structure lO a 

such as th1xotropy and 
. 

1 
d (R f 4 ¡ the high-shear env1ronment of the gr1nding c1rcuits 

qu 1cscent f u1 e · • . 
occurrlng and only time-independent behavlor 

prevents such phenomena from 

need be considered (Ref. 5) · 
Time-independent behavior can be divided into four general categories, 

the fluid varies with shear 
On how the shear stress developed in 

depend1ng h 
The slope of each of these curves represents t e 

Thus, a Newtonian fluid exhibits a constant 
viscoslty at a g 1 ven shear rate. . 

rate, as shown in F1gure l. 

the apparent viscosity of a dllatent fluld 
viscosJty for all shear rates, 

apparent vLscosltY of a pseudoplastic fluld 
1 ncreases with shear rate, the 

decreascs with shear rate, anda Bingham plastic 

stress, or yleld stress, befare flow can begin. 

requires a m1nimum shear 

The empir 1cal mathematical 

h type of behavior may be expressed as follows: 
express1ons for eac 

~rallzed Lime-lndependent rheoloqy 
ss requ¡red for flow of a Bingham 

curves. 
plastlc, 

The min1mum shear 
1 , i!; the y1eld 

y 

Newtonian: T UY 

Oilatent: T llY 0
, where n'l 

Pseudoplastic: T llYn, ... ·he re n'l 

Bingham plastic: T = T + UY 
y 

where t is the shear stress, Y is the shear rate, 11 is the apparent 

viscosity, n is a dimensionless constant, and t is the yield stress (Ref. 
y 

6). Although a slurry may exhibit any of these behaviors, very concentrated 

slurries are generally pseudoplastic or Bingham plastic. Indeed, in sorne 

cases it is very difficult fa determine whether a slurry is pseudoplastic or 

Bingham plastic without very careful measurements at very low shear rates, as 

the curves obtained may be very s1milar otherwise (Ref. 6), 

Known Effects in Grinding Circuits 

The effic1ency of closed circu1t gr1nding is dependent on rheolog1cal 

effects both 1n the mill proper and in the classifiers used to clase the 

circuit. Effects on mill performance have been extensively stud1ed, largely 

in connection Wlth studies of polymeric grin~ing aids (Refs. ?, 7-10). The 

most notable result was that increasJ.ng the solJ.ds concentrat1on of the 

slurrv increased the f¡nes production rate prov1ded that the product slurry 

d1d not exhib1t a non zero yield stress, Once a y1eld stress was exhibited, 

the breakage rate in the mil! fell off (Ref. 8). In addition, decreasing the 

slurry viscosity frequently produced an increase in the fines production rate 

ata constant percent solids (Ref. 10). These effects are due te changes in 

the motion of the mil! charge upon development of a non zero yield stress 

(Ref. 8), and toa decrease in the energy ahsorbed by the fluid at lower 

viscosities. 

The effects of rheology on the performance of classifiers such as 

hydrocyclones is quite pronounced and fa1rly complex (Ref. 5). Although 

these effects have not been well studied due to the lack of suitable 

instrumentation, sorne data is available using sugar solutions to alter the 

medium v1scosity. Also, severa! theoretical treatments of hydrocyclones 

include an explic1t viscosity tenm, Tt 1S poss1ble to divide the rheological 

influences into two categories for theore.tlcal consideration; the effect nn 

particle movement through the fluid, and the effect on flow patterns ¡¡nrl 

velocities. Ho,.·ever, 1t 1s not possible 1n practice to d¡ssocJate ttH! two 

tnfluences IRef. 5). 

1 o 
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At a constant cyclone inlet pressure, tncreasing the viscos 1 ty first 

decreases the centrtfugal veloctty, which results in a higher flowrate due to 

the lowcred centrtfugal force at the inle"t. At Vtscostttes greater than 50 

c:cnttpoise, vtscous drag causes the inlet flowrate to decrease again (Ref. 

5). 'l'h'' d•~c.reasc Ln centrifuga! veloctty will decrease the parttcle settling 

r~te and the result wtll therefore be to tncrease the SO\ cyclone cut stze, 

d
50

, and the parttcle by pass fraction, Rf, as 

general, the effect of vtscous drag will cause 

the vtscosity increases. In 

the cyclone to be ineffecttve 

as a classifter when the vtscostty exceeds approximately 30 centipotse {Re f. 

5). 

Virtually no work has been done to determtne the actual effect of slurry 

'llscostty on the real performance of a hydrocyclone under plausible 

tndustrlal condtttons. In many cases, rheological effects have not been 

separat~d from the effects of percent soltds, which is the most commonly used 

factor for controlltng slurry viscosity {Ref. 10). The few expertments whtch 

have been carrted out in the past, which have varted viscosttv without 

varytng per·cent sollds, have produced contradtctory results (Refs. 10,11), 

wtth the d
50 

stze tncreastng wtth tncreastng vtscostty ttl one case, and 

decre<Jstnc; · .. ·tth increastng vtscostty tn the otho~r. Additt(ln,ll, more 

carefully controlled expertmentation is therefore needed to determtne the 

true eff,!ct. 

Factors lnfluenctng Rheology 

The rheology of a mtneral suspenston, conststing of particles fine 

enough to rematn in suspension for more than a few seconds, lS strongly 

tnfluenced by the followtng four factors; solids concentration, parttcle stze 

and shape, chem1cal environment, and temperature. Each factor has a 

charactertstic effect on slurry rheology, which 1s described below: 

(1) Solids Concentration. Solids concentratton has a powerful effect 

on the apparent vtScosity of a slurry, as shown by Figure 2. The effect LS 

particularly strong at high percent saltOs, with slight changes 1n 

concentration producing large shifts in viscosity. In addttion to affecting 

the viscosity, tncreasing the percent soltds causes changes in the 

rheological curve for the slurry. In general, the rheology at very htgh 

solids content will sh1ft from dilatent to pseudoplastic to Bingham plastic 

as the percent soltds tncreases {Ref. 9), which will alter grinding mill 

operatton. 

(it) Part1cle Size and Shape. For any gtven percent soltds, a reductton 

tn particle size wtll produce an increase 1n slurry v1scosity. Th1s is 

constdered to be largely a result of 1ncreased particle surface area, which 
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causes " 
proportion of the flutd phase to be bound 

up In parttcle 
The amount of free fluid · h boundary layers. 

15 t us decreased, and the 
effecttve percent 1 d h so 1 S ecomes gruater In add.t 
manner in which th 

· 1 ton to Lt11s effect, the 
e parttcles interact with the f 

luid changes With decreasing 
part1cle size. This causes 
on both an tncrease Ln vtsco.'=:tty through complex effects 

the manner in which the fluid flows and 

The net r lt esu lS as shown by the two curves of 
on interp~rttcle frictton, 

figure 2, with the finer 
part1cle size producing a b 

su stantially higher vtscostty. 
angularity of particles Wlll 1 

a so increaSe the viscosity, 

Increastng the 

for reasons stmtlar to stated. those previously 

(ili) Chemtcal Environment. 
The chemlcal envtronment of the slurry 

of factors such as particle surface chemistry and 

viscosity of the fluid pha•e. Th 

tncludes a wide variety 

chemtcal effects on the 

highly 

agents 

{Refs, 

., ese effects are 
complex and poorly understood, although h 

. t e effects of surface-active 
on suspenslon rheology have been extenstvely 

studied empir1cally 

been particularly studied in mtll 
2 • 7-10). Chemtcal effects have 

circutts tn connection with the use of . 

1
~ ~iscosity-reducing agents. grtnding aids, whtch are bastcally 

{tv) Temperature. Th ff e e ect of temperature on slurry 
f vtscosity differs 

rom that of the other th 
ree factors in that the slurry vtscosity change 

results entirely fr h 
cm e anges in the viscosity of the carrier fltJ!d. 

The 
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vtscostty of 1.:ater varies wtth temperature <'ls shown tn Ftgurc 3 (Ref. 12) . 

Changes in slurry vtscostty wtth temperature obvtously have a Slr.nlnr form, 

modifled by the presence of parttcles. 

Whtle the eftects of percent soltñs <'lnd particle size on mtll and 

cyclone" performance have been lntcnsively studted, and chemtcal effects have 

been stud1ed to a lesser extent, the 1nfluence of temperature on performance 

has been largely 1gnored. Th1s is due to the wtdely held belief that 

temperature 1s of little consequence for the eff:c1ency of grinding c1rcuits. 

Nevertheless, 1t has been reported 1n severa! mills in Canada and the 

northern United States that seasonal shifts 1n gr1nding efficiency occur 

wh1ch are apparently due to the sizable temperature variat1on 1n these areas. 

This 1s borne out by the fact that when the mills take precautions to prevent 

chilling of the recycled water in the winter, the seasonal effic1ency changes 

become less pronounced (Ref. 13). For this reason, an investigation was 

c.trrted out to determine the effect of temp(~rature on grindtng r.:ircutt 

eff1c1ency, part1cularly the effect on hydrocyclone performance. 

PLANT STUDIES 

~n extens1ve campatgn of plant sampling was carrted out ln an tren ore 

concentrator located in northern Michigan to monttor the effect of seasonal 

tenperature changes on the performance of the grind1ng c1rcutt. 

Ftgure 3. 
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fect of temperature variation on the VlSCosity nf pure water 
and of fine sil1ca slurries at four sol1ds concentrat1ons. 102 

The plant selected for this invest1gation '"' spec1f1cally chosen rlue to 

"' need to grtnd to a ver y fine part1clp size (80\ prlSSlnq 500 mesh) '" arder to achteve l1beration. This en su red that the effects of seasonal 

temperature change would be most pronounced, as f1ner part 1cles are more 

rearlily affected by rheology cha th nge an are coarser part1cles. In addittnn, 

stnce the plant used reverse flotation to remove quartz from hematite, 

downstream process1ng was highly sensitive to the size of qrind. This 

ensured that the operation of the entire plant would be 1nfluenced by small 

changes in grinding performance, and that the temperature effect would be 

more likely to be of importance to plant operations. 

The most notable seasonal effect observed 1 n the gr 1 ndtng circuit was 

the change in the hydrocyclone effictency curve. The representative data 

given in Figure 4 show that an increaoe · 
~ 1n temperature from 4°C to 20°C 

produced a 20\ decrease in the dSO 

mtcrometers. Other data confirmed 

size frorn 25 m1crometers to 20 

thts tn'nd. Whtle the plant s<:trnpling was 
sufficient to show th t · a an tmportant effect exists, laboratory 

exper1mentation was necessary to properly measure the effect. 

Figure 4. 
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LABORATORY STUDIES 

I abara exper1rnents were carried out using a 10.2 cm {4 inch) 

diameter Krebs hydrocyclone. The cyclone was mounted on a laboratory test 

rig, in closed c1rcu1t w1th a Warman centrifugal pump anda slurry tank. The 

cyclone overflow and underflo,. streams di5charged freely into 5eparate 

Iaund~r5, wh1ch were u5ed to either remove 5imultaneous sample5 from the two 

sU •!<lm!;, or to re combine the 5tream5 befare returning them to the slurry 

tank. Temperature was measured by a thermocouple mounted in the feed tank, 

and a diaphragm-type pre 55ure gauge and an ultra5onic doppler flowmeter were 

mounted on the cyclone inlet l1ne. Slurry vi5cosity was measured by a 

vibratlng-sphere v¡scometer equipped with a 5pecially designed sample 

prrs0nt,1~1on a¡·r¿¡ngem<:>nt and rec~iv1ng the recombined overflow and underflow 

slulrl~S from the d1scharge launders when sampling wa5 not be1ng carrled out. 

Thu:; 1nstrum<:!:lt allo~o.•ed the cont1nuous rnon1toring of the viscos1ty, which had 

not prcviousiy b~~~~ poss1ble for mineral 5lurries 1n this size range. Data 

\úl<; cnll•'('Lcrl and ]o(_Jgcd by an HP-85 computer and slurry temperature wns 

controlled us1ng an irnmers1on heater andan immersion chiller. 

Test ~lateri<d 

The mineral used for these exper1ments was pure silica, specific gravity 

2.65, obta 1neQ from the Ottctwa Sand Co,, Ottawa, Illinois. The size 

distr1hUtlon of the sil1ca 1S given 1n Table l. 

Ti\BLE 1 

S12e 1l1strlbutJon of ground Ottawa sand 

S1ze (mlcrons) 

176 
125 

88 
62 
44 
31 , 
JG 
11 

7.9 
5.5 
J.9 
2. B 

Exp~r1mental Procedures 

Cumulative wt. \ passing 

100 
100 

94 
79 
61 
47 
35 
26 
19 
12 

8 
S 
o.J 

The slurry tank was 1n1tially f1lled w1th hot water and suffic1ent 

s 111ca to produce a slurry of the desired percentage solid5. The cyclone 
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inlet pre5sure was then set to 10 psi, and the immersion heater was used to 

maintain the 5lurry at 50°C. The system wa5 allowed to stab1 for 10 

minutes befare the first overflow and underflow samples were taken, after 

which the slurry temperature was gradually decrea5ed, with samples taken at 

approximately 5°C interval5. The use of the chiller allowed experiment5 over 

a temperature range of 50°C to l2°C. 

The overflow and underflow sample5 were weighed, filtered, and dried. 

The·dried samples-were then weighed to allow the calculation of pulp 

densities, and the particle size distributions were determined with a Leeds 

and Northrup M1crotrac part1cle 51Ze analyzer. The particle bypass fraction, 

Rf, was calculated from the fraction of the feed water which reported to the 

underflow, and cyclone efficiency values were corrected for Rf. 

RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION 

A summary of the data coll~cted 1n the laboratory cyclone experiments is 

pre5ented 1n Table 2. The values of a and dSO{c) 1n this table were 

determ1ned frorn the equat1on (Ref, 14) 

y~ = {eCix_l)/{eCix+eCI-1) 

where x = d/dSO(c) 

y~= corrected fraction of feed to the coarse product 

dSO{c) = corrected 50\ separation size 

d particle size 

a a measure of the sharpnes5 of the 5eparation, sharpne55 increase5 with 

increas1ng values of a. 

(1) 

A simplex optimization program was used to find the be5t-fit values of Cl and 

dso fe)· 
Plott1ng the corrP.cted effic1ency curves obtained at each ternperature, 

as shown in the representat1ve plot of Figure 5, shows the systematic shift 

in the curves towards fi.ner s1zes w1th inr:reasing temperature. 

It 15 clear from this data that dSO{c) does 1ndeed decrea5e w1th 

1ncreasing temperature. Wher. (\ate) is rlottr-t:l •l<Jilinst tetnp'!rature, 1t 1s 

further observed that the ndauonshtp 1s nearly 11near, as 15 illustrated bv 

Figure 6. When thf' ;,n]Jrls CC'JJ',t•~Jlt of the slurry ls 1ncrcased, the l1ne 

relat1nq a
50 

to temp~riltur<:> t!" sh1fted u¡:;ward, but the slope of the llne 

rernains constant over th~ range 1nvest1gated. r.-Hnle the relationsh1p of cut 

or, temperature, whtch ¡:1rl1cates that. chAngtng Lemperatur~ has l1ttl':! 1f any 

e>ffect on the sharpness of the separat1on. This is clearly shown by the 

reduced eff1c1ency curv'! of F1gure 7, •,...hich 15 essentially identical for all 

of the tests. Th1s result is 1n <~greement with the results of Lynch 
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TABLE 2 

Summary of exeerimental results 

Wt.\ Solids Temperature Viscos1ty D Rf (\) o 

19.80 
19.30 
18.90 
18.80 
18. 30 
18.10 
17.20 
16.50 
16.40 
25.80 
26.60 
25.90 
25.50 
25.00 
24.40 
24 ;o 
]<1. o o 
34.60 
35.50 
34.90 
36.20 
40.20 
41.20 
40.90 
41.00 
40.70 
40.90 

Fiqure 5, 

~ 
wS 
N U. 
Vif5 
u. o oz 
w" 
(.')0 
~r 
>-' z 
3o 
u;:: 
«u 
w~ 
O.ao 

u. 

•e 

49.93 
44,85 
40.14 
35.72 
29.82 
25.42 
20.83 
15.67 
10.60 
50.70 
41 .00 
30. 14 
25.00 
20.46 
15.44 
10.41 
50.64 
40.01 
30.61 
25. 31 
14.75 
50.62 
40.54 
30.85 
25.75 
20.84 
14. )8 

Centipoise Mic~g~~~ers 

. 53 13.02 

.58 14.61 
. 65 14.87 
.73 15.52 
.82 15.65 
.95 18.01 

l. 20 17,40 
l. 58 19.52 
2.18 20.63 

.69 17.40 
'so 18.90 

l. 02 20.10 
l. 20 21. 50 
l. 35 22.50 
l. 81 73.10 
2.54 24.20 

. 89 24.04 
l. 20 26.15 
1.84 2A.56 
2. 31 29.91 
4. 15 30,71 
l. 01 27.62 
l. 25 29.69 
l. 90 32.46 
2.70 32.76 
3. 75 35.83 
6.22 36.06 

SIZE (mJCf'Ometers) 

• 491"( 
o 44.8"C 
.. 40.1"( 

"' 35.7"C 
• 29 eoc 
o 25 4"C 
• 20 e·c 
o 15 7"C 
o 10 6"C 

19.30 
19.20 
21.50 
21.60 
23.80 
23.00 
23.10 
22.50 
24.40 
18.60 
19.50 
20.90 

'20. 90 
21.00 
22.90 
22.30 
21 . 70 
25.10 
24.00 
23.40 
27.50 
22.70 
23.90 
24.00 
24.70 
24.50 
25.00 

19"/o SOLIOS 

2.80 
3. 77 
3.87 
3.28 
2.89 
3.03 
2.70 
3.78 
3.02 
3. 48 
3.51 
3. 4 2 
3.84 
3.46 
3.82 
3.04 
).26 
3.48 
3.09 
2.88 
2.47 
2.62 
2.36 
2.78 
2.69 
2.87 
3.03 

ct of changing temperature on the corrected hydrocyclone 
~~~ 1 c 1 cncy curve f"or pure silicn, as detcrf1!i.ncd in lnborutory 
expertments. 1ll4 
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figure 6. P.xperimentll11y determinPd re1attonship af corrected cyclane d
50 size and slurry temperature for a 4" d1amet.er hydrocyc1one. 

(Ref, 14), which show that the reduced effLciency curve is a function only of 

cyclane geometry and particle characteristics, and is 1arge1v tmchangeñ by 

alterat1ans in op~rat1ng conditions. 

It is J.:nown that increasing the fluid viscasity affects the cyclone 

performance both by slowing the sett1ing rate af particles and by suppressing 

the tangential velocity of the fluid in the cyclane (Re f. 5), The net resu1t 

is that increasing the viscasity of the s1urry tncreases the cyclone d
5
0(c) 

size. Since the V1scosity of a fluid typica11y 1ncreases with decreasing 

temperature, the observed temperature dependence of d
5
0(c) 1s primarily a 

result of changes in slurry viscosity. 
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Figure 7. Reduced efficiency curve obtained for the classification of ftne 
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CONCLlJSIONS 

From the available information concern1ng the effects of slurry rheology 

on mineral grind1ng ClrCUltS, it can be concluded that: 

(1) The effic1ency of the mill proper is maY.im1zed when the percent 

sol1ds lS held )USt below the level w~ich w1ll produce a y1eld value 1n the 

output shJrry, and the viscosity is reduced as far as possible. 

(il) The d
50 

s1ze for a hydrocyclone 1s expected to increase as the 

slurry viscoslty 1ncreases, with d
50 

being roughly proportional to the square 

root of the Vlscosity. 

(11il In both plant and laboratory environments, the dSO(c) size of a 

hydrocyclone 1s temperature dependent, w1th the c.ut s1ze decreas1ng with 

lncre<'~slng temperatur<:>, Th1s effect 1s primor1ly due to the decreasC'd slurry 

VlSCOSlty at elevated temperatures. 

(1v) 1'he dependence of dSO(c) on temperature is very nearly l1near, 

and the line 1s sh1fted to coarser dSO(c) sizes with increasing percent 

solids, although the slope rema1ns unchanged over the range investigated. 

The reduced ef:1ciency curve for a g1ven cyclone rema1ns unchanged w1th 

changes 1n temperature or percent sol1ds. 

These results show the necessity for monitoring slurry viscosity in 

arder to improve cyclone efficiency, and moreover, that the control 

strateg1es based on 1nferential sizing techniques (Ref. 15) must be modif1ed 

to allow for the observed behavior. Further work must be done to improve the 

qual1ty of on-11ne viscosity measurements of mineral slurries. 
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lCESSING 

emperature effect on 
rinding circuit performance 

K. Kawatra, T. C. Eisele, D. X. Zhang, and M. T. Rusesky 

Abstract -It has be en observed in sorne mineral process
plants that grinding circuir efficiency varies seasonally, 
as m sorne plants which are located in the northern US 

'and (:mw<ia and undergo Jorge seasonal temperature changes, 
the grinding circuil efficiencydifferem berween summer 
winter. This indica/es that the temperature of gnnding 

slurry has a noticeable effect on grinding perform· 
ancc. The effect has rore/y been studied. To this end, an 
investiga/ion lO examine the effects of changing temperature 
on efficiency and determinar ion ofthe mechanism responsible 
has been carried out. Plant investigations and Jaboratory 
experiments·have been conducted in arder 10 study hydrocy

- clones. /t was demonstrated that when the pressure drop is 
held constant, the d

5
0(, 

1 
size decreased approximately linear/y 

wah increasing temperature, while the shape ofthe reduced 
effu ·:'{'ncy curve remained nearly constant. This effecr was 
derermined lO be due ro changes in slurry viscosiry with 
temperature. 

Introduction 

As is well known, the single most energy intensive unit 
operation in mineral processing is comminution. Size reduc
ti~~:; consumes approxiniately 25% ofthe total energy used in 
mlfleral concentrators, while typically less than 5% of this 
energy is consumed in the production of new mineral surface 
(NMAB, 1981). Thus, there is much room for improvement in 
grinding operations, and even a slight increase in efficiency 
would produce substantial energy savings. Such improve
mems are most readily obtainable by optim1zation and control 
of mili operating condnions. 

A number of investigators (Austin, et al.. 1984; EI-Shall 
anu Somasundaran, 1984; Klimpel, 1982, 1982a, 1983, 1984; 
Fuerstenau, et al., 1985) ha ve detennined that rheology has a 
large effect on the efficiency of grinding milis. Four parame
ters influence the rheology ofslurry in a grinding mili: solids 
canten t. particle size distribution, chemical environment, and 
temperature. The effect oftemperature is particularly signifi
cant in areas with large seasonal temperature variations such 
as the northem United States and Canada (Kampf, 1985). 
! lnwever, due to the unavailability of suitable viscometers 
and measurement techniques for mineral slurries, the control 
of mili rheology, especially the effects of temperature on 
efficiency of grinding mili and hydrocyclones, has been 
neglected or rarely studied. The investigatlon described here 
was therefore carried out w detennine the magnitude and 
nature of te~perature effects on hydrocyclone operation. 

S. K. Kawatra. T.C. Eisele, members SME. D.X. Zhang, and M.T. 
Rusesky, member SME. are w1th Dept. of Metallurgical Engmeenng, 
M1ch1gan T echnologicval Un1vers1ty, Houghton. MI. SME prepnnt 88· 
1. SME Annual Mee11ng. Phoenix, AZ. January M&MP paper 88-639. 
Manuscnpt June 12, 1987. D1scusSIOn al th1s paper mus! be submit
ted. 1n duplicate, prior to July 31. 1989. 
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Experimental Work 

Plant Studies 

The plant site that was chosen for obtaining the samples 
was an iron ore processing plan t. which experiences substan
tial seasonal temperature variations. The plant has primary 
autogenous andsecondary pebble mili grinding. Thecyclones 
are operated in parallel banks of nine, with seven of the 
classifiers in use at any one time. The cyclones are Krebs 
model D 15B-852-M271. This plant processes a very fmely 
disseminated iron ore which requires grinding to -25 J.Lffi for 
liberation. 

Sampling was carried out in the summer and in the winter 
in order to achieve the greatest temperature vanatJOn. Pulp 
temperature ranged from a high of20'C (68°F) m the summer 
toa low of3.3°C (38°F) in the winter. The resulting corrected 
efficiency curves for these conduions are shown in Fig. l. 
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F1g 1 - Observed seasonal vanaliOns in cyclone performance in an 
iron ore processing plant. 

Lahoratory Studies 

Laboratory expenments were carried out using a JS 

hydrocyclone. The cyclone paramcters were as follows: feed 
inlet diameter. 1.2 in. (3 cm); vortex finder diameter. l 1/2 in. 
(3.8 cm); apex diameter, 7/8 in. (2.2 cm); cyclonc diametcr, 4 
TJ!fl·2 cm); and pressure drop. 10 psi (69 kPa). 
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The cyclone was mounted on a laboratory test rig in closed 
circuir with a Warman centrifuga! pump andaslurry tan k. The 
cyclone overflow and underflow streams discharged freely 
into separate launders. which were used to either remove 
simultaneous samples from two streams orto recombine the 
streams befare returning them to the slurry tank. The slurry 
temperature sensor was mounted in the feed sump, and a 
diaphragm-type pressure gag e andan ultrasomc doppler flow
meter were both mounted on the cyclone inlet line. Apparent 
slurry viscosity was also measured at the cyclone feed inlet 
using a Namotre Model 810 vibrating sphere ·viscometer. 
Flowrate, viscosity, and temperature data were continuously 
collected and logged by a HP-85 computer. 

The mineral used for these expenments was pure silica 
obtained from Ouawa Sand Co .. Ouawa, IL. The panicle size 
distribution was obtained using a Leeds and Nonhrup Micro
trae particle stze analyzer and IS shown m Table l. The 
temperature range was from 50 to 1 1 °C. 

Table 1 - S1ze OistribuMn of Ground Ottowa Sand 

S1ze,J.lm 
176 
125 .. 
62 
44 
31 
22 
16 , 
7.8 
SS 
3.9 
28 

Results and Discussion 

Cumulahve Wt% P1551ng 
100 
97 
936 
755 
49 8 
3<9 

"' 175 
127 
81 
51 
39 
20 

A summary of the data collected 111 tiTe laboratory cyclonc 
experiments JS presented in Table 2 Thc Rf is the water spllt, 
and a Js the shape parameter from Lynch 's equation. 

y' 

Table 2- Summary of Laboratory Cyclone Test Results 

Temperature VISCOSily 
Test ·e R,.% d .. ,.,. 1-1m o Centopose 

1 48 8 220 2" 283 89 
2 404 233 236 285 "' 3 352 243 250 254 106 
4 300 232 26 8 274 103 
S 250 247 291 24' 108 
6 200 235 300 212 120 ., 151 239 3" 269 142 
8 111 244 324 254 138 

The values for a and d<.t.~" were de1enmned by simplcx 
optimization aftcr the data was corrected for Rf 

lt is clear from both plant and laboratorydata that d~)(•• does 
mdeed decrease with incrcasing tempera! u re in F1gures 1 and 
2 When d~0<,, is ploued agamq temperature it is funher 
ob~erved that the relationship 1s e..,'->entit.~lly l1near. as is illu<;
trated by F1g. 3. From F1g. 2 11 !.S clearly shown that increas1ng 
temperature sh1fts the efficiency curve 10wards finer sJzc:-.. 
However. the sharpness of the reduced cfficiency curve for a 11 
of the temperature<; 1s essentially unch<mged. a-; shown by the 
curve in Fig 4. This re~ult JS in agreemcnt wnh the re:-.ult<; of 
Lynch ( 1977). who statcd that the reduccd cffiCJcncy curve 1~ 
a f unction only of cyclonc geometry ;md par11cle characten:-.-
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Fig. 2- Effect of temperature on the effiCiency curve ot 2 1 o.s 
(4 in) hydrocyclone processing SlliCa. 
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Fig. 3 - Relationship of hydrocyclone corrected d
50 
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Ftg. 4 - Reduced effic1ency curve for varytng percent solids 
temperature lora 10.16 cm (4 rn} hydrocyclone processrng dt 

tics m slurry and is largely unchanged by altemations 
operat1ng conditions. 

From Table 2 it is shown that apparent slurry vl!;CO•SUJ 

varies significantly with temperaturc. 
Thc behaviorofhydrocyclones as cla\'>lfters ofmdl 

1s depcndent on slurry rheolag·y (AustJn el al. \9X4 Agar 
Herbst. 1966). . . 

1 lfthe cyclone retums excessivc amounh off me m a tena 
feed, over-grinding wJII reduce mili effictency and may 
dif'fJCulue~ in latcr separatiOn proce~~e:- ;,¡-, wcll. 

Vanauons in temperature affect ~lurry \'Í'\COSJIY by 
"'!ng-&.~e vtscosity of rhe carrier water. A nUJOf effcct of 

' .. 
•• ••<::Oro .-o ,,,-~ • • •nr:.or:• 
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~ria! to 
, cause 

red u e-

hvdrocyclone performance. The observed shift of the 
· efficiency curve and reduction in d~,1 size arises from 
reduced viscosity of water at elevated temperatures. 

¡ectuc"""' of viscosity increases the settling velocity of the 
.at1:tCtos, which causes them to segregate more rapidly with 

misplaced particles. thus improving efficiency. The 
in settling velocity also causes the apparent size of 

given particle to increase which reduces the d~, 1 size. 
effect is amplified by an increase in flowrate at constant 

úr<:S""re as the viscosuy is lowered, which increases centrifu
and hence raises the settling velocity. Similar 

¡cotlc"""><" can be drawn by analyzing the data obtained by 
and Herbst ( 1966) where the water viscosity was altered 
sucrose. 1t may be noted that viscosity reduction by 

i~;:';~::~~ temperature, which reduces d size in cyclones. 
~ conflict with Klimpel's data ( ¡lJ82J. which predicts 

increase in d'>OI.cl size with a decrease in viscosity. This 
discrepancy m ay be explained by the difference in the mecha
nism of viscosity reduction. However, it should be kept m 

: mind that direct compansons of hydrocyclone results m ay be 
misleading due to the difficulty of ensuring that the same 
variables are held constant For cxample. the results reponed 
here are for Constant pressure and varying throughput, while 

· Klimpel 's results may well ha ve been forconstant throughput 
and varying pressure. 

Temperature changes ha ve little effect on the interaction of 
w:.ua and solids. but produce a great alteration in the viscosity 
of W<lter. It is the viscosny ofthe carrier liquid which controls 
the viscosity ofthe slurry under high shearconditions such as 
those encountered in the cyclone separating zone (Bradley. 
1965), while the slurry viscosity at Jower shear rates control 
the slurry flowrate and hence the magnitude ofthe centrifuga\ 
forces. Thus. increasing the temperature strongly influences 
both the centrifuga! forces and the particle settling velocity. 
whilc viscosity reducllon by chemtcal addition. which most 
st1 ·:g\y effects particle 1nteractions and therefore· the low
shear-rate apparent viscosity, has Hs greatest mfluence on 
centrifuga! forces. 

Conclusion 

lt has been shown that in both plant and laboratoryenviron
ments. the temperature of the grinding circuit slurry has a 
noticeable effect on grinding and cyclone efficiency. The d'<llo' .. ~ 
size of a hydrocyclone 1s a funct1on of the viscos u y o' 
carrier liquid. which in tu m is a function of temperature. 
d50(c~ size therefore decreases nearly linear! y with increasing 
temperature. The sharpness ofthe separalion is largely unaf
fected by temperature changes. as illustrated by the constan! 
nature of the reduced efficiency curve. 
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Selective flotation of fossil resin 
from Wasatch Platean high
volatile bituminous coal 
J. D. Miller and Y. Ye 

Abstract- Cerram hlfununous coals are known to con
tain apprecwh/e qual1f1l1es of natural fossd or suhfossil re sin. 
Su eh resinous coals are found inthe wesrern US, particular/y 
the Wasatch Plateau coa!fleld ofUT So me ofthe seams 111 this 

Y. Y e, and J.D. Miller. member SME are w1th Oept. of Metallurgy and 
Meta1turg1cal Engmeenng. Unrvers1ty of Utah. Sal! lake Crty, UT 
SME preprrnt 88-198 SME Annual Meetrng. Phoenrx, AZ, January 
1988. M&MP paper 88-614 Manuscrrpt January 1988 D1scussron al 
th1s paper mus! be submined, rn duphcate, pnor to July 31. 1989. 

MINERAL$ & METALLURGICAL PROCESSING 

fie/d contain an average of5o/o re sin. Thtsfossil res m has he en 
reco\'ered hy gra\·ity andlnrjlotarwn processes smce 1929. 
Resin concemrares rhus produced are of low quality and are 
usual/y refined hy .wll•ent extracflon. The purified reJms are 
of commercwllmportancc inrhe adhesn•e. coatmg, ruh' 
and m/.. mdustries. ele. An rmprm·ed flotatum lCchniqw. 
heen developed wluch im·oh·e.\ o:one conditioning lO seln · 
rii·C'!yfloar 1 e \'In from lugh- \'olanlc hauminous coa! Wirh tht.\ 
flormionprocc.\·s. a concentrare product wluch contains 95flk 
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,G testing of core samples, however, will require 
y samples because lhe core itself g1ves the proper 
types. 

1st offers the potent1al to implernent mine plannmg 
roduction on a rout1ne bas1s. 

RECOMMENOATIONS 

'ower lndex Test can be used to determine the 
to grind to 1 O mesh. Additional power to give a 

1ld be added accord1ng to Bond ball mili grinding 
'· lf Bond ball mili work index data ·,s not available, 
Figure 2 as a flfst est1mate of SAG power required 
1dicated natural gra1n size 

Test for new projects to determme hardness vari
ling the vanous rock types m. several continuous 
ersections through an ore body. By knowing the 
in hardness, needed adjustments to pilot plant 

1ade at the design stage. The SPI Test can be 
cations for m1ning pilo! plan! bulk samples for pilot 
:J. 
can be u sed as a problem solving tool at any op
Jecially where ore hardness variance rs causing 
lms dueto lack of blend1ng or other reasons. 
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ABSTRACT 

Autogenous grind1ng mili eff1ciency is affected by pulp rheology, 
which can change due to several faclors such as ore composition. 
temperature, or chemical addrtions. In this study the effect of 
slurry viscosity on rack breakage characleristics and specific en
ergy consumpt1on were stud1ed in a pilot scale aulogenous mili 
Rock breakage inside the mili was stud1ed quantitat1vely by meas
unng the size stability of rocks on a scale of O to 100%, where a 
100% s1ze stability corresponds to zero rock breakage . Also, the 
effect of slurry viscoS1ty on the production of critica! srze matenal 
was studied, where the "cnt1cal srze" IS material wh1ch is too large 
to be effectively ground 1n the mili. and too small lo be effeclive for 
gnnd1ng other particles The pulp rheology was altered by chang
ing the 1nitial clay/f1nes canten! of the feed and also by changing 
the initial temperature of both ore and water lt was observed that 
size stabllity, cnt1cal size material product1on. and specif1c energy 
consumpt1on all 1ncreased as the slurry viscos1ty increased. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effect of slurry rheology on the performance of gnnd1ng ciruits 
has•been well d1scussed in the literature (Hemmings and Boyes. 
1977, Tucker 1982. Klimpel. 1982 and 1983, Fuerstenau 
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el al.. 1984, Aus11n el al , 1984. Moys. 1989. Kawalra and E1sele, 
1988, Kawalra and Bakshi. 1996). However. most of these stud
les dealt wilh ball mili grinding, where the grinding media are 
metal balls. In aulogenous grindmg, lhe med1a is the ore ilself. 
Therefore. the eff1c1ency of aulogenous grind1ng also depends 
upon the way lhe med1a (larger s1ze rocks) break inside the mili. 
Although the effecl of rheology has been stud1ed for various as
pecls of aulogenous grind1ng (Moys, 1989), 1ls effecl on lhe 
breakage charactenst1cs of lhe med1a is not d1scussed in lhe 111-
erature. This is an importan! problem. because small changes in 
lhe break-up rale of the media-sized rack will sign1ficanlly affecl 
lhe grinding efficiency of lhe mili. 

Anolher problem in aulogenous gnnding 1s the produclion of criti
ca! s1ze material. These are the particles thal are loo small to effl
cienlly grind other particles, but too large to be easily ground 
themselves. Cnt1cal size particles tend to accumulale in the mili, 
and have to be removed and crushed separately as shown in Fig-
urn1 · 

¡.,:,~~·"" 

" 

n·····'"·' .. UIH.J~cll!in 
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1''""-") •\Ul<Ob<"'"" 
Mol! 
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Figure 1: Typical autogenous c~rcuit. Critica! s•ze is crushed befare feeding 
back to the autogenous mili 

Therefore, producl1on of Cflllcal s1ze must be mmim1zed to further 
save 1n energy consumpl1on. Any changes in lhe slurry viscosily 
lhal result in a change in lhe rale of media break-up will also tend 
lo change the amounl of critica! size material lhal is produced. 
This effecl has been observed in an operal1ng plan! (Kawalra and 
Eisele. 1988). The plan! personnel noled thal in the winler lhe 
grindíng efl1c'1ency was reduced, and lhe amounl of crítica! síze of 

'· 
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material produced was increased. These changes were linked to 
the seasonal temperalure varialions of the mili slurry. Two possi
ble mechanisms were considered thal could have been causíng 
lhese effecls: ( 1) The rack m ay ha ve be en becoming more brittle 
at low temperatures or (2) The increasíng slurry viscosily al low 
temperalures could have been affecling how lhe charge was lifted 
and lumbled in lhe mili. Pasl work by lhe aulhors has shown that 
lhe rocks were nol becoming more briltle over lhe lemperalure 
range of inleresl (Kawalra et al., 1993), and so subsequent slud
ies concentraled on the viscosily effecls. In lhis article the impact 
of slurry rheology on lhe breakage characlerislics of the rack and 
lhe overall energy consumpl1on during aulogenous grinding have 
been d1scussed. Al! tests were carned out using a pilol-scale mili 
so thal the results would be relevan! lo what happens in a full
scale aulogenous mili. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Experimental Set-Up 

Pilot Sea le Autogenous Mili. Pilo! plant tesis were carried out 
in a 1.8 meter diameler by O 6 meter long Hardinge cascade mili. 
The mili conlained sixteen 2.5 cm high lifler bars. 11 was con
verted from conlinuous operalion to batch operation by removing 
lhe grales on the discharge end of the mili and replacing them 
wilh liners made al Michigan Technological Un1versily. This mili 
was also msulated to maintain the in111al charge temperatures, us
lng 20 cm of f1berglass insulal1on applied to the circumference of 
lhe mili and 2.54 cm lhick polyslyrene foam insulalion on lhe 
ends Energy consumplion dunng each test was measured by a 
standard walt-hour meter 

Viscometer Set-Up. Slurry VISCOSIIY was measured by a Brook
fleld v1scometer. S1nce the slurry contained fast sellling solids, il 
was necessary lo mod1fy lhe viscometer so thal lhe solids would 
be kepl in suspension while lhe reading was being laken. This 
l'las accompl1shed by lhe slurry presenlalion syslem shown in 
Figure 2. The slurry was mixed in an overhead lank and passed 
conlinuously through the annular space belween a steel tube 
andthe spindle. Afler a sleady state reading was displayed, flow 
was momentanly interrupled to eliminate any swirling molían 

'used by flow at the inlet anda readmg was taken immediately. 



Brookfield V¡scometcr 

+ 
Overhead tank 

'- llcx¡blc tubing 

Pinch valve 

Steel tu be 

Figure 2: Brookf1eld set-up show1ng arrangement for measuring viscosities 
of rapidly-settling solids in slurries 

This sel-up is very suitable for measuring v1scosity of slurries con
taming fast settling sol1ds, and has been successfully used to 
characterize different slurries on the bas1s of their rheology (Ka
watra and Bakshi, 1995) 

Sample Preparation 

An iron ore sample was collected from a local iron ore deposit. 
Each rack was sized and washed to (i) remove any f1nes that 
might be· 1n the pares or fractures of the sample, and (11) remove 
the visually detectable rnetamorphic clay matenal present 1n the 
sample The washed ore was then dried From this material, s1x 
samples were reconstituted according lo the size d1stnbution 
shown in Table 1 This was the onginal size distnbution of the 
rocks in the p1t from where the sample was collecled. Samples 
prepared for cold tests were stored in a freezer at -25 'C, and 
samples prepared for tests at room temperalure were stored in 55 
gallon drums. 

' 

·' 
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Table 1: Size distribution of reconstituted leed sample for pi
lo! sea le AG tests. 

Size Distribu!lon, mm Weight, kg 

-152.4+1270 63.12 

-1270+101.6 65.83 

-1 o 1 .6 + 76.2 7945 

-76.2 + 50 8 82.17 

-50.8 + 25.4 92.16 

-254+12.7 39.50 

Total 422.22 

% Weight 

14.93 

15.59 

18.80 

1947 

21.83 

9.38 

100.00 

Test Procedure 

S1x tests were carried out in the pliot scale autogenous mili. The 
viscosity of the mili slurry in these tests was changed by changing 
the clay/fines conlent 1n the 1ni!lal leed and by changing the tem
perature of both iron ore and water as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Conditions for tests with pilo! sea le AG mili. 

Test 1 nit'1al ore Feed Slurry viscosity at 
no. ternp, °C compos1tion end of test, mPa-sec 
1 +25 Ore onty 1 37 

2 -25 Ore only 1.60 

3 +25 Ore with 1 O% clay 142 

4 -25 Ore with 10% clay 1.74 

5 +25 Ore with 50% f1nes 5 24 

6 -25 Ore Wlth 50% f1nes 8 19 

The ctay material added during tests 3 and 4 was the same meta
morphic clay which was washed from the initlal ore collected from 
the m1ne p1t. Dunng tests 5 and 6. 50% fines were added 1n the 
mili. The fmes were prepared by grindi~g iron ore to pass 425 
mm, and 59 5% of the result1ng fines were f1ner than 150 mm. 
This was done because under plan! cond1tions, a certain amount 
of fines (ground ore) is always present inside the mili dueto 
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contmuous operat1on. S1nce the tests were conducled as batch 
tests, the loads 1n the mili for tests 1-4 were initially devoid of 
these fines. and therefore had low slurry viscosities. The add1tion 
of a large amount of fine iron ore in tests 5 and 6 was expected lo 
strongly show the effects thal would occur in a plan! situation due 
lo the presence of fines. 

The mili was chilled prior lo the tests conducted al low tempera
tures. lt was run empty for 30 minutes befare each test to allow 
the bearings to warm up, so that bearing fnction would be con
stan! dunng the test. Then the mili was stopped, and sol1ds 
charge was added lo the mili. A total of 423 kg solids were added 
for each test. Then, 182 kg of v:ater was added lo keep the total 
solids content at 70% by we1ght The mili volume occupied by the 
charge was 26% The in111al temperalure of water for the cold 
tests was mainlained at 4 'C for test # 2, 4, and 6, and for other 
tests t11e water was at room tempera tu re The slurry lemperature 
was measured both al lhe beginning and the end of each test, lo 
be sure thalthe mdl did notwarm signif1canlly during the test. 

Once the mili was charged w'1th sol1ds and water, 1! was run for 15 
minutes. A slurry sample for viscos1ty measuremenl was col
lected from the mili as soon as 11 stopped rotat1ng. Energy con
sumption dunng the 15 m1nute grinding was measured us1ng a 
walt-hour meter. The material from the mili was removed manu
ally, and screened for s'1ze analys1s. 

RESUL TS ANO DISCUSSION 

Size Stability 

Size stability vs. slurry viscos1ty is shown in F1gure 3 Size stabil
ity is a measure of the resistance of the media lo impact break
age, and 1s expressed as follows (ASTM, 1991) 

. . é: [(ímtia!Wflo)x(avg sievesize)] 
100 % Stze Stabtltty = . . x 

2: [(fma!Wt'lo )X( avg.s¡eves¡ze)] 

Therefore, a s1ze stabd1ty of 100% corresponds lo a rock that d1d 
not break dunng grind1ng, and a s1ze stabil1ty of 0% corresponds 

,. 
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to a rack lhat broke completely below the fines! size measured 
(-12.5 mm in these tests). 

As can be seen from Figure 3. size stability increased with in
crease in slurry viscosity, showing that at high viscosity the rocks 
had a higher resistance to breakage. This could be due to the 
facl that al higher viscosity the impact force between rocks was 
retarded by the viscous slurry which acted as a cushion, resulting 
in less breakage of the rock. 

85.0 

~ 

~ BO O 
~ • ~ • 

" 75.0 • 

70. o . ':----:-:--:-:------'':----:':~'!-:---:-:--:::-:'::--:: 1.0 2.0 3.0 40 50 60 70 80 90 10.0 

F1gure 3: Size stability vs viscosity. Al higher viscosity ore is less likely to 
be broken for all results. 

Critica! Size Material 

The effect of slurry viscosity on critica! size material is shown in 
F1gure 4. Critica! size matenal is the material which is too large to 
be effectively ground in the mili, and too fine to be effective for 
gnnding other part1cles. This material is usually crushed outside 
the grinding mili (for example in a cone crusher as shown in Fig
ure 1) befo re 11 can be sent back to the mili. In our tests, the 
change 1n the amount of material in the -25.4mm +12 7mm size 
fract1on ·In the course of each test was small. Therefore, particles 
of th1s s1ze were considered lo be the critica! s1ze material. 

The feed for each test initially contained 9.38% critica! size mate
rial (see Table 1) The percentage of the cntical size material was 
determ1ned again at the end of each test. As can be seen in 
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F1gurc 4; %critica! s1ze m m di after gnnding vs VISCOs1ty. Al high viscosity 

amount of critica! was Jarger than at the start. 

Figure 4. at low slurry viscosity the amount of cntical size material 
in the mili after gnndmg was !ess than U1e amount of critica! size 
mater~al present before gr~ndmg. Ho'''ever. at higher viscosily 
there \-vas an increase in crit1cal s1ze material after grinding. Dur
ing the first four tests. when the ViSCOSi\y ,.,as low the slurry was 
more like water. Tt1erefore. in thiS condilion the slurry did not 
leave a lhick coaling on the surfaces of both the media and the 
cr~tical size particles. This aiiO\'Jed sorne critica! size material to 
be crushed upon impact Al higher viscosity. lhere was a thick 
coat of slurry on lhe media (large rocks). This retarded the en
ergy of the impact collisions. and reduced the chances of a critica! 
size particle to be broken up in the mili. Therefore, during test 
No 6, when lhe viscosity was increased to 8 19 mPa-sec by add
ing fines and decreas111g the temperature, the critica! size content 
in the product increased by 1 37% to 10 8% 

The results with added fines are most Similar to the situation in full 
size plants. because due to continuous operation considerable 
amounts. of f111es are al•.vays present inside the mili which will 
keep the slurry viscosity in a higher range. For example F;gure S, 
shows the cntical size matenal in a full-scale plan! as a percent
age of total feed dunng each mon\h The data were collected 
over a penod of two years from the local ~ron ore plant that pro
vided the ~ron ore for the work reported herein. As seen from the 
figure. cntical size material production was at a mínimum between 
April and September. and increased S1gnif1cantly duringDecember 
and January when the temperature was low (Kawatra and Eisele, 
1992). lt was orig1nally believed that lhis change in 
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F1gure 5: Crittcal size produc11on in B.2m x 4,4m primary AG mili for iron ore 
over 2 ycars. 

cntical size production was due to increased brittleness of the 
rock at low temperatures. However, drop tests conducted at 
Michigan Technological Un1versity showed that rocks did not be
come brittle over the temperature range of interest (+2S 'C to -2S 
'C) (Kawatra et al.. 1993). Therefore, these changes in critica! 
size material production are due to viscosity changes caused by 
temperature variation. 

Specific Energy Consumption 

Specific energy consumpt1ons at different slurry viscosities are 
shown 1n F1gure 6 Specific energy consumption was calculated 
as the energy required to produce one kilogram of -1SO micron 
material 

As can be seen from F1gure 6. the specific energy consumption of 
the milllllcreased with 1ncreasing slurry ViSCOSily. The 111crease in 
specific energy from test 1 to test 4 was small, because the ViS
COSity changes during these tests were also very small. However. 
dunng tests S and 6 specif1c energy consumplion increased sig
nificantly While comparing the spec1fic energy con-
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Figure 6: Specific energy vs viscosity. Notcincrease at high viscosities. 

creased s1gnif1cantly Wh1te compar~ng the spec1fic energy con
sumption between tests, !he follow1ng übservat1ons were made: 

(i) When the viscosity mcreased frorn 1.37 mPa-sec (test no.1) lo 
5.24 mPa-sec (test no. 5) due lo f1nes add1tion, specific energy 
consumption increased from 0.63 kwhr/kg lo 1.11 kwhr/kg. 

(ii) When the viscosity increased from 5.24 mPa-sec (test no. 5) lo 
8.19 mPa-sec (test no. 6) duelo decrease in lemperature, spe
cific energy consumption increased again, going from 1.11 
kwhr/kg lo 5:0 kwhr/kg. This trend agreed w1th the observations 
made in the local iron ore plan! (F1gure 7), where specif1c energy 
consumption increased by -20% during winter months when the 
slurry temperature was very low (Kawatra and E1sele, 1992). 
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Frgure 7: Specific energy consumpt1on for 8.2m x 4.4m primary iron ore AG 

mili as functron of tcmperature (see Kawatra and Eisele, 1992). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From our tests the following conclusions were made: 

1. The resistance of the media-sized ore lo breakage increased 
when the slurry v1scosity was increased. This effect was promi
nent at higher viscosities. 

2. Producl1on of critica! size material increased at higher slurry 
viscosity These results agreed with plant observations reported 
by Kawatra and Eisele (1992), where critica! size material produc
tion increased during winter months. 1t has already been deter
mined that brittleness of the individual rocks does not change with 
temperature (Kawatra et al., 1993), and so the change must be 
due to changes in the behavior of the mili sturry as a whole. 
Since pulp viscos1ty increases at lower temperatures during winter 
months, such changes can be attributed to changes in pulp vis
cosity. 

3. The specific energy consumpt1on in the mili increased as the 
viscosity increased. This was a result of the increased viscosity 
reducing the grinding rate by cushioning of impacts, and by 
changing the motion of the charge in the mili. This explains the in
crea sed specific energy consumption in northern U.S. operations 
during winter months, when the temperature is very low. 
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CHAPTER 12 Combination Techniques 

12.1 Advantages of Combined Processes for Desulfurization 

It has often been found that a combination of two different processes gives better desulfurization 
results than multiple stages of a single type of desulfurization process. This is because different types 
of separators will be most effective for removing particular kinds of sulfur-bearing particles~ For 
example, if a pyrite particle has a thin coating of coa! on its surface, it will behave as a coa! particle in 
column flotation, and will report to the clean coa! product. The same particle will be removed by a 
density-based separation, because its high pyrite content will cause it to have a high density. 
Converse! y, a very fine particle of pure pyrite is likely to be too fine to be removed by a density-based 
separator, but will be easily rejected by froth flotation. 1t should also be remembered that fine pyrite 
particles without coa! inclusions can also become hydrophobic u pon oxidation. 

Column flotation is now in commercial use for removing ash-forming minerals from fine coa!, 
and has been studied for pyrite removal as well. According to release analysis tests that have been 
carried out on many high-sulfur coals, the maximum possible sulfur removal by column flotation is 
substantially less than the sulfur removal predicted from float/sink washability tests. It is generally 
accepted that release analysis represents the best possible flotation separation, while float/sink 
washability results are the best possible using density-based separations. 

There are many possible combinations of desulfurization processes that would perform better 
than either process alone. The most basic approach is to divide the feed coa! stream into size 
fractions, and then to process each stream by the most efficient process for that size. For example, 
Pittston Coa] Management Company (USA) has constructed the Pittston Moss 3 preparation plant, 
which has a capacity of 800 tph and replaces a previous 35 year old facility. This plant incorporales 
a heavy-media cyclone/spiral/froth flotation circuit, which produces a product that is two percent 
lower in ash than was produced by the old heavy-media bath/Deister table/froth flotation plant, 
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without a loss in yield. Adjacent to this plant is the Middle Fork Pond Recovery operation. which 
replaced conventional flotation with Microcel column flotation in order to meet coa! quality 
requirements. The Microcel columns are combined with improved desliming of the spiral product, 
which has reduced product ash and improved overall recovery (Stanley and Bethell, 1993). 

While many plants utilize combinations of severa] different desulfurization processes, relatively 
few use these processes in series, with the same coal passing through two different types of 
separation. This is the type of combined operation which is most capable of producing a synergetic 
effect, where the product quality is higher than is possible with either process alone. Many of the 
possible process combinations have not yet been attempted. Others, such as the combination of 
selective comminution/classification with electrostatic separation, have been used in the laboratory 
but have not been used on a larger scale. There are many examples of such combinations, which are 
too numerous to be within the scope of this book. The combinations discussed will be those which 
are currently used in industrial practice, or which have significant potential for commercialization. 

12.2 Flotation and Gravity 

12.2.1 Gravity Separator followed by Flotation 

Severa! examples of gravity separators followed by froth flotation have been described in the 
literature. A selection of case studies is presented here: 

12.2.1.1 Case Study #1: Heavy Media/Water Only Cyclone, followed by Column Flotation 
with Regrind 

A circuit was set up at the Ohio Coa] Testing and Development center (OCTAD) as shown in 
Figure 12.1. This circuit u sed heavy cyclones and water-only cyclones to pre-clean the feed to an 
advanced column flotation ce! l. The circuit was operated ata feedrate of 2-3 tph, and was used to 
process coals from the Pittsburgh No. 8, Upper Freeport, and Illinois No. 6 seams (ICF Kaiser, 
1993,1 994; Ferris and Bencho, 1 995). 

The flowsheet was configured so that the raw coa] was crushed to pass l/4 inch, and then screened 
on a deslime sieve at 48 mesh. The material coarser than 48 mesh was fed to a 1 5-inch diameter 
heavy-media cyclone. The heavy-media refuse was dewatered and disposed of, while the heavy
media cleaned coa! was crushed to pass 48 mesh. This re-crushed coa! was combined with the minus 
48 mesh material from the deslime screen, and pumped to two 6-inch diameter water-only cyclones. 
The water-only cyclone refuse was sent to the refuse thickener, while the clean coa! overflow was 
directed to classifying cyclones. The classifying cyclone underflow (48 x 200 mesh) was reground in 
a 6-foot diameter ball mili, which was operated in closed circuit with the classifying cyclones. The 
classifying cyclone overflow, consisting of coa] which had been pre-cleaned, crushed, and ground to 
pass 200 mesh, was used as feed toa 6-foot diameter advanced flotation ce11. The column produced a 
final clean coa] product which was thickened and dewatered using a solid-bowl centrifuge. 

The performance of this circuit in processing a Pittsburgh No. 8 seam coa] is given in Table 12.1, 
which shows the distribution of total weight, BTU content, and total pyrite among the reject products. 
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Raw Coa! 
(1/4 inch x O) 

Deslime Screen (48 mesh) .. 

'--------.. ., ... ···' •• 

Final 
Clean 
Coa! 
Product 

Classifying 
Cyclones 

Water-Only 
Cyclones 

....... ~BaiiMill 

Crusher 
1/4 inch x 48 mesh 

Reject 

48 mesh x o Reject 

200 mesh x O Reject 

FIGURE 12.1 Flow diagram for the combined gravity/column flotation circuit tested al the OCTAD facility 

TABLE 12.1 Summary o! the results of processing a Pittsburgh No. 8 seam coal, using the OCTAD process 
flowsheet shown in Figure 12.1 

% of Feed % of Feed 
Circuit Product % Weight %Ash % Pyritic S BTU Content Pyrite Content 

Raw Feed 100.00 46.05 2.04 100.0 ---
114 inch x 48 mesh reject 31.1 --- --- 3.8 44.3 

48 mesh x O reject 4.5 --- --- 4.0 16.6 

200 mesh x O reject 16.2 --- --- 2.7 12.7 

Total Refuse 51.8 81.77 2.90 10.5 73.6 

Final Clean Coa! 48.2 7.65 1.12 89.5 26.4 
. 

Overall, the circuit showed a 48% yie1d at 89.5% BTU recovery, while removing 73.6% ofthe pyrite. 
A summary of the results obtained for all three coa! seams processed is given in Table 12.2.These 
results indicare that for all three coals, it was possible to reject over 73% of the pyritic sulfur while 
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recovering over 85% of the total calorific value. This separation is largely due to the ability of the 
ftotation colurnn to reject the fine pyrite which was liberated during the crushing and grinding 
operations. This pyrite could not have been removed by the heavy-media cyclone or the water-only 
cyclones, because it was too fine for these units to process. 

12.2.1.2 

TABLE 12.2 Summary of the results of 24-hour demonstration runs of the OCTAD 
circuit shown in Figure 12.1, for coal from three difieren! seams. 

%BTU % Pyrite 
Coa! Seam Processed Recovery Removal 

Pittsburgh No. 8 seam 89.5 73.6 

Upper Freeport seam 87.5 76.2 

Illinois No. 6 seam 85.8 79.4 

Case Study No. 2: Column Flotation followed by multigravity separator 
The Mozley multigravity separator (MGS) is adversely affected by large quantities of ultrafine 

minerals (such as clays) in the feed, and so pilot-scale studies were carried out using a Microcel 
ftotation column to pre-clean coa! before using the multigravity separator (Venkatraman et al., 1995). 
When the MGS was u sed alone to treat Pittsburgh No. 8 seam coa!, it could remo ve 70% of the pyritic 
sulfur but only 40% of the ash at 95% BTU recovery. When the ftotation column was used to pre
treat the MGS feed, the overall removals of both ash and pyritic sulfur were 75-85%, at BTU 
recoveries of 85-90%. 

12.2.2 Air-Sparged Hydrocyclone 

The air-sparged hydrocyclone is an attempt to combine the hydrocyclone with froth flotation. 1t 
can therefore be considered as a combination of a density separation and a flotation separation being 
carried out simultaneously (Miller and Van Camp, 1981). A schematic of an air-sparged 
hydrocyclone is shown in Figure 12.2. 

In air-sparged hydrocyclone flotation, the slurry is fed into the device through a standard 
hydrocyclone header. The swirling slurry enters a porous tu be, where air bubbles are sparged into the 
slurry. The slurry is then discharged through an annular opening at the base of the cyclone. The 
feedrate and the diameter of the annular opening are adjusted to maintain a particular thickness of 
slurry on the cyclone wall (called the swirl-layer thickness). The air that is sparged into the cyclone 
is sheared into small bubbles at the cyclone wall, and the bubbles then migrate towards the center 
axis. As the bubbles travel, they attach to hydrophobic particles and carry them to the froth phase. 
The froth phase fonns on the axis of the cyclone, and is supported by the froth pedestal, which forces 
the froth to discharge through the vortex finder. As in conventional flotation, the hydrophilic particles 
remain in suspension, and are discharged with the slurry phase. The flow patterns that occur in an air
sparged hydrocyclone are shown in Figure 12.3. 

Conventional flotation separations becomes less effective as the particle size is reduced, because 
of the lower probability of collision between particles and air bubbles at fine particle sizes. In the air· 
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Slurry 

Bubble 

Underflow Slurry 

FIGURE 12.2 Cutaway diagram of an air-sparged hydrocyclone. 

HI--Porous 
Cylinder 

---t-1--froth -... 
1 
1 -· 

Underflow Underflow 

sparged cyclone. the application of a centrifuga] force increases the probability that fine particles will 
interact with coal particles. 

Miller and Kinneberg (1984) studied the effects of frother dosage on the bubble size in the air
sparged cyclone. As the leve] of MIBC frother was increased from O to 120 ppm, the bubble size 
remained essentially constant. Frother addition in the air-sparged cyclone is therefore required only 
to stabilize the froth phase. 

The primary advantage of the air-sparged hydrocyc1one is that it has a higher capacity per unit 
volume than conventional froth ftotation machines. The high capacity is a direct result of the short 
residence time of slurry in the cyclone, which is only a few seconds. 
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Vortex Finder 
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Region A 
Region B 
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Region 2 

Froth Phase 
Transition Phase 
Slurry Phase 
Velocity Profile with Small Underflow Opening 
Velocity Profile with Large Underflow Opening 

FIGURE 12.3 Flow profiles in an air-sparged hydrocyclone. As the diameter of the underflow opening 
is decreased, the magnitude of the vertical flows in the cyclone are altered as shown. 

12.2.2.1 Froth Structure 
In the air-sparged hydrocyclone, the air bubbles and attached hydrophobic particles lose their 

rotational velocity and move radially to the center of the cylinder, forrning the froth core. The size of 
the froth core and its motion are dependent on the cyclone operating conditions and feed 
characteristics. The froth core is constrained on the sides by the swirl-layer, and is prevented from 
dropping out of the bottom of the cyclone by the froth pedestal. The froth is therefore forced to move 
upwards, discharging through the vortex finder (Stoessner, 1990). 
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12.2.2.2 Particle Size Effects 
Since it is a modified hydrocyclone, the particles move through the air-sparged hydrocyclone in a 

manner similar to their motion in a conventional hydrocyclone. The coarser and denser particles tend 
to report to the underflow, where they discharge through the annular opening. The fine particles and 
low-density particles tend to be removed through the vortex finder, along with the froth product 
(Stoessner, 1990). 

12.2.2.3 Operating Variables 
A number of variables which are importan! for conventional hydrocyclones also influence the 

performance of air-sparged hydrocyclones. These include cyclone length, vortex finder diameter, size 
of underflow discharge, slurry inlet pressure, and feed percent solids. The operation of the air
sparged cyclone is also affected by the variables that influence flotation, including collector and 
frother type and dosages, particle size, and water quality. In addition, there are variables which are 
specific to they air-sparged cyclone, such as the pore diameter of the porous wall, and the air flowrate. 
These numerous variables make the operation of the air-sparged cyclone very complex, and its 
operation in a plant environment can be very difficult. 

Stoessner (1990) has discussed the effects of these variables on the operation of 2 inch and 5 inch 
diameter air-sparged cyclones. E ven in laboratory studies, the "fine" and "medium" grade porous 
tubes which sparge the air into the cyclones had to be replaced every 5 to 6 hours of operation, 
because of plugging. The "coarse" grade of porous tubes had a longer lifetime, in excess of 120 
hours. 

12.2.2.4 Processing Results 
A 2 inch diameter air-sparged cyclone was tested at the EPRI!CQDC test facility, processing coals 

from the Upper Freeport, Pittsburgh No. 8, and Illinois No. 6 seams. Each coa! was sized to pass 100 
mesh. Testing of the Pittsburgh No. 8 and Illinois No. 6 coals at this facility was not successful, with 
the failure attributed to water quality (Stoessner, 1990). However, successful flotation of these coals 
was reported by the University of Utah. The reported results are given in Table 12.3. 

TABLE 12.3 Pyrite removal results reported for a 2 inch diameter air-sparged hydrocyclone (Stoessner, 1990) 

Feed A ir Clean 
Feed Pressure, Flowrate, Coa! %Py.S %Coa! 

Feed Coa! %Py.S. PSI slpm % Py. S Yield Removal Recovery 

Upper Freeport 0.31 5 150 0.21 74.6 49.2 83.2 
Seam 0.33 20 450 0.28 57.2 51.9 65.4 

Pittsburgh !.57 5 150 0.59 58.4 77.9 73.1 
No. 8 Seam 1.84 20 450 0.52 35.5 90.1 46.7 

Illinois 1.11 5 150 1.08 37.0 64.2 63.1 
No. 6 Seam 1.94 20 450 1.60 34.0 71.4 56.0 
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Tests have been carried out using larger-diameter air-sparged hydrocyclones (5 inches and 15 
inches in diameter), but pyrite removal results for these units are not available. 

12.3 Flotation and Agglomeration 

12.4 Gravity and Magnetic Separation 

Gravity separation processes, such as heavy-media separation, can be used in combination with 
magnetic separation (Liu, 1982). The advantage of this process is that fine grinding to liberate the 
smallest pyrite inclusions could be delayed until after the gravity separation, which saves the cost of 
grinding large amounts of gangue minerals that can be rejected at a coarse size. The removal of the 
bulk of the mineral matter before it reaches the magnetic separator al so decreases the demands on this 
separator, allowing it to operate more efficiently. One of the poten ti al disadvantages of this technique 
is that the magnetite heavy media which is commonly used in heavy-media separators can be carried 
over into the magnetic separator, interfering with its performance. 

High-gradient magnetic separation has been studied in conjunction with heavy-media separation, 
using a pulverized Pennsylvania coa! from the Sewickley seam (Weschler et al., 1980). The coa! was 
ground to 90% finer than 200 mesh, and a portion of it was cleaned by heavy-media separation, using 
zinc chloride solution at a specific gravity of 1.6 as the dense medium. Using a magnetic field 
intensity of 17.1 Kilo-Oersteds anda slurry velocity of 18 to 20 mrnlsec, the combined process coulú 
produce a product with a total sulfur content of 1.03%, compared to 1.33% sulfur when the magnetic 
separator was used alone, and 1.63% sulfur when the heavy-media separation was used alone. 

12.5 Flotation and Magnetic Separation 

Flotation can be readily used in conjunction with high-gradient magnetic separation, because both 
processes work well for fine coa! particles (Liu, 1982). Flotation can remove the bu! k of the 
impurities, including the clays with low magnetic susceptibilities, and the magnetic separator can 
then readily remove the residual pyrite. 

Experiments were conducted by the U. S. Department of Energy to compare the performance of a 
combination of ftotation and high-gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) with the performance of 
two-stage coal-pyrite ftotation (Hucko, 1979). The magnetic field used was 21.6 kilogauss, and coals 
ground to pass 35 mesh and 200 mesh were studied. For the -35 mesh coa!, the ftotation/HGMS 
combination could remove 76% of the pyritic sulfur ata clean product yield of 65%. When the coa! 
was ground to pass 200 mesh, 77% of the pyritic sulfur was removed ata product yield of 69%. The 
performance was approximately egua! to the performance of two-stage coal-pyrite ftotation at -35 
mesh, and was superior to the coal-pyrite ftotationat -200 mesh. 

Pilot-scale tests of combined froth ftotation/HGMS have been carried out for pulverized 
Pittsburgh No. 8 and Illinois No. 6 coals (Freyberger et al., 1979). A rod-mill!ball-mill/cyclone 
circuit was used to grind the coals to 75% passing 325 mesh, and they were then treated by rougher-
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cleaner froth flotation. The cleaner froth was then screened at 200 mesh to remove coarse particles 
that could plug the magnetic separator. The objective was to demonstrate the performance of the 
process during continuous operation in 15-hour operating shifts. With the Illinois No. 6 coa!, pyrite 
removal was 73-76% at a clean coa! yield of 85%. 

12.6 Agglomeration and Magnetic Separation 

The combination of agglomeration and high intensity magnetic separation has been studied on a 
bench scale. Agglomeration is u sed first to remo ve the bulk of the (largely non-magnetic) mineral 
matter, and is then followed by high-gradient magnetic separation to remove the pyrite particles not 
fully removed by the agglomeration stage. 

This approach has been studied by Oder (1991) in bench-scale experiments, using Pittsburgh and 
Lower Freeport seam coals ground to particle sizes on the order of 1 micron. The agglomerant used 
was perchloroethylene (PCE), added at dosages ranging from 10% to 150% of the coa! weight. 
Agglomeration was carried out in a 14 speed Hamilton Beach blender, with the shear rate varied by 
adjusting the blender speed. Agglomerates were screened at 200 mesh to separate them from the 
water and dispersed mineral matter. The aggomerated material was then treated in a high intensity 
magnetic separator at magnetic field strengths up to 15 Tesla (150,000 Gauss). 

Using the above process, a Lower Freeport middling coa! was treated, producing the results given 
in Table 12.4. These results show that by using this combination of processes, it is possible to 
produce a super-clean coa!. The excellent ash and pyrite removal is made possible by the ability of 
the agglomeration stage to process very finely-ground and well-liberated coa!, and of the magnetic 
stage to remove the remaining locked coal/pyrite particles. 

TABLE 12.4 Results from processing a micronized Lower Freeport middling coal using agglomeration 
followed by froth flotation (Oder, 1991) 

% Combustibles %Total % Pyritic 
Product Recovery %Ash Sulfur Sulfur 

Feed Coa! 100.0 15.37 1.78 1.11 

Agglomeration 99.1 4.69 0.98 0.35 
Clean Coa! Product 

Agglomeration + Magnetic Separation 76.5 1.65 0.76 0.18 
Clean Coa! Product 

12.7 Summary_. 

It has been shown that in many cases, treating a coa! using two different processes in series 
provides better desulfurization results than can be achieved with either process alone. This is possible 
because the types of sulfur-bearing particle that are poorly removed by one type of separator can be 
readily removed by another. This is particularly true of combinations of processes based on surface 
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ABSTRACT 

On-line measurement of slurry viscosity was carned out to srudy the effect of viscosay on 
the cut (d51¡) size ojhydrocyc/one c/assijiers. As slurry viscosity increases, the se/1/ing rare 
ofpanicle decreases, causing the d50 size ro become coarser. The vis cometer set-up used 
a vibraling sphere viscomerer anda specially designed slurry presentation device to O\'Old 

setlling ofsolidsduring viscosity mea.surement. 1ñis set-up was mounted on a tes! ngfor 
a /0.2 cm diameter hydrocyclone. Tesr samples were prepared from ground sillca (80% 
passing 65 microns) and water. Borh rhe solids conrenr and temperarure of the samples 
were varied to change their viscosities. Samples from overflow anO underflow srreams 
were collected at regular intervals. and datafrom these samples were used 10 caiculate 
the d50(c) size. Temperature and viscosity were recorded simultaneously during these 
tests. 

From these data it was observed that d 50(c) was proponionaJ.to rhe 0. 35th power of the 
s/urry viscosity. 71Jis relationship was then introduced in the existing Lynch and Rao 
model jor siliceous mar erial, ro develop a modijied model jor hydrocyclone classijicarion: 
This modijied Lynch and Rao model incorporared a viscoslly paramerer from direcr 
measurement. and predicted the cut size precise/y when the viscosiues ofthe slurnes were 
allered by facwrs other than i:hanging percent solids, su eh as temperature vanation. This 
was not possible wah rhe original Lynch and Rao model. which did nor include any 
viscosity rerm. J¡ was aiso de1ermmed that increasing slurry viscosiry produced an 
increase in rhe bypass fracrion, R¡ This ejject was due ro increased fluid drag in the 
hydrocyclone as the •'iscosiry increased. 
Copyrighr "1996 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd 

Keywords 
Hydrocyclones; modellmg; on-line analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

Fluid viscosity has a profound effect on the separation characteristics of hydrocyclones [ 1, 2]. Changmg 
viscosity alters the particle settling rates and the slurry velocities in the hydrocyclone, and so alters the 
performance. When the v¡scosity increases. the settling speed of panicles is decreased. Particles in the 
hydrocyclone must therefore be coarser in order to reach the underflow when the viscosity 1s high, and 
increasing viscosity causes the d50 size to increase. Therefore, viscosity must be included while developing 
mathematical models for cut Size pred¡ction. Although many models for classifier cut size developed in the 
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Viscosity effect on cut size of hydrocyclone classificrs 883 

viscosity is independent of shear rate, but for non-Newtonian ftuids it changes with changes in shear rate. 
This makes the viscosity effects on separation size more complex for non-Newtonian·suspensions. Lucki' 
most mineral suspensions are Newtoman below 50% by volume [10) and their viscosities will not 
affected by changes in shear rate. Recently in other work [11). it was found that the silica slurries in our 
experimems. with an 80% passing size of 65 micron, were in the Newtonian ftow regime up toa solids 
concentrations of70% by weight. Of course, this will also depend upon the size distribution ofthe solids. 
Finer solids may begin to show non-Newtonian behavior at lower concemrations than coarser solids. 

Vortex Finder 
Overflow 

lnlet ..... .¡.. 
' 

Centrifuga! 
Drag force 

(Fo) 
w <1> .... 

o Force 
(Fe) ... ~.---~~ 

/ 
Equilibrium 
Orbit 

(a) Top View 

Envelope of 
Zero Vertical 
Velocity 

,._Axis 

Underflow 

(b) Side View 

Fig.l Diagrarns to explain the equilibrium orbit theory of hydrocyclone mechanism. The 
equilibrium orbit (a) is reached when the centrifugal force on the panicle is equal to the 
fluid drag force. d50 size panicies lie on the envelope of zero vertical velocity (b), and 
have equal chance of going to the overflow or to the underflow. 

Viscosity also changes the water-lo-underflow term, R¡. of the hydrocycione. R¡ is the fraction of feed 
liquid reporting to the underflow. The panicles associated with this portian of the liquid travel downwards 
near the conical wall of the hydrocyclone, and are not centrifugally separated. Therefore, a fraction Rr of 
all panicles irrespective of shape and size repon to the underflow of the hydrocyclone. The fluid speed in 
the hydrocyclone ts reduced due to increased viscous drag at higher viscosities, and this causes an increase 
in R¡. 

Viscosity of the suspension certainly inlluences the separation mechanism of the hydrocyclone and should 
be addressed in the formulation of models depicting d50 size. The purpose of the test plan was to collect 
the data needed to modify the Lynch and Rao hydrocyclone model, which was developed under plant 
condition, to predict cut size not only from changes in percent solids, but also due to changes in sluny 
viscosity originaling from factors other than percent solids (such as temperature. chemical environment, 
etc.). During all the tests conducted the slurry rheology was Newtonian. 
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Fig.3 Size distribution of duplicate silica sample. The sample had a d80 passing size of 65 l'm. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Development of the Mathematical Model to Predict d50(c) Size 

A modified model for d50(c) size was formulated by first introducing a viscosity term and then changing 
the percent solids term in the Lynch and Rao model [5, 12]. The viscosity term for the modified Lynch 
and Rao model was determined by plotting d50(c) vs. viscosity in a log-log scale (Figure 4). From this 
graph it was determmed that the d50(c) size is proportional to the 0.35th power of the slurry viscosity, i.e. 

(2) 

In the modified Lynch and Rao modela different percent solids term was used. This was necessary because 
higher percent solids not only increases the slurry viscosity but also causes hindered settling, and underflow 
crowding. These in turn increases the d50 size. In the original Lynch and Rao model this term was given 
as "0.0173 · <Pw-" In the modified Lynch and Rao equation the percent solid term was found to be "0.41 
loglO <Pv-" The models before and after these corrections are given below. 

(A) Lynch and Rao model before viscosity and percent solids correction: 

log
10

d
50

(c) = 0.0173 ·<!>. -0.0695 ·Spig +0.0130 · VF +0.0048 ·Q +K
1 

Where; 

Kt 
VF 
Spig 
Q 

dso(c) 
rPw 

= a constant 
= inside diameter of the overflow or vortex finder, cm 
= inside diameter of underflow or spigot of the hydrocyclone, cm 
= feed ftow rate of slurry, lller/min 
= corrected cut size of the hydrocyclone, micron 
= weight percent solids in the feed slurry 

4 

(3) 
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Fig.5 Predicted d50(c) size from Lynch and Rao equation vs. obseiVed d50(c) stze. The 
change in obseiVed d50(c) size within each solids percentage range is due to viscosity 
changes from changes in temperature. Since Lynch and Rao model does not include a 
separate viscosity term, the predicted d50(c) size in individual percem solids range did 
not change. 

Fig.6 Predicted d50(c) stze from the new equation vs. obseiVed d50(c) size. Since this 
equation utilizes the viscosity data obtained by direct measurement, the increase m d50(c) 
size due to viscosity changes from both increase m solids content and changes in 
tempera!Ure (10°C to 50°C at individual percent solids range) is reflected. 
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Effect of viscosity on water-lo-underflow tenn, Rr 

As can be seen from Figure 8, for slurries with 19, 26, and 35 wt% solids, Rr increased by as muchas 
six percent when the viscosity of the slurry was increased by 2-3 centipoise. For the slurry with 40 wt% 
solids the change was rather less noticeable, at less than three percent for a 6 centipoise change in 
viscosity. 
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Fig.8 Effect of viscos!ly (ry) on the water-lo-underflow ratio (R¡). In each percent solids 
range, Rr increased wah increase in TJ. 

Effect of viscosity on classification index 

. 

10 

Ftgure 9 gives the reduced efficiency curve for al! the tests at 4 different concentrations and vaned 
viscosiues. The slope of thts curve, called the classification index (a) is given by the following equauon 
[12]: 
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NOMENCLATURE 

lnlet inside diameter of the hydrocyclone inlet, cm 
VF inside diarneter of the overflow or vonex finder, cm 
Spig instde diameter of underflow or apex of the hydrocyclone, 
<J>.. weight percent so!ids in feed 
<!>,. volume percent solids in feed 
D, inside diameter of the hydrocyclone at the bottom of the vonex finder, cm 
R, radius of the hydrocyclone, cm 
Fe centrifuga! force 
F o drag force 
S shear rare, sec-1 
v, tangential velocity of the Huid 
W radial velocity of the Huid 
Q feed ftow rate of slurry, !iterslminute 
P feed pressure, kilopascal 
Rf water-ro-underflow ratio 
K;. K2. K3. K4 , K5, constants 
d diameter of the panicle, micron 
p, density of sol id, gm/cm3 
p 1 densrty of liqutd, gm/cm3 
TJ vtscosity of s!urry, centipoise 
{3 exponenr of slurry vtscosuy 
a· classJficauon index 
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ABSTRACT 

Kawatra, S.K., Eisele, T.C., Zhang, D. and Rusesky, M., 1988. Effects of temperature on hydro· 
cyclone efficiency. In t. J. Miner. Process, 23: 205-21!. 

Plant investigations and laboratory experiments have been conducted in order to study the 
effects oftemperature on the classification efficiency of a cyclone. lt was demonstrated that, under 
otherwise constanto!>"rating conclitions, alterations in temperature produced a nearly linear change 
in d501,, size. However, the sharpness ofthe separation, as defined bythe reduced efficiency curve. 
showed no dependen ce on temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydrocyclone has become a very popular classification device in mineral 
processing circuits, primarily due to its simplicity, high capacity, and small 
size. However, control of hydrocyclones is complicated by the numerous vari
ables affecting their performance, the sometimes counterintuitive results of 
altering these variables, and the generallack of certainty of the true results of 
changing a given variable. In arder to improve this state of affairs, a number 
of investigators (Plitt, 1976; Lynch, 1977; Klimpel et al., 1984) ha ve inten
sively studied such variables as feed solids content, particle size, inlet pressure, 
inlet diameter, vortex finder diameter, spigot diameter, throughput, and par
ticle specific gravity. However, little work has been reported which determines 
the effect oftemperature on cyclone performance, in spite ofthe fact that many 
mineral processing operations are subject to large seasonal temperature vari
ations, and have in severa! cases observed seasonal changes in grinding effi
ciency which appear to be dueto temperature. The investigation described he re 
was therefore carried out to determine the magnitude and nature of tempera
ture effects in hydrocyclone operation. 

0301-7516/88/$03.50 © 1988 Elsevier Science Publishers B. V. 
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stabilize for 10m in befo re the first overflow and underflow samples were taken. 
after which the slurry temperature was gradually decreased, with samples taken 
at approximately 5o C intervals. The use of the chiller allowed experiments 
over a temperature range of 50 oC to 12°C. 

The overflow and underflow samples were weighed, filtered, and dried. The 
dried samples were then weighed to allow the calculation ofpulp densities, and 
the particle size distributions were determined with a Leeds and N orthrop Mi· 
crotrac particle size analyzer. The particle bypass fraction. Rr, was calculated 
from the fraction of the feed water which reported to the underflow, and cy
clone efficiency values were corrected for Rr. 

Plant studies 

Investigations were carried out in an iron ore processing plant located in the 
northern U .S. which experiences substantial seasonal temperature variations, 
in order to determine whether normal temperature fluctuations produce a no
table change in cyclone performance. This plant processes a very fine-grained 
iron ore which requires grinding to -75 f.J.m for liberation. The grinding circuit 
is closed with 38-cm ( 15-inch) diameter hydrocyclones. 

Sampling was carried out in the summer and in the winter in order to achieve 
the greatest temperature variation. Pulp temperatures ranged from 20oC 
(68'F) in the summer to 3.3°C (38°F) in the winter. The resulting corrected 
efficiency curves for these conditions are shown in Fig. l. 
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Fig. l. Seasonal variations of cyclone performance in an iron ore processing plan t. 
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Fig. 2. Corrected efficiency curves showing dependence of hydrocyclone performance on slurry 
temperature. 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of corrected d50 size on slurry temperature. 

is that increasing the viscosity of the slurry increases the cyclone d 5o<c > size. 
Since the viscosity of a fluid typically increases with decreasing temperature, 
the observed temperature-dependence of d5o<c> appears to be primarily a result 
of changes in slurry viscosity. Repeatable measurement ofthe viscosity of m in
eral slurries has proven to be very difficult, although workers in South Africa 
have achieved this with heavy-media slurries (Reeves, 1985; Napier-Munn et 
al., 1985 ). For our work, a vibrating-sphere viscometer was used, which pro
duced the results shown in Table II. Although pump vibration produced a high 
background viscosity reading, the apparent slurry viscosity showed a temper-

6 
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Chapter 11 

USE OF FUNGI AND BACTERIA FOR THE 

DEPRESSION OF MINERAL AND COAL PYRITE 

T. C. Eisele and S. K. Kawatra 

Departmcnt of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering 
Michigan Technological University 

Houghton, Michigan 

ABSTRACT 

Pyrite dcpression is of great interest in sulfide mineral flotation, where pyrite is a 
common gangue mineral. Since the floatability of pyrite is a function of the pH and a 
variety of other chemical factors, pH control is a critica! part of sulfide flotation circuits. 
A widc variety of pyrite-depressing chemicals have been studicd and uscd in sull1dc
mincral proccssing, with considerable succcss. Howcvcr, thcre are ccrtain applications 
where thcre are still no satisfactory pyrite deprcssants, and even when suitable 
depressants are available, there is always a need for less-expensive reagents. 

Microorganisms, such as the bacteria Thiobacillus Jerrooxidans, are known to 
depress pyrite flotation. Howcver, the dependencc of the depression on the typc of 
organism or on suspension pH is still being determined. In this study, thc rclative 
effectiveness of various microorganisms, and the effect of pH, has been examincd. 
Screening tests using microflotation showed that every microorganism tested was 
capable of depressing naturally hydrophobic pyrite at acidic pH. Larger-scale 
experiments with two of the screened organisms and two different pyrites showcd that 
microorganisms are very effective depressants at acid pH, but are largcly ineffective at 
neutral and alkaline pH where the pyrite surface is not naturally hydrophobic. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since pyrite is usual! y an undesirable gangue mineral, it is of great interest to prevent 
it from reporting to the concentratc in sulfide flotation. Currently, this is done using 
various chemical depressants. However, there are sorne applications where cxisting 
pyrite dcpressants do not work well, and even when effcctivc deprcssants are availablc, 
there is always a need to minimize reagcnt costs. 

One condition whcre pyrite depression is very difficult is when the material being 
treated has a high hydrocarbon content, with an extreme example being coa! flotation 
(Baker and Miller, 1971; Yancey and Taylor, 1935; Raleigh and A plan, 1991 ). Thc main 
difficulty with chemical pyrite depressants in coal flotation has been that their benefits 
are small to nonexistent in industrial-scalc coa! flotation opcrations (Kawatra et al., 
1991 ). Severa! invcstigators ha ve therefore turned to the study of microorganisms, 
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particularly the bacteria Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, as pyrite depressants (Elzeky and 
Attia, 1987; Atkins et al., 1987; Ohmura et al., 1993; Townsley and Atkins, 1986; 
Stainthorpe, 1989; Atkins, 1990; Capes et al., 1973). The basis for this is that certain 
microorganisms are reported to have a specific affinity for pyritc surfaces, and it is 
therefore hoped that they can be made to attach to the pyrite in large numbers with a 
higher degree of selectivity than is possible with chemical dcpressants. Most 
microorganisms are hydrophobic, and so once the pyrite surface is complete! y covered 
by microorganisms, its recovery by froth flotation would then be depressed. 

In this paper, the ability of severa! different microorganisms to depress pyritc 
flotation is evaluated, using two carbon-free mineral pyrites and a coa! pyrite under a 
range of pH conditions. The goal of this work was to determine what microorganism 
types are most cffective for this type of work, and whether the effect varics significantly 
with changes in pH or with pyrite type. 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

There are three ways in which a pyrite particle can reach the froth product in 
flotation: true flotation, entrainmcnt, and locking (or "induced floatability") (Lynch et 
al., 1981 ). For true ftotation to occur, the pyrite surfaces must beco me hydrophobic, so 
that they can attach directly to the air bubbles. Entrainment occurs when fine particles 
are suspended in the water making up the bubble films, and are not actually attachcd to 
the bubbles. Locking of pyrite particles to floatable particles will allow even largc pyritc 
particles to be carried into the froth. 

Of the three mechanisms of pyrite flotation, only the truc flotation can be 
significan ti y affected by chemical depressants, which work by altering the pyrite surface 
chemistry to make it less hydrophobic. Both entrainment and locking are mechanical 
effects which have little to do with the hydrophobicity of the particles involved. 
Entrainmcnt can only be reduced by reducing the amount of water carried into thc froth 
or by increasing the settling ratc of the partic!es, and the effccts of locking can only be 
reduced if the ore is either ground toa finer size to improve liberation, or sorne recovcry 
is sacrificed to avoid floating all of the locked particles (Kawatra et al., 1991; Lynch et 
al., 1981). 

The truc flotation of pyrite from both synthetic coal/pyrite mixtures and high-sulfur 
coals has been reported to be depressed by the bacterium Thiobacillus ferrooxidans 
(Elzeky and Attia, 1987). This organism has been extensively studied for its ability to 
dissolve pyritc by using itas a food source. It was therefore originally investigatcd as a 
pyrite dcpressant because it has a biological reason for having a specific affinity for 
pyrite surfaccs. It is believed that this bacteria specifically and se1ective1y attachcs to 
pyrite within a matter of minutes. Early work (E1zeky and Attia, 1987) was carried out 
by conditioning coal/pyrite slurries with bacteria ata pH of 2, followed by flotation over 
thc pH range of7-9. The rationa1e was that T.ferrooxidans would be most active ata pH 
of 2, whilc it is well known that coa! is most floatable at near-neutral pH (Zimmcrman, 
1979). Other investigators have generally used a pH near 2 for both bacteria! 
conditioning and for thc flotation step (Atkins et al., 1987; Ohmura et al., 1993; 
Townsley and Atkins, 1986; Stainthorpe, 1989; Atkins, 1990). It has also been rcported 
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that organisms other than T ferrooxidans are effective pyrite depressants, as are a 
number of miscellaneous proteins, such as those found in whey (a by-product of 
cheesemaking) (Stainthorpe, 1989; Atkins, 1990). 

The research described in this paper was intended to address the following points, 
which have not been completely answered by the studies reported in the literature; l. 
What microorganisms are most effective for pyrite depression; and 2. What is the effect 
of pH on the depression of pyrite flotation by microorganisms? The answers to these 
questions will determine whether microbial pyrite depression is a potentially useful 
industrial technique, or simply a laboratory curiosity. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Materials 
Three materials were used in the froth flotation studies; a high-purity mineral pyrite, 

a lower-purity minerai-pyrite from a different source, and a coal-pyrite. 
The mineral-pyrites were purchased from Wards Natural Science Establishment. The 

high-purity pyrite was coilected from a deposit in Rico, Colorado, and the low-purity · 
pyrite had been collected from a deposit in Custer, South Dakota. Both pyrites were 
stagc-ground and screened to maximize the amount in the 105x74 micromcter size 
fraction. This size fraction was used in all experiments with thcse matcrials, because it 
was fine enough to be floatablc but coarse enough to minimize entrainment effccts. It 
was thcn stored at -20° C until needed. The Rico pyrite in this sizc fraction was over 
95% pyrite by weight, and the Custer pyrite in this size fraction consisted of 52% pyrite 
by weight, with the remainder being calcium carbonate and silicatcs. 

The coal-pyrite was hand-collected as coarsc nodules from the jig refuse belt at the 
Empire Coa! Mine, Gnadenhutten, Ohio, which processcs a mixture of bituminous coals 
from the Lower Kittanning (#5), Middle Kittanning (#6), and Upper Frceport (#7) 
seams. The hand-picked pyrite was then stage-ground, screened, and stored in the same 
manner as the mineral-pyrite. The !05x74 micrometer size fraction of the coal-pyrite 
contained 70% pyrite, with the remainder being mainly coa! and clay. 

Organisms 
A wide range of species of microorganism were used in the microflotation screening 

tests; Pseudomonas fiuorescens, Lactobacillus acidophilus, Staphylococcus epidermis, 
Klebsiella terrígena, two strains of Thiobacillus fárooxidans, and Sacclwromyces 
cerevisiae. These organisms were taken from standard stock cultures maintained by the 
Biological Sciences dcpartment ,at Michigan Tech., except for thc Thiobacillus 
ferrooxidwzs culture, which was originally obtained from EG&G ldaho (culture DSM-
83) and was subsequently adapted to grow on pyrite to create strain PA-1 (Eisele, 1992). 
The Thiobacillus strains were grown in a nutrient medium with the composition given in 
Table 1 (Tuovinen and Kelly, 1973). 
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TABLE l. Composition of nutrient media used for growing Thiobacillusferrooxidans 

Che mica! 

Ammonium Sulfate, (NH4hS04 

Potassium Phosphate, K2HP04 

Magnesium Sulfate, MgS04-?H20 

Ferrous Sulfate, FeS04-7H20 

Distilled, Sterilized Water 

Quantity 

0.4 grams 

0.4 grams 

0.4 grams 

33.3 grams 

1000 ml 

To pH=2.0 

The other organisms were grown in a standard nutrient broth, and all organisms were 
cultured on an orbital ftask shaker at 200 RPM and 30° C. After growing to a 
sufficiently high cell density, the various microorganisms were all washed and rinsed 
twice by centrifuging 20 minutes at 15,000 gravities and resuspending in distilled water 
at 4 ° C. Following the second rinse, the cells were diluted to 2 x 108 cells/ml, based on 
cell counts using a Petroff-Hauser counting chamber under a phase-contrast microscope 
at 400x magnification. Since the Thiobacillus strains lyse and die due to breakdown of 
their cell walls if thc pH is much higher than 4, the washwatcr for these bacteria was 
adjusted to a pH of 2 with sulfuric acid. 

For the larger-scale ftotation tests with impure mineral-pyrite and coal-pyritc, only 
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans culture DSM-83 and Saccharomyces cerevisiae were used. 
The Thiobacillus were cultured in the above mcdium using an orbital ftask shaker at 200 
RPM and a tcmpcrature of 30° C for approximately one week. The cell density of thc 
culture uscd for pyritc flotation tests was 3.4x!08 cells/ml, as determined with a Petroff
Hauser cell-counting chambcr. These microorganisms were not washcd, so that results 
would be more comparable to likely industrial practicc. Thc Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
used in these larger-scalc cxperiments was a commcrcially availablc active dry ycast, 
which contained no additives (Red Star, Inc., 1992). Dosages of S. cerevisiae in flotation 
experimcnts were determined by weighing thc dry yeast with a standard 4-placc 
analytical balance. 

Microftotation Procedurc 
Each microflotation test u sed 5 grams of 1 05x74 micrometer Rico pyrite, suspended 

in 80 mi of washed bacteria! suspension with thc pH adjusted to 2 with sulfuric acid, and 
mixed for 15 minutes. Controls were mixed with pH 2 distilled water for thc same 
length of time. Each charge was then mixed for an additional minute with 0.005 ml 
(0.86 kg/mt) of a 50/50 mixture of #! and #2 fue! oil, and 0.003 ml (0.60 kg/mt) of 
MIBC, and added to a glass microflotation cell with a working vol u me of 80 ml, and an 
air ftowrate of 100 ml/min. The pyrite was then ftoated for one minute. 
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Mineral-pyrite and Coal-pyrite Flotation Procedure 
Each test used 150 grams of eithcr Custer or Empire pyritc sized to 105x74 

micrometer. This size fraction was selected so that the pyrite would be fine cnough to be 
flotatable by true flotation, but coarse enough to minimize the cffects of entrainment. 
Each charge was suspended in 1.9 liters of distillcd water (7.3% solids) in a Denver 
flotation machine, and treated as follows: 

l. The pH was adjusted as desired with either sulfuric acid or sodium hydroxide 
solution, and conditioned until the pH stabilized (about 5 minutes). 

2. The dcsired microorganisms werc added, and conditioned for 1 O minutes. 
3. Thc collcctor (#2 fue! oil, 3.0 kg/mt) was added, and conditioned for 2 minutes. A 

large dosage of collector was used to ensure that all particles that wcre even 
slightly hydrophobic would ftoat. 

4. The frother (MIBC, 0.2 kg/mt) was added, and conditioned for 30 scconds. 
5. The pyrite was floated for 5 minutes, scraping the froth from the fiotation cell by 

han d. 

Analyscs and Calculations 
All fiotation products were dried at 75° C, the microftotation products wcrc wcighcd 

to the nearcst milligram, and thc larger-scalc test products werc wcighed to the nearest 
0.1 gram. Since the Rico pyritc used was essentially pure, the pyrite recovery in the 
microllotation tests was equal to the total weight recovery. Because of the very high 
pyrite levels in thc impure mineral-pyrite and coal-pyrite samples, a simplified 
procedure for measuring the pyrite content could be u sed. For each sample, two portions 
of 1 gram each were weighed out. The first portian was lcached by adding 50 mi of 4.8 
N hydrochloric acid solution, and boiling gcntly for 30 minutes. Thc second portion was 
leachcd by adding 75 mi of 1.0 N nitric acid solution, and boiling gently for 30 minutes. 
The residues from each leach were then filtered, dried, and weighed to determine the 
percentage wcight loss. Since pyrite docs not dissolve in hydrochloric acid, but 
dissolves complete! y in nitric acid (Hurlbut and K.lein, 1977), the pyrite contcnt of thc 
sample is taken to be: 

%Pyrite = (o/owt. loss in HN03) - (o/owt. loss in HCI) 

Total weight % recovcry to thc froth product is calculated as: 

Froth Wt. 
Recovery,%Wt. = F d W x lOO 

ee t. 

Recovery of pyrite is calculated as: 

(% Wt. in Froth x Froth Wt.) 
%Recovcry = --;-:'"";-;:--c.~~,..,.=-=~é- x 100 (%Wt. m Fccd x Feed Wt.) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Microflotation Tests 
From the microflotation results shown in Table 2, it is seen that all of the 

microorganisms tested are capable of effectively depressing the flotation of pure Rico 
mineral pyrite at a pH of 2. This then is a general property of microorganisms, and not a 
specific action of lithotrophic bacteria such as Thiobacillus ferrooxidans. In fact, the two 
strains of Thiobacillus are the least effecti ve of all of the microorganisms teste d. and thc 
pyrite-adapted strain is even less effective than the parent strain. Of the other 
organisms, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae was the most effective, and also gave thc 
most reproducible results 

TABLE 2. Rcsults of flotation of the pure Rico pyrite with various microorganisms ata 
pH of 2. The two Thiobacillus ferrooxidans strains were obtained from EG&G Idaho, 
and the other organisms were taken from stock cultures maintained by the Biological 
Sciences department at MTU. Tests were run in triplicate and the results averaged. Thc 
range of uncertainty is equal to the diffcrence between the highest and lowcst valucs for 
each sct of three tests. The microorganism dosage for each test was hcld constan! at 3.2 
x 109 cells/gram of pyrite, at 5.88% solids. The microorganisms for each test were 
ccntrifuged, washcd, and resuspcnded to prevent side-cffects from the growth mcdium. 

Organisms 

Pseudomonas fluorescens 

Lactobacillus acidophilus 

Staphylococcus epidennis 

Klebsiella terrigena 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

Thiobacillus ferrooxidans 

T. ferrooxidans strain PA-1 

Distillcd water controls 

Mineral-Pyrite Flotation. 

Percentage of pyrite 
rcporting to the froth 

2.0 +1- 0.25 

2.4 +1- 1.40 

2.3 +1- 0.60 

4.4 +1- 0.40 

1.8 +1- 0.02 

9.4 +1- 1.80 

39.9 +1- 2.70 

76.5 +1- 2.50 

In the results shown in Figure 1, it is seen that thc mineral-pyrite is very floatablc 
under acidic conditions, but that its floatability becomes ncgligiblc at neutral and 
alkaline pH. This e_ffect is believed to be due to the changes in solubility of iron 
hydroxides on the pyrite surface as the pH changcs. Thcse hydroxides formas a rcsult of 
partial oxidation of thc pyrite, which appcars to occur almost immediatcly and makc thc 
pyrite surface hydrophilic and preven! its flotation (Baker and Miller, 1971 ). Under acid 
conditions, this coating disso!ves, leaving a hydrophobic pyrite surface (Kawatra ct 
al.,l991) 
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1 1 1 

ono microorganisms 

.S. cerevisiae, 13.3 kg/mt 

~ 
+S. cerevisiae, 6.6 kg/mt 

& S. cerevisiae, 3.3 kg/mt 1-

... QT. ferrooxidans, -3.3 kg/mt 

6 T. ferrooxidans, -1.1 kg/mt l-

-

1 1 1 ~ 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 

Flotation pH 

FIGURE l. Flotation of 150 x 200 mesh mineral-pyrite over a widc pH range, with 
varying dosages of both Thiobacillus ferrooxidans and Saccharomyces cerevisiac. 
The T. fcrrooxidans dosage was estimated from cell counts, and is only approximate. 
A large dosage of microorganisms is required to depress flotation at a pH of 2. At 
highcr pH. the floatability of this pyrite is lost and little effcct is sccn from 
m1croorgamsms. 

Thc froth product at a pH of 2 contains virtually all of the pyrite, with the non
floating cell product being silicates and carbonates with less than 1% pyrite rcmaining. 
Since ftotation is normally carried out at near-neutral pH to prevent equipment 
corrosion, pyrite with surface chemistry similar to mineral-pyrite will not be a problem 
in coa! tlotation because it will only float in acid solution. At a pH of 2, thc T. 
ferrooxidans was only able to slightly reduce the pyrite tloatability, but the effectivencss 
of the S. cercvisiac was much greater, mainly because it could be added in much higher 
quantities. However, to achievc complete pyrite depression at a pH of 2, it was 
necessary to add 6.6 kg of S. cerevisiac per metric ton of pyrite, a leve! that is likely to 
cause problems such as excessive foaming in other parts of the processing circuit. At 
neutral pH, the effect of S. cerevisiae was negligible, simply because therc was no 
hydrophobic pyrite to be depressed at this pH. Under alkalinc conditions, thc S. 
cerevisiac actually caused a slight increase in the pyrite tlotation, bccause the 
microorganism acts as a mild foaming agent under thcsc conditions. Bccausc thc T. 
ferrooxidans was largely ineffective at the acid pH where it was expected to work best, 
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1 
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• 
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6 

L::.No yeast,% Wt. recovery 

QNo yeast, % pyrite recovery 

Á. With yeast, % Wt. recovcry 

e W ith yeast, % pyrite recovery 

-

ó -

1 1 l. 
8 10 12 14 

Flotation pH 

FIGURE 2. Flotation of 150 x 200 mesh Empire coal-pyrite, with and without addcd 
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)." The yeast dosage was 13.3 kg/mt. The yeast 
produces a general depression of al! components, and is not selective towards pyrite, 
as is shown by the el ose similarity of the values for total weight recovery and pyrite 
recovery. 

it was not used in the neutral and alkaline pH flotation experiments because it is much 
more difficult to grow and handle than the S. cerevisiae. 

Coal-Pyrite Flotation 
The coal-pyrite was hand-collected as coarse nodules from the jig refuse belt at the 

Empire Coa! Mine, Gnadenhutten, Ohio. The behavior of the coal-pyritc was 
complete! y different from the mineral-pyrite, as shown in Figure 2. First, the coal-pyrite 
was most floatable at near-neutral pH, with over 60% of the total weight floating al a pH 
of 6 in the absence of microorganisms, but less than 25% floating at eithcr a pH of 2 or a 
pH of 12. This behavior is very similar to that reported for coa! (Zimmcrman, 1979), but 
very unlikc that seen for the mineral-pyrite. Sccond, there was no pH whcre the pyritc 
floated prefcrentially. The recovery of pyrite was always very close to the total weight 
recovery, which shows that the pyrite particlcs were bcing recovered at the samc rateas 
the coa! particles. When S. cerevisiac was added to the coal-pyrite, it did dcpress thc 
pyrite recovery. However, it also depressed thc total wcight recovery to the samc degrcc, 
showing that it was a general flotation depressant, and not a highly selectivc one. The 
behavior of the coal-pyrite is consisten\ with the pyrite floating because the particles 
ha ve surfaces which are at lcast partially madc up of hydrophobic coa!, and not bccause 
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the pyrite itself is hydrophobic. If the actual pyrite surfaces were contributing to the 
hydrophobicity, then the flotation of pyrite should have been considerably enhanced at a 
pH of 2, as was seen for the mineral pyrite. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In microflotation experiments with a wide range of microorganisms, every organism 
tested was found to be able to depress pyrite flotation. In larger-scale experiments, both 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Thiobacillus ferrooxidans can depress the fiotation of 
mineral-pyrite at acidic pH, but only at high dosage Ievels. However, T.fcrrooxidans has 
been found to be the least effective organism for pyrite depression, and not thc most 
effectivc as was originally expccted, although it is still possiblc that it is more sclcctive 
than other organisms. At neutral pH, S. cercvisiae does depress coal-pyritc fioiation, but 
the depression is unselective between pyrite and coa! particles and therefore unlikcly to 
be industrially useful. 
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Chapter 21 

SLURRY RHEOLOGY 
IN AUTOGENOUS GRINDING ANO CLASSIFICATION 

S. K. Kawatra, A. K. Bakshi, K.J. Shoop, and T. C. Eisele 
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Michigan Technological University, Houghton. MI 

ABSTRACT 

Slurry rheology can have stgniftcant impact on the performance of autogenous grinding ctrcuits. A viscous slurry can actas a cush
ton and retard impact torces between the media and the ore, which reduces grinding efficiency. On the other hand, a dtlute slurry wlll 
not be viscous enough to hold slurry in the impact zona of the media, which willlead to inefhctent use of impact energy. An untavor
able rheology can also lead to overgrinding or centrifuging of the slurry inside the mili. Slurry rheology also affect classification, with 
higher viscostty increasing the cut size. 

In this arttcle, the causes of the rheological effects on autogenous grinding and hydrocyclone classification have been discussed 
8oth plant and pilot scale data from autogenous grinding have be en provided to show the effects of viscosity on specific energy con
sumptlon ~nd other breakage characteristics of the ore. lt is shown that: (1) high viscosity, produced by low temperatura and h1gh fines 
canten!, s1gnlf1cantly increases the specific energy consumpt1on and the production of critica! s1ze material1n an autogenous m1ll: (2) 
In hydrocyclone operation, increasing the v1scosrty causes the dso(c) size to become coarser. 

INTRODUCTION 

Slurry rheology has been shown to significanHy affect the perlormance of grinding and classification ClrCultS (Hemm1ngs and 
Boyes.1977: Tucker, 1982; Khmpel, 1982: Fuerstenau et al.. 1984; Austm et al., 1984; Moys, 1989; Kawatra and Eisele. 1988; Shoop 
and Kawatra. 1995: Kawatra et al, 1996; Kawatra and Baksh1. 1996). Variation in slurry rheology can occur dueto changas in solids 
content. part1cle SIZB d1stribution, clay content, temperatura. and chemical environment (Shack et al., 1957). As w1ll be shown later, 
the spec1f1c energy consumptlon of autogenous gnnding in so me northern US iron ore mines 1ncreased 1n w1nter as the temperatura 
dropped, wh1ch causad the viscoslty of the slurry te increase. lt has also been shown by many researchers that mili etfic1ency can be 
1mproved s1gnif1cantly by adding chemical reagents wh1ch changa the slurry rheology (Kiimpel, 1982; Tucker 1 982). From such obser
vations 11 has been realizad ter sorne time that on-line monitoring ot slurry rheology can be usad te produce better control strateg1es 
tor grinding and classif1cation c1rcuits. The main barner te the use ot VISCOSJty as a control parameter in commmution has been the lack 
of a suitable on-line viscosity sensor. The slurries encountered in grinding circuits are compasad of rapidly-sattl1ng, highly abrasiva 
part1cles which give very erratic viscosity readings with the ava1lable on-line instruments. Nevertheless, thera IS no satisfactory substi· 
tute for d1rect measurement ot slurry viscos1ty, and so these problems must be overcoma if the control of commmutJon c1rcuits is te be 
improved. 

Although the effect of slurry rheology en grind1ng 1s discussed in tha literatura, past studies are primarlly done w1th ball m1ll gnnd· 
ing. where the media is distinct from tha feed material. In contras!, in autogenous grinding, the media is the ore 1tself. Therefore, the 
efflc1ency of autogenous grinding also depends upon the added variable of media competency (the way the med1a·s1ze rocks break 
1ns1de the mili). In th1s art1cle, besides spec1f1c energy consumptlon. the effect of rheology en the breakage characteristics of the ore is 
d1scussed S1nce the overall efficiency of the autogenous grinding is panly dependent en the classifier performance, the effect of rhe
ology on class1ficat10n etficiency IS also d1scussed. 

EFFECT OF SLURRY RHEOLOGY ON AUTOGENOUS GRINDING 

Rheology affects gr1nd1ng 1n two ways· (1) 11 intluences the breakage mechanism of the ore, and {ii) it 1nfluences the transportation 
ot partlcles both inside and outs1de the mili. Ounng grinding, an opt1mum viscosity of the slurry 1s needed to obtain an efficient perfor
mance of the m1ll. When the slurry V1scosity 1s very low, energy is wasted bacause of the following raasons: 

( 1) The gnnd1ng med1a 1s not adequately cave red with part1cles. Therefore, dunng impact not all the energy 1s utilizad te grind 
the particles 

(2} At low v1scoslty, water content ot the slurry 1s usually h1gh, and energy is wasted in tumbl1ng this excess water. 
(3) Low Vlscos1ty results 1n peor transter o! momentum trom the rotat1ng shell to the charge, because of slippage. As a result, the 

energy ava1lable tor gnnd1ng is reduced. 
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On the other hand, at very h1gh slurry v1scos1ty energy 1s also wasted bacause: 

(1) More slurry is drawn into the void zonas rn the load than rs needed to 1ill the voids, and the media is panially suspendet. 
the v1scous slurry caus1ng the charge to become expanded. As a result less litt is imparted te the load resulting m a substan

tialloss of energy. 
(2) At h1gh viscosity, the slurry forms a th1ck coat1ng on the surfaces of the media-SIZBd pieces, which cushions the impact be

tween rocks and reduces the rmpact energy available ter grinding small part1cles (Fuerstenau et al., 1984). 
(3) At higher m11l speed, when the viscosity ts high sorne rocks stick to the millliner and centrifuga (Moys, 1989; Fuerstenau et 

al., 1984). This also reduces efficiency by decreasing the overall mili diameter and volume. 
Although most of the postulates mentioned here are reportad for ball mili grinding, they are also valid for autogenous grindmg In 

autogenous gnnding the media size rocks are expected to be hard enough so that they do not crumble while breaking small ore par

trcles. and Jater unlike ball milis, they are al so expected to break in arder to mittate ore breakage. In other words rocks tnstde an autog· 
enous mili are expected to gnnd and get ground s1multaneously This is not the case in a ball mili where the balls must gnnd ore par· 
ucles only However, the larga rocks in an autogenous mili must break m a useful manner. Sometimes they break aown te s1zes wh1eh 

are not btg enough to gnnd small partieles and are not small enough to be ground by larga rocks. These particles are callad the eritrea! 

stze mater1al and are treated outside the autogenous mili. 
The behav1or of the rocks inside an autogenous mili is definitely governed by slurry rheology. For example, at low vtscostty the trans

fer of momentum from the mili shell is Jowest, and so the media is not lifted toas great a height as it would be at higher vtscosity. As a 

result, increasmg vJscosity causes the mediato undergo more energetic impacts, which is more likely to crack tnto severa! crtttcal stze 

p1eces than to gradually ch1p and abrade in the most effictent way. 
Since slurry rheology is influenced by various factors such as solids content, particle size distribution, clay content, temperatura 

changas, etc., any changa in these parameters will changa the breakage characteristics of the rocks. D1fferent breakage charactens
tics su eh as resistance to breakage, critica! size product1on, and their effects on specif1c energy consumption are discussed in the fol

lowlng secttons 

Effect al Vtscosity on Size Stability 

The rock's reststance to breakage can be quantitatively measured by stze stabiltty. Size stability is expressed as (ASTM, 1991) 

"' s· t b"f"ty :!:(f1nal wt%) X (SVQ. Si8V8 Size) 
10 129 S B 1 1 = :::;;:::;:-,-:::;~-'-;....::_..::.;.:_:_::~.,- X 1 00 

I:(initial wt%) x (avg. sieve s1ze) 
(1) 

Therefore, a size stabihty of 100% corresponds te a rack that did not break during grinding, anda stze stabi!tty of O% corresponds 

toa rack that broke completely below the finest stze measured. 

In F1gure 1, the effect of viscosity on size stabillty is demonstrated. These tests were carried out m a 1.83 meter (6 feet) d1ameter 

pilo! scale autogenous mili with tren ore samples collected Ira m a local mtne. The vtscostty of the slurry dunng these tests was changed 

by chang1ng the clay/flnes content tn the mitial leed and by changtng the temperatura al both tren ore and water {Shoop and Kawatra, 

1995) Tests were carned out at two rack temperaturas of 25°C and -25°C to Slmulate the summer and wmter condit1ons in the north

ern US operat1ons. As can be seen lrom Ftgure 1, SJZe stabtltty tncreased wtth 1ncrease in slurry viscostty, showtng that at htgh viscos· 

1ty the rocks had a higher resistance to breakage This could be dueto the fact that at higher viscosity the impact force between rocks 
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V" as retardad by the viscous slurry wh1ch acted as a cushion, resulting in less breakage of the rack. Therefore, at h1gher v1scos1ty (origi
natmg trom causes such as h1gh clay canten!. high f1nes. low temperatura, etc.) more energy will be needed to break rocks m the mili. 

Relat1onship Between Cnt1cal S1ze Material and VISCOSity 

Cnt1cal s•ze matenal is the matenal whtch •s too large to be eHectively ground 1n the mili, and too fine to be effective for gnnd1ng 
other part•cles Th1s material is usually crushed outs1de the gnndmg mili befare it can be sent back to the mil!. The effect of slurry vis
cosJty on cnt1cal s1ze material trom ptlot scale autogenous gr1ndmg al iron ore JS shown tn Ftgure 2. The leed lar each test tnit1ally con
talned 9.38% cnttcal s1ze material. The percentage of the crlltcal size matenal was determinad again at the end of each test. As can 

be seen tn F1gure 2, at low slurry viscostty the amount al cnt1cal s1ze matenal in the mill after grinding was less than the amount of critica! 
size matena.l present befare gr1nding. However. at h1gher v1scosity there was an increase rn critica! size material after grinding. Ounng 
the ltrst four tests. when the viscosity was low the slurry was more llke water. Therefore, in this cond1tion the slurry did not leave a thick 
coattng on the surtaces of both the med1a and the cntical s1ze particles. Thts allowed some critica! srze material to be crushed upon 
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tmpact. At higher viscosity, there was a thick coat of slurry on the media (larga rocks). Thts retardad the energy of the tmpact collt~ 

wtthm the gnndtng charge, and reduced the chances of breakage of the critica! size particles. At the same ttme, increased vtscostty 
tended to lift the media plecas to a greater hetght. so that the largest pieces underwent more violent impacts on the surtace al tne 
charge. This mcreased the tendency of larga pteces to be cracked mto critica! size particles. Therefore, during test No.6, when the vts· 
costty was tncreased to 8.19 centtpoise by adding frnes and decreastng the temperatura, the cntical size canten! m the product tn

creased to 10.8% (a 1.37% increase). 
Thts data agrees with plant observations made by Kawatra and E1sele (1992) shown in F1gure 3, which gives the cntical s1ze mate· 

nalm a full-scale plantas a percentage of total leed during each month. The data was collected ovar a penad of two years trom the 
local 1ron ore plant wh1ch provided the 1ron ore for the work reportad above. As it can be sean from th1s f1gure, crit1ca1 s1ze matenal 
production was ata m1nimum between April and September, and increased significantly during December and January when the tem
peratura was low. lt was origmally beheved that this change m critica! size production was due te increased bnttleness al the rack at 
low temperaturas This was disproved by drop test stud1es conducted at M1ch¡gan Technological Univers1ty (Kawatra et· al., 1993) shown 
m F1gures 4 and Figure 5. Figure 4 shows drop test results of summer blasted ores, and Figure 5 shows results from w1nter blasted 
ores Both the tests were carried out wet and dry at 25°C and -25°C te simulate actual plant scenario. As can be seen from these fig
ures tne s1ze stabillty of ooth summer and wmter blasted ore at d1fferent temperaturas are unchanged This shows that w1thin the above 
range al temperatura rocks did not become bntue. Therefore, these changes in critical size matenal product1on are due to v1scoslty 
cnanges causad by temperatura variatJon, and are not because of changas in brittleness of the rack. 

Specific Energy Consumptlon 

Specif1c energy consumptions at different slurry viscosities from the pilot scale autogenous grinding of iron ore are shown in F1gure 
6. The condJtJons for these experiments have been descnbed elsewhere (Bakshi et a!., 1996). Speciflc energy consumpt1on was cal· 
culated as the energy requ1red to produce ene kilogram of -150 micron material. 

As can be seen from F1gure 6, the speciflc energy consumption of the mili increased with increasing slurry v1scos1ty. The mcrease 
m soec1flc energy from test 1 to test 4 was smalt, because the v1scos1ty changas during these tests were a!so very small. However, 
dunng tests S and 6 specific energy consumption incredsed slgnlflcantly Th1s trend agreed w1th the observations made in the local 
1ron ore plan! (F1gure 7), where spedfic energy consumpt1on increased by as muchas 20% dunng winter months when tha slurry tem
peratura_ was very low (Kawatra and Eisele, 1992). 

EFFECT OF SLURRY RHEOLOGY ON HYDROCYCLONE CLASSIFICATION 

Flu1d v1scos11y has a profound effact on the saparat1on characteristics of hydrocyclones (Agar and Herbst, t 966: Kawatra and E1sele. 

1988 J. Changrng v1scos1ty alters the partlcle senling rates and the slurry velocities in the hydrocyclone, and so alters the pertormance. 
The mechamsm of the changa m dso SJZe are as follows: 

(a¡ As the slurry becomes more viscous, the settling speed of the partidas becomes slower dueto the mcrease m viscous drag. 
tncreasing the slurry viscos1ty therefore atlows coarser part1cles to be swept out the hydrocyclone overflow, and so the dso(c) 
s1ze becomes coarser. 

(b) lncreasmg slurry Vlscoslly causes the sw1rhng s!urry to lose 1ts energy and slow down more rapidly, dueto increased interac-
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tion wtth the hydrocyclone wall. The decreased rotational speed results in a reduction in the centrifuga! force, which reduces 

the particle settlmg velocity and agam increases the dso(c) size. 
Rheology also atfects the Rt factor of a hydrocyclone. These ef1ects are discussed in more detall in the following paragraphs. 

Etfect al viscosity on the dso size 

The effect of vtscosity on dso size can be explained by the followtng equation which is denved from the equiltbnum orbtt theory usmg 
Stoke·s law and gives the diameter of any particle (includtng dso size) at equilibrium ata parttcular radius mstde the hydrocyclone: 

Where 
d 

Ps 
PI 
v, 

T] 

w 

d = 1811· W · r 
2 

(p5-P¡l · Y1 

dtameter of the parttcle 
denstty al the salid partidas 
denslty ot the liqu1d 
tangential veloclty of the particle 

rad1us of the equilibrium orbit 

fiUJd VJSCOSity 
radJal velocity 

(2) 

From the above equation it is seen that dso size mcreases w1th 1ncrease in slurry viscosity. Thls can be sean trom F1gure 8, which 

shows data from a classJfJcation study carned out wlth a 10.2 cm (4") diameter hydrocyclone using ground sil1ca. 
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F1gure 8 Oso(CI s1ze vs VISCOSI!y lor Slhca slurry As seen lrom tn1s hgure dso(C) s1ze 1ncreased Wlth 1ncrease 1n slurry VISCOSI!y. 

Although, theoretlcally dso SJZe is proport1onal to the 0 .5th power of viscosity (Equat1on 1 ), experimental and numerical values al 
the v1scosny exponen! have been reportad between 0.3 and 0.6 by various researchers (Kawatra et al., 1996. Agar and Herbst. 1966). 
Using these values many emp1ncal models for dso srze predict1on have been reportad in the literatura {Bradley, 1965). However, most 

of these equat1ons were developed for d1lute suspens1ons and small d1ameter hydrocyclones, wh1ch are not comparable to normal plan! 

condlllons (PI1tt. 1976. Plltt and Kawatra, 1 979) In laJer yaars, Lynch and Rao (1975), and Plitt (1976) usad data Ira m larga diamatar 
hydrocyclones and slumes w1th higher percent soiJds to develop more versatile models to predict separat1on size 1n actual plant sJtua

tJons However, nelther ofthese equat1ons have expl1c11 slurry viscos1ty terms in them. lnstead, both of these equations depend on sol1ds 

contentas an 1nd1cator of slurry rheology. lt 1s well known that solids content rs not the only parameter wh1ch affects slurry rheology. 

Bes1des solids content, the temperatura, size dJstr~buuon of the soiJds, and chemrcal environment can also alter rheology (Schack et. 

al . 1957). Therefore. these models cannot pred1ct the correct cut s1ze when the viscosity changas dueto factors other than changas 

1n solids content. For example, consider the fol!ow1ng two equat1ons, ene developed by Plitt (1976) which does not contain an explic1t 

VISCOSity term, and the other developed by the authors whtch contams an explicit v1scosity term. 

(a) Plitt's model, est1matmg the V1scosity lrom the percent solids· 

K 0 0.46 . 0 0.6 O 1.21 . O 06J<I> 
1 e 1 o exp( · ) 

d 50( e) = _:_"""';,--.,.,;;.___,,.::,.,~--""""',----
00.71.h0.38.Q0.45.( - 0.5 

u . P, P¡l 
(3) 
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{b) The authors' modal, 1ncorporating an explicit viscosityterm: 

Where 

K,, K2 
De 
D¡ 
Do 
Du 
o 
dso(c) 
h 
<1> 

~ 

Ps 
PI 

constants 
inside diameter of the hydrocyclone at the bottom of the vortex f1nder, cm 
inside diameter of the hydrocyclone inlet, cm 
inside d1ameter ot the overtlow or vortex finder, cm 
inside diameter of underflow or apex of the hydrocyclone, cm 
feed flowrate of slurry, liters/minute 
corrected cut SIZB of the hydrocyclone, micron 
distance between the bottom of the vortex fmder to the top of the underflow orif1ce. cm 
volume percent solids 1n the pulp 
viscosity, cent1poise 
dens1ty of sol1d, gm/cm3 

dens1ty of l1qu1d, gm/cm3 

(4) 

Us1ng the two previous models, predicted and measured cut s1zes from a classification study of ground sillca (dao size = 65 m1cron) 
usmg a 1 O 2 cm (4") hydrocyclone are shown 1n Figure 9 and 1 O respectively. VtscosJty of the slurries was vaned by changing both 
soltds canten! and temperatura. As can be seen from Figure 9, wh1ch was drawn by us1ng Pl1tt's modal. the observad dso(c) size var
ted w1thin each percent solids ranga, while Plitt's modal predJcted a constant dso(c). The reason for th1s is that Plitt's modal (Equat1on 
2) accounts for slurry viscoSJty etfects based on changas in sohds percentage only, and does not take into account the vtscos!ly changas 
Ira m other sources (In this case, temperatura). In Figure 1 O, which was drawn by us1ng the authors' mode!, the cnange m dso(c) trom 
both temperatura and percent sol1ds is accurately predicted. Th1s 1s possible because 1n the authors' modal (EquatJon 3) an explicll 
vtscoslty term ts mcluded, and the vJscosities al slumes during thetr expenments were measured on-hne. 
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F1gure 10 Pred1cted d50(c) s1ze lrom the new mod11ied eQuallon vs 

observad dso(c) SIZe. S1nce lh1s ec¡ua110n ut1hzes the VISCOSity 

data obta1ned by d1rect measurement, the 1ncrease 1n d50(c) 

SIZe due to v1scosJty changas trom both 1ncrease 1n sohds 

content (al d1t1erent SO!Jds percent) and changas m 

temperatura (t0°C to SOOC at indtVIdual percentsollds range) 1s 

reflectad 

Vtscostty also changes the water-to·underflow term. Rt. ot tne hydrocyclone. A¡ 1s the fraction of feed l1quid report1ng te the under
flow The parttcles assoctated wtlh this portian of the l1qutd travel downwards near the cantea! wall of the hydrocyclone, and are not 
centrJtugally separated. Theretore, a fract1on A¡ of all partlcles u respective al shape and size report to the underflow of the hydrocyclone. 
The fluid speed tn the hydrocyclone is reduced due te 1ncreased v1scous drag at higher viscosities, and th1s causes an increase in R· 
As can be seen from F1gure 11, for slurnes wrth 19, 26, and 35wt% sollds, R¡ increased by as much as six percent when the vrscos1 

of the slurry was 1ncreased by 2-3 centipo1se. For the slurry Wllh 40wt% soHds the change was rather less notJceable, wtth the observad 
change be.ing less than 3% for a 6 centipotse changa in v1scosity. 
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Ftgure 12 g1ves the reduced effictency curve for all the tests carried out with the 10.2 cm hydrocyclone using ground silica. The slope 

of this curve, called the classificallon 1ndex (a) IS g1ven by the follow1ng equation (Lynch, 1977): 

Where 
y 
X 

a 

y = 
eax- 1 

ax a · 
e +e -2 

size fraction reportmg to underflow 

dtdso(C) 
classificatlon index 

(5) 

From F1gure 12 11 is seen that viscoslly has limtted effect on the shape of the reduced efficiency curve. 11 is notad that there is soma 

scattenng of data in this graph. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results presentad in this papar, the following conclusions were reached: 

(1) The e11iclency of an au1ogenous millls redueed JI !he slurry vlseosl!y Js e~ner 100 low, or too hlgh. Low vlseosl!y reduces !he 
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F1gure 12 ReouceCl elhciency curve from a111ne tests This graph shows that slurry viSCOSifY has no 51gn1ficant eHect on the sharpness ot classlllcatlon 

mitl efftctency bY reductng the energy transter tnto !he charge, and by peor positionmg of the particles for grtndmg Htgh vrs
cosrty reduces the efficiency by cushronmg of rmpacts withrn the grtnding charge 

{2) lncreasrng vrscosrty tends to mcrease the amount of cnttcal size matenal produced m an autogenous mrll Thrs is a result of 
an mcreased tendency to crack the largest preces mto crJttcal stze particles, and reduce abihty to chtp and aoraoe the cnt1cal 
s1ze mto fin1shed product. 

(3) In hydrocyclones, increasing v1scosity produces an .ncrease in the dso(c) size. This is a resutt of reduced particle settlmg 
speeds at h1gher V1scosrty. The lower settl1ng rates are causad by increased viscous drag on the veloc1ty al the fluid 1n the 

'hydrocyclone. 
(4) The numerous d1rect effects of viscos1ty changas in grinding circuits illustrate the need for reliable an-Ime v1scosity measure

ment methods. Unfortunately there are no commerclally-available v1scosity sensors that can make rellable measurements on 

!he unstable. highly abras1ve slurnes encountered in gnnding c1rcurts. 
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OF A NEW ON-LINE PRESSURE VESSEL RHEOMETER FOR SLURRIES 

A.K. Bakshi and S.K. Kawatra 
Department of Metallurgicaf and Materiafs Engineering, Michigan Technofogicaf Universrty, Houghton, MI 

ABSTRACT 

A plant trial al a new on-line pressure vessel rheometer for slurries, developed at Michigan Technological UnrverSity, was carried 

out ata nearby copper concentrator. The rheometer measured the flow curves (shear stress vs. shear rata) of chalcocite slurnes. Vrs· 

cos!ty al non-Newtonian slurnes changas with shear rata and so, for such slurries vrscosrty measurement ata smgle shear rate (otlen 

se en rn the literatura ter gnndrng and classrfication studres) cannot be correlated to process performance. For these slurnes, vrscosrty 
al vanous shear ratas can be measured from flow curves generated by the pressure vessel rheometer. Other rheolog1cal propert1es, 

such as flow type and yield stress can be determmed by this rheometer to better charactenze the slurries. 
The slurry al the copper concentrator consisted of ground chalcocite ore. The solids content m the slurry variad between 30-60% 

by weight. Top size of the part1cles was 125 m1cron, and 80% passmg size was 34 micron. Measurements by the pressure vessel rhe· 
ometer showed that most ot the slurnes had pseudoplastic tlow at shear ratas below -3000 sec-1, where the VISCOSity of the slurry 

decreased w1th mcrease in shear rate. Above -3000 sec-1, like a Newtonian fluid, the viscosity of the slurry remained steady. Flow 

curves and v1scos1ty from the pressure vessel rheometer were verif1ed with a Brookfield viscometer anda vibrat1ng sphere viscometer, 

and the results were found to be accurate. 

INTRODUCTION 

Suspens1on rheology plays an importan! role 1n comminution, both dunng gr1nding and classif1cation (Kiimpel, 1982; Fuerstenau et 

al .. 1984. Hemmmgs and Boyes, 1977: Kawatra and Bakshi, 1996). Therefore, on·l1ne moMoring of rheology can lead toa better con· 

trol ot these operat1ons. However, dueto measurement dlfflcultles, a su1table rheometer ter 1n·stream rheological measurement al slur· 

nes has not yet been available. One al the majar difflcult1es 1n suspension rheometry is the unstable natura of the suspension The 

solids quite ohen settle befare any measurement can be taken. Several sample presentat1on devices, such as agitation tanks and grav· 

1ty flow vessels have been used along with rotational v1scometers 1n attempts to over come this probl em (Reeves, 1990; Underwood, 
i 976: Clarke, 1 967) However, rotational viscometers are very sens1t1ve to plant disturbances, and even the sl1ghtast amount ot sw1rl· 
mg of slurry mstde these contatners can cause false readings (Kiljanski, 1 993). Other vtscomaters which have baen reportad in tha past 
such as the captllary tube Vtscometers and vibrattng vtscometers measure viscosity only ata smgle shear rate, and so thay cannot be 
usad lar non-Newton1an slumes whose viscos1ty changes with shear rate (Aplan and Spedden, 1965; Rachman. 1979). 

In thts arttde a new on·ltne pressure vessel rheometer tS presentad which was racently testad 1n a copper plant. ft measures the 

flow curves (F1gure 1) of samples on a continuous basts. D1fferent rheologtcal parameters such as flow types, viscosity at ditlerent shear 
ratas. and y1eld stresses can be measured These measurements are tmportant for non·Newtonlan slurries whose viscosity changas 
wtth rate al shear 

F1gure 1. Generahzed tlow curves of susoens1ons 
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F1gure 2 Scnemattc of tne pressure 11esse1 rheometer The 1ns!rumen11S d1rectly connected 10 the process ltne to tapa sample lor measurement 

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

A schematic of the on-line pressure vessel rheometer 1s shown 1n Figure 2. In this rheometer. slurry sample from the process stream 
passes through an 1nterchangeable sta1nless steel tube (up toa diameter of 1.27 cm) into a sealed vessel. The pressure changas across 
the tube and 1nside the vessel are measured by two pressure transducers, as shown in Ftgure 2. Shear stress and shear rateare cal· 

culated by apply1ng Potseulile's law. 1n wh1ch shear rate 1s calculated from the flow rate of slurry through the tube and shear stress IS 

calculated by measuring the pressure d1fference across the tube (measured by the different1al pressure transducer) Flow rate 1s cal
culated from the pressure changas 1n the vessel (measured by the absoluta pressure transducer) by applymg Boyle's law. After the 
end of the test the dra1n valve is opened to empty the vessel. Since slurry 1ns1de the vessel during the test is preservad under pres
sure. most of the matenal is torced out as soon as this valv e 1s opened. Then the water valve 1s opened to wash out any sol1ds stick
lng to the vessel wall. The a1r valve helps rn dram1ng the remammg water from the vessel alter the water r1nsing stage. AH the opera
trons are automated by a computar 

PLANT SET-UP 

The pressure vessel rheometer was mstalled in a slurry !me carrymg ground chalcoclte ore at the Copper Range Company, White 
Pme. Mlcn1gan A flow d1agram show1ng the rheometer set-up and samphng procedure IS given in Figure 3. Sample from the slurry line 
(a 7.62 cm {3") d1ameter vertiCal p1pe) was collected continuously by a 2.54 cm (1M) d1ameter PVC p1pe. The sampling line was con· 
nected d1rectly toa 20 mesh Y-stramer. Tne stramer removed tramp material wh1ch would otherw1se plug the tu be of the rheometer. 

The screened material Ira m the stra1ner went te the rheometer through a 0.3330 cm d1ameter stainless steel tube. The remamder al 
the sample passed through a sample holder. ComparatJVe on-hne results were measured by a vibrat1ng sphere viscometer placad in 
tne sample holder. The v1brating sphere viscometer was manufacturad by the Nametre Company, NJ, and measured viscostty ata 
smgle shear rate Matenal from both the pressure vessel rheometer and the Nametre vlscometer were discharged toa drain. trom where 
11 was pumped to !he f1lter Arrangements were made to clean the er_1t1re system with water when necessary. Sample from the Nametre 
and the pressure vessel rheometer d1scharge streams were collected period¡cally to measure density w1th a Marcy density gauge. 

SLURRY CHARACTERISTICS 

The slurry led to the rheometer cons1sted ot ground chalcocite ore. Solids content m the slurry vaned between 30-60% by we1ght 
dunng th1s tnal period The sol1ds hada top size of 125 m1crons anda 80% passmg s1ze of 34 m1crons. pH remamed around 1 0.5, wh1le 
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F1gure 3 Flow 01agram ot the rheometer set-uo m tne plant Tne Y·stratner Wl!h a 20 mesn screen was tnstalled to preven! tramp matenal lrom entertng''the captllary 

tuoe. A Nametre vmraHng sonere vtscometer was also tnstalieo to measure vtscosuy ata htgn snear rate 

tempera tu re vaned between 25 and 30°C 

RHEOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 

The following rheologtcal parameters were measured during lhts trtal pertod. 

Flow Curves 

71 

Flow curves (Shear stress vs. shear rata and vtscoslty vs. shear rate) were conttnuously plotted by the pressure vessel rheometer. 

For a typtcal slurry tn th1s plant the pressure vessel rheometer took approx1mately 2 m1nutes to measure a complete flow curve. How
ever. flow curves were measured ata 15 minute mtervat to allow sufficient lime lar cleanmg the vessel al the rheometer. Each point 
(shear stress vs. shear rate) 1n the flow curve was measured ata 1/t O second 1nterval. Data lar these curves were being stored 1n the 

computar after each consecutiva measurement. 

Viscos1ty by Nametre and Brookf1eld Viscometers 

8oth these instruments were used to measure slurry viscosity to compare w1th the pressure vessel rheometer. The Nametre vis

cometer is an an-Ime v1bratmg sphere v1scometer, and makes viscosity measurements ata s1ngle shear rata. Although not suitable for 

non-Newtonian flu1ds, 1ts measurements could be used asan on-line cross-check lar the VISCOSity read1ngs from the pressure vessel 

rheometer w1th Newton1an lluids The Brookf1eld v1scometer is a rotational visco meter. With proper sample handling de s1gn (Kawatra 
and Baksh1. 1 995) vtscos1ty al slumes atlow shear rates can be measured in the laboratory with this v1scometer. lt 1s a laboratory vis

cometer and is not su1table lar 1n-plant 1nstallat1ons Th1s v1scometer was u sed to meas u re v1scosity at low shear ratas al the chalcosite 

slurry sample collected lrom the plan!. From tne read1ngs of the Brookf1eld and Nametre. the shape of the flow curve generated by the 

pressure vessel rheometer were ver1f1ed. For example, 11 the viscos1ty measured by Brookf1eld (low shear rate) was more than that 

measured by the Nametre (h1gh shear). than the flu1d 1s shear thinn1ng or pseudoplast1c 

..!3 
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F1gure 4 Typ¡cal How cnaractensttcs of a slurry as measured oy me on-lme pressure vessel rheometer. Tne slumes show pseudoplasllctty toa certatn shear rate, 

ourmg wntcn me vlscostty oecreases wrrn snear rate Tnen me slurry snowea constan! vtscostty stmtlar toa Newtoman Uuid. 

RESUL TS AND DJSCUSSION 

Flow curves (shear stress vs. shear rate) al the slurry were measured continuously by the pressure vessel rheometer and were 
stored m the computar. Dueto fluctuattons rn plant operation, solids content tn the slurry variad over a wide range, but the reagents 
additton ratas were not changed proport1onally, which trequently changed the slurry characteristics. Detail rheological measurements 
are d1scussed below. 

General Shape of Flow curves 

The general shape of the flow curves were as shown 1n F1gures 4 and S. Most of the slurries showed pseudoplastic flow (v1scosity 
decreased WJth shear rate) at Jower shear ratas. Atter a certain shear rate, the slurnes appeared Newtonian, i.e. the1r viscositJes re-
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mained constant (see Ftgure 4). Thts shape of flow curves was venhed by measuring the viscosity of samples by a Brookfield vtscom
eter anda Nametre viscometer. The Brookfteld vtscometer measured vtscosity at low shear ratas (1 to 34 sec-1) and the Nametre 

meas u red viscoslly at high shear rates (3000 to 4000 sec- 1
). As shown rn Frgure 5, Brookheld measured hrgh viscosity and the Nametre 

vrscometer measured low vrscosrty, whrch followed the shape of the tlow curve as determinad by the pressure vessel rheometer. This 

snowed that the shapes of the flow curves determrned by the pressure vessel rheometer were correct. 

The pseudoplastrcity can be attributed to lime and flocculant addition rn the slurry. The calcium ions from the Irme compresses the 

double layar leavrng a neutral surface on the rndiVidual partrcles. As a result mdrvidual particles are held together by Van der Waals 
torces to generate brgger flocs This results in an apparent increase rn the particle srze rn the slurry. Also, these flocs trap water rn

srde, which Jeave less water to transport the solrds. All these leads toa hrgher viscosny at low shear. However, at hrgher shear ratas 

these flocs are broken and viscoSity decreases. That is why we see shear thinnrng or psuedoplastic propertres of the slumes in our 
study. The addrtron of flocculant also acts m a simrlar way. At higher shear rata when the shear force become high the flocs are bro

ken and vrscosrty decreases. Thus both lime and llocculant made the slurry pseudoplastic . 

..:s 
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F1gure 6 Comoanson ol Y1scosny measureo w1th the pressure Yessel rneometer wnn viSCOSI!y measureá w11h the Nametre vtscometer at3500 sec-1 snear rate. 

Vtscostty Companson with Nametre Vtscometer 

The Nametre visco meter meas u red viscosity of the slurry on-line. However, this visco meter meas u res viscosity only ata smgle shear 
rate. whtch is useful only if the slurry is Newtonian Since most of !he slurries in the copper plant showed constant vtscostty (stmilar te 
Newtontan tlow) abo ve 3000 sec-1, vtscosity from the pressure vessel rheometer at 3500 sec-1 was comparad with the vtscosity from 
the Nametre vtscometer. The results are shown in Ftgure 6. 

Whlle measurrng vtscosity with the Nametre viscometer, it was observad that solids gradually adhered to the proba. Thts sharply 
increased the vtscostty readtng on the viscometer. Therefore, it was necessary to clean the probe befare each reading was taken. Also, 
when flow through the sample holder of the Nametre tncreased. the slurry leve! increased. As a result the proba was otten submerged 
more than the manufacturer's suggested depth. Thts also causad an mcrease in vtscosity readmg. Thts was panially overcome by 
controlltng the flow of slurry by a ball valva befare 11 enterad the sample holder. The devtations of Nametre readtngs from the pressure 
vessel rheometer lar soma potnts shown tn Ftgure 6 are dueto these factors 

Etfect cf Soltds Canten! on Vtscosity at the Newtonian Zona(> 3000 sec-1) 

Soltds content ts a ma¡or factor mfluenctng slurry rheology, and it tS often assumed that the vtscosity can be tnlerred from the per
cent solids The vtscostty trend al the chalcoctte slurnes as a function of solids content is shown in Figure 7. As it can be sean from 
this frgure, viscostty at the Newtontan zona (above -3000 sec-1) appears to follow the% solids in the slurry. However, from Ftgure 8 
it ts seen that the correlatton between percent soltds and slurry viscos'tty is not very clase, especially at higher percent solids. Thus, 
for lhts slurry viscostty cannot be mferred from pareen! sohds measurement. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An on-ltne pressure vessel rheometer lar suspenstons has been developed at Michtgan Technological Untverstty. Thts rheometer 
was successfuUy mstalled tn a local copper plant to measure the rheotogy al chalcoctte slurry. The slumes showed pseudoplast1c flow 
behavtor up te a certatn shear rate (around 3000 sec-1 ), beyond which the vtscostty ot the slurry remained unchanged like a Newtonian 
fluid. Thts was venfted by two other viscometers, a Brookfteld rotattonal v1scometer whtch measured viscosity ata low shear rate, and 
a Nametre vtbrating sphere vtscometer which measured viscosity ata hlgh shear rate. While comparing the viscostttes at the Newton1an 
ranga measured by the pressure vessel rheometer and the Nametre vtscometer, s1milar results were observad. 

Since the rheometer is capable al measunng flow curves of suspensions ot both Newtonian and non-Newtonian flow propert1es, it 
can be usad on-ltne to generate a more detalled rheology of suspenstons which 1s not posstble by most of the rheometers avatlable toda y. 
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F'1gure 8 ViSCOSIIY vs sollos comen(. V1SCOSI!y at the Newton1an zone (above -3000 sec-1) does not show a lmear relatiOnShip with percent soliOs and there 15 a 

cons¡aerable amount ol scatter 1n me data whiCh teiiS tnat "'o sollos momtonng alone can not prediC! slurry rheology 
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On-hne vi~cometry of su~pCil\1(111~ i~ very d1flicult compared to viscometry 'hf pure l1qllld~ Thc pwblcm 
anses because of thc unstahlc nature of !he suspens10n~. parucularly whcn coar~c and la\1 \Cilhng 
paruculate~ are present Severa! allcmpts have heen made m the pa~t in wh•ch ~pec1alnuxm~;: ch.unbcr\ 
have been destgned w mamtam slurry homogcnctty while measuring viscosity. Howcvet. thc credtblltty 
of these instrument~ are questioncd by many authors, a~ quite often the same system\ mca~111c dtffcrcnt 
rheologJcal behavior for stmilar ~uspensions In mo~t of the design~ suggc\ted m !he p.l~t. \olvmg onc of 
the problcms of suspensmn vi~cnmc!ry Introduces new problems. Fnr example, agtWiion can kccp thc 
soiJds suspended, hui r1 C<lll also scnously affcct the scn~111vity of the viscomeler. In tl1i~ :Hticlc 1he 
problcms involved wJth thrce different type~ of VJscometer~ (rota!ional, captllary, and vthratrono~l). 
wh1ch have been u~ed lor mc,J~urmg vtscoslly of ~u~pensmn~. are d1~cus~cd 

BACKGROUND 

Unlike non-paruculatc fluids, rhcological measurcmcnts of particulatc fltnd<> 
(suspcnsJOns) are very difficult. Since a suspcnsion is a multi-phasc systcm, tls rhcology 
depcnds u pon the propertics of both thc liquid and thc solids whtch constllutc thc 
suspcnsion. Durmg theological mcasurcmcnt, the stability of thc -.uspcnsion mu.<.t be 
maintamcd, so that the propcrl!cs of thc suspcn~ton wdlnot changc whilc thcy ;u e hemg 
mcasurcd Suspenston stability ts mfluenccd by severa] mterdcpendcnl paramctcr'>, !>.LICh 
as. (i) Scttling vclocJty of the particlcs, which depends upon the liquid vJsco.<.ity, parttclc 
SIZC, and part1clc dcnsity; and (1i) Coagulation and flocculatmn, which dcpcnd u pon thc 
surfacc properttcs of the particlcs, wtnch in tum are mfluenced by the chcmJStty of thc 
carner liqUJd Other pammcters, such as par11clc conccntration and paniclc packing, ;¡J-.o 
influence interparticle intcmct!On, and hence the rhcology. Thc forccs ansmg from all 
thcse pararnctcr<; affect the movemcnt of the flUid, and cb:lllgcs m thcse will changc the 
rheology of thc suspcn.<.Jon Unfor1unately, mo<;t of thc Vt'>corm:tcrs availahte to-d:1y ate 
not capablc of kcep1ng up with the<oe complcx mech,ull'>lllS ol ,\11:-.pcn.<.ton rhcology. 

Ncverthcle<o'>. the importance of suspcn.<.ton rhcology 1.\ w¡dcly felt tn v,u1ou" 
tndustrie'>. In thc fnnd andustry, more and more allcnllon ¡.., gl\'Cn to rhcolog1cal 
propcrtie.<. lo utll11c modetn tcchnology fm foml production, handling. \torat!c. ami 
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quality improvcmcnt 1 In lnJCCtion molding (ceramic and metal casting) lowcr viscositics 
are ncedcd to facllllatc mixing, transportation, and cnhance sohds loadmg (lo reduce 
shrinkagc dunng sintenng)2

• In pamt manufacturing, optimum rheology is nceded for 
quality control. Slmilarly in the coa! and mineral industries, a complete knowlcdgc of 
rheology !S ncccssary for optimum grinding'-~~R.l9 and efficient separations67

•
0

. Slurry 
rheology 1s a\so importan! in the emerging coa! slurry utilization technologies. A suitable 
yield valuc 1s needed to store the slurry without allowing the solids to settle, whilc lower 
vJscosJtJes are needed at intermediate and high shear rates for easier transportation and 
better atonm.ationR 9

• Similarly, examples of the importance of slurry rheology can be 
seen in many other industries, such as m paper and pulp making, waste treatment, cement 
manufacturing, and so on. Therefore, the need for a suitable rheometer for process 
control in thcsc industry is always felt. Thc search for such an instrument was reported as 
early as 194010 and rescarchcrs are still working towards it in the J990's11

-
0

• This shows 
that unt1l today a satisfactory on-line rheometer for suspensions has not becn developed. 
In this article. a survey of viscomctry systems for particulate fluids is providcd. Since 
mcasurcment of coarse suspcns1ons is more difficult than measurement of suspens1ons 
containing subnucron particles, emphasis is given to rcsearch work conducted on 
systems contammg coarsc. fast settlmg partJclcs Three diffcrent types of viscometers, 
the rotaHonal type, thc cap!llary typc, and the vibrational type, are d1scussed whose use 
ha ve been reportcd widely for suspensions. 

ROTATIONAL VISCOMETERS 

Operating Principie 

Because of thc1r control over shear rate, rotational viscometers are widely used among 
researchcrs. Most rotational viscometers uscd for suspensions are of the co-ax1al cylinder 
type A !me dwgram of a simple co-axial cylinder v¡scometer is given in Figure l. In this 
type of viscometcr, the fluid is placed in the gap betwccn two concentric cylindcrs for 
measurement. Then onc of thc cylinders is rorated by a motor at a particular r p.m. while 
the other is kept staltonary, and the rorque required to rotate the cylinder is measured. As 
the viscosity of the fluid incrcases, the drag force on the surface of the rotatmg cyltnder 
incrcases. Th1s in turn mercases the torque reading, from which vtscosity of the fluid is 
detcrmmcd. 

Thus thc only parameters which are measured by the instrumentare the torque (T) and 
angular vclocity (Ü.) of the rotating cylindcr. Then shear stress is calculated from torquc, 
and shear rate is ca\culatcd from angular vclocity. Viscosity is calculated by taking the 
ratio of shear stress and shcar rate The rbeological type of the fluid is dctermined bascd 
on the variation of shear stress as a function of shear rate, as shown in Figure 2. A 
Newtonian flu1d has thc same viscoslly al all shear rates. while the viscosity of a non
Newtonian flmd varíes as the shear ratc changes. Unless propcr equations are uscd to 
ca\culate shear stress and shear rates from torque and angular veloclty, an incorrect valuc 
of flutd viscos1ty will rcsult. Calculation of shear stress from torque is strmghtforward 
and can be cxpressed by thc following equat10n, which is vahd for both Newtonian and 
non-Newtontan flmds: 

t = T/(2nr'L) (1) 

ON-LINE VISCOMETRY IN PARTICULAlE PROCESSING 

¡...·---- Dev1ce lo Mcasure Torquc 

Driving Shaft Connected to 
the Motor 

.1 .... 1------ Shaft Connected to the 
Rotating Cyl1nder (spindle) 

1 ...... __ Outer Cylínder Containing 
Test Fluid (cup) 

1...,!1-'-+---Inner Cylinde~ (Spmdlc/bob) 

:"411+---Test Fluid ,., 
'·~ 
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FIGURE 1 Line d1agram showing the mechanism of a typical co-axml cyhnder v1scometer. The 
change in torque dueto the drag force of the flutd on the rotating ~urface of the cylinder is the mea~ure 
of viscosity. 

Where, 't = shear stress 
r =radial distance of the flmd from the axis of the inncr cylinder 
T = torque 
L = length of the inncr cylmder. 

From this, it can be sccn that thc shear stress m thc viscomctcr ¡, nnl a constan!, bu! 
dccrcascs as one movcs from the wall of the inncr cylindcr to thc wall of thc muer 
cylindcr. 

Calculation of the shear rate from the angular vclocity is more cornplcx, and dcpcnds 
upon both the type of fluid and the gap between thc lwo cylindcrs For Ncwtonian fluids: 

Where. 't = shcar stress 
y= shear ratc 
'1 = V!Sto~ity 

From th1s 11ow modcltt can he shown that", 

y= 12R,'I(R,'-R,'¡¡¡¡ 

3 

(2) 
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• Shcar rate, y 

FIGURE 2 Flow curve modcl~ reponed for su,rcn~mn~ 

whcre. y= shcar ralc at the .~urf.tce of the tnner cyltndct 
R1 = radiu<; of thc mner cyltndcr 
R, = radiu.\ of lhc mHer cylmdcr 
n" = angulm vcloctty of thc inncr cy!Jndcr. 

Quite oftcn, Ncwtoman !->Olutton<; of known v¡~costty <JTC uo:;ed to calibrate. ~h~ torquc 
~cale of the vi~comcter to determine vi~co~ity of noll-New!onTan flmds. I lus 1:'> not 
concct hecau<>e w 1th differcnt llow modcls diffc¡ent cxprc'i.\tnn for shear rate wdl he 
ohtamcd. For examplc, for a non-Newtonian !lu1d that ohey'i thc pnwer law (scc FTgu¡e 

2). 1he :-hear ralc ¡<; gn·cn hy thc followmg cquat10n: 

y= 2Wn[l-iRJR,('"[ 

whc 1c. y= <;hc:tr ratc al thc surface of thc innc1 cyltniJc1 
!{ 1 = radnt'> ni the inncr cyhndcr 
R,= radtus 11r thc uutct cyltndc1 
!:i =angular vclnetty ni thc tn11e1 cylmder 
n = now indcx. from the power \aw equatinn 

14) 

ON-LlNI: \'ISCOMEIUY IN !'ARTICULA TE I'ROCESSING 

From cqua!ions J and 4 i11.~ sccn thal urdes<; the approprialc equatnm rs tr'icd lo calculatc 
~hear ¡ate~ of :1 partrcu\ar tlurd thc vr~co~ity mcasmcd by thc vrscomctcr wilt he wrong 

Thc rnca~urcrncnt of thc Vt~co~tly of a f1U1d with unknown now hchavior can he 
greatly sunplificd hy u~tng a coaxra] cyltndcr Vt<;comctcr who<>e annul;u gap i.<- vcry 
narrow lf thi<> gap i<> le<><; than 1% of the diameter of thc inner cylinder, lhen thc vcloctly 
gradtent of !he Ouid instde the annular gap will very c\osely approxtmatc lincarity for 
Omds of all types (Newloman a<; wel! as non-Newtonian). In thts case, the cquation of 
the shear stress can be wntten as 1 ~ 

t = T/(2nR,'L) 

Where, t = <ihear stre<>s al a JI points in the gap 
R, =average radial Jistance of the Omd from the axis of the inncr cylindcr 
T = torque 
L = lcngth of the inner cyhndcr. 

and thc equatton for shcar rate can he simplified to 15: 

y= IR,fli(R,-R,)f 

where, Y= shear ratc al al! pmnts tn the gap 

(5) 

(6) 

From thesc valuc~ of <>IH.".lf s!rc<;~ and shcar rates, flow curve~ nf unknown fluid typc~ can 
be detenmned. 

Whtle thc narrow-g:~p coaxJttl-cylinder viscomctcrs work wcll for liquid.\, thcy are 
unfortunatcly not sut!able for coarsc su::.pens10ns. This is hecausc the nanow gap is 
prone to jamming and pluggmg hy ~oltd particles 

Critica! Discussion of the Rotational Viscometers 

Con~lanl sl/('fll opcralwn Rotatwnal v¡scomcters can he opetatcd al a stcady <ihcar rate 
for a long tune. Thi<; helps tn taktng precise mcasurcmcnl<; of Vl.<-Co<;ity at any partJcular 
shear ralc, c~pcctally :11 low ~hcar rates where yteld '\lrc'iS can he c<~lculatcJ By changmg 
the rpm of lhe rntatmg <>ptndlc (or cylindcr). the shca1 ralc can he changcd. !hU!-> a llow 
curve for non-Ncwtonian 11uid' can he dctcrnuned WJ!h thc~e lll~lrurncnl'. 

Wa/1 d1p Thc equattono;; for shc;u stress ami shcat 1 ate~ dc<;crihcd 111 Equation~ 1 
through 6 aJe dcrivctl under lhe a<;<;umptton that the vcloctly ni !he OUJtl at thc ~ulfacc of 
each cylmtlcr 1~ the <;ame a~ the vclocity of the cyi11Hicl ~urface. Ttm ~~ 1hc no ~l1p 
condition 01 shcar-flow condit10n llowevcr, qullc oflcn !->ltp nccurs at thc wall, .tnd 
corree! VJSCO~rly of a '>ll~pcn~ion cannol be obtained hy u~ing .<-landard fmmula~. Onc of 
thc rca<;ow; 1m ~uch <;]ippagc in .<-uo;;pen~¡ons ¡<; hclicvcd to he nu~rallon of particlc.<- aw:1v 
11om thc cylindcr wall 1':' Tht<. lca\·c~ :t dtlutc ~~1~pl'11~inn al thc wall comparcd lo th~· 
huJJ,. of thC flttlll\ rht~ 1~ nft~'ll ICIIllCd ''app<11CI11 :-,]tppagt•." ;md 11 lllll\1 he ;uldJt'~'-l'd 

whJ!e rnca~uttng ~u~pcr1~1nr1 Jhcol(1gy. CorrcciHill'- fo1 ~lipp.tgc c;tn ht' ohi<Jirll'd 
cxpcltrnenlally hy v;uytt1~ ~Jll!Hlk drmcn~mn~ w lhcoH'IK,dly hy u~1ng cnrrt'Lil<lll 
factm<; ~uggc~lctl hv \:UHHl~ autiHH,'' 11 Somc tll\'l'~ll}!<lltll~ have ll'>ed cvltmkr~ \\'tlh 
Joughencd ~urf:tu.'~ Íc g. hy Lllltmg )!1oove-. on the ~m lace) to avoJd wall ~l;p"'. 

4 
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End effects Ideal\ y thc lcngth of the cylindcr in a co-axtal cylinder vi,.comctcr shnuld 
be mfinitc, to elumnate cnd effects. End cffects are seen, because the fluid below the 
mncr cyhndcr (and ahove thc inner cylinder if it 1" suhrncrgcd) w•ll excrt :m addit¡onal 
torque on the spmdle that IS not included in Equations 1 through 6. End corrcction" are 
further complicated whcn dJiferent spindle shapes are used, such as the de<;ign <;\lOwn 111 
Fsgurc 3(h) wh1ch has becn used for climinating ~ollds bulld up on top of thc 
sp1ndlc 11 - 11 ~' By changmg thss geometry, the dsrection of thc velocity gradients will no 
longer he radially outwards at the cnds. In sorne h1gh precision laboratory v¡scometer<;, 
tbe bottom surface of the inner cylinder is made cup shaped to trap a !ayer of a1r below it, 
and so muHm•ze thc end effects. Also, hy keeping the top surface of the inncr cylmdcr 
above thc fluid, 101 que cxerted by the fluid on this surface can be ehminatcd Howcvcr, 
both thc~e oplion'> cannot be pracl!cal in a flowmg slurry line, and so cannot he used 111 

on-line in,.truments. As far as end effects are concemed, the double gap de!agn shown 111 

Fsgurc }(e) is most ~uitahlc for suspensions, because it minimizes the end surface<; of the 

~pmdlc 

Scnliflt'll\' Rotatinn.d viscometers are vcry sensltivc and any disturhanccs a<;soclatcd 
w1th ~amplc flow will nfl..,ctlhc largue reading. In arder to avoid seltling ol sohd<;, many 
rescarchcrs ha ve suggc..,led top to bollom flow of <;]urry in the annulat space Th1'> 
arrangement will work ¡f the flow is strictly vertical and has no componen\ actmg in thc r 
(radial to spindle) orO (tangential to spindle) directions. Otherwisc thc changc 111 torquc 
experienced by the spindlc will not be <;olely from the molecular forccs (shear) within thc 
flmd, but wtll be <;upplcmcnted by the fluid flow (scc Figure 4) Th1s also changcs the 
shear ralc experienccd al the surface of the spmd\c becausc the f1ow intcrlere<; wtth 11~ 
rotat1on 11

'
12

. 

Soltds .~ertling and celltrifuging The most difficult suspensions for viscometers to deal 
with are those which contain fast sellling particles. The solids seulc during measuremcnt, 
which not only destroys thc homogeneity of the sample but also mterferes with sptndlc 

r 

1-- Spindlc 

SpirÍdle 

(a) (b) 

Spindle 

FIGURE 3 D1fkrent \prndlc de\rgn~ adopted for su~pen<;IOn U\C. 

...., .,...., 

L...- ....__ 

(e) 
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Container 

S1dc vtcw 

Tangential 
force 

.;o¡,L-- Radial 
force 

FIGURE 4 Thc :~~ial flow (s1de v1e ) h 1 1 · 
1 h di 

· w prevcnts 1 e m 1t ~ fmm 'cnhng by conunumhly ~wcepin<• f1c,ll 
~ urry pa~t 1 e ~pm e Th1s com f h n 1 " . JI B d poncnt o 1 e owmg ~ urry ~lrcam docs no! affcct 1hc rol"lllon of ;he 
!>prn e ut any ra 1al <;' l:~ngeniJal forccs (Top v1cw), an~1ng from the flow. may pul add 1;1un·11 \Ir 1111 
0 ,11

1 
the 'P;1;dlc r~'u,ltmg m erroneou~ vh,cosily readings. Unhalanccd rad1al flows pu'h thc ,pindl~ lll r;nc 

~u e ' 0 1 ~al 11 oc~ not ~p111 undmmly .md IC~ult~ in cnaiJC 1radrng~ ··¡ ,mgcnllal llnw\ mere 1\C 01 
:,cCJC.I\C 1 1e tmquc on lhe 'iprndle, n1.1klllg 1hc flmd appc.n lo he cithcr 11101 c 01 Jc,, VI\COU\ thcn r!.rc:Jily 

:otat1o~. For cxample, whcn the ~ample is taken 111 a heakcr, ~o!Jd~ start settling and 
, ~un y _at lhe top of thc beaker bccomcs ddutc comparcd tu thc ..,¡ 1111 y at the hnttmn 
~h~relore, thc.spmdle ss no longcr in conl<lct w1th a representativc ~nmple. In ths~ 
~1tuat1on, the vtscom~tcr wlil read \ow vtscosHy if thc compactcd '>olld~ are bclow thc 
· pmdl: as shown m f1gure 5(a) and a hsgh V1<;Cosity if the compactcd o.;ohds are touch · g 
the spm~le_ as shown in Figure 5(b). Furthermore, when the rotational speed nf ~~e 
cyhnder lS mcreased to take rneasurements at hsgh shear. the so!J,¡.., ccntrifugc outward 
~owards the outer wall resulling in a poor measurement. Thc<;c prohlcms ha ve hcen 
.!ddrcs<;ed by many past des1gns, and are discussed 111 lhc follow 111g ~cctmn 

Soltds pluggm~ and rhe effecr nf amwlar gap For ..,u..,pcnsion<;, thc annu];1r gap (the gap 
~etwecn the spmdle .and thc samplc holder) Í<; usually largc to avoid ~olld!> pluggmg. A<; 
a rule of t~mnh, th1s gap .'>hnuld he at least 10 time\ 1hc largc\t p:nr 1c]c <; 17e in thc 
:.uspcns1on Qu1tc often hqusds of known vi~co,.ll)' (Ncwton1a11 tltwl~ ltkc s1]icon 01 ¡ 01 
sucro~e so.lutH~n) are u~ed to cal~brate .the ton.JUC ~cales wh 1ch a1c then apphcd 10 

calculate v¡scoslly nf non-Newtoman flmds. Th1~ ¡<; acccptab\c only whcn the annular 
g.ar JS small (< 1% of thc cyltnder radius), and m ay 1101 he correr! whcn thc gap is [· 1 he~e~orc, for non-N:wtonian suspcnsions, dcpcndtng u pon the flow rnodcl, .PI·::,~~; 
equ,\tlons (such a~ I:quatJon 4) should be used to catculate thc correct vi<;co..,it, 
Othc1W1~e. 1hc mca~urcrnents w1ll rc~ult 111 erroncou~ rheolng1cal chmactcnJ"at1011 1¡ J: 
SU~pCil'iiOO ! \C 

Slurry Presentation Systems for Rotational Viscometers 

Soltds setthng ha.~ hecn the majm concern for 111mt o1 thc rc\e:uchc1.., who havc u~ed 
IOtattonal vsscnmctcr~ fm 'ill'>pcn~son v1scometry ·1 hi~ ha~ rc~ultcd 111 v.l!IOU'> dc'>ign'> ol 
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Dilute top layers 

Compacted sollds 

(b) 
(a) 

FIGURE 5 Snhd~ St'ltling le aves a ddute smpenstnn on thc tnp !ayer" of !he container. When lhe sol id\ 
contcnl 1 ~ low (a) the "oltd~ gradually sctlle and are cornpactcd bclow thc 'pmdlc amllhe vt"comctcr 
rcads progress

1
vely [ower vtscostty a" the sohds sen k At htghcr concentrat10n of sohd". the compactcd 

solids can touch the spmdle (b) resultmg m htgher readmg~ 

sample presentation systems to prevent salid<; <;elllmg during VlSCOSJIY mcasuremcnt. 

Sorne of these dcs1gns are discusscd m this ~ecuon. 

Pre.\Ct!WfWfl S\'Stems m stirred ranks If proper precautton.s are takcn, slurry viscosily 
can be mcu<;u;cd by placmg a rnlatlonal vt~comcter m<.tdc a ~urred tany. One such 
arrangcmcnt ha.s bccn rcported by C\arke 1

h A lme dta?ram of tlus measunng .systcm tS 
prov

1
ded in Figure 6 He u.sed a co-ax¡a] cyllndcr v¡.scomctcr -~Fcrra~ll, Model VL), 

whtch could be opctated betwccn shcar ratc., of 43 10 950 <;CC Wllh mterchangcablc 
spmdlcs The ~Jmi1k hnldet con<;t~ted of a 450 mi vcs.,cl with an ctght hladcd nn~e\lcr at 
the bottom to kecp the .salid<> in d1sper~ion Thc impc!ler opc•atcd al 40~ rcvolutJO!l~ pet 
minute. In order 10 prcvent rotation of thc sample instde the vcssel. vertical baffle~ wcrc . 
fttted above thc unpeller The who\e arrangcment was m tended. to cncourage top to 
bottom flow of thc solids so that !he viscosity could be mcasured w1thout obstructmg thc 
now Clmke te<;tcd suspcn<;tons of quartz, glus<;, and polymethacrylate in water w1th 
partiClc si!Cs up to 211 microns and conccntration~ u~ 1 tn 50% solid.;; hy volumc !le 

mcasured apparcnt visco<>ity up toa shcar ratc of 350 sec . . 
Clarke 

1
cponcd centrifuging of co3r.sc partJCIC<; (ahove 150 f-101~ bec~~~~ of the lugh 

~pecd o! thc 1111 pellcr requncd to kccp the ~o\Jd<; 111 .;;uspcn<;ton. 1 h1s offset thc 
homogcncity o! thc w"pens10n for many <;t!mple~ In mdcr to avmd ccntnfugmg ni 
solu.l.s, he took m.;;tantaneous mcasurements hcforc thc ~oltd<; started outward movemcnt. 
Clarkc reponed dilatancy of quart7 . .;;uspcn<;IOII" al vcry low perccnt <;O]ids ( 10% hy 
volmnc) whKh may ha ve re~ultcd f10m trapping of paruclcs in the groovc<; wh!Ch wcrc 

madc on the .spmdlc ~urface to ptcvent <;hppagc o! thc <.ample 
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1- 11' I'IL .... 

1 (¡.JI ~i' ~Clam ping rods 

l Y1scomcte 
Spmdle l Glass sample cup 

~ 1 ~ YcrtiC' al baffles (four) 

1 1 1 11-
E1ght ~bladcd impellcr 

f0_ ""'""'""'""'""' """" """""-'~ ~"'"'"'"'-"0."'-"'-~ 
~ -= 

FIGURE 6 Sectional VIC"-' of .,amplc cup and mea-.urmg cylmder~ "howing now pallern Cfrnrn ChuJ..e 
1967) 

Smular designs were \ater reportcd by Lapasin 17 and Underwood'~ (Figure 7) In the 
Undcrwood des1gn, a modified T-bar spindle (standard Brookfield spindles) was u~cd 
The mod1fied spmdlc had twelvc cylindnca1 bars extcndmg ftom a vettical shaft Thc 
spmdlc was connectcd lo a Brookfield model RVT viscometer. Thc sarnp1c was placcd 111 
a beakcr whtch hadan annular .;;lccve A honeycomb of small diameter vertical cylindcr.;; 
w~s placcd at the bottom Below this honeycomh mTangement, a Tcflon coated magnctic 
shr bar was placed. When the stir har rotated: .slurry a<;ccnded through the annular <;pace, 
entc1ed the be;:~kcr: fluwed down pa<;t thc spindle, and thcn dratned through the 
honeycomh The swJTI-; ;:~nd cddtc<; created by thc '>ltrrcr werc prcvcn!cd from reaclung 
the spindlc hy tht<; honcycomb arrangcmenL 

Pre.\CIIfOIÍrm 1\1/r'l/11 in ttm/..1 tnlh rop lo lwrrom {7mt· llcmming<. ;md Boyc<. 1 ~ U<;l'd ,1 
Brahcndet-Mc\~tcchmk Convtmeter vi.;;comctct to mca<;ure app.ncnt VI\Cn~ 1 ty on tllc 
dtschargc h~1e nf .t hall mlll ·¡he cunvimeter wa<; mountcd mstde a co\urnn (F1gurc ¡q 
and rotated 111 a gyratory motton al 120 revolutHlfl<; per nunutc Slurry frorn thc hall mili 
flow.ed th10ugh tlm column. The leve\ of slurry wtthtn thc colurnn wa<; controllcd hy 
sensmg tbc hydro<;tattc prc.;;surc and automattcally cnntrollmg the ~lurry now through thc 
va\ ve (l~y expandtng or contracting an cla<;tomcnc now reStTictnrJ Thc operatmg rangc 
of the tll\lrument wa<; govcrncd hy thc flowability of thc ~lurry Tht~ vt~comcter 

arrangcmcnt wt\1 not work fnr high <;ohd.;; concentra! ton<; whcn thc <,\urry doc'> nnt tlow 
under gravtty Aho. ~mee the \CI\\01 moved 111 a gyratory rnolion, 11 dtd no! havc ;¡ wcll· 
defmcd .<.hcat ralc Thcrclnrc. ;ti higl1 pcrccnt ~tdHh wlwn the <.lurry hchavcs 111 a llllll· 

~ewtontan mannc1. lhe \'1\CO\tly mc••~urcd hy the Vl\ulmetc• m ay not he thc \ame a\ thl· 
VI<;COStly CXpC11CllCCd 111\Hk tllt' mili. 
. Recve~''~" rcptll\{'d a rotaiHI!lal typc \'J<.cmnc!CJ rnr nn-li••c u ... e with \lunie-; lit~ 
m.stallcd a <.pccially dc..,igncd ~ptndlc in a ..,ampk preparat¡on ami prc\cntatlon "Y"Icm 01 .., 
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Eddy Control 
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Magnetic 
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Slurry leve\ 

Spindle 

~~&· Heatmg 
mantle 

Honeycomb 
(A series of small 

dtameter pipes) 

i~•-- Magnetic stirrer/ 

t.::.:>::>:>::>.>o::.:>::>.>.::.:>::>.>.::..>.::..:..J hot plate 

FIGURE 7 V1scomctnc a~scmhly showing the spindle and eddy curren! basket (from Underwood 

1976) 

shown m Ftgurc 9. The fccd samplc from the plant passed over a stationary screcn 
(IG-12 mm opening) to remove large parttcles and tramp materials. The instrument was 
capable of measuring viscosity within a shear rate range of O to 200 sec-

1

, wtth the shcar 
rate adjusted by changing the rotational speed of the bobbin. The viscometer operatcd at 
a constant shear rate by choosmg a single rotat10nal speed for the spindle Reeves made 
on-line rheological measurements of ferro-sihcon suspensions with 14-16% ~ohd 
conccntrat\OOS. In th1s dcsign, baffles were installed in the measuring chambcr to 
climinatc rotauon of thc sample in the contamcr. Still he rcported fluctuations in 

viscomcter readmg for fluids bclow 10 centipoi:.C 
The Hemnungs and Boyes design and the Reeves des1gn were the only two rota!lonnl 

viscometer sy~tems tned on-line for mmeral s\urries. These viscometers depend upon the 
Oow<Jhility of the s\urr/~, 1 e. as long as the slurry flows under gravity through thc 
sample prescntat10n <>ystem, the a'><>ociatcd VJ.scometers can measure the viscostty Th1s 
may not he thc case m many concentrated suspensions, where y¡e\d strcsscs are seco. 

Visco meter 
measuring head 

ON·LINE VISCOMETRY IN PARTICIJLATE PROCESSING "' 
Sample from ball mili discharge 

t /''~" 

Pulp leve! set point 

_. Density gauge 

Slurry column 

Flow control val ve 
(pneurnatic control) 

FIGURE 8 V · · 
1977

) t~co<;Uy ~cn<;tng sy~tcm dc\tgncd h} llcmmmg~ and Bn)C\ Urom llcmmmg\ ¡¡mJ Bo~c' 
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Overflow 
chamber 

1 
Stationary 

• Scrccn ,; 

FIGURE 9 y 1~comcter arrangcmen! developed by Reeve~. 1984 The ~pmdle, is madc comcal al the 
top and bono m ~urfaccs to avmd sol id~ dcpost\LOn on top of it (from Recve~ 1984) 

c.g., in gnnding milis and concentrated coa! slunies
4

• Th~se slurries will be too viscous 
to flow properly through the gravity flow sample presentauon systems. 

Unless prccautions are taken, the annular space in rotalional VJSCot~eters can b~ 
plugged by coarse particles or tramp materials In both thc systems descnbed above, tt 
has been suggested that this problem be solved by pre-screemng the sample befare Jt 

entered the mcasurement chamber. . . 
In general, the use of rotational viscometers m grav1ty fed sample presenta! IOn 

systcms are qucstionable because thc viscometer measures the drag from thc ~Uid, and 
any tangential or radial forces on the spmdle wlll affect th1.<. IJH::a.<:>urcment (hgure 4) 
Most rotational v1scometers are very sensitive to these forces, and t~e problem becotl_les 
severc whcn thc i!lstruments are used on·line The use of baffles 1s a

1
•:ncd at reduc~ng 

thcse effects. While evaluating the use of an eddy control basket .ror measun~g 
v1scos1ty with a Brookfield viscometer. we realized that cmnp.lctcly avmdmg tangenlial 
nr radial forccs from fluid flow is a very d•fficult ta'>k Th1<; JS cspecwlly

11
true .ror low 

visco<;lty flu 1ds (such a·s water). Because of these conccrn:-., .K ]len et al. ~c~•gne~ a 
differcnt technique for measunng the rheo\ogy of unstahle llll~e•al _:;~spcnsmns wh1ch 
took advantage of the zone scttling propcrties of some SU<ipCil'>lOilS. 1 hcy a!-.<;umcd th~t 
after thc samplc is placed in a container, solids settlc and a con<;tant dcnslly zone 1s 
creatcd 111 thc container. Then they constructcd a doublc gap bob and cup arrangement. 
Thi'> bob and cup fixturc was attached toa Haake Rotov•sco RV 20 Vl<iComctcr. They 
tncd to place thc hob in the constan! dcnsity zonc for <ihcar -;trcss and shcar ra~e 
mcasurement (Figure to). Thcy measured rhcogram!'> of magnct1te !'>Uspen!'>IOil\ at sohd 
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Elongatcd Shaft ----1===~~~----=·~---
Supcmatant 

Elongated Cup----~--~-~-~--.~~~~~~j·--_-_·:_·_-__ --.~.-f----Transitwn Zone 

Openings Constan! Zone 

~:-- --- --------
Boh--~~ 

Outcr Ga•p---..,¡~ 

lnner Gal'----f-lt-

lnner Cylinder·---+-to-J 

L_l__:__:_~_J...;_j•-- CornpaCtcd Sohds 

AGURE 10 Lme diagram of the double gap cup and bob arrangcment for mca~unng the znne ~ettling 
properties of su~pcn~ions (from Kl1en el al., 1990) 

concentrations of 11 to 25% by volume. In this way the undefincd forces (tangential and 
radial) that could be generated by mtxing arrangements were eliminated. However, since 
the coarse and fast setthng particles were allowed lo settle at thc botlom of the container, 
the sohds contents in the constan! density zone must be different from the initial sample. 
Thus this arrangement cannot mainta1n a representativc sarnple. Since solids 
concentratJOn greatly mfluences the slurry rheology.this arrangcment cannot be acccpted 
for rheological measurements of suspensions. 

The influencc of undetermincd forccs generatcd by slurry flow (across the viscomcter) 
1s furthcr reported by KIIJanski 1z. He too uscd a doublc gap coaxial fixture attachcd to the 
driving and mcasuring umt of a commerc•al theomcter (F1gurc 11) The vi,.comcter 
opcrated at shear rates betwecn O 2ó scc- 1 and R70 scc- 1 Thc sample was purnped 
through thc viscomcter by a centrifuga! pump, makmg a top to bottorn flow (axial flow) 
of the fluid sample mstde the viscomeler !le uscd two samples of magnetite dense 
media. one at 34.5 vol% collectcd from thc hottom of a drum !->Cparator which was 
contammated with processcd coal and thc othcr was a 12.5 vol% .~u ... pcnsmn madc out of 
purc magnetJte dense medwm. In his cxpenmcnts, Klijansk1 measurcd shear strc<;<; and 
viscnsJty at d1fferent shear ratcs al two d1ffcrcnt cond111ons, (i) while the <;amplc .was 
flowing through 1he in<;~rumcnt and (1i) aftcr thc tlow was S!(lppcd. He noticcd clcar 
d¡ffcrcnce 111 rcadmgs hetwecn mcasurcmenls madc with ciJculation (whcn thc 
suspcnsion was tlowing) and wllhnut circulallOfl (whcn thc flow Wa<; <;loppctl) lle 
argucd that lhe"'c dilfcrcncc<., in Jcadmg<; wcrc (L) hccau<;c o! thc adthtional !->hca1 1atcs 
unpoc;ed dueto axial tlow of .<.amplc, <11ld l11) hcc<HI\C of an at.JdrtLtltl:tl Jorque dcvclopcd 
due to the inertia of the fresh. non-rqtatmg flllld cnteling thc vbcomclcr, to wluch thc 
rotation has lo he impartcd by the "lllndlc (rc!'>uliing in a h1gher \hear <.,lre~<.,), Kilran\kl 
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lnncr Cylmdc1 

N-.,..__ Outer Cylinder 

1 tt•-tt--- Rotating Cylmder 

FIGURE ll Stmpldled J 1 ,1 gr:.~m of douhle gap rotat10nal vtscometer destgned by ~IIJan~skt, 1993 
Roth the outer and mner cvhnder~ v.ere hdd ~tat 1 onary The diameters of the gap~ outMde and rns1dc of 
thc rotatrng cylmder ('P'll~llel v.crc dc-.tgncd ~uch that the ~hear rates on hoth outer and mncr ~urface~ 
we1c ton,tant (frnm K!lj.Hl~l-.i 1991) 

also noticed dtfferences in viscosuy readings when the annular gap was increased. He 
argued that for smaller gap the axial shcar rate o~iginatmg from axial ~ow (top to botlom 
flow of thc fluid) of fluid is htghcr than the axJal shear rate for a w1der gap, thereforc 
v1sco,.1ty mca,.ured at sinular shear rates (calculated from thc rotational spced of the 

s~indle) wcre diffcrent TIH" shows how .the u.ndetermincd force" from 1he sample 

c1rculalton in the vtscomctcr can gencrate mtsleadmg results 

Summary So] u_\" ~ellltng ha<; becn the pnma,ry focus area for researchct~ working on 
rotat!Onal vi~comcter~ Conttnuous agitation or top to bottom now se~ms to he thc 
answer to thi<> proh\cm. llowcvcr, rntational viscometcrs are very sens!IL.ve an~ both 
thcsc mcthod<; for kecping 1hc soltds tn suspension create unduc forces wh1ch scnou<Jiy 

affect<> thc v1scometcr rcadings 

ON·UNE VISCOMEIRY IN I'ARliCULA 1 E PROCESSINU 26'1 

Control of shcar ratc JS thc st10ngcst potnt of IOtational vt~cnmctc!s Thi~ help<; 111 
measunng thc rhenlogy ol non-Ncwtonian lluids, <;pcCLally at low and medtum ~hc.tr 
rate<; Howcvcr, at highc1 '>hcar ratc~ (ahovc 300 ~ce"') mtattnnal Vt<;cometcl~ me not 
suitahle fm '>U<>penswn.~ bccause htgh rotatwnal <;pccd of thc <;p¡ndlc plothtccs a 
centrifuga! force that segrcgatc<; thc so\ids 

Thc anrmlar gap hetwcen the cylinders must be at leas! 10 time<; largcr than thc largcst 
particlc in the suspension to avoid sohds pluggmg. Thc <>amplc must al so he sc!ecncd to 
rcmove any ovcrsize and ttamp material. Other prohlem~ whtch must he comtdcrcd for 
rotauonal viscometers are wall slip and end effccts. 

CAPILLARY VISCOMETER 

Operating Principie 

In a c.lplllary vt<;cometcr thc Outd is pas'>cd through a tuhe undcr ptC'><;tllC' By mca~uring 
the llow Jale and prc<;<;u¡c dtop acto~~ thc tubc shcar <;t¡c<;.., ami '>hcat !<tiC can he 
calculatcd. Although carillary vi~comctcr<; are normally dcsígncd !01 Newtmuan illlld<;, 
thcy are also cxtensivcly u<;cd for non-Newtonian fluid~. Thc-.c \'I'>Comctct'> ptovidc a 
Simple ami incxpcnsivc mcthod for rhcologJcal measlllemcnt. ami when '>llltah\e Jm an 
applte<:il!on, capillary vt~comclcrs are more prcci~e than rotattonal VL'>Cnmctcn .. " 
Spectftcally, thc~e Vl'>cnmctcr" operatc hetter al highct ..,hcar tate..,~' wl11ch ate LOIIHllon 
tn rnany ptoccssing and manufactunng units. 

For a fluid flowing through a tuhe (P¡gure 12) thc shear sttc<>s at thc wa\1 can be 
calculated from the pressurc difference across the tuhc by using thc fn\lowing 1m mula 

T = R(P,-P,)/(2L) 

Where, t = shear stress al the wall 
P, = Pressure at the entry of the tube 
P: = Pre~sure at thc cxit of thc tuhe 
L = Length of the tu be 
R = radtu<> of thc tuh~ 

(7) 

Shcat Jale at thc wa\1 fm Ncwtoman nuids can be calculatcd hy tnc:l~ttnng thc llow Jale, 
Q through thc tuhc by applying thc lo\lowtng fmmula 

"( = 32Q/rrR 1 
fH) 

L 

' o .. Q 2R 

FJ(j\iRE 12 Lme dragr<Hll ol ,, Gtpt!l:uy ruhc 
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Wherc, y = shear rale at the wall 
Q = flow ralc 

Thus by using thc mea'\llled prcssure dLffe•encc acrO'\S thc tube ami thr flow rate thr~ugh 
thc tube, shear stress. !-.hcar rate, and vi:-.cnsity can he ca!culatcd. Equat\011 8 JS denved 
ftom the Newtonian llow model Thercfore, for such fl¡uds Equation 8 givcs thc ltuc 
:-.hcar rate of thc fluid. For non-Ncwtonian lluids the -.hcar rate ohtatncd from Equatton 8 
L'> called the apparent shear rate. True shear ratc of non-Newtoni~;m fluids can be ohtaincd 
from 32Q/nR'(Equation 8) by the followmg formula which IS dcrivcd by Metzner and 
Rccd~' after modifying the Rahinowitscll~ cquation· 

y = (ln • + l/4n '). (J2Q/nR '1 

Whcte, Y= shem ratc al the w¡¡ll 
n· = flnw Jlldcx gtven by the fo\lowing fmmula 

\Vhere, n·= flow mdcx 

11
• = __::d--l<.:.'g--1--"_r_t4_1~.1-

. dlog (4Q/nR') 

ó.P = ptcssure J¡ffcrencc acro:-.<,thc tuhc = P 1-P~ 

(9) 

( 10) 

n · can he detennincd graph•ca\ly by plonmg 6.P/4L v~ 32Q/nR' on a log-log sea\~ and 
measuring the slopc of thc resulting line Equat10ns 9 ¡¡nd 10 are valid tor flutds wtth or 

wLthout yield stress1
'. 

Necessary Conditions for Capillary Viscometers 

Thc nece<;sary conditLono., 15 (Bird eral, 1960). wh1ch mu.;;t be :-.üt1:-.fied in a capLIIary 

V!SCtJmetcr mcasutcmcnt:-. are. 

a) Laminar tlnw (Rcynnlds number < 21 ()()) 

b) Constan! tlmd dcno.,ily 

e) Steady tlow 

d) End cffects ;u e ncgligible 

e) No slip hetwccn thc wall and the fluid 

n The flmd must ht: LllCO!Tlprcssthlc 

Common Capillary Viscometer Types 

Cnnunon cap1Jiary vi<,comctcrs are e1thcr con~tant tlow typc nr con<;~.mt prc,.surc typc 
\'!'>cometer:-.. Piston vi-.comctCI" are examp]e<; of the cono.,wnt llow type In the:-.c 
,- 1 ~cometcrs, llutd i'> puo.,hcd through the tuhc hy a pl'>IOII nmving .11 a con,tant :-.pccd 
TI\\\'> the flow ratc 1hrough the tube rernam~ comtant By mca'>lJting thc p!c'>:-.llrc 
ddlercnce acrns'> thc tuhc. vL<>comctric funciLon<; can he calcul.ltcd In um'>l.uil prco.,o.,urc 

ON-UNE VISCO M!. IRY IN PAR IICIII.i\'1 E I'ROCESSING 

capdlary vi<;cometers a con'>t;mt pres:-.ute t'> apphcd atthc cntry ot the tuhc amlthe llow 
ratc is mcasured by collcctmg thc fluid tlowing t]uough thc tube 1 ~ 

Discussion of the Capillary Viscometers 

Capillary viscometers have scvc1a1 advantagcs a:-. hstcd helow 

Since the tlow JS continuous and the :-.ample <;tays mside the tuhe for a very short 
time, salid seuling ms1de the vtscometcr is nota problem Howevcr, the suspension 
should be kept well mixcd before H enters the lube. This !S u<>ually done in an 
agitated system immediately hefo¡e the <>amplc enters the tube~"-'q 

Capillary viscometers a1c sn1tahle foz makmg mcasurcmcnts at Jugh shear rates, 
whcre industrial operation<; such as pumptng and spraying are carncd out. 

They are simple 10 con~Lruct, and 1f they can be ~l!Jtably used with a givcn flmd, 
can genera te more <H.:etn ate data lh,m a rotatLonal viscomcter. 

Many of the problems encounlcrcd m tntatinnal vi~comeler are a !so common m 
capLilary viscomelers Somc of !he nümplcs are ho.,tcd helow. 

Stmilar to rotational vi:-.comclcro.,, thc dtatnctet of !he capillary viscnmetcr should he 
al least 10 lilllC'> ];¡r~cl than the top parttclc ..;ize of the suspended particlcs. 
Thercfore, the sample ITHJ<,I he '>Crccncd lo •cmovc unu~ually cnaro.,c matcnal hcforc 
11 ¡<; allowcd topa<><> thruugh tlll' tu be 

Slippagc at the wall IS still a problcm wtth capillüty vi.;;comctero., Tlus !S mamly 
beca use of parttcle migration away from thc wall 1 '~ 1 • A~ a res u h . .1 more dilutc fluid 
IS left m contact with !he wall. The presence of wall shp can he dctected by 
comparing flow curve:-. of thc <>ame sample gcnerated hy tubcs of diffcrcnt 
dtameters27

• This problem is mmimLzed by <;clccttng tuhc<; with l;uger diamcters 
wuh respect to thc top part1cle s¡ze in the suspen<imn, or hy u..;ing any of severa] 
~ugge..;ted correct1on facto¡<; 1

' 
11 

End effects are nottced in capillary tubc viscometel.~, hecau"e of ptnchmg of thc 
o.,]urry stream at thc entry and cxtt of !he tube!1

• Thcrefore. flow plofi]c.<., al thc ends 
a1c <hffercnt than lll !he rc:-.1 nf the tube Tlm prohlcm ¡.., climmatcd hy u<.ing tube<; 
wilh high length to dtamclcr ratio (¡¡ho\'e 300). 

Tu hes must be calthra!ed at <;ull:lhlc mtcrvals lo cotnpcn"'Lt(' for ,Jny di a meter 
changcs rcsultmg from ahta~ton <ll ~caltng. 

Despitc theo.,e p•ohlcm~. captllary vi<,cnmcter\ are wtdcly u.o.,ed hy many 
invcstigator:-. 1 ~ 11 2111 ~~ 

Selected Designs 

Examplt:<, of thc u.;;c of caplll;try \'r~comctcJ'> fnr :-.tl.\pcno.,rono., ate ahundant 111 thc 
ltlcraturc Antontni etal" mc:¡o.,mnlrhcolo¡.rJcal propcr1Lt:'> of a n¡al w:Ht:r ~tu 11 y w1tlt 70 
wt 0

h1 :-.olHis content by ll~lllg dillerct!l tlrtLICli'>HIIIiUhco., ·¡ lrctt :rpp:uatuo., ur¡¡o.,¡<;tcd uf a lfJ 
lttcr rc-.crvoir cquip¡1L'd 1\'tth intl'll·h:IIL¡.rcahlc tuhe\ of dtllcrent kngtho., and dtamctc1.., 

o 
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·¡he ~hm v wa<. agllated by,, pneurn:lttc Sltitt::r. For cach pic:.<>ure applrcd, thcy mea~liiCd 
thc tluw ;ates h\ cnnlillllOUsly wc¡glllng the <>hmy tlow111g lhi(lltgh rhe tu be:.. Tht::il fwm 
prc~<.uie giad 1 c 1~t .uulllnwratc. thcy gcncrarcd llow Cl\1\'C<. foi the cu,tl .;;lurry :.a~nplc<. 

Tlllian 1'/ al"' rcpnrtcd a ncw dc<.ign ol caprllary \'iSComc\ci f01 mca~urmg :.IH',II 

strc<;s, ..,hcar ratc. and y•cld <.!re:..;; of <;uspcnsion<;. The main hody of thc mslrumcnl 
cnmistcd uf a <;!ainlc<.'> <.lccl con1aincr to holl.l !he samplc The sol id<; wcrc kcpt in 
<;U<.pcnsion hy \11rnng thc :.:.nnple m thc container Thcy n:.ed differcnt dimcn'>iOil 
slmnlcs:. :,tccl whc:. (wllh diameter.;; from 2.4 lo 8 8 mm) wluch could be connectcd lo 
1hc hottom of thc contarncr The sample tlowrng through lhe cap1lla1y tuhe was co11ected 
by a buckct placed on top of a elec\rontc ha lance The \~·holc :.ystcm was covcrcd hy a 
water Jacket tn ma1ntalll a con:.tanr tempcrature Flow rare rhrough tbc tubc was 
deternuncd by 1he hal;mcc who"c signa] was recorded hy a compulcr Shear stress (t) ¡:md 
:.hcar 1atc y we1c calculatcd from pre<.<;ure drop óP ami !luw ratc Q 

T111Ían ('/al dctCillllllCd y1eld ~rre:.<. by cxtrapolatrng lhc <.hcm :.trcss-shcar rate curve 
lo a <.ltcar 1ate of !Cftl l'hcy u.;;cd pulvc1itcd P1ttshurgh Scam (No 8) co.tl to makc thc 
mca<.wcmcnl'> m·cr a <.hc:u r:llc rani!C o! 1 to 10~ .;;ce·' Thcy al.~o dctcrmmcd thc y1eld 
sin'~<. ol thc :.lunv bv !he Y:mc mctl;od~' ro vcrify the I(''>Uit ohtained from thc capdlary 
whc, ami rcpmtnÍ th:~r thc yicld <>lrc..,..,c.., oht:uncd by hoth thc mcthod.;; wcre :.un dar. 

/\uuthcr \\'.1)' ol il\Ca..,urrng v¡:,cn<.il)' o! a <.lurry t<. In dr,tin a rnca.;;mcd volumc ol 
sluny frorn an ovcrhc;ld contaillCI thiough a caplllary tuhc amito measurc 1hc ttrnc takcn 
fm thc matcnal to dr:un cn111plctelv The :.lurry 1'> kcpr tn :.uspcn~ton ill thc tank by 

J ,,, 

cons1ant stirnng Thi~ mcllwd WJ.<. 1tr~t tricd by DcVancy and Shelton , latcr l! wa<. 
reportcd by other author~1 1~. The modcl u~ed by Schack et al.

2
h is <>hown lll Figure 13 

The nuthor<; mcawrcd thc VI~Cn<;ity by mcasunng thc time rcqurrcd for 100 mi. of 

4-Blodcd baffle 

!E----- Capillory tu he 

l'f(iURE 1 ~ [),.,~r.~m "i '"ll"'"r"mc·l~r li•<~rnlwr amll·,rpdLu: dr,,·h:uvc 111he '"cd hy Sh.il~ ,., o/ 
(lr,>m Srh.,c\.. c1 al. l'~.'i 71 
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SlL~pen:.mn ro tlow lhrnugh thc d1:.chargc ruhc. Thc nwjor dr:¡wbad, oltlm 1n<;t1urncn\i<. 
that il doc.~ not dctcnmnc whc1hc1 the <.u.;;pcn:.ion 1.~ Ncwtoru,111 or iHm-Ncwtoni:m Al<.o, 
11 mal-.e\ mca:-;utemcnts al low .~hcar r.lte<.. m:d-:ing it lmpo~<.ihlc ro extJapolatc to IHgh 
:.hear ratn 11m hydrocyclone or pumring)7 

Cirdl:uy viscometcrs are al:.o !ised m plants lo mc.l<.ure dfet.:ti\'C \'Í..,co<>1tv of lluid:.. 
This can he accomplrshcd hy mca<;unng thc prcs!'>me dtop at.:ro"~ a \traigh¡ <.trctch of 
p1pc Shcar <,11cs~ and shear Jale at thc ptpc waiJ can he calcul;nnl ftom prc<...,utc 
d¡fferenu.~. !lnw rate and p1pc dnnenston,<,. /\pparcnt ViSCO<.ity ..::w he dctetnHned ltom 
the r<~IHl of shcat stre<;s and ~hcar J<lle at thc wall In 1h1<. mc<L~U1Cillt:lll. thc tltud !low m 
the pipe lllll'>l he laminar. In order for this mcthod to worl-. With <.Ll:.pcn<;ions. thc 
suo;;pemron must be very stahlc (a high yield valuc), otherw1"c undct laminar condit1on" a 
slow 5edimcnt.11ion proceso;; w¡JJ t<ikc place atthc hottom oflhe pipe'' 

Sumn//11\' Compared lo rotational viscometers. avotding <.t,ltd~ ..,Cilling 1<. relar•vely 
s1mplel ill capdlaty V!Scomctcr<>, hccause the rcsidcnce time o1 tite .~:11nplc lll~ide tite tuhe 
i<. very "lllall Mca~urement~ of non-Newtoman flmds can be madc hy ch:mg111g ditkrcnl 
d1memmn tuhc<. or hy ch.mging tlow tale<;, which may not be anca~ y ta..,k 111 plan~<. Foi 
such mc.l<.ll!crnenh propcr concction factors such as that suggestcd hy RabillO\\'il<.Ch:•:• 
should he con~idcred to ohtain 11uc vio;,cos¡ty of non-Ncwtoruan !lmd<. A<. Wilh Jotational 
V!Scometcr~. wall :.lrp ami cnd cffects must be considcrcd wlule u<.ing capdl:11y 
Vi<;Comelct" Abo. the ."amplc rnu.;;t he prc-scrcened helore allnwl!lg 11 lo tlow lhtough 
the tuhl' 

VIBRATING VISCOMETERS 

Working Principie 

Unhkc rolation:JI and capillary Vl'>cometcrs wh1ch are vnlumc loading m.;;trumcnt<., 
vibraling or osc1llattng Yl:.cnmeters are surface ]oadmg mstrumcnt~. hccau!'>e they rcact 
only In a thin laycr of Ou1d ad]accnt to the probe The probe or ,<.cnsor of thc \'l<.comctcr 
can he <;phc1ical (figure 14), rod or platc <;hapcd, or lrkc a fmk whrch vihratc.;; in thc 
Ou1d Thc "lllli..,Oidal <;hear wavc from tbe unrncr_,:;ed prohe ¡.., dampcd hy !he !luid. ami 

Sphcrc 

Fl(J!Jll.l: J.J Vrh1.11111¡! 'Jlhnc \I''''IIICli'l llw proht· ,,,,.rJI,,tt, 111 l)ll' tlnul :r1Hiilll' 1''"'"' l<'ljllll,,l ¡,, 
IILJI!l\.illl,o <1111\i,llli ,nnplttudt .,¡ 0'-1111.111<~111\ thr: 111<',1\llll' nt \l'<n,li) 

11 
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the damp111g JS a funcl\011 of thc prodUCI of the VÍSCOS!IY and. the densJty of the. nllld. 
U<;ually thc probe 1s oscdlated ata constan! amplitudc and the lmcc 01 power rcquued 10 

maintain this amplllude i~ meas u red. Rachman" derived the fo]]owing formula for a 
v1hrnting rod VI'>Cometer to dctcrn1111C v¡c;coslty. 

where, 11 = viscos1ty of the hquid 
p = density of the nuid 
W0 = resonant frequency 
W

101 
=free resanan! frequency 

x
0 

= amplitude al resonance 
x,., = amphtude in vacuum 
F

11 
= force at resonance 

F,,, = force rcquircd to mmntam Xo:1 . 

A = arca of the SUJ face in contact with !he nUJd 
R.,= 11 ansducc1 ]o<;<; in the vacuum 

( 11) 

Thus by mca~unng thc force F
0 

wh1ch !S rcqu1red to mamtain a com,t~nt ampll.tudc x11• 

and know 1ng thc dens1ty p of thc fluid one can mea<;ure the VISCmlly ll 1 be rcmallldcr of 
the terms in Equ:~tJon 13 will be constants for a particular mstrument. 

Discussion of the Vibrating Viscometers 

Sorne of the advantages of vibrating VISComcter'> over Jota\ lOna] and caplllary 

vJscomelcrs are. 

Since thc gap of fluid hetween the sensor and the container w~Jl doc<; not affccl the 
reading, suspensions with coarse particlec; can be tested w1thout the danger of 

plugging 

Unlike rotational v¡scomelcrs, oscillating VI<\Cometers are not a~fected ?Y 1111nor 
turhulcnccs a<;soclaled wllh slurry flow. Thercfore, force ... as<;oc!ated W!lh slurry 

flow (<;ce F1gurc 4) will nol affect liS readtng~. 

Thc maJOr ct1sadvantage of tlus typc of mstrument i-; that !he opcrato~ doc~ nol. llave 
anv control ovcr thc shcar ¡ate 1t is also d1ff1cult to mcasure the t1ue VI~CO'íll)' ol non
N~wtonian llmd who-;e v1<;cosity changes with shear rate The shcar ra1e .r will he ,1 

sinu..,01ctal funct 1on of tune For a spherical prohe, its peak \'alue wlll be ma~mm~n at thc 
equator and will be smaller by a factor cos $ata c;phere lalilude of $ Pcr.ry ~en ved !he 
follow!llg cqu:uion fm Jctermining the maximum shear ratc fm the V!hratmg '>phcrc 

viscomctcrs: 

( 12) 

whcrc. y= maximum shcar are 
k = an tn~lrument con~tant 
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From lhi.; cquation we sce that th~ lll<I\1111Ulll shcar rate decreascs as vi'icosity of the 
Dmd increases For a Newto111an !luid \'!SCOSIIY 11 is a constant, so maximum shcar ratc 
will remain constan\. Howevcr. fo1 Vl'>coclaslic llmds, the viscosity vanes with shear 
rate, and computatmn of '>hc:u nllc beco me~ compllcaled Some 1nvestigators ha ve 
suggested mcasunng lhc ampl1tUdc of vih1 at1on 

11 
and o..,cillatmg f¡cquency as a means of 

measunng the apparent viscosity ol Vl<;coclastlc fluids (non-Newtonian fluids)n. 
However, the rcasoning provJded fnr such mca<;uremcnts apply only to limitcd polymeric 
Ouids, and the method does not work for suspensions'''•. 

Vibratmg v¡scometcrs are sensit1ve to vibrat1onc; frnm supporting struclures32,35. 
Unless precautions are taken to dampen thec;e vihrat1ons the !ll"tnunent will ptck up 
erroneous stgnals. 

Selected Oesigns of Vibrating Viscometers 

Vibratmg rod \'l.frometer Jor l'i.lco.lity measuremellt Rachman ,_, rcpmtcd an a~scssment 
of vibrating viscometcrs in slurncs He ut!l17ed a v1b1atmg platc !Jan~duccr and a 
flexurally vibratmg rod 11ansduccr in h1-; rcsearch Howcvcr, Jor the ~u.;pcnsinn <;ludies 
(with quartz ~lurncs) only the flcxurally vihratmg rod transducer was uscd. In his imtial 
experiment with O 065 vol u me fracllon .'.olids in thc slurry, Rachrnan cxpericnced 
difficulty in mea<;uring the VJSCOSIIY hccau<;e the .;olids seulcd qmckly. In subsequent 
tests, the slurry was stirrcd VJgorously by a motor drivcn pump In J...ccp thc <>olid<; in 
suspcnsion Then the stirrcr was stopped and aftcr 15 scconds, mea<;urcmcnt~ werc taken 
with the viscomctcr. In thic; way thc inve<;ttgalor assumcd that lhc ~lu~ry would havc bccn 
in a similar state when each reading was taken Similar measurcmcnts wcrc takcn with 
quartz-water slurries atO 24 andO 36 volume fraction solids. Ry changing thc amplitudc 
of vibratJon and transducer loading they showed that the dcnc;er slurncs showcd non
Newtonian flow whereas the dilute slurry with 0.065 volume fraction solids had 
Newtonian flow. However because of uncertain results, Rachman suggcsted u~e of this 
method only if no other Slmpler viscomcter is obtamcd for mca<;uring non-Newtoman 
slurry rheology. 

Vibrating sphl!re l'iscometel for 1•i{cnsity meawremelll Kawatra r't al. 12 uscd a 
vibrating sphere v¡scometcr manufactured hy NamctJc Co. alnng wllh a grav1ty flow 
samplc prcsentation vcs~el as shown 111 F1guJc 15 Bcca\1\C of tbc ha.;ic dcsign of thc 
sphencal oscillating prohe (wh1ch o\cillates al a lugh f1cqw:ncy and low ampli!udc rathc1 
than rotatc 111 a s1ngle d1rcctmn) ami it~ durah!c con~IIUC11Pil. thc flnw of thc ~lurry (!Jd 
1101 influence liS rcading. The soltds \cttling prohlem w:¡.; al\o chmmated hecau~c of thc 
grav1ty flow arrangemcnt of the slurry around the plClhe U~1ng this <,y~tcm Kawatra r'f 
al. were ablc lo continuou!.ly meac;urc vi<;Co'>rty of '>Jlica ,Juny at vmying conccntratJOII'> 
and tcmperalurc<; 111 1he feed line of a hydrocyclnne 

Howcver, the major (llfficulty in thl<; typc of in'>lrtlmcnt 1~ that thc opcrator h,¡c; no 
control ovcr !he ~he:u 1atc Thc '>hc:u late ¡.., a fuiH.IIOII of v¡c;coslty, l11ghc1 in lmv 
viscnslly nuld\ ;¡nd lowc¡ 111 hlgh \'1'-CO<;Íty fhlld~ Sti!CC 1\10\1 of thc :-.u:-.pcll\lllll';; ;¡1 
highcr sol1d~ contcnh '>how non-NcwtJllll:lll flow thcu vi..,<'O'>IIY 1<\ lughly dcpcndc111 tH\ 

shcar rate Thus for \uch ..,u..,pcmion'>, no lo~ real c..rmdu,1nn cm he drawu hmn vr~Lo'>ity 
measurcmetHs hy thc\c in<;trumcnh unll'\'> they opctatc at the '>.lmc \IW:u ratea' 1he 
proccss il\clf. AnolbcJ prnhkm \\'J1h thl..,l)'JlL' ol lll'lrumcnt ¡, tha1 11 the lh11d vclonty 1\ 

véry Jow, <;OJiJ\ tcml lO ~t:t!lc 111 \Jlt,dJ l:t)'t'l\ (1\'l'l thl' lop n! lhl' \phCIC (]~IP,IIfl' J{¡) 

] 2 
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Nametre viscometer Pro be 

Overflow linc 
lnncr tank 

Thcrmocouplc .. 
t 

Sump 
.._ Pump 

FIGURE 15 Nametre v1scometer ~et-up Sample is ctrculated through the <;ystcm by a pump to kcep 

the solids m su<;pension 

resulting in higher rcadmgs. These instruments are also affectcd by vibration from their 
surroundmgs, and spectal design is rcquired to isolate from vibration. However, due to 
their ability to work in hostilc plant envtromncnt, so far they are the most suttable 
mstrument for makmg on-linc viscostty mc<~~urcrncnts of Newtonian mineral slurne~. 
The slurry used by Kawatra et al. 11 wa<; Newtoman and therefore, good correlation could 
be established between the vtscosity measured by this instrument and the hydrocyclone 

performance. 

Vibrating spherc vJscometer for d1stinguishirzg Newtonian and non-Newtoniall 
suspenswns Rccently Kawatra and Bakshi

16 
reported a systcm for classifyzng 

Newtonzan ami non-Newtonian suspensions m slurry streams. Thcy uscd a vibrating 
sphcre viscomctcr to mcasurc t~pparent vzscosity of slurrzes at high shear ratcs and a 
rotational vzscometcr to measure apparent viscoszty of the same slurry al Jow shcar ratcs. 
Since the shear rJtes were wzdely diffcrent, comparison of the apparent vi~cositics from 
the vibrating viscomctcr and thc rotat10nal Viscomcter allowcd classzficlltinn of thc 
suspens10ns as eithcr Newtonzan oz non-Newtonian flow types. 
Sumnwry The main advantagcs of v¡bratzng viscomcters over rotational and capillary 
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Solids settled 

in layers 

Sphere 

271 

FIGURE 16 Vrhratmg ~phcrc vr~cometer ~howing layer~ of solu.ls setthng on top of !he ~phcre whcn 
the flurd velocuy pa~\mg !he ,\pherical probe r~ small 

viscmnctcr~ are, (t) thc!->c are le<;<; sensitive to plant di<;turbances, (u) plugging i<> lcss o! a 
problem, bccausc thc~c are surface loading instrumcnts and the gap bctwccn thc semor 
and the container wall can he kept as largc as rcquired. 

Vibrating v¡scometers still rcquire sorne sor! of agita! ion systcm to avmd <iolid~ 
settling. Since thcsc viscomcter<; are highly sensitivc to vzbrations from surrounding 
structures, <;tep<; must he takcn lo damp these V!brations. The main disadvantage or thesc 
instruments is thczr poorly defined shcar rates which makes them highly unsuttahlc for 
measunng true visco<;¡ty nf non-Newtonian suspensions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Rotational and capdlary viscometers are the most common viscorncle!S which ha ve bccn 
tried for mea<iunng suspenszon rheology Rotational vzscmncters ha ve bctter control over 
shear rate whrch zs essential for measunng the full rheology of non-Newtonian fluzd<;. 
However, the<>e in'>truments are very scnsitive to disturbances in slurry flow. Becausc of 
this, many of thc <>pce~al dcsigns stud1ed in ttus rcport had baffle arrangemcnt!-> to inhihll 
unwanted fmccs ltke "wizlmg and turbulcncc m the rcgion of the mca.~uring dcvzce. In 
capzllary rhcornctcrs tbis prnblem is fclt to a.lcsscr extent becausc of the shortcr 
res1dencc ttmc of thc suspenszon in!->idc the tubc. llowevcr, thc sample mu!.t he 
thoroughly mixed prior to its cntry into the tube. Plugging is more of a problem 111 

capillary tubes than in rotatzonal viscometcrs. Slip at thc wall<> Js anothcr problem fclt hy 
both thc ct~prllary and thc rotatzonal viscomcters In v1hrating vJscomcters both pluggmg 
and wall ~lip can be elnntnated eastly, hccause vtbrallng viscometers are surfacc loading 
and thc gap betwecn the sensor and the contamer wall doc<; not affect thc mea<;urcmcnt. 
Also, thc vihrating vJscomctcr can tolcrate ~light dzsturh:mce from slurry flow and J<i 
rugged cnough for on-lme use in <;uSpen~JOn~ The main chsadvantage of a vihratmg 
viscometer ts zts inabtlity lo opcrate in a stcady <>hcar, wbicll make<; ittlllMJttablc fm non
Newtonian flu¡ds Otherw¡.~c. for Newtonian \U<;pcn~ions :md fm opcration<; wht'JC .t 

relative visco~ily zs nccdcd vtbJatmg vtscomclcr<; are bcst suttcd for on-lmc u.\C 
Although in thc past many authors have clazmed succes<> in 111ca\urmg on-linc 
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rhcology of suspcn<>ions, thcir claims have becn refuted latcr by othcr author<;, bccau~c 
thc instruments wcre not c<Jpablc of rcpcating their performance Thts show:-. that the 
parllculatc procc:-.<>ing mdu~try stlll needs a rclmblc VISCOITICtcr whtch can wmk on-hne 
undcr plant condit1ons. 
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Recovery of pyrite in coal flotation: 
Entrainment or hydrophobicity? 

S.K. Kawatra and T.C. Eisele 

Abstract- Under normal conditwns, a significalll amount of 
pyrite is recovered inthe froth duringflotation of high-sulfur coa/. 
To reduce this pyrite recm'CI)', it isfirst necessaJ)' ro determine the 
primal)' recovery mechanism, hecatLre differem measures are 
required for reducing emrainment,locked-parricle flotation or rrue 
hydrophohicflotation. In this paper, eridence is presemed that 
suggests that hydrophohicjlotation is not the majar mcchanismfor 
recove1y ofliberated pyrite; insread, the bu/k ofthe reccJ\'ered pyritc 
results either from simple entrainmelll or from heing physically 
locked withjloatahle coa/ partid es. 

Introduction 

In many coa! flotation operations, a significant amount of 
apparently liberatcd pyrite is secn to repon to thc froth, thereby 
raising the inorganic sulfur content of the clean product and 
reducing its economic value. Obviously, a method ofpreventing 
this unwanted recovcry of pyritc is desirable. The bestmeans for 
preventing liberated coal pyrite recovery will be primarily 
controlled by the recovcry mechanism for these particles: there
fore. this recovery mechanism should be detennined befare 
selecting a particular method for removing or suppressing 
pyrite. 

In general, there are two ways for a liberated particle toen ter 
the froth phase: 

• particle entrainment, and/or 
• bubble attachmcnt. 

The separation of thcsc two effccts m a real expcriment ts very 
difficultdue to the prescnce oflocked particles. Coal pyrite does 
not ha ve the same propenies as pure mineral pyrite (Chemosky 
and Lyon, 1972), and it is not practica! to produce coa! pynte that 
is complete! y free of locked coal particles. Therefore, experi
ments to demonstratc conclusJvely whether pyritc from a given 
coal does or docs not lloat by hydrophobic bubble attachment 
are impractical. Thc bcst that can be done is to c:,timate the 
relative probable quantlly of hberated pyritc that can be ac
counted for by thc two mcchantSms. 

For this paper, a conventional flotation machinc was uscd 
to compare the floatability of three diffcrcnt mineral pyrite!-1 
and two coa! pyritcs. using only non-polar oil as a col lector. 
Expcriments wcrc al so carried out to attcmpt to meas u re thc 
floatability of libcratcd pyritc in coal using a conventional 
flotation ce! l. 

Theorctical discussion 

1t has long bccn known that mmeral pyrite has sorne hydro
phobic tendency. However, this tcndcncy is nonnally very 
slight, and significan! llotauon of pyrite requircs addition of a 
col!ector of sorne typc. The natural lloatability ofpyritc is also 
strongly pH dependen!, with the highest lloatability in acidic 
solutions. Depression of mineral pyrite is quite casy, with a 
variety ofhighly effective depressants being available. In most 
selective sulfide mineral llotation circuits. the bulk ofthe lloated 
pyrite results from cntrainmcnt and locking to hydrophobic 
panicles (Mineral Proccssing Handbook, 1985). 
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While the responses of mineral pyrite in llotation are fmrly 
well known, the behavior of coal pyritc is poorly understood 
(Chemosky and Lyon. 1972). bccausc ofits fonnation and long 
residence in the presencc of a varicty of organic compounds. lt 
is often reponed that coa! pyritc cxhibits surfacc chemistry 
radically differcnt from that of mineral pyritc. Somc invcstiga
tors alsoclaim that cxpcrimcnts with coa! pyritc from a spccific 
source m ay not be particular! y rclcvant to coa\ pyritcs from other 
sources, due to the heterogcneity of coa!. 

Many investigator:, havc, with somc succcss, attcmpted to 
use various chemicdls as dcpressants forcoal pyritc to reduce thc 
sulfurcontent ofthe product (Purcell. 1982: Hin. 1973). How
ever. in most reponed experiments. it has been unclcar whether 
the decrease in pyrite flotation was duc to rcduccd pyrite 
hydrophobicity or to improvcd froth Jrain;:¡g,c. bccausc thc 
quantity of entrained water in the froth 1s oftcn not measured. 
Also, since pyrite depressants reduce the lloatability of coal 
slightly, it is reasonable to expect that fewcr lockcd particles will 
lloat in the presence of these reagents. Thus. the quantity of 
pyrite lloating by this means is reduced as well. 

Detennination of the quantity of entrained material is diffi
cult, panicularly when a small numbcr of experiments are 
conducted. because the water recovery in thc froth must .be 
detennined and corrclated with thc recovcry of thc entrained 
species. Since entrainmcnt is. mtheory .linear! y rclatcd to water 
rccovery, the entrainment constant can be dctcnnincd by lmear 
regrcssion when thedata sct availablc is sufficicntly large. lfthe 
particles are su'fficicntly fine.then thcirwc1ght pcrccnt recovery 
by entrainment will be cqual to the wcight pcrcent recovery of 
water. TI1e lloated material that is not accounted for by the 
rcgression line is then assumcd to be floating cither by hydro
phobic bubble attachment oras pan of lockcd panicles. Since 
thc entrainment constant varics with particlc sizc. any changcs· 
in this variable forthccntrained spccics WJII tcnd tosignificantly 
changc thc results (Lynch, ct al., 1981 ). 

Experimental procedures and rcsults 

To dctclminc whctl1er tl1e pyritc in a panicular Pitt!;burgh seam 
coa! was floating by locking/cntrainmcnt or by truc tlotation, two 
scts of cxpcriment'i wcrc conductcd Thcsc cxpcrimcnts provided 
data for conditions in which purc mincr..U pyritc tlotation could be 
cx¡xctcd with only#2 fue! oilo.L<> a collcctor, thccxtcnt to which coa! 
pyritc flotalion occurs duting nonnal flotation of coa!, and the 
quantity of water cntrained in thc froth. 

Purc pyritc flotation 

Rclativcly purc pyritc was obtaincd from five sources: .". 
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CO. M&MP paper 91-624. Manuscript Nov. 19, 1990. 01scussion of 
12s paper must be submitted, in duplicate, pnor to Aug. 31, 1992 
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Table 1-Size distributions for the samples used in the pynte 
flotation experiments, determined by Microtrac particle size 
analyzer. 

Cumulative% Cumulative% 
passing, mineral passing, coal 

Size, Jlm pyrite samples pyrite samples 

62 100.0 100.0 
44 97.4 100.0 
31 88.3 97.3 
22 73.5 89.6 
16 56.5 75.8 
11 42.2 59.6" 
7.8 31.7 45.2 
5.5 23.0 32.7 
3.9 16.1 22.1 
2.8 10.0 13.1 
1.9 4.3 5.4 
1.4 1.8 2.2 
0.9 0.3 0.4 

two lots of mineral pyrite from Custer, SD and one lot from 
Rico, CO (all three lots obtained from Ward's Natural 
Science Establishment) and coa! pyrites collected as large 
nodules from Panthcr Vallcy, PA and Empire Coa!, OH. 
Using a steel rod mili, 1he pyrite was ground to the size 
distribution given in Table 1, at 60% solids anda pH adjusted 
to 12 with NaOH. The pH adjustment was necessary to 
prevent corros ion and subsequent dissolution of iron, which 
is reported to be a pyrite depressant (Miller and Baker, 
1972). The pyrite was then filtered, divided into charges of 
the desired weight, repulped in a Den ver laboratory flotation 
cell (volume of 1.9 L). and pH adjusted to the desired leve! 
with sulfuric acid. 

Finally, MIBC (0.3 kg/t) and the noted quantities of#2 fue! 
oil were added as frother and collector, respectively. The pulp 
was then conditioned for two minutes and floated for five 
minutes, with the froth removed manually. The results ofthese 
experiments are given in Table 2, along with results from two 
control runs using pure silica that had been prepared in the sarne 
manner as the pyrite. The pH values were selected on the basis 
of earlier tests, which showed that mineral pyrite floats well 
below pH 4 and poorly at higher pH values. 

The pyrites strongly appeared to buffer the pH at pH 4, 
consuming approximately 3 g sulfuric acid per kg of pyrite 
to reduce pH below this leve!. U pon lowering the pH below 
4, the pyrite became strongly floatable, simultaneously rc
leasing a strong odor of H,S. Additional experiments were 
conducted with the first lot ofCusterpyrite as shown in Table 
3, after it had aged at -15° C foro ver ayear. After aging, this 
pyrite was floatable at neutral pH, showing that the flotation 
properties ofpyrites can vary widely dependmg on their past 
oxidation history. When the aged pyrite was oxidized at 
100° C for 44 days. the neutral-pH floatability was los t. 
These changes in hydrophobicity are likely dueto the forma
tion o fa species such as elemental sulfuran thc pyrite surfacc 
when the oxidation cond1tions are favorable. Since elemen
tal sulfur is naturally hydrophobic, it will act as a pyrite 
colleclür when it forms. 

Unlike the two mineral pyrites, the Panther Yalley coa! 
pyrite never became strongly floatable and never released 
the characteristic H2S odor. The froth product from the coa! 
pyritc appeared, from qualitative examination at 40x magni
fication of the loose powder, to be predominantly composed 
of locked coal-pyrite particles, floating as a result of the 
hydrophobicity of the coa! portion. 
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Table 2- Condllions and results for pure pynte expenments. 

Charge #21uel 
Test Pyrlte wt.,g oil,kglt pH % Floats -- -
1 Rico, eo 150 3.0 2.1 98.62 
2 Rico, eo 150 3.0 5.0 9.56 
3 RICO, eO 150 0.0 8.4 3.9 
4 Rico, eo 150 0.0 2.1 14.2 

5 Silica 150 3.0 5.3 13.6 
6 Silica 150 3.0 5.3 15.3 

7 euster, SD 150 3.0 7.5 3.34 
8 euster, SD 150 3.0 7.5 4.34 
9 euster, SD 150 3.0 8.3 4.65 

10 eusler, SD 150 3.0 2.0 98.57 
11 euster, SO 150 3.0 2.3 98.01 
12 eusler, SD 150 3.0 2.2 97.57 

13 Panther Valley 150 3.0 8.8 31.64 
14 Panther Valley 150 3.0 3.5 36.47 
15 Panther Valley 150 3.0 2.2 43.00 
16 Panther Valley 150 3.0 2.0 35.22 

17 Empire 150 0.0 5.1 15.6 
18 Empire 150 3.0 12.3 20.6 
19 Empire 150 3.0 10.4 36.8 
20 Empire 150 3.0 8.2 40.0 
21 Emp1re 150 3.0 6.2 40.8 
22 Empire 150 3.0 5.3 44.8 
23 Empire 150 3.0 4.7 52.7 
24 Emp1re 150 3.0 2.6 56.7 

25 euster Lot #2 150 0.0 9.8 7.6 
26 euster Lot #2 150 0.6 6.8 10.0 
27 euster Lot #2 150 3.0 11.7 20.7 
28 Custer Lot #2 150 3.0 9.7 11.4 
29 euster Lot #2 150 3.0 5.7 14.9 
30 euster Lot #2 150 30 2.3 68.3 
31 euster Lot #2 150 3.0 1.8 69.7 

The euster and Rico pyrites are m1neral pyrites and the Panther 
Valley and Empire pyrites are from coa!. The R1co and the f1rst 
lot of euster pyrite were nearly pure, while the second lot of 
euster pyrite contained 30% Sllicates and carbonates. The 
mineral pyntes show a strong pH dependence and do not float. 
well at near-neutral pH. The coal pyntes are hypothesized to be 
much less pH sensit1ve because their floatab11ily 1s largely due 
to locked coal particles. -

Table 3-Results of floating the flrst lot of Custerpyrite after 
aging at-50° e ter over ene year and after oxidizing at 1 ooo 
e for 44 days. 

Treatment pH % Floats 

Aged at -15° e 9.0 46 
Aged at -15o e 6.8 37 
Aged at -15° e 6.0 35 
Aged at- 15° e 1.9 92 
Ox<d<zed al 1 ooo e 6.2 7 
Oxidized at 1 ooo e 2.0 82 

Additional experiments wcre attempted using coa! pyrite 
from a second source, the Empire Coa! mine, Gnadenhutten, 
Ohio. However, it was found that e ven whcn apparently pure 
pyrite nodules were collecled and cleaned by hand, the pyrite 
still contained a residue (27% by wt.), composed predomi
nantl3 of coal andel ay, which was insoluble in ni trie acid. 
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Table 4- Size d1stnbut1on of Pittsburgh sea m coal used in the 
coal flotation experiments, produced by gnnding 900·g charges 
of coal at 40% solids in a steel rod mili lar 45 mins. Size 
distnbution was measured us1ng a Microtrac particle size 
analyzer. 

Size, Jlm Cumulative % Passlng 

88 100.0 
62 96.0 
44 87.5 
31 74.7 
22 61.7 
16 49.2 
11 37.6 
7.8 28.4 
5.5 20.3 
3.9 13.7 
2.8 8.1 
1.9 3.1 
1.4 1.1 
0.9 o. o 

Water 
reservo1r 

r-----

Froth 
remova! Overflow 
paddles we1r 

~ / l+i jt 

( ~ ~ 
Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of flotation cell with automat1c pulp level 
control. 

Therefore, i1 was impossible 10 conduc1 the desired experi
ments using coa! pyrite that had been isolated from the 
associated organic inclusions, and the results obtaincd were 
similar to those for the Panther Valley coa! for this reason. 

Pittsburgh coa/ conventional f/otation 

For experiments, this coa! was ground in a steel rod mili 
to the sizc distribution given in Table 4. Thc freshly ground 
coa! was then divided into 250-g charges forflotation. which 
were stored at -20° C to retard oxidation. Timed flotation 
experiments were conducted in a 4-litcr tlotation ccll. with 
gravity-feed pulp leve! control and mechanical froth scrap
ers (Fig. 1), undcr the conditions given in Tablc 5. Thc 
frother was Dowfroth 200, added at a rate of 0.03 g/L (0.5 
kg/t). Froth was collected ovcr the time intervals 0-30 sec, 
30 sec-1 min., l min.·2 m in., 2 min.-3 min., 3 min.-5 m in. and 
5 min.-9 min. The products were weighed, filtcrcd, dried, 
and rcweighed. All products were analyzcd for ash content, 
and total sulfur content was determined usmg a LECO SC-
132 sulfurdetenninator. The results for all six tests are givcn 
in Table 5. 
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Table 5 -· Results from timed flotat1on cxpenmcnts us1ng a 
constant-level conventional flotation cell. The measured heads 
were determ~ned from incremental samples taken from the 
feeds for the three tests preced1ng each. The % Pyritic Sulfur 
was determined by the ASTM n1tnc·ac1d·leach method. 

% 
Product %WI %Ash %5 % Py. S Solids 

-- -- -- .:....__ 

pH = 7.6 
Collector Dosage (fuel oil) = 0.0 kg/t 

Test 1 -30 sec Froth 31.24 11.1 2.14 0.9 15.14 
1 min. 26.60 13.2 2.59 1.6 16.04 
2 m1n. 8.83 26.8 3.64 2.5 8.88 
3min. 4.83 61.1 5.17 4.4 2.41 
5 min. 5.70 82.5 5.08 4.5 1.15 
9 min. 6.73 88.1 4.22 3.7 0.70 
Final ta1ls 16.07 88.2 4.55 4.2 

pH = 7.7 
Collector "' 0.0 kg/t 

Test 2-30 sec Froth 44.37 12.7 2.37 1.1 15.70 
1 min. 18 19 17.5 2.86 1.7 13.73 
2min. 8.47 42.5 4.33 3.3 4.01 
3 min. 3.88 79.5 5.27 4.7 1.37 
5 min. 4.70 87.4 4.56 4.0 0.90 
9 m1n. 4.66 89.0 3.91 3.7 0.59 
F1nal tails 15.72 84.2 4.54 4.2 

pH = 7.7 
Collector = 0.0 kglt 

Test 3-30 sec Froth 43.82 12.4 2.26 1.1 16.00 
1 min. 19.00 17.1 2.69 1.7 13.90 
2min. 8.73 43.3 3.81 3.3 3.95 
3 min. 3.91 79.1 4.67 4.6 1.33 
5mln. 4.90 86.3 4.06 4.0 0.90 
9min. 6.01 88.6 3.49 3.4 0.56 ' 
Final tails 13.63 87.0 3.98 4.0 .. 

Measured head 37.2 2.90 
.. 

pH = 7.5 
Collector = 0.18 kg/t 

Test 4-30 sec Froth 23.1 10.3 1.85 0.8 16.21 
1 mm. 14.3 9.4 1.89 0.9 19.41 
2 m1n. 19.9 12.9 2.39 1.5 21.8~ 

3min. 9.8 35.3 3.94 3.3 6.08 
5 min. 7.7 73.9 4.51 4.4 1.46 
9min. 6.6 86.7 3.76 3.7 0.77 
Final tails 18.4 85.6 3.86 3.8 

pH = 7.5 
Collector = 0.35 kg/t 

Test 5-30 sec Froth 55.4 14.0 2.24 2.3 14.73 
1 min. 10.9 27.1 3.13 2.3 7.78 
2 min. 7.2 58.2 4.20 3.7 2.09 
3 m1n. 4.1 72.3 3.84 3.7 1.16 
5 m1n. 4.9 84.2 3.63 3.7 0.73 
9 m1n. 5.2 87.5 3.30 3.3 0.47 
Final tails 12.3 84.4 4.10 4.1 

pH = 7.6 
Collector = O. 70 kg/t 

Test 6-30 sec Froth 56.0 15.0 2.33 1.4 14.50 
1 min. 8.9 33.0 3.51 2.8 5.99 
2 min. 6.9 63.2 4.10 3.7 1.77 
3 m1n. 5.4 64.4 3.48 3.3 1.26 
5 min. 5.6 77.4 3.36 3.4 0.73 
9min. 5.5 81.4 3.19 3.2 0.43 
Final tails 11.7 75.7 4.02 4.0 

Measured head (tests 4 - 6) 37.3 2.99 
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Fig. 2 - Companson of ash·free combustible matter recovery with 
water recovery during timed, constant·level, conventtonal flotation 
experiments. These points were determinad by first calcutating how 
much combustible matter was present in the cell and calculating the 
percentage recovered m the first t1me interval. The amount remaming 
in the ce!! was then calculated, and the percentage of the remaining 
matenal recovered during the next ttme interval was determtned. Thts 
was repeated for each subsequent time interval. 

Discussion 

The results from the pyrite flotation experimenL' show very 
clearly that pure mineral pyrite loses its natural floatability nearly 
completely when the pH exceeds 5.0. At near-neutral pH, iL' 
floatability is comparable to the floatability of silica, which is known 
to be hydrophilic. This indicates that, under normal conditions for 
coa! flotation (pH 5-9), unmodified mineral pyrite is not noticeably 
recovered by true hydrophobic flotation. Even large dosages of 
neutral oil collectors (up to 3 kg collector/t pyrite) do not rcnder 
mineral pyrite floatableoverthis pH range. Thts has bccn found true 
forpyrites from twodistinct sources and is likely to be genemlly true 
for all pyrites not a<iSOCiatcd with organic rnatter. Therefore, true 
hydrophobic flotation of coa! pyrite should only be expccted when 
thc pyrite ha'i becn heavily mcxlified hy organic material or whcn 
tlotation is canied out under acid conditions. 

Although prepared identically to the mineral pyrites, thecoal 
pyrite did not exhibit similarbehavior. lt maintainedessentially 
constan! levels of flotation recovery (31 %-43%) over the pH 
range from 2.2 to 8.8. Converse! y, the mineral pyrite dropped 
from nearly 99% recovcry to, in .sorne cases. less than 4% over 
the same pH range. 

Qualitative microscopic cxamination of thc coa! pyritc flota
tion product indicated that much of thc floating material was 
coa! and lockcd coal-pyritc particle.s. Thereforc, in this case, it 
is hypothesized that the coal pyrite is floating dueto attachment 
to coa!. This hypothesis is supported by recen! work by Chander 
and Aplan (1989), where t11cy claim to have isolatcd liberated 
pyrite from sevcn coal sourccs for a varicty of detailed anal y ses. 
Using a microflotation cell aerated with nitrogen gas, all of the 
purified pyrites were found toshow very little inherent floatability 
(average= 1.9% wt: floating; range = 0-7% wt.). The procedure 
that Chandcr andA plan describe for purifying the pyntes docs 
provide opportunity for the pyrite to oxidize somewhat. which 
mayconceivably destroy ltS inherent floatability. Nevertheless, 
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Ash rec. = 0.38 (H,O rec.) + 7.53 

Correlation coeH1cient = 0.952 
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Fig. 3 - Corretatton of ash recovery with water recovery tn' timed 
conventional flotat1on experiments. 
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Pyritic sulfur recovery = 0.27 (H
2
0 rec.) + 11 43 

Correlation coeffictent = 0.767 

• 
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Water recovery dunng time tnterval, 
% of total cell volume 

Ftg. 4 - Correlation of hberated pynt1c sulfur recovery with water 
recovery in t1med conventtonal flotation expenments. 

it appcars likely that coa! pyritcs havc a vcry low inhcrent 
floatability and are, therefore, floated primarily as either lockcd 
or entraincd particlcs. 

Unfortunately, there does not appear to be any available 
rnethod for conclusively rneasurmg thc rclativc quantities of 
locked and liberated pyrite particles in coal flotation; nor is there 
a rapid, effective method for isolating coal-free pyrite from coa! 
which does not also either contarninate or oxidize the pyrite 
surfaces. Therefore, it is presently impossiblc to pro ve that coa! 
pyrite either does or does not enter the froth as a result of true 
hydrophobic attachment. Based on the behavior of the pure 
mtneral pyrite samples, it is hypothesized that coa! pyrite is 
recovercd in the froth by entraínmcnt and by mcchanícal attach
ment to floatable coal particles. However, duc to the fine scale 
of the organic contaminants in coa! pyritc, mineral pyritc is 
clearly not a good model for the behavior of coal pyritc and 
should not be treated as such. 

An approximate estimation of whether coa!, mineral and 
pyrite partid es are being recovered by true flotatJon, locking or 
entrainrnent can be achieved by corrclating thc recovcry of a 
given componcnt with the rccovcry of water in thc froth. This 
corrclation 1s shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 for ash.liberated pyritic 
sulfur and ash-frcc coa! for thc Pittsburgh scam coa! sample. 
5 . . 
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Fig. S - Correlation of l1berated pyritic sullur recovery with ash 
recovery in timed flotation tests. The ash is well-liberated fme ctay, 
which 1s known to be hydroph11ic and w1ll, therefore, be recovered 
mainly by entrainment. Since !he liberated pyrite recovery tracks the 
ash recoveryveryclosely, it1s being recave red bythe same mechanism. 

Liberated pyritic sulfur (SLP) was obtained from the formula 
%SLP = %S- 1.7(%wt. ash-free coa!), where 1.7% sulfur is the 
lowest sulfur content obtained for this coa! by flotation. 

While Fig. 2 shows that ash-free coal recovery does not 
corre late with waterrecovery, Figs. 3 and4 demonstrate that ash 
and liberated sulfur correlate linearly with the water recovery, 
with correlation coefficients of0.952 andO. 767, respective! y. lt 
is immediately scen that thc correlation of liberated pyrite and 
water recoverics are unaffected by the collectordosage ovcr the 
range studied, which confirms that the liberatcd pyrite is bemg 
recovcred by cntrainment and not true flotation. 

This is further borne out by the correlations oflibcratcd pyrite 
recovery with ash (Fig. 5) and ash-free coal (Fig. 6) rccoveries. 
The behavior of thc liberatcd pynte 1s ncarly indistinguishablc 
from that of the strongly hydrophilic ash (predominantly clay 
slimes known to float by cntminment), but it is wildly variant 
from thc behavior of thc ash-free coal. Sincc thc rclationship of 
pyrite recovcry to ash recovcry is virtually unaffected by fucl oil 
dosage, thc most reasonable assumption is that the liberatcd 
pyrite is floating by cntrammcnt and has no particular hydropho
bic charactcr (Kawatra and Eisele, 1988). Furthermore, if any 
liberated pyrite is floating by true hydrophobic flotauon, in
creasing the fue! oil dosage docs not incrcasc the quantity of 
pyrite that floats in this fashion. 

Conclusions 

From thc results prescntcd, thc following conclusions m ay be 
drawn: 

Sorne investigators ha ve claimed that pyrile depressanls 
sometimes work and sometimes do not. In the authors' 
opinion, it is most important to determine whethcr pyritc is 
bcing rccovcrcd by cntrainmcnt or hydrophob1c flotation 
befare attcmpting to use dcprcs~ant.s. 

Mineral pyritc is readily floatable by fuel oil alone at acid 
pH (<4), but this nativc floatability is cntircly lost at the 
usually higher pH lcvcls occurring during coal flotation. 

DeterminatJOn of thc floatability of coal pyritc in thc 
absence of coa! partid es is not pracucal, duc to thc intimate 
intennixing of carbonaceous and pyrit1c component!-1 e ven in 
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Fig. 6-Correlat1on of liberated pynt1c sulfur recovery w1th combustible 
matter recovery in timed flotation tests 

pyrite nodules that appear. visually, to be rclatively pure. As 
a result, pyrite that floats by truc, hydrophobic bubble attach
mcnt cannot be rcad1ly distinguishcd from that which floats 
duc to rnechanical attachmcnt to coa! panicles. lt can be 
hypothesized that complctely libcrated coal-pyritc particles 
behave similarly to mineral pyntc and are, thcrefore, not 
recovered by flotation at ncar-ncutral pH. However, this 
hypothesis is vcry difficult to provc. 

The rcsults of timcd flotation of a Pittsburgh scam coa! 
usmg conventional flotatlon are con~1stcnt. The pyritc is 
being rccovered in the froth prcdominantly by entrainment 
and locked particlcs, with any contribution from hydropho
bic flotatton of libcrated pyritc bcing minimal. + 
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Getting the most salab le product 
from gravity-based coal/mineral 
preparation plants 
J.W. Leonard 

Introduction 

Gravity-based coal/mineral preparation plants mus! be oper
ated to yield products of a quality satisfactory to existi,ng 
markets. However, because ofhistoric control problems, recOv
ery is frequently sacrificed to achieve quality. resulting in losses 
of valuable product. Plan! control has ranged from intuitive in
plan! spol quality judgments made by various operators to gross 
methods involving such devices as density gauges, floats, grab
sample on-the-spot sink/float tests, etc. 

Millions of tons of qualny coal/minerals are lost to refuse 
each year, because of the historie lack of a continuous and 
dependable control system. The result is serious economic, as 
well as environmental, losses. While the economic losses are 
obvious, the lessobviousenvironmental ones, in thecaseof coa!, 
result from the misplacement of more ignitable quality fue! to 
refuse banks. Until rcccntly, a control system capable of 
supplying a market-grade coal/mineral product, while e()nlinu
ously minimizing product losses to refuse, has been technologi
cally unavallable. 

Coai/Mineral WashingTracer System Performance Monitor 
(CMWTSPM) 

The first Coai(Mineral Washing Tracer System Performance 
Monitor (CMWTSPM) originated in the late 1970s as an 
innovative idea and ultimately resulted in Leonard Patent No. 
4,345,994 issued on August 24, 1982. In a classic example of 
successful university basic research, the patent was followed by 
two US Department of Energy (DOE) merit awards for funda
mental optimization rescarch at thc University of Kentucky. a 
number of publications. a succcssful applied research program 
(underwritten by SENTREX at lrvine, CA) and field tests al the 
Rochester and Pittsburgh Coa! Company Keystone Mine near 
Indiana, PA. 

The system is now operational and is marketed by SENTREX 
as the SENTREX Performance Monitor. A diagram of the 
system i.s shown in Fig. l. This system relies on metal detection 
as the basic tracing medium. Since it is capable of tracing 
particles as fine as 0.19-in .• the system is ideal for coarse coa!/ 
mineral cleaning processes. 

Basically, the CMWTSPM records the distribution of syn
thetic coal/mineral particles, ofknown size and specific gravny. 
between product and rcfuse output streams of coal/mineral 
washing, gravity-conccntrating processes. For any g1ven par
ticle sizc, surface arca and shapc are constan t. Thc particlcs are 

J.W. Leonard, member SME. is professor of mining eng1neering, 
Universlty of Kentucky, Lexington, KY. SME preprint 91-5, SME 
Annual Meeting, Feb. 25-28, 1991, Denver, CO. M&MP paper91-607. 
Manuscnpt Oct. 1, 1990. Oiscussion of this paper must be subm1tted, 
in duplica te, pnor to Aug. 31, 1992. 
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1/4 x O" Clean coal Clean coa! 
L6:::0:.:0:..t=h'-_L..._tr_a_c_e_r _d_e_te_c_to_r_--l~ product 

1-1/4 X O" 
980 tph 

F1g. 1 - A simpllfled schematic highlighting ma]or coal process 
equipment and CWTSPM components. 

dcsigned to find their way into the centcr ofthcir rcspectivé in
process specific gravity/size streamline~. 

The system will yield a complete partilion curve 10 show 
the percentage of misplaccment for any selcctcd sizc/spc
cific-gravity particle fraction, thereby providmg a point-to
point insight into proccs.s failure. Whcn used to evaluate 
opcrational processes, this full partition curve is far more 
diagnostic than the simplifying. dcrivative, single index 
number known as the Ep value. The Ep value is commonly 
uscd for conveniencc to rcpresent symmetrical partition 
curves, but. if the actual partition curve 1S non-symmctrical, 
use of the Ep value can rcsult in serious diagnostic error. 
While the Ep is useful in design and for rapid performance 
evaluation and process adjustment, thc full partition curve is 
by far the more diagnostic. h will prov1de insight into the 
behavior of particulate flow. through non-symmetry, as a . 
means to highlight potcntial systcmic failurcs. 

Performance of the process is mcasured and improved by 
determining thc extent of particle misplacemcnt and by making 
time! y adjustments to the unit to reduce thc m1splacement. U sed 
in this manner, the CMWTSPM is not only a long needed 
processing control monitor. but it is also a vcry powcrful 
dins.nostic too! which, in thc hands of :-.killcd opcrators, has 
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On-line measurement of viscosity and determination 
of flow types for mineral suspensions 
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Abstrae! 

A viscometry system involving a vibrating sphere viscometer and a rotation.al viscometer has 
been developed for on-line measurement of viscosity, and for rheological characterization of 
mineral slurries into either Newtonian or non-Newtonian flows. Special precauticns wcre takcn to 
allow rneasurements of viscosity of rapidly settling mineral suspensions. Both the viscometers 
were able to measure viscosity as low as one centipoise, which is the approximate room 
temperature viscosity of water. Bccause the vibrating sphere viscometer operated ata much higher 
shear ratc than thc rotating viscometer, thc two instrumcnts together could detem1inc thc shcar·ratc 
dependency of the viscosity. Ground silica of 80% passing 65 ¡..Lm size was suspended in water, 
and was used to prepare slurries at different perccnt solids. Viscosity of each slurry sample was 
measured simultaneously by both the viscometers, and the results were compared to detemline the 
rheological characters of the slurries. With this technique, it was found that al! the silica slurry 
samples (up to 70 wt% solids) at the given size distribution were in the Newtonian flow re gime. 

l. Introduction 

It is known that suspension rheology affects many mineral processing operations, 
such as grinding and classification. However, measurement of slurry rheology using 
common viscometers is difficult mainly because mineral slurries contain rapidly-scttling 
particles. If proper precautions are not taken, observations from standard instruments can 
lead to mistaken determinations of the fluid characteristics, and correlations between 
rheology and process performance will be impossible to determine (Kawatra and Bakshi, 
1995). 

Among the available viscometers, three basic types have bcen tricd for slurry 

0301-7516/96/$15.00 Copyright© 1996 Publishcd by Elscvicr Sciencc B. V. 
P/1 50301·7516(96)00009-9 
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applications: ( 1) co-axial cylinder; (2) capillary tu be; and (3) vibrating sphere type 
viscometers. Co-axial cylinder viscometers can measure viscosity at a particular shear 
rate, which can be varied by changing the rotational speed of the spindle. Because of 
this control in shear rate, co-axial cylinder viscometers ha ve been very popular for many 
applications. However, settling of solid particles causes serious problems in these 
instruments, and special slurry presentation systems are needed to allow them to reliably 
measure slurry viscosity (Clarke, 1967; Underwood, 1976; Klien et al., 1990). 

In a standard co-axial cylinder viscometer, the sample is stationary and particles can 
rapidly settle out of a slurry as shown in Fig. l. Once the solids start settling, the slurry 
at the top becomes dilute compared to the slurry at the bottom. Then, the instrument sees 
a continuously changing solids content. Because of the changing viscosity arising from 
change in solids content, the user will wrongly interpret this as time dependency of the 
slurry rheology. 

Severa! attempts have been made to preven! solids settling so that a co-axial cylinder 
instrument could reliably measure the viscosity of rapidly-settling slurries. These 
attempts generally used designs which moved slurry parallel to the rotational axis of the 
sensor, rapidly enough that the particles would be kept in suspension (Clarke, 1967; 
Underwood, 1976; Hemmings and Boyes, 1977; Reeves, 1990). However, the problem 
with this method is to obtain a smooth laminar flow of slurry without causing any 
disturbances in the sample holder (see Fig. 2). The flow of the sample should be strictly 
vertical, because forces in any other direction will interfere in the rotation of the spindle. 
In this way, a small turbulence originating from the mixing or flow of slurry will 
produce a shift in the viscometer reading. Klien et al. (1990) and Kiljanski (1993) have 
discussed separately how these disturbances (undeterrnined forces) from slurry mixing 
or recirculation will affect viscosity measurements. 

Besides viscosity, another rheological parameter which is importan! for slurry 
handling is the flow type. Flow types for time independent fluids are shown in Fig. 3. 
Mineral suspcnsions show Newtonian flow bchavior at dilute suspensions and non-Ncw
tonian behavior at higher solids content. Other factors which affect the flow bchavior 
are: (1) particle size; and (2) chemical nature, such as presence of dispersants (Schack et 

Compacted 

(a) (b) 

Fig. l. Solids seuling lea ves a dilute suspension on the top layers of the contamer. When the sohds content is 
low (a) the solids gradually settle and are compacted below the spindle and the viscometer reads progressively 
Jower viscosity over time. At higher concentration of solids, the compacted solids can touch the spindle (b) 
resuhing in progressive higher readings Over time. 
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Tangenual 
force 

Rad1al 
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Fig. 2. The axial flow (side view) prevents the solids from settling by continuously sweeping fresh slurry past 
the spindle. This component of the flowing slurry stream does not affect the rotation of the spindlc. But, any 
radial or tangential forces (top view). arising from the flow, will place additional forccs on thc spmdlc 
resulung in erroneous viscosity readmgs. 

al., 1957). The knowledge of this flow type is esscntial in many mineral proccssing 
operations. For example, sorne suspensions show dilatancy and thcir viscosity incrcascs 
with shear rate (Kiose, 1984), which will result in plugging of pumps and pipelincs. In 
grinding milis, it has been observed that optimum grinding is achicved whcn thc slurry 
is pscudoplastic and does not have any yield stress (Kiimpcl, 1982, 1983). In hydrocy
clone classifiers, it has been shown that the cut size changes with viscosity (Kawatra and 
Eisele, 1988). 

Another importan! reason to know the flow type is that viscometers generally do not 
measurc the viscosity at the shear rate that prevails in operations such as grinding, 
pumping, or classification. Since viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids depends upon the 
shear ratc, viscosity cannot be correlated to equipment performance when the shear rates 
are diffcrent. Thus, the flow type must be measured before making correlations between 
viscosity and equipment performance. For example, in an hydrocyclone experiment with 
a 10.2 cm (4") cyclone in thc MTU laboratorics, the maximum shear rate insidc thc 
cyclonc was calculated to be 508 s -l, while thc Brookfield viscomcter opcrated at shcar 
rates bclow 74 s-l. The viscosities measurcd by thc Brookfield instrument thercforc can 
only apply to the cyclone performance if the slurry is Newtonian. Also, the shear ratc 

___. .... _ Pseudoplastic with 
yield stress 

....-'---Bingham Plastic 
/""::c---Pseudoplastic 
./'--;--Newtonian 

Fig. 3. Generalized time-independent rhcology curves for mineral slurries. The ratio of shear stress and shcar 
cate is the apparent viscosity. This ratio is constant for Newtonian fluids. The apparent viscosity decrcases with 
increase in shear cates for pseudoplastic fluids and increases with increase in shcar rates for dilatant fluids. 
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inside a cyclone varies a great deal from point to point (Bradley, 1965), and so no 
measurement of viscosity at a single shear rate can accurately reflect the conditions in a 
hydrocyclone when a slurry is non-Newtonian. 

In this article a viscometry system is described, composed of a vibrating sphere 
viscometer used in combination with a rotational viscometer. The vibrating-sphere 
viscometer opcrates at a vcry high shear ratc. This viscometcr is inscnsitivc to most 
turbulence, and can easily measure the viscosity of well-mixed slurries. The rotational 
viscometer used was modified to allow it to reliably measure the viscosity of slurries at 
low shear rates. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. System deve/opment 

As pointed out earlier, viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is not affected by shear rates, 
but for non-Newtonian fluids the viscosity changes when the shear rate changes. Thus, 
by measuring the viscosity at two different shear rates sufficiently apart from each other 
and comparing the two values, the fluid can be designated as Newtonian if both the 
measured viscosities are similar, and non-Newtonian if the viscosities are different. 
Based on this concept, a new system was de.veloped to determine the flow characteras
tics of mineral slurries. The two viscometers used for this purpose were a Brookfield 
(co-axial cylinder) viscometer and a Nametre (vibrating sphere) viscometer. In this 
system the Brookfield viscometer operated ata much lower shear rate than the Nametre 
viscometer. Thus, for Newtonian fluids readings from both the viscometers remained the 
same, and for non-Newtonian fluid the two instruments produced different readings. 

Brookfield 

Overhead 
tan k 

Flexible tubing 

UL adaptar tube 

.Ho--Spindle 

,...._ Pinch valve 

Fig. 4. Brookfield viscomeier set-up showing the UL adaptar assembly and the slurry presentation system. 
This arrangement is very suitable for dilute suspensions. and could rneasure apparent viscosities of silica 
slurries up to 70% solids by weight in water without any difficulty. 
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2.1.1. The rotational uiscometer 
A Brookfield viscometer (DV-I model) was used to measure apparent viscosity at low 

shear rates (below 74 s -l ). The UL adaptor spindle was used for suspensions with a 
viscosity less than 10 centipoise, and the LV # 1 spindle was used for samples with 
viscosities above 10 centipoise. The UL adaptor consisted of a cylindrical spindle, anda 
tube which houses the spindle. The sample was p1aced in the annular space bctween the 
spindle and the tube to measure its viscosity. Solids were kept in suspension while thc 
reading was taken by using the slurry presentation system shown schematically in Fig. 4. 
Slurry was mixed in an overhead tank, and passed continuously through the annular 
space between the UL spindle and the tube. After a steady state reading was displayed, 
flow was momentarily interrupted to eliminate any swir1ing motion caused by thc flow · 
at the inlet, and the reading was taken immediately. For denser suspcnsions (abovc 10 
centipoise), the UL spind1e was replaced by a LV # 1 spindle and rest of the parts in the 
setup were not changed. A1though the Brookfield viscometer could operate at diffcrent 
shear rates, it was not sufficient by itse1f to determine the rheological type, becausc the 
instrument range was on1y sufficient for making one or two readings over closcly-spaccd 
shear rates. 

2.2. The vibrating sphere uiscometer 

The vibrating sphere viscometer used for this study was manufactured by thc 
Nametre Corporation, Metuchen, NJ. It consisted of a spherical probe, which oscillated 
along a vertical shaft at its resonant frequency of 750 Hz and a constant amplitude of 1 
micron. Whcn immersed in a fluid, the probe created a shear wave, and the fluid 
dampened the oscillatory motion. The damping, or the power to restorc constant 
amp1itude was a measure of the apparent viscosity of the fluid. Since the probe vibrated 
rather than rotating in a single direction, the shear rate was a sinusoidal function of time. 

Thermocouple 

viscometer 

Overflow 
Une 

Pro be 

lnner tank 

Fig. 5. Nametre set-up showmg the special arrangemcnt for slurry presentation. This arrangcmcnt is very 
suitable for suspensions with rapidly senling particles. 
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Also, the probe was spherical in shape, therefore its vibration had its maximum 
amplitude at the equator and gradually dropped to zero at the poles (Ferry, 1977). For 
these reasons, the Nametre viscometer did not operate at a specific shear rate, but 
averaged the shear rates from zero to the maximum value. The maximum shear rate was 
not a definite constan! for the instrument because it was a function of the velocity of 
propagation of the shear wave in the fluid, which in turn depended upon the fluid 
viscosity (Ferry, 1977; Kawatra and Bakshi, 1995). A special slurry presentation system 
was built for this instrument as shown in Fig. 5. This was comprised of a vessel of two 
concentric cylinders, with the bottom of the inner cylinder made conical to avoid solids 
settling. The outer cylinder was one inch taller !han the inner cylinder to preven! spillage 
of fluid. Slurry overflowed from the inner cylinder to the outer cylinder and then 
returned to the sump. The viscometer was suspended from the top by a cable, and the 
probe of the viscometer was immersed inside the inner cylinder. This arrangement 
prevented problems with vibration and excessive fluid drag on the sensor. A therrnocou
ple was placed inside the sump, and both viscosity and temperature of the sample were 
recorded simultaneously. 

2.3. Materials used 

2.3. 1. Sucrose solwions 
Sucrose solutions show Newtonian flow properties. Six different solutions with 10 to 

60 wt% sucrose in distilled water were used to confirrn that both of the viscometers 
would register the same viscosity with Newtonian fluids. 

2.3.2. Methylcellulose solutions 
Methylcellulose is a water soluble polymer. Four solutions of methylcellulose at 

0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0% concentrations by weight in water were prepared. These 
solutions display pseudoplastic flow behavior and were used to verify the system's 
ability detect non-Newtonian behavior. 
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Fig. 6. Particle size distnbut10n of the silica samples. Multiple samples in each category were measured with a 
Microtrac size analyzer wHh excellent reproducibility. 
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2.3.3. Silica slurries 
Silica from the Ottawa Sand Co., IL, with the size distribution given in Fig. 6 was 

used to prepare slurry samples ranging from Oto 70% solids by weight in distillcd water. 
The d80 size of the silica sample was 65 ¡¡.m. 

3. Results and discussion 

3. J. Calibration of the system with known solutions 

Readings from the Nametre viscometer for sugar (sucrose) solutions and methylcellu
lose solutions· were plotted against the readings from the Brookfield viscometcr (Fig. 7). 
Since sucrose solutions were Newtonian, viscosity readings from both the Nametre (high 
shear rate) and the Brookfield Oow shear rate) viscometers were similar for these 
solutions. · For methylcellulose solutions, apparent viscosity values obtained from the 
Nametre viscometer were Jess than their corresponding values from the Brookfield 
viscometer showing that apparent viscosity decreased with increasing shear rate. This 
was expected from methylcellulose solutions, because these are known to be pseudoplas
tic fluids. This shows that the system could distinguish betwecn Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian fluids. 

3.2. Viscosity measurements for silica suspensions 

After calibrating the system with known Newtonian (sucrose) and non-Newtonian 
(methylccllulose) solutions, tests were conducted with silica-watcr slurrics at diffcrcnt 
percent solids. Viscosities of these slurries wcre measured by both the Namctre and 

~ 10' 
&. sucrose solutions 
·~ methylcellulose test 1 e • ~ 

10
3 A melhylcellulose test 2 

• " • 
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e 102 ~ 
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Apparcnt Viscosity from Brookfield (ccntipoise) 

Fig. 7. Reading from the Nametre viscometer vs. reading from the Brookfield viscometer for sucrosc solutions 
(from 1 O to 60 wt% sucrose) and methylcellulose solutions (from 0.5 to 2.0 wt% methylcellulose) in water. 
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10' 

0-60wt% 
solids • 

Apparent Viscosity from Brookfield (centipoise) 

F1g. 8. Comparison of apparent viscosities of silica slurries at different percent solids, as measured by the 
Brookfield and the Nametre viscometers. For all the slurries (I0-70 wt% solids) the readings from both 
instruments are similar, therefore these slurries are Newtonian. 

Brookfield viscometers, with the results as shown in Fig. 8. For all the silica slurries, 
measurements from both the viscometers were in clase agreement with each other, 
indicating that these slurries were Newtonian up to at least 70% solids by weight. 

4. Conclusion 

The following conclusions were drawn from these tests: 
( 1) The system suggested in this article eliminated the solids settling problem, and 

produced reproducible measurements of slurry viscosities in the laboratory. 
(2) This system could measure the viscosities of silica slurries up to 70 wt% solids, 

and simultaneously provided a simple method to distinguish between Newtonian and 
non·Newtonian flow types. The flow type of all the silica slurries used in this study was 
found to be Newtonian. 

(3) While the system does not give extreme details about the rheological type of the 
slurry, the measurement is quite rapid and reproducible, and so it is suitable for routine 
plant monitoring to detect changes in rheological type. Since such changes can have 
profound effects on plant operations, this technique has many potential applications. 
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Pyrite recovery mechanisms in coal flotation 

S.K. Kawatra •, T.C. Eisele 
Departmellt of Merallurgica/ and Matenals Engineermg, Michigan Technologicaf University, 1400 Towmend 

Drwe, Houghton, M/49931-1295, USA 

Receivcd 26 June 1995~ acccpted 24 May 1996 

Abstrae! 

In most operating coal-cleaning plants, a significant amount of pyrite is recovered in the froth 
during flotation of high-sulfur coal. This pyrite recovery is commonly believed to be a result of 
pyrite particles floating due to hydrophobicity. However, even though a widc rangc of pyritc 
depressants have been reponed over the years, there is no use of these depressants for industrial 
coa! flotation. which suggests that the mechanism of pyritc tlotation is not properly undcrstood. In 
arder to reduce the pyrite recovery during flotation, it is first necessary to identify thc primary 
recovery mcchanism, so that the appropriate method for correcting the problem can be selcctcd. In 
this papcr, it is shown that tlotation of liberatcd pyritc duc to its intrinsic hydrophobicity is not an 
important mcchanism for recovery of pyritc from frcshly ground coal, and that thc bulk of thc 
floated pyrite reaches the froth either as a result of simple entrainment or by mechanical lockmg 
with floatable coa! particles. The expenments were carricd out using both a conventional llotation 
cell, anda horizontally baffled flotation column. © 1997 Elscvier Science B. V. 

Keywords: pyritc hydrophobicity; coa! flotatton; sulfur rcmoval; pyritc rcmoval 

l. lntroduction 

In many coal flotation opcrations, a significan! amount of apparently libcrated pyrite 
is seen to repon to the froth, thus raising the sulfur content of the clean product and 
reducing its economic value. This unwanted recovery of pyrite should thcreforc be 
prevented. This need has encouraged many investigators to develop a largc number of 
depressants. However, there is no literature on the use of these depressants on an 
industrial scale. The purpose of the study described herc was to determine why 

• Corrc~ponding author. 
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depressants had not been industrially successful, which required determination of 
whelher the pyrite was floating due to hydrophobicity in the first place. 

Befare the best means for preventing liberated coa! pyrite recovery can be selected. it 
is necessary 10 determine how the coa! pyrite is actually being recovered. There are thrcc 
ways that a pyrite particle can reach the froth product: (1) the pyrite surface could be 
truly hydrophobic, and attach to air bubbles directly; (2) a pyrite particle could be 
entrained into the froth, without ever attaching to a bubble; or (3) the pyrite could be 
mechanically locked to a floatable coa! particle. Pyrite has complex surface chemistry. 
making it possible for it to be either hydrophobic or hydrophilic (depending on 
conditions, and the past history of the pyrite). This makes it possible for pyrite to reach 
the froth by any of the above mechanisms. Unfortunately, once a pyrite particle has 
reached the froth. it can be difficult to determine why it went there. A partial solution 
was to conduct flotation tests where there are no locked coaljpyrite particles. by using 
pyrite collected from mineral deposits that were not associated with coa!. The purc 
mineral pyrite u sed in this type of testing does not have the same properties as pure coa! 
pyrite (Chemosky and Lyon, 1972), but the use of fully liberated coa! pyrite is not 
feasible because there is no simple established method to produce unoxidized coa! pyritc 
which is completely free of locked coa!. In sorne past studies. the hydrophobicity of 
mineral pyrite has been artiticially enhanced by addition of xanthates (Whelan and 
Brown. 1956) or sulfurizing agents such as sodium sulfide (Drzymala et al., 1991). but 
such treatments are not representative of the conditions that occur naturally in coa! and 
so were not considered in this study. 

The floatability of liberated coa! pyrite can be indirectly estimated from coa! tlotation 
studies, provided that estimates are made of the recoveries of entrained coa! pyrite and 
locked coa! pyrite. The pyrite in the froth that is not accounted for by either locked 
particles or entrainment can then be considered to be the pyrite recovered due to 
intrinsic hydrophobicity. 

The expcriments described in this paper were carried out to attempt to measure the 
tloatability of liberated coa! pyrite in coa! using both a conventional cell and a 
laboratory-scale horizontally baffled flotat10n column, with reagents which are com
monly sclccted in cutTent industrial practice. The objectivc was to determine why pyrite 
depressants were nm found to be useful on an industrial scale, by demonstrating how 
pyrite particles were reaching the froth phase, and to determine which class of pyrite 
particles (Jocked particles, entrained particles, or particles floating due to their intrinsic 
hydrophobicity) were the most important contributors to pyritic sulfur recovery in froth 
flotation. 

2. Theoretical discussion 

While tlotation is generally acceptable for ash removal. it often is not highly effccttvc 
for removing the pyritic sulfur from the coa!. It has been hypothesized that this is due to 
the pyrite being naturally hydrophobic, and therefore tloated along with the coa! 
(Yancey and Taylor. 1935; Baker and Miller, 1971; Raleigh and Aplan, 1993). A grcat 
number of chemical and biological pyrite depressants have been proposed by severa! 
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Tab1e 1 
Sorne repre~entative depressants for coa! pyrite which have been reported in thc litcrature; nonc of thc~c are 
Widely uscd as pyrite depressants in industrial coa! flotation 

Reagent Action Refercncc 

Alkali pH Liu et al., 1993 
L1me, CaO pH, hydrolyzed ion adsorption Chandcr and A plan, 1989 
Potassium dichromate, K 2Cr20 7 Oxidizing agent Chander and A plan. 1989 
Sodium hypochlorite, NaCIO Ox1diztng agent Chandcr and Aplan, 1989 
Sodium sulfide, Na 2 S Redudng agent Chander and Aplan, 1989 
Sodium ~ulfite, Na 2 S03 Reducing agcnt Chander and A plan, 1989 
Corn starch Physically adsorbed colloid Chander and Aplan. 1989 
High·amylose starch Physically ad~orbcd colloid Chandcr and Aplan, 1989 
Cationic starch Physically adsorbcd colloid Chander and Aplan, 1989 
Xanthatcd cationic starch Physically adsorbed colloid Chander and Aplan, 1989 
Congo red Oye Chander and Aplan, 1989 
Nigrosinc Oye, chclating agent Raleigh and Aplan, 1993 
Sodium silicate Dtspcrstng agent Raleigh and Aplan, 1993 
Aerosol MA-80 D1spersing agent Raleigh and Aplan, 1993 
Citric acid pH, complexmg agent Rale1gh and Aplan, 1993 
Maraspcrsc CB DispcrJ.ing ugent Ralcigh und Aplan. 1993 
Potas~ium hypochloritc, KCIO OxJdatJOn Ralcigh and Aplun. 1993 
Ferric chloride. FeCI 3 Hydrolyzcd ion adsorption Bakcr and Millcr, 1971 
A1uminum ch1oridc, AICl 3 Hydrolyzcd ion adsorption Baker and Millcr, 1971 
ChromJUm chloride, CrCI 3 Hydrolyzed Ion adsorplion Bakerand Miller, 1971 
Coppcr ~ulfute, CuS04 Hydrolyzcd ion adsorption Bakcrand Millcr, 1971 
Calcium chloride, CaCI 2 Hydrolyzed ion adsorption Bakcr and Millcr, 1971 
Sodium cyan1de. NaCN Complexing agent Yanccy and Taylor. 1935 
Fcrrous sulfate, FcS04 Hydrolyzcd ion adsorpt1on Yancey and Taylor. 1935 
Fcrric sulfate, Fc2(S04 ) 3 Hydro\yzcd ion adsorpt1on Yancey and Taylor, 1935 
Para·amLnophenol Complexing agent Yancey and Tuylor, 1935 
Carboxymcthyl cellulose Physically adsorbed colloid Laskowski ct al., 1985 
Thiobaci llus ferrooxidans Oxtdation. surfacc attachmcnt Elzeky and Attta, 1987 
Other microorganisms Surfacc attachment Townslcy and Atkins, 1986 

Potassium monopcrsulfate. KS05 Oxidation Miller el al.. 1989; Y e el al.. 1990 

Cato2 DispcrJ.ing agcnt Arno1d and Ap1an. 1990 
Hy1on VII Dispcr~ing agent Amo1d and Ap1an, 1990 

Aerosol OT Dispcrsmg agent Amold andA plan, 1990 
Quebracho 0Lspcr¡,ing agcnt Arnold and Aplan, 1990 
Daxad 11 KLS D1spcrsing agent Arno1d and Ap1an, 1990 
Tcrgitol NPX Dispcrsing agent Amold and Aplan. 1990 
Sodium thiosulfatc, Na 2S20 4 Reducing agcnt Arnold and Ap1an. 1990 
Thioglyco!tc ac1d, HSCH 2COOH Complcxing agcnt Chmic!cwski and Whcclock, 1991; 

Luo el al., 1993 
Mcthunol Surfacc tcnsion modificr Feeley. 1991 

Ethanol Surfuce tcnsLon modificr Fee1ey. 1991 
Butylbcnzaldehyde Surfucc tcnsion modificr Feeley, 1991 

invesligators. with a few reprcscnlalive examples shown in Tablc l. Howevcr, while 
lhey have oflen been claimed lo be cffectivc in laboralory experimenls. none havc becn 
adoplcd on a plant scale. No bcnefils have been reported for pyrile depressanls in 
full-scalc coa! flotalion plants. apparcntly becausc any natural hydrophobicily of pyrile 

.¡ 
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varies a great deal, and the variations are difficult to predict. Also, pyrite depressan1s 
require good control of the slurry pH in arder to work properly (Baker and Miller, 1971) 
and existing coa! flotation circuits typically are not equipped for more than the coarsest 
control of this parameter. 

The most probable cause of the variation in pyrite hydrophobicity is the formation of 
elemental sulfur. Elemental sulfur is naturally hydrophobic (Fuerstenau et al, 1990), and 
so, if it forms on the surface of pyrite, it can actas a collector for the pyrite. Since 1942, 
it has been reported severa! times that elemental sulfur is not present in fresh coa!, but is 
often found in weathered coa!, and that it forms by oxidation of pyrite under the proper 
conditions (Chou, 1990; Stock and Wolny, 1990). There are two basic reactions that lead 
to elemental sulfur formation from pyrite. The simplest is: 

2Fe+ 3 (aq) + FeS 2 (s) = 3Fe+ 2 (aq) + 2S(s) 

This reaction occurs during microbial oxidation of pyrite, and so elemental sulfur will be 
formed when pyrite oxidizes in the moist, acidic conditions that are needed for 
pyrite-oxidizing bacteria to grow (Kawatra et al., 1991; Kawatra and Eisele, 1992a,h). 

The second reaction that can produce elemental sulfur from pyrite is a reaction with 
water (Ahlberg et al., 1990; Wadsworth et al., 1992) of the form: 

FeS 2 + 3H 20 = Fe(OH), + 2S 0 + 3H+ + 3e-

In both cases, the elemental sulfur is normally an intermediate product in a series of 
reactions that ultimately produce sulfate (so¡-). However, if conditions are suitable, 
detectable amounts of elemental sulfur can form on the pyrite surfaces. 

If the elemental sulfur is the main cause of pyrite hydrophobicity, then it would be 
expected that pristine, unoxidized pyrites would not be hydrophobic, while pyrites which 
had oxidized under the proper conditions would be hydrophobic. 

At the particle sizes where pyrite recovery into the froth is reponed (finer than 100 
¡.tm), entrainment is also an importan! effect. Detcrmination of the quantity of entrained 
material in a flotation froth is based on correlation of the amount of water in the froth 
with the quantity of the entrained species in the froth. Since entrainment is directly 
related to water recovery (Lynch et al., 1981; Kawatra and Eisele, 1992a,b), a correla
tion between percent recovery of purely hydrophilic particles .and of water will be linear. 
Deviations from linearity, or a solids recovery rate which is faster than the water 
recovery rate, are due to particles which are either recovered by direct bubble attachmcnt 
due to their intrinsic hydrophobicity, or by mechanical locking with hydrophobic 
particles. 

3. Experimental materials and procedures 

Three sets of experiments were carried out for this work. The first set consisted of a 
series of flotation experiments with mineral pyrite, which determined whether the 
natural hydrophobicity of a mineral pyrite would vary upon aging under various 
conditions. The second set was a series of timed conventional flotation experiments with 
a particular Pittsburgh #8 Seam coa!, which were conducted so that the degree of 
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entrainment could be determined based on the correlations of the recovcry rates of sol id 
particles with the recovery rate of water. The third sct of experiments consistcd of 
column tlotation tests with the Pittsburgh #8 Seam coal. The column tests produced 
coal that was essentially free of entrained particles and liberated pyrite, and provided a 
measure of the organic sulfur and locked pyritic sulfur in the coal. 

Thesc experiments provided data on the extent to which coal pyrite tlotation occurs 
during normal tlotation of coal, and the types of conditions that are likcly to result in 
natural hydrophobicity of pyrite. 

3.1. Mineral pyrite convelllional flotation 

Purpose of tlze experiments. These experiments were intended to determine the 
conditions where mineral pyrite was tloatable when fuel oil was used as a collector in 
the absence of pyrite depressants. Since it is not practica! to liberate coal pyrite 
complete! y from the coa[ that is locked to its surface, experiments were conducted using 
mineral pyrite which had not been associated with coal. Although mineral pyritc does 
not necessarily have the same surface properties as coal pyrite, it is much easier to 
obtain in a reasonably pure form. 

Matcrials. The pyritc uscd was obtained from Wards Natural Scicncc Establishment, 
and was mined in Custer, South Dakota. It was stage-crushed by roll-milling lo pass 28 
mesh, and was stored in a freezer al - l5°C to retard oxidation until the pyrite could be 
used. A portion of the pyrite was used within one week of stage-crushing, while thc 
remainder was allowed to age in the freezer for one year. 

Procedurc. Immediately before the tlotation experiments, the pyritc was ground in a 
steel rod mili at 60% solids and a pH of 12, to the final size distribution given in Tablc 
2. Thc pH was adjusted with sodium hyilroxide. Lime was not used for pH control, 

Tablc 2 

Size distribut10ns of Pittsburgh scam coa\ and Custcr mineral pyritc used in the flotalion cxpcrimcnts 

Sizc ( J.LITI) Pillsburgh coa!, Custer mmerul pyritc, 
cumulative% passing cumulative % passmg 

88 100.0 100.0 
62 96.0 100.0 
44 87.5 97.4 
31 74.7 88.3 
22 61.7 73.5 
16 49.2 56.5 
11 37.6 42.2 
7.8 28.4 31.7 
5.5 20.3 23.0 
3.9 13.7 16.1 
2.8 8.1 10.0 
1.9 3.1 4.3 
1.4 1.1 1.8 
0.9 0.0 0.3 

Thc coa! wus ground at 37.5% !>olids, and thc pyritc wus ground at 60% sol id!.. Sizc di1>tribution was mcasurcd 
using u Microtrac particle sizc analyzc.r 
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because it has been reported to be a pyrite depressant and could have led to misleading 
results. This pH was selected for grinding to preven! the steel grinding mili from 
corroding, and possibly contributing ferrous or ferric ions which would ha ve altered the 
pyrite surface chemistry. The ground pyrite was then filtered, rinsed on the filter with 
distilled water, and divided into flotation charges of 150 g each. These were re-sus
pended in distilled water in a Denver laboratory flotation cell (cell volume of 1.9 liters): 
The tests were conducted with MIBC as the frothing agent. The pH was adjusted to the 
desired leve! with sulfuric acid. Once the pH had been adjusted, #2 fuel oil and MIBC 
were added to the cell at dosages of 3.0 kgjmt and 0.4 kgjmt, respectively. The pulp 
and reagents were then conditioned in the Denver cell for 2 min at 1200 rpm. The 
conditioned pulp was then floated for 5 min while continuously removing the froth. 

Three sets of experiments were carried out with this pyrite. The first set used the 
pyrite which was freshly stage-crushed to pass 28 mesh; the second set used pyrite 
which had been stage-crushed, and then allowed to age in a freezer at - I5°C for one 
year; and the third set used pyrite which had been aged for one year in the freezer, 
followed by heating to 1 00°C in a forced-air drying oven for one month to oxidize it. 

3.2. Piushurgh coa/ conventional flotation 

Purpose of the experiments. These experiments were carried out to determine the 
quantity of pyrite reporting to a coal froth by entrainment. These tests used Dowfroth 
200 (a polypropylene glycol methyl ether, molecular weight 200) as the frother. 
Entrainment was deterrnined by correlating the water recovery with the recoveries of 
coal, ash, water, and the various forrns of sulfur as a function of time. The dosage of 
collector ( #2 fu el oil) was varied to change the coal flotation rate. The dosage of frother 
was held constan! for these tests. 

Material. These experiments used 250-g charges of Pittsburgh seam coal. The coal 
contained 37.2% ash, 2.2% pyritic sulfur, and 2.9% total sulfur, and had previously been 
stage-crushed to pass 20 mesh. The coal was prepared for flotation by grinding 900 g of 
coal in 1.5 liter of distilled water (37.5% solids) at its natural pH in a steel rod mili to 
the size distribution given in Table 2. The freshly ground coal was then filtered. and the 
cake was divided into three 250-g charges for flotation, with the remaining material used 
as a head sample. The coal was then floated immediately. 

Procedure. Timed flotation experiments were carried out in a 4.25-liter flotation cell, 
agitated at 1200 rpm with a Wemco agitator. The cell was equipped with gravity-feed 
pulp levcl control and mechanical froth scrapers (Fig. 1 ). The frother was Dowfroth 200, 
and was added to all of the water used in the flotation tests at a rate of 0.03 g/1 
(corresponding to a frother dosage of 0.5 kg/mt). Distilled water was used throughout, 
and the tests were carried out ata pH of 7.6 (which was the natural pH for this coal). 
Frother was added to all of the water befare adding the coal. For tests using collector, 
the fuel oil was added to the pulp in the cell, and conditioned at 1200 rpm for 5 min 
befare beginning flotation. The air flow was then started, and froth was collected over 
the time intervals 0-30 s, 30 s-1 min, 1-2 min, 2-3 min, 3-5 min, and 5-9 min. The 
froth products were weighed, filtered, dried, and re-weighed to measure the water 
content of each. All products were analyzed for ash content, using ASTM method 
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Fig. l. Schcm<~tic diagram of thc conventional flotation ccll used in the timed flotation expcrimcnts. showing 
thc motorized froth scrapers and thc pulp leve! control. Froth paddlc speed 18.75 rpm. Ccll volumc 4.25 l. Atr 
flowratc to cell 15.7 ljmin. Impcller speed 1200 rpm. 

03174 (ASTM, 1988a), and total sulfur content was determined using a LECO SC-132 
sulfur dctcrminator. Pyritic sulfur was mcasured using ASTM method D 2492 (ASTM, 
1988b), with the nitric acid dissolution stcp carried out by leaching at room tempcraturc 
ovemight ( 16 h), followed by boiling for 30 min to ensure complete dissolution . 

3.3. Pittsburgh coa/ column flolation 

Purpose of the experiments. These experiments were intended to produce a coa! that 
was as free as possible of entrained particles, so that the quantity of locked pyritic and 
organic sulfur in the coa! could be determined. Flotation experiments were carried out in 
a laboratory-scale horizontally baffled flotation column, using coa! prcpared in thc same 
manner as that used in the conventional coa! flotation tests. The column had bcen 
modified by the introduction of horizontal baffles, which had been found to improvc the 
performance of the column in earlier work. Tracer cxpcriments previously conducted 
using sodium fluorescein dyc showed that less than 4% of thc fecd water was cntraincd 
in the froth product using this column (Eisele and Kawatra, 1993; Kawatra and Eisclc, 
1995a,b). 

Procedure. A 3-inch (7.62 cm) diamcter horizontally baffled column, 6ft. ( 1.83 m) 
tall, was uscd for thcsc cxperiments. A froth depth of 18 inchcs (45.7 cm) was 
maintaincd. with 1 1/min of wash-watcr. Aeration was provided by an aspirator, with a 
water prcssurc of 15 psi (103 kPa) anda flowrate of 5 ljmin. The water injectcd into the 
column through thc bubblc generator and thc wash-water ring was tap water, with a 

·, 

,. 
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nominal pH of 7.0 anda nominal hardness of 150 ppm. The frother was Dowfroth 200, 
introduced with the aspirated air as a 1% solution to give a concentration of 0.03 gjl 
(0.5 kgjmt coa!), and also added to the wash-water at the same concentration. No 
collector was added in the column flotation tests. 

The column flotation experiments were batch tests. Feed coa! was prepared as for the 
conventional flotation experiments, except that each 900 g of ground coa! was divided 
into two flotation feed charges of 400 g each, with the remaining 100 g reserved as a 
head sample. Timed flotation experiments were carried out by suspending the coa! in 
distilled water at 25% solids, and adding the coa! slurry as a single increment over a 
30-s time interval while the column was being filled at the beginning of the test. After 
adding the feed, 30 s were required befare coa! began flowing into the overflow launder. 
From this time, froth increments were removed over the time intervals 0-30 s, 30 s-1 
min, 1-2 min, 2-3 min, 3-5 min, and 5-9 min. These samples were analyzed in the 
same manner as the samples from the conventional flotation tests. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Mineral pyrite flotation 

lt can be seen from the mineral-pyrite flotation results presented in Table 3 that the 
freshly prepared pyrite was not highly floatable at a pH between 7.5 and 8.3, but that it 
became very floatable (98-99% of the total weight floating) when the pH dropped to 
2.3. When the mineral pyrite was aged for one year at - l5°C, however, it became 
moderately floatable at neutral pH, with 35 to 37% of the total weight floating. When 
the aged pyrite was further oxidized at 100°C for 1 month, it was no longer floatable at 
neutral pH, but it could still be made very floatable by lowering the pH to 2.0. 

Table 3 
Flotation results for the Custer pyrite, after various pretreatments and over a wide pH range. Reagents were #2 
fuel oil (3.0 kg/ml) and MIBC (0.4 kgjml) 

Pyrite pretreatment Flotation Wt.% reporting 
pH to froth 

Fresh 8.3 5 
Fresh 7.5 3 
Fresh 7.5 4 
Fresh 2.3 98 
Fresh 2.2 98 
Fresh 2.0 99 
Aged 1 year at - l5°C 9.0 46 
Aged 1 year at - I5°C 6.8 37 
Aged 1 year at - I5°C 6.0 35 
Aged 1 year at - 1 soc 1.9 92 
Aged 1 year at - I5°C, then oxidized l month at 100°C 6.2 7 
Aged 1 year at -I5°C. then oxidized 1 month at !00°C 2.0 82 
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1t has been reported (Chou, 1990; Stock and Wolny, 1990) that elemental sulfur can 
be formed as an oxidation product of pyrite, and that at times the quantity of elemental 
sulfur formed in oxidized coals can be considerable. Elemental sulfur is naturall y 
hydrophobic, and so when it forms on the surface of pyrite it can act as a collector for 
the pyrite, making it floatable. However, iron sulfates are also formed during pyrite 
oxidation, and these salts are known to be flotation depressants (Baker and Miller, 
1971). This accounts for the increase in floatability of the pyrite at low pH, as acidic 
conditions cause the iron salts to dissolve, but allow any elemental sulfur to remain. 
Whether or not a pyrite particle will be naturally floatable will depend on the flotation 
pH and on its oxidation history. If the oxidation favors elemental sulfur formation, the 
pyrite will be floatable at neutral pH, while oxidation that favors sulfate formation will 
result in pyrite that is not floatable at neutral pH. From the pyrite floÚltion experiments 
described, floatability at near-neutral pH is favored by slow, mild oxidation. If it is 
assumed that the reaction of coal-pyrite to oxidation is similar to the reaction of 
mineral-pyrite to oxidation, then: (1) moderately oxidized coals are the coals that are 
most likely to contain naturally hydrophobic pyrite; and (2) carrying out coa! flotation in 
acidic solutions will cause the pyrite to become hydrophobic. 

4.2. Conventional and column flotation of coa/ 

From the timed-flotation data for the coa! flotation it was possible to correlate the 
recovery of a given component (coa!, ash, etc.) with the recovery of water in the froth, 
and to use this correlation to estímate the amount of entrainment that occurred. First, a 
method was needed to distinguish liberated pyrite particles from other sulfur forms. 
Sulfur in coa! is predominantly in ihe form of organic sulfur and pyritic sulfur. The 
various microstructural forms of pyrite have been divided into the following thrcc 
categories by Miller and Lin ( 1986): (1) liberated crystalline pyrite, consisting of single 
crystals with little or no attached carbonaceous material; (2) granular assemblies. 
consisting of aggregates of pyrite crystals, mineral matter, and carbonaceous mattcr in 
irregular masses; and (3) framboid clusters, consisting of spherical aggregates of pyrite 
microcrystals·embedded in the coa!: These can be distinguished microscopically, but for 
the sake of simplicity this paper will treat pyritic sulfur as being of two types: (1) 
liberated pyritic sulfur {liberated crystalline pyrite); and (2) unliberated pyritic sulfur 
(granular asscmblies, and framboid clusters). Thc sulfur in coa! can now be categorizcd 
as shown in Eq. (1 ): 

Toial süffur ~ organic sulfur + liberatcd pyritjc s4)fur + unlibcratcd pyritic sulfur 

( 1) 

This equation does not account for sulfate sulfur and elemental sulfur, which are 
typically prcsent only in trace amounts as oxidation products of thc pyrite. For purposes 
of this discussion, sulfates and elemental sulfur will be considered to be part of the total 
pyritic sulfur. 

Standard analysis techniques allow for quantitative measurement of total sulfur and 
pyritic sulfur, but it is difficult to differentiate between liberatcd and unliberated pyritic 
sulfur for large numbers of particles. By making the following simplifying assumptions, 
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it is possible to use Eq. (1) to develop a method of determining a numerical value for 
organic sulfur plus unliberated pyritic sulfur for a particular coal: 

( 1) Thc liberated pyrite is always less floatable than the most floatable coal particles 
when no collector is added. Therefore, the fastest-floating coa! in the absence of 
collector will be free of liberated pyrite if entrainment is minimized. 

(2) The locked (unliberated) pyrite and organic sulfur are distributed throughout the 
combustible fraction of the coal. 

Given these assumptions, a value for organic sulfur plus unliberated pyritic sulfur in 
the combustible fraction of the coal sample can be determined by three different 
methods: ( 1) the coa! can be successively refloated severa! times by conventional 
flotation to recover only the fastest floating particles; (2) the coa! can be floated using 
column flotation, using care to eliminate entrainment, with the initial, fastest-floating, 
lowest-sulfur product being considered free of liberated pyritic sulfur; or (3) a heavy
liquid sinkjfloat test can be carried out at the lowest density that will provide enough 
coa! for analysis, with the float fraction being considered free of liberated pyrite. 

Once the value for locked and organic sulfur has been determined for a sample by 
one of these three methods, it is possible to use Eq. (2) (derived from Hirt, 1973) to 
calculate the liberated pyritic sulfur content: 

%SLP = %ST- %SLO(Wc) (2) 

where %SLP = liberated pyritic sulfur content of the sample; ST =total sulfur content of 
the sample; Wc = weight fraction of combustible matter in the sample; and %SLO = 
locked and organic sulfur content of the combustible fraction. 

From analysis of the column flotation results, the locked and organic sulfur content 
for this coa! was found to be 1.7%. This was determined by collecting the initial, 
fastest-floating froth product from the flotation column, with wash-water used to 
minimize the entrainment. This was then analyzed to determine the sulfur content. When 
compared to the other froth products from the column flotation test, this initial froth was 
found to have the lowest sulfur content. This value was checked by a heavy-liquid 
separation of the feed, using a Certigrav® heavy liquid ata specific gravity of 1.35. The 
float product at this density was found to have a total sulfur content of 1.79% S, at a 
recovery of 20%wt. 

A second correction was made neccssary by the constant-lcvel feature of the 
conventional cell. A constan! froth depth is needed to keep the drainage characteristics 
of the froth from changing during the test. However, the addition of make-up water 
continuously changes the ratio of water to solids. If the cell is assumed to be a 
well-mixed system, a simple residence-time calculation can be used to corree! for 
make-up water dilution, as follows (Dankwerts, 1953): 

F(T)=I-e-RIV (3) 

where F(T) = the volume fraction of the water original! y in the cell which is recovered 
by time T; R = total volume of water which is removed and replaced by make-up water 
by time T; and V= total cell vol u me. 

Using this formula to correct for make-up water dilution, the cumulative percent 
recovery of the water originally in the cell can be calculated. This corrected water 
recovery can now be used to distinguish between entrainment and true flotation. 
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Fig. 2. Conventiomd timed flotation cell results, with a flxed frother dosage (0.5 kgfmt) <J.nd a varymg 
collector dosage (0.0, 0.35, and 0.7 kgfmt). The feed coa! contained 37.2% ash, 2.2% pyrillc sultur, 2.9% 
total sulfur, and 1.7% lockedforganic sulfur. Correlations of combustible matter, ash, total pyntic sulfur, and 
libcratcd pyntic sulfur rccovcrics with water rccovcry are shown (corrcctcd for makc-up water addtlion u:-.ing 
Equ. 2). Pcrfcct cntrainment would follow thc 45° line. 

Fig. 2 shows the correlations of combustible matter, ash, total pyritic sulfur, and 
liberated pyritic sulfur with the corrected water recovery for all six convcntional tests. It 
is immediately evident that the ash shows a behavior strongly characteristic of cntrain
ment, while the combustible matter behaves as a strongly floatable spccics. The pyritic 
sulfur behaves in an intermediate fashion, with recovery being initially slightly faster 
than that of water, then becoming slightly slower. When the liberated pyritic sulfur, 
calculated using Eq. (2), is plotted, the curve is similar to that of the pyritic sulfur (as 
determincd using the ASTM nitric-acid leach method), and lies bctwecn the ash 
recovery curve and the pyritic sulfur curve. When the liberated pyritic sulfur recovery is 
plottcd against the ash recovery (Fig. 3), it is seen that thcre is a good correlation 
betwcen the two recoveries, and that they follow very closely the 45° linc. This indicates 
that the recovery mechanisms for the liberated pyrite and the ash are similar. 

The ash is primarily composed of fine clay particles which are expccted to be 
strongly hydrophilic, and are well-liberated due to the high feed ash ·content (37.2% 
ash). Therefore, the ash is mainly recovered by entrainment. Since the bchavior of the 
liberated pyrite is vcry similar to thc behavior of the ash, this strongly implies that 
entrainment is the most important rccovcry mcchanism for thc libcratcd pyritc, as wcll. 

Bascd on the data given hcre, it is hypothcsized that, for this coa!, the coa! pyrite is 
floating due to being locked in floatablc coa! (incomplete liberation) and to entrainment, 
and not due to natural hydrophobicity of thc pyrite. lt appears that coa! pyritcs have a 
very low inherent floatability, and are thercfore floated primarily as either locked or 
entrained particles, or due to formation of elemental sulfur on the pyrite surface. 

Results have been reponed for image analysis of coa! products which were floated 
using release analysis to minimize entrainmcnt (Wang et al., 1993). The image analysis 
of the releasc analysis products showed that completely liberated pyrite particles were 
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Fig. 3. Convention:-~1 timed tlotation results, showing the correlation of liberated pyntic sulfur recovcry with 
ash recovery, at a fixed frother dosage and a varying collector dosage. 

scarce in the fced, and almost non-existent in the froth products. The majority of pyrite 
was seen to contain small inclusions of carbonaceous material, and flotation of the pyrite 
was attributed to the presence of these inclusions. Similarly, Miller and Lin ( 1986) 
found little liberated pyrite in their froth products, but liberated pyrite grains were the 
predominant form in the flotation tailings. 

Referring to Table 1, it can be seen that a number of the chemicals claimed to be 
pyrite depressants are actually dispersants. Since dispersants act to reduce entrainment 
by preventing flocculation and improving froth drainage (Leja, 1982), this implies that 
thc pyrite which is rejected more efficiently when dispersants are added is entraincd 
pyrite, and not pyrite floating due to intrinsic hydrophobicity. 

Although pyrite depressants have often been shown in thc laboratory to reduce pyritc 
recovery, this may be a result of factors other than depression of floatable liberatcd 
pyrite particles. Pyrite depressants sometimes also act as mild coa! depressants (Purccll 
and Aplan, 1991 ), and the coa! particles which will be dcpressed first are the locked 
particles which include the greatest amount of gangue, sinee these particles havc the 
least available hydrophobic surface arca for bubble attachment. As a result, the last few 
percents of coa! recovered during flotation carry a disproportionate amount of the total 
sulfur. Small dccreases in the combustibles recovery will therefore produce significan! 
reductions in the amount of pyritic sulfur which floats. 

5. Conclusions 

From the results presented, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
(1) Freshly ground mineral pyrite is not readily floatable at neutral pH, although it 

becomes highly floatable at acidic pH. Pyrite oxidation normally results in the formation 
of sulfate sulfur, which is hydrophilic. However, if the conditions are right, it is poss1ble 
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for pyrite oxidation to form elemental sulfur, which is hydrophobic. This suggests that 
pyrite can become naturally hydrophobic at neutral pH under certain conditions, but that 
this is not its normal state. 

(2) Timed flotation of a freshly ground Pittsburgh seam coa! in a conventional cell at 
near-neutral pH produced results consisten! with the pyrite being recovered in the froth 
predominantly by entrainment and by mechanical !ocking with floatable coa! particles. 
Any contribution from hydrophobic flotation of liberated pyrite appears to be minimal. 
This is why, e ven though numerous pyrite depressants ha ve been developed. nonc ha ve 
been accepted by the coal industry. Pyrite is not depressed in thc full-scale plants, 
becausc in most cases it was not floating duc to hydrophobicity in thc first place. 

(3) 1t is known that chemical pyrite depressants can only reduce thc froth sulfur 
contenl in coal flotation if a significan! amount of pyrite is floating duc to hydrophobic 
bubble attachment. Since pyrite is not always naturally hydrophobic, invcst1gators 
should first be certain that pyrite is being recovered by this mechanism (and not simply 
being entrained) befare using such reagents. The contribution of entrainment can be 
estimated, but only if the water recovery is measured as carefully as the recovcry of the 
other species. Such water recovery measurements should therefore be a routine pan of 
coal flotation studies. 
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Abstrae! 

A viscometry system involving a vibrating sphere viscometer and a rotational viscometer has 
been developed for on-line measurement of viscosity, and for rheological characterization of 
mineral slurries into either Newtonian or non-Newtonian flows. Special precautions werc taken to 
allow measurements of viscosity of rapidly settling mineral suspensions. Both the viscometers 
were able to measure viscosity as low as one centipoise, which is the approximatc room 
temperature viscosity of water. Because the vibrating sphere viscometer operated ata much highcr 
shear rate than the rotating viscometer, the two instruments together could detemline the shear-ratc 
dependency of the viscosity. Ground silica of 80% passing 65 ¡¡.m size was suspended in water, 
and was used to prepare slurries at diffcrent percent solids. Viscosity of each slurry sample was 
measured simultaneously by both the viscometers, and the rcsults werc compared to determine the 
rheological characters of the slurries. With this technique, it was found that all thc silica slurry 
samples (up to 70 wt% solids) at thc given size distribution werc in the NewtoniJn now rcgimc. 

l. Introduction 

It is known that suspension rheology affects many mineral processing opcrations, 
such as grinding and classification. However, measurement of slurry rheology using 
common viscometers is difficult mainly because mineral slurries contain rapidly-settling 
particles. If proper precautions are not taken, observations from standard instruments can 
lead to mistaken ·deterrninations of the fluid characteristics. and correlations between 
rheology and process performance will be impossible to determine (Kawatra and Bakshi, 
1995). 

Among the available viscometers, three basic types have been tried for slurry 
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applications: (1) co-axial cylinder; (2) capillary tube; and (3) vibrating sphere type 
viscometers. Co-axial cylinder viscometers can measure viscosity at a panicular shear 
rate, which can be varied by changing the rotational speed of the spindle. Because of 
this control in shear rate, co-axial cylinder viscometers have been very popular for many 
applications. However, settling of solid panicles causes serious problems in these 
instruments, and special slurry presentation systems are needed to allow them to reliably 
measure slurry viscosity (Clarke, 1967; Underwood, 1976; Klien et al., 1990). 

In a standard co-axial cylinder viscometer, the sample is stationary and particles can 
rapidly settle out of a slurry as shown in Fig. l. Once the solids start settling, the slurry 
at the top becomes dilute compared to the slurry at the bottom. Then, the instrument sees 
a continuously changing solids content. Because of the changing viscosity arising from 
change in solids content, the user will wrongly interpret this as time dependency of the 
slurry rheology. 

Severa! attempts have been made to preven! solids settling so that a co-axial cylinder 
instrument could reliably measure the viscosity of rapidly-settling slurries. These 
attempts generally used designs which moved slurry parallel to the rotational axis of the 
sensor, rapidly enough that the particles would be kept in suspension (Clarke, 1967; 
Underwood, 1976; Hemmings and Boyes, 1977; Reeves, 1990). However, the problem 
with this method is to obtain a smooth laminar flow of slurry without causing any 
disturbances in the sample holder (see Fig. 2). The flow of the sample should be strictly 
vertical, because forces in any other direction will interfere in the rotation of the spindle. 
In this way. a small turbulence originating from the mixing or flow of slurry will 
produce a shift in the viscometer reading. Klien et al. (1990) and Kiljanski (1993) have 
discussed separately how these disturbances (undeterrnined forces) from slurry mixing 
or recirculation will affect viscosity measurements. 

Besides viscosity, another rheological parameter which is importan! for slurry 
handling is the flow type. Flow types for time independent fluids are shown in Fig. 3. 
Mineral suspensions show Newtonian flow behavior at dilute suspensions and non-New
tonian behavior at higher solids content. Other factors which affect the flow behavior 
are: (1) particle size; and (2) che mi cal nature, such as presence of dispersants (Schack et 

D1lute top layers 

Compacted 

(o) 
(b) 

Fig. l. Solids settling leaves a dilute suspension on the top layers of the container. When the solids content is 
low (a) the solids gradually settle and are compacted below the spindle and the viscometer reads progressively 
lower viscosity over time. At higher concentration of solids, the compacted solids can touch the spindle (b) 
resulting m progressive higher readings over time. 
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Radial 
force 

277 

Fig. 2. The axial flow (side view) prevents the solids from settling by continuously swecping fresh slurry past 
the spindle. This component of the flowing slurry stream does not affect the rotation of the spindlc. But, any 
radial or tangential forces (top vicw), ansmg from thc flow, will place additional forces on thc spindk 
resulting in erroneous viscosity readings. 

al., 1957). The knowledge of this flow type is essential in many mineral processing 
operations. For example, sorne suspensions show dilatancy and their viscosity increases 
with shear rate (Klose, 1984), which will result in plugging of pumps and pi peJines. In 
grinding milis, it has been observed that optimum grinding is achieved when the slurry 
is pseudoplastic and does not have any yield stress (Kiimpel, 1982, 1983). In hydrocy
clone classifiers, it has been shown that the cut size changes with viscosity (Kawatra and 
Eise1e, 1988) . 

Another important reason to know the flow type is that viscometers gcnerally do not 
measure the viscosity at the shear rate that prevai1s in operations such as grinding, 
pumping, or classification. Since viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids depends upon thc 
shear rate, viscosity cannot be corre1ated to equipment performance when the shcar ratcs 
are different. Thus, the flow type must be measured befare making corrclations between 
viscosity and equipment performance. For example, in an hydrocyclone experiment with 
a 10.2 cm (4") cyclone in the MTU laboratories, the maximum shcar ratc insidc thc 
cyclone was calculated to be 508 s -l, while thc Brookfield viscometcr operatcd at shear 
rates below 74 s-l. The viscosities measured by the Brookfield instrument thcrcforc can 
only apply to the cyclone performance if the slurry is Newtonian. Also, thc shear ratc 

~---- Pseudoplastic wilh 
yicld stress 

/-.--Bingham Plastic 

./"ii:;--Pseudoplastic 
~--:;--Ncwtonian 

Fig. 3. Generahzed tlme-independent rheology curves for mineral slurries. The ratio of shear stress and shcar 
ratc is thc apparcnt v1scosity. This ratio is constant for Newtonian fluids. The apparent viscosity decrcascs with 
increasc m shcar cates for pseudoplastic fluids and increascs with incrcasc m shcar rutes for d1latant flUJds . 
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inside a cyclone varies a great deal from point to point (Bradley, 1965), and so no 
measurement of viscosity at a single shear rate can accurately reflect the conditions in a 
hydrocyclone when a slurry is non-Newtonian. 

In this article a viscometry system is described, composed of a vibrating sphere 
viscometer used in combination with a rotational viscometer. The vibrating-spherc 
viscometer operates at a very high shear rate. This viscometer is insensitive to most 
turbulence, and can easily measure the viscosity of well-mixed slurries. The rotational 
viscometer used was modified to allow it to reliably measure the viscosity of slurries at 
low shear rates. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. System development 

As pointed out earlier, viscosity of a Newtonian fluid is not affected by shear rates, 
but for non-Newtonian fluids the viscosity changes when the shear rate changcs. Thus, 
by measuring the viscosity at two different shear rates sufficiently apart from each other 
and comparing the two values, the fluid can be designated as Newtonian if both the 
measured viscosities are similar, and non-Newtonian if the viscosities are different. 
Based on this concept, a new system was developed to determine the flow characteras
tics of mineral slurries. The two viscometers used for this purpose were a Brookfield 
(co-axial cylinder) viscometer and a Nametre (vibrating sphere) viscometer. In this 
system the Brookfield viscometer operated at a much lower shear rate than the Nametre 
viscometer. Thus, for Newtonian fluids readings from both the viscometers remained the 
same, and for non-Newtonian fluid the two instruments produced different rcadings. 

Brookfield 

Overhead 
tan k 

Flexible tubing 

Pinch valva 

UL adaptar tuba 

....._ Pinch valve 

Fig. 4. Brookfield viscomder set-up showing the UL adaptar assembly and the slurry presentation system. 
This arrangement is very suitable for dilute suspensions, and could measure apparent viscosities of silica 
slurries up to 70% solids by weight in water without any difficulty. 
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2.1.1. The rotational uiscometer 
A Brookfield viscometer (DV-I model) was used to measurc apparent viscosity at low 

shear rates (below 74 s- 1
). The UL adaptar spindle was used for suspensions with a 

viscosity less than 10 centipoise, and the LV # 1 spindle was used for samples with 
viscosities abovc 10 centipoise. The UL adaptar consisted of a cylindrical spindle, and a 
tube which houses the spindle. The sample was placed in the annular space betwecn the 
spindlc and the tu be to measure its viscosity. Solids were kcpt in suspension while the 
reading was taken by using the slurry presentation system shown schematically in Fig. 4. 
Slurry was mixed in an overhead tank, and passed continuously through thc annular 
space between the UL spindle and the tube. After a steady statc rcading was displayed, 
flow was momentarily interrupted to eliminate any swirling motion causcd by thc flow 
at the inlet, and the reading was taken immediately. For denser suspensions (above 10 
centipoisc), the UL spindlc was replaced by aL V # 1 spindle and rest of the parts in thc 
setup were not changed. Although the Brookfield viscometer could operate at differcnt 
shear rates, it was not sufficient by itself to determine the rheological type, bccausc the 
instrument range was only sufficient for making one or two readings over closcly-spaccd 
shear rates . 

2.2. The uibrating sphere uiscometer 

The vibrating sphere viscometer used for this study was manufacturcd by thc 
Nametrc Corporation, Metuchcn, NJ. lt consisted of a spherical probe, which oscillatcd 
along a vertical shaft at its resonant frequency of 750 Hz and a constan! amplitudc of 1 
micron. When immersed in a fluid, the probe created a shear wave, and thc fluid 
dampcned thc oscillatory motioo. The damping, or the powcr to restare constan! 
amplitudc was a measure of the apparent viscosity of the fluid. Since thc pro be vibratcd 
rather than rotating in a single direction, the shear ratc was a sinusoidal function of time. 

Thermocouple 

viscometer 

Overflow 
line 

Proba 

lnner tank 

,...Pump 

Fig. 5. Nametre set-up showing the special arrangement for slurry presentation. This arrangcmcnt is very 
suitablc for suspensions with rapidly senling pan1clcs. 
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Also, the probe was spherical in shape, therefore its vibration had its maximum 
amplitude at the equator and gradually dropped to zero al the poles (Ferry, 1977). For 
these reasons, the Nametre viscometer did not operate at a specific shear rate, but 
averaged the shear rates from zero to the maximum value. The maximum shear rate was 
not a definite constan\ for the instrument because it was a function of the velocity of 
propagation of the shear wave in the fluid, which in turn depended upon the fluid 
viscosity (Ferry, 1977; Kawatra and Bakshi, 1995). A special slurry presentation system 
was built for this instrument as shown in Fig. 5. This was comprised of a vessel of two 
concentric cylinders, with the bottom of the inner cylinder made canica! to avoid solids 
settling. The outer cylinder was one inch taller than the inner cylinder to prevent spillage 
of fluid. Slurry overflowed from the inner cylinder to the outer cylinder and then 
returned to the sump. The viscometer was suspended from the top by a cable, and the 
probe of the viscometer was immersed inside the inner cylinder. This arrangement 
prevented problems with vibration and excessive fluid drag on the sensor. A therrnocou
ple was placed inside the sump, and both viscosity and temperature of the sample were 
recorded simultaneously. 

2.3. Materials used 

2.3.1. Sucrose so/utions 
Sucrose solutions show Newtonian flow properties. Six different solutions with 10 to 

60 wt% sucrose in distilled water were used to confirrn that both of the viscometers 
would register the same viscosity with Newtonian fluids. 

2.3.2. Methylcel/ulose solutions 
Methylcellulose is a water soluble polymer. Four solutions of methylcellulose at 

0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0% concentrations by weight in water were prepared. These 
solutions display pseudoplastic flow behavior and were used to verify the system's 
ability detect non-Newtonian behavior. 

80.00 

60.00 

40.00 

20.00 -

..... T ·-···· 
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! 
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Size (microns) 

Fig. 6. Particle size distribution of the silica samples. Multiple samples in each catC'gory were measured with a 
Microtrnc size analyzer with excellent reproducibility. 
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2.3.3. Silica slurries 
Silica from the Ottawa Sand Co., IL, with the size distribution givcn in Fig. 6 was 

used to prepare slurry samples ranging from O to 70% solids by weight in distilled water. 
The d80 size of the silica sample was 65 J.Lm. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Calibra/ion of the system with known solutions 

Readings from the Nametre viscometer for sugar (sucrose) solutions and methylccllu
lose solutions were plotted against the readings from the Brookfield viscometer (Fig. 7). 
Since sucrose solutions were Newtonian, viscosity readings from both the Nametre (high 
shear rate) and the Brookfield {low shear rate) viscometers were similar for these 
solutions. For methylcellulose solutions, apparent viscosity values obtained from thc 
Nametrc viscometer were less than their corresponding values from thc Brookfield 
viscomcter showing that apparent viscosity decrcased with increasing shcar ratc. This 
was cxpectcd from methylcellulose solutions, because these are known to be pseudoplas
tic fluids. This shows that the system could distinguish between Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian fluids. 

3.2. Viscosity measureme/1/s for silica suspensions 

After calibrating the system with known Newtonian (sucrose) and non-Ncwtoman 
(methylcellulosc) solutions, tests were conducted with silica-water slurries at differcnt 
percent solids. Viscosities of thcsc slurries were mcasured by both thc Namctrc and 
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Fig. 7. Reading from the Nametrc viscomctcr vs. reading from the Brookfield viscometer for sucrosc solutions 
(from 10 ro 60 wt% sucrose) and methylcellulose solutions (from 0.5 to 2.0 wt% methylcellulose) in water. 
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10' 

0-60wt% 
solids 

Apparent Viscosity from Brookfield (centipoise) 

F1g. 8. Comparison of apparent viscosities of sllica slurries at d1fferent percent solids, as measured by the 
Brookfield and the Nametre viscometers. For all the slunies (1 0-70 wt% solids) the readings from both. 
instruments are similar, therefore these slurries are Newtonian. 

Brookfield viscometers, with the results as shown in Fig. 8. For all the silica slurries, 
measurements from both the viscometers were in close agreement with each other, 
indicating that these slurries were Newtonian up to at leas! 70% solids by weight. 

4. Conclusion 

The following conclusions were drawn from these tests: 
(1) The system suggested in this article eliminated the solids settling problem, and 

produced reproducible measurements of slurry viscosities in the laboratory. 
(2) This system could measure the viscosities of silica slurries up to 70 wt% solids, 

and simultaneously provided a simple method to distinguish between Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian flow types. The flow type of all the silica slurries used in this study was 
found to be Newtonian. 

(3) While the system does not give extreme details about the rheological type of the 
slurry, the measurement is quite rapid and reproducible, and so it is suitable for routine 
plan! monitoring to detect changes in rheological type. Since such changes can have 
profound effects on plan! operations, this technique has many potential applications. 
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Particle Size Measurement 

In industrial particulate processing, characterization of the partid e sizes o ver the range from 1000 
microns to 0.5 microns is of critica! importance, as the particle size distribution controls the ftow 
and packing characteristics, and strongly affects the surface area and chemical reactivity. The 
selection of an appropriate method for measuring the particle size depends upon both the particle 
size range of interest, and on the characteristics of the partid es. A technique for the measurement 
therefore cannot be considered in isolation, but must take into account the form of the particles in 
the process. For example, to monitor the particle size of particles in an aqueous slurry which has 
a high volume ftowrate, a method such as ultrasonic absorption would be selected. If, on tl¡e other 
hand, the powder is a water-reactive solid such as cernen!, a technique is needed which does not 
require the particles to be suspended in water. 

Particle size measurement techniques also differ greatly in their speed, and their degree of shear. 
Methods which require very long times to complete a measurement, and ha ve a low leve! of shear, 
allow particles to agglomerate. This results in a larger apparent particle size than would be 
measured by a rapid, high-shear-rate measurement technique. 

Partí ele Size of Irregular! y Shaped Partí eles 

The size of a spherical particle can be uniquely defined by its diameter, and so it is easy to state its 
size unambiguously. The size of a cube can also be readily defined as the length of an edge. 
However, such ideal particles are rarely encoúntered in particulate processing, and so an 
unambiguous definition of "particle size" becomes difficult. There are numerous methods for 
assigning a particular size toan irregular! y shaped particle, with the method selected depending 
both on the size measurement technique used, and on the application of the information. Severa! 
of the most importan! methods for defining size are as follows: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Projected area. This can be considered as the area of the shadow that would be cast by the 
particle. For irregular particles, the value of the projected area will vary, depending on the 
orientation of the particle. This is of particular importance for particles that will be used for 
paint pigments, as it will determine their "hiding power" on a surface. 

Total surface area. This is the total area that the particle surface would ha ve if it could be 
ftattened out into a plane surface. This is of particular importance for determining the 
chemical reactivity of the particles, and is critica! for catalysts and for powders to be used for 
making cement. 

Stokes diameter. This is used for size measurement methods which determine particle sizes 
based on their settling rate in a fluid. The terminal settling velocity of an irregularly-shaped 
particle is compared with the settling rates for spheres of the same density, and the Stokes 
diameter is the diameter of the sphere that has the same settling rate as the particle being 
measured. 

S ieve diameter. This is the size of the smallest opening that the particle can go through 
without deforming or fracturing, and is related to the minimum projected area for the particle. 

Sicvc Analysis 

Sieving is an obvious, straightforward method form measuring particle size, and is discussed 
extcnsively in Mineral Processing Technology, by B. A. Wi!ls. The simplest sieves are made by 
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weaving wire into a square grid, leaving openings of a precise size. Sieves are often referred to 
by their mesh size, which is the number of openings per linear inch, as shown in Figure 3.1: 

..e 
u 
.9 

1 inch 

2 mesh 
Figure 3.1: Definition of"mesh size." 

1 inch 

4 mesh 

1 inch .. .. 

8 mesh 

However, the size of the opening for a given mesh size will obviously depend on the diameter of 
the wire used to weave the sieve, and so a number of different sieve series have been defined that 
use different wire thicknesses. In recent years, there has been a trend to express sieve size as the 
width of the opening in micrometers, to avoid ambiguity. 

The Tyler sieve series is one of the common sieve series in use. It is defined based on a standard 
of 200 mesh = 74 micrometers. Coarser and finer sieve sizes are defined so that the ratio of the 
sizes of screens is the square root of 2. A Tyler fine sieve series is also defined that sets the ratio 
of subsequent screens at the fourth root of 2, which gives closer resolution of the particle size 
distribution because the sieve sizes are more closely spaced. 

The results from a sieve test are generally presented in a tabular form, as shown in Table 3.1: 

Table 3.1: Example of a sieve analysis 

Sieve Size 
Sieve Size 

Nominal Weight 
% Weight 

Cumulative 
(Tyler 

(microns) 
Size Retained 

Retained 
%Wt. 

Mesh) (microns) (grams) Passing 

+48 296 0.02 0.1 99.9 

48x65 209 250 1.32 2.9 97.0 

6Sx100 148 180 4.23 9.5 87.5 

100xl50 105 125 9.44 21.2 66.3 

150x200 74 90 13.10 29.4 39.9 

200x270 52 63 11.56 26.0 10.9 

-270 -52 26 4.87 10.9 

Once the particle sizes ha ve been determined, there are severa! methods of presenting the 
complete size distribution as a graph. The type of plot selected depends on the information that is 
wanted, and the most common plots are discussed below: 
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• Histogram: The most straightforward plot is a histogram of the percent weight retained for 
each size fraction, as shown in Figure 3.2. Such a plot most clearly shows the physical 
significance of the data, and makes it simple to find the modal size (most comrnon size). 
However, it is difficult to make an easily-expressed, meaningful comparison of the 
histograms for two different size distributions. 

Histogram 
30 

e 
o 25 -u 
(Ó ..... 20 LL 
Q) 
N 15 

(j) 

e 
10 -$: 
5 

~ o 

50 100 150 200 250 300 

Nominal Size (microns) of size fraction 

Figure 3.2: Histogram of data from Table 3.1 

• Rosin-Rammler Distribution: The Rosin-Rammler Distribution is obtained from the 
equation 

lOO-P= 100 · exp(-(b · d")) 

or 

100 
In( In( lOO_ p)) = /n(b) + n · ln(d) 

where n= 
b= 
d= 
P= 

constan! 
constan! 
nominal sieve size, and 
cumulati ve percent weight passing the size d 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Special Rosin-Rammler graph paper is available, where the above equation becomes a straight 
line with a slope of n and a y-intercept of ln(b ). Such a plot can al so be made using standard 
rectangular or semi-log graph paperas shown in Figure 3.3, by plotting the parameters: 

x = ln(d) 

. .: 



100 
y = ln(ln( lOO_ p)) 

The parameters b and n can then be used to compare different size distributions, and to 
provide a compact description of the complete size distribution. 

:::2 Rosin-Rammler Plot 
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Figure 3.3: Rosin-Rammler Plot of data from Table 3.1 

(3.3) 

• Gates-Gaudin-Schumann Distribution: This is also a method for causing the plot of 
cumulative percent passing versus size to approximate a straight line. The cumulative percent 
weight passing each sieve is plotted versus the nominal sieve size on log-log graph paper, as 
in Figure 3.4, or the logarithms of these values are plotted on rectangular graph paper. The 
plot can then be approximated by a line with the equation: 

where x= 
y= 
a= 
k= 

X ex 
y= 100(-) 

k 

sieve size 
cumulative percent passing 
distribution modulus 
size modulus 

If the logarithm is taken of this equation, it is seen that it reduces to a linear form; 

ln(y) = (ln(IOO)- (a ·ln(k)) +a -ln(x)) 

with a being the slope ofthe line. Further, when y= lOO, we find that 

S 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 



and that therefore x=k. So, the size modulus k corresponds to the x-intercept of the line. 

Gates-Gaudin-Schumann Plot 
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Figure 3.4: Gates-Gaudin-Schumann Plot of data from Table 3.1 

Wet Screening versus Dry Screening 

(3.6) 

If a powder contains a significan! fraction of material finer than approximately 74 microns, it is 
likely to cake badly during dry screening, and will not pass through the screen. In this situation, a 
liquid (usually water) is used to suspend the solids and prevent caking, and to wash the fines! 
particles through a screen finer than 74 microns. The coarse material retained on the screen can 
then be dried, and screened easily without interference from the fine particles. Sorne materials, 
such as coa!, are poorly wetted by water, and a wetting agent such as alcohol is needed to 
effectively wet-screen these materials using water as the dispersing liquid. Water-reactive 
powders, such as cernen!, can only be wet-screened using non-aqueous liquids such as kerosine. 

Industrial Screening 

Many types of industrial screen are available for various applications, and are discussed 
extensively by Wills (1994). A general classification ofthe various screen types is given in 
Figure 3.5. 
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( INDUSTRIAL SCREENS) 

1 1 

Fixed Screens Moving Screens 

1 1 
f Inclinedl r Flat l 1 Revolvingl 1 Vibrating 1 Shaking 1 

Figure 3.5: Basic types of industrial screens. 

Screen Surfaces 

Three basic types of screen surfaces are used in industrial screens, depending on the degree of 
durability and open area required: 

• Parallel Rod: Mainly used for coarse scalping screens ("Grizzlies") 

• Punched Plate: U sed for coarse screening, where greater accuracy than the parallel rod design 
is desired. 

• Woven Wire: U sed in finer screening, where minimum open area and low cost per opening 
are desired. 

Revolving Screens 

These screens ha ve the following characteristics: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Low capacity (0.3-2 tons/sq.ft/hr), because most of the screen surface is not in contact with 
the material being screened at any given time. 

Low efficiency 

Large size 

Most useful for removing elongated tramp material and trash from the ore . 

Vibrating Screens 

The characteristics of these screens are: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Capacity of 5-20 tons/sq. ft./hr 

Small vibration amplitude ( 118" to 3/8") 

High vibration frequency (800-3600 /min) 

Good material-tlow characteristics, even with thick slurries 

Low slopc 

Lcss screen blinding than other types . 
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Shaking Screens 

• Capacity of 2-8 tons/sq.ftlhr 

• Large shaking amplitude (2" to 8") 

• Low shaking frequency (100-200 /min) 

• Most useful for soft materials 

Industrial Screening Performance 

The performance of an industrial screen depends on many factors, not all of which can be 
controlled. Sorne of the most important-factors are listed below: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Relative sizes of particles and screen openings 

% open area of screen 

Incidence angle of fresh feed relative to the screen 

Rate of travel of material across screen 

Thickness of particle !ayer on screen 

Tautness of screen surface 

Kinetic energy of particles 

Shape of screen apertures 

Nature of particle motion on screen 

Corrosion of screen 

Moisture content of feed 

Stickiness of feed 

Tendency of partid es to blind sieve openings 

Fraction of particles with size near that of the screen openings 

Electrostatic charge 

Microscopy 

Microscopy is a powerful too! to determine size and shape of particles. lt is the only technique 
where various particles are observed and measured individually. The primary limitation of 
particle characterization by microscopy is that only a limited number of particles can be observed, 
which introduces difficulties in making measurements that are el ose! y representative of the entire 
powder sample. The useful size ranges for severa! microscopic techniques are shown in Table 3.2 



Table 3.2: Size ranges for various types of microscopy. 

Method Nominal Size Range (microns) 

Visible Light 0.4- 150 

Ultraviolet Light 0.1- 100 

Transmission Electron Microscopy 0.001-5 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 0.02- 1000 

The applications of microscopy will be covered in sorne detail in later courses. 

Sedimentation Techniques 

Sedimentation is one of the most commonly used techniques for analysis of mineral processing 
products that fall into the sub-sieve size range (less than approximately 50 micrometers). The 
particle sizes are calculated based on their terminal settling velocities in a liquid, based on Stokes 
Law: 

V = 
gtf (ps- P¡) 

18 J.l 

where v= terminal velocity of particle ( crn/sec) 
g= acceleration due to gravity ( crn/sec2) 
d= particle diameter (Stokes diameter) (cm) 
J.l= coefficient of absolute viscosity for the fluid (poise) 

(water viscosity at 23oC is 0.01 poise) 
Ps = density of salid particle 
p¡= density of liquid 

(3.7) 

Stokes' Law is valid for non-interacting spherical particles settling through a fluid at their 
terminal velocity under laminar flow conditions. For the flow around the particle to be laminar, 
the Reynolds Number, Re, as calculated from the expression 

must be less than 0.2. 

R = e 

pdv 

J.l 
(3.8) 

The need for laminar flow makes this technique most suitable for particles finer than 50 microns. 
Particle size measurements by sedimentation can be quite time-consuming if there are significant 
amounts of particles finer than l micron. For example, al u mina particles 1 O microns in diameter 
will settle l cm in about l minute, while a l micron diameter particle will settle 1 cm in about 2 
hours. 

Example Calculations: 

A. Calculating settling velocity from s1zc 
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Given: 

Particle Size =50 Jlm 
Ps = 2.65 gm/cm3 

g = 980 cm/sec2 

Jl = 0.01 poise (water, 23oC) 
p1 = LO (water) 

Cale u late the terminal velocity of the particle by Stokes' Law, assuming the particle is essentiall y 
sphericaL Calculate the Reynolds number to determine whether Stokes' Law is val id in this case. 

Solution: 

V= = 
980 X (0.005) 2 X (2.65- 1) 

18 X 0.01 

= 0.225 crnlsec 

pdv 
R =-

e Jl 
1 X 0.005 X 0.225 

0.01 

= 0.113 

Since tbe Reynolds number is less than 0.2, the calculated terminal ve1ocity of 0.225 crnlsec for 
this particle is valid. 

B. Calculating size from settling velocity 

Given: 

Terminal Velocity = 11 cm in 37 sec 
Other conditions as in Example A, above 

v= 
980 X d2 

X ( 2.65 - 1) 

18x0.01 

d= 0.00575 cm= 57.5 microns 

R = e 
pdv 

Jl 

(0.00575) 11 
= l X 0.01 X 37 

=0.1710 

= 
11 
37 

So, Stokes' Law is valid for this case, and the calculated Stokes Diameter is corree!. 

C. Calculating size relative toa referencc size 

Given that the settling velocity of a 50 J.!m quartz particlc in water is 0.225 crnlsec, what will be 
the settling velocity of a 100 J.!m quanz particle? 

Solutton: From Stokes' Law, 



v1=(I002)(0.225/(502)) = 0.9 crnlsec 

R = pdv = 1 xO.OI x0.9 
e f.l 0.01 

=0.90 

The Reynolds number is now greater than 0.2, so the calculated settling velocity will not be 
correct. 

Considerations For Using Stokes Law to Determine Particle Size 
• Stokes Law is valid for free settling only. It is not valid for concentrated suspensions where 

the particles interact with each other when they settle. 

• Sedimentation can be used for measuring the size of coarser particles by using a more viscous 
fluid. This reduces the settling velocity, and makes the Reynolds number smaller. 

• Sedimentation cannot be used when particles are so fine that Brownian motion is significan t. 

• Masses of flocculated particles will behave as if they were single large particles. These 
floccules can be broken up with dispersing agents. Severa! common examples are given in 
Table 3.3: 

Table 3.3: Dispersing agents used for various solid particle/fluid combinations 

• 

Type of Solid Particles Suspending Liquid Dispersing Agent 

Alumina (alpha) Water Sodium Hexametaphosphate 
(0.1% by weight) 

Alumina (beta) N-propano! Citric Acid 
(0.1% by weight) 

Cement Kerosine Oleic Acid 

Kaolin Water Sodium Silicate 

Titanium Dioxide Water Sodium Pyrophosphate 

When using a sieve, the particle is classified by size and shape alone. When using fluid 
classification, the particle is classified by size, shape, and density. Since denser particles settle 
fas ter than less dense particles, small-diameter high-density particles will behave the same in 
a fluid classifier as larger-diameter, low-density particles. This leads to the definition of the 
Free Settling Ratio: the ratio of the radii or diameters of particles of different densities that 
achieve the same terminal velocity under free settling conditions. Mathematically, this is 
ex pressed as: 

•• 
' J 



(3.9) 

The normal convention is that these ratios are written to give a value greater than l. 

Sedimentation Methods 

There are severa] types of apparatus that measure particle size based on the settling rate of the 
particles in a fluid. These vary widely in their cost and ease of use. 

Andreason Pipette 

10 
cm 

o 

Figure 3.6: Schematic of an Andreason Pipette 

This device was developed by Andreason and his colleagues in 1930. The apparatus is shown in 
Figure 3.6. The following procedure is used to measure particle size with this device; 

• Add the solids and water to the pipette, and mix the particles thoroughly with the Ji quid by 
shaking. This will make a homogenous suspension. 

• 

• 

• 

Immediately withgraw 10 m1 of the suspension, from a depth of 20 cm . 

At selected time interva1s, remo ve additional 10 m1 samp1es of suspension . 

Evaporate the liquid from each samp1e, and weigh the sol id residue. Standard tables are 
avai1ab1e, which are then used to determine thc particle size distribution from this data. 
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The advantages of this method are that the apparatus is very simple, and is low cost compared to 
other particle size·measurement methods. The main disadvantages are that it is very time 
consuming, and that the suspension is disturbed whenever a sample is removed, which distorts the 
results (Herbst and Sepulveda, 1985) 

Automatic Sedimentometers 

Severa! types of automated sedimentometer are available. These units automatically disperse the 
particles in the desired liquid, and then measure the density of the suspension as a function of time 
at sorne point in the settling chamber. The unit determines the suspension density by shining an 
X-ray beam through the settling chamber, and measuring the absorption of the X-rays by the 
suspension. A schematic of such a unit is shown in Figure 3.7 
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of an automatic sedimentometer 

Elutriation Methods 

Elutriation is very similar to sedimentation, except that in elutriation the particles remain 
stationary while the fluid moves, while in sedimentation the fluid remains stationary while the 
particles m ove. Thc main bcnefit of elutriation is that it can be u sed to divide a sizc distribution 
into clcan, single-size fractions. The main disadvantage is that it uses a tremendous amount of 
fluid. 



Teeter Thbes 

The most basic elutriation device is the teeter tube. This is a vertical tu be, which steadily 
increases in cross-section, as shown in Figure 3.8. Water is injected at the base of the tu be at a 

\ 

\ 1 

~ Water Overflow 

Water is supplied from a steady
head tank, which maintains a 
constant pressure ( and therefore a 
constant tlow rate) 

The advantages of a gravity-feed 
steady-head tank are: 

l. Work e ven without power 

2. Provide a very uniform feed 
pressure 

3. Cheap to build and install 

4. Have no moving parts 

~ Water Supply (from steady-head tank) 

Figure 3.8: Schematic of a basic Teeter Tu be 

steady pressure and tlow rate. As the liquid flows upward in the tu be, its flowrate decreases as the 
tu be diameter increases. The coarsest particles, with the highest settling rates, accumulate in the 
bottom sections of the tu be, while the finest particles accumulate in the upper sections. 

The upward velocity of the water in the tu be at any given point can be calculated as follows: 

where V= 
Q= 
A= 

fluid velocity 
total volume flowrate 
cross-sectional area 

(3.10) 



1 D2 1 
Sin ce Q must be constan! throughout the en tire tu be, this means that A ~ V, and so 4 ~ V 

Using this, it is straightforward to calculate what the diameters of the tube sections must be to 

produce size fractions in a standard ji size series. 

Let d be the particle diameters, and d 1 = ji x d2 . From Stokes Law, we know that 

d2g(ps-pl) 

V= l8J..L (3.11) 

2 h. d¡ 
Since d ~ V, or .,¡V~ d, we can calculate that when d 

2 

V¡ 
= Ji. it must be true that V = 2 

2 

Since the volume flowrate, Q, is constan!, we know that A1 V1 = A 2 V2 , and that therefore 

D~V1 = D~V2 . Substituting 2V2 for V 1 and simplifying, we find that 2D~ = D~, which reduces 

to Ji x D 1 = D 2 . So, the ratios of the tu be diameters must also be in a Ji series, with the tu be 

diameters increasing to separate decreasing particle sizes. 

Roller Analyzer 

The Roller Analyzer uses airas the elutriating fluid instead of water. A single elutriation tu be is 
used, with the flow velocity adjusted using the blower mechanism. A similar device, the Haultain 
Infrasizer, uses a series of tu bes of progressively increasing diameters. However, the Haultain 
Infrasizer is now rarely used, because it is more awkward and Iess flexible. 

This device has severa! advantages: l. Large quantities of airare easier to handle than large 
quantities of water; 2. Water-reactive solids can be analyzed; and 3. The low viscosity of air, as 
shown in Table 3.4, makes it possible to classify finer particles. 

Table 3.4: Comparison of density and viscosity for water and air 

Water A ir 

Density (gm/cm3) 1.0 0.0012 

Viscosity (poise 0.01 180 X 10-6 

The disadvantages of the Roller Analyzer are that the air humidity has to be very closely 
controlled to preven! clumping, and that it is more difficult to el ose! y control the air flowrate than 
to closely control a water flowrate. 

Warman Cyclosizer 

The Warman Cyclosizer is also a fluid classification device, but it uses centrifuga! forces to 
separate the particles instead of using gravity. The effective particle size range is between 8 and 
50 micrometers for silica particles, and the time required for the separation is between 1 O and 30 
minutes. The limiting sizes for materials of various densities are given in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5: Limiting partic!e sizes for the Warman Cyc!osizer, for particles of various densities. 

Equivalen! Stokes Diameter, micrometers, of particles co!lected by 

Cyclone No. 
each cyc!one unit 

S. G. = 2.7 S. G. = 5.2 S.G. = 7.5 

1 44 27 22 

2 35 22 18 

3 23 14 11 

4 15 9 8 

5 9 6 5 

This device was developed by CSIRO, Me1boume, Australia, and is capable of separating finer 
particles than is possible by using gravity sedimentation or elutriation. 

The Cyclosizer consists of five 3-inch diameter inverted hydrocyclones and ancillary equipment 
mounted in a cabinet (Figure 3.9). The undersize from each cyclone becomes the feed for the 
next in the series. The oversize product is collected in a closed container at the apex of each 
cyclone. 

An operating schematic of the entire unit is given in Figure 3.10. The flow pattem in a single 
cyclone unit is shown in Figure 3.ll,and an operating cyclone is shown in Figure 3.12. 

The Cyclosizer is very effective, and produces clean monosized products much more rapidly than 
sedimentation or elutriation techniques. lt is one ofthe few commercially-available devices which 
can rapidly separate particles finer than 25 micrometers·. The results of separating a typical silica 
sand with the cyclosizer are shown in Figure 3.13. 



Figure 3.9: Warman Cyclosizer 
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Figure 3.10: Operating principie of the Warman Cyclosizer 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of a single cyclone 
unit in the Warman Cyclosizer. 
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Figure 3.12: An operating hydrocyclone. 
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Electrical Sensing (Coulter Counter) 

The principie of the coulter counter is illustrated by Figure 3.14. When an e1ectrica] poten tia! is 

G 

Particle 
Fluid Flow Fluid Flow 

Figure 3.14: Operating principie of the Coulter Counter 

established across electrodes A and B, a small curren! will fiow through the hole D in insulator C. 
When a particle goes through the hole, it momentarily reduces the available area of the hole, and 
so briefiy reduces the curren! fiow. From the size and duration of the drop in electrica1 curren!, the 
size of the particle is determined. Unlike most of the particle size analysis methods discussed, the 
Coulter Counter measures single particles rather than groups of particles. It is most suited for 
extreme! y fine particle sizes which do not settle rapidly enough to be measured by sedimentation 
or elutriation techniques. 

The working particle size range ofthe Coulter Counter is approximately 0.4- 1200 microns 
(Coulter Instruments, 1994 ). This range is obtained by changing the aperture sizes. The results 
from a Coulter Counter are highly reproducible. However, if a suspension contains particles that 
are too coarse or too fine for the aperture in use, they will not be detected and so there will be a 
bias in the results. A detailed diagram of the Coulter Counter is given in Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15: Detailed schematic of the Coulter Counter. 
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Laser Diffraction (Microtrac) 
This type of unit is based on the Fraunhofer diffraction of a laser beam as it passes through a 
suspension of particles. This causes the beam to spread, with the angle of spreading related to the 
fineness of the diffracting particles. A schematic of the system is given in Figure 3 .16, and typical 
diffraction pattems that are obtained from small and large particles are shown in Figure 3.17. 

lASER 

·~"' 
CEll 

:--:: =: 

DIGITAl PAQC{S$0A 

Figure 3.16: Operating principie of the Microtrac 

In the Microtrac system manufactured by Leeds and Northrup, a Helium-Neon laser is used as the 
light source. The sample to be analyzed is suspended in air or water, and passed between two 
paral!el, optical!y-flat glass plates. The light intensity is then measured as a function of the 
diffraction angle, and this is used to calculate the size distribution that would ha veto be present to 
produce the observed diffraction effects. The method is accurate and very rapid, and provides a 
size distribution down to a size of approximately 1 micron. It is suitable for laboratory use, or for 
on-line measurements in processing plants. It should be kept in mind that the size distributions 
from laser diffraction will not be the same as those obtained by screening or fluid c!assification. 
because the measurement method is based on a complete! y different principie. 
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Figure 3.17: Microtrac diffraction patterns for particles of different sizes. The central 
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Ultrasonic Absorption 

The absorption of ultrasonic waves by particulate suspensions has been extensively studied by 
Flammer ( 1958). When ultrasonic waves pass through matter, their energy is gradual! y absorbed 
by the medium and their intensity decreases. The intensity of an ultrasonic emission passing 
through a suspension of particles is given by the relationship 

where: Jo= 
2a= 
X= 

1= 

1 
_ 

1 
(-2ax) 

- oe 

Initial intensity of the ultrasonic wave 
Absorption Coefficient 
Distance travelled into the medium 
Intensity at distance x. 

(3.12) 

There is a complex relationship between the wavelength, the particle size, and the absorption 
coefficient. Ultrasonic absorption by slurries of monosized particles is shown in Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18: Attenuation of ultrasonic waves by slurries of uniform-size particles. 

When l..<< 2nr, where f...=wavelength and r = particle radius, the absorption coefficient for 
ultrasonic waves is given by 

3c 
2a =-

2r 

where r= particle radius 
e= Vol u me concentral!on of solids 

which shows that the absorption coefficient is in verse! y proportional to the particle size. 

(3.13) 



However, when !.. = 2nr, then the value of 2cx is essentially independent of the particle size. This 
can be exploited for simultaneous measurement of particle size and percent solids in·a slurry, as is 
done in an instrument manufactured by Armco Autometrics. 
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e 
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Figure 3.19: Principie of particle size measurement by ultrasonic waves. 

In the Armco Autometrics system, two sets of ultrasonic transmitters and receivers are used, as 
shown in Figure 3.19. The frequency of Transmitter A is selected so that the absorption will be a 
function of both partid e size and percent solids, while the frequency of Transmitter B is selected 
so that it will only depend on the percent solids. By combining the signals detected by rcceivers e 
and D, both the particle size and the slurry percent solids are determined. Since entrained air 
bubbles will cause the readings to be seriously in error, the Autometrics machine is equipped with 
an air eliminator system, as shown in Figure 3.20 
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Figure 3.20: The Armco Autometrics PSM-400 system. This unit uses a combination of 
centrifuga! forces and reduced pressure to remove all air bubbles from the 
slurry. 
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Outokumpu Particle Size Indicator 

The principie of this device is illustrated in Figure 3.21. It is essentially a piston which moves up 

. p, 
Pisten 

Par11cle 

e Plate 

Figure 3.21: Operating principie ofthe Outokumpu Particle Size Indicator. 

and down with a set frequency, while slurry flows between it and a fixed anvil. At the bottom of 
its stroke, particles are trapped by the piston. The displacement of the piston from the anvil is 
equal to the diameter of the largest trapped particle, and so a precise measurement of the piston 
position is a measure of the particle size. The results from each piston cycle are stored in a 
computer, which performs a statistical analysis on al! of the measurements to produce a particle 
size distribution. In on-line implementations, the instrument is calibrated with up to two sets of 
data, so that it can continuously display the percentage of material that passes two different 
particle sizes. Sorne of the technical specifications are given in Table 3.6. 

This unit does not require air eliminators, and is reported to be insensitive to variations in percent 
solids. The unit is rugged, reliable, and easy to install. 

Table 3.6: Technical specifications and requirements for the Outokumpu Particle Size Indicator. 

Absolute Accuracy l to 2% 

Particle Size Range 28 to 500 mesh 

Power Requirements 120/222 VAC, +1- 10% 

Output Signa! Two signals, 4-20 mA each 

Water Supply 600 Kilopascals (87 psi) 
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ABSTRACT 

An on-line monitoring system for apparent slurry viscosity has been developed 
at Michigan Technological University. · It utilizes a vibrating sphere viscometer 
in conjunction with a special slurry presentation system to reduce particle 
settling and turbulence effects. It has preven to give accurate, reproducible 
results in an on-line hydrocyclone installation. Its performance shows that it 
can be an effective instrurnent on an industrial scale, particularly in grinding 
circuits. Development of the sensor and the importance of rheology in grinding 
are also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Comminution is the single most energy intensive unit operation in mineral 
processing. Although it has been known for sorne time that the efficiency of a wet 
grinding circuit is dependent on the rheology of the mineral slurry, no grinding 
circuits use rheological measurement for direct control (Kawatra and Eisele, 
1988). This is primarily because a reliable sensing system has not been developed 
which can handle the industrial environment. A Michigan Technological University 
research group is working on the development of a monitoring system for measuring 
apparent viscosity of mineral slurries. 

RHEOLOGICAL EFFECTS IN GRINDING CIRCUITS 

The rheology of mineral slurries is highly complex and difficult to predict. 
It contains both time-dependent and time-independent components, along with a 
number of variations from ideal behavior. Due to the high shear environment in a 
grinding mill only the time-independent components are of particular importance in 
comminution circuits (Bradley, 1965). 
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530 COMMINUTION 

Time-independent behavior can be divided into four categories; Newtonian, 
pseudoplastic, dilatent and Bingham plastic. These classifications are based on 
how the shear stress developed in the fluid varies with shear rate. A schematic 
of this behavior is illustrated in Figure 1, with the shear rate being the 
velocity gradient in a flowing fluid (expressed as sec-1

) and the shear stress 
being the force transmitted to a surface parallel to the fluid flow (expressed as 
dynes/crn2

). For a Newtonian fluid, the shear rate-shear stress relationship is a 
straight line and the viscosity of the fluid is the slope of this line. 

For dilatent or pseudoplastic fluids, the viscosity as such is not defined. 
Instead, two related parameters are used, the consistency and the apparent 
viscosity. The consistency is the constant K in the empirical Ostwald-de Waele 
power-law equation (Tsai and Knell, 1986): 

= K n 
't '1 

where 't = 

'1 = 
n = 

shear stress 

shear rate in 

flow behavior 

V> 
V> 
w 
a:: 
¡-
V> 

a:: 
<t: 
w 
I 
V> 

( 1 ) 

in dynes/cm 2 

-1 
se e 

index 

SHEAR RATE 

Figure l. Shear-stress versus shear-rate curves illustrating the various 
forms of time-independent rheology. The slope of the line (a) is the 
apparent viscosity of point (b). These curves can be described using the 
power-law equation, T = T + Kr0

, where T is shear stress, T is yield 
y y 

stress, K is the consistency, i is the shear rate, and n is a parameter 
for the deviation from newtonian behavior. 
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Using this equation, a fluid is Newtonian if n = 1, pseudoplastic if n < 1, and 
dilatent if n > 1, and the consistency K is a constant for a11 shear rates for a 
given fluid. However, the consistency can only be calculated if the shear stress. 
is determined at a number of shear rates. This determination is time-consuming, 
and is not well suited for on-line applications. The apparent viscosity is much 
easier to determine, as it requlres only a single shear stress measurement. It is 
defined as shown in Figure 1, as the slope of a line (a) drawn between the origin 
and the measured shear stress value at a particular shear rate (b). The apparent 
viscosity ~ can therefÓre be simply calculated by dividing the measured shear 

"' stress by the corresponding shear rate: 

. 
~ = T:/¡ 

"' 
(2) 

For a Newtonian fluid, the viscosity, apparent viscosity, and consistency are 
all equivalent. In a dilatent fluid, the apparent viscosity increases with 
increasing shear rate, while in a pseudoplastic fluid it decreases with increasing 
shear rate. In certain fluids another parameter, the yield stress, is required to 
describe the time-independent rheology. This parameter is illustrated by the 
curve for a Bingham plastic shown in Figure 1. Here, the material behaves as if 
it were a salid until sorne critica! shear stress (T: ) is reached, after which it 

y 

begins to flow as a fluid. For a true Bingham plastic, the consistency remains 
constant at all shear rates once flow has begun, while the apparent viscosity 
decreases with increasing shear rate. 

Mineral slurries can be Newtonian, pseudoplastic, dilatent, or Bingham plastic, 
dependíng on factors such as solids concentration, particle size and shape, 
chemical environment, and temperature. In general, very dilute slurries in water 
are Newtonian, becoming slightly dilatent as the particle concentration becomes 
high enough for particle-particle interactions to begin to occur. Once particle 
interactions become the dominant mechanism for energy transfer in the slurry, it 
typically becomes pseudoplastic, and develops a yield value as the percent solids 
increases further. The yield value ultimately becomes very pronounced, producing 
a fluid which is essentially Bingham plastic just before it ceases to flow at all. 

Rheology affects the efficiency of both the mill and the classifier in a 
closed grinding circuit. The effect of rheology on mil! performance has been 
extensively studied, mostly in conjunction with grinding aids (El-Shall and 
Somasundaran, 1984, Fuerstenau et al, 1985, Klimpel, 1984, Austin et al, 1984). 
It is well known that increasing the percent solids increases the mill throughput. 
However, ultimately the slurry becomes so concentrated as to develop a yield 
stress. Once this occurs, the breakage rate in the mill decreases due to adhesion 
of the grinding mediato the mill wall (fuerstenau et al, 1985). Decreasing the 
slurry viscosity, through the use of grinding aids, at a constant solids 
concentration, was found to result in an increased fines production rate. These 
effects are due.to changes in the motion of the mill charge resulting from 
elimination or reduction of the slurry yield value, and to a decrease in the 
energy dissipated by fluid flow at lower viscosities. 

The rheological effects on classifier performance are quite pronounced and 
fairly complex (Bradley, 1965). These effects have not been well studied, due to 
the lack of suitable instrumentation. Sorne data are available using various 
methods to alter medium viscosity, such as sugar solutions (Agar and Herbst, 
1966), viscosity-modifying reagents (Austin et al, 1984) and temperature 
variations (Kawatra et al, 1988). From the published results, two effects are 
noted. As the viscosity of the slurry increases, the corrected dSO size for the 
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hydrocyclone increases, which is primarily a result of the lower settling velocity 
of particles in a higher-viscosity medium. The second effect is that the fluid 
speed in the hydrocyclone is reduced due to increased viscous drag at higher 
viscosities, and therefore the amount of material which exits with the coarse 
fraction without being subjected to classification is increased. These effects 
have been shown on both a laboratory and a plant scale in temperature-variation 
experiments conducted by MTU researchers (Kawatra et al, 1988) . 

Severa! theoretical treatments of hydrocyclones include a viscosity.term. In 
theory it is possible to divide this term into two categories; the effect on 
overall fluid flow patterns, and the effect on individual particle movement. In 
practice these two effects are inseparable (Bradley, 1965). 

EXJSTJNG ON-LJNE VISCOMETERS 

Currently, three systems for on-line measurements of viscosity exist which 
would conceivably be used for slurries. The first system, developed by Hemmings 
and Boyes (1977), used a Brabender Convimeter as the viscometer. The Brabender 
Convimeter consists of a drive motor which imparts a gyratory movement through a 
bent shaft to a conical sensor that rotates eccentrically within a cylindrical 
protective sheath, shown in Figure 2. It utilizes the change in energy required 
to keep the sensor rotating at a constant rate as a measure of the viscosity. 
Hemmings and Boyes mounted the viscometer as shown in Figure 3. This system's 
majar drawback was that coarse material and trash in the processing stream tends 
to get lodged between the spindle and the sheath, causing an unpredictable loss 
stability. 

ORIVE 
15 or 120 RPM 

ORIVE 
SHAFT 

CYLINORICAL 
Pc:RFORATED 
SHEATHE lnii---CONICAL 

MANTLE 

SENSING 
DEVICE 

Figure 2. Configuration of the Brabender Convimeter. As the eccentric 
conical mantle rotates, fluid is forced through the perforations in the 
cylindrical sheath. Apparent viscosity is determined by measuring the 
drag force on the rotating mantle. 
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Figure 3. Hemming's and Boyes' (1977) method of mounting the Brabender 
convirt'\eter. 
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The second method, described by Reeves (1984), utilizes a viscometer 
manufactured by the Debex corporation. This rotational type viscometer was driven 
at a fixed rate by a torque sensltive motor. Viscosity was measured by the amount 
of torque required to keep the spindle rotating at a constant rate. It was 
mounted, as shown in Figure 4, to reduce the effects of rapid particle settling. 
It has been frequently reported that rotating viscometers do not work well in a 
slurry environment (Clarke, 1967). They are highly sensitive to fluid turbulence, 
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Figure 4. Schematic demonstrating the slurry presentation system used by 
Reeves ( 1984). 
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534 COMMINUTION 

their moving parts are generally too delicate to tolerate a plant environment, and 
the rotational motion can cause particle concentration gradients which produce 
erra tic resul ts. 

The third method suggested in the literature (Opplinger, Matusik, and 
Fitzgerald, 1975) utilized a Nametre vibrating sphere viscometer mounted in a 
T-fitting as shown in Figure S. The principie of the Nametre viscometer is that 
the sphere is vibrated around the axis of the shaft to produce shear waves 
traveling into the fluid at the probe's resonant frequency about 700Hz, with 
energy being supplied to maintain the vibration at a constant amplitude of 1 
micron. The energy supplied to keep a constant amplitude is indicative of the 
apparent viscosity of the fluid. Since the probe is vibrating rather than 
constantly traveling in a single direction, the shear rate is a sinusoidal 
function of time. Also, the spherical shape of the probe tip results in the 
vibration having its maximum amplitude at the sphere equator, dropping to zero 
amplitude at the sphere poles (Ferry, 1977). As a result, the Nametre viscometer 
cannot be said to operate at a specific shear rate, but rather averages the 
results from shear rates ranging from zero to the rnaximum value. This maximum 
shear rate is nota definite constant for the instrument, as it varíes depending 
on the propagation velocity of shear waves in the fluid, which in turn is a 
function of severa! factors, such as the viscosity, and is consequently difficult 
to determine precisely. The maximum shear rate in water has been calculated to be 
• -1 
approximately 6000 sec in water at 1 centipoise, but would be a factor of 10 
lower at 100 centipoise (Ferry, 1977). In a Newtonian fluid this does not affect 
the reading, as such fluids exhibit a constant viscosity at all shear rates. 
Non-Newtonian fluids are more complicated to deal with, both due to viscoelasti
effects and to the dependence of the apparent viscosity of these fluids on shea 
rates. A reading obtained With the Nametre viscometer with a non-Newtonian 
mineral slurry may best be considered to be obtained at a mean shear rate of 
approximately 4000-5000 sec-1

• 

TRANSDUCER 
BLOCK 

SEAL 

INVERTED "T" PIPE SECTION 

Figure 5. Normal method of mounting the Nametre viscorneter in non-slurry 
service. 
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Viscorneter Selection 

After reviewing the three available systems it was decided to start with a 
commercially available viscometer and to adapt it as necessary for mineral slurry 
service. The Debex system was not available at the time of this study, and so was 
not considered further. To determine the ability of the viscometers to function 
using real materials, samples of finely ground iron ore were sent to both Nametre 
and Brabender. The Brabender viscometer could not be tested as their laboratory 
test apparatus was not designed to handle fast-settling slurries, and so no data 
could be obtained. The results obtained with the Nametre viscometer are shown in 
Figure 6, and agree with results obtained by other investigators using different 
techniques (DeVaney and Shelton, 1939, Clarke, 1967, Jeffery and Acrivos, 1965). 
Based on these results, the Nametre viscometer was selected as the starting point 
for further work. The viscometer selected had a resonance frequency ranging from 
708.0 Hz in air to 701.0 when loaded at 23000 centipoise. 

Advantages of the Nametre Viscometer 

The high average shear rate and rapid oscillation of the Nametre viscometer 
allows the instrument to remain insensitive to moderate levels of slurry 
turbulence. Due to the rapid sampling, fast response time and noise filtering 
electronics, large particles striking the probe have a very transitory effect on 
the measurement. 

The Nametre viscometer is also ruggedly designed and capable of withstanding 
the abuse of a plant environment. The design consists of a sensor enclosed in a 
sealed housing which prevents corrosive or abrasive materials from reaching the 
delicate moving parts. 
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Figure 6. Measurernents performed by Nametre viscometer. 
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

The first step in the development of the on-line system was to calibrate the 
viscometer by a series of static bench tests. This calibration was then verified 
and the stability checked on an in-line installation. 

The first attempt at installing the instrument was per manufacturer recommen
dations. This was accomplished by mounting the viscometer into a straight section 
of pipe using a heavy duty T-fitting, as shown in Figure 7. When the viscometer 
was bolted to the flange its response characteristics changed, making the 
rezeroing of the instrument necessary. The majar problems encountered involved 
both maintaining a constant tension on the mounting bolts, and dealing with the 
very high levels of fluid drag and vibration acting upon the probe. 

VISCOMETER 

""' 

4" 
HYDROCYCLONE 

THERMOlviETER 

SAMPLE 
DIVIDER 

SLURRY 
SUMP 

Figure 7. Initial test set up with the Nametre viscometer. 

As the tension on the bolts changed, the zero setting tended to drift. The 
pumping system transmitted excessive vibrations through the pipeline, and over 
severa! hours one or more of the bolts would tend to loasen. Lock washers and jam 
nuts were tr ied, but they had 1 i t tle effect. As the tension on the bolts vari· 
the zero setting drifted, causing unpredictable changes in the viscosity readi 
Even when the zero setting was adjusted befare each test to compensate for changes 

. in bolt tension, the measured viscosity of water was unacceptably high (3.7-3.8 
cP). This was dueto the high levels of pump vibration and turbulence. 
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The second problem encountered was the strong dependency of measured viscosity 
on the flow rate, shown in Figure 8. This was probably due to the probe producing 
a severe restriction in the pipe, which caused substantial drag forces to act on 
the probe. This stress apparently slightly deformed the probe and changed its 
vibrational characteristics, producing the observed flow rate dependence. This 
necessitated fu~ther measures to improve the setup, by reducing the effects of 
both mechanical stresses on the sensor and interferences from vibrations and 
turbulence. 

The stability of the readings were improved by isolating the pump from the 
viscorneter by mounting it on a separate platform and connecting the pump to the 
viscometer with flexible pipe. Lead blocks were bolted to the pipeline on either 
side of the viscometer to damp vibrations and thus reduce the instrument noise. 
However this did not address the mechanical stress problems which were causing the 
zero drift and flow rate dependence. 

2.0 • 36 ft /sec, 5 PSI 
• 57 ft /sec, 11 PSI 
• 77 ft /se e, 20 PSI 

1.5 TEMP RANGE, 40°C -10°C 
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Figure 8. Apparent dependence of rneasured water viscosity on flow rate 
before making installation modifications. 

lt was decided to develop a slurry presentation system to eliminate the effects 
of vibration and turbulence on the Nametre viscometer. Figure 9 illustrates how a 
slurry stream is allowed to flow upwards and over an annulus which acted as a 
weir. A constant leve! of one inch over the top of the measurement char.1ber was 
maintained by the overflow lip of the annulus. Slurry which overflowed thls 
barrier was returned to the sump by the overflow launder. 

The sensing unit was suspended with rubber straps and was allowed to hang free 
of any contacl with the mounting bolts, as shown in Figure 9. This minimized the 
stresses acting on the sensor, and provided nearly complete isolation from 

~ o 
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Figure 9. A method of mounting Nametre viscometer over an open slurry 
tank to eliminate problems with drifting zero setting and turbulence. 

vibrations. This method of mounting has the additional advantage of easy removal 
of the sensor from the slurry presentation system vía an overhead cable attached 
to the sensor. This feature was useful for cleaning or drying the sensor as well 
as checking the zero setting. A temperature sensor was inserted next to the 
viscometer probe to ensure that the slurry temperature was known accurately. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Equipment Description 

The equipment used in this project consisted of a hydrocyclone test rig with a 
4" diameter Krebs hydrocyclone. The. viscometer was mounted to measure the 
viscosity of the recombined cyclone overflow and underflow products, which were 
kept well-mixed and had a consistent solids content in the course of each test 
Data was collected by an HP-85 microcomputer with an HP-3497A data acquisitior 
control unit. The computer was used to cOllect single data points, to collect 
data at specific time intervals, or to collect data after a specified change in 
slurry temperature had occurred. 

J 1 
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after making improvements in the mounting arrangement. 
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Experiments with Water 

water viscosity 
The viscosity of 
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Initial tests with the slurry presentation system were run using water to 
compare measured values to those calculated from the formulas in the Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics (CRC 1984) 

log10~ = 1301/[998.333+8.1855(T-20)+0.00585(T-20l 2J-1.30233 for o·c to zo·c and 

log10~/~20 = I1.3272(20-T)-0.001053(T-20l 2 JI(T+105) for zo·c to 10o·c, where 

~ = viscosity, centipoise 
T = Temperature, °C 

~20 = Viscosity at zo·c, which is 1.002 centipoise 

Tap water was circulated through the system while the temperature was varied 
between lo·c and so·c. The results are shown in Figure 10. The stability of the 
slurry presentation system was then determined by allowing the system to measure 
the viscosity of water for 15 hours, while maintaining the temperature at zz.s·c 
to ± 0.3·c. Figure 11 shows the improvement between tests run on the initial 
installation as opposed to the improved system. 

Experiments with Mineral Slurries 

Following the initial tests with water, work was begun to determine the 
capabilities of the system with mineral slurries. A 99.9% pure silica provided by 
the Ottawa Sand Co. of Ottawa Illinois, with the size distribution shown in Table 
1, was used in the mineral slurry experiments. 

12 
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Figure 12. On-line viscosity measurements of silica/water slurries as a 
function of temperature at various solids concentrations. 
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Table 1. Size distribution of silica used for on-line tests of the viscometer 
system, as determined using a Leeds and Northrup Microtrac particle size 
analyzer. 

Size. Micrometers 

176 
125 

88 
62 
44 
31 
22 
16 
11 
7.8 
5.5 
3.9 
2.8 

Curnulative % Passing 

100 
97.0 
93.6 
75.5 
49.8 
34.9 
24.0 
17.5 
12.7 
8.1 
5.1 
3.9 
2.0 

The experimental work was conducted at temperatures ranging from 1o"c to so"c, 
and percent solids ranging from 19% to 40%. For each experiment the cyclone test 
rig was filled with a known volume of water, the pump was started, and silica was 
added to the desired percent solids. Solids concentrations were checked by taking 
wet and dried sample weights after each test run. The temperature was controlled 
by the use of heating and refrigeration coils in the sump. 

For initial experiments viscosity.values were measured over a 40oC temperature 
range for solids concentrations of 19%, 26%, 35% and 40% solids. Figure 12 
illustrates the dependence of viscosity on percent solids over this temperature 
range. The curves above 26% solids are noticeably steeper, which shows that 
increased interaction between particles is taking place. 

To test the reproducibility of the system a second set of experiments at 15%, 
25% and 40% solids were carried out. Samples to check percent solids were not 
removed until the completion of the experiments. This allowed the tests to be 
continued for an extended time through several temperature cycles without sampling 
introducing changes in the slurry composition or.test ri~ operation. Each slurry 
was cycled through the temperature range from 50 C to 15 C. Viscosity 
measurements were made at ¡"e intervals above 2s"c, and 112"c intervals below 
25°C. Each measurement is an average from 30 seconds of data 'acquisition. 

RESULTS 

Figures 13 through 15 show the temperature vs. viscosity data for three slurry 
solids concentrations. The second arder polynomial curve fit was calculated from 
the total number. of available points from the individual temperature runs, with 
the fitted polynomial equations, correlation coefficients, and standard errors for 
each percent solids given in Table 2. 

From the results shown in Table 2, it is seen that the performance of the 
instrurnent is highly reproducible, with standard deviations less than 0.05 
centipoise for all three percent solids. The average error, which is the standard 
deviation divided by the mean Viscosity, is consistently under 4%, which, 
considering the difficulties with measuring slurry viscosity is completely 
acceptable for the goal of on-line control of grinding classification circuits. 

j 4 
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Figure 13. Viscosity measurements made during three runs of temperature 
between so"c and 1o"c on a 15 wt.% silica/water slurry. 
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Table 2. Polynomial equations, correlation coefficients, and standard errors at 
15% solids, 25% solids, and 40% solids. ~ = measured viscosity, 

• 2 
centipoise; T = temperature, e, and ~ = A + BT + CT . 

eorrelation Standard Average 
%Solids _ A_ _B_ _e _ Mean ~ eoefficient Deviation X Error 

15% 2.325 -0.079 0.001 0.81 0.979 0.03 3.70% 
25% 2.725 -0.079 0.0008 1.09 0.981 0.04 3.67 
45% 3.485 -0.079 0.001 1.66 0.986 0.04 2.41 

CONeLUSION 

It is well established that rheological control is important in the improvement 
of grinding efficiency in an operating plant. Such control has not been 
irnplemented primarily due to the lack of instrumentation. However an on-line 
apparent viscosity measuring system has been develped at Michigan Technological 
University which is capable of reproducible measurement of this parameter in 
mineral slurries. It is robust enough to be used on-line in grinding circuits, 
while still being precise enough to provide useful control data. 

j 6 
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On-line v1scometry of ~u~pens10ns ts ver~ difficult comparcd to v¡~cometry of purc llquids The problem 
arises because of the unstable nature of the suspensions. parucularly when coarse and fa~t settlmg 
particulate'\ are presem. Severa\ anempts ha ve been made 1n the past in which special mixmg chambers 
ha ve been designed to maimam slurry homogeneity while measuring viscosity. However. the credibihty 
of these mstruments are questJOncd by m~my authors. as quite oftcn the same system~ mc.t..,urc d!ITerent 
rheolngical beha\'ior for ..,¡,miar su..,pcn..,ions. In most of the desig:n" suggcstcd m thc p:.tst. sol\ mg onc of 
the p10blems of ~uspcns10n viscomeuy u11roduces llC\\' prob!t:ms. For cxamplc. agllat1on can h.et:p the 
'>olid~ ~uspended. but 11 c:.tn also ~cnou ... ]~ affect thc scn~iti\'ity of thc viscorncter. In thi.., article thc 
p10blcms invoh·cd wnh thrce dtffcJc:nt t~pc~ of vJscomcter~ (rotat10nal. capillary. and ,·ibrauonal). 
wh1ch ha ve hecn used f<w me..t~uring Vlscu-.,¡t~ of suspen-.,¡on~. are di~cu~sed. 

BACKGROUND 

Unlike non-particulate fluids. rheological measurements of partrculate fluids 
(suspensions) are very difficult. Since a suspension is a multi-phase system. its rheology 
depends upon the properties of both the hquid and the solids which constitute the 
suspension. During rheological measurement, the stability of the suspension must be 
maintained. so that the properties of the suspension will not change while they are being 
measured. Suspension stability is influenced by several interdependent parameters, such 
as: (i) Settling velocity of the particles. which depends u pon thc liquid viscosit1. particle 
size, and parucle density; and (ii) Coagulation and flocculation, which depend upon the 
surface proper!les of the particles. which in turn are influenced by thc chcmistry of the 
carricr liquid. Other paramcters. such as par!lcle concentration and particle packing, also 
influence interparticle interacl!on. and hence the rheology. The forces ansmg from all 
these parameters affcct the movemcnt of thc fluid, and changcs in thcse will change the 
rheology of thc suspcnsron. Unfortunatcly. most of the viscometcrs available to-day are 
not capable of k~cping up with thcse complcx mcchamsms of suspcnston rheology 

Neverthcks~. tht' tmportancc of ~uspension rheology ts wtdely fc·lt in \·arious 
industJtes. In thc fl10d IJHill"ltn·. more and more attcntton is given to rhcologtcal 
pr\)pCrtiC~ \(l Uti]ti'.L' llHH..krn ICCh!lt)Jogy for fooJ produCi101l. hand]tng . ..;¡nr~tgl'. and 
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quality improvement'. In injection molding (ceramic and metal casting) lower viscosities 
are needed to facilítate mixing, transportatíon, and enhance solids loading (to reduce 
shrinkage during sintering)'. In paint manufacturing, optimum rheology is needed for 
qualíty control. Similarly in the coa! and mineral industries, a complete knowledge of 
rheology is necessary for optimum grinding'·'·"·" and efficient separations'·'-'". Slurry 
rheology is also importan! in the emerging coa! slurry utilization technologies. A suitable 
yield value is needed to store the slurry without allowing the solíds to settle. while lower 
viscosities are needed at interrnediate and high shear rates for easier transportation and 
better atomization'·'. Similarly, examples of the importance of slurry rheology can be 
seen in many other industries, such as in paper and pulp making, waste treatment. cement 
manufacturing, and so on. Therefore, the need for a suitable rheometer for process 
control in these industry is always felt. The search for such an instrument was reponed as 
early as 194010 and researchers are still working towards it in the 1990's"·". This shows 
that until today a satisfactory on-line rheometer for suspensions has not been developed. 
In this article, a survey of viscometry systems for particulate fluids is provided. Sincc 
measurement of coarse suspensions is more difficult than measurement of suspensions 
containing submicron particles. emphasis is given to research work conducted on 
systems containing coarse, fast settling panicles. Three different types of viscometers. 
the rotational type, the capillary type, and the vibratíonal type, are discussed whose use 
have been reponed widely for suspensions. 

ROTATIONAL VISCOMETERS 

Operating Principie 

Because of their control over shear rate, rotational viscometers are widely used among 
researchers. Most rotatíonal viscometers used for suspensions are of the co-axial cylinder 
type. A líne diagram of a simple co-axial cylínder viscometer is given in Figure l. In this 
type of viscometer, the fluid is placed in the gap between two concentric cylinders for 
measurement. Then one of the cylínders is rotated by a motor ata particular r.p.m. while 
the other is kept stationary, and the torque required to rotate the cylinder is measured. As 
the viscosity of the fluid increases, the drag force on the surface of the rotating cylínder 
increases. This in tum increases the torque reading, from which viscosity of the fluid is 
determined. 

Thus the only parameters which are measured by the instrument are the torque (T) and 
angular velocity (Q) of the rotating cylinder. Then shear stress is calculated from torque, 
and shear rate is calculated from angular velocity. Viscosity is calculated by taking the 
ratio of shear stress and shear rate. The rheological type of the fluid is determined based 
on the variation of shear stress as a function of shear rate, as shown in Figure 2. A 
Newtonian fluid .has the same viscosity at all shear rates, while the viscosity of a non
Newtonian fluid varíes as the shear rate changes. Unless proper equations are used to 
calculate shear stress and shear rates from torque and angular velocity, an incorrect value 
of fluid VJscosity will result. Calculation of shear stress from torquc is straightforward 
and can be cxrrcssed by the followmg equation. which 1s valid for both Newtonian and 
non-Newtonian lluids: 

T = T/(2n:r'L) ( 1 1 
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FIGURE 1 Line diagram showing the mechanism of a typical co-axial cylinder viscometer. The 
change in torque due to the drag force of the tlUJd on the rotating surface of the cylinder is the measure 
of viscosity. 

Where, -r = shear stress 
r =radial distance of the fluid from the axis of the inner cylinder 
T = torque 
L = length of the inner cylinder. 

From this, it can be seen that the shear stress in the viscometer is not a constan!, but 
decreases as one moves from the wall of the inner cylinder to the wall of the outer 
cylinder. 

Calculation of the shear rate from the angular velocity is more complex, and depends 
upon both the type of fluid and the gap between the two cylinders. For Newtonian fluids: 

Where, 't = shear stress 
y = shear rate 
T] = viscosity 

t = 11Y 

From this flow model it can be shown that ". 

y= [2R,'!!R,'-R,')JQ 

4 

(2) 

(3) 
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• Shear rate, y 

FIGURE 2 Flow curve modcls reponed for suspcnstons. 

where, y= shear rate at the surface of the inner cylinder 
R, = radius of the inner cylinder 
R2 = radius of the outer cylinder 
n =angular velocity of the inner cylinder. 

Quite often. Newtonian solutions of known viscosity are u sed to calibrate the torque 
scale of the viscometer to determine v¡scosity of non-Newtonian fluids. This is not 
corree! because with different flow models different expression for shear rate will be 
obtained. For example, for a non-Newtonian !luid that obeys the power law (see Figure 
2). the shcar rate is given by the following equat10n: 

whcrc. y= shear rate at thc surface of thc mncr cylinder 
R, = radius of thc inncr cvlindcr 
R.= radiUs of thc outcr cvlinckr - . 
Q =angular VC\oclty of thc lll!lCr C} []nc.kr 
n = llow indc:a... from thc pO\\L'r !aw L'lJUatinn. 

5 

(4) 
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From equations 3 and 4 it is seen that unless the appropriate equation is used to calculare 
shear rates of a particular fluid the viscosity measured by the viscometer will be wrong. 

The measurement of the viscosity of a fluid with unknown flow behavior can be 
greatly simplified by using a coaxial cylinder viscometer whose annular gap is very 
narrow. If this gap is less than l% of the diameter of the inner cylinder, then the velocity 
gradient of the fluid inside the annular gap will very closely approximate linearity for 
fluids of all types (Newtonian as well as non-Newtonian). In this case. the equation of 
the shear stress can be written as": 

T = T/(2rrR,2L) 

Where, 1: = shear stress at all points in the gap 
R, =average radial distance of the fluid from the ax1s of the inner cyhnder 
T = torque 
L = length of the inner cylinder. 

and the equation for shcar rate can be simplified to": 

y= [R,ill(R,-R,)] 

where, y= shear rate at all points in the gap 

(5) 

(6) 

From these values of shear stress and shear rates. flow curves of unknown fluid types can 
be deterrnined. 

While the narrow-gap coaxial-cylinder viscometers work well for liquids, they are 
unfortunately not suitable for coarse suspensions. This is becausc the narrow gap is 
prone to jamming and plugging by so lid particles. 

Critica! Discussion of the Rotational Viscometers 

Constan/ shear operation Rotational viscometers can be operated at a steady shear rate 
for a long time. This helps in takmg precise measurements of viscosity at any particular 
shear rate, especial! y at low shear rates where yield stress can be calculated. By changing 
the rpm of the rotating spindle (or cylinder), the shear rate can be changed. thus a flow 
curve for non-Newtonian fluids can be determined with these instruments. 

Wal/ slip The equations for shear stress and shear rates described in Equations l 
through 6 are derived under the assumption that the velocity of the fluid at the surface of 
each cylinder is the same as the velocity of the cylinder surface. This is the no slip 
condition or shear-flow condition. However. quite often slip occurs at the wall, and 
corree! viscosity of a suspension cannot be obtained by using standard formulas. One of 
the reasons for such shppage in suspenSlons is believed to be migration of particles away 
from the. cylinder wall"·". Tl11S lea ve, a dilute suspension at the wall compared to the 
hulk of the fluids. This is often tcrmcd "apparent slippage ... and it must be addressed 
while measuring suspension rhcology. Corrcctions for s!Jppagc can be obtained 
expcnmentally by \·arying spmdlc (_IImcnslons. or thcorctically hy using correction 
ractors sur.Qested -bv vanou:-. autllnr:-.., ·- Somc inve'lll~ators ha ve usec\ cvlindcr.\ with 

rnughencd~;urfaces fe.g .. by cuuing groo\·cs on the .\urfa~c) to a\'oid wall :-.l;p 1
". 
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End effects Ideally the length of the cylinder in a co-axial cylinder viscometer should 
be infinite, to eliminate end effects. End effects are seen, because the fluid below the 
inner cylinder (and above the inner cylinder if it is submerged) will exert an additional 
torgue on the spindle that is not included in Equations 1 through 6. End corrections are 
further complicated when different spindle shapes are used, such as the design shown in 
Figure 3(b) which has been used for eliminating solids build up on top of the 
spindle"-' 1

·"'. By changing this geometry, the direction of the velocity gradients will no 
longer be radially outwards at the ends. In sorne high precision laboratory viscometers, 
the bottom surface of the inner cylinder is made cup shaped to trap a layer of a ir below it. 
and so minimize the end effects. Also. by keeping the top surface of the inner cylinder 
above the fluid. torgue exerted by the fluid on this surface can be eliminated. However. 
both these options cannot be practical in a flowing slurry line. and so cannot be used in 
on-line instruments. As far as end effects are concemed. the double gap design shown in 
Figure 3(c) is most suitable for suspensions. because it minimizes the end surfaces of thc 
spindle. 

Sensitivity Rotational viscometers are very sensittve and any disturbances associated 
with sample flow will offset the torgue reading. In order to avoid settling of solids, many 
researchers have suggested top to bottom flow of slurry in the annular space. This 
arrangement will work if the flow is strictly vertical and has no componen! acting in the r 
(radial to spindle) ore (tangential to spindle) directions. Otherwise the change in torgue 
experienced by the spindle will not be solely from the molecular forces (shear) within the 
fluid, but will be supplemented by the fluid flow (see Figure 4). This also changes the 
shear rate experienced at the surface of the spindle because the flow interferes with its 
rotation ll.l2. 

Solids settling and centrifuging The most difficult suspensions for viscometers to deal 
with are those which contain fast settling particles. The solids settle during measurement, 
which not only destroys the homogeneity of the sample but al so interferes with spindle 

- L.. \ 
:r::I: ~ 

~-olf- Spindle Spindle 

Spindle-•~1 

...._ L-

(a) (b) (e) 

FIGURE 3 Diffcrent spn1dle des1gns adop~ed for suspcnston u~c. 
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r-- Tangential 
.--.,-.J force 

Contamer 

..... ~--Radml 
force 

Container 

Side v¡cw Top view 

FIGURE 4 The axml flow (side view) prevents the sohd~ from ~ettling by continuously :-;weeplllg fresh 
~lurry pa~t thc spindle. This componen! of thc tlowmg slurry stream does not affect thc rotallon of the 
~prndlc. But any radtal or tangenual forces (Top vtew). ari,mg from the flow. may put additumal strain 
on thc ~pmdle resultmg in crroncous v¡scmtty readtng .... Unhalanced radial flows push the spmdlc to one 
s1dc ~o that it does not ·"Plll untfo11nly and result:. 111 erratic readings Tangenttal llow:. 1ncrca:.e or 
decrea~e the torque on the spmdle. m<:~kmg thc tlu1d appeur to be elther more or less viscous then tt real! y 
!S. 

rotation. For example. when the sample is taken in a beaker. solids start scttling and 
slurry al the lop of the bcaker becomes dilutc compared to the slurry at the bottom. 
Thereforc, the spindle is no longer m contact with a representattve sample. In this 
situation, the viscometer will rcad low viscosity if the compacted solids are below the 
spindle as shown in Figure 5(a) anda high viscosity if the compacted solids are touching 
the spindle as shown in Figure 5(b). Furthermore. when the rotational speed of the 
cylinder is increased to take measurements at high shear, the solids centrifuge outward 
towards the outer wall resulting in a poor measurement. These problems have been 
addressed by many past designs. and are discussed in the following section. 

So/ids plugging and the e.ffect o(annular gap For suspensions, the annular gap (the gap 
between the spindle and the sample holder) is usually large to avoid solids plugging. As 
a rule of thumb, th1s gap should be at least 1 O times the largest particle size in the 
suspension". Quite often liquids of known viscosity (Newtonian fluids like silicon oil or 
sucrose solution) are used to calibrate the torque scales which are then applied to 
calculate viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids. This is acceptable only when the annular 
gap is small ( < 1% of the cylinder radius). and may not be corree! when the gap is large. 
Therefore, for non-Newtonian suspensions, depending upon the flow model, proper 
equations (such as Equation 4) should be used to calculate the corree! viscosity. 
Otherwise, the measurements will result m erroneous rheological characterization of the 
suspension. 

Slurry Presentation Systems for Rotational Viscometers 

Solids scttling has bcen thc major concem for most of the researchers who have used 
rotational \'iscnmeters for suspension \'iscometry. Th1s has resulted in vanous designs of 
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Dilute top layers 
Spindle-~._ J...oll+- Spmdle 

l Compacted solids 

Container Container 

(a) 
(b) 

FIGURE 5 Sohds seuling lea ves a dilute suspenswn on the top laycrs of the container. Whcn thc solids 
contcnt ¡.., Jow (a) the sohds gradually settle and are compacted helow the :.,pu1dl~ <HH1 thc n:.,cometer 
rcads progressJvely lower vJscosuy as the ~ohds ~ettle At h1ghcr concentrauon of soliJs. the compacted 
sohds can touch the ~p10dle (b) resultmg in higher readings 

sample presentation systems to prevent sohds settling during viscosity measurement. 
Sorne of these designs are discussed in this section. 

Presemation S\'Stems in stirred ranks lf proper precautions are taken, slurry viscosity 
can be measured by placing a rotational viscometer inside a stirred tank. One such 
arrangement has been reported by Clarke". A line diagram of this measuring system is 
provided m Figure 6. He used a co-axial cylinder viscometer (Ferranti, Model YL), 
which could be operated between shear rates of 43 to 950 sec-' with interchangeable 
spindles. The sample holder consisted of a 450 mi vesse] with an eight bladed impeller at 
the bottom to keep the solids in dispersion. The impeller operated at 400 revolutions per 
minute. In order to prevent rotation of the sample inside the vessel. vertical baffles were 
fitted above the 1mpeller. The whole arrangement was intended to encourage top to 

bottom flow of the solids so that the viscosity could be measured without obstructing the 
flow. Clarke tested suspensions of quartz, glass, and polymethacrylate in water with 
particle sizes up ro 211 microns and concentrations up to 50% solids by volume. He 
measured apparent viscoslly up toa shear rate of 350 sec-'. 

Clarkc reponed ccntrifuging of coarse particles (above 150 J.! m) because of the high 
specd of the impellcr required to keep the solids in suspension. This offset the 
homogenelty of thc suspcnsion for many ~amplcs. In order to avoid ccntnfuging of 
solids. he took instantancous measuremcnts before the solids started outward movement. 
CJ,ukc rcrorred dilatancv of quartz suspensions at ,·ery Jow rerccnt soilds (10% by 
,·o] u me) wh1ch may ha ve rc-;ulted from trappmg of parllclcs in the groovcs \\'hich werc 
m~1dc on the spmdlt: surface lO prevent shppagc of the sample. 
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FIGURE 6 Sectional view of sample cup :md measuring cyhnders showing tlow pattern (from Clarkc 
1967). 

Similar designs were later reported by Lapasin 17 and Underwood'' (Figure 7). ln the 
Underwood design, a modtfied T-bar spindle (standard Brookfield spindles) was used 
The modified spindle had twelve cylindrical bars extending from a vertical shaft. The 
spindle was connected toa Brookfield model RVT viscometer. The sample was placed in 
a beaker which had an annular sleeve. A honeycomb of small diameter vertical cylinders 
was placed at the bottom. Beiow this honeycomb arrangement. a Teflon coated magnetic 
stir bar was placed. When the stir bar rotated, slurry ascended through the annular space. 
entered the beaker, flowed down past the spindle, and then drained through the 
honeycomb. The swtrls and eddies created by the stirrer were prevented from reaching 
the spindle by this honeycomb arrangement. 

Presentation systems in tanks with top to bottom flow Hemmings and Boyes'<,) used a 
Brabender-Messtechnik Convimeter viscometer to measure apparent viscosity on the 
discharge line of a ball mili. The convimeter was mounted inside a column (Figure 8) 
and rotated in a gyratory motion at 120 revolutions per minute. Slurry from the ball mili 
flowed through this column. The leve! of slurry within the column was controlled by 
sensing the hydrostatic pressure and automatically controlling the slurry flow through the 
val ve (by expanding or contracting an elastomeric flow restrictor). The operating range 
of the instrument was governed by the flowability of the slurry. This viscometer 
arrangement will not work for high sohds concentrations when the slurry does not flow 
under gravity. Also, sincc the sensor moved in a gyratory motion, it did not have a well
defined shear ratc. Thereforc, at high pcrcent solids when the slurry behaves in a non
Newtonian manner. the viscosity measured hy thc viscometer may not be the same as thc 
viscosity cxpericnced inside the mili. 

Rccvcs 1 ·
1

·~" reponed a rotational typc viscomctcr for on-linc use with slurries. He 
instalkd a sp~cially designcd spindlc 111 a sampk prcparation and prcscntation system as 

. ' ·-
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Spindle 

~~~ ...... Heating 
mantle 
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(A series of small 
diameter pipes) 

,..,.. __ Magnetic stirrer/ 
hot platc 

FIGURE 7 Viscometric assembly showing the sp1ndle and eddy current basket (from Underwood 
1976). 

shown in Figure 9. The feed sample from the plant passed over a stationary screen 
(10-12 mm opening) to remove large particles and tramp materials. The instrument was 
capable of measuring viscosity within a shear rate range of Oto 200 sec-', with the shear 
rate adjusted by changing the rotational speed of the bobbin. The viscometer operated at 
a constant shear rate by choosing a single rotational speed for the spindle. Reeves made 
on-line rheological measurements of ferro-silicon suspensions with 14-16% salid 
concentrations. In this design, baffles were installed in the measuring chamber to 
eliminate rotation of the sample in the container. Still he reponed fluctuations in 
viscometer reading for fluids below 1 O centipoisc. 

The Hemmings and Boyes design and the Reeves design were the only two rotational 
vtscometer systems tried on-line for mmcral slurrics. These viscometers dcpend upon thc 
flowabilily of !he slurry". i.c. as long as !he slurry flows under gravtly through the 
sample presentation systcm. the associated vJscometcrs can measurc thc viscosity. This 
may not he the case in many concentrated suspcns1on~. whcre y1eld strcsscs are seen. 

11 
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Sample from ball mili discharge 

~ /S'=" 
Viscometer-1~ 

measuring head 

Pulp leve! set point 

.._ Density gauge · 

Slurry column 

•1----- Flow control val ve 
(pneumatic control) 

FIGURE 8 VJscosHy o;;cnsing system designed by Hemmmg~ and Boyes (from Hcmming:. and Boyes 
19771 
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FIGURE Y Vi,cnmcter arrangement developed by Reevcs. 1984. The spmdle. is made conical at thc 
top and ht)ttom :-.urface<> to avoid ~ol1ds deposilion on 10p of it (from Reeves 1984) 

e.g .. in grindmg milis and concentrated coa! slurries'. These slumes will be too viscous 
to flow properly through the gravity flow sample presentation systems. 

Unless precautions are taken, the annular space in rotational viscometers can be 
plugged by coarse particles or tramp materials. In both the systems describcd above, it 
has been suggested that this problem be solved by pre-screening the sample befare it 
entered the measurement chamber. 

In general. the use of rotational viscometers in gravity fed sample presentation 
systems are questionable because the viscometer measures the drag from the fluid, and 
any tangential or radial forces on the spindle will affect this measurement (Figure 4). 
Most rotational viscometers are very sensitive to these forces. and the problem becomes 
severe whcn the instruments are used on-line. The use of baffles is aimed at reducing 
these effccts. While evaluating the use of an eddy control basket'" for mcasuring 
viscosity with a Brookfield viscometer, we realized that completely avoiding tangential 
or radial forces from !luid tlow is a very difficult task. Thts is espectally true for low 
viscosny fluids (such as water). Because of these concerns, Klien et al." designed a 
different technique for measuring the rheology of unstable mineral suspensions which 
took advantage of the zone senling properties of some suspensions. They assumed that 
aftcr the sample is placed in a container. solids sellle and a constant dcnsity zone is 
crcated in the container. Then they constructcd a double gap bob and cup arrangement. 
Thrs hoh ancl cup fixture was allached to a Haake Rotovisco RV 20 vrscomctcr. They 
triccl lo place the bob in thc constan! density zone for shear stress and shcar rate 
measuremcnt (Figure 10). They measured rhcograrns of magnetite suspensions at salid 

13 
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FIGURE 10 Lme d1agram of the double gap cup and bob arrangement for measunng the zone settling 
properties of suspensions (from Khen et al., 1990). 

concentrations of 11 to 25% by volume. In this way the undefined forces (tangential and 
radial) that could be generated by mixing arrangements were eliminated. However, since 
the coarse and fast settling particles were allowed to settle at the bottom of the container, 
the solids contents in the constan! density zone must be different from the initial sample. 
Thus this arrangement cannot maintain a representative sample. Since solids 
concentration greatly influences the slurry rheology, this arrangement cannot be accepted 
for rheological measurements of suspensions. 

The influence of undetermined forces generated by slurry flow (across the viscometer) 
is further reponed by Kiljanski". He too used a double gap coaxial fixture attached to the 
driving and measuring unit of a commercial rheometer (Figure 11 ). The viscometer 
operated at shear rates between 0.26 sec-' and 870 sec·'. The sample was pumped 
through the viscometer by a centrifuga) pump, making a top to bottom flow (axial flow) 
of the fluid sample inside the viscometer. He used two samples of magnetite dense 
media. one at 34.5 vol% collected from the bottom of a drum separator which was 
contaminated with processed coa] and the other was a 12.5 vol% suspension made out of 
pure magnetite dense medium. In his experiments, Kiljanski measured shear stress and 
viscosity at different shear rates at two different conditions, (i) while the sample ·was 
flowing through the instrument and (ii) after the flow was stopped. He noticed clear 
difference tn readtngs between measurements made with ctrculation (when the 
suspension was flowing) and without circulation (when the flow was stopped). He 
argued that these differences in rcadings were (i) because of the additional shcar rates 
tmposcd due to axtal tlow of sample. ancl (ii) because of an addttional torquc clcvclopcd 
clue to thc tnertia of thc fresh. non-rotating fluid entenng the viscometcr. to which the 
rotatton has to be impartcd by the spindle (resulting in a higher shear stress). Kiljanski 
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lnner Cylindcr 

FIGURE 11 Simplified diagram of double gap rotational v¡scometer designed by Kiljamsk1. 1993. 
8oth the outer and mner cylinders were held stationary. The dmmeter.s of the gaps out~1de and inside of 
the rotatmg cyhnder (spmdle) were designed such that the shear rates on both outer and mner surfaces 
were constant (from KiiJanski 1993). 

also noticed differences in viscosity readings when the annular gap was increased. He 
argued that for smaller gap the axial shear rate originating from axial flow (top to bottom 
flow of the fluid) of fluid is higher than the axial shear rate for a wider gap, therefore 
viscosity measured at similar shear rates (calculated from the rotational speed of the 
spindle) were different. This shows how the undetermined forces from the sample 
circulation in the viscometer can generate misleading results. 

Summary Sol!ds settlmg has been thc pnmary focus area for researchers working on 
rotational viscometers. Continuous agnation or top to bottom flow scerns to be the 
answer to this problern. However. rotational viscometers are very sensitivc and hoth 
thcse rncthods for keeping the solids in suspension create undue forccs whtch scnously 
affects the VJscometer rcadings. 

l5 
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Control of shear rate IS the strongest point of rotational viscometers. This helps in 
measuring the rheology of non-Newtonian fluids, specially at low and medium shear 
rates. However, at higher shear rates (above 300 sec-1

) rotational viscometers are not 
suitable for suspensions because high rotational speed of the spindle produces a 
centrifuga! force that segrega tes the solids 

The annular gap between the cylinders must be at least 10 times larger than the largest 
particle in the suspension to avoid solids plugging. The sample must also be scrcened ro 
remove any oversize and tramp materiaL Other problems which must be considered for 
rotational viscometers are wall slip and end effects. 

CAPILLARY VISCOMETER 

Operating Principie 

In a capillary viscometer the !luid is passed through a tube under prcssure. By measuring 
the flow rate and pressure drop across the tube shear stress and shcar ratc can be 
calculated. Although capillary viscometers are normally designed for Newtonian tluids_ 
they are also extensively used for non-Newtonian tluids. These viscometers provide a 
simple and inexpensive method for rheologica] measurement, and when suitable for an 
application, capillary viscometers are more precise than rotational viscometers". 
Specifically, these viscometers operate better at higher shear rates" which are common 
in many processing and manufacturing units. 

For a fluid flowing through a tube (Figure 12) the shear stress at the wall can be 
calculated from the pressure difference across the tube by using the following formula: 

1 = R(P ,-P ,)/(2L) 

Where, 1 = shear stress at the wall 
P, = Pressure at the entry of the tu be 
P, = Pressure at the exit of the tube 
L = Length of the tu be 
R = radius of the tu be. 

(7) 

Shear rate at the wall for Newtonian fluids can be calculated by measuring the flow rate. 
Q through the tube by applying the following formula: 

y= 32Q/n:R
3 (8) 

L 

~~~==========~-~ ' (w.) _____ ._...;.Q __ ~Q 2R 

p2 • P¡ 

FIGURE 12 Line dmgra!ll of a capillary 1ube. 
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Where, y = shear rate at the wall 
Q = flow rate 

Thus by using the measured pressure difference across the tu be and the flow rate through 
the tube, shear stress. shear rate. and viscosity can be calculated. Equation 8 is derived 
from the Newtonian flow model. Therefore. for such fluids Equation 8 gives the true 
shear rate of the fluid. For non-Newtonian fluids the shear rate obtained from Equation 8 
is called the apparent shear rate. True shear rate of non-Newtonian fluids can be obtained 
from 32Q/nR'(Equation 8) by the following formula which is derived by Metzner and 
Reed" after modifying the Rabinownsch" equation: 

y= (3n'+ l/4n'). (32Q/nR3
) 

Where. y = shear rate at the wall 
n • = flow index given by the following formula 

Where, n · = flow index 

dlog (L'>P/4L) 

dlog (4Q/nR') 

L'>P = pressure difference across the tu be= P,-P, 

(9) 

( 10) 

n' can be determined graphically by plotting L'>P/4L vs. 32Q/nR' on a log-log scale and 
measuring the slope of the resulting line. Equations 9 and 10 are val id for fluids with or 
without yield stress". 

Necessary Conditions for Capillary Viscometers 

The necessary conditions" (Bird el al. 1960), which must be satisfied in a capillary 
viscometer measurements are: 

a) Laminar flow (Reynolds number < 21 00) 

b) Constan! fluid density 

e) Steady flow 

d) End effects are neghgible 

e) No slip between the wall and the fluid 

f) The fluid must be incompressiblc. 

Common Capillary Visco meter Types 

Common capillary viscometers are eJthcr constan! flow typc or constant pressure typc 
viscometers. Piston viscometero;;; are e;..amples of the constant rlow typc. In these 

vi .... cometcrs. fluid JS pushed through thc tub~ by a p1~ton moving at a con:-.tant spced. 

Thus thc flo\\' rate thrnugh thc tubc remain" con:-.tant. By mcasuring thc pressure 
difference across thc tube. vJscomctric function:-. can be calculatcd. In cnnstant pressure 

l7 
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capillary viscometers a constan! pressure is applied at the entry of the tu be and the flow 
rate is measured by collecting the fluid flowing through the tube" 

Discussion of the Capillary Viscometers 

Capillary viscometers have severa! advantages as listed below. 

• Since the flow is continuous and the sample stays inside the tube for a very short 
time, sol id settling inside the viscometer is not a problem. However, the suspension 
should be kept well mixed before it enters the tube. This is usually done in an 
agitated system immediately befare the sample enters the tu be"·". 

• Capillary viscometers are suitable for making measurements at high shear rates. 
where industrial operations such as pumping and spraying are carried out. 

• They are simple to construct, and if they can be suitably used with a given fluid. 
can generare more accurate data than a rotational viscometer. 

Many of the problems encountered in rotational viscometer are also common tn 
capillary viscometers. Sorne of the examples are listed below. 

• Similar to rotational viscometers, the diameter of the capillary viscometer should be 
at least 10 times larger than the top particle size of the suspended particles. 
Therefore, the sample must be screened to remove unusually coarse material before 
it is allowed to pass through the tu be. 

• Slippage at the wall is still a problem with capillary viscometers. This is mainly 
because of partid e migration away from the wall "·". As a result. a more dilute fluid 
is left in contact with the wall. The presence of wall slip can be detected by 
comparing flow curves of the same sample generated by tubes of different . 
diameters". This problem is minimized by selecting tubes with larger diameters 
with respect to the top particle size in the suspension, or by using any of severa! 
suggested correction factors"·". 

• End effects are noticed in capillary tube viscometers, because of pinching of the 
slurry stream at the entry and exit of the tube 21

• Therefore, flow profilcs at the ends 
are different than in the rest of the tu be. This problem is eliminated by using tu bes 
with high length to diameter ratio (above 300). 

• Tubes must be calibrated at suitable intervais to compensare for any diameter 
changes resulting from abras ion or scaling. 

Despite these problems. capillary viscometers are wtdely used by many 
investigators 15 ~u3 ~7 .~ 8 . 

Selected Designs 

Examples of the use of capillary viscometers for suspensions are abundant in the 
literature. Antonini et al." measured rheological properties of a coa! water slurry with 70 
wt% solids content by using different dimcnsion tu bes. Their apparatus consisted of a 1 O 
litcr reservon· equipped with interchangeahle tuhes of different lengths and diameters. 

lB 
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The slurry was agitated by a pneumatic stirrer. For each pressure applied. they measured 
the flow rates by continuously weighing the slurry tlowing through the tu bes. Then from 
pressure gradient and flowrate, they generated tlow curves for the coal slurry samples. 

Turian et al." reported a new design of capillary viscometer for measuring shear 
stress, shear rate, and yield stress of suspensions. The main body of the instrument 
consisted of a stainless steel container to hold the samplc. The solids were kept in 
suspension by stirring the sample in the container. They used different dimension 
stainless steel tubes (with diameters from 2.4 to 8.8 mm) which could be connected to 
the bottom of the container. The sample flowing through the capillary tu be was collected 
by a bucket placed on top of a electromc balance. The whole system was covered by a 
water jacket to maintain a constan! temperature. Flow rate through the tu be· was 
deterrnined by the balance whose signa! was recorded by a computer. Shear stress (T) and 
shear rate y were calculated from pressure drop t.P and flow rate Q. 

Turian et al. determined yield stress by extrapolating the shear stress-shear rate curve 
to a shear rate of zero. They used pulverized Pittsburgh Sea m (No. 8) coal to make the 
measurements over a shear rate range of 1 to 10' sec-'. They also determined the yield 
stress of the slurry by the vane method30 to verify the result obtained from the capillary 
tube, and reported that the yield stresses obtained by both the methods were similar. 

Another way of measuring viscosity of a slurry is to drain a measured volume of 
slurry from an overhead container through a capillary tu be and to measure the time taken 
for the material to drain completely. The slurry is kept in suspension in the tank by 
constan! stirring. This method was first tned by DeVaney and Shelton"', later it was 
reported by other authors'·'6 • The model used by Schack et al." is shown in Figure 13. 
The authors meas u red the viscosity by measuring the time reqUired for 100 mi. of 

lE----- Capillary tu be 

FIGURE D Dtagram of con!'i.stometer chambcr and Glpill:uy di:-.chargc tubc u!->cd hy Shack et al .. 
(from Schack cr al_ 1 Y 57 J 
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suspension to flow through the discharge tu be. The majar drawback of this instrument is 
that it does not determine whether the suspension is Newtonian or non-Newtonian. Also, 
it makes measurements at low shear rates, making it impossible to extrapolate to high 
shear rates (for hydrocyclone or pumping)'. 

Capillary viscometers are also used in plants to measure effective viscosity of fluids. 
This can be accomplished by measuring the pressure drop across a straight stretch of 
pipe. Shear stress and shear rate at the pipe wall can be calculated from pressure 
difference, flow rate and pipe dimensions. Apparent viscosity can be determined from 
the ratio of shear stress and shear rate at the wall. In this measurement. the fluid flow in 
the pipe must be laminar. In arder for this method to work with suspensions, the 
suspension must be very stable (a high yield value), otherwise under laminar conditions a 
slow sedimentation process will take place atthe bottom of the pipe·". 

Summary Compared to rotational viscometers, avoiding solids settling is relatively 
simpler in capillary viscometers, because the residence time of the sample inside the tu be 
is very small. Measurements of non-Newtonian fluids can be made by changing different 
dimension tu bes or by changing flow rates, which may not be an easy task in plants. For 
such measurements proper correction factors such as that suggested by Rabinowitsch"·" 
should be considered to obtain true viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids. As with rotational 
viscometers, wall slip and end effects must be considered while using capillary 
viscometers. Also, the sample must be pre-screened befare allowing it to flow through 
the tube. 

VIBRATING VISCOMETERS 

Working Principie 

Unlike rotational and capillary viscometers which are volume loading instruments, 
vibrating or oscillating viscometers are surface loading instruments, because they react 
only to a thin !ayer of fluid adjacent to the probe. The probe or sensor of the viscometer 
can be spherical (Figure 14), rod or plate shaped, or like a fork which vibrates in the 
fluid. The sinusoidal shear wave from the immersed probe is damped by the fluid, and 

Sphere 

FIGURE 1-l V1braring ~phere v¡.scometcr The probc oscillates in thc Ouid. and the pO\vcr reqlllred to 
mamtain a constan! amplitudc of oscillauon ts the measure of vJ..,cosity. 

zo 
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the damping is a function of the product of the viscosity and the density of the fluid. 
Usual! y the probe is oscillated at a constant amplitude and the force or power required to 
maintain this amplitude is measured. Rachman33 derived the following formula for a 
vibrating rod viscometer to determine viscosity. 

where, 11 = viscosity of the 1iquid 
p = density of the fluid 
úl0 = resonant frequency 
úl00 = free resonant frequency 
x0 = amplitude at resonance 
x~, = amplitude in vacuum 
F0 = force at resonance 
F 00 = force required to maintain x00 

A = area of the surface in contact with the fluid 
R,, = transducer loss in the vacuum. 

(11) 

Thus by measuring the force F0 which is required to maintain a constan! amplitude X0 , 

and knowing the density p of the fluid one can measure the viscosity 11· The remainder of 
the terms in Equation 13 will be constants for a particular instrument. 

Discussion of the Vibrating Viscometers 

Sorne of the advantages of vibrating viscometers over rotational and capillary 
viscometers are: 

• Since the gap of fluid between the sensor and the container wall does not affect the 
reading, suspensions with coarse particles can be tested without the danger of 
plugging. 

• Unlike rotational viscometers, oscillating viscometers are not affected by minor 
turbulences associated with s1urry flow. Therefore, forces associated with slurry 
flow (see Figure 4) will not affect its readings. 

The major disadvantage of this type of instrument is that the operator does not have 
any control over the shear rate. lt is also difficu1t to measure the true viscosity of non
Newtonian fluid whose viscosity changes with shear rate. The shear rate y will be a 
sinusoidal function of time. For a spherica1 probe, its peak value will be maximum at the 
equator and will be smaller by a factor cos Q> ata sphere latitude of Q>. Perry34 derived the 
following equation for determining the maximum shear rate for the vibrating sphere 
viscometers: 

where, y= maximum shear are 
k= an instrument constan! 

(12) 
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From this equation we see that the maximum shear rate decreases as viscosity of the 
fluid increases. For a Newtonian fluid viscosity 11 is a constan!. so maxunum shcar rate 
will remain constan!. However, for viscoelastic fluids. the viscosity varies with shcar 
rate, and computation of shear rate becomes complicated. Sorne mvestigators have 
suggested measuring the amplitude of vibratim/' and oscillatmg frequcncy as a means of 
measuring the apparent viscosity of viscoelastic fluids (non-Ncwtonian fluids) ". 
However, the reasoning provided for such measurements apply only to hmited polymenc 
fluids, and the method does not work for suspensions" ". 

Vibrating viscometers are sensitive to vibrations from supporting structures32.35. 
Unless precautions are taken to dampen these vibrations the instrument will pick up 
erroneous signals. 

Selected Designs of Vibrating Viscometers 

Vibrating rod viscometer for viscosity measurement Rachman '.J reported an assessment 
of vibrating viscometers in slurries. He utilized a vibrating platc transduccr and a 
flexurally vibrating rod transducer in his research. However. for thc suspension studies 
(with quartz slurries) only the flexurally vibrating rod transducer was used. In his initial 
experiment with 0.065 volume fraction solids in the slurry. Rachman experienced 
difficulty in measuring the viscosity because the solids settled quickly. In subscqucnt 
tests, the slurry was stirred vigorously by a motor driven pump to keep thc solids in 
suspension. Then the stirrer was stopped and after 15 seconds. measurements wcre taken 
with the viscometer. In this way the investigator assumed that the slurry would ha ve bcen 
in a similar state when each reading was taken. Similar measuremenls were taken with 
quartz-water slurries at 0.24 and 0.36 volume fraction solids. By changing the amphtude 
of vibration and transducer loading they showed that the denser slurries showed non
Newtonian flow whereas the dilute slurry with 0.065 volume fractton solids had 
Newtonian flow. However because of uncertain results. Rachman suggested use of this 
method only if no other simpler viscometer is obtained for measuring non-Newtonian 
slurry rheology. 

Vibrating sphere viscometer for viscosity measurement Kawatra et a/. 3 ~ used a 
vibrating sphere viscometer manufactured by Nametrc Co. along with a gravity flow 
sample presentation vessel as shown in Figure 15. Because of the basic design of the 
spherical oscillating probe (which oscillates ata high frequency and low amplitude rather 
than rotatc in a single direction) and its durable construction. the flow of the slurry did 
not influencc its reading. The solids settling problem was also ehminated bccause of the 
gravity flow arrangement of the slurry around the pro be. Usmg this system Kawatra et 
al. were able to continuously measure viscosity of silica slurry at varying concentrations 
and temperatures in the feed line of a hydrocyclone. 

However. thc major difficulty .in this type of instrument is that the operator has no 
control o ver the shear rate. The shcar rate is a function of viscosity. higher in low 
viscosity fluids and lower in high viscosity fluids. Sincc mosl of thc suspensions at 
highcr solids contents show non-Newtonian flow thcir viscosny is highly depcndent on 
shcar ratc. Thus for such suspcnsions. no logica\ c~nc]u<;ion can he c\rawn from v1scosity 
m~asuremcnts hy thc<;e instrumcnts unless they opcratc at thc sam~ shcar ratc as thc 
proces" nsdf. Another prohkm with th1s typc of in~trumcm i"' that ,r th~ !luid \Tiocity i...; 

,-~¡v low. solids t~nd to s~ttlc 111 small laycrs over thc top of thc sphcrc (Figure I(J¡ 
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Flexible support ... 

N ametre viscometer 
~-- Probe 

Overflow line 
Inner tank 

Thennocouple .. 
t 

Sump ~Pump 

FIGURE 15 Nametre viscometer set-up. Sample is circulated through the system by a pump to keep 
the solids m suspension. 

resulling in higher readings. These instrumenls are also affecled by vibralion from lheir 
surroundings, and special design is required lo isolale from vibralion. However, due lo 
lheir ability lo work in hostile plant environment, so far they are the mosl suilable 
inslrument for making on-line viscosily measuremenls of Newlonian mineral slurries. 
The slurry used by Kawatra et al." was Newtonian and therefore, good correlation could 
be established between the vtscosily measured by this instrument and the hydrocyclone 
performance. 

Vibrating sphere viscometer for distinguishing Newtonian and 110n-Newtonian 
suspensions Recently Kawatra and Bakshi 36 reported a syslem for classifying 
Newlonian and non-Newtonian suspensions in slurry streams. They used a vibrating 
sphere viscomeler to measure apparent viscosity of slurries at high shear rates and a 
rotat10nal viscometer to meas u re apparent viscosity of the same slurry at low shear rates. 
Since the shear rates werc widely different, comparison of the apparcnt viscosities from 
lhe vibrating viscometer and the rotationai viscometer allowed classificatJOil of lhe 
suspensions as either Newtonian or non-Newtonian flow 1ypes. 
SummarY The main advantages of vibrating viscomelers over rotational and capillary 

23 
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rheology of suspensions, their claims ha ve been refuted later by other authors, because 
the instruments were not capable of repeating their performance. This shows that the 
particulate processing industry still needs a reliable viscometer which can work on-line 
under plant conditions. 
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FIGURE 16 Vibrating sphere v¡scorneter showing layers of solids settling on top of the sphere when 
rhe fluid velocity pass~ng the sphencal probe is small. 

viscometers are. (i) these are less sensitive to plant disturbances, (ii) plugging is less of a 
problem, because these are surface loading instruments and the gap between the sensor 
and the container wall can be kept as large as required. 

Vibrating viscometcrs still require sorne sort of agitation system to avoid solids 
settling. Since these viscometers are highly sensitive to vibrations from surrounding 
structures, steps must be taken to damp these vibrations. The main disadvantage of these 
instruments is their poorly defined shear rates which makes them highly unsuitable for 
measuring true viscosity of non-Newtonian suspensions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Rotational and capillary viscometers are the most common viscometers which ha ve been 
tried for measuring suspension rheology. Rotational viscometers ha ve better control over 
shear rate which is essential for measuring the full rheology of non-Newtonian fluids. 
However, these instruments are very sensitive to disturbances in slurry flow. Because of 
this, many of the special designs studied in this report had baffle arrangements to inhibit 
unwanted forces like swirling and turbulence in the region of the measuring device. In 
capillary rheometers this problem is felt to a lesser extent because of the shorter 
residence time of the suspension inside the tube. However, the sample must be 
thoroughly mixed prior to its entry into the tube. Plugging is more of a problem in 
capillary tu bes than in rotational viscometers. Slip at the walls is another problem felt by 
both the capillary and the rotáÍional vrscometers. In vibrating viscometers both plugging 
and wall slip can be eliminated easily, be cause vibrating viscometers are surface loading 
and the gap between the sensor and the container wall does not affect the measurement. 
Also, the vibrating viscometer can tolerate slight disturbance from slurry flow and is 
rugged enough for on-line use in suspensions. The main disadvantage of a vibrating 
viscometer is its inability to operate in a steady shear, which makes it unsuitable for non
Newtonian fluids. Otherwise, for Newtonian suspensions and for operations where a 
relative VJSCosity is needed vibrating viscometers are best suited for on-line use. 

Although in the past many authors have claimed success in measuring on-lrne 
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d be added accordmg lo Bond ball mili grinding 

lf Bond.ball mili work index dala is no! available, 
igure 2 as a first estima te or SAG power required 
licated natural grain size. 
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ABSTRACT 

Autogenous grinding mili eff1c1ency is affected by pulp rheology, 
which can change due to severa! ractors such as ore composition, 
lemperature, or chem1cal add1tions. In this study the effect of 
slurry viscosity on rack breakage characteristics and specific en
ergy consumption were studied in a pilo! scale autogenous mili. 
Rock breakage inside !he m1ll was studied quantitatively by meas
uring the size stability of rocks on a scale of Oto 100%, where a 
100% size stability corresponds to zero rack breakage . Also, the 
effect of slurry viscosity on the production of critica! size material 
was studied. where Íhe "crit1cal size" is material ;.,hich is too targe 
lo be effectively ground in the mili, and too small to be effective for 
gnnding other particles. The pulp rheology was altered by chang
lng !he initial clay/fines canten! of the feed and also by changing 
lhe initial temperature of both ore and water. 1t was observed that 
size stability, critica! size material production. and specific energy 
consumption all increased as the sturry viscosity increased . 

INTRODUCTION 

The effect or slurry rheology on the performance of grinding ciruits 
has been well discussed in the literature (Hemmings and Boyes. 
1977, Tucker 1982. Klimpel, 1982 and 1983. Fuerstenau 
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et al.. 1984, Austm et al , 1984, Moys, 1989, Kawatra and Eisele, 
1988, Kawatra and Bakshi. 1996) However, most of these stud
ies dealt with ball m11i gnnding, where the grindmg media are 
metal balis. In autogenous grinding, the med1a is !he ore itself. 
Therefore, !he efficiency of autogenous grinding also depends 
u pon !he way the med1a (larger size rocks) break inside !he mili. 
Although the effecl of rheology has been studied for various as
pecls of autogenous grind1ng (Moys. 1989), its effect on !he 
breakage characteristics of !he med1a 1s no! discussed in !he lit
erature. This is an importan! problem. because smali changes in 
the break-up rate of the media-sized rack wdl significantly affect 
!he grinding efficiency of the mili 

Another problem in autogenous gnndmg IS !he production of criti
ca! size material These are the particles that are too small to effi
Ciently gnnd other part1cles, but loo large to be easily ground 
themselves. Critica! size panicles tend to accumulate in the mili, 
and have to be removed and crushed separately as shown in Fig
ure 1 

1'"'"""~ "'""~'""'" 
~hit 

F1gure 1. Typical autogenous Clrcull Cnt1cal s1ze is crushed befare feeding 
back to the autogcnous mili 

Therefore. product1on of cri11cal s1ze musl be minimized lo funher 
save in energy consumplion. Any changes 1n the slurry viSCOSI!y 
that result in a change 111 lhe rate of med1a break-up will also tend 
lo change the amount of cnlical size material thal is produced. 
This effect has been observed in an operat1ng plan! (Kawatra and 
Eisele. 1988) The plan! personnel noted thal in the winler the 
grindmg efficiency was reduced, and the amounl of critica! size of 
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material produced was increased. These changes were linked lo 
the seasonal temperature variations of lhe mili slurry. Two possi
ble mechanisms were considered lhat could have been causing 
these effects: (1) The rack may have been becoming more briltle 
at low tempera tu res or (2) .The increasing slurry viscosity al low 
temperaturas could have been affecting how !he charge was lifted 
and tumbled in the mili. Pasl work by lhe authors has shown that 
the rocks were nol becoming more brillle over the temperatura 
range of interesl (Kawatra et al., 1993), and so subsequent stud
ies concentrated on the viscosity effecls. In this article the impact 
of slurry rheology on the breakage characteristics of the rack and 
lhe overall energy consumption during autogenous grinding have 
been discussed. Alltests were carried out using a pilot-scale mili 
so that the results would be relevan! to what happens in a full
scale aulogenous mili. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Exp':rimental Set-Up 

Pilo! Scale Autogenous Mili. P1lot plan! tests were carried out 
in a 1 8 meter diameter by 0.6 meter long Hardinge cascade mili. 
The mili contained sixteen 2.5 cm high lifler bars. lt was con
vened from continuous operation to batch operation by removing 
the grates on the discharge end of the mili and replacing them 
with lmers made at Michigan Technological Universily. This mili 
was also insulated to mainlain the imtial charge temperaturas, us
ing 20 cm of f1berglass insulation applied lo the circumference of 
the mili and 2.54 cm thick polystyrene foam insulation on the 
ends Energy consurnption during each test was measured by a 
standard watt-hour meter 

Viscometer Set-Up. Slurry VIScosity was measured by a Brook
field viscometer. Smce lhe slurry conlained fasl seltling solids, it 
was necessary to mod1fy the v1scometer so lhal the solids would 
be kept in suspension while the reading was being taken. This 
was accompl1shed by !he slurry presentation syslem shown in 
Figure 2. The slurry was mixed in an overhead tank and passed 
conlinuously through the annular space between a steel tube 
andthe spindle. After a steady slate reading was displayed, flow 
v·· momentarily interrupted lo eliminale any swirling motion 

d by flow at the inlet and a reading was taken immedialely. 
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Drookfield Viscomctcr 

+ 
Overhead tank 

Pinch v"lve 

Figure 2: Brookfield sel-up showmg arrangemenr for measuring viscosilles 
of rapidly-seltling solids in slurries 

This set-up is very surtable for measurrng vrscosity of slurries con
taining fast settling solrds, and has been successfuliy used lo 
characlerize different slurncs on lhe basrs of their rheology (Ka
watra and Bakshi, 1995). 

Sample Preparation 

An iron ore sample was coliected from a local iron ore deposit. 
Each rack was sized and washed lo (1) remove any fines that 
might be in lhe pares or fractures of the sample, and (ri) remove 
the vrsualiy detectable metamorphic clay material present in the 
sample. The washed ore was then drred. From lhrs material, six 
samples were reconstituled according lo the size distrrbution 
shown in Table 1. Thrs was lhe original size distribution of the 
rocks in the pit from where the sample was coliected. Samples 
prepared for cold tests were stored in a freezer al -25 'C, and 
samples prepared for tests al room temperature were stored in 55 
galion drums 
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Table 1: Size distribution of reconstituted feed sample for pi

lo! sea le AG tests. 

Size Distrrbution. mm Weight, kg 

-152.4 + 127.0 63.12 

-127 o+ 101.6 65.83 

-101.6 + 76.2 79 45 
-76 2 + 50.8 82 17 
-50.8 + 25.4 92.16 
-25 4 + 12.7 39.50 

Total 422.22 

% Weight 

14.93 

15.59 

18.80 

19.47 

21.83 

9.38 

100.00 

Test Procedure 

Srx tests were carried out in the pilo! scale autogenous mili. The 
viscosity of the mili slurry in these tests was changed by changing 
!he clay/fines content in the tnttial feed and by changing !he tem
perature of both iron ore and water as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Conditions for tests with pilot scale AG mil!. 
Test lnilial ore Feed Slurry viscosity al 
no. temp. "C compositron end of test, mPa-sec 
1 +25 Ore only 1.37 
2 -25 Ore only 1.60 
3 +25 Ore with 1 O% el ay 1.42 
4 -25 Ore wilh 1 O% clay 1 74 
5 +25 Ore with 50% ftnes 5.24 
6 -25 Ore wrth 50% ftnes 8 19 

Ttte clay material Eldded during tests 3 and 4 was lhe same mela
morphic clay which was washed from the initial ore coliected from 
lhe mrne prt Durrng tests 5 and 6. 50% fines were added in the 
mili. The ftnes were prepared by grrnding iron ore lo pass 425 
mm, and 59 5% of the resulting ftnes were finer than 150 mm. 
Thts was done because under plan! conditions, a certain amount 
of ftnes (ground ore) is always present inside !he mili duelo 
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continuous operat1on. S1nce lile tests were conducted as batch 
tests, the loads 1n the mili for tests 1-4 were initialiy devoid of 
these fines, and therefore had low slurry viscosities. The addition 
of a large amounl of fine 'rron ore 1n tests 5 and 6 was expected lo 
strongly show the effects that would occur in a plant situation due 
to the presence of fines. 

The mili was ch1lled prior lo !he tests conducted al low tempera
tures. 1t was run empty for 30 mrnutes befare each test to allow 
the bearings to warm up, so that bearrng friction would be con
stan! during the ,test. Then the mili was stopped, and sol1ds 
charge was added to the m1ll A total of 423 kg solids were added 
for each test Then, 182 kg of water was added lo keep lhe total 
solrds content al 70% by weight The m1ll volume occupied by the 
charge was 26%. The rnit1al ternperature of water for the cold 
tests was marnta1ned al 4 'C lar test # 2. 4, and 6, and for other 
tests the water was al room tempera tu re The slurry temperature 
was measured bolh al the beg1nn1ng and lhe end of each test, lo 
be sure thal 1t1e mili d1d notwarrn Slgn111canlly during the test 

Once the rn1ll was charged Wlill solrds and water, 11 was run for 15 
minutes. A slurry sample for viscosity measurement was col
lected lrorn the m111 as soon as it slopped ro\a\1ng. Energy con
sumption during lhe 15 m1nute gnnding was measured using a 
watt-hour meter. The matenal from the m1ll was removed manu
ally, and screened for s1ze analys1s 

RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION 

Size Stability 

Size stability vs slurry viscosity 1s shown in Figure 3. Size stabil
ity 1S a measure of the resistance of the media to impact break
age, and is expressed as follows (ASTM.-1991): 

. . . 2: 1 ( ml11a/Wt% JX( avg. sievesize)] 
100 % S1ze Stabil1ty = . . x 

I [(fma/Wt% )x(avg.srevesrze)) 

Therefore, a s1ze slab1111y or 100% corresponds lo a rack that d1d 
not break durrng grinding, anda size slabilrty of 0% corresponds 
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to a rack that broke completely below the fines! size measured 
(-12.5 mm in these tests). 

As can be seen from Figure 3, size stability increased with in
crease in slurry viscosity, showing that at high viscosity the rocks 
had a higher resistance to breakage. This could be due to the 
fact that al higher viscosity the impact force between rocks was 
retarded by the viscous slurry which acted as a cushion, resulting 
in less breakage of the rack. 

~ 
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F1gure 3: Size stability vs viscosity. Al higher viscosily ore is lcss llkcly to 
be broken for all resulls. 

Critica! Size Material 

The effect of slurry viscosity on critica\ size material is shown in 
Figure 4. Critica! size material is the material which is too large to 
be eflectively ground in the mili, and too fine to be effective for 
grinding other particles. This material is usually crushed outside 
the grinding mili (for example in a cone crusher as shown in Fig
ure 1) befare it can be sent back to the mili. In our tests. !he 
change 1n the amount of material in the -25 4mm +12.7mrn s1zc 
lraclion 1n the course of each test was small. Therefore. part1r.les 
of this s1ze were considered to be the crrt1cal size material. 

The feed for cach test rnr\rally conté.lmed 9.38% cntrcal sr¿e rnt~lr~
rral (see Table 1 ). The percentage of the critica! s1ze materral w;¡c; 

determrned agarn al the end of each test As can be seen in 
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Figure 4: %criticar size in m1tt after grinding vs v1scosity. At high viscoslty 

amount of crilical was larger than al the start. 

Figure 4, al low s!urry v1scosily the amount of cntical size material 
in the mili after grrndrr1g wns less lhnn the arnounl of critica! size 
materral presenl befare grrndrng However_ al higher viscosily 
lhere was an increase in critica! srze rnaterral after grinding. Dur
ing the firsl four tests, wilcn lile vrscos'rty wns low the slurry was 
more lrke water Tilercfore. rn thrs condrlron the slurry did not 
leave a thick coatrng on lile surfaces or both tile media and the 
eritrea! size particles This allowed sorne crrtical size material lo 
be crushed upon rmpact. At higher viscosity, there was a thick 
coal of slurry on the media (large rocks) This retarded the en
ergy or the impact collrsions. and reduced the chances of a critica! 
size particle lo be broken up in the mrll Therefore, during test 
No.6, when the viscosity was increased to 8 19 mPa-sec by add
ing fines and decreasing the temperature, the critica! size content 
in the product increased by 1 37% to 1 O 8% 

The results with added frnes are most srrnrlar to the siluation in full 
size plants, because due lo conlrnuous operation considerable 
amounts of fines are always present inside the mili wh1ch will 
keep the slurry viscosity in a higher range_ For example Figure 5, 
shows the critica! size materral rn a full-scale plant as a percent
age of lolal feed durrng each month The data were collected 
over a period of two years from the local rron ore plant that pro
vided the iron ore for the work reported herern As seen from the 
figure, critica! size material productron was al a mínimum between 
April and September, and increased srgnrfrcantly duringDecember 
and January when the temperature was low (Kawatra and Eisele, 
1992)_ lt was originally believed that this change in 
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Figuro 5: Cril1cal sizo production in 8.2m x 4.4m primary AG mili for lron oro 
ovcr 2 yoars. 

critica! size production was due to increased brittleness of the 
rock at low temperatures. However, drop tests conducted at 
Michigan Technological University showed that rocks did not be
come brittle over the temperature range of interest (+25 'C to -25 
'C) (Kawatra el al., 1993). Therefore, these changes in critica! 
size material production are due to viscosity changes caused by 
temperature variation. 

Specific Energy Consumption 

Specific energy consumptions at drfferenl slurry viscosit1es are 
shown 1n Figure 6 Specifrc energy consumption was calculated 
as lhe energy requrred to produce one krlogram of -150 mrcron 
materral 

As can be se en from Frgure 6. the specrfrc 'energy consumptron of 
the mrll increased wrth rncreasing slurry viscoslty. The rncrease in 
spectfrc energy from test 1 to test 4 was small, because the vis
cosity changes durrng these tests were also very small However. 
during tests 5 and 6 speciftc energy consumption increased sig
nifrcantly Whrle comparing the specific energy con-
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Figure 6: Specific energy vs viscosity. Notcmcrease at high viscoslties. 

creased signif1canlly While comparing lhe spec1fic energy con
sumption belween tests, lhe followmg observa11ons were made: 

(i) When the viscos1ty mere a sed from 1.37 m Pa-see (test no.1) lo 
5.24 mPa-sec (test no. 5) due lo f1nes addition, specific energy 
consumption increased from O 63 kwhr/kg lo 1 11 kwhr/kg. 

(ii) When lhe viscosity increased from 5 24 mPa-sec (test no. 5) lo 
8.19 m Pa-see (test no. 6) due lo decrease in temperature, spe
cific energy consumption increased again, going from 1.11 
kwhr/kg lo 5.0 kwhr/kg. Th1s trend agreed with lhe observalions 
made in lhe local iron ore plant (Figure 7), where specific energy 
consumplion increased by -20% durmg winter months when lhe 
slurry temperature was very low (Kawatra and E1sele, 1992). 

Figure 7: Spec1f1c energy consumpl1on for 8.2m x 4 4m primary iron ore AG 

mili as function of tempcrature (see Kawatra and Eisele, 1992). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From our tesis lhe following conclusions were made: 

1. The resistance of the media-sized ore lo breakage increased 
when lhe slurry viscosity was increased. This effecl was prorni
nent al higher viscosities. 

2. Production or crilical size material increased al higher slurry 
viscosity. These results agreed with plan! observations reported 
by Kawatra and Eisele ( 1992), where critical size material produc
tion increased during winter months. lt has already been deter
mined lhat brillleness of the individual rocks does not change with 
temperature (Kawatra et al., 1993), and so the change mus! be 
due lo changes in the behavior of the mili slurry as a whole. 
Since pulp viscosity in creases al lower temperatures during winter 
months, such changes can be attributed to changes in pulp vis
cosity. 

3. The specif1c energy consumption in the mili increased as the 
viscosity increased. This was a result of the increased viscosity 
reducing the grinding rate by cushioning of impacts, and by 
changing the motion or the charge in the mili. This explains the in
creased specific energy consumption in northern U.S. operalions 
during winter months, when lhe temperature is very low. 
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ABSTRACT 

In recen! years there has been a trend in Australia 
circuiting autogenous and semi-autogenous milis 
clones. This has resulted in attention being focu~ 
relating to the ability of the grates and pulp lifters te 
move slurry from the mili. This paper describes the 
fects on power draw and mili performance th; 
observed lo occur due to peor slurry transport. 
which explain these phenomena are described. TI 
to develop mathematical models wh1ch link grate fl< 
slurry hold-up and power draw. The model's ability 
capacity and its effect on power'draw is illustrated u 
data. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recen! experience wilh a number of Dutogenous (D 
autogenous (sag) milis in Australia has high/1ghted th 
of efficient slurry transport related lo power draw and 
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emperature effect on 
rinding circuit performance 

J{. Kawatra, T. C. Eisele, D. X. Zhang, and M. T. Rusesky 

Abstract -lt has be en ohserved in some mineral process
planrs that grinding circuit efficiency varies seasonally, 

as in sorne plants which are located in the northern US 

with the grinding · efficiencydifferent berween summtr 
and winter. This indicates that che temperature of grinding 
· · • ., slurry has a nociceable effect on grinding perform
ance. The effect has rore/y been studied. To this end. an 
investigation to examine the effects of changing temperature 

· on efficiencyand determina/ion ofthe mechanism responsible 
has been carned out. Plant investigauons and /aboratory 

· aperiments ha ve been conducted in arder 10 study hydrocy
clones. lt was demonstrated that when the pressure drop is 
he id constant,the dj()(, 

1 
si u decreased approxtmately linear/y 

with increasing temperature. while the shape of the reduced 
t/F• ·:rncy curve remained nearly constan!. This effect was 
determined to be due 10 changes in slurry viscosity with 

Introduction 

As is well known, the single most energy intensive umt 
operation in mineral processing is comminut1on. Size reduc
tii ··~~ consumes approxmiately 25% of the total energy used in 
m1neral concentrators, while typiCaiiY less than 5% of this 
encrgy is consumed in the production of new mineral surface 
(NMAB. 1981 ). Thus, there is much room for improvement in 
grinding operations. and even a slight increase in efficiency 
would produce substamial energy savings. Such improve
ments are most readily obtainable by optimization and control 
of mili operating conditions. 

A number of investigators (Austin, et al., 1984; EI-Shall 
and Somasundaran, 1984; Klimpel, 1982, 1982a, 1983. 1984; 
Fuerstenau. et al., 1985) ha ve detennined that rheology has a 
large effect on the efficiency of grinding milis. Four parame
ters influence the rheology of slurry in a grinding mili: solids 
content, panicle size distribution, chemical environment, and 
temperature. The effect of temperature is panicular! y signifi
cam in areas with large seasonal temperature variations such 
as the northem United States and Canada (Kampf. 1985). 
l !nwever, due to the unavailabiltty of suitable viscometers 
and measurement techniques for mineral slurries, the control 
of mili rheology, especially the effects of temperature on 
efficiency of grinding mili and hydrocyclones. has been 
neglected or rarely studied. The mvestigauon described here 
was therefore carried out to determine the magnitude and 
nature of temperature effects on hydrocyclone operauon. 

S.K. Kawatra. T.C. Eisele, members SME. O.X. Zhang, and M.T. 
Rusesky. member SME, are wlth Dept. of Metallurgtcal Engmeering, 
M1Ch1gan T echnologicval Untversity, Houghton. MI. SME preprint 88-
1, SME Annual Meeting, Phoentx, A7., January. M&MP paper 88·639 
Manuscript June 12, 1987. 01scuss•on of thts paper must be subm•t· 
ted. 1n duphcate. prior to July 31. 1989 

Experimental Work 

Plant Studies 

The plant site that was chosen for obtaining the samples 
was an iron ore processing plant. which experiences substan· 
tia! seasonal temperature variations. The plant has primary 
autogenousand secondary pebble mili gnnding. Thecyclones 
are operated in parallel banks of nine, with seven of the 
classifiers in use at any one time. The cyclones are Krebs 
model DI5B-852-M271. This plant processes a very finely 
disseminated iron ore which requires grinding 10 -25J.lm for 
liberation. 

Sampling was carried out in the summer and m the winter 
in arder to achieve the greatest temperature variation. Pulp 
temperature ranged from a high of20°C (68°F) in the summer 
toa low of 3.3°C (38°F) in the wimer. The resulting corrected 
efficiency curves for these conditions are shown ín Fig. 1. 
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Fig 1 - Observed seasonal variations in cyclone per1ormance 1n an 
iron ore processmg plant 

Laboratory Swdtes 

Laboratory experiments were carned out using a Kreb~ 
hydrocyclone. The cyclone parameters were as follows: feed 
inlet diameter. 1.2 in. (3 cm); vonex finderdiameter. 1 1n tn. 
(3.8 cm); apex diame!er, 7/8 in. (2 2 cm); cyclone d.ameter. 4 
m
2 
( 10.2 cm); and pressurc drop. 10 psi (69 kPa). 



·' The cyclone was mounted on a laboratory test rig in closed 
circuir witha Wannancentrifugal pump andasluny tank. The 
cyclone overflow and underflow streams discharged free! y 
into separate launders. which were used to either remove 
s1multaneous samples from two streams orto recombme the 
streams befare retuming them to the sluny tank. The slurry 
temperature sensor was mounted in the feed sump. and a 
diaphragm-type pressure gage andan ultrasonic doppler flow
meter were both mounted on the cyclone inlet line. Apparent 
slurry viscosity was also measured at the cyclone feed inlet 
using a Namotre Model 810 vibrating sphere viscometer. 
Flowrate, viscosity. and temperature data were conlinuously 
collected and logged by a HP-85 computer. 

The mineral used for these experiments was pure silica 
obtained from Onawa Sand Ca., Onawa, IL The panicle size 
distribution was obtained using a Leeds and Nonhrup Micro
trae panicle size analyzer and 1s shown in Table l. The 
temperature range was from 50 to 11 oc. 

T able 1 - Size DistnbuiiOn ol Ground Onowa Sand 

Stze, ¡¡m 
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Results and Discussion 

A sumrnary of the data collected in rtrc laboratory cyclonc 
experiments IS presented m Table 2. The Rf ts the water splt1. 
anda ts the shape parameter from Lynch's equation. 
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Table 2- Summary of Laboratory Cyclone Test Results 

Temperature VISCOSily ,.,, -e Fl,.% d,..,,.¡.¡m a Cenlrpose 

' ... 8 220 "o 2 83 89 
2 ,,,. 2.33 236 285 •o • 
3 352 24 3 250 "' (0 6 
4 30 o 232 "' 

,, .03 
5 250 '" 2" "' .o e 
6 200 235 300 2" "o 
7 •5' 239 3" 269 ,., 
8 "' "' ,. 25< "8 

The values for a and d~ku were determined by stmplex 
opttmiz.auon after the data wa.s corrected for Rf. 

h is clear from both plant and laboratory data that d'){)(o doe<; 
mdeed decrease wuh increasing temperature in Ftgures 1 and 
2. When d._.~, 1 is plotted again~t temperature it is further 
observed thatthe relauonshtp ¡..., e~\eniJally !mear. as tS tllu<;
tnued by Ftg. 3. From Ftg. 2 tt t5 clearly shown that mcrea'\mg 
temperature 'lhtfts the efftciency curve towards fmer stZC'> 

However. the sharpness of the reduced effictency curve foral! 
ofthe temperatures is essenttally unchanged. a\ shown by the 
curve m F1g. 4. Thio; re~ult ¡..., Jn Jgreement wnh the re~ulh of 
Lynch ( 1977). who statcd thatthc reduccd efficzency curve ,.., 
a functJOn only of cycione geometry <.~nd ranicle characten~-
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Fig. 2- Etfect of temperature on the ef11ctency curve o! a ~ 0.6 
{4 in) hydrocydone processing s•hca 
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Fzg. 4 - Aeduced efficiency curve for varymg percen: s~iíds 
temperature lora 10.16 cm (4 tn) hydrocyclone process•ng s;hca. 

ucs m slurry and is largely unchanged by allemauons 
operaung conditions. 

From Table 2 it is shown that apparent slurry 
varíes sJgmficantly with temperaturc. 

The behav10rofhydrocyclones as cla~..,lfH~rs of mili 
1.s dependen! on slurry rheology (Aus11n et JI. 19X-1. Agar 
Herbst. 1966). 

lfthe cyclone retums exce~szve amount.., offzne matc::rial 
feed, over-grinding will reduce mili efficiency and may 
diff¡culttes in later separauon proce~"e" ~~.., well. 

VariatJOns in temperature <Jffect ... Jurry \'Í<.coslly by 
tng thc viscosity of the carTier water 1\. m:J_Inr effect 



~duc-

hvdrocyclone performance. The observed shift of the 
· efficiency curve and reduction in d~cl size arises from 

viscosity of water at elevated temperatures. 
,,.,lu<:U<m of viscosity increases the settling velocity of the 
;.nticles, which causes them to segregate more rapidly with 

misplaced panicles, thus improving efficiency. The 
;nc1rea:se in settling velocity also causes the apparent size of 

given panícle to increase which reduces the d!iO(cl size. 
effect is amplified by an increase in flowrate at constant 

•~«••re as the viscosity is Jowered, which increases cemrifu
effects and hence raises the settling velocity. Similar 

'dJr1chisi<ms can be drawn by analyzing the data obtained by 
Herbst ( 1966) where the water viscosity was altered 

sucrose. Ir may be noted that viscosity reduction by 
., ____ •• ;·no temperature, which reduces d ., s1ze in cyclones, 
' ----··toconflict with Klimpel'sdata ( 19'82}, which pred•cts 

increase in d'iO!.n size with a decrease in vJscoslty. This 
discrepancy m ay be explained by the difference in the mecha
nisrl! of viscosity reduction. However. it should be kept in 

. mind that direct comparisons ofhydrocyclone results may be 
¡ misleading due to the diff1culty of ensunng that the same 
variables are held constant. For example. the results reponed 

· here are for constan! pressure and varymg throughput. while 
Klimpel's results may well have been forconstant throughput 
and varying pressure. 

Temperature changes ha ve liuleeffect on the interaction of 
wa~t·r and sollds. but produce agreat alleration m the viscosity 
of\.,~ter. lt is the viscosity ofthe carrier liquid which controls 
the viscosity ofthe slurry under high shear conditions such as 
those encountered m the cyclone separatmg zone (Bradley. 
1965), while the .slurry vi.scosity at lower shear rates control 
the slurry flowrate and hence the rnagnitude ofthe centrifugal 
forces. Thus. increasing the ternperature strongly influences 
both the centrifugal forces and the pantcle settling velocity. 
whdc viscosuy reductlon by chem1cal adduion. which most 
Sil ·gly effects pan1clc interacuons and therefore the low
shcar4rate apparent viscosity, has 11!:> greatest mfluence on 
centrifuga! forces. 

Conclusion 

1t has been shown that in both planr and laboratory environ
ments, the temperature of the grinding circuir slurry has a 
noticeable effect on grinding and cyclone efficiency. The d"<'~~cl 
size of a hydrocyclone is a functron of the v¡scosuy of the 
carrier hquid. which in tu m JS a funcuon of temperature. The 
d size therefore decreases nearly linear! y with increasing 
""" f . . 1 1 f temperature. The sharpness o the separauon IS arge y una · 

fected by temperature changes. as iliustrated by the constan! 
nature of the reduccd effic1ency curve. 
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RHEOLOGY EFFECTS IN GRINOING CIRCUITS 

S. K. KAWATRA and T. C. EISELE 

Department of Metallurgical Enqineerinq, Michiqan Technological Univers!ty, 
Houqhton, Hichiqan 49931, u.s.A. 

SUMMARY 
A discussion of the effects of rheology on the performance of qrindinq 

circuits is presented, as well as a description of the majar factors which 
influence the rheoloqy of mineral slurries. one of these factors, slurry 
temperature, has long been discounted as unimportant to mill efficiency. The 
resulta of plant and laboratory investiqations of the effects of temperature 
on grinding circuit performance are presentecl. 

INTRODUCTION 

Comminution is the single most energy-intensive ancl least efficient unit 

operation in mineral processing (Ref. 1). Although it has been known for 

sorne time that the efficiency of a wet grinding circuit is dependent on the 
' rheological character of the mineral slurry (Ref. 2), no grinding circuits 

presently exist which use direct rheology control. This state of affairs is 

primarily due to the lack of a suitable sensor arrangement for on-line 

monitoring of mineral slurry rheology. For the same reason, there is a high 

degree of uncertainty concerning the responses of components such as milla 

and classifiers to changes in slurry rheology. As a result of the 

difficulties involved in actual rheology measurement, attention has been 

limited to readily measurable quantities such as pulp clensity, and to a 

Iesser extent, particle size, which have a strong influence on rheology. 

In general, it is unfortunately not feasible to assume that rheology can 

be predicted solely from the value of a single parameter such as percent 

solids. This is due to the strong influence of variables such as particle 

surface chemistry, particle size and shape, and temperature on rheology {Ref. 

3). Of these factors, consideratiDn of surface chemlstry has been limitecl by 

the difficulty of determining the relevant parameters, and temperature has 

been largely ignored due to the common assumption that temperature effects 

are negligible. 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

The rheology of mineral suspensions ls highly complex and dtfficult to 
1¡ p~e~i~t, wlth both tlme-dPpendent and time-!nr!f'p,.nrt,.nt r:omf"''"'"""'"., ,..,.,,, -. ,..,,..,,.. 
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s 1nce time-dt~pendent phenomena 
of posslble variations from ideal behavior. 

t Oevelopment c>f a structure in a 
such as thixotropy and rheopexy depend on t H~ 

environment of the grtnding ctrcuits 
quiescent fluid (Re f. 4)' the htgh-shear: 

occurr:ing and only time-Independent behavior: 
pr:events such phenomena fr:om 

need be cons1dered (Ref · 5) • 
Time-independent behavior: can be divided into four general categories, 

1 d · s with shear 
On ~ow the shear stress developed in the f Ul varle 

dependtng " th 
The slope of each of these curves representa e 

rate, as shown in Figure l. 
gtven shear rate. Thus, a Newtonian fluid exhibtts a constant 

viscoslty at a 

VlSCOSlty fo< oll shear rates, the apparent v¡scosity of a dilatent fluid 

apparent v¡scosity of a pseudoplastic fluid 

a Bingham plasttC requires a min¡mum shear 
iucr!!ases Wlth shear rate, the 

decreases Wlth shear r:ate, and 
The emplrical mathematical 

stress, or yield stress, befare flow can begin. 
of behavior may be expressed as follows: 

expressions for each type 

iqure l. Generaltzed time-indep~ndent rheology 
stress required for flow of a ~¡nqham 
stress. 

curves. 
plastic, 

The minimum shr 
T , 1~ the yÍP 

y 

3 

Newton1an: 

D1latent: 

Pseudoplastic: 

Bingham plastic: 

T • lJY 

. · .... .. -~~ . 
·.:·;: 

= lJYn, where n>l 

lJYn, where n"l 

= T + lJY 
y 

~ .. , . 
., ···. ·.·. ·,-. 

' ... ··': 

. '. ,. 

··.',·' 

where T is the shear stress, Y is the shear rate, 1J is the apparent 

viscosity, n is a dimensionless constant, and 'y is the yield stress (Ref. 

6). Although a slurry may exhibit any of these behaviors, very concentrated 

slurries are generally pseudoplastic or Bingham plastic. Indeed, in sorne 

cases it is very difficult to determine whether a slurry is pseudoplastic or 

Bingham plastic without very careful measurements at very low shear ratea, as 

the curves obtained may be very similar otherwise (Re f. 6}, 

Known Effects in Grinding Circuits 

The efficiency of closed circuit grinding is dependent on rheological 

effects both in the mill proper and in the classifiers used to clase the 

circuit. Effects on mill performance have been extensively studied, largely 

in connection with studies of polymeric grinding aids {Refs. 2,7-10). The 

most notable result was that increasing the solids concentration of the 

slurrv increased the fines production rate provided that the product slurry 

did not exhibit a non zero yield stress. Once a yield stress was exhibited, 

the breakage rate in the mill fell off (Ref. S). In addition, decreasing the 

slurry viscosity frequently produced an increase in the fine~ production rate 

ata constant percent solide (Ref. 10). These effects are dueto changes in 

the motion of the mill charge upon development of a non zero yield stress 

(Re f. S), and to a decrease in the .energy ahsorbed by the fluid at lower 

viscosities. 

The effects of rheology on the performance of classifiers such as 

hydrocyclones is quite pronounced and fairly complex (Re f. 5). 1\lthouqh 

these eff~cts have not been well studied due to the lack of suitable 

instrumentation, some data is available usinq suqar solutions to alter tl1!"! 

medium v¡scosity, 1\lso, severa! theor~tical treatment!l of hydrocyclones 

lnclude an explicit vlscos1ty tenn. Tt is possible to divid(' thP rhPolrv¡i'",1l 

influences 1nto two ci'ltegories for theoretici'.l consirleration: the effect_ <>rl 

partlcle movement through the fluid, anrl the ~>ffpc~ on flow patt~>rn~ ,u><l 

veloCities. However, j~ is not pOSSlhle 10 pract.lCf> to· rltssocli'ltf> th•· twn 

influences (Ref. 5), 

Wi 



At a constant cyclone ~nlet pressure, increasing the viscosity first 

clecreases the centrifuga} veloc1ty, whtch results in a h1gher flowrate due to 

the lowered centnfug<'ll force at the 1nlet. At vtscositu..'s greater than 50 

centipo¡se, v1scous drag causes the inlet flowrate to dec:ease again (Ref. 

5). The decrease in centrtfugal velocity will decrease the particle settling 

rate and the result will therefore be to tncrease the 50\ cyclone cut size, 

d
50

, anrl the partlcle by pass fraction, Rf, as the viscos1ty 1ncreases. In 

general, the effect of v1scous drag w¡Jl cause the cyclone to be tneffect1ve 

as a clnsstfier when the v1scos1ty exceeds approximately 30 cent1poise (Ref. 

Sl. 

Virtually no work has been done to determtne the actual effect of slurry 

VlSCOSlty on the real performance of a hydrocyclone under plausible 

lndust~Ial condttions. ln many cases, rheolo9ical effects have not been 

separated from the effects of percent solids, which 1s the most commonly used 

factor for controlling slurry viscosity (Ref. 10). The few experiments which 

havP. been carried out in the past, which have var1cd v1scositv without 

vary¡ng percent solids, have produced contrad1ctory results (Refs. 10,11), 

w1th the d
50 

s¡ze 1ncreasing with increasing viscostty ¡n one case, and 

decreasing Wlth tncreasinq VlSCos¡ty 111 the oth•~r. 1\ddJtlnnill, more 

C<1refully controlled experimentat¡on is therefore nee<lt:d to determ1ne thP. 

truP. effect. 

Factors tnfluencing Rheology 

The rheology of a mineral suspension, consisting of particles f1ne 

enough to remain in suspens1on for more than a few seconds, is strongly 

influenced by the following four factors; solids concentrat1on, parttcle size 

and shape, chemical environment, and temperature. Each factor has a 

character1stic effect on slurry rheology, which 1s descrtbed below: 

(i) Solids Concentratton. Solids concentration has a powerful effect 

on the apparent viscosity of a slurry, as shown by Figure 2. The effect is 

particularly ·stronq at h1gh percent soltfls, w¡th sl1qht changes 1n 

concentrat1on producing large shlfts in VlScosity. In addttlon to affecting 

the viscos1ty, 1ncreasing the percent solids causes changes in the 

rheolog1cal curve for the slurry. In general, the rheology at very high 

solids content will shift from dilatent to pseudoplastic to B1ngham plastic 

as the percent solids lncreases (Ref. 9), which will alter gr1nding m1ll 

operatton. 

(ti) Parttcle Size and Shape. For any given percent salid.;, a reduction 

in particle size will produce an tncrease in slurry VlSCOStty. This ¡s 

cons1dered to be largely a result o[ increased part1cle surface area, wh1ch 
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Work descr1bed 1 n this paper 
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particle size on slurry viscoslty, 
was carried out in the range of 20 to 

<Jr+!ate: proportion of tlu~ fl d 
Ul phase to bP bound up 

1n partlcle 
The amount of free fluid boundary layers. 

is thus decreased, and the 
effective percent solids becomes greater. 

. In addition to tlns effect the 
manner in whtch the particles interact vith the , 
parttcle size, fluid changes With decreasing 

This causes an increase in viscosity 
through complex effects 

on both the manner in which the fluid flows and 
on interparticle friction 

The net result is as shown by the two curves of Figure 2, . 
particle size with the finer 

. 
producing a substantially higher Viscosity. 

Jncreasing the 
angularlty of particles will als i 

o ncrease the viscosity, for reasons stmJlar 
to those previously stated. 

(ii1) Chem1cal Environment, Th · 
inc]udes . e chemical environment of the Sl\lrry 

a Wlde varJP.ty of factors such as p~rtir.le 
chemical surface chemistry ancl 

effects on the viscosity of the·fluid ph''"· 
highly complex and poorly 

These eff~cts arP 

understood, although the effects of surfacP-acti 
agents on suspension rheology have been extensively . ve 
f f studied empincally 
Res. 2 • 7-IOJ · Chemical effects have 

heen particular! y studied in ."ni! 1 circu1ts ln connection With 

l
. the use of grinding aids, h h 

i ".le are ta<;ica!ly 
v scoslty-reduc 1 ng agents. 

(lv) Temperature. Th 
e effect of temperature on <;lurry 

from that of the other Vl<;"(')<;¡t'l d¡ffnr<, 
three factors in that the slurry V!Sco•>~ty clhllrg•• 

TP<;u]tc; <>n~irPlv frr'Jm ,..¡,,"'1">; r.., >l.,.. ··~~··--•·· 

lfl9 
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VJscosity of water var-H'S with t.emperature il!> shown in Fl<Jlll<: l (Ref. 17). 

Cl1anqes 1n slurry vlSCOSlty with temperatur•• obv¡ouc;Jy ¡,,,ve a SJmtlilr form, 

mo<li f1ed by the prPsence of p<lt tlcl<"'i. 

.,..h¡le the effects of percent c;olirl<:: <•nd P<lrllcle .<"JZ(' on m1ll and 

cyclone performance have been UltensJvely c;tu<lied, and chf>mJ<:ill effects have 

be¡:on stud1ed to a Iesser extent, the lnfluence of temperature on performance 

has been largP!y ¡gnored. Th¡s is d11e to the wi<lely held bPlief that 

tcmperature !S of llttle consequence for the efftciency of grtnd¡ng circuits. 

tlevertheless, it has been reported 1n several mtlls 1n Canada and the 

northern United States that seasonal sh¡fts in grtndinq efficiency occur 

wlucl1 ,ne apparent.ly due to the c;izable temperilture v,JrJatJon 1n these areas. 

Thts is borne out by the fact that when the milis take precautions to prevent 

clulling of the recycled water in the w1nter, the seasonal effic1ency chanqes 

become less pronounced (Re f. 1)). For th1s rPason, an Jnvestigation was 

c,1rr1ed out to determine the effect of temperatun! on gr1nding circutt 

P((¡¡;-Jency, particula!.'"ly thP effect on hyclrocyclnnp pprformanc<>. 

f>LANT STUDIES 

An extensive campaign of plant sampl1nq was carl.'"ted out tn an iron ore 

concentrator located in northern Michtgan to monttor the effect of seasonal 

tel'lp.,.rature chanqes on the performance of the grinthnq c1rr:uit. 
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The plant setected for this tnvesttgatton was specifu',1lly cho 9,.n fluf" to 

its need to gnnfl toa very fine partic}(' size (80\ p<!ssinq 500 me!;h) in 

arder to achieve liberation. Th1s ensured th;¡t the effect!; of seasonal 

temperature change would be most pronollflC<>d, as finer particles are mort> 

readily affected by rheoloqy change than arp coarsPr pa••ic.i•.• .• 
• ~ "" Tn additinn, 

s1nce the plant used reverse flotat1on to remove quartz from hematite, 

downstream processing was highly sensitive to the size of qrind. Thi~ 

ensured that the operation of the entire plant would be influenced by small 

changes in grinding performance, and that the temperature effect would be 

more likely to be of importance to plant operations. 

The most notable seasonal effect observed 1n the grindinq circuit was 

the change in the hydrocyclone efficiency curvP. The representative d<tta 

given in Figure 4 show that an increase in temperature from 4oc to 20 oc 

produced a 20\ decrease in th• d · f 
50 stze rom 25 mtcromPters to 20 

micrometers. Other data confirmed this trend, While the plant sampling was 
sufficient to show that an important <>ffect exists, laboratory 

experim~ntation was necessary to properly measure the effect. 
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LABORATORY STUDIES 

r~boratory exper1ments were carried out using a 10.2 cm (4 inchl 

diameter Krebs hydrocyclone. The cyclone was mounted on a laboratory test 

ng, in closed c1rcuit w1th a Wi!rman centrifuga! pump and a slurry tank. The 

cyclone overflow and underflow streams d¡scharged freely into separate 

launders, whlch were uo;ed to either remove simultaneous samples from the two 

~treams, or to recombine the streams befare returning them to the slurry 

tank. Temperature was measured by a thermocouple mounted in the feed tank, 

and a diaphragm-type pressure gauge and an ultrasonic doppler flowmeter were 

mounted on the cyclone inlet line. Slurry v1scosity was measured by a 

Vlbrat¡nq-sphere viscometer equipped with a specially designed sample 

prpo;ent.atlon arrangem~nt and rece1v1ng the recombined overflow and underflow 

slurries from thf> d¡scharqe launders when sampling was not being carr1ed out.. 

Th¡~ Jnstrument allowed the continuous monitoring of the viscosity, which had 

not pn!Vlously been po<;sJble for mineral slurries in th1s size range. nata 

c"l\•'cl,<l ,,ncl \oqg~<l by ao HP-85 comput.._r and slurry temperature w.1s' 

control\ed us1ng an 1mmersion heatPr and an immersion chiller. 

Test Material 

The mineral used for these experlments was pure silic~. specific gravity 

~ 2.65, obtained from the Ottawa Sand Co., Ottawa, Illinois. The size 

distrit-out10n of the silica is g1ven in Table l. 

TABLf. 1 

S1ze dJstrJbUtlon of ground Ottawa sand 

S1ze {mlcrons) 

176 
125 

88 
62 
44 
]] 

" 1G 
11 

8 
5. 5 
1.9 

8 

Exp~rlm~ntal Procedures 

Cumulative wt. \ passing 

100 
100 

94 
J9 
61 

" 35 
26 
1 q 

1, 
8 
5 

o. 3 

The slurry tank was in1tially fllled with hot water and suff1c1ent 

silica to rrnduce a slurry of the desired percentage solids. The cyclnne 

inlet pressure was then set to 10 psi, and the immersion heater was used to 

maintain the slurry at 50°C. The system was allowed to stabilize for 10 

m}nute? befare the first ov~rflow and underflow samples wP.re taken, after 

which the slurry temperature was gradually decreased, with samples taken at 

approximately 5°C intervals. The use of the chiller allowed experiments over 

a temperature range of 50°C to l2°C. 

The overflow and underflow samples were weighed, filtered, and dried, 

The dried samples were then weighed to allow the calculation of pulp 

densities, and the particle size distributions were determined with a Leeds 

and Northrup Microtrac particle size analyzer. The particle bypass fractlon, 

Rf, was calculated from the fraction of the feed water which reportPd to the 

underflow, and cyclone efficiency values were corrected for Rf. 

RESULTS ANO DISCUSS!ON 

A su111mary of th .. c'lati'l coll<:cted in tho> laboratory cyclone experiments is 

presented in Table 2. The values of a and dSO(c) in th1s table were 

determined from the equation (Ref. 14) 

y~ .. (eax_l)/(enx+en-1) 

where x = d/dSO(c) 

y~~ corrected fraction of feed to the coarse product 

d 50(c) = corrected SO\ separation size 

d particle size 

n ~ a measure of the sharpness of the separation, sharpness increases with 

increasing valuP.s of a. 

(1) 

A simplex optimization program was u sed to find the best-fit values of a and 

dSO{c)' 
Plott1ng the corrected eff1ciency curves obtained at each temperature, 

as shown in thP. representative plot of P1gure S, shows the systematic shift 

in the curves towards f1ner sizes w1th Jncreasing temperature, 

It is clear from th1s data tha't dSO(c) dO"!s lndeed decreas~ with 

increasinq t~mp~>ri'lturP.. When '\ole) ~~ pl0ttrorl ·lqillno;t tf!mpnnHnrf!, it 15 

furthP.r ob!;erv~d thñt thP rf"latJonshlr 1s nf"'lr]y linear, as i~ illuo;trilt<!rl hy 

FiqurP. f). Wh"n t.h" -;n)Hlo; cont"lll nf tlw slurry ¡<: increaserl, t.h" ¡ 11w 

r~Jat1nq d
50 

t.-¡ l<'mp"riltllr<' !!' <:hift.r~d urwnrrl, hut thP !;}ope of th'! ] 1 n.-. 

r.-.milJns const.1nt nvnr th•~ rilnq<' JriVf"<;tJgat<'rl. WhJif" the relationo;hip r¡f r;ut 

~i?.e to temp<:>raturn Jt. dnfJnJIP, ttw pilram"t••r re ('llhibits lJtt],. ""P"ll'l••no::" 

or, temp,.raturf", WhJch indlcatP.s th.lt -;h;¡ng¡ng tP.mpP.riltllrP ha!! litt.l•· jf an·¡ 

Pffect on thP. sharpness of th"' S"flilriltlon. This ls clearly shown by tlw 

reduced efflClf"ncy curvf" of Figur" 7, whir.h is f'!S<:f"ntially idP.ntic<~l f'lr ;¡)J 

of the tests. Ttns r~'<:u]t is in M¡r~>f"mP.nt with thn rnsult<> of L·rnr.h 
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TA.BLE 2 

summary of exper1mental results 

Wt.\ Solids 

19.80 
19. )0 
18.90 
18.80 
lB. 30 
18.10 
17.20 
16. so 
16.40 
25. so 
26.60 
25.90 
25.50 
25. o o 
24.40 
24.40 
34.00 
34.60 
35. so 
34.90 
36.20 
40.20 
41.20 
40.90 
41.00 
40.70 
40.90 

Figure 5. 

Viscosity DSD~ i Rf {\) a Temperature 
•e Cent1poise Micro ~ ers 

49.93 .53 13. 02 19. 30 2.80 
44.85 . 58 14.61 19.20 3. 77 
40. 14 . 65 14.87 21.50 3. 87 
35.72 .73 15.52 21.60 ).28 
29.82 . 82 15.65 23.80 2.89 
25.42 .95 18.01 23.00 3.03 
20.83 l. 20 17.40 23. 10 2. 70 
15.67 l. 58 19.52 22. 50 ).78 
10.60 2.18 20.63 24.40 3.02 
50.70 .69 1 7. 40 18.60 3.48 
41.00 .80 18.90 19.50 3.51 
30. 14 1.02 20. 10 20.90 3.42 
25.00 l. 20 21. 50 20.90 3.84 
20.46 l.) 5 22. 50 21.00 3.46 
15.44 l. 81 ? 3. lO 2 2. 90 3.1'12 
10.41 2.54 24. 20 22. JO 3.04 
50.64 .89 24.04 21. 70 3.26 
40.01 l. 20 26.15 25. 10 3.48 
30.61 1.84 28.56 24.00 3.09 
25. 31 2.31 29.91 23.40 2,88 
14.75 4. 15 30.71 27. 50 2.47 
50.62 l. 01 27.62 22. 70 2.62 
40.54 l. 25 29.69 23.90 2.36 
30.85 l. 90 32. 46 24.00 2.78 
25.75 2.70 32. 76 24. 70 2.69 
20.84 3.75 35.83 24.50 2.87 
14.38 6.22 36.06 25.00 3.03 

• 491"C 
o 44 B*c 
• 40 l"C 
o 35 7"C 
• 298"C 
e 25 4"C 
• 20 8"c 
o 15 7"C 
• 106"C 

19°/o souos 

SIZE lm1cromelersl 

Effect of changing temperature on the corrected hydrocyclone 
efficiency curve for pure silica, as determined in 1aboratory 
exper:~.ments. ; 
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Figure 6. F.:xperimentally determin('d J:"('lationship of cor-rPcted cyclone d
50 size and slurry temperature for il 4" diameter hydrocyclone. 

(Ref. 14), which show that the reduced efficiency curve is a function only of 

cyclone geometry and particle characteristics, and is larqe1y unchanged by 

alterations in operating conditions. 

It is known that increasinq the fluid viscosity affects the cyclone 

performance both by slowing the settling rate of particles and by suppressinq 

the tangent1al velocity of the fluid in the cyclone (Ref, 5), The net result 

is that increasing the viscosity of the s1urry increases the cyclone dSO(c) 

size. Since the viscosity of a fluid typically increases with dtocreasing 

temperature, the obser-ved temperature dependence of d
5
0(c) is primarily a 

result of changes in slurry viscosi~y. 
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C0NCLlJS!ot1S 

from the avatlable information concern1ng the effects of slurry rheology 

on minerill qr1ndinq circu1ts, 1t can he concluderi ttwt_, 

(i) The efficlency of the mill proper 1~ m~Y.lffilZed when the perc~nt 

sol1ds 1s held just below the level which w1ll produce a y1eld value 1n the 

output slurry, and the viscosity is r""duced as far as possible. 

(11) The d
50 

sLze for a hydrocyclone 15 expected to 1ncrease as the 

slurry viscosity tncreases, with d
50 

be¡nq rouqhly proportional to the square 

root. of the v¡scostty. 

(¡¡j] In both plant and lahoratory environments, the dSO(c) s1ze of a 

h)•drocyclone IS ternpcrature dependr•nt, w¡th thP c.ut st7P rlectr>ilSinq w¡th 

¡ncreilSlnq temper,1Lure. Th¡<; ,ffect 15 primor ¡\y duo• to the r\••cr••<~s••d slurry 

vtscostty at elevated temperatures. 

(iv) The dependence of d
5
0(c) on temperature ¡s very nearly ltnear, 

and the line 1s sh1fted to coarser dSO(c) sizes with increas1ng percent 

sol1ds, although the slope remains unchanged over the range 1t1vestigated. 

The reduced effictency curve for a given cyclone rema1ns unchanged with 

changes 1n temperature or percent solids. 

These results show the necessity for monttoring slurry v¡~cosity in 

arder [0 1mprove cyclone efficiency, and moreover, that the control 

strategtes based on inferential siz1ng techniques (Ref. 15) must be modified 

to allow for the observed behavior. Further work must be done to tmprove the 

quality of on-line viscosity measurements of mineral slurr1es. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Experimental set-up 
Pilot sca]e aytogrnous mjl!· Tbe pilot plant tests 

were done in a 1.8 meter diameter by 0.6 meter long 
Hardinge Ca.scade Mili. The mili contained SLXt.cen, 

2.5 cm higb lifter bars. lt was converted from 
conúnuous operation to batch operauon by remov1ng 
tbe grates on tbe dlscbarge end of the mili and 
replacmg them witb lmers made at Mjcb.Jgan 
Te.chnological University. lb.is mili was also 
insulated to maintaiD tbe iniual charge temperarures, 
using 20 cm of Commg fiberglass insulation app!Jed 
to the ClfCumferenc.e of the mili and 2.54 cm thlck. 
polystyrene foam insulation on tbe ends. Energy 
consumption during eacb test was measured by a 
standard wan-bour meter. 

Viscometcr set-up A Brookfield YlSCOmeter 
(DV-1 model) was used to measure viscosiry of the 
slurry collecu:d immedJately aftcr eacb test. 1t was 
necessary to modify tbc viscometer so thaJ: the solids 
would be k.ept in suspension while the readmg was 
bemg taken. lbis was accomplisbed by tbe slurry 
presentation system sbown in Figure 1. The slurry 
was mixed m an overbead tank and passed 
conunuously through tbe annular space between a 
steel Nbe and the spmd.Je. After a steady state 
reading was displayed, ftow was momentanly 
mterrupted (to elimmate any swirling mouon caused 
by the ftow at tbe inlet) and the reading was l.aken 
unmed.Jately Tius set-up 1s very sunable for 
measuring viscosity of slumes contaJ.rung fast 
senJing 'sohds, and has been successfully used to 
characteriz.e different slumes on the bas1s of lhe1r 
meology (Kawatra and Bakslu, 1995) 

Brookfield 

Ovc:rhead 
Wll< 

F1~ure 1 Brooldidd set-up showin~ the special arran~emenl 
for mea.sunnf vJSCOStf)' of slume~ conwrunf rap1dl~ 
senl1n~ sohd~ 

2 

Sample p"'paration 
A 6500 k.g iron ore samplc: was collect.ed from a 

local iron on: deposit. Each rock was siz..ed and 
washed to (i) remove any fines that might be in the 
PJres or fractures ofthe sample, and (ii) remove the 
visually dele.Ct.ablc: clay m.atenal prescnt 1n thc: 
sample. The wasbed ore was then d.ned. From the 
above material. su samples were reconstiruted 
accordmg to the su..e d1stribution shown in Table 1. 
Tbls was tbe original su..e distribuuon of the rocks m 
tbe pit from wbere the sample was colle.cted. 
Samples prepared for cold tests wen: stored in a 
freezer at -25°C, and samples prepared for tests at 
room tem.perarun: were stored m 55 gallon drurru 

Tablt 1: Siu d.tstri.butioo of lbt rec:::oasdwted reed sample 
lor tbe pilol Kale autoceDOUS &aU. 

Size Dlstribution 
Wcifht (i.g) 'l Weil!hl 

(mm) 

-JS2 4 • 127.0 63.12 14 93 

-127 o .. 101.6 6S 83 15 59 

-101 6 .. 76.2 79.45 18 80 

-76.2 .. 50.8 82.17 19 47 

-50.8 .... 25 4 92.16 21.83 

·25 4 .... 12.7 39.50 9.38 

Tot.J 422.22 10000 

Test procedure 
SLX tests were carried out in the pilot scale 

autogenous mili. The viscosity of the mili slurry m 
tbese tests was changed by cbangmg the clay/fines 
content in the miual feed and by cbangmg the 
temperature of both iron ore and water. Thc: mili wa.s 
chilled pnor to the tests conducted at low 
temperarures. The cond1tions for each test are gtven 
m Table 2. 

Tbc: mili was ron empry for 30 minutes befare 
each test to allow the bearings to warm-up Then the 
mill was stopped, and solids charge wa.s added to the 
miU. A toJal of 423 kg solids were added for eaoh 
test. Then, 182 kg of water was added to k.eep the 
total solids content at 70% by weight. The null 
volume occupied by the charge wa.s 26% The mitial 
temperaron: of water for the cold tests wa.s 
maintained at 4°C (for test# 2, 4, and 6), and for 
olher tests the water was at room temperarure. The 
slurry tc:mperar.ure was measured both at the 
begmning and the end of eacb test, to be sure that the 
mili dJd not warm significantly dunng the test. 

4 
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Table 2' Test coadltioos forado ICSl ...,dac,.-dol wlth 

lile pll .. ocale - adiL 

Test illitial 0.. . Ca y or Faocs Coarent 
No. T..,....., in che Feed 

1 25"C Noday 
No fines 

2 -25"C NocJay 
NofiftCS 

3 25"C 104day 
No fines. 

• ·25°C IO%c:lay 
No fines. 

S 25"C Noc:lay 
SO'JI,finc> 

6 -2S"C Noc:lay 
SO'J!,fi ... 

Once tbc: mili was cbarged with solids and water, 
it was run for 15 minutes. A slurry sample for 
viscosity measwement was coUected from tbe millas 
soon as it stopped rotating. Energy consumption 
during the 15 minute grinding was mcasured by the 
wan-bour meter. The material from the mili was 
removed manually, and scrcc:ncd for size analysis. 

Thc clay material added was the same 
metam.orphic clay which was washed from tbe iniual 
ore collectcd from the mine pit. Duriog tests 5 aod 6, 
50% fines were added in the mill. This was done to 
simulate the plant conditions, where dueto the 
continuous operation a certain amount of fine 
(ground ore) is always prescnt inside tbe mill. Since · 
we conducted batch tests, the loads in tbe mili for 
tests 1-4 were initially devoid of tbese fines, which 
gave a low viscosity at tbe beginning. Tbus by 
adding 50% iron ore fines, it was expected that the 
viscosity of the pulp would be comparable to the 
continuous operation in a plant. The siz.e distribution 
of tbese fines is shown in Table 3. 

T•bl~ 3: Slu distrlbatioo c:1 the fiDes wbidl wert added 
dwtac~ats s lUid 6 to slmulak plut c:oodJ.tioas. 

Siu Duaibuuon Wei¡ht We~¡ht 

(mm) (k¡) l'=<n< 

·1-40+0.850 0.11 0.05 

..0.850 + 0.600 8.88 4.20 

-0.600 + 0.500 14.37 680 

-0.500 + 0.425 21 85 10.34 

-0 425 + 0.212 21.55 10.19 

..0.212 +0.150 18.77 8 88 

-ú.ISO 125.85 !59.54 

T~l!l! 21 1.38 10000 

3 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOI' 

1be effect ofthe viscosity of the slurry on size 
stability, critical siz.c material production, and 
specific encrgy consumption were studied, and are 
discussed below. 

Size stabWty 
1be resislance of tbe media to impact brea.kage 

was measured iD terms of size stability. S !..U stabiliry 
is expressed as (ASTM. 1991 ): 

I.(inltiaJ wt'l>)X(.avg SleY~ SIU') 
'W> Siz:l: stabibry • X 100 Úflnal wt4l>)X(av¡. SI~Y(: Sltt) 

1berefore, a sizc stability of 100% corresponds-to 
a rock that dJd not break during grindmg, and a sizc 
stability Of ()% COrrespoods ID a rOck tJw broke 
completely below the finest sw: mcasured ( -12.5 mm 
in tbesc tests). 

A5 it can be seca from Figure 2, size stabil1ty 
incrcased with increasc: in sluny viscosiry, showing 
tha1 at bigh viscosity the rocks bad a higher resistance 
lO breakage. This could be dueto the fact that at 
higher viscosity tbe impact force berwecn rocks was 
retarded by tbe vtscous sJurry whicb acted as a 
cusbJon. resulting in less breakage m the rock. 

Crltical size material 
Cnucal sJ.Ze material is the material which is too 

large to be effectivcly ground m the mill, and too fine 
to be effecuve for grinding other panides. In our 
tests, tbe change in the amount of material in the 
• 25.4mm + 12.7mm size fraction in tbe course of 
eacb test was small. Tberefore, pan.icles of this size 
were considered to be the critica] sizc matenal. In a 

00.0 

ti' 
.. , 

~ 82.0 
:e 
~ 

¡;; n.o 
~ • ¡;; "' 
~'.~~~~~~~~~~-7~~~ 1.0 z.o :s.o •.o !i.o &o 7.0 eo a.o 10.0 

Viscosiry, mPa-sec 

Fig~ 2 Su.e stability vs. viscosity 1be incrused siu 
stability lhows that at hlt:her viscos1ty the ore 15 less Likcly 
to be brol.en Thc5e ~ rcsults of aJI su of the tests 
conduclr.d 
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plant situation, the critical size material would 
rypically be crusbed in a cone crusber befare it was 
recycled to the autogenous mili. as sbown in 
Figure 3. 

1 
Autogenous 
Mm 

+25 4mm 

+12 '"':.' 

-127mm ~ .. 
E 

(to cyclone) -~ 

1 Con~ Crusher 

Saeeo t-. + 12.7mm 

~mm 
'--------' 

f•rurc: 3. An autoF~nous p-¡ndmr rn.ill CU'CUit. showinl th~ 
treattn~nt for cnucal ~UZC materiab 

.. 
-" ·E 
u 

The feed for each test contained 9.38% criucal 
siz.e material (see Table 1). The percentage of the 
critica] size mat.enal was determined agam afier each 
test. As it can be seen in Figure 4, axlow sluny 
VJscosity the amount of critical s¡_ze matenal in Lhe 
mill after grinding was less than the amount of 
critical size matenal present befan: grinding At 
hlgher viscosiry there was an increase in cnucal size 
matenal after grinding Thls is pnmarily due to the 
fact that ttigher vtscosity reduces the energy of the 
impact collisions, wh.ich reduces the cbances that a 
critical size particle will be broken up in the mili. 
Tberefore, at a hlgher slurry viscosity an increase in 
cnucal siz.e material production 1s expecled. 

During test No.6, when the V1scosiry was 8.2 
mPa-sec, the critical siz.e content m the product was 
found 10 be 10.75%. wluch is 1.37% higber !han the 
amount of cntical sae material onginally present m 
tbe feed. Under these cond.Juons,Jf a mill1s 
processing 1000 tones of ore per hour, then 107.5 
tones of critical size material will need to be recycled 
through tbe cone crusher, which will make the CltCUit 

more energy consunung. 

4 

In the local iroo ore plant whicb provided the 
material for this work.. data collected over a period of 
rwo yean sbowcd tha1 criucal su.e matenal 
production was al a minimum berweC:n April and 
September, and increased significantJy during 
December and January months when the temperature 
was low (Kawaua and Eisele, 1992). lt was 
origmally belleved tha1 th1s cbange in cnucal siz.e 
production was due to increased brinleness of the 
roc~ at Jow temperarures However, drop tests 
conducted at Michigan Tecbnological Uruvers1ty 
sbowed thal rocks did oot become bnnle over the 
temperature range of inten:st ( +25°C to -25°C) 
(Kawaua et al., 1993). Tbese changes m critJcal size 
matenal production can instead be atuibuted 19 
viscosity changes, because v!scosity of siUIT)' 
iDcreases at lower temperaron:. 

Viscosny, mPa-sec 

F1gure 4. 'l> chang~ 1n cnlie&l siz.e material vs VJs.cosuy. lbe~ 
wa.s a net dccrease 1n cnuc.al s¡ze matenal dunng gnnd1n¡ 
when slwry vi5COSI1)' wa.s low. Al high~r slurry vis.cosny 
amount of enoca! s1z.c rruuc:rial in thc product was mo~ 
than the amount of cntical s.iz.e matenalmiually presentm 
the focd 

Specific eoergy consumption 
Spectfic energy consumption was measured by 

calculaung tbe energy requtred to produce one 
kilogram of matenal finer lhan 150 microns. As can 
be seen from Figure 5, the specific energy 
consumpuon of the m.ill increased with incn:asing 
slwry viscosity. The increase in specific energy from 
test 1 to test 4 was not significant because the 
vu.cosity changes during these tests were very small 
However, duriog tests 5 and 6 specific energy 
consumption increased significantl y. Wh.tle 
comparing t.he spc:cific energy consumpuon between 
tests, the followmg observations were made: 

(i) When the viscosiry increased from 1.37 mPa
sec (test no. 1) to 5.24 mPa-sec (u:st no 5) dueto 
fines add1uon, specific energy consumptton mcreased 
from 0.63 kwhr/kg 10 J. 1 1 kwhr/kg 
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(Ü) WheD the viscosity iocreased from 5.24 mPa
se<: (test DO. 5) to 8.19 mPa-sec (test DO. 6) dueto 
decrease in temperarure. specific energy consumption 
iocreased agaio, goiog from 1.11 kwhr/kg to 5.0 
kwhrlkg. Tbis uend agrees with the observations 
made in the local iton ore plant, wben: specific 
energy consumption incrcased by -20% during 
winter months when the slurry tcmpcrarure was very 
1ow (Kawatra aod Eisele, 1992). 

•• .. 
~ ,. 
"' .. ~ .. 0.0 

~ •. o 
~ e 30 

"' u ,. 
"' '[ u 

"' OD •• 2.0 30 •• $0 00 7.0 10 00 

VLSCOSÍty, mPa-sec 

Figure S Specific encrgy vs. viscosiry Tbe incrcase in 
spccific energy conswnpoon 1s ggnificant al tu¡her 
viscosity values. 

CONCLUSIONS 

•o o 

Viscosity of the pulp m the mill increased with 
addition of clay and fines content and also by 
decreasmg the temperarurc. With eacb increase in 
viscosity there was a consist.ent increase in all three 
parameters measured during the tests; siz.e stability 
vaJues incrcased with viscosicy, production of critica] 
si.ze material increased with viscosity, and specific 
energy consumption increased with viscosity. 
Therefore, we can say that viscosity had a definite 
influence dunng grindmg and ~:an conclude the 
followmg from tlus study; 

l. The resistance of the mecha-s1zed ore to 
breakage increased wben tbe slwry viscosity was 
increased. This effect was prominent at higber 
viscos.ities. 

2. At lower slurry viscosiry, there was 8 net 
decrease m tbe amount of criucal s1z.e material 
present in tbe mili during grinding. However, as the 
viscosity increased, the amount of cntical siz.e 
material became lugher thin. the amount of critical 
size material injtialJy p~sent in the feed. These 
results agree witb plant observations reponed by 
Kawatra and E1sele (1992). wbere spectfic energy 
consumption and critical siz.e material producuon 
mcreased during wmter months. It bas already been 
determined that the breakage charactenstics of the 
mdividual rock..s do not change wnh l.empera.Iure 
(~watra et al., 1993), and so the change must be due 

5 
to c.h.anges in tbe behavior of the mili slurry as a 
wbole. Sincc pulp vi.scosity increases at Jower 
tem.peralW'CS during winter months, such changes can 
be attributed to cbanges io pulp viscosity. 

3. 1be specific energy consumption in the mill 
increascd as tbe viscosJty inoused. This was a 
result of the increased viscosity reducmg the grinding 
rate by cushiooiDg of impacts. aod by cbangiog the 
motioD of the cbarge io the mili. 
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lnfluence of temperature on the energy efficiency 
of an industrial circuit processing iron ore 

S.K. Kawalra and T.C. Eisele 

Abstract-/n many mining opr,orions. panwulwly norrh
t:rn op~n-pit mm~s.lar~e seasonol mria1inns m .t:nndmg slw 1 y 
temperature can occur Ir 1.\ sholl'll 111 this papcr that rlu~ 
trmperature sh1ft LOn cause a wmtet-flml' loss m uutogenow 
gnndmg efficiency of as much as 20% ,¡ '' 1s nnt nmrrolled. 
Laboratorye.Apl'rimenrarinn indtcares tha1 much ofthrs effe' t 1s 
due to mcreasu in .sluny vucoslt)" as the temperature is de
creased. An addmonal effecr may resu/t from L'hanges in m<), 
srrength upon fruzmg, for H·luch posslhle mechanisms are 
discussed. However, no effecr clearly resultmg from rod 
strength changes has been deftmtely conftrmed. 

lntroduction 

A great many excellenl studies of the au10genous grind
ing process have been conducted since its development 
(Oigre, 1979a and 1979b; Forssberg and Ekblom. 1979; 
Manlapig, Seitz and Sponiswood. 1979: Turner, 1979; 
Mokken. 1978; Stanley. 1974; Moys and Loveday, 1979; 
Rowland, 1981; Tangsarhitkulcha1 and Austin, 1985. Aus
tm, Klimpel and Luckie. 1984). allowing substanlial lffi· 

provements in autogenous mliling performance. Nevenhe
less,the innuence of temperature. viscosity and rheology on 
gnnding c1rcuit performance has largely been 1gnored, due 
both to the behef that 11 1S of no consequence and to the 
expense of controlling the temperature of the m1ll feed. 
However. when the temperature approaches the freezing 
point of water, substantial changes m slurry rheology occur. 
and these changes would be expected to aher mili and 
hydrocyclone performance. This has been confirmed in the 
case of hydrocyclones (Kawatra et al .. 1988 and 1989) and 
would be expected to be true for rod and ball milis as wel! 
(Austin. Khmpel and Luck1e. 1984: Kawatra and E1sele. 
1988). However, the rheology of mmeral suspens1ons IS 
difficultto measure (Cheng. 1984: Jmescu. 1974: Khmpel. 
1982a and 1982b), pamcularly in real time and is therefore 
not used as a grindmg circUJt control parameter. 

In addition to the rheologica\ effects. any changes in the 
mechamcal propemes of the rock bemg ground. such as the 
hardness and fracture toughness. would also have an effect 
(Vi non, 1978). Mechamcal changes m the rock would ha ve the 
greatest effect on autogenous mili performance. as the gnndmg 
competency of the med1a-sized roe k panicles could be altered 
(Rowland. 1988). In extremely coldcondJtions. ice formson the 
surface of the roe k as it enters rhe mili, subsrantiallychanging the 
performance of the mili. 

To understand the relat1ve 1mportance of each of these 
factors, and thus allow 1mproved operating effic1ency for gnnd
ing circuits, a study IS being conducted at MTU ofthe effects of 
temperatureon autogenou~ gnnd1ng. Th1s study mcludesanaly-

S.K. Kawatra and T.C. Etsele. members SME. are protessor and 
graduate studen!. respec11vely. w1th M1Ch1gan Techt\lcal Un1vers,ty. 
Metallurgy Oept . Hougnton. MI SME oreprmt 90-8, SME Annual 
Meetsng. Salt Lake C1ty. UT. Feb 26-March 1.1990 M&MP paper 90-
606 Manuscnpt July 24. 1989 M&MP oaper 90-606 Q,scuSSIOn ot 
thls paoer must be subm1Ued m dupl1cate. p11or 10 June 1, 1991 
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SÍ' or oper,uing plant data, Jahor.Hory-scale expenments and 
pilot-scale gnndmg te!<>t., 

Theory 

The effects of temperature on autogenous gnnding Ciln be 
1mmediately divided mto rheological dfects and mechamcal 
effects. The rtteological effects are a result of the substa.ntial 
increase in the viscosity of water as the freezmg point is 
approached. Thechange 10 apparent slurry viscosity that resulf.S 
f~m changing temperature is shown m F1g. l. As can t>e seen. 
the effect at high percent so!Jds as very pronounced, panicular! y 
when the temperature JS qUJte low This mcreased viscosit~ •. ·ts 
to cushion the impact of the medJa-s¡zed panicles, 1m¡.¡..:de 
transpon of slurry and in extreme cases cause the medie~ m 
centrifuge at speeds well below the criucal speed. The net result 
is decreased grinding rate and increased specific power con
sumption. 

Effects resulting from changes m the mechamcal properties 
of the rock are consJderably more compl1cated. as they depend 
strongly on the spec1fic characteri~IIC'i of the rock. The n:.~¡or 
effecr is a change m the mechan¡cal strength, wh1ch altc· ·,Je 
competency of the ore as gnnding med1a. 

One possible mechamsm forstrength changes with tempera
ture is shown in Fig. 2. Here. the change is a result of water 
freezing in the pores and cracks of the rock. wlth the result 
depending on the degree of interconnect1ons of the opemngs 
(Vitton, 1978). lf the rock is very porous. as is the case with 
sandstone, the water can percolate freely through 11 and u¡:MJn 
freezing forma continuous matrix that holds the rock 101!''' :~-;r. 
This increases the fracture toughness ofthe rock and its c:·::\;JC· 
tency as gnndmg med1a. 

However. a hard, dense rock such as chert has relatively few, 
unconnected pores. whJCh only collect wmer w1th dirficulty. 
When the water in these pares fieezes. frost crackmg is likely to 

• 40"/o $>01105 m \~e(! '1 • 35"1. 50!ids m •~~Cl 

l :¡ ~;.:::::: 

! :t ~l·'"'"! 
TEMPERATURE (i:) 

F1g. 1--Changes rn apparenl VISCOSI!y ot t1ne s1hca slumes as a 
lunct10n ot temperature The vtSCOSIIY was measured us1ng a Nametre 
v1bra1mg-sphere viscome1er al an average shear rate ot 4 700sec 1

• and 
!he s1hca was 80% passmg 270 mesh The ettect ot tempera1ure on 
apparent VISCOSJ\y JS mosl oronounced at h•Qh slurry sohds e -~···.-~nts 
and tow tempera\ures 
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Occur around them. resulting in a slight weakening of the rock 
anda loss of grinding competency . 

The effecl of temperature on autogenous grinding is there
fore h1ghly variable and difficult to predict. No large effect is 
seen unless the water in the ore freezes, and this only occurs 
whcn the ore 1S expo-;ed for sorne time befare processmg, as IS 

thc ca<,e in open-pit m mes. An addll!onal effect that can occur 
ifthe ore Jsscnously chilled is the f01ma1ion oficeon the surface 
of1he roe~ when 111!-.l:l.dded tothe m1ll. The ice must theneither 
mell orbe ground away befare grinding of the ore panicle can 
commence. resul11ng m a reduced gnndmg rate. However. thts 
reqUEres bolh -;evcrdy chilled ore anda near-freezmg mi 11 slurry. 
and should lhcr~fore not be a frequem problem. 

For non-porous ores,each oflhese factors will result in a loss 
of .Ju10genous milhng effictency. However, it has not been 

detennined wh1ch of lhese phenomena is·mos11mponam. orto 
what extent they reduce efticiency in real situat1ons. In order to 
determine this. quamitative data are needed for both overall 
plant operation and for laboratory expenmems des1gned to 
suppress all bu1 one effect. 

Planl studies 

An iron ore processing plant that is subJC:Cied to large 
seasonal temperature variattons was stud1ed. This plant uses 
a fully autogenous gnnding circuil. as shown m F1g. 3. 
lnitJally. plan! personnel observed a significan! seasonal 
vanation m feed rate. as IS tlluslrated m Fig. 4. Th1s trend 
was observed for four years and sois unli~ely to be entirely 
due 10 normal variauons in ore charactenslics When com-

GRINDING CHARACTERISTICS 

SUMMER WINTER 

Sandstone--much pore 
space, mechanical 
strength low due to 
porosity. Pores are 
connected and water can 
percolate throughout 
rock. 

lron Ore-little pore 
space, matrix is hard, 
strength is high. 

Sandstone-freezing the 
water in the pores forms 
an ice matrix which 
supports and strengthens 
the rock. 

lron Ore-water in pores 
. expands on freezing, 
which may cause frost 
cracking and a loss of 
strength. 

F¡g_ 2-Mecnamsm lar changes m rock s!rength resu!Ung from treez1ng ot pore water. This effect•s more 1mponant than changes m the hardness 
· ot 1"~ rack prooer 
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Pnmory AutoQefloOU$ To Cyc10ne 

Fig. 3-SchematJC ot the gondmg orcuit d1scussed 10 thLs paper. The circuLt is tully autogenous. with cnllca\-size mateo al crushed by a cooe crusher 
to 

pared with measurements of the feed water temperature, 
whtch are al so plotted in Fig. 4, it appears that the tempera
ture effect is relattvely slight until temperatures fall below 
10° C. At temperatures below this value, the drop in 
throughput becomes quite pronounced. 

Subsc:quently, the specific power consumption was com
puted for the primary, secondary and overall grinding circuits 
and ploned against the feed water temperature. Momhly aver
ages were used tominimize the effectsof variauon m ore quality. 
The results for the primary autogenous mil\ are given in Fig. 5, 
where a pronounced decrease in speciftc energy consumpuon 
oc;curred as the temperature increased. A stmilar effect ts shown 
in Fig. 6 for the pebble mili, although the trend is less pro
nounced This is dueto the warrmng of the pulp in the primary 
mili, which reduces the temperature fluctuation setn by the 
pebble mili. 1ñe overall result for the circutt is as shown in Fig. 
7. which showsa total seasonal efficiency variation of 18% in the 
course of ayear. 

In addition to the efficiency measuremems, plam personnel 
observed that the quantity of critical-stze material circulated to 
the crusher increased m the winter. as tndicated by Fig. 8 
(Rowland. 1988: Kampe,l988). Thtsindicatesthatcoarserock 
may be more readily shauered al Jower tempe:ratures Since 
large rocks are needed for effective autogenous gnndmg, the 
increased rate at wh1ch they are shattered 1nto relattvely ineffec
tive crittcal-size material when the tempe:rature lS \owered 
results in reduced gnnding effic¡ency However. it ts not clear 
whether this is dueto changes 1n rock strength orto changes in 
the transpon characteristics in the mili ansing from rheologJcal 
effects. 

Laboratory studies 

Labor.itory tests were canied out primanly to determine the 
extent to which rheology alone would be expected to affect 
autogenous grindmg. These experiments used a 20-cm-diam x 
30-cm-long mili. rotaung at 64 rpm with four 0.5-.cm ltfter ban>. 
The mili and ore charge were heated in a forced-airdrying oven 
forelevated temperatureexperiments and chtl!edusing a freezer 
and an ice-water bath for low-temperature ex.penments Poly
urethane foam msulation was used to help keep the mtll ata 
uniform temperature. 

The results ofin.tial expenments using J acobsville sandstone 
ha ve been prev1ous\y reponed (Kawatra et al., 1989). Funher 
expenments were conducted usmg an 1ron ore sample from a 
local m me The ore was crushed and m u \led to the s1ze 
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Table 1-$1ze D1stnbution of Charges lor Laboratory 
Gnnding Expenments 

Size, nÍillimeters wt.% 

50.8x38.1 41.5 
38.1x25 4 25.2 
25.4x19 O 15 1 
19 Ox12.7 13.1 
12.7x 9.5 5.1 

-9.5 0.0 
100.0 

d1smbuuon gtven m Table 1, and each experiment u sed a 5.0-kg 
charge in 2 L of water. Stx experiments were conducted 
conststing of three sets of dupltcate tests at 2°·9° C. 24°.26° C. 
and 84°--62° C. For each experiment. the ore. water and mili 
wereadjusted to temperature, and theore was ground for 30m in. 
The slurry vzscosity and quantity of ·lOO mesh material were 
then determmed, the ·1 00 mesh maten al was retumed to the 
mili. the tempera tu re was readjusted and the cycle was repeated. 
Viscosity was measured using a Brookfield viscometer fitted 
with a UL adapter for low viscosity measurements. Results of 
these experiments an: gtven m Table 2. 

Plotting these data as in Fig. 9 again shows a definite 
dependence of fines production on temperature. However, 
when grinding rate is ploned against viscosity. as in Fig. 10. it is 
evident that sorne factor other than viscositY is responsible for a 
ponton of the change in gnnding rate. 

Discussion 

In a plant situauon. uncontrolled temperature changes 
can produce sizable changes in milling efficiency. The plant 

VARJATION IN PRIMARY AUTOGENOUS 
MILL SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

WITH SEASONAL CHANGES IN PULP 
TEMPERATURE 
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Table 2-Aesults lor Laboratory Gnndmg 
Expenements of Hemat1te Ore 

Grinding 
t1me 

(m in.) 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 
30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
1~Q 

30 
60 
90 

120 
150 
180 

o 40 
~ 
é 
u 

w 
';¡ 
o 
w 
~ 
Q 
w 

z 20 
Q 

"' o 
o 

" u 

Temp. 
(•e¡ 
4-9 
2-7 
2·9 
2-7 
2-7 
2·6 

24-25 
26 
25 
25 
25 
25 

83-64 
84-64 
84-64 
84·64 
84-62 
64-63 

2-7 
2·8 

2-10 
2·7 
2-6 
2·7 

24·25 
24-25 

25 
25 
25 
;;:~ 

84-65 
84-65 
84-64 
84-64 
84-63 
84-64 

Viscos•ty 
(cp) 
1 57 
1.74 

1 82 
1.93 
1.99 
2.18 
1.05 
1 23 
1 42 
1.61 
1.78 
1.92 
0.83 
0.90 
097 
1.02 
117 
1.28 
1.66 
1.72 
1 78 
1.90 
2.02 
2 15 
1 06 
1 24 
1.43 
1 62 
1 80 
1 94 
o 85 
o 90 
o 96 
1.02 
1.15 
127 

Shear -100 mesh 
Rate product 

(sec·•) (grams) 
73 42 69 
7342 126 
73 42 178 
73.42 206 
7342 230 
73 42 248 
7342 76 
73 42 145 
73.42 197 
73 42 249 
73 42 289 
73.42 327 
73.42 85 
73 42 155 
73 42 218 
73.42 281 
73 42 327 
7342 366 
73 42 67 
73.42 122 
73.42 176 
73 42 200 
73 42 227 
73.42 255 
73.42 79 
73 42 144 
73 42 195 
73 42 248 
73 42 290 
7~ 42 J2~ 
73.42 86 
73.42 157 
73 42 219 
73 42 280 
73.42 325 
73 42 364 
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F¡g 8-Monthlv var•al•on 10 Cfi!ICal·s•ze procuclron as measured oy 
th<:: 10nnage el ma1erral crrculated 10 me cru!'n•.:' 

data presented here show a .seasonal .efflciency ._h 1ft 
approximately 18% for the overall ClrCull and mor,- for 
pnmary autogenous mili alone lt •s difficult to i·•.: 

pletely cena in ofthe prec1se mechanism. but 111~ hkcly 
mosl of the effect is due 10 VISCOS!! Y changes. lt ts ~een 
the temperalure effecl is m u eh less pronounced m the 
mili. bu1 this is almost cenamly due 10 lhe warmm• 
occurs in the pnmary mili and not to mherently 
temperature sensnivity tn the pebble mili. The change 
product10n of critical-size matenal in the pnmary m :ti 
be a rec;uh of changing rod strcngth, but it is pov;;rhie 
mcreasmg Vt\COSIIY forces the mcdi.J-s1ze panicle~ to 
grate to tho~e poruons of thc charge wherc the i 
most c;evere. cauc;ing them 10 hrcak up more rapidly ( 
1988). The seasonal shifts of millthroughput show 
that the greate!'!t changc occurs at tempcraturcs bclow 
10° e lt is therefore evident that .... mply maimaming 
temperature abo ve this point will gre.Jtly reduce the seasonal 
throughput variation. Thismay be accompltshcd by pevem-

• 65-e5·C 
• 25•c 
• 6-9•( 

N ~ W 00 = ~ ~ ~ ® 
GRINDING TIM[, monute~ 

Frg 9-Varratron rn laboratory-scale lrnes proouctron as a functiOtl ol 
Irme and temperature lor an rron ore The behavror ol the non-porous 
rron ore rs very srmdar to that ol the porous sandstone. 
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f"¡g. 11-Viscosrty vs. grindmg rateforthe six laboratory-scale gnnd•ng 
expenments, correlatmg those measurements that conta1ned similar 
arnounts of -100 mesh flnes. The listed percent sohds ranges 
represent the ratio ot -100 mesh matenal to water. The resuttlng l1nes 
are roughly parallel. tnd1cat1ng that bulldup of f1nes 1s respons1ble for 
the drop in gnnc:hng rate with t•me. 

ing rhe recycle water from being chilled and by thawing the 
ore befare grinding. 

From the laboratory experiments, it is readily seen that the 
changes in grinding rateare closely tied to slurry viscosity. 

,Hc>wc:ver, in these experiments the viscosity was not the only 
influencing fines production, as shown in Fig. 1 O. If 

viscosity were the only relevant factor, tests for all three 
temperatures should have followed the identical grindmg 
rate vs. viscosity curve. The second factor appears to be the 

· quantuy of fines in the suspension, as ¡:jlouing gnnding rate 
vs. "•scosity for only those tests with similar quant111es of 
·fine~; generates a series of roughly parallellines as 10 Fig. 11. 
lt is likely that as the fines are accumulating, work is being 

e•:~~~~~:~~~ lo make the fines finer rather than.generating 
::·. fines. It is also possible that the increasing slurry 

. densüy is cushioning the impactsdue to increased buoyancy. 
thus funher retarding the gnnding rate. 

From thts mvestigation, the following conclusionsaredrawn· 
l.lnautogenous milling, temperature can significantly mflu

cnce the grinding efficiency, panicular! y if the temperature falls 
" below about 10° C. These efficiency changes can be reduced by 

preventing recycle water from becoming chilled. and by thaw
. ing frozen rock befare grinding. Since the magnitude of the 
efficiency change is reduced at higher temperatures, heatmg the 

. mili sluny to h1gher temperatures is unlikely to prov1de signifi-
cam ::.::nefits. 

2. Laboratory expenmenrs indicare that the effect of slurry 
·: rlteoiogy changes w1th temperature is a sigmficanl factor in the 

loliNERALS & METALLURGICAL PROCESS!NG 

grinding rate for both porous and non-porous roe k 1ypes. with 
higher temperatures resulting in reduced viscosity and hence 
inaeased grinding rate. 
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Abstrae! 

A new technique has been developed for the characterization of the rheology of mineral 
slurries into Newtonian and non-Newtonian tlows. It utilizes a rotating type viscometer to measure 
apparent viscosity at a low shear rate. and a vibrating sphere type viscometer to measure the 
apparent viscosity at a high shear rate. Special precautions were taken to allow measurements of 
apparent viscosity of rap1dly settling mineral suspensions. Both the viscometers are able to 
measure apparent viscosiry as low as one mPa · s (millipascal-seconds) ( 1 mPa · s = 1 centipoise). 
which is the approximate room temperature viscosity of water. Because the vibrating sphere 
viscometer operates at a much high shear rate than the rotating viscometer, the two instruments 
together can determine the shear-rate dependency of the viscosity. Ground silica of -65 mesh 
size was used to prepare slurries in water at different percent solids. The apparent viscosity of 
each slurry sample was measured simultaneously by both viscometers. and the results were 
compared with each other. In this way, it was detennined that silica slurries. for a given particle 
size distribution, between 0-70% solids by weight in distilled water have Newtonian flow 
behavior. 

l. Introduction 

It has long been observed that performance of grinding milis depends upon the 
rheological properties of the slurry (Kiimpel, 1 982). Severa! invesugators (Kiimpel, 
1982: Fuerstenau et al., 1 984; Tucker, 1 982) ha ve claimed improvement in grinding 
performance by altering the slurry rheology with grinding aids. These works suggest that 
by controlling the rheology of the slurry, the efficiency of a grinding mili can be 
tmproved. However. to accomphsh thts. it is first necessary to be able to monitor the 
slurry rheology. 

0301-7516/96/SIS.OO © 1996 ElsevH.::r' Sctcncc B. V. All nghts rescrved 
SSDI 0301-7516(95)00026-7 
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Rheology of mineral suspensions is highly complex and difficult to predict. lt 
depends upon severa] parameters, such as solids concentration. panicle size and shape. 
chemical environment, and temperature (Schack et al., 1957). The flow behavior of 
these suspensions can be divided into different general categories depending upon the 
relationship between the shear stress developed in the fluid and its rate of shear (Ftg. 1 l. 
The ratio of shear stress and shear rate is the viscosity. For a Newtonian fluid. the 
viscosity remains constan! as the rate varíes. But, for non-Newtonian fluids this rallo 
changes wtth shear rate. and ts called the apparent viscosity of the fluid at any pamcular 
shear rate. The apparent viscosity increases with increase in shear rate for a dilatant 
fluid, and decreases with increase in shear rate for a pseudoplastic fluid. Dilatan! and 
pseudoplastic fiUJds are also called shear thickening and shear thinning fluids respec
tively. Bingham plastics exhibit a yield stress. that is, they do not begin to flow until a 
cntical shear stress is reached. Sorne suspensions also show yield stress with pseudoplas
tic flow. Among all the parameters, percent solids has the most visible effect on slurry 
rheology. At lower percent solids most slurries show Newtonian flow properties. but as 
the solids content increases. particle-panicle interactions become importan! and the 
slurry changes to a non-Newtonian flow regime. 

The importance of these rheological properties in mineral processing operations ha ve 
been long realized (Kiimpel. 1982). However. measuring slurry rheology is difficult with 
existing apparatus. The mam difficulty of this measurement ts rapid settling of the sol id 
panicles during measurement. The settling constantly changes the percent solids tn the 
sample holder befare the instrument can display a steady reading. This settling effect can 
be eliminated by measuring the viscosity of a constantly moving slurry in contact with 
the measuring device. Specially designed baffles (Ciarke, 1967) and eddy control 
baskets (Underwood. 1976) have been used by severa] investigators to maintam a 
uniforrn suspens10n of solids and reduce the effect of fluid motion on viscometer 
readings. One of the promising designs for on-line application for slurry viscometry is 
the gravity flow system. in which the slurry flows through a conduit or a vessel under 
gravity (Hemmings and Boyes, 1977; Reeves, 1985). By constricting the out flow of 
slurry from this condutt, a constant hold-up of slurry can be maintained. Then the 
viscometer can be placed in thts slurry to take viscostty measurements. In this way. 

Shear rate 

F1g. ! . General ILCd timc-mdcpcndent rhcology curves for miner~l slurnes. 
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Spindle 

Container 

Side view Thpvjew 

Tangenual 
force 
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Fig. 2. The vertical flow (side v¡ew) prevents the solids from settling by continously sweeping fresh slurry past 
the spindle. This component of the flowing slurry stream does not affect the rotauon of the spmdle. But, any 
radial or tangenial forces (top view), ansmg from the flow, may put additional stram on the spmdle resuhing m 
erroneous viscosity readings. Unbalanced rndtal flows push lhe spmdle to one s1de so that it does not sptn 

unifonnly and results in erratic readmgs. Tangentml flows mcrease or decrease the torque on the spmdle. 
making the fluid appear lo be eilher more or less v¡scous then it really is. 

solids settling can be avoided to obtain a homogeneous slurry sample. However, the 
problem with this method is to obtain a smooth laminar flow of slurry without causing 
any disturbances in the sample holder. This is particularly true for rotating viscometers. 
which measure viscosity by measuring the torque generated by the rotation of the 
spindle (see Fig. 2). The flow of the sample should be strictly vertical, because forces in 
any other direction will interfere in the rotation of the spindle. In this way, a small 
turbulence originating from the mixing or flow of slurry can produce a shift in the 
viscometer reading. Klien et al. ( 1990) and Kiljanski ( 1993) ha ve discussed separately 
how the slurry flow in recirculation systems can change the effective shear rate, which 
results in different viscosity figures. Also, when one of these techniques (the Underwood 
des1gn) was tried by the investigators with a Brookfield viscometer, erratic viscosity 
readings were obtained for suspensions, because the effect of eddies from fluid flow 
could not be eliminated. In the system described in this paper, suitable slurry handling 
systems have been des1gned to elimmate these problems. The details are discussed in the 
following sections. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. Sysrem developmenr 

Yiscosity of a Newtonian fluid is not affected by shear rates. but for non-Newtonian 
fluids it changes with change in shear rate. Thus. by measuring the viscosity at two 
different shear rates sufficiently apart from each other. and comparing the two viscosity 
values. the fluid can be designated as Newtonian if. both the viscosities are similar. and 
non-Newtonian if the v1scosities are d1fferent.- Based on this concept. a new system has 
been developed to determine the flow re gimes of mmeral slumes. Two viscometers were 
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used for this purpose: the first one was a Brookfield (rotating type) viscometer and the 
other was a Nametre ( vibrating sphere type) viscometer. In this system the Brookfield 
viscometer operated at a much lower shear rate than the Nametre viscometer. Thus for 
Newtonian fluids readings from both the viscometers were the same: For pseudoplasuc 
fluids the Brookfield reading was higher than the Nametre reading: and for dilatan! 
fluids it was lower than the Nametre reading. The details of the Brookfield set-up and 
the Nametre set-up are discussed in the following sections. 

2.2. The Brookfield set-up 

A Brookfield viscometer (DV -! model) was u sed to me asure apparent viscosity at low 
shear rates. It was a rotational viscometer (coaxial cylinder) and could operate at 
different shear rates. But, all of its spindles, except for the UL adaptar, were designed 
for high viscosity solutions and are not suitable for many mineral slurries. The UL 
adaptar consisted of a cylindrical spindle and a tube which housed the spindle. Sample 
was placed in the annular space between the spindle and the tube. Then, the viscosity 
was measured by measuring the torque required to rotate the spindle at a constan! 
rotational speed. Although this arrangement could measure viscosity as low as 1 mPa · s, 
it failed to operate with slurry, because the solids settled quickly befare the instrument 
could display a steady reading. Therefore, 1t was necessary to develop a system where 
the solids would be kept in suspension while the reading was taken. This was 
accomplished by the slurry presentation system described in Fig. 3. Slurry was mixed m 
a overhead tank and passed continuously through the annular space between the UL 
adapter and the tube. After a steady state reading was displayed, flow was stopped by 
both the pmch val ves (to eliminate any swirling motion caused by the flow at the inlet) 
and the reading was taken immediately. This assembly operated at different shear rates 
dependmg upon the viscosity of the slurry. The range of vtscosittes which could be 

Brookfield 
V¡scometer 

'\Flexible tubmg 

L Pinch valve 

UL adaptar spindle 

. UL adaptar tube 

F1g. J. Brookfield VIScometer set-up showmg the UL adaptar a<>.scmbl) and the slurry presentation system 

Thts arrangement IS very SUIL::J.ble for ddute <;uspcnsJOns. and could mcasure VISCOS!tles of siilca slurrics up to 
70% sohd..- by we1ght m water wlthout any d¡ffícul!). 
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Table 1 
Range of apparent viscosities at any rate for the UL adaptor (Brookfield Engineering Laboratories. 1985) 

measured at any shear rate are given in Table l. Although the Brookfield viscometer 
could operate at different shear rates, it was not sufficient by itself to determine the 
rheological type, because for most of the slurries, readings could be taken only at a 
single shear rate. When the shear rate was changed by changing the r.p.m. of the 
spindle, the instrument went out of its operating range. Therefore, a Nametre viscometer 
was used to measure the viscosity of the fluid at another shear rate. The set-up for the 
Nametre viscometer is discussed in the next section. 

2.3. The Namerre ser-up 

The Nametre viscometer consisted of a spherical probe, which oscillated along a 
venical shaft at its resonant frequency of 750 Hz and a constant amplitude of 1 micron. 
This viscometer was selected because it operated at a much higher shear rate than the 
Brookfield viscometer and could measure viscosity as low as 1 mPa · s. When immersed 
in a fluid, the probe created a shear wave in the fluid, and the fluid dampened the 
oscillatory motion. The damping, or the power to restare constan! amphtude, is a 
measure of the apparent viscosity of the fluid. S mee the probe was. vibrating rather than 
rotating in a single direction, the shear rate was a sinusoidal funct1on of time. Also, the 
probe was spherical in shape. therefore its vibration had its maximum amplitude at the 
equator and gradually dropped to zero at the poles (Ferry, 1977). For these reasons. the 
Nametre viscometer did not operate at a specific shea.r rat~ but averaged the shear rates 
from zero to the maximum value. The maximum shear rate was not a definite constan! 
for the instrument and it varied according to the velocity of propagation of the shear 
wave in the fluid, which in tum depended upon the fluid viscosity. Therefore, it was 
necessary to get an idea of its operating shear rate for tlJids at different viscosities. Thts 
was done by measuring the apparent viscosity of non-Newtoman Methocel A4M 
(methylcellulose) solutwns at different concentrations with the Námetre viscometer. and 
comparing these figures with the readings of a Bohlin vtscometer (details of this test are 
discussed in the following sections). The shear éates for. :the Nametre viscometer 
obtained by this procedure are listed in Table 2. From Tables· 1 and 2 it is seen that the 
Nametre viscometer operates ata much higher shear rate than the Brookfield viscometer 
with its UL adaptar. · . 
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Table 2 
Apparent viscosities ~f Metltocel.solutions at different concentrations from the Nametre viscometer and thetr 
shear rates 

Concenuauons of Methocel A4M in water 

2.0% 
1.0% 
0.59c 

Apparent viscosity fr~m the Nametre 
viscometer, mPa ·s 

212 
49 
13 

Shear rate. sec 1 

1500 
3000 
3500 

In earlier experiments, an attempt was made to install the Nametre viscometer on a 
T-joint and fit it to a pipe-_Iine through. which the sample was flowing (Kawatra et al., 
1992). When the viscometer was bolted to the flange in this manner its response 
characteristics changed. The major problems encountered involved maintaining a con
stan! tension on the mounting bolts, and dealing with vibration acting upon the 
instrument from the. surrounding structure. The pumping system traÓsmitted excessive 
vibration through the pipeline, loosening one or the other mounting bolts, which caused 
a drifting of the zero setting .. This problem was eliminated by designing a special slurry 
presentation system as shown in Fig. 4. This was comprised of a vessel of two 
concentric cylinders made out of plexiglass. The bottom of the iimer cylinder was made 
conical to avoid solids settling and had an inlet opening through which slurry from ihe 
pump entered the vessel. The outer cylinder was one inch taller than the inner cylinder 
and had a discharge opening on its side. Slurry overflowed from the inner cylinder and 
retumed to the sump through this outlet. The viscometer was suspended from the top by 
a cable and the prol5e of the viscometer was immersed inside the inner cylinder. In this 
way the cable dampened any vibration from the surrounding structures. The weight of 
the viscometer kept the cable stretched, and the position of the viscometer was kept 
quite constan!. A therrnocouple was also placed inside the sump, so that both viscosity 
and temperature of the sample weré recorded simultaneously. 

Nametre viscometer 
Pro be 

Thermocouple 
Inner tank 

t' 

Sump 

F1g 4 Nametre v¡scometer set-up. Sample is placed in the sump_ and 1s circulated through the system by a 
centnfugal pump. Thus thc probe of the v•scorriel'er c'ome's in cOntact wtth a contmously flowing slurry. 
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Table 3 
Viscosily of sucrose solutions at different concentrations in water at room temperature (Weast. 1984) 

Sucrose content. % by we1ght 
Viscosity. mPa·s 

2.4. Bohlin viscometer 

10 
1.33 

20 
1.94 

30 
3.18 

40 
'6,15 

50 
15.40 

60 
58.37 

161 

A Bohlin viscomeler was used to determine the shear rates of the Nametre viscometer 
for fluids of different viscosities. The Bohlin was a rotational viscometer, in which .the 
spindle was held stationary and the outer cup, surrounding the spindle, rotated. The 
sample was placed in the annular space between the spindle and the cup; and measure
ments were taken at different rotational speeds of the cup. With this instrument, 
measurements of viscosity and shear stress could be taken at different shear rates within 
a range of 0-1450 sec- 1

• However, this viscometer could not·be used for slurries, 
because solids settled at the bottom and also on the wall of the ·cup because of gravity 
and centrifuga! forces. Apparent viscosity vs. shear rate plots of three solutions of 
Methocel A4M were obtained from this instrument. From these plots, shear rates for the 
Nametre viscometer were det~rmined. 

2.5. Marerials used 

2.5.1. Sucrose solurions 
Sucrose solutions show 'Newtonian flow properties, and were· used to verify the 

system's ability to work with Newtonian fluids. Six different solutions at different 
sucrose concentrations were used, with the theoretical viscosities (Weast, 1984) of these 
solutions listed in Table 3. 

2.5.2. Merhocel A4M so/urions 
The molecular structure of Methocel A4M (methylcellulose), 'a ·w~;er soluble p;,lymer 

manufactured by The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan is given in Fig. 5. 
Four solutions of this product at 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% ánd 2.0% concentrations by weight 
in water were prepared. These solutions display pseudoplastic flow behavior (The Dow 
Chemical Company, 1988) and were used for the following purjJoses: 

( 1) To determine the shear rates for the Nametre viscometer for fluids at different 
viscosities. This was done by first obtaining the_;lppar~nt _viscosity .vs. shear rate graph 

H 

H Ó 
1 
CH, 

,-- ~HJ 

. o 

¡o~( 
: H 1 H: 
:--~ ·CHJ~·:_ 

. ! n-2 

Fig. 5. Molecular structure of methyJéeiJulo.Se (Th~ oh~ Chemical Company. 1988). 
'. -- . : ". ' ' 
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Site(mkron) 

Fig. 6. Stze distributio'n of the silica sample ~s detennined by a Microtrac size analyzer. The sample was 
analyzed in duplicate, wtth excel1ent rev.rOdu~ibility: 

for these solutions from the Bohlin viscometer and then finding the shear rates 
corresponding to the apparent viscosity values obtained from the Narnetre viscometer. 

(2) To verify the system's ability to detect non-Newtonian 'i:haracteristics of tluids. 
This was accomplished by measuring the apparent viscosities of these solutions with the 
Narnetre and the Brookfield viscomet~rs resp;;~Íively and then. comparing the two 
apparent viscosity values. ··· 

-,: 
2.53. Si/ica slurries . . ' · · . 

fr 

Ground silica at 99.9% purity ~as obtained from Ottawa Sands Company of Ottawa. 
Illinois. The size distributiori.as determined by. a Microtrac size analyzer is given in Fig. 
6. Severa! slurry samples weré .. pre.pared. ranging from O to 70% silica by weight in 
distilled water. . · ''' · · .,, ·- · · . . . · 

'- ' ' . ~ ;; .. , - ' 
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3. Results and discussion ·" ... · ' 

:! ::!! ....... : ! '. . ' '' . 'J 

3.1. Determi!.ari(mc'of shear rotes for the Niúneire viscometer 
• :. :, •• :. J!) ., • • ~ 

' /! ¡1 

' . 
Apparent Viscosity vs. shear rate plots obtained fro¡{¡' the ·Bohlin viscometer were 

extrapolated to include the apparent viscosity values from the Nametre viscometer (Fig. 
7). Then the shear rate corresponding to the apparent viscosity from the Nametre 
viscometer was obtained. As it can be seen from Fig. 7, this shear rate iñcreases wnh a 
decrease in apparent viscósity;' Itr .this case; the :minim~m shear rate corresponding to 
2.0% Methoc~l solutiori (212·'fuPa ··sLwas. _l500.·s~c ~ 1 ¡rylis shows · that even for high 
viscosity tluids. the Nametre•viscometer·operated a1 a ve.'rf high shear rate compared to 
the Brookfleld viscometer. Thus. readings from boih the viscométers will give the 
viscosity values of any fluid at two extreme shear rates. 

li 

.. ·.· 
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'1 ·, ¡• Bohlin 

10' 
A Namette 

• ~ 
E 

10% 

-~ 10
2 

~ 
05% , 

" 10' ...... • • ~ 
~ • < 

10° 
10-l 10 10 10 10 10. 

Shear rate (sec' 1) 

Fig. 7. Apparent v¡scosity vs. shear rate curves for Methocel A4M solutions at different concentrations, 
generated by the Bohhn viscometer. Apparent viscosity values from the Nametre viscometer plotted on these 
curves show that at higher viscosity the Nametre operates at lower shear rate. At very low shear rates. these 
solutions do not show pseudoplasticity (The Dow Chemical Company, 1988) and for solutions with lower 
concentrations, this shear rate above which the solutions show pseudoplasticily iñC:reases. That is why 
Methocel solution at a concentration of 0.5% and 1.0% did not show pseudoplasticity at low shear rates. 

3.2. Calibration of the system with kno.wn solútions ., 

Apparent viscosities of sucrose solutions at concentráiions of 10-60 wto/<?,. in water 
and Methocel A4M Solutions at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.i:r wt% concentrations in water were 
measured first by the Nametre viscometer and then by the Brookfield viscometer. While 
measuring the apparent viscosity of Methocel at 2.0% concentration with the Brookfield 
viscometer, a different spindle (LV # 1) was u sed. This was necessary because the 
apparent viscosity of 2% Methocel was above 2000 mP~ · .s. which is too high to be 
measured by the UL adaptor. For the rest of the samples, _the UL.adaptor was ·used. The 
viscosity readings from ·the Nametre viscometer were _plotted _againsÍ ·the' viscosity 
readings from the Brookf1eld viscometer (Fig. 8). Since s~éfo¿e soÍuiions are Newto
nian. viscosity readings from both the Nametre (high shear rate) and the Brookfield (Iow 
shear rate) viscometers are similar for these solutions, as shown by the line drawn at a 
slope of 45° and passing through the origin, which coincides with these points. But, the 
points obtained from tests with Methocel solutions lie below this line, which shows that 
for these solutions, apparent viscosity values obtained from the Nametie'(higÍi shear . ¡
rate) viscometer are less than their corresponding values from the Brookfield (low shear 
rate) viscometer. This is expected from Methoc~l 'sdluiions, because these are.p~e¡¡do
plastic fluids (The Dow Chemical Company. 1988). This proves that the sys.tem c'ouid 
distinguish between Newtonian and 'non-Newtoman fluids. , . 

. ' • . ' ' . • . ~' '' . • '1 : ,: 

3.3. Viscosity measurements for_silica slitrrie~·. l ; :; ' 

..~ ,' ~. ~ 

.. -~- ,·,.... - - • ' J J_, J; :' . .. --~ •. · 
After 'calibrating the ,system with kriown · Newtonian (sucrose),and_non-Newtonian 

(Methocel) sólutions. tests\Nere condu~ted With "silica'-'water slurríes, aÍ ·different percent 
solids ranging from 10-70%. by _-weíg~(¡¡j' wine'r:·-A¡'iparent víscosítíes of these slurries 

- . _,, .,. ' . 
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• Sucrose soluuons 
O MethoccJ test·¡ 

e ::Methocel test 2·· 

~· 
• 2.0wt% 

1.5 wt% 

~I.Owt% 

'); '., ( ¡ ' 
Appan:nt Viscosuy from Brook.field (mPa s) 

' • •• ,·' l . _',.' .... • • 

Fig. 8. Reading from Nametre viscometer vs. ·reading from Brookfield viscometer for sucrose solutions from 
10 to 60 wt% and Methocel solutions from 0.5 to 2.0 wt% in water. Since sugar soluhons have Newtonian 
flow propenies, the points Jie over a line drawn through the origin ata slope of 45°. Duplicate tests (test 1 and 
test 2) were conducted with Methocel solutions. These solutions are pseudoplastic and the points corrcspond· 
ing to these solutions lie below the line. 

were measurecÍ by both the Na~etn! aild B.rookfield viscometers. n;·~ results ~e' ~hown 
in Fig. 9. For all:these slurries, :viscosities obtained·from both the viscometers are similar 
and a line .dniwn at a' slope of- 45° passes through these pointS; This shows· that between 
0-70% solids by, ~~ight'th.e above slur'ries· must have Newtonian flow properties. 

• • • 1 ¡, ~· ,:,-. • \ :: •. •• :.-.~-- • • • • •• • ' • 
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.,. . .. 
. r·~.- .... -t.' '"1 Ó~- r-"----'----'i-'--------,., 

·¡';,_: ;;', .. !. ']; --:- ;;:-. lJ(- ,_;_;, .~~ 

-. . .. ,, ·g·c,,.c •. 
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. -·' .. ::. ~.:-;~:: .;. 
"'. i -. --~·~:=~'-~~ ... 

_.,J·~- -:."-~(1-~.,: -:! }' ~- ¡ 

,J •• 

so lid!. 

' 
;· 

' : 60-70 wt% 
--,., :-~li(b" 

:. 

··;• ;· ·'' ·'· 

1- . d; 

.,,i,:; 

Appare_?' Vi~osJty from Brookfield (mPa s) 
·, (·: .¡':._. ·¡, ¡·; ,"·>', .r'< ···~ '" '': ·':". t' ' 't , , 

Fig. 9. Apparent visc,ositt.es:of -~ih_c~:sl.uqies_ ~~ ~iffere,nt o/~_J; ~l. id~ _from ,Brookfi~ld and Name_tre vtscometers. 
Since all the poims lie o~er a !me dr.twn lhrough the origin at a slope of 45°, these slurries niust ha ve 
Newtonian flow propenies. 
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4. Conclusions 

The following conclusions were drawn from these. tests: 
(1) The system described in this anide provides·a simple method.for characterizing 

mineral suspensions and liquids into Newtonian and non-Newtoma'n fiow regions while 
al so determining their viscosities. 

(2) Between 0-70% solids by weight the slurry of ground silica, (with the given size 
distribution) displayed Newtonian fiow behavior. . · 
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electronic files of the··figúies·sboÜid.also be rncluded on a separate floppy disk. · 

Subfrussion of rriafuJsCr,Pf~ ; .. -·· : -- ·. · ·- .; ·. 
Authors are requesteChO'SUbrtut,. with th21r: rilan\.ISCriptS, the names and addresses of tour potential 
referees. Manuscnpts· shciüiO ibe· sU0~1~ed th 'tnplic~te; thoSe ong1natmg 1n North and South Amenca 
should be sent to·O.W. Fuerstenau,:·and· 3.11 other manuscnpts should be subm1tted to J. Cases 
(addresses are g1v.en on the.ms1de front·CoVer) .. 111Ustrátrons: Please note that upon submiss1on of a 
'!lanuscnpt ,tt]at three sets al all ph~tggráPhic ~at~rral P,n~ted sharply on glossy paper or hlgh-deflni
tlon laser onnts mu~Lbe provtded'to enable meanmglul revrew. Photocop1es and .ot!ier low-quahty 
pnnts w11! ngt be acc'epted lar review. · "· ·.· ·.· :· .: · 
The 1ndicat1on of a lax and e-mall number on submrssion of the manus.cnpt could assist m speedmg· 
commun1cauons. The fax nurnber for the Amsterdam off1ce is +31·20-4852696. 
SuomiSSIOil of an art1c1e 1s understood to 1mply that the an1cle 1s angina! and unpubl1shed and 1s not 
be1nq cons1dered for publ1callon elsewhere. ~ 
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